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UNITED STATES COMMISSION
ON CIVIL RIGtITS

/
Monday, June 14, 1976

The U.S. Commilsion on Civil Rights conveueel-,...pursuant to notice,
at 9 a.m. in the Middleton Auditoripm, Strickler Hall, University of
Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky, Arthur S. Flemming,. Chairman,
presiding. . .

PRESENT: Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman; Stephen Horn, Vice
Chairman; Frankie M. ,Freeman, Commissione'r; Manuel Ruiz, Jr.,
Commissioner; Murray Saltzman, Commissioner; John A. Buggs, Staff
Director; Lawlence Gliek, Acting General Counsel; Jack P. Hartog.
Hester C. Lewis, and Frederick Dorsey, Assistant General Counsel.

PROCEEDINGS

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The hearing should Fome tO order, please.
This Commission came into existence as a result of a provision in-

corporated in the Civil Rights Act of 1957. By law, ir is a six-member
Commission;the members being appointed by the President and con-
firmed by the Senate. No more than three members of the Commission
can be members of the same political party.

The Commission, since its creation, has investigated basic iss'ues in
the field of civil rights, then as a result, of its investigation has made
findings and recommendations and submitted theto the President of
the United States and. to the.Congress. The ComMission has likewise
performed an oversight function in relation to the departments and
agencies of the Federal Government that are charged with the respon-
sibility bf enforcing civil rights law. In connection with these oversight
responsibilities, we also make findings and recommeqdations and sub-
mit them to the President and to thy Congress.

All persons who have served on the Commission have recognized
that this Commission has tin obligationi to stay out on the cutting edge
of issues .in the field of.civil rights. One of the most iMportant, if not
the most important issue confronting our Nation at the present time
in the field of civil rights is the issue of desegregati9n of our public
schools.
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-Approximately a year ago. the Commiision decided to concentrate
a large portion of itif time, ita energy, -and its resources on this particu-
lar issue.. We intend during the lrer Nit .of /august to issue a state
of the union rep% on -the 'status of desegregation in the Nationsln
this report we will incluile' findings and recommendations which will
6e transmitted to the President and to the Congress.

In preparation for this report_we have been holding a number or
bearings. Under our law, whep we hold a public .hearing we subpena
all .witnesses, and all witnesses are placed under oath. We have held
hearings pn the ;desegregation of oa -public schools in Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, Denver, Colorado. Tampa, Florida, and now in Louisville.

. In addition to these public hearings, we have had prepared for us
by State advisory committees 24 case histories. In addition,, oiir
research department demsd an inStrument*hich has been used for
the purpose of obtaining some, idea of the attitudes that leaders have
reletive te desegregation in 1,800 school districts. : -

We are now in the process of evaluating the evidence that has been
presented to idi. And as I have indicated, the latter part of August we
will issue-our report with.oer findings and recommeridations.

I know that I am speaking for-all or my colleagues on the Commis-
sion whep I announce with great sorrow the fact that one of our col-
leagues, Dr. Robert Rankin, Durham, North Carolina,%died last week.
Dr. Rankin was the oldest member of our Commission, both in terms

. of years and in tews of period of service. He was appointed to the
Commission by the late President Eisenhower and served from' then
until his death last week. He was professor emeritUs of political science
at Duke Universi . There he had a very distinguished cpreer as a
teacher and as a holar. it is very difficUlt to express ailequately in
words the contributions that Dr. Rankin.made to this CommissiOn.

As.-It have indicated, he was a member eir the Commission almost
frimn. the 6eginning and,sconsequently, seqed as a member during the
formative years of the Commission andAuring the recent years when
our Nation has confronted some yery serious issues in the field of civil
rights.'

There is no question at all about the significance of the contribu-.
tions that Dr. Rankin made as a teacher and as a scholar. These were
contributions rt just to Duke University, but to the entire Nation.
Also, there is no question at allbut that he contributed to the life of
our Nation in a very significant way as he performed his duties and
respoqpibilities as a member of this Commission.

He was always ready to confront issues in the field of civil rights in'
a perceptive Mentzer, and in a courageous manner. He, for a good
many years, was the only member of the Commission who came from
the South. He was a leader in the civil rights movement in the South,
but through this Commission he became a leader <in the civil rights

, movement in the Nation as a whole. 'I am asking our Stiff Directori

to prepare an appropriate memorial for presentation to the Commis-
sion at pus next regular meeting in/Washington next month.

9

SIR
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In the Meantime, however, some of my colleagues may want to add
to the comments that, I have made. I will recognize first the .Vice
Chairman of the Ccfmnfission, ,Dr: Steven Horn, who is president of
California State University at Long Beach, California.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairmlm.
I. am.delighted that you mentioned in tribute the wOrk of Dr. Rankin

as yoarhave. It was my privilege as a fellow political scientist to first
meet Dr. Rankin when he'vAs consultint to this Commission, which
was for a period of years even before he became a member ity the ap-
pdintment of President Eisenhower. ,

Dr. Rankin was a southern 'gentleman In the finest sense of the
word. He was a distinguished scholar of constitutional law, Itinfing tau-, . .

died under the late Edward Corwin, one of America's most distin-
guished scholars in this area. He approached, a you mentioned, issues
with courage. I might add that he also approached with calm and. with
a great deal,of reseach. He was a ,mernIcer of tfie Commission during.
my years as Vice Chairman, since 1969. You could always count on
him to have done his homework.

He was also a member of the Commisition and elped innovate in
many areas tm bring the work of this Comin n closer tof the
scholarly community, such arthe scholar residen6c p in which
he was our representative in selection. His services to State and Natiott
and to his communityl where he was once a city councilman, will be
,lost but dot forgotten ISy many who studied the record of how this Na-
tion has evolved in this area Over the last decade and a half.

CHAIRMA/N FLEMMING. Thank you.
I would like to recoknize nOw Citmmissioner Frankie Freeman, Who

(is a very distinguished lawyer from. Srtt.sotmis and who was appointed,
to the Commission by President Joh and has served since then.
qhe is now the oldest member of the Commission in point of service.
Commissioner Freeman.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I talked to Dr. Rankin on Thursday, the day before he died. I had

learned that he was in *try poor condition, and so I called him
becalise we had, during the entire time that we had served together
on the Commission, what to me was a very special relationship. I

Although Dr. Rankin was called a southern member of this Commis-
sion, because I was born in the South, because I was born and reared

in Danville, Virginia, which was very close, to where he lived in Dur-
ham, we always felt and we said we can understand each otlthr.

And we were in many instances, on many occasions; not in agree-
ment, except that because this is a bipartisan Commission and there
are some Republicans and some Democrats, we bah are Democrats
and so we had the political ,relationship. And wealthough in this
Commission, we never really have had a decision which was divided on
the basis of partywe chided each other back and forth.
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He a.s a very distinguished, political scientist could really assess the
mood of this country. And as we moved into the hearings during this
past year, it was of special meaning to Bob Rankin that he could, in
the city of Roston and in the city of Denver when he talked to some
of the witnestes, say, well, down South we saw the problem, what is
happening and what is wrongiwith things up here.

He h a sense of humor that 1 think tlie transcript will reveal gave
*a special flavor to ivany of the reports and many of the transcripts.
This will be the first hearing we -will encounter in the past 11 years
at which he is not present, although I believe that he is wi,th us in spirit
because he wanted very much to be,here., He .s4d.to mealthough he
knew he would not by with us littrallybut he said, "1 am very sorry
Teannot be with you in Louisville,. but I know that you all Will 'carry
on.'And we will surely try to carry ond

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you..1 would like to 'present Commis-
sioner Manuel Ruiz, very distinguished international lawyer from Los
Angeles, California.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Dr. Rankin's insight into the social and poli;i-
cal problems, paticular in the South, constituted the hasit of much in-
spiration on my part. Although 1 was born in the far West, Califoroit,
1 married a girl. from Mississippi, and my_wife and Mrs. Rankin became
great friends and led to an understanding which I would not otherwise
have had as a far westerner. And I am deeply gsateful toi this liaison
that I was able to have in the very short period cif time as a co-Com-
missioner of Dr. Rankin on our COmntission on Civil Rights.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you.
I would now ,like to .recognize Commissioner Murray- Saltzman:

Rhinbi Saltzman is the spiritual leader otone of the ,large congregations
in Indianapolis, Indianh,: He is 'the youngest member of the Cominis-
sion in point of pervice. rommissioner Sal4man.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. As the youngest member, 1 have only
spent a little more than a year on the COMTHISSjOH. : t even within
thc very first few months of 'my service, 1 found myself deeply im-
pressed by the courage, integrity, and dedication of every member of
this Commission to the ideals of American democracy and uythe pur-
poses whioWare served in our faithful observance of the Constitution.

In partieillar, I was profoundly iMprpsed by Dr. Rankin's grasp of
what we were doing and what we hoped to achieve as citizens of this
countcy, the ideals we hoped to bring to fruition throulh our efforts
on thisCommission.

Inkparticular, though it was mentioned,. I would like to racy so his
sense of humor. There were occasions when we met 'in Washington
whcn Dr. Rankin and I would dine together. He had an enormous

#aore of jokes, and I found myself writing them dirn to save them for
occasions in the future. He was u .very precirus, affable, warm,
generous human being, a man who, despite the year& reall'y was very,
very young. He could appreciate beauty, beauty in physical things,

41,
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beauty in womonhe had a very young eye in that respect. He could
appreciate beauty in spiritual and moral values. I know we shall deeply
miu his presence.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN 'FLEMMING. I woulci like-to recognize John Buggs, who is'

'The Staff Director of the Commission and who in that capaeity worked
very, very closely with each Member of the Commission..

Ma. Buoy's. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you indicated, the Staff Director has the somewhat, I suppose,

unique opportunity to be asiociated witti each member.of the Commis-
1-sion to an extent that I doubt othtr Commissioners are able to as-i

sociate. Not only was that true, of course, of Dr. Rank`in, but I had
been designated many years before I became Staff Director to tie the
liaison between the staff and the Commissioners. In that capacity, Dr.
Rankin on occasion would come .by my office and indicate he would
just like to walk around the various floors and offices of the Commis-
sion to discuss with the staff anything that they might want to discuss
with him.

I think one of the most important aspects of that is Dr. Rankin's
careful operation in that role. He was very "Fareful, interestingly
enough, to be sure he represented in many instances the position of
the Staff Director as well as that of the Commission in dis_cossions with
othey members of the staff. He was particularly aware o't the role that
he played. He never carried stories from one group to the other. He

*always discussed willE Me everything that he heard and what he felt.
Being the only Staff Director .whp has ever been from the South, I

was particularly close, as I think Fommissi7aner Freeman was/to Dr.
Rankin. We hadwhile of different ractsbad similar eicperiences on
the other side. of each issue. And I think we began to understand to
a grehter measure than perhaps eitheN of us thought, how each persoif
operating as we did in a somewhat difficult situation in the '30s and
in the '40s, why in many instances we reacted as we Wel.

He was, I repeal, as others have said, a wonderful human being. I
went dowri` tb hit funeral. I had an opportunity there to speak with
Mrs. Rankin, Wiai his daughter, and with hit son. They are all fine
people froni a fine part of the country, and I, together with members
of the Ccimmission, shall certainly miss him.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
I am go- ing to ask that the statements that have been.made at the

opening of this hearing relative to the life and service of Dr. Rankin
be transcribed ai soon as possible and be transmitted to Mrs. Rankin.

At this point, I would like to recognize Commissioner Freeman, who
will mukt a statement relative to the rules that will govern the hearing
that we are' holding in Louisville. Commissioner Freeman.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,
At the outset, II should emphasize that the observations I am about

to make on the Commission's rules constituta nothing more than brief
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ilualnuales sof tile certificite of prbvisions.-The rules themselves should
be cintsulted for a fuller, understanding. Skaff members Will be available:.

ankverquestions whiCh attic durinithourie of the heating. -

In °alining the procedtre which will govern the hearing. I think it
-is important to explain bnefly e special Commiss* procedure for
testimony or evidence . winch may -tend to defamt, degrades or in-.
criminate any vetion. Section 1.02E of our statute provides, and- .1
elide( ,

, If die Commission determines thit evidence or testimony Sit any
may tend to defame, degrade, or incriminate any persionr.
tecelve such evidence or testimony in executive -session,

The Commission shall afford any person defamed, degraded, or in,
criminated by such evidence or testimony an opportunity to ap-

tpear and be heard In executive session with a reasonable-number,
of additiodal witnesses requested by trim before deciding to use
such evidence or testimony. Q.

When we use the term executive session, we mean a session in .

which obly the Commissioners are present, in contrast to a session
Such as this one in which the public is invited and preitent. In providing
for an executive or closed session for testimony, which will tend to
defame;degrade, or incriminate any person. Cobgress clearly intended'
'to give the fullest protection to individuals by affording them an op-
poittimity to show why any testimony which might be damaging to

them should not be presented in public. Congress also wished to
minimize damage to reputations as much as possible and to provide
persons an opportunity to rebut unf,ided charges before they were
well publicized.

Therefore, the Commission, when appropriate, convenes in exectkl
tint session prior to the receipt of anticipated defamatory testimony.
Following the preseptation of the testimony in executive session and
any statement in opiosition to it, Commissioners; review the sig-
nificance of the testimony and the merit to the opposition to it. In the
event we find the testimony to be of insufficient credibility or the op-
position to it to be of.sufficient merit, we may refuse to hear certain
witnesses, even though those witnesses have been subpenaed to testify
in public session.

An executive session is the only portion of any hearing which is not
open to the public. The hearing which begins now is open to all, and
the public is invited and urged to attend all of the open sessions.

All persons who are scheduled to appear who live or work in Ken-
tacky or, within 50 miles of the hearing site have been subpenaed by
t4u5 Commission. All testimony at public sessions will.be under oath
and will be transcribed verbatim by the official reporter. Everyone who
testifies or submits data ote,.dence is entitled to obtain a-copy of the
transcript on payment of costs. Ln addition, witinn .60 days after the
close of the hearing, a person may ask to correct errors in the trans-

3
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cript of the hearing of his or her testabony. Such requests will bf .
granted onlY to make the transcri.peconfOrm fo tesimony as presented
at 'the 'hearing. ,

All witnesses ate entitled tq, be accompanied MO advised by counsel.
After the !fitness has been, questioned/ by the Commission, eounsel
may .sdbject hia or pet client te reasonable 'ertmiration within the
sop: ef the que*Ons.asked by the tCommiiiiion. He or she also.may
make objectiOns on the teCord and argue briefly the bartis'for sash ob-
jectibis. \

Shtull any WitOeiti feit -t0 fOiiew any order, made by the
.Chairmap cir the' Co
beha.ior win be
to the- U.S,, Aterney
statutory powers.

,presidinie In Pis %thsence, pis or her
earderly, aad-the rilatter will be referred

or enforcement pursuant to the. Oommission's 1

If the Commission determines that any 'witness' testimony_ tends to
-,,defame,:degrade, or ineriminate any person, that person or his or her

coimsel may subniii written questioas which in *thZ discretion of the
COmmissipn .may be put to the witness. Such pemon also has the, right
to request that-Withestespe subpenaed on his or her behalf. *..

** NI witnesses have the ritiht to submit statements prepared by thm-
selves or others for inclusion in the record. pipvided Tey are sidmiitted
within the time required' by the rules., My 'person who has not been
subpenaed may be permitted, in, the discretion .of the Commissidn, to
submit a written ftatement at this publiZ hearing. Sua statement will
be _reviewed by the members of the ,comthission and made a part of
the Fecord.

Witnesses at Commission hearings are pr"otected by the provision of
Tide IS, U.S. Code, section 1,5O5, which makes it a crime to threaten,
intimidate, or injure witnesies on account cif their ittendanci at
Government, proceedings. The commission should be immediately in-

, formed of any allegations relating to possible intimidation of witnesies.
Let me emphasize that we consider this .t.O be a very serious rusher,
and we will do all 'in outpower to protect witnesses who appear at
the hearing..

Copies of the rules whitch governthis hearing may be secured from
a member of the Commission staff. Persons who have been subpenaed
have, already been given their conies,: -

Finally, I should point mit that these, rules were dratted with atm in-
tent of iosuring that' Commission hearings be conducted in, a fair and'
impartial manner. In many cases, the Commission has gone 'signifi-

/candy bestinid: the congressional requirements in providing safeguards
for witnesses and 'other persons. Wc have done this in the belief that
usefel facts dan.be developed best in an atmosphere of calm and ob-

. jectivity. We hope that such an atmosphere will prevail a this hearing.
-With respect to the conduct of persons in this hearIng mom die

Commission wants to TWA clear that all orders by the Chairtnan must
be obeed. Failare by any pen:on to obey an ,order by Dr. Flemming

I'
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or the Colmmissionet presiding in his atisence wiJi result in the*exclu- '
.. sion of the individual from this hewing room and criminal prosecution

/by die, U.S. Attorney when required;
.1

The Fedpral marshalls staticoned in and" around this "iiearing Worn
have been .thorOughly niiistructed by the Commission on itearilg
procedure, and their ordet's also ace to be obeyed.

This.' hearing will be in public session on MonIday, Which is today,'
Tuesday, and' Wednesday of thit week.. The sesmions on todai, and
Tuesday pill begin at19:00 a.m. and witt ctintinue until 6:00 p.m. There
will., be- a lunch break today from noon. until 12:40 p.m. and on
Tuesday from 12:50 until 1:50 p.m..

On Witinesday,5the final day Of this hearing, the session will begin
at 9:00 a.m. and contimie withoui a break until 4:00 p.m.. The time
betereen 4:20- and 6:20 p.m. on Wednesdayhas been set aside for
testimony from persons who haVe not been subpenaed, but who wish
to testify. s,t .

As noted by Chairman Flemming,,persons wishing to appear at the
open se ion shotild be in contact with members' of the Commission
staff in uite 109 of this building during this meek.

This hearing will conclude at 6:20 p.m. Wednesday. .
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.. Thank you very much, Commissioner .iFreeman. .
I think 1 should 1;lso explain that persons who are not scheduled as

a

witness& bui who desire tO be. heard, will be heard under a 5-minute
rule on .Wednesday. As Commissioner Freeman has indicated, those
who have an interest should contact staff ahead of time in Suite
109-B.

At this time, I am very happi, to recognize Marguerite Harris, who
is the Chairperson of the Kentucky fitate Advisory Committee to the

Commission-on Cjáights. .

I-think I should ViPain that in virtually all of the States,' the Com-
mission has estabhshed an advisory committee. The Commission ap-
points the members of the advisory committee.

We are very happy to reccignize the Chairperson of the Kentucky
State Advisory Committee, Marguerite Harrid, who has rendered very
fine service to us as well as to the civil rights movement. Ms. Harris,
we are delighted to have you.

wiLCOMIPit REMARKS OFSIARGUERITE HARRIS, CHAIRPERSON,
KENTI,ICKI" ADVISORY GOMMITTEE TO THE US. COMMISSION ON CIVIL .

RIGHTS

Ms., Hsams. Thank you, Chairman Flemming.
Qn bdialf of the Kentucky State Advisory -Committee and the

citizens af Louisville and 3efferson County, we yould Ifke to formally
Welcome you to the session this morning and to thank you far having
come to our city to help us eitablish a focus whereinAve can better
ascertffin cOnditions that govern our lives.

.
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I would like to take this eipportunity.to say to you that I would like,
to express mi personal sorrow at the diminishment of your ranks
through thetiassing of Commissione, 'Rankin.

It was mvprivikge.to have been in Tampa, Flo Ada, and to have wit-*

nessed the hearings there. 4 must sa to the citizens of Louis Ville and
to the Commission stet\that I was very impreined with yotir etfdris
in pursuit of civil rights,lin behalf of citizens throughout this land.' I
would.also like to personally-eommend yoti for having made yourselves

*".. available to oversee c9nditions that affect, eitizens throughout America.
I am sometvhat familiar with the,busv workday schedules that elieh of
you have, the 'very diverse interests that you.have and the very wide,
scattered demographicgeographic, ratheraistribution froth whence
you all come.

But as much as rill can provide to ui in-the way ss' of a istance here
in Louisville and Jefferson County, I would like to say to the citizens
of Louisville and Jefferson County tilat in the final analysis, despite
what you can provide this morning and in sulCequent days, that the,
responsibility 'is ours to come up with solutions to our problems. So
while we welcome ?our assistance, we would like to take the opportu-
.nitylo say to you that the responsibility really is ourst

If the quality of this hearing is similar to the quality of the hearing
in Tampa, I am confident that the citizens of Louisville and Jefferson
County will be able,to look at situations that mirror conditions within
our community.

I would like to say to ail of us anti to remind us that the test of the
moral quality of a civilization is its treattnent of the weak and the
powerless. And because of that, there, are certain conditions that. have

-prior consideration over any facts that will come out of this hearing.
.The inalienable rights that are guaranteed to all of us under a
democratic form of government Must tie 'adhered to and supersede liny
kind of discomfort that any of us may feel as a result Of any court-
orderpd decision that will effect any condition that affects us all. -

I suggest that the weak and the powerless int this instance and under
that definition pertains to the minority population, and that as miaority
people we have a right to expect that at this conference which Will be
resulting from any cou'rt decision will be tolerated and un4ertaken in
a willing fashion because of the neglect and the denial onhe asSets
of these conditions to the minority people.

But I recognize that those conditions cansitat be easily resolved and
VerlariAlY will not he resolved in any immediate fashion, But ',le can
Fornmit ourselves to achieving those conditions on behalf of all our
Klizens. Again, I would like to thank 'you and before I leave the podi-
um here; I would like to take this opportunity to ask any mernbers of
the. Kentucky Slate Advisory Committee Who are present this morning
to stand and present. yours,lf to your fellow. citizens. We 'have Mr.
Rosenbloom, a, member of the .thcal subcommittee, and Dr. Coleman,
a, member frOm Lexington, Kentucky.'
- Again, welcome to oitir city, and thank you vary. mu0,..

4
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CHAIRMAN Fusissusq. Thank yoa, Ms. Harris. We appreciate your

remarks very, very much. I_
I will ask counsel call the.firstiikvitnesa.
MK. GK. Mr. rman,.ou , 'first witnesseLIC s tlh4 i. morning are a

group of younipeople, some Of whom have, just graduated high school
and .some who are still in hiigh school, and they are going .to ten us
*bout school desegregation'from the perspective' of the student.

I 'call' Valerie Owens, Wanda Hoosier, Darrell Moore; rd Mary
Theresa McAnnally.

(Whereupon, Valerie! Owens, Wanda Nwsier, Darrell Moore, and
' Mary Theresa McAnnally were sworn.)

1lIS11MOISOI, VALERIE OWENS,snmarr. RIMER HIGH ViAMSAmount, swum, IROPUOAS HIGH SCHOOL; DARRELL !It
EICIIRETT HIGH SCHOOLVAM) MARY IliERICSA.MCANNALLY.

ThomAs mesnasoN HIGH scum.

MR. Ot./CL. I would like to begin by asking each ofyou itate your,
ttame, your age, and school you attended /his past year. 11, do

'you want to start?
MooitE. My Ls-Darrell MoOre. I attended b tt High

School this ycak I am 17 years'old.
Mit. Guat. Than
MS. MCANNst.tv- y name is Terry )vicAtinally. I aue Thomas.

Jefferson High Sc and I am 18.
Ms. HOOSIER. My name is Wanda' Hoosier, Iroquois High School,

and l arn 16.
Ms.. OWENS. I am Vakerie Owens, Butler High School, and I 1°7.

Mu. GLICK. ThIIIIk you.
NoW,Ahis morning we want to discuss with you your expe

school this last year so that we can get a picture the stand
of the persons most intimately ahd immediatelydinvolved with se
desegregation of,what it was like.; There -were some changes mad
the school, patterni this year. Let's beghi with 'Darrell, and give
some iMpressions you, of what school was like this past year
contrast to previqus 1.

Ma. Mooas. Well, I uld definitely say that thethere. was an at- -,

titudinal change this :year over previous years, and ihat I would it-
tribute it to the entire ,chain of events, that went. on. I weitildn't at-
tribute it te any special- thing, bag do believethat everyene involved
in the educational process at DuWett acquired different altitudes about
what they were doing from previous years.

Everything took sort of a negative effect. People became disariented*
with _ what they, were doing. They did things grudgingly rather' than

.

, obligingly, you knoW, rather than where before it harfbeen something,
that was second-nature and no one thought abOut what they were
'doing, but" after this year, everythiry was being criticized and nO one

....11
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really*.waa gung ho about the job the were &ins we a teaeher, RS an
.

administrator, as a student. Everyone seensd toluttthcy were there .
and they had to.be there, but there was tio teal enthusiasm this year.

MR. Guca. What 510 you think coniributed to that change in
monde? What werethe fadtors?! Was it just simply because black stu-
dents came into the schools?

MR. MOORE. No. Ddrrettelswas,traditicittaliy a white school. And in
'74-75 setiool yeas Was the year that a significant n ber of blacks
were first introduced, to .Durrett. And then this pre otts school year
was, just an increase in that to t certain iguideli es.,So desegrega-
,tion of Durrett/didn't really uffcIf it because tha ned the previ-

,ous year. .

I think "A); eau= of this atnt14 as the atti of the entire coin-
munity. I svnt Alai' vibrations entire co unity was negative on
tir schoid system. There Were protests, the fficialsr-the most op-
timistic attitude that" seemed to he talsan the school system
was we:.dan't like it, but v.tip enforce law. And, you khow, it
went 4bwii from that. The entire conimum was just sort of negative
on the school system, and it just drifta# do and affected everyone.

GLicic. Thank you, Darrell.
witnild like to ask Mary Theresa ,wh t thins were like at Thomas

4efferson this past year. You have .go there 3 years now as I. un-
:derstand itto

Ms, .MCANNALLY. Four years,
1 M. qt.tc. Was there anY chim in Thomas 'Jefferson? That's al- .
waYs been an integrated, schocil, h 't it?

Ms. MCANNALLY. Yes. This y , since we had smaller clakses and
really letas people attending usually do because .we dropped ow-
seventh and eighth ggcle, real! , the atmosphere was a lot bettor at

. Thomas Jefferson Vain .it's ev. been. More people were able to get
inSqved in all the activities d .more spent time in school
bsicatise there wasn't that mu h trouble t

Usually before, we had all the me around and telling us we
couldn't do things, but ho because Thomas Jefferson was one of the
better schools in the coup , we were able to do more tlpigi, we were .
able to have pep- rallies and homecomings and dances and .things
whereas before, we weren't able to have these things.

The we:mat thing that happened was our i'irst football game was can-
celled, the one we got most of our profits to help the rest of die seasowa
out was cancelled because of busing demonstrations at Southern and
Durrett. The only thing wrong at Thomas Jefferson ifas the things that
happened around us at Durrett and Southern and FEdaie. -But 'other
than that, our school year Went really good. e,

MR. GLICK. You just graduated?
MS. MCANNALLY. Yes.
MR. Outtc. Do you think the experience that you had in going'to

an integrated school or mildly integrated school has been beneficial
to you in-your understanding of different people?
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i. Ms. McANSALtoy1,. Oh. yeii: if' I hadn. 't gone to Thomas Jefferson, I
.wbuld really be a narrow-minded person, because before I welit there
I went jo" a public, I mean a private, &white school; and I had no

-idea what other people were like, I couldn't cape less. I didn't want
to associate with anybody except whitest

1.

- But.at Thomas Jefferson, I got to where cotir 'didn't matter to me.
. I mean, t didn.'t care i,hether they were black or not, it was what type

.. of person they.'were, and I cduldn't understand why ma many people
. were so, bigoted and prejmjiced. Before', I couldnIlimderstand why

iqtylsady 'wouM bother being prejudiced,,but I lave gotten ewer .rny.
,prejudite: nowand I yeish everybody else could. ,

,Ma. Mies. 1310 yOu A-ink 'your view is shared by ,many of the stu-. - ,
. ,/dents at Th4masJettos4n?

. ..
/ i: . Ms. MeANitok14f. Well, most of them, because Most of the Oeople'

/, i there have been .brought up in a, desegregated neighborhood% and you
'know, it is easier for.them to cope with desegregation because we save
always been that way. So I guess everybody else is just like me.

MR. Giles. Thank you:
I would like toenow turn' to Wanda. You were at Iroquois this r;ast

year? ,.

Ms. Hoosint. YeS. \ A'
,iiMa.. CLICK. That is an integrated school now, but it wasn't before?

Ms. ooslEa. No.
Ma. iic. What was your experience, in going to a school largely

whife student population?
.

.

..'Ms. HOOSIER. Well, it was real/4y difficult. They really: weren't used
,

to b ks. We had a lot of trouble at the beginning of school because
the it rents would come out and protest in front of the school. But the
teac crs stu4 it out and we did lose a lot of students becaUse they

want' to come to school or their parents wouldn't allow them.
At . end of school, it was really nice, but I still think that'the whites
are used to blacks yet. I think they will be as time goes on, though..

Cum You think they 4.,ill get used to the idea of black people
be g in school?

S. HOOSIER. Yes. .
R. GLICK. Was there thc same level of Student activitiesathletics

a d cliths and dances and things like thaethis year at Iroquois as in
c past, do you know? .

Ms. HOOSIER. Well, there was, but see, Iroquois isn't used to a lot
f activity, and that's what really had thsm down beeause They don't
ave a lot of activity in the school. From the beginning of it, I don't
hink they 'did. Bt it is -hard to get new activities going within the
hool because of the ad nistration.
MR. GLICK7 You don't ink the faCt that there were several hundred

black students in tHe school this year made any difference?
MS. HOOSIER. Well
MR. GLICK. hi terms of activities.
M. HOOSIER. It didn't.

e
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MR. GLICK. It did not?
MS. HOOSIER/ No.

I 3

MR. GLICK. Valerie, couldi I get from you some impressions of what
your experienees were at Butler this past oyear?
." Ms. Owtras. 'Butler really dildn't hays that many problems this:year,
because it's always 'been a mipd school, and I 'rave always gone to
a mixed.school.

Some of the problems they did have were getting free books, and
Butler never Had had free books bffore. Some of the pupils that were
ggiting free books were kelling them back even thonth they did-get
them free. Like, the pep.rallies, the ,blaaks. would sit on one side and

Aire whites would sit on the other side: Like, the athletic director would
talk ,t6 them and tell them he didn't Wain, to see this no more, that
he wanted them to mix. But they still haven't much supported the foot-
ball games, or basketball games. ant 1,5% the end of the school year,
everybody was ietting.along real well:

MR. GLICK. Wanda mentioned that there were some demonstrations
by some parents or other community people outside of Iroquois. Was
there anything like that at Butler this year?

MS. OWENS. No.
MR. GLICK. Do you think the faculty at Butler treats the black and

white Students pretty muCh the same in terms of discipline and require-
ments'of work production and that kind of thing?:

Ms. OwENs. I feel they do, but some of the whites feel that the
teachers are treating the blaclok ter then they are treating the
whites.

MR. GLICK. Why would that be?
MS.'OWENS. Because they haven't had much schooling, and they just

feel they are just treating them much better to get along with them
in seheol.

MR. GLIM You mean the white faculty members are intimidated by
the black students, is that what you mean?

MS. OWENS. The black students feel the, teachers are much harder_
on them, but the whites feel they are not. e whites feel the teachers
are treating the blacks much better.

MR. GLICK. I would like to know nybody else in the group has
cOpirrient on how, the Mac ts perceive they are treated by the

ifaculty ,and how the white students perceive black students as being

Warida, do -you have ariy comment on that?
Ms. HoostERf6t ItOquerist. they really think the,teachersthe blacks

feel teachers are:really Ward on them, because Iroquois is mostly a
white school. They think they should be treated. a -little easier. Some
a them feel thatWay, but they really shouldn't. I think the teacher's
ate. all fair, and they halr,en't let the outside bother their teaching at
all.;

MR. GLICIt. Mary Theresa?

c
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1111' MS: MCANNALLY. Thomas Jeffesson Is I third, the samias Butler-
The whites always think the blacks are gettIttg away with things, and -
the blacks always think they are getting the 'harder deal. But I think..
.the blacks. probably thinksithe same thing about the whites, that die?'
are getting treated better, things like that I think it is just-the way you

.1ook at -

Ma. GLICK. Darrell?
.

MR. MboaE. I think 'probably there.was a difference in.. perspective.
Iden't think there was any real dIerne in the way. there wastreat-.

13.9t the blacks 'that came i O'Durrett knewthey Weren't used
to the status quo, so if it was diffe nt from their Previous school, .they
'would naturally ,assume thit .it _was f a, partieular reason,'eveo though
it Might have been this is the way thngs havebeen.

Then, you know, it's just kind ofla cultUrat shock or somelhing .t.ota lot. Of white students-to have blacks coming ion, so they haVe a dif-
' (COM peripective. t don't think there was any real 'validity to the dif-

*once in- treatment There is probably real validity in the difference
offrame of reference.

.MR. GLICK. Thank you. 1 would like to'lltarkie of you for the an-
tweis you have given my questions..

Mr. Chairman, I have no futher questions.
COMRMAti FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn?
,VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to ask each of the students if

they ,knetv any of their classmates who got suspended during the year.
Did you have any classmates you were familiar with ewho were.
suspended? Mr. Moore, ,were they both white and black students that
were suspended? e

MR. MOORE. Yes. I believe the number of suspenskins at Durrett
probably mn about average,. and 1 knew-1 couldn't say exactly, but
I probe* knew about 15 to 20 people that got suspended throughout

." the Year,
VICE CIOIRMAN- HORN. What sort of otTrises were they being

suspended for? Were they :of a particular Jype or were there a
complete variety of suspensions?

Mooat. Well, it was probably a complete variety. There we
a whole lot of suspensions, I don't think, for smoking, becaUse at
school they had the foresight to set up a smoking area where if
'smoke there you wouldn't get suspended. Therefore, the stude
would, smoke .in the alrotted area and wouldn't smoke anywhere else
in. the School.

Probe* a lot of Suiperisions dead with leaving school. ahead oft

time, overanxious to leave. I think this has gone on way before
desegregation hit town. That's going out for lunch or cutting elasses,
things of that nature, Most frequent things.

There were a couple of fights. Twice during the yetr they snow-
balled into major events" but Durren, I thinki is a school that's dealt
with fighting for a lone time, and I think Tost of the violations of
discipline.were routine as you go through the y at Durrett

2.1
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VICE CHAIRMAN KAN. Did you see discipline applied unequally to
black or white students, or was discipline applied fairly to both groups
based on the seriousness `of the offense?,

MR. MOORE. I believe it was evenly applied to those who were
caught, you might say. It is my feeliing that' thire was a larger breach
of-discipline this year than in previous,lears; but, you know, the ad-
ministration-could WAY deal with what 4 caught.

VICE CHAIRMAN. Given the offenses that studeirts -would see occur-
. ring by both blacks and whites, do you feel those in any one race were

caught out of proportion to the number of offenses committed?
MR. MogRE. Well, I did see some figutes, where .about three guar-.

tersthrough the school year I had seen where there were about 300
4, muspensioni for black students. That .would seem kind of odd to me

because there are about 300 blacit students at _Durrett But we got
several students at the, beginning:Of the year, several black students,
who were quite rowdy. And these' sti.tdents would be suspended, you

tri

know, four or five, six times.
By the end of the school year they had kind of been weeded out.

I. believe there was a truancy high school here in Jefferson County
where they send people,that don't like to get along with other people
in public ,high schools and they kind of got weeded out.. by the Znd
of the year I did 'notice certain blacks were missing. and I think a lot
of thill went on, that certain troublemakers were gone. This happened-
to the whites. too.

I think probably there were less frequent offenders among the
whites. 1 think there were a few blacks who got in trouble a whole lot
and there were a few whites who got in trouble a whole lot. Then
among the whites, there were ones who got in trouble once and then
their parents made sure they didn't do it again, something tke that.

yrcs CHAIRMAN HORN. You raise a very interesting point, that a few
individuals repeating offenses can cause a great deal of offenses to
seem to have occurred. which I think is worthwhile. You mentioned
the white parents might Well havp been able to help control the rowdi-
ness of white students. Do youi feel this was not true in the case of
black parents?

MR. MOORE. Well, I didn't notice. The blacks as a whole seemed to
be a fairly orderly unit. The whites, probably due to the fairly large
number of them tit the school, would tend to go astray more, and the
types that would go astray once and then get knocked back into the
straightlind narrow path were more frequent.

I think among the blacks, the ones who would violate rules would
violate rules regardless, and the ones who would mostly stay within the
guidelines did that pretty routinely. And 1 think that they were in the'
majority. 1 think that there was probablythey felt a lot of presiure
that they couldn't get in trouble because the entire spotlight of the
community wes on them. The blacks who felt responsible for their
behavior did keep within guidelines.

4



1 6 I'VICE CHA4IMAN Holm Ms. McAnnally, would you have...anything to
add to Mr. Moore's answer? Is tiftit experience he describes the ex-
perience you witnessed during the-past year?

MCANNALLY. Well, this year we didn't have as many people
sti. speeded as we usually do, because before we were suspended for
just abITiut anythMg. But they gOt a little knient,on suspension. Mainly,
like, instead of sitspetision, we have. like, week-tang leaching halls.

V,IC4 CHAIRMAN HORN., Would you Mind geiting the microphone a
'hule Closer to you there? I am having difficulty hearing you. Just move
the microphone. .

NI*
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Why ddn't you just pull it up in front of you?
Ms. MCANI4ALLY. All of our suspensions, except 101 nfaybe about

lO were due to cutting, aind only 10 were, like, fish . But thefifhts
weren't mixed; they were either two black boys or wo white boys.
You seldom saw blacks and whites fighting.

VICE CHAItIMAN HORN. SO you feel the suspensions that, you saw
-were applied &wally. People on `the school staff were not being unfair .
to students because of the color of their skint? -

Ms. MCANNALLY. The suspensions were equal, but I think the deten-
tion ball was a little bit harder on the younger black boys, like the
freshmen. There were a lot of black freshMen boys in the detention
hall every day.

VICE 'CHAIRMAN' HORN- In what, sense? What I am trying to.get at,
were younger white freshmen committing the same offenses as younger
black freshmen and not being siNnt to the dentention hall? See, here's
the reason for thts question. We go around th generalize,
we all generalize, that because thew ik a hi h number of suspensions
among tilack students, therefore. there is direct Correlation that ra-
cial discrimination has been committed against the blacks. What I am
trying to find out is if an offense occurs and if it is between black and
white students, arc the offenders.- be they black or 'white, dealt with
equally by the administration?

Now, if white students commit more offenses, I expect them to be
in detention ball or suspended. If bliick students commit more offen-
ses, I expect them to icke, in the deteniion hall or suspended. What I
am trying to get at is if the okenses are being overlooked for one
group or the other by the school administration.

Ms. MCANNNILLY. In a way I think they are. The blacks are better
known because -they are caught sio'often. The whites aren't because the
whites °seem to be able to get out ()fit.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In what sense?
Ms. MCANNALLY. They always make up excuses. It is easier for a

white to,get out class than a black, because a black person, they think
they are just going to, you know, they are lying to them or something,
whereas a white, they will believe them sooner.
, VICE' CHAIRMAN HORN. SO this is a question of suspensions being

. given, or detention, for students that are really trying to cut class are
the ones %oil are thinking about?

4: 3
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MS. MCANNALLY. Yes.
, VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You are saying the white stuilents stern to

have better execu-ses than she black students? What do they hive,
parental notes or something? .

Ms. MCANNALLY. Yes. They write them beforrthey go up to the
teacher.'

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. They write their 64in note?
, MS. MCANNAELY. Yes.

-VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. You say -it is less likely. You know for a fact,
friunyour own eyewitness of,the sittaition;ithat it is less likely that
White students get caught in those circumstances than blacks? .

MS. MCANNwLLY.:Yaes, sir.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. 'That is, cutting class:- How about fights or .

\I other disturbances?
MS. MCANNALLY. No, they are equally dealt with._
VICE CHAIRMAN HOR1,4% M. Hoosier, whiit is'your experience during

the school year? Do you feel discipline was unequally applied in your
scho.ol?

MS. HOOSIER. It was all really equal, but at times, you know, they
wou)cl reallywere leaning on the whites more, because we did have
one major fight which the whites started, and most of the whites were
suspended..

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. The whites started, but most of the .blacks
were suspended?

Ms. HooSIER. No, the whites were. Really, those that really started
it were not from the school. iThey,were from outside, from the commu-
nity, and they had come into the school.

VICE CHIIRMAN HORN. I see.
MS.,HoOSIER. But it really depends on who the teacher is and what

the fight is about. I have seen a fight between'ttie black and white girl,
and the black was taken to the office while the white was taken to the
room.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But, on the whole, do you feel discipline was
fairly equplly applied, regiardless of race?

Ms. Hocisi, Yes.
0 VIC,E CHAIRMAN HORN. And regardless of the race of the teacher?

Were there black teachers in your school also?
MS. HOOSIER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you feel teacherswould you say there

were any exceptions to that?
MS. HOOSIER. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Are there some teachers who just, seem to

on students?
MS. HOOSIER. No. I don't know of any.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. All right. Valerie Owens, what is your reac-

tion to that question?
,11
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, MS. OWENS. Butler had a high rate of suspension. It was Mainly
because of ctitting class or smoking in the bathrooms, writing on walls,
stuff like /that. Rut I think that principals, !hey clon't give them a
chance tolisten to some of the tudents.

A '
Most of them, when they go in there, Diey suspend them right away,

Without listening for reasons for some things thby do. But I think it was
equally, the suspenAptis for blacks and. whites. But if they cut dein:
tiell hall a few times, then they suspend them for a few aays.

VICE.CHAIRMAN HORN. SO for the offenses you saw committed at
Butler during the year, you feel that, on.the whole, while some PeZple
of both races might have
school administration was fai:sienVw they out suspensions or

punisteltdtd that generally the

detentio; hall?
Ms. OWENS. Yis.
VicE CSAIRMAN HORN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING: Commisioner Freeman?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. 1 would like to direct my questioning along

the area of counseling. I would like to begin on the other end fromMr. re.
-4V rie, if you would comment on your experience, with a eounselor,

one or more in your 4ehoo1. and indicate what you believe about it
end what you think-:--whether Neu think there should be changes made,,
whether there was any differntiel you eliserved between the counseling
given to a minority student as against coensel provided to a white stu-
dent. Did you have occasion to visit a counselor? Is there a counselor
in your school?

Ms. OWENS. Yes. I don't visit the counselor much.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. What it the role of counselor in your

school?
Ms. OWENS. To get students lined up, their schedeles for each

quarter, and have them in. classes. But in the school, year a lot of stu-
dents were always in a cafeteria because they didn't have their
schedules ready, and they tat in the cafeteria for days until they had
schedules ready. I don't think they were ready for busing yet because
they didn't have the studentti in classes.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Wanda, what was your experience?
Ms. HoosiER. My counselor was really nice, but it'skard tO get out

of class, you know, to visit your counselor. i think that was a big
problem, because they wouldn't have a certain time. The bus, if yoti
came on the bus, you came right before class start'ed, and the bus
usually left right after school. So some people really never had a good
chance 16 see their counselor. If they did, the counselors were too

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Guidance and counieling is not a Part of
the program of the =hoar?

Ms. HOOSIER. Well, no. You are supposed to go in when you have
time. When you have time. see? They never set aside time for you to

,*
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go in'. They should have beeause a lot of people need to see their
counselor but didn't have time. It was hard to get out of dais to come
see hit/. *

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Do you have fny thoughts abour whether
tlie high school student could benefit if that student recaved some
guidance and counseling of a different nature or-different quality from
what was available in your school? I _a-could ask 'each one.of yott to
commerit ort.that. .

e Ms- HeloslEs. Well, no, I don't think "so.,1 think the counse13rs weie
there to helptanybodi .

Ms. McAnums.rt.v. I titink our counselors -were especi4lly good
because call person, like, we had four counselors, one for eaIh grade.
They set up appointments to see everybody at the beginning of the
school, make sure everything was working out 'okay. Then, like, if you
realli need to see them, you could get in any time you needed it.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. SO then the difference is between schools,
is that it?

MS. MCANNALLY. Yes.
'COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Daf611?
MR. MOORE. There were a couple ditrent types of counseling. I'm

not sure exactly which ones you are talkmg about. We had cotinselors
thato were called "counsetors" and all that. Their primary duty was
career counseling.

COMMISSIONER. FREEMAN. This is Witat I'm talking about. What are
you going to do witlryour life? This is the. thing.

MR.. MOORE. Yes. And schqduling counseling, you know. They
would get Outhey would dO' their,. best to get yOu through classes
during high school, then they would do their best to get you headed
after you got out of high school. The counseloas,, their primary duty
is probably during senior year because that's when they.really have to
get the student_ headed, or else, you know, he's just going nowhere
after graduation.

There are two types. of students, really, at Durrett.,There ra-. fevoca
tional students.' Durrett doesn't have a vocational. Program, but we
send a large number Of students cut to other vocational Schools in the_
area. and they are still considered Durrett students. The counselors
would get tágether with Otein, I think in the latter part of their
sophonpre year, to see if they wanted to get in this. This.is rather a
big thing at Durrett, because Durrett is in somewhat of ..tit

neighborhood, vocational training is important.
In the senior 'year. the counseloit would do a lot ot,counseling, a-

lot in the nature of higher edtkation, college, analhat nature. And this *

year at Durrett, the senior class, we had two ,hlack students in it.
Whites were exempt. So *hat even with _redistricting, there were no
-blacks in _the iznior class: So, so far as counseling for higher education,
I think that was kind of ail there.

. 6
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ASP far as counsehng for vocational, education, I really can't say I
know of a tot of black students that went into vocational education.
We did ha'(.8e a significant number of blacks in our sophomore clitss
'this .year, and I really can't say, you know. I am not that aware of all
that many blacks that went into vocational training.

Now, the counselors meet with them, but they, you"knowthere's
no way. We' have 2,000 students at Durrett, and there's no way they.
can really go out and search out people to try to get into these pro-
grams. So they have to bc kind of self-motivated, and the counselors
will help you from there.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you,' I have no further queitiOns.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Inasmuch as mature adults, ,as a 'rule, ddn't

have the opportunity to mix, such as you attendinp school, I am in-
terested in knowingand I will pursue this question with each and
every 'One of youof the difference between the firstlew months after
deseiregation and %dot is happening today, Now, Mr. Moore, do you
believe that the- relations between the white and black children over
this period of time have calmed down?

MR. MOORE. Yes. I believe there is somewhat of la significant
change. Protests were going on the first part of the school year, and
I wtnild say that active protesting died down at the end of '75, you

'knoW, around December. There was a lot of active protestih towardg
then and a lot ofit was in the news a lot, and there:was sort of com-
munity-felt hostility there.
'Naturally, when Ihe students came together, there was a sort of

hostility between the blacks and whites, and there was a clumping
together, and you .could.see a line being drawn between blacks and
whites. Students did their best to hold down their antagonism, but it
was possible to see that there was some, you know, that just kind of
drifted down.

I think after a lot of the protesting died down, a lot of the media
treatment of "the.schools ate being desegregated this year" sort of, as
that went past everybody,N experience, and it just became school. Then
some of the antagonism just went away simply because nobody thought
about it anymore.

1 tnink there was antagonism at the hpginning of the year because,.
it was-in students' minds. But when it was possible- for the students to
start forgetting that they were being bused or being desegregated, tbey
would forget about it and just accept the blacks, you -know. And by
the end of the year, I think there was jUst kind of a benign neglect.

Mixing of the races, I think, is something that it' a couple of years
off. But there was no antagonism at Durrett at the end of the year.
I think there was still some clumping together of the races at the end
or the year;t-but that was strictly for social purpoges, There wasn't
hostility in it. Blacks have interests that only blacks have, so they will
stick together with the clique that has that interest. Same goes for

- 7



whites, I don't think th re was any hostilkty towards the end of the
year' . / s

COMMII*NELL Ruiz. You mlide an interesting observation, And
woukt -lite:you to folloW. it 'through: a direct relationship between adult
protesting and the oewi,Media making this a cbntintrous4ine, subject
andllbe antagonism created:thertby. ThitQs now past, is 'that correct?
Or-414 you notiZed them is a reyival of this in any flishion?

MR. MOORE. No. The students at Durrett gre from 'such an area or
background, it's white blue-collar, and it's tile type that linighti hairbor
some, you know, deep-down resentment of blacks'- coming in. .You
could tell there was' hostility at the beginning of the .year, and the' stu-
dents were ivally trying thair best to keep lt within theirselfts. A Cou-
ple of times, it flared up. I don't knbw how aware you art of the situa-'
tion at Durrett, but there were two ,instances where mini); things just
flared up. It was,kind of a bottling effect. '-

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Let's' assume digit next week or next month
there was a ievi;fal of prtitests on *the outside. Rom your' experience
within the school, what .effect would that have with relationship to the
blaCk children and the white children? .

MR. MOORE. Well, I'm not certain now because the newness of it
was, at the beginning of the year. Then the protesting and everything
affected people. Sort of at the end of the protesting, people, you know,
people's min& were becoming calloused 'to it, you know. They
wouldn't Jet it affect them as much.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. And beginning to become adjusted?
MR. MOOR.E.* Yes. Then aher people's minds could begin to even

sort of ignore it, the' Orotesting died down, and it was kindliof forgotten
entirely. I think the period from perhaps the beginning df '76 to the
end of the school year was a peaceful one, that people kind of got, ad-
justed into. If the protesting started again, there would be some irrita-
tion, but. I think the students would most likely try to ignore it and
not let it affect them.

COMMISSIONER Rutz...Nery well. Mary McAnnally, during this period
of time, were you initially scared?

Ms. MCANNALLV. Not me. I knew our school would be bused; but
I think most of the excitement was because of school starting up again;
Everybody was excited to get back and just see everybody again. The
reason why it died aown is the same reason it alway s. died down.
Everybody was getting userkto going to school and getting tired of it,
the same old routine: 'getting up, going to school, doing the work,
getting your books, and coming back home.

Toward the end, nobody was sure whEit was going to happen next
year. Everybody is stilt a little afraid that maybe there wily be more
trouble at the beginning of next yea'.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Do you feel it will be better next year?
MS. MCANNALLY. Well, not at Thomas Jefferson. We might have a

traditionial school.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. You won't what?
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Ms. McANsiAu..yt, We might have a traditictnal.!ichook in half of our
building. I think it will be worse there, but in-other parts af the school,
I *ink they will accept it betterhusing,Again.

Coustisstosies Rutz. Ms. ,lioirsier: have yoU noticed a difference?'
MS. HOOSIER. Yei, from the beginning of schnol, a lot of blacks

were- scared to go into the neighborhood. As You gb on the bus, you
could see paint everywhere. They had wrote signs on the yards; things
hung_ frotn trees that_ would make you scared to go to school. But as
time went on, the people became more Involvedi and they settled

Ninwn.
The-last class that graduated was a predominantly white class, and

I think that next year will be much better because the class is balanced
about. as even as you cpuld get it. I think they will be more involved
with trying to help the next senior class than the last, because it was.
ail White.

COMMISSIONER Rurz. Ms. Owens, what is your opinion with relation
to the same question?

Ms. OWENS. Well, the whitts
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Do you think it is going to be worse or better?
Ms. OWENS.-I ihink it will he better. The whites at Butler were used

to going te school with blacks. But some of the ems that were bused
into Butler's district, the les were kind a scared of them; because
the black people would the. hall and hump into them. The
whites would just seem to to apologize, just keep on apologizing
because they were scared of them.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. In other *fords, the experience all of you were
going through at the present time, with respect to adjustment, augurs
well, if left to yourselves as school children? Correct?

MS. OWENS. Yes.
Ms. HOOSIER. Yes.
MR. MOORE. Yes.
MS. MCANI)IALL1f, Yes.
CoststissioNot Ruiz. Everybody says yes?
MS. OWENS. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Thank you.
CHAIRMAK FLEMMING. COMITIISSioner SaltZMan?

/ COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. From the qus.tioning, I have arr- hnpres-
, sion I would like to check with you. One, da, you all feel desegregation

of the schools is beneficial and ought to be carried forward? Is that
}' right?

MS. HOOSIER. I do.
MS. MeANNALLY. I do.
MR. MOORS. Yes.,
MS. OWENS. Yes'.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Two, that many of the problems in the schools

came as a result of the negative attitude and protests in the community
and not as a result of things between' the students. Is that correct?

MS. OWENS. Yes.

INV



Msz,Hooszot.
Moon. Yes.

MS44CANNALLY. Yet.
CoMMISSIONER SALTZMAN: Then I would like to ask you, what do

you think would help further the situation, positive acceptance and ad-
vaneement of the educational imam, the achievement of quality edu-
cation for all of the students in the school in Louisville, with respect
to students? 'What would you think, in relationship to students and
what they can do in the school in the next yearwhat would best ad-
wince the effort for disegregation and quality education?

I would like to ask all of you, what do you think for 'next year? Do
you have any ideAts oftswhat could be. helpftil with respect to the stu-
dents? For example, you wire mentioning the improvement of counsel-
ing. Do you think the furthering of hinnan relations .efforts in the

'school, more equitable discipline; what specifics do you have in. mind
that you could suggest which would be helpful

. in the ,beginning of
school next year, in term of what the students cart do?

Us. HOOSIER. In human relations-4ap. session's. You would have a
talk with each student, how they felt about busing and get their
-Opinion, not what their parents think. If they could just learn to not
believe what their parents are saying and the media,it would be better
because the students were the ones who really knew ?what was going
on in the school. ,And.they could learn to handle things if it would just
'be left up to them, like they did at the end of last year. it would be
better.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Do you think more activities amonpt the
students would be helpful? Extracurricular programming, things like
that?

Ms. Hooswa. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAI4. You all agree with'that?
MS. OWENS. Yes.
MR. MOORE. Yes.
MS, MCANNALLY. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Do you think the continuation of human

relations groups and rap sessions would be helpful?
MS. OWENS. Yes.
.Ms. HOOSIER. Wes.
MR. MOORE. Yes.
MS. MCAPINALLY. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. How about in terms of the community?

What would you advise in terms of, pr any imaginative suggestions you
have, in terms of acceptance on the part of the community? I guess,
Wanda, you are saying if the commdnity would just calm down and
leave us alone, things would be okay.

Ms. HoosiER. Yes.
COMMISSIONER ,SALTZMAN. Are there any other positive suggestions

any of you would have?
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MR. MOORE. I. think that the cure for the Jefferson County sehool
system kiwis about the same 'as the Cure for a cold..There 'is nothing
:you can do, yOu have .11141 .got to give it time; k never thotight .of
desegregation as something that would work overnighttyoli kno,Ancl
trying to assess something as it's happening doesn't seem fair. I think
maybe if you cairie back in 2 to 3 years, you would find a very positive
school system.

I think there's .nothing you could do at the' beginning of next year
that would be of any consequence. I think if you just let things go op
a steady, positive course, I think maybe in 2 or 3 years you win have
things back to the status 9uo with the desegregated school system.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Any other suggestions, thoughts?
MS. OWENS. I think ttey should have classes in school where blacks

and whites can get together. Like, I haves a class out of .school, a se-
mantics class, where blacks and whites and all different races are in
this class. Wc talk about how blacks do certain things and whites do
certain things, and nobody's scared to say nothing about the way dif-A,
ferent people do things. If they could talk about this together,.then
there wouldkt he no problem.

4.0 COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Are there Aly midority teachers in 'your,
school and administrators?

MS. OWENS: YeS.
MS. HOOSIER. Yes.
MR: MOORE. Yes.
MS. MCANNALLV. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. IT1 eaCh of your schools2
Wit HOOSIER I' think another suggestion, if thcy would take out all

the stoses' signs about stop bu.sing, becalise it is silly if they believe
the signs help them, it's going to hi-ing more customers or whatever
they are afraid,of. It doesn't make sense to me.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. -You would an like to see an end to the
protests in the community against the desegregation program?

MS. OWENS. Yes.
MS. HOOSIER. Yes.
Mit. MOORE2YeS.
MS. MCANNALI.v. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SAL TZMAN. Thank you.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I woUld like to pursue the statement you

made about the signs in the stores. Are you sayingtell me, where are
these signs?

MS. HOOSIER. On my route to school, you can see them in grocery
stores, you know, all kinds of stores, shops. Some pvple have them
in their yards.

MS. MCANNALLY. And stickers all over their cars.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. in the grocery stores? Are there any in de-

partment stores?
MS. OWENS. There are some outside restaurants.
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Ma. Moo itE. it is mostly pAvately-owned things. A big chain store
would not

COMMISSIONER,FR4EMAN: Are they public facilities?
Ms. HoostEg. Yes, they are.
Ma. Mooat. -I think they are privately-oWned retail stores, stuff like

that. po you mean publit buildings?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Places of public accommodation.
MR. MOORE. Oh.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you. if

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. On behalf of the Commission. I would like to
express to each one of you our appreciation fOr the way in which you
responded to questions' on the part of our attorney and the questions
from the members of the Commission.

Your convictions growing out of your experience come through to
us very clearly. I would like to say this, that the experiences that you
are having, have had, are similar to, the experienceS the' sturts are
having in other cities were we have conducted these hearings.

It is just very, very helpful to us, as we try to evaluate the situation
throughout the Nation, to listen .to those who are, in effect, the con-
sumers. those rho are going through these experiences on a day-to-
day basis. You have helped us a great deal, and mie appreciate yery,
very much your being with us. Thank you.

Counsel will call the next witnesses.
11.412. GLICK. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses are a group of Citizens

of Louisville and Jeffers9p County who have all been active in one
way or another in organibtions that have dealt with school desegrega-
tion.

I would call, Ms. Sue Connors, Ms. Suzie Post, Mr. William Keller-
mari, and Mr. Robert Cunningham.

(Whereupon. Sue Connors, Robert Cunningham, William Kellerman,
and Suzie Post wek sworn.]

MiTIMONY OF SUE CONNORS, PRESIDENT. CONCERNED PARENIS, INC.;
ROBERT CUNNINGHAM, FOUNDER, PARENTS MR QUALM EDUCATION;

WILUAM K N, PRESIDENT, CITIZENS AGAINST BUSING; SUZIE POST,
SPdKESPERSON, PROGRESS IN EDUCATION

MR, GLICKt Could counsel please identify himself for the record and
who he represents?

VOICE. Stewart Longton (phonetic J. representing Sue Connors.
VOICE. I am James T. Robertson [phonetic), representing Sue Con-

nors and Concerned.Parents.
M. GLICK. Would, each of.you state your name and occupation for

the record, please, beginning with Mr. Kellerman?
MR. KFLLERMAN. till Kellerman, foreman, local industry.
Ma. CUNNINGHAM. Bob Cunningham. meter reader, local water com-

pany.

4.
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Ms. PosT. Sur lc Post, Women's Coordinator for ,khe Lotiisville and
Jefferson County Human Relations Commission.

Ms. CONNOR& SW Connors, housewife, mother, and president, Con-
cerned Parents.
. MIL GLICK. Thank you. What we arc interested in is heating from
each of you this morning the infomtation you have on the kinds of or-
ganizationi you have been active in, which have played a role of one
kind or another with respect to school desegregation and pupil trans-
portation that has taken place pursuant to the cOurt order.

Mr. ICellerman, you are present of the Citizens Against Busing, as
I understand it t

MR. KELLERMAN. Yes, lir.
MR. Guat...1. would like you to tell Ota COITIMiSSiollerS for our

ream' what Citizens Against Busing has done, how it got organized,
and what its thrust is.

Ma. KELLERMAN. Citizens Against B(ising, Mr. Glick, is exactly what
it `says it is. There has been much talk about busing and intermingling
it with desegregation. We are not against desegregation or integration.
The only thing we are against is the method by which it is being car-
ried out, that, of course, being forced busing.

Citizens Against Businis comprised of local residents for the most
part, and we are just dedicated to doing what we can to stop foreed
busing in, Jefferson County.

MR. GLICK. What has been the nature of the activities of Citizens
Against Busing?

MR. KELLERMAN. Well, we started 2 years ago, in 1974, and we
began meeting. We began trying to gel a hold of our local officials as
well as our Congressmen and Senators, trying to find out if there was
anything wc could do 04, this particular time to forestall or stop forced
busing in Louisville and JeffersT County.

When we found out our inquiries into these areas were largely
ignored by Many, with The exception of one Congressman, we then
went to larger meetings, membership drives, and so on like that. By
the beginning of the 1976 school year, SepteMber of last year, we had
begun a series of street protests, and I am sure you are familiar with
the rest 6f it.

MR. GLICK. Do you think that the street protests, which received so
much publicity, had any kind of effect on the attitude of the communi-
ty?

MR. KELLERMAN. I certainly do. I certainly do. I believe that any-
time---it served two parposes. I believe that anytime there are 10 to
15 or 20,000 people that are out on the street marching, who before
that particular time were taxpaying people, who at that time Were
parents, who at that time were disgusted;\ not necessarily with the
system but with what the system has brought on them through their
efforts in paying taxes. I believe that allows there is something wrong
with the county and in pie community itself.
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Thaes what it accomplished. I believe it brought to light the fact
that peoplb were just sick and tired ofrwhat was going on. I believeI
had talked to him of these people who were marching. It'
wasn'tforced busing wasn't the thing that brought the iceberg to the
top of the ocean. There were many other things involved. And I be-
lieve that it was disappointment, the fat !hat these 'people have
bought houses in the backyards, in many cases, of schools; and now,
such as myself, here have children being forced out of these neighbor')
hoods.

And again I refer to myself. I let my children be bused. They would
have come within 1 mile of 18 schools on their transportation to
another area of town. This is what people were fighting. It was
complete disbelief that this was happening in Louisville and Jefferson
County.

MR. GLICK. You indicated that you and other persont of like mind .t
in the organization are not objecting to desegregation of schools.

MR. KELLERMAN. That is right.
MR. Gucc But the pupil transportation aspect of it.

4. Ma. KELLERMAN. That is right. Not the transportation part jof
.Itpardon mebecause many of us in my area and in J-Town And
Valley Station and so on like that are from down in the State, down
in the many counties that are below Louisville. Many of thein came
from the West End. Many of them were rted all of ir school
lives. Nobody cares about transportalt7P4134ow, there 4S a dif-
ferenceand believe me, I have read some of the articts in the
newspapers from throughout the countrythere is a 1difference
between transporting students.and forced busing. Now, the transporta-
tion of students is necessary to get them from one platie to another.
The forced busing of students is taking them past schools which is
nothing really but the Brown case in reverse. The Brown caseof
course, you understand that it was filed because a black child was
going by many% many schools to go to a school that was designated
to him because,of his color. This is exactly what we are trying to fight.
All this is is dirimination in reverse, and to put it very, very mildly,
it is not right.

Ms. GLICK. Mr. Kellerman, what kind of continued activities do you
expect Citizens Against Busing will undertake?

MR. KELLERMAN. All right. Citizens Against Busing, the future
planswe have become a political organization. We are trying to in-
nuance elections, we are trying to put Congressmen of a more conser-
vative persuasion in seats ia the, I-louse and -in the Senate, as well as
seats in the House of Representatives in Frankfort.

Citizens Against Busing is also backing American Freedom Fund. I
.think you are aware of that. We are trying to raise a million dollars
that would be held in abeyance for anyone who eventually in this
country stops forced busing.

That is the type of activities that we are going through. If I may go
a bit further-

4
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Mil. OLIck. Please do.
. MR. KtLLEitMAN. One of the barometers, as, far as what is happening

in the anti-forced busing movement in. Louisville, is Boston. Now, we
have maintained a very close contact with Bosten and some of their
people-who have been active in the antibusing movement up there. We
have noticed that everything that Boston has done, we are also cioing,
only it is a year apart.

.

.All right. To explain myself. Boston stalled out in the.sa4 way that
we did. Boston started .out with tbousandk and thousands of people
marching in the *tareets. Boston then went through a modifying pro-
gram. I am talking aboin the antibusing Movement, to where this
year---lakt year they were marching in the streets. This year you are
having one and two and .groups 'of three and four people who are
doing damage up there that is considerable. I am talking about the ra-
cial clashes, I am talking about the dynamiting of courthouses and like
that.

If that barometer holds trueand I certainly hope it doesn'tbut if
this barometer holds true, you are going to see this in Louisville next
year. You are going to see instead of having 20,000 people in the
streets, because you can (ally march so long, instead of that type of
participation, then you are going to come down to the vigilante type
thing, and it is almost impossible to control, either as an antibusing
leader or as a policeman or Federal marshall, or whatever it is. '

This is what I hope doesn't happen, but as I said before, Boston has
been a barometer for this and this is what is happening here. We have
followed thernalmost to the "T."

MR. Out:K. Do YOu have any suggeitions as to what private and
public persons ought to do to try to stem that kind of violence?

KB:LERMAN. Yes, sir, I certainly, do. I think after listening to
these four students that were up here, I believe you have got the
answer right within they, themselves. These four students ,that were
sitting here seem to have been fairly haply with the type environment f
they, were put in this year. They, seemed to have made the best of it,
the impression I got. If they had to do it over again, they would do
the same thing.

There are many people in this community who feel the same way
who, if they had the chance to be bused from one area to another,
they would gladly volunteer to do it. Your only problem comes when
you try to force people to do something. Of course, this is my solution
to it, stop the force in this. Let's get the force out of it.

If we want to bus children, if their Parents are in agreement with
it, or if, in the case here, if the children would like to take-the respon-
sibility on to make that decision for themselves, yes, we should allow
it to happen. But we should not force children to be bused across town
past many, many schools in 9rder to get to another school on a ra-
cially-based quota.

M. GLICK. Thank you, Mr. Kellerman.
MR. KELLERMAN. Thank you, Mr. blick:

3 5
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MR. GLICK. Moving to Mr. CunninghamMr.('Cunningham, you
have taken.an interest in the predicament black children found them-
selves in last year when the court order came down, and it was ap-
parent that many, many of the black children in the city were going
to be bused out into the county to schooy and there was some ap-
prehension on the part of many parents as to what would happen
there. Could you give us some idea of what .measures you arid other
people who were interested in quality education undertook last year?

MR. CUNNINGHAM. Well, the desegregation at that time was moliing
fast upon th# cornmgnity., I myself, and a few other parents felt as
though the black children, in particular, had not been oriented or
prepared for going to a different world, a different society. We felt as
though to uproot a black student, there were going to be problems,
problems of him, as I said before, not understanding where he was
going, not understanding as to the prpblems that lay ahead for him. .

So in formation of this organization it was, at that time, to orientate
the black child so he wouldn't belost in a sea of whiteness, which We
felt would be very.psychologically damaging to young black minds,

Ma. Gum Did you follow up to see what, in fact, did happen to
those children through the course of the year?.

MR, CUNNINGHAM. At that time, I must say that maybe it was naive
not really expecting the violence in the street that.happened at that
time, so we had to back up and say we can't be too much concerned
about what he's going to get in school, can't even get them to school.
We had to then worry about getting them to school safely.

As I said before, we were basically concerned about the psychologi-
cal damage that could happen to the child, but then we found out that
we had to worry about the physical damage which, as I said, we
weren't even expecting at that time.

MR. GLICK. What steps did you take?
MR. CUNNINGHAM. At that time, the organization4kind of went

defunct. When I say that, we felt as though, we were kind of jumping
the gun and we started to workingthe people who formed the or-
ganizationstarted to work with organizations in trying to deal for
safety for the children, which I feel as though wc shouldn't have had
to have an organization such as that. We shouldn't have had to form
an organiiation to ask for safety for the children if people were made
to abide by the law whichthat was the law, and we have the law en-
forcement officers, who I felt should have done that.

MR. GLICK. The children were entitled to a safe trip to their school
and not necessarily to have parents worry about them.

M. CUNNINGHAM.- That is exactly right. Not oanly that, we felt as
though the people in the street who were breaking the 'law should have
been dealt with like any other lawbreaker. But because that was not
happening is`the reason why we, as parents, had to form this type of
organization to protect the children.
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Ma, Guce. Through all the turmoil that went on and the unhappi-
oess in the community last fall, there Was wit any kind of street
protesting or violence on the part of the black people in Louisville.
Why do you think there weren't any demonstrations to show their tin-
happiness with the OaNtion?

ihiteeCur4NINGHAtelWell, I hate to say this because black people
have been unhappy so long, but we are used to,it, that is part a le:
I felt we knewthe black comMunity understood the dilemma of bus-
ing,'also undarstood how inconvenient it was and still is for young chil-
dren to be on the street corner at 5:00 o'clock in the morning to catch
a itu*, but we felt as though it was worth, the sacrifice because if that
young child doesn't get an education, he may be on that corner the
rest,of his life.

So one of the reasons, I think, is- because the community was kind
of caught between, not knoWing as to what to do, but feeling as though
.this would at least provide the child with a better educatian..

MR. Guce. There are some schools in the city, Mr, Cunningham,
that formerly were pretty much black schools; they were segregated
schools. There is no other way to describe them. But this segregation
has pretty well come to an end because there are many white children
coming from out in the county into the city, like Central High School,
for example.

Do you think the fact -these schools are now desegregated has had
any effect at all, positive or negative, on the black community in
Louisville?

MR. CUNNINGHAM. Well. I would say to the physical structure of the
schoolin particular, 1 think you mentioned Central High School. I
had a chance working at Central at the swimming pool before school
started last year. Within 2 months or so, I think Central High School,
if I am not mistakeerias built something around '53, which has been
quite a few years.

MR. GLICK...You were
,
saying Central High School was built in 1953,

Mr. Cunningham?
MR. CUNNINGHAM. 1 think that is correct, yes, sir. I have noticed all

that time that there were, as I say, in the last 2 months before school
began, there was quite a lot of construction going on. ThCre was trees,
there was landscapes. I am saying this because I feel as though they
were getting prepared for somebody who hadn't been there before.

The reason for this. I am saying. is I think, although the white stu-
dents were very welcomed into the black community, I think we also
felt as though it is good to have them there because they brought the
trees with them, they brought the track and field course with them,
they brought' a paved parking lot with them. So we felt as though. sure,
this is good. .

MR. GLICK. You think it Is just more than coincidence that those int-
pmvements were made last year?

MR. CUNNINGHAM. That's tim way I see it, yes, sir.
MR. GLICK. Thank you.

7
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Ms. 'Past, we will move next to you. You have been active in an or-
ganization called Progress in Education, in addition to all your
others

Ms. POST. That is correct
MR. Cluck. in addition to an your other civic activities. Can you

give us some idea how that otganization got started and what Its goals -.
are?

MS. POST. Progress in Education fanned almost spontaneously last
September in what waa thought to be a vacuum in this community.
There had been other organizations formed to work for positive
desegregation of our school system. They had been reasonably ineffec-
tual, or so it was thought in September in the wake of a great deal
of what has been referred to as street activity, in the wake of a great
deal of demonstrations, in the wake of a great deal of organized op-.
position to busing.

Those of us who had children in public riehools and belieVed in
desegregation were not only frusirated by our inability .to mnniunicate
the need to desegregate the populaticm, but we were alio very;frightened

because one of the multi of the great deal Of organized an-.
tibusing activity was the high level of fear in this community.

We were very concerned about that level of fear. We felt that it was
an inhibiting factor and was having a chilling effect on a lot of us.
Because it seemed as though already operating organizations that were
on the record in surport of deiegregation were not in any way affect-
ing that fear level and were not in any way filling what We thought
was a vacubm in the cominunity, we got togetiwr and formed Progress
in Education to provide a visible presence in this community of people
who supported desegregation, who believed that integrated schools
were the only way we could operate in a civilized society in 1976, and
who wanted to let this community know that there were people who
not only would abide by the law, but welcomed, the desegregation
order as an opportunity to do something in this conimunity for all of
our children.

MR. Gucx. What was the nature of the activities that Progress in
Education undertook?

MS. POST. The first thing we planned was a public meeting on Oc-
tober 11 in a church in the center of town, in which we invited all
people who felt as we did to come together to demonstrate. That was
a very successful meeting, anon think it did a lot to alleviate some of
the tensions operating at that time on people of good will because we
were sort of going on the sasumption that most peorge really wanted
to do the right thing, but maybe were afraid to, maybe felt there WaS
no support for doing the right thing, and so forth.

After that, Progress in Education began doing things like sending
regular delegations to school board meetings to speak in support of
student protection, and that protection more often than not took the
form Of protection tci black students who were-having a very difficult
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time. It took the form of sending delegations to etected officials of this
community who were at that point, we felt, dianizing the apposition
by doing tYlings like circulating petitions in support of a constitutional
amenclment prior to December hearings in Washington, Q. C. We .. .

began to get ourselVes together to send a delegation' to Washington for
those busing hearings.

We began to go to our elected officials and explain to them what
position we wanted to take vis-a-vis those hearings. 'We began to' be
concerned about-substantive school issues that really, we think, do re-
late to qaality education. Those involve curriculum.'counseling, dis-
tribution of textbooks, ali kinds of issues like that.

Progress in Education htifi last month a workshop for people to deal
with those kinds of issuel It was widely received. It was held in
downtown Louisville and there was a good cross-section of parents,
students, and teachirs.

.

Another part of education we feel is very important is a blaci`c and
white organization, black and white people working together to better
the Climate of this community.

Mg. GLICK. From the stantipoint of a person who is interested in
quality desegregated education, do you think the activities, publie
statements of public officers in the Louisville-Jefferson 4Crounty have
contributed or hindered a calm acceptance of the desegregation?

MS. POST. I think there probably have been three major factors in
the way in which desegregation has occurred negatively, inasmuch as
it has in this town. Gavin Jul n we were ordered to desegregate,
we were ordered to desegrega mediately prior to a geileral elec-
tion, and every politician around immediately jumped on an antibusing
bandwagon and I think served a very deinructive purpose. I don't think
there is any question in many of our minds that with some leadership
from oar elected officjals, we could have gotten through this sittuation cin a much more constructive, healthy way. That's number one.

Numbet two, the media, I think,' has not been as responsible as it
could have beem. It has operated on the assLmption that there needs
to be a safety valve in this community, and I sympathize with that as-
sumption, but it has, I think, overstepped the pounds and in some in-
stances served as propagandists for the antidesegregation or the an-

,.
tibusing forces.

The third factor is, I guess, a very human factor, and that is inertia.
People of good will who really want things to go well in this town sort,
of kept putting off on the basis that desegregation really wasn't going
to occikr, and it was just very difficult to organize any kind of visible
local presence for desegregation.

Numbers two and three of my factors would have been a lot easier
if our' politicians had not been so susceptible to the spineless syn-
drome.

Ms. Guc IC. Thank you, Ms.. Post.
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41 would like now to _turn- to Ms. Connors,,i-who is Iasi only because
#he is. at the end of the table, and I would ask Ms. Connors about the..
organization, inwhich she has acted so prominendy, calledConcerned
Parents that has been actiVe in the'county In the schocitdesegregation
lime. What has Concerned Parents done and what positiOn doet -it
take?

Ms. -CcmirtolitS. Flkt of all, we are just what we are, concerned
parents: we're incorporated for quality education. Why? We have stu-
died the Federal court order prior to implementation of Judge Gor-
don's order and realized that enforced busing to desegregate for racial
purpose's was not quality education, that forced busing simply meant
'what it wasforced busing for desegregation, not for quality educe-

,

dim
'1 boieveand I invite you folks to go through each brief t-i` had 114'

been prepared both to the appellate court and to the local Federal
judge here, and ,that yo0 will see nothing that- states anything about
quality education, but equal integrated education.

That is our primary purpose, to set forth a foundation that should
'have been the obligation of both the State board of education in the
State of Kentucky; as well aS'your local school board, Jefferson Cinin-
ty, but above all, HEW (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare). in Washington.

MR. GLICK. ISTI't it possible, Ms. Connors, to have integrated quality
education? -

MS. CONNORS. Oh, yes, definitely. I think that there was a lack of
quality education. I will not defend our status on quality education.
here in Louisville.- We did not have it we' do not _have it.,:And I am
nicit saying that those .involvedthe elected, officials on- the school
.board nor the elarents of the Parent-Teachers Assooiationhave not
been striving for"that. And it doesn't matter what color, black or
white, if they belong to the Parent-Teachers Association.

Other than three schools, sir, prior to the order of forced ,busing,
were fie ones that had not been desegregated. I invite you to look at
the tiriefs again. I think that you will find that those schools were in
the Newburg area, Rangeland, which were fairly close to one another
in the district and, of course, Cane Run.

9 Now, our question and what we had posed many times as an o ly
busing before such a mass busing order hal been proposed by the a
pellate churland I think that is in question today in Cincinnati
that when Judge Gordon was told to desegregate, why he did not give
the county board of education as 'well as the State board of educatio
time to eliminate any segregation that 4night have existed in th
three schools that actually caused a mass forced busing plan to 'be
given birth to here.

Mu. GLICK. In your opinion, if the board of education of the county
had desegregated those three schools, then the court would not have
issued the broad sweeping order that it did?
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It, Ms. Cwomaa. I -can't say what Judge Gordon would 'have ps:oposed,
sir. However, I must say the Jeffetson County Board of Education was
quite aware that those schools were in trouble when it came to the
desegregation.

When'we Were talking about desegregation, I would weer to talk
about integration. -because. without ir.court- order, you can't talk to
terms of desegregaticm because 1 think that it le before the Attorney
General Levi nayr, who is asking Cony:set° propose a bill, that you
simply do not mass bias small children or any students Of any tige that
are in public systems simply because of housing patterns.

On& again, I thktk, that we have here in the city of Louisville and
Jefferson County, that people obviously are living where .thely are 'liv-
ing, and that Simply because black parent wants to stay on the West
End and a white parent wants to move to. the suburbs .4:Jefferson
County. that, their childrenthe students are being mass'bused-5 mil-
lion Miles. I might say, this past school year from September .of. '75
through the first week of June'of 16that 5 million miles of traveling
back- and forth, and, as many of the students said, seeing signs, seeing
things that they would prefer Mt to see, simply because their parents
chose to live where they did.

Now, let me limy this. I think the courts shnuld also'acknowledge the
fact thet there aren't any' builders building mass subdivisions in the
West End, do it is quite obvieus that when new homes are not being
butt& in the West End, that !Musing patterns are going to change and
that people who. live .in the West End who are seeking better and
newer housing acconytiodations are obviously going to move wherever
those builders are building.

So once again, J think we must look atit realistically and determine
the fact chit children are simply being bused because .of. housing pat-
terns in this connnunity, and that judge, in my persoiml opinion-4nd
I have talked with many of acknowledged legal law opinion who felt
that the -.appellate. court should have ordered, those three schools to
have been redistricted or integrated, offering equal eduation for. any-
one whe lives it( that district. .

MR. GILica. Do you think that kind of a plan Would have
desearegated the whole school system?

.. Ms. CONNORS. Oh, no. No, no. Because. once again, you are talking
about housing *terns, and, sir, .you cannot anymore force bus-, a
childwell, if you think we have Afficulty with protesting. regarding
forced busing, try moving a man and his family oin of an area in which
he wants to live, where he has planted his flowers, trees, and what
have You. People choose to live where they lutist, for that matter.

Ma. Ouct. Do you have any idea for an Alternative plan that eould
desegregate the schooli even in the-light of housing Oatterns?

Ms. CoNNoas. No. Them is no alternative in my personal opinion.
I think that what we have done, we are treating the disease instead 'of
cluing it And with Pegieral court-ordered busing, actually'
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Ma. GLICK. Eicuse me. CoUld I int;rrupt a mimite, Ms. Connorl,
and ask youonot to hold the microphone quite so close. %ppm:Indy,
it is causing' semcproblems.'MsCohatbetter?

Ma. GLICK. better. Please proceed.
Ms. Comons - again, I treat that what we are iktittris treat-

ing we not euring )t. And the only thing tilt& will cure
whatcQcr disease (Wits, and that disease obviously-1 dein% like- the
word "disease," but 1 am trying to say that the Government, the
minority people, the Wick people, the NAACP seem to think that they
are in the minoritk, that they re being discriminated upon, and, as this
one gentlemen so kindly put it, that at 5:00 o'clock in the morning
with black child standing out on the ccitner, he' would rather be there
to a bused than he would to stay on that corner the rest of his life.

0 I think what we lutVe to look at is providing the very bat of quality
edikation so that no child, no child anywhere, grows up feeling that
they arc unproductive. We are talkinga grnat deal has been put on
traditional schools. All good and well if we can afford it.

But .what about vocation& schools? I think Even considering forced
busing grior to forcid busing, thanwe were very high on the totem
pole for dropout*, that it,e knew we were going to kin those children
by the time they were, 16 years old.

Instead 'a spending money to busing 5 million mileá, why couldn't
we set up wicational schools in all sections or town wherebyas those
teachers, those counselors, those parents, no matter whal color tifey
are, that know they_are running .into complicationi with their children
and We are going. to lose them at 16 in a public system to education,
that we can make them a productive citizen so that they may not end
up as tt welfare recipient, such ai in vocational school, beauty shop
operat&s. They could learn to do hair, meeianics, barbers, anything
that tlw child would show and stress interest in, whereby as we would
beagain, I don't like to use the word, disease, but we would be cur-
ing the disease or the probkm, not treating it, gentlemen.

Ma..duce. -Thank yap, panel. I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN FILIZAIMING. Commissioner Ruiz?

. Costattsstobras Rutz. Yes. Mr. Kellerman?
Ma. KELLERMAN. Yes, sir.
CoandissioNsa Rutz. You are a very important person in this

,;Munity.
Ma. KSLIZIRMAN. I wouldn't go ihat far. (Laughter] 1

half that far.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. You are Modest as well. As

you do not like the word cd' the use of force by court order. Is
correct?

Ma.. ICELLEKMAN. That is correct. sir.
_
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COMMISSIONER RM. As an attorney, you are awire that under all
the law of litigation, after both parties haye .had their day in court, an
order aiwayscomes down where .one half of the litigants always lose.

MR. KELLERMAN. That is right.
Coossasstoraa-Ruiz. The order of ,the court by adju dication is a for-

s,eful one, Ont'of the parties has 'to do something against his .will. As
a lawyer, are you against judicial adjudication of rights under our Con-
stitution?...po you believe that court judgments should be, disdbeyed

' ',because a court judgment might, be intimidating to the person who
islet?

kai.EttuAN. Mr..Commissioner, I am not a laWyeF. Excuse me.
.

, ,

CostsassioNza Rutz. Oh, pardon, sir. You speak .like a lawyer..
Ms. COMNORS. Pardon me. The counselora 1.4tere .would be happy to

advide you.
Ma. :ICELLEassei.N. '1 would like to answer that question myself, Ms.

Connors, excuse me. .

. Mr. Ruiz, I am not an attorney, but! have always been under the,
iMpression that in this country when laws are passed 'or orders are
handed down, there arc two methods by which' these things can be en
forced. One is, as you are aware they can be enforced tO the letter
of the law and they. can be enfolged in the spirit in which that law
is written:

.1 believe our key . word and our.. key phrase in this entire thing is
hisman relations- And I believe that anytiMetake the Colo; out of
itI believe that anytime. one group is forced at the expense of
another. I believe it, is a sacrilege 'of the Constitutian of this United
States, Mr. -Commissioner. This is the reason that I am so heavily in-
volved in this.

Mr. Glick asked a Minute ago if there it an alternative. Yes, sir...
there is an alternative. That alternative is to open tho schools pp to

. anybody that wants to attend them anyphicp M this county, .and if
there i not room, allow the county =nom bciaid one year to make
room. See, the only thing that is wrong with forced busing inlhis area,
.Mr. Commissioner, is the fact that nothing else was tried.

gallowed to do some about the
th

alleged inadequaeles of edu-
We arc talking about 17 ,t.that the people and e county we

lelly a
re

cation ift the, coUnty and the city. 'Before 'April 1 of last year, the re-
sidents in the county -could' legally do nothing about the city schdisl
board. We had 'IkO votp for the mayor, we had no vote for the school,
board 'itself, and bur tali base was divided between county and city.
So toJtold,the people and the county responOle for the years of sins
that went on within the city, and to Penalize them the way they. have
been 'penalized, I believe dills is where the great sin lies. I believe .if
you yould-have let the countyif you'd given them time. to, bring the
city sthuols up to tQ stindards that the county has enjoyed all these
many yearsthe gentleman here sitting to my right said that along,
with the white students also came the track arid the trees.

a
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I partially agree with him. But I believe that he also left out the fact
that there was a change in school board.adminitaription, Where the old
county who had the track and the trees used their infhience in the city
to put the track and the trees where they belonged down there.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Are you at all interested in having forced bus-
ing work? .--

MR. KELLERMAN. Anytime a person in this country is forced to do
to" something against his will that interferes with his family, his well-being,

or where he is located at particular timc, no, sir, I am not.
COmmissioNEit Ruiz. That probably explains why you are going into

Boston and finding out what the pitfalls might be in relation to youla
cenclusion.

M. KELLERMAN- No. sir, I have not been into Boston. I have only %
maintained a contact with those people up there, simply through the
news media and so on;like that.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Have you maintained any contact with Tampa,
Florida?

MR. KELLERMAN. Yes, I have, as well as Denver, and I,understand
their busing plan over there is working fine, and I believe those people
should be left alone. If they have got h busing, plan that works, that's
fine. But it is not working in Louisville, and this is what we are dealing
with todhy, Mr, Commissioner. This is why I am so concerned about
thiS.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Do you.find'hny .shnilarities with respect to the
Tampa situation?

MR. KELLERMAN. No, sir, I do not.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Is it not a combination of merger of cityOnd

county?
MR. KELLER7N. it is. .

COMMISSION R Ruiz. Is it not a. situation where cross-busing is
greater than in Louisville?

MR. KELLERMAN. No, sir, it is not. r
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. is it similar?
MR. KELLERMAN. Neo, sir, it is not. Our cross-busing is,much greater

than it is in Tampa or Denver.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. We have kad hearinp throughout the Nation,

and we have learned that where leaders hafe wanted forced busing to
work, that it usually has.

MR. KELLERMAN: Yes, SIT.
COMMISSIONER RUli. And to cut across here, it is my understanding

that you are one of those leaders that are not wanting forced busing
to work in this community.

Ma. KELLERMAN. I am not wanting people in this community who
have had rights in the past to have those rights stepped upon in the
future. Now, if it is forced busing, if it is forced anything, I believe
if you would leave the people in thitscommunity, Mr. Commissioner,

CommissiitmEn Ruiz. Yes, sir. -

4
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Ma. Keu.samos. I believe if you would kayo the people in this com-
munity to their own devices, I believe that you would be very stimised
et the results.- I believe you wouldin a good way.

Commemorate RUIZ. I am very happy with your forthright testimony.
Me. Keu.attmArs. Thank-you so m sir.
4sHAIIIIMAN FLXMMING. COMmissioner union.
Commutator= SALTZMAN. Mr: do you think voluntary

desegreeated efforts would worit in Louisville and Jefferson County?
Ma. CUNNINGHAM. At this point, sir, I woukl have to say no.
Comesmorant SALTzmArt. Did it we:141in the past?
Ma. CUNNINGHAM. No, sir. I think we have found thatI am part

of the school system, intercity 'wheal' system, and I felt facilities very
inadequate. I felt is is mainly because the Man with the money 1 going
to put the money where he puts his . Where he sends his sons
and daughters is where the money is to.. I Would like to say 4
it would but, no,,sir, I would have to say no.

Commestome SALTZMAN. Wasn't there a- period Where voluntary
desegregation was undertaken in Louiaville and Jefhason County. prior

. to the decision of the appeals court? Wasn't that a period of voluntary
effbn?

MR. CUNNINGHAM. yes: sir, but that did not Work.
Commtattorme SALTZMAN. it did not work?
Ma. CUNNINGHAM. No, sir.
Commemorate SALtzseAra. I gather, Ms. Connors, that You =Wort

integrated education as, an ideal, am I correct in that?
Ms. Commons, t5h, of course. There has been .integrated 4uality edu-

cation in a number of years. We can go far back in history, sir, where
there was only'one schoolhouse with one room, and obviously thole
who were thirsty for education went there for learning.

Commassortaa SAcrartmv. Hes your organization mede effmti to
promote integrated education?

Ms. Commas. No, not rccei$ly, sir. Not lime the Federal mut
order. Prior to' that, of course, .did what we could. But, of course,
I 'think that in a sense, that bJ.ng Concerned Parents, incorporated,
that againI am gdine to make a Mau:1mM which I am going to make
rayself, not as president of Concerned Pamnts, but as, a mother.

I feel that the Parent-Teachers Association, the school board itself
as well a* the State board and the local board do not understand, or
did not understand until recently, what .WC MITII attempting to achieve,
ani that they alienated usnot saying many members in our organiza-
tion, Concerned Parents Incorporated, are also menibers of the Parent-
Teatibers Association. But I. have read many editorials (Mai our local
newspaper prior to busing, telling us how good forced busing would
be for this community, or--.-.kt me say nein, perhaps I should not say
how good, but how eleeded. It is needed, Commissioner. Old you un-
derstand that lig statement, sir? I corrected myself.

-COMMISSIONS" SALTZMAN. I am sorry.
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Ma. CONNOR* Thank you. I said. Mr. Conunissioner. ,that the WI-
torials-referred in oios local news media, paper, here, that why we
neededoforced busing. But there isn't anything wrong with quality in-
tegratall education, never has been; and anyone that would we that
should see that-their child is put in a private school because that child
ki going to need the help of a private teacher.

Coil_riSiONE! SALTZMAN. What would you suggest the community
attempt to do inlwder to achieve integrated education?

Ms. Cosnioes. Oh, Mr. COmmissnmer, you are a little late in asking
that question. What has happened in this community? It is not invisi-
ble; we cannot take it away. I wish to God yent had asked us that prior
to the court order. Perhapa What we need to doand may, I suggeat
thisis possibly a panel like yourself prior to any forced busing that
might take place. I think we have 28 States now with forced busing,
and others through courts ari seeking this, that maybe your panel
should *fgo prior to any coNt-ordered forced busing implementations
and research yourself. Tluarperhaps you can tell us.

I. hppe that you are 'here to WI us what we can do, because I will
not disagree with Mr. Kelknnan. and I would like to say personally
I think there were no alternates. I do not think alternates, sir, is the
answer. Alternate means something is wrong. It means that what we
are doitig now is wroog. We all know it is-wrints, so everybody from
the President

COMMIZSIONEn SALTZMAN. You mean,busing might be right?
Ms. CosNoas. No. no, no. Who is afraid of busing, par se? If you

were to takeyou know, busing is not in the Constituthm, sir. Busing
simply is a convenience for the pupil, the parent, the teachers.
Everybody gets there on time. No .child is iardy that catches a bus,
because if the bus is late the sehool doesn't say, that they are tardy.

Costatutsbnisza SALTZMAN. SO you arc not opposed to busing, per se?
Ms. Coma:awl, Busing, na. Thatewould be like saying ten I opposed

to transportation of a car. You have to get to school some way, the
same as you gen men and the ladies ve to get here today. So if
you didn't fly, ydu walk. Walking's good it doesn't pollute the air,
but none of us an walk 30 miles to school.

Cosnosstosisa SALTZMAN So then in te
ing is probably the manner in which we ha
school, then what you object to is the f
order, as Mr. Kellerman has expressed. Is

Ma. Cosmoas. I object to anything t forced, sir.
Coanstastona SALTZMAN. Isn't it true that since 1956, Louisville, up

until 1974, had an open enrollment policy and that essentially that
open enroliment,policy,falled tcs '1ring about iniegration?

Ms. Commons. No, sir. I think you have been misinformed. Let me

I.
of your saying that bus-
to bring children to the

nature of it by court
the bum?

give you the clear facts of it. First of alt, there was two separate school
systems, one the city of Louisville, and one Jefferson County. Now. ...

there was a district lineslr, there. The city school functioned by itself

a
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with State and Federal grants that the Jefferson County Board of Edu-
cation did not obtain and could not obtain, whereby the legislatoryit
the general assembly that meets every 2 yearsthere wis in Jefferson
County a State law that statedand I'm sorry, I don't havC that
nuMber available now, but I will see that you get it before the end of
the hearings-.-that.states that a child in Jefferson County will attend
the public schoUl clotest to his or her'neighborhood.

In the old city system of Louisville, it was a freedom of choice, sir.
So obviously, what we are looking at i thc fact.that in the eity of
Louisville, childrenI haven't the faintest idea. Those records have
not been available to me. But children in the city of Louisiville school
system, the old city system, could have gone to any schi that they
liked within the city..

But that they did not cross over the Jefferson County line, unless
they lived there, because the State law said that you, must live in Jef-
ferson County, and if you do Jive in Jefferson County that he or
shewhateverwould go to the closest school in their neighborhood,
which brings us back again to Newburg Elementary, Cane Run Road,
and Rangeland.

COMMISSIONER SAL171MAN. Ms. Post, would you like to present your
point of view on this, please?

MS. POST. "This" hieing what?
CoMMIsSIONER SALTzmAN. On the failure of the voluntary rogram

that necessitated the court to order the desegregation effort.
MS. POST. It was a totally ineffectual program. Even as Luisville

was hailed back in '55 + '56 for having,accoMplished desegrgion
through a voluntary program, that never amounted to very mu
either. The voluntary program us it existed in the city existed only in-
sofar as there were spaces in a-school outside of the pupil's immediate
neighborhood. So obviously that %vim a flaw to the voluntary program.

Insofar as the county is cogrerned, it is a little absurd to talk about
a voluntary program when you are talking abbut a minimal number of
black students, anyway, as far as desegregation. guess where, igs.
Connors and I would differ is our definition of degFgregation and our
expectations of what the Government should or sholld not do to allow
voluntariness to take an effect.

It is well and good to talk about voluntary, but when you are talking
about an economic circumstance that has heen isy and large a result
of State action' in not providing pupils with the 'ineans to get there on
a busbecause, you see, in the city you had to get there through city
transportation, and for a student who lived, let's say, at 28th arid
Greenwood to decide that he or she wanted to go to Highland Junior
High at the other end of town, would have required an outlay of cash'
that parents may not have been able to have afforded for transporta-
tion of the students by thepublic transport system .

don't think volunteerism works. I think some day it will work. I
think it is not going to work until we rid' Ourselves of those barriers
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that the State had imposed historically and had1built consciously,
really. to keep people from being able to do what dtcy want. I don't
like forced anything, either. I guess if I had beeNalive. I wouldn't haye
Iiited forced slavery. People don't talk about forced taxation, they only
talk about forced busing. It is important to understand that forced b%
ing-1 won't even say foreed busingthat that busing is essential in the
intervening period so we can break down those barriers.

1 agree and sympathize to some degree with Ms. Connors and Mr.
Kellinnan in terms of the forced aspect, and specifically I agree in
terms of the disease. I think we arewe really are treating only a
sympton of a disease. I think desegregation itself is only a symptom
of a very, very severe disease. I consider that disease to be racism. and
I consider that desegregating will be a step toward making a. greater
solution possible than wc have now got. I think we have got to start
here.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I would like one final question with a
brief response flem each of you. You each have a very,forthright point
of view, openly expressed, I assume, in the community. *Has there been
any suggestion of intimidation because of your particular, open,
forthright point of view from any source in the community, to any of
You?

Ms. POST. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Could you briefly explain? .
Ms. POST. I think probably people who have been identified publicly

as pro-integ tionists have been subject ter a wide range of harassinent
that incIude threatening phone calls, that includes hate literature, that
includes threats against one's childrenout of my five children, only
one has been bused this year. That includes all kinds of covert and
overt actitivy that is not very comfortable for any of us: It really,
guessthe net effect is it just doesn't make you feel too good about
people. You don't want me to be any more etplicit than that?
...,,COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. That's all.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We ran out of time sometime to in terMs of
the time allocated for this particular panej, but we certainly should
take time to give the 8ther members of the panel tne opportunity of
'responding to the question that Commissioner Saltzman addressed be-
fore I move to the next Commissijner. If anyone else wants to respond
to that question? .

MR. KELLERMAN. MT. Chairman, I will respond, no.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay.
MS. CONNORS. I will respond, yei.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay. Commisaioner Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would merely comment, Ms. Connors, that ,

you mentioned the Constitution of the United Statei does not mention
busing. Neither does it mention education. The fact is that

( Applause)
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Ms. Commas. I think that is beautifid, because that only shows .us
that people aropd the entire. Nation want our children to have quality
education, and because the Constitution left it out, that meant -man
knew what he wanted to do. Thank you, sir. ,

Vica CHAIRMAN Hoan. The fact ii that what the Constitution does
say, when the State engages in the dell, (it shall treat all citizens
equally when that right is carried an wiRi dayers' money- from all
citizens.

I have listened with interest to the coiments at my colleagues and
the dialogue that has occurred, Mr. Chairman. 1. simply, in the interest
of nine and frustrafion, have one thought That is that I was thinking
as I listened* to this dialogue, that I Was bused 50,000 Milesforced,
if you woutdto go, to school in a tural .armt Of. California.- If I had
not been forced to go to school and forced to ride that Nis 27 mijsa

day, I would Still be picking prunes en my hill, rather than being a.
university president. So I would yield my ustial questioni..

CHAIRMAN Ftssonua. On behalf of the Commission
Ms. CONNORS. Excuse me. Am I to be considered being chewed out,

Commissioner?
.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. No. I just say that I have listened with great
interest to. the dialogueI have listened to my colleagues, ,as I always
do, and I have listened to all of you, and I .don't know that I can;add
anything else productive to the discussion, because in my poineof view
the question is carrying oat the orders of the court, the law of the
land, the precepts of the Constitution, and a philosophical discussion.
When I thin* a my own background, as I say, l.woUltieill be. on thai

. hill picking prums.
4111-

Ms. CONNORS. Well, we are glad you are here today, Commissioner.
Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN FUILMMING. Could I, on .bnhalf of the Conimission, ewe"
to each one a you our appnciatim for your coming, for your stating
your views in a clear and fa-Wight manner. They are obviously can-
Meting points of view that are represented on the panel, but we, are
here to listen, to conflicting points of vieW on the part of those who
have 'pasitioes of leadership in the.life of the community.

'V have been helpful witneues and we appreciate your coming.
.4. .

Th*nk you all very, very much.
C I *ill call the next SdinesSes. .

MR. GUCK. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses are a group of people
from the Okolona coMmunity section of Jefferson County. I call Mr.
William McGee, Reverend Walter Stitt, Ms. Martha Hedrick. Ms.
'Sherri Wilson, and Ms. Jane Stevenson.

(William McGee, Walter Stitt, Martha Hedrick, Sherry Willy" and
Jane Stevenson were sworn.)

9
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winnow or mutat aux* simen OKOLONA AMA amittalAra
AND $USINESS ASHOCIATION; REV. WALITH Burr, PASWO. MESSIAll

LUTHERAN MAIM awataku wag summapi. FtUWCITt, PARENT.
THUM* ASSOCIATION; swum WILSON, MOOR, SAMNA gmaernwiv

INI10014 AND HAMRA IIMINUCH, MOM, SMYRNA SLIIIIINTARY
SCHOOL

Ma. Guck. Could iamb of you, please, beginning with Mi. Steven-
son, state your name and occupation for the record. .

Ms. STEVENSON. Mac Stevenson, housewife and president of Smyrna
Elementary rm.

Ms. Wu.sces. Sherry Wilson, learning disabilities teacher, Smyrna
Elementary.

Ms. HaDARICL, Martha Hedrfck, sixth grade teacher at Smyrna Ele-
mentary.

REY. STrrr. Walter Stitt, pastor and president of the Okolone
Ministerial Group.

Ma. McGas. wil rostsuranoar. business. President a 1110
Okolona Area Merchants and Business Association.

Oucs. Mr. McGee, I want to "espies? my at your
being here with us this morning, despite the fon you have had
some illness. I think that's really perfonning a civic duty that. you have
come. I would Eke to begin questioning with you, and ask you to tell
us something about the Okolona Merchants Associationholt(' it got
started what its intemsts art, And what its goals are.

Ma. Mcdss. We formed thO Okolona Area Merchants and Business
Association tbr this regtatin. Wheh ull us noting .1.11:wok out in our com-
inunity and I am guilty, and I think eve our community
of business people were guilty for not gi7fini mtizens our support
in thie regard. We looked at this thipg and felt we better do something
about it or do what we could about getting our community back
together or what have you.

First, I'll elaborate that our business association is notxtrictly an an-
tibusing association. We are concerned shout everything in our corn-
munity. We have a health and safety committee, a kgislative 'commit-
tee, a health and safety committee. We have an WM:ado:mai commit-
tee. We have a traffic and roads committee, and we also have a busing
committee. We have a youth and elderly committee. So as you
seeand I mint it notedthat our *sines association is not *Wetly
an antibusing association. I want that clarified.

We are concerned about .all our people in our comniimity, all oUr
citizens in our community because, alter all, we are citizens of this
community shim But primarily, we started this association to thaw our
citizens that we were concerned about this thing, this so-called forced
busing-

! have sat down here and listened to all the discussion up here. I
have heard this at every meeting that I have ever been to. I think that
we could probsaly sit Imre for the next three weeks. And it narrows
down to this, the word, forced.
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I am going. to agree with Mr. Kellerman. Our ,peopfe. black or
white.-we have never been confronted with force before. I think in all
probability that our politicianswe sit here On our backsides and let
our politicians get the United States in this condition that it is in now.
You can see what is going on Oa the Federal dovernment, first, in

. Watergate. Now you have got a sex thing Here in Washington with
.your politicians.

If we would all get off our backsides and get involved in politics and
.get elected officials into office and get this here United States
straightened out to the extent for all our peoPles, black or' white.
because, as I see it, when I went and fought for this country, for my
American flag, in Korea, I didn't say when I took an oath that I was
going to fight black, white, yellow, red, or what have you. I went and
fought for our country..

I think all business people, if we don't get politically involved and
get our world, this here 50 States, in the condition' it should be and

It. give the Government back to thc people where. it belongsnow,
l'know this is a human relations; civil rights here today. Like I say, we

can sit here for the next 2 or 3 weeks and discuss pro and con, back
and forth, and we are going to still come upwell, there a an.alterna-
tive to forced busing. r,

MR. GLICK. Mr. McGee, can I ask you about a specific occurence
that occurred last fall when school started? There were demonstrations
out in the Okolona area, and it is our understanding that the town po-

- lice required some of the merchants to close their business while these
disturbances were going on. Can you tell us something about that?
How did that happen?.

MR. MCGEE. Well, they would just come in and say that you Vtre
closed. Now, the news media say We were requested to *close. Prow,
we wasn't, if you call a request just scorning in and sayingwhoever
is working for you, or what have you, that you are closed, if you call
that a request.

Just like you said, this is another point, and I am glad you brought
it outthat we were concerned. We felt we have license. State license
and what have yOu, to keep our businesses open, and they were just
blocking off certain points of where the demonstration was going on,
say, from the outer loop to St. Regis, In my incident, in my case, I sell
distilled spirits. Well, their contention was is alcdfiol involved, was
causing part of this. I disagree with ahem wholeheartedly because you
can go a block over and get all the alcohol you wanted.

This was another thing the merchants were concerned about,
becanie every night demonstrations were going on, there was forced
closing. I think by forced closing all these people, what they did, they
were wrong. Because all they were daing by forced closing of the
merchants and what have youAnd itr our community, in this specific
areawas causing another crisis because if you had, say,,50 people in
your business, all you are doingif there is a problem out on the
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streetsall you are doing in this particular thing is forcing more peo-
ple out.

As Sue brought out, you are feeding the cancer again in forcing
more people out whichyou disturb.these people which weren't even
active in it, but you make these people Mad. So they have confronta-
tion with the police, and this is'what happens.

Ma. GLIcK. Do you think there is going to be any further demonkra-
tions next fall? Would you predict whether there would be or
wouldn't?

MR. MCGEE. I don't know. Itolepends. I think, perhaps in all proba-
bility, you will have some. But I think it is going to be up to probably
the business people, to all the antibusing leaders to solve these
problems, because people look up to Sue Connors, they look up to Mr.
Kellerman, and Wive get politically involved and try to get these peo-
ple that's in officeI know Ms. Post brought up a few minutes ago
about tax. Sure it is tax. We are concerned about tax because it is the
small businessman and the working man right now that is contributing
53 percent of your taxes throughout this Nation. It is not your mil-
lionaires, it is your small business people and your working man.

This week or last week, they just reassessed our homes again. Nov(
they keep talking about econorriy. How are yoilboing to have econo-
my, how are you going to get quality educatioP We can't stand the
burden, I haye made this statement before. If theTederal Government
keeps putting tax burdens on the citizins of these 50 States, I don't
know where we are going to be because wF cannot stand anymore tax
burdim.

MR. GLICK. Thank you, Mr. McGee.
MR. cGEE. Tins is what it amounts to.
MR. Guc . I would like to continue, but use of the shortage of

time, am going to turn to Reverend Stitt ask whether you have
had cic ion to discuss die iSEIIie of schook desegregation and pupil
trans..' tion with. members of your parish. Has that been a subject
of your preaching?

REV. STrrr..My preaching was quite some time ago. I preached one
sermon on it and that-was enough. But, yeS, I have had reactions all
the way around. Most of the people of rriy congregation are not in
sympathy with forced busing. But on the other hand, I'll say most, if
not all of them, are in support of obeying the law, and if that's the
way it is going to be, then that's the way they are going to go. And
so most of them did.

MR. GLICK. Can you tell us something about the Okolona Ministerial
Alliance and what position they have taken on school desegregation?

REV. Sri:T. I dotes; think anybody in Okolona expected Ihe things
to happen that did happen, that is, the sudden riots that began when
school started. It just amaxed us all. After several days of -this, it
became apparent that we preachers who were supposed to be commu-
nity leaders'should 447 something.

3 2,
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So we got together and drew up a statement which we sent to the
newipapers and was published with our signatures at.the bottom. Some
of our ministers are probusing, some are antibusing, moderately an-
tibusing. But all .of us signed a statement which said, you know, that
this is not the way that people should behave and that weobviously.,
we, if the Government can come in and the courts can findAts guilty,
then there must be something on which to base that,' that kiwi of a
letter.

But in Okolona and Louisville, if you are not antibusing, then you
are absolutely probusing. So none of us have beim taken as moderates
ever since. We were all tagged with the' tag of probusing whether some
of us are, in fact, probusing or not.

MR. GLICK. Has there been any kind' of intimidation of the ministers,
including yourself, as a result of this newspaper ad?

'Rev. Sim% Yes. Wc have all gotten the kind of things one of the
former panelists talked about, telephone -calls and threats te our fami-

.A._ lies, our lives, all the literature you get in the mail. For several weeks
NI after this .began, there wasn't a night I 'got to sleep all the way through

without getting twO or three phone calls. It seems all the people who
work on the night shift like to make phone calls.

MR. GLICK. IS elk; still going on or has it diminished in any way?
REV. SIM. tell diminished, yes. The last harassing call I got in the

middle of the night w several months ago, now.
MR. GLICK. Can you tell us something about the Interfaith Task

Force for PeaceTul Desegregation?
REv. STrrr. Yes. It became apparent to the members of the LAIOS

(Louisville Area Interchurch Organization for Service] form, which is
the Louisville equivalent to the Council of Churthes, That the church
has a role to play in School desegregation, sO they formed a task force
which, as I recall, the original number of the task forte was something
like 16 or 18 religious organizations, and their dedication was to the
peaceful aspects et desegregation.

, I got- elected president of that, end we began working strictly
through the religious community, having woikshops with the pattors
and priests and rabbis, whoever, we could get to come to these pings,
and then breaking these down into various communities around the
city to try to get these.leaders in various cominunities to speak out for
peaceful desegregation.

We have done a lot of work, but we were hampered somewhat by
the sudden deVelopments that came when the court said, you know,
you have to desegregate when the school starts this fall.

We anticipated we had 14 More months and we were on kind of a
time schedule for that. We might have been able to do more ifwe had
had that allotted time. But like everybody else, it suddenly was thrust
upon us, so we did what we could.

MR. GLICK. Do you think the course of events would have Iteen dif-
ferent had the court order not been so immediately effected?
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Ray:STITT. That is hard to tell. I think probably it was the best cho-
.

ice to go ahead and do it right away.
Ma. Omit. Could I turn now to Ms. Hedrick. How, long have you

been teaching at Smyrna Elementary School, Ms. Hedrick?
Ms. Hai:Jaws. I have been at Smyrna fm. 5 years.
MR. GLICK: Five years. Did you find anything different about the

school this year in terms of faculty attitude and administrative attitude:
Ind children's attitude because of the desegregation that took place?

Ms. Hansom. As far as the faculty and administration is cencerwd.
I believe most of us took the general attitUde that this waS a situation-
that we would have to make do the best with, that when the children'
were' brought out from the city that We Amid welcome them. They
were here primarily for one concern, and that was to get the best edu-.
cation which we could give them. \

Onr faculty accepted this and tricil' to do it. The attitude of the chil-
dren was somewhat different The children coming from the city were
frightened just as the children who had gone to Smyrna were
frightened to an extent, not knoWing what to expect, anticipating all
sorts of thin The attitude of the children remained soniewhat tense
during the of the year. he children began to accept to the best
of their ;ties the situation whlth we were in, and I, believe that we'
all work together and did very well.

MR. Duca.. Did you find that the very sirens feelings in Okolona
ageing busing reflected itself in the behavior of the. children?

Ms. HEINJUCK. V Several of our children's parents, being very ac-
tive in several of ..- organizations, especeally the day after an evening
where the an 4 4 protestors had been on Preston Highway or in the
areamaybe even of our children being out in the area with the
antibusing people, I do not knowthey would -bring with them a high
tension the next dai or for a day .or so. If the news media 'had made
up the demonstrations, this also brought tension with the children.

MR. GLICK. Did you find it necessary to change 01 ITICNitify any. Of.
. wur teaching methods or techniques to accommodate the -children
who came from the tenor city and had been going to-the inner city
schools? r

Ms. HEDRICK. 1 personally did not. Now, within the county system
we do have our math and our reading. The children are taught in I
group situation, whereas they can learn. In the other general subjects,
it is percentage, on. dui average scale acicording to grade level.- The
childrenwe would test them formally, informally, and try to pul thein
in a mass group whore they could function without Mastro:kin ali they
would be put into a reading situatinn or a language arta progranl'Our
tariguage arti program consisiing of the reading, the spelling, the En-* ,

glisk-a block of time:, maybe an hour to an hour and a half, where .
we would try to Work the children into situations where they were ncit 1

Migrated and where they could cope.
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MR. GLICK. MS. Hedrick, would you describe or characterize this
.past yearat Smyrna Elementary as a good year or a difficult year?
How would you characterize it 'from your On experience as a
teacher?'

Ms. HEDRICK. It's beetv(different year. It has not been a good year,
has not been,a .1?ad year. We cOnsider ourselves at Smyrna very f6r1

tunate that thine have gone as:Well as they have. WeI guess you
would classify it as a little abnoXinal because of the busing,shuation.
But as far-as being bad or Ai poor situation, no, I Id not say that.
We had a fairly good year at Smyrna.

Ma. Gucx. Thank you, M. Hedrick.
Ms. Wilson, how, long have you been teaching at Smyrna?
MS. WILSON. For I year.
MIL GLICK. Last year was your first year?
Ms. WILSON. Yes.
Me. GLICK. But you had been teachiag in the system before?
MS. WILSON. Yes.
M. Chic x. At another elementary school, tsuppose?
MS. WILSON. Yes.
Ma. GLICK. What was your anticipation this past fall when the' ceert

order came down and ion were going to a new school? Were you an-
ticipating any kind of difficulties at elf; in dealing with the 'inner city
ebildren?.

Ms. WILSON. Well, I personally didn't know what sehool I would be
in until 4 days before .school started. I bad put in for ,4 transfer from
my previous school. and I waited the summer out figuring out where

Would be. I was glad to get as close to home as I did. I am about
10 minutes iiway.
f As far as gotng into,a new situation, I did not have children when
I first webt in tieeause I am a resource teacher and I draw children
from regular education programs into a learning disabilities situation
tor a period of about I-1/2 hours a day.

It;took right around .5 weeki for me to get 'children into the class-
room betause ot the problems with placement. It took formal testing
by the Jefferson.County board which. consists of the Wexler and the
.Bender-Gestalt to get. the children into the program. Not being,sure
what students were going to be ehrolled, we didn't get our list until
5 weeks lifter' seheol started. .

MR. GLICK. ftre there any black children in your classes?
Ms: WILSON. No. I don't know what the exact reaion is. I was

handed-my list and these were the children on it.
We had it reading teacher that had almost all black children in her

prograM, but I think a lot of the reasoia was that the child had to' be
placed bi the board in order to-get placemen't into LD. And my pir-
son feelingg'Urere theamerger and desegregation inlone year hampered
this. There wasn't proper time to test the childreeefoimally to put them
into .the program.
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Ma. Cluck. You mean, in other Words, some of the black children
from the city wmight really need some of the special instructions
tbat you wovid be giving can't get it because they haven't been tested?

Ms. WILSON. Yes, but it is not only 'just the city children. There is
,a long waiting list or both white and black children coming into the
ID program, because it is a special t)inek.Rfeikcatign where we are
ttn a, like, I to-8 basis at the most, the pupa-teacher ratio.

The children arc average- intelligence, but they have some type of
disability that usually is in the form of reading. They don7t have the
ability to read. Folderii were brought into Smyrna, and alsiiit had ID -
placement on it, then the child could not get into the program.

Ma. GLICK'. Do you think the antibusing sentiment in the Okolona
community had any effect on the children or the school this past year?

MS. WILSON. I really couldn't see that mutch of it. personally. ,
because I didn't have any of the city children. I did haw, eyer,
breakfast students. A breakfast program Was riut into Smyrna w all
the children could come in and have breakfast in the mornings. And
because I didn't have a regular classroonit was free during thisabout
49-minute period, and I stood out in The hall, so.to speak, and ushered
te children Into breakfast, made' sure they got their breakfast and
back to.their .glassroorn without causing any trouble. I monitored ihe
bookstore. .

Now, it did depend a lot of mornings -on the children coming in from I
the city, the attitude that they had on the bus. I beaeve thar Mondays.,
a lot of times, were a-lot wiame days whir as discipline goes. I don't
know whether it was because of the long ridéln, the otorninLor bcing
tired on Monday ntorning from the long weekend.- This wai the only
thing I could see. it generallx related to the' attitude of the children
wheti they cameinto school ilfthe mornings:

7
.

MR. GLICK. I asked Ms. Hedrick how she would characterize the
yearcat Smyrna this past year. I would ask you, too.

MS.. WILSON. I think we had a fine year. I think everybody milized
the fact that desegregation is here and that it was time tO just put aside 7-.- ,
any feelings that yow have 'and make the_year is good as possible. I `
think just about everybody did that. .

Ma. Gucx. Thartk you, Ms. Wilson. . .

Ms. Stevenson, you are Rresident of the Smyrna school PtA, this ,

pre'sent year. How lohg have you been president? -
i4s. STEVENSON. Last year was my first year, and I 'Will be agafti. pre-i-sident next year. ,

MR. GLICK..H61V many years have you been active in PTA?
MS. STEVENSON. Five years.
MR. GLICK. Have you seen any change in membership this past

year in terms of numbers activity?
M. STEVENSON. Absolutely: Our Memgership last year was 837, and .

we dropped down to 324 this year.
MR. GLICK. Why? Why, do you think?

('
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MS. STEVENEQN. Pee* felt frusireted,.and .1 think they were taking
their frustrations out wherever they pould po.bly do it, and PTA hap-

rP*111to. .GLIICIL. SO they. jtaklwithdrew? ..,

be one of them. -4

i MS. STavastsoN, Right.
.

Ma: Mica.- Are any of the 'parents of the children coming from the
city, black' children, members of the PTA? ,

4 MS. STEVINSON.. We heye some. Not iferY. many. At the first of the
. _..).year we had an 'exchange program where we visited their schools, and
, they visited_our schools. And when they came to.our schools, we had

. a list of the different comtnittees that we had available that we needed
wort era cat, and we tried to get Workers. We had *no 'lady who had
signed up for several- committees and ive put her cm a committee. But
then she never did come- to any board meetings. So it Wise very dif-

. ficult. .
It is a great diitance ,to come from the Young area out to Smyrna,' - and I do think this is a ICt to do with why the people were not as ac-

vely involved in the-PTA..
Ili. GLICK.. How about yourself, have you cOntinuea.the level of ac-

-tivity that you had before?
MS. STEVENSON. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Why do you feel differently .than these other people who

have dropped out?
Ms. STsvgarsoic The communication end of it. .I feel if you are in-

iide you can see more, and you arc fmt listening to gossip. You can
see more for yolufself what is going on. I trted to tell the people not
to .cut the communication strings, but there was just another way to
get some of their frustratioetput.,sb they stopped %I/odds* for the PTA.

NW GLICK. In your opinion, was this a good year at'Srnyma?
Ms. STEVENSON. it was a good year; it was .a quiet year. We tried

to do the things that we iiave done in Aar years, as far as PTA pro-
jects. We tad toklo the same\projects with a lot fewer people to do
it with. I'd say it was a quiet year.

.

MR. Guce. Mt Stevenson, in addition to the black children coming
'friml ihe city to 14tend Smyrna,. some of the children who lived in the
'Smyrna area are bused into ffie city? \

Ms. STEVENSON. Right.
, Mit. ,Ducc As tl understand it, you have two children who are in

. Smyrna vzhool.
Ms. Sva Right. .

, Ma. Chu. ither one of them going to be bused into the citY?
. ' Ms. S-rs . One will be bused in next year. She's due to be

. bused. Howe , we have put her in a private schdol.
Ma. (kite. -You put your daughter-

- Ms. STEVENSON. My daughter.
Ma. GUM. your daughter in a private school, althOugh clearly

item 'our conversations you ate a person who strongly believes in
public school education?
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Ma. Sutforiont. Right.
Sti. Guar.. Can you tell us why you decided to send your daughtnr

to a private school rather than allowing her to go to school in the city?
Ms. &MUMMA agn not too convinced that the public schoola.will

still be able to give he the type' of education 1 feel sure she needs.
It seems like the public - = . system here in Jefferson County has a
very difficult financial isi 1 ant just na hits sure she is going to

%. be able to jet the type of i she neethiyplus taking the child
out of the community into communitY. It Is just- not the
wayit is lust not the way we JW .

Everything is involved in Ur community. We Work in our communi-
ty. We shop in our community. We go to our community schooli. And
you are taking your familyyou are splitting the family too much. If
she goes to a private selpol it is right in the community; she could
walk. So it jukt all involves the cOminUnity.

MR. GLICK. Thank you, Ms. Stevenson. Thank all of you.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
CHMRMAN FLEMMING, Commissioner Freeman?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Ms. Stevenson, I would like to, pursue your

statentent concerning the community, and I w0Uld like to direct the 4
same question to each et( the members of the panel. Will you describe
your community in terms of the racial composition? Finn of all, what
community are you talking about?

Ms. STEVENSON. Okblona: ^ ,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN.,What 'is the population of Okolona?
. Ms. STEVENSON. I really COuldn't say.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. What is the racial population?
MS. STEVENSON. I really couldn't Say that either. We do have blacit' ,

tst

in surroingling areas, Newburgthere are black in the SaPle Grove
'"rtied

COMMIEIOONER FREEMAN. Are the& ,black people who reside in 6

Okolona?
MS. STEVENsoN. Oh, yes, very few, but there are some.

' COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Do you have an opinion as to whether
,there is housing diterimihation .in Okolona?

Ms. STEVENSON. I personally don't feel there is. Now, other people
y say that there is. I have not reallyltaii the opportamity to be ac-

ve in that to say that there would be discrimination. I feel there
isn't.

COMMISSIO ER FREEMAN'. In your neighborhood, rikethent ally black
persons who reside in your neighborhood?

Ms. STEVENSON. Yes, We have a black family about blip blocks away.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. One black family?
Ms. STEVENsok. Right.
COMMISSiONER FREEMAN. MS. WiiSOn Will you give a profile of your

neighborhood?

,
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MS. WILSON. WCII, I know at Smyrna we have very few black chil-
dren residing in the comr,mity. As far as actually living in the com-
munity, 1 lived there 2 years agq; and to my know Wge. this was really
before blacks started moving into the area.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Are there any black families who live there
now?

Ms. Wu-soN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER FitEEMAN. How many?
MS. WILSON. One.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. One black family?
Ms.,WILSON. Yes. In fact. they are renting my house.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Otit of a total of about how many? Several

hundred, several thousand?
. MS. WILSON. I 'really couldn't say. I would not imagitte ere were

even several hundred.
Cosousstomsi FREEMAN. Ms. Hedrickless than several ndred?
MS. WILSON. Yes,
Ms. HEDRICK. I live approxi*mately 3 miles from Sy tna, so there-

fore I consider myself a pan of the conimunity. The are three black
families on my street. One abouf 10 or 12 houses down, I guess, is
,about the closest that we come in contacywith them. f

In Smyrnal' district, as far as children at Smyrna, within my class-- .

'wont I had two boys who lived in Smyrna's district, and they were
black.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Out of a total population estirAated at
what?

Ms. HEotocit. I don't know the population out there. You mean
SmyTna's population, the enrollment at Smyrna?

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. There are fet;. black families?
Ms. HErmicx. There are few. Yes, few.Maybe a half a dozen fami-

lies that live in Smyrna's district. I am not sure.
, C telhl SS IONER FRESMAN. Reverend Stitt?
REV. STrrr. lam going to take a wild guess thai there are about

30,000 people in Okolona, the genera boundaries, and that the black
population probably would be somet ng less than 2peicent.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. USIA th 2 percent ;
REV. STITT. Yes. As the ladies h e said, there are pockets of greater

density on the peripheral areas. it there dare more people moving in
all the time.,Still, there is an action against that, too, because ota in
Okokina we have had a cross bfirned in the yard of a black family and
people shooting through the windows and this sort of.thing.

There are tilanned rallies in The general peripheral arca of Okolona.
I had the psrsal experience of a family on our stree4 who put their
house up for salea few years ago, and when a 'black family showed
up to buy they jacked the price way up, that sort of thing. So there
is, I am sure, there is that sort of thing going on.

But on the whole, I think the climate is changing, but at this point,
there is a very low population of blacks.

c,
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. When you say the climate iS changing, you
mean there is less burning?

REV. STMT. Yes. So many people have .moved in without that, that
have just moved in very quietly, being accepted by the neighbors, that
wu it.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Mr. McGee, you 'are president of the busi-
ness association. Are there any black members of that organizatioh?

Mc. MCGEE. No, we -don't have any black in the business. As a
matter of fact, I don't think we have a black businessman out there.

I am going to disagree. I have blacks liVing righebehind ma in my
residential area. I coach boxing, I tiave plack on my boxing team.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You havt one?
MR. MCGEE. I have a couple. I coach football. I had two black ore

my football team. I am going to disagyee %Vith Reverend Stitt here in
discrimination on the housing, ha:eau 1 don't think there is any real-
tor in our area

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You h
of your organization?

MR. MCGEE. No.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. There
MR. MCGEE. To my knowledge,
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN.

Okolona?
MR. MCGEE. Yes.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. And you., what is your opinion as to hy

they do not live there?
MR. MCGEE. We can kvert back to some of the panel discussion ,

here. I Think it's everybody's choosing where ?hey want to live. This
is the rFason I am saying I am disagreeing with Reverend Stitt here.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. %/CIL the statement was made that when;
some people chose to live there, then there were cross burninks or
firings. Was that done by members who live in Okolona?

MR. MCGEE. Not necessarily, I wuldn't think, no. lye have, had
black people live in the Okolona community for years. I have been liv-
ing in the Okoiona since 1953. In all probability, Southern High
School had the first black athlete, an outstanding athlete. Thisi is be-

.
fore integration even started out in our community.

The reason I say I am in disagreement with Reverend Stitt, I have
on my board of directors of our business association about four real-
tors and they would never discriminate against anyone, none what-
soever. I think it is up to people choosing where they want tootive and ;
what,have you.

But to get back to the black, we have black in Okolona, a number
of blacks for years that's lived on McNeely Lane, in that area.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. What sort of area is that?
MR. MCGEE. It is in the same area of.the blaeck that's out there bay-

ing all their difficulty. I don't kriow why he's having all th; difficulty

c no am:A businessthen Tembers

re no black businesss in Okolona?
0.

et are feW blacks who reside in

0
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'in that area because. like I said, we have had 14ack in our community
in the samis-1 say two blocks avoy, that's lived there for years. Like
I say. I have been out there since 1953. Like 1 say. we have had the
firstbefore integration event started at Southern !Ash School,'we had
black athletes, no plOblem what

Cosnassintasa FalufWai. If a studeni kast has a smart ntiid without
being an athlete-, what would ha happened?

Ma. McGee. Beg pardon?
Cotnnumagart FREEMAN. Su the studint was just bri but

couldn't play football or couldn't box or couldn't play baiketball,
would that student have gotten any attention from you?

Mn. McCizz. Sure. 1 have no prejudiax against anyone, 'mai what-
.

ROCifet.

COMMISSIONER Fexamara. Thank you. t have no fnrther quextionse.
CHAIRMAN FLEMt. Commissioner Horn?
Vivi CHAIRMAN rti. No -questions, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Saltzman",
Coinmssioma SALTZMAN. No questions, Mr....,Chilairman.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May Vie express to you out gratitude for your

coming, spending tinie with us and giving us the brinefi( of your views
, growing out-of your respective experiences. Thank you verY, verY

much. The hearing will be in recess until 12'00, when .we will listen
to our next witnesses.

CHAMMAN FLEMMING. The bemiring will be in order. Counsel will call
the next witnesses.

MR. GLICK. Mi. Chairman% the hen witnesses are Dr. CoCil Yar-
brough, the Regional Commissioner of Region IV of the °Thee of Edu-
cation; arid Within' H. Thomas, the Regional Director of Region IV,
Office for Civil Rights of the Departmept of Health, Education, and
Welfare. P

Are these witnesses present? Genilemen, ceuld I ask that you stand
And be sworn, please?

f Whereupon, Cecil Yarbrough and Willis= H. Thannas were sworn.)
v

liISTIMONY Oir CICCIL Tmiuuroucs, miasma. comassmasza, REGION IV,
arms OW KI5ICATIO11, AM) WILLIAM H. THOMAS, RECIONAL DiRgerom:

MIMI IV, 0111rICII FOR CIVIL

Ma. Ouciv.- Could I ask you, please, to put yaw microphone on the
table around your neck? That seems to increase the' quality of the
sound.

Mr. Chairman, I will ask Staff Attorney Mark Snyder to proceed
with the questioning of the witnesses.

1
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Ma. Samosa. Would each of it* *aim state your name, ackinstis,
and position with the Federal Government for the record, please?

DR. YARBROUGH. I Mil Cecil Yarbrough, Commissioner for Educa-
tion a Region IV, located in Atlanta. Georgia, 57th Street, room 543.

MR. &mita Thank you. MT. Thomas? .

MR. TisossAs. I am Milian) Thomas. I am 'the director of the re-
gional office for civil rights of the Department of Health, Edwation,
and Welfare for Region IV. The'eddress is 57th. Street, Northeast, At-
lents, Georgia

MR. SNYDER. Would each of you state how long you have been in
your present positions?

D. YARBROUGH. Either acting or real, I have been there 3 In
yeast.

MR. THOMAS. I have held my present position for slightly more than
5- year!.

MR. SNvoita. Thank you gentlemen. Dr. Yarbrough, as regional
commissioner, would you tell us briefly the kinds of services available
for the Office of Education for a dese _gripif school district such as
Jefferson County? ,

Da. YARBROUGH. The primary source of funding is the -emergency
school assistance that provides funds to school districts of this Atype.
There are a lot of other funds, such as Title I and vocational education
and otlwr assistance, well, that Come into it, Louisville, but this is the
primary funding.

I believe you asked about the issistance we provide?
Ma. SNYDER. That's correct.
DR. YARBROUGH. In addition to that, We 'are following this program.

--We-cloAhti--reekW ,of the panels and evaluation of the projects and the
recommendation With respect to ultimate funding, based on a competi-
tive system. And it that time, we furnished technipal hssistance, of
prior to that time, to the applicantg And at the time a the grant of
award, we furnished technical assistance and supported development
and, refinement of the Project. Then we priwide monitoring assistance
throughout the life of the project.

MR. SNYDER* Thank you, Doctor"
DR. YARIIROUGH. WC has% educational specialists, who are rather

limited in number, of course, but who are available in terms ef emer-
gencies and who are also available for monitoring to see that the pro-.jects are carried out.

MR...SNYDER. I understand. Would you briefly sti!ite what the basic
objectives of the Emergency School Aid Act are?

DR*. YARBROUGH. The basic objective of the Emergency School Aid
Act is to assist school districts in dealing with the special problems
arising from their efforts to desegregate and to prtivide quality educa-
tion in relation to it.

MR. SNYDER. I see; Has the Emergency School Act funding been
secured by Jefferson County?

DR. Ymteisouott. Yes.

(# 2
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Ma. SNYDER. What has been She leVel of funding for Jefferson Coun-
ty, and how does this kvel of funding compare with other districts in
ow jurisdickion?

Da. YAaattotioo.: As you are aware, the Jefferson County and the
LoUisville schoddistrict consolidated a couple years past. Prior to that
time, there Vas some- assistance to each of the school districts. In
'74-75, iheocifferson County school district received $923,851 of what
is called Pan A; $30,096 urkler Part C. In 15-76, the terms, were
changed. It was Emergency School System at that time, and the basic
program was $898,846. The pilot program was $365.790,iind Tjtie ly,
they received. $50,400, and impact aid .and Title 4, which are other
types'of funds.

MR. SNYDER. br. V'arbrough, I understand you are .reading from a
prepared memorandum that we would like to offer into evidence at
this time.

Mr. Chairman, the membrandum is entitledis , a compilation of
ESAA funding in Jefferson County fot,,,the last year and the projected
funding for the school year 16-77. 1 woula ,like to offer that into the
record at this time.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, it will be entered as Ex-
hibit No. 1.

(The document referred to was marked Exhibit NO. I and received
in evidence.

orlt
MR. SNYDER. Dr. Yarbrough, we understnd that the. Office of Edu-

cation does monitor the use of Emergency,School Aid Funds. How, ex-
ctise mc, what has beeik, the Office of Education findings with regard
to Jefferson'County?

DR. YARBROUGH. it ShOUld be pointea out that Our monitoring is not
as extensive a's it might be, but we prdvide two oasite visits each year.

'This last year, there were two onsite visits, and there were no out-
stahding*problenis reported that regOred our action.

This would mean that specific reconunendationone, for instance,
was that the radiai balance on die sidsisory committee needed to be
upgraded. It was sutimitted to theni, and in the final evaluation of this
project, which will be carried out at the end of the year, sonie analysis
of ihe project's 'evaluation will be made. But we haven't discovered
any unusual problems up to this date.

MR. SNYDER, Thank you. DT. Yasbrough.
Mr. Thomas, could you tell us what the procedure necessary i'or Of-

fice for, Civil Rights clearance of a school district few ESAA funding
is?

MR. THOMAS. Yes. First, first of al14, the ESAA pmgram is a compet-
tive program. The Office of Education, headed by Dr..Yarbrough, will
evaluate all of the applications, advise our office of thobe that are like-
ly te be funded:.

The first step is roughly ait is a very simple process, the first, that
is, to determine the threshold eligiblity of a school district to receive

t.)
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those fUnds .and to participate end receive those funds. If a district is
desegregating pursuant to a court order, and if it is in coMpliance with
the court order 'or a volUntary plan, then, of course, it meets the test
of the threshold.eligibility. The Office of Education is io advised.
. The next step is to-evaluate the applicant's compliance with the vari-
ous pant of sectiOn* 185.42 of the ESAA regulations. This reqUires
evaluation of data and the application itself, as well as the files main-
taMed by the Office for Civil Rightstan the applicant district.

If there are iridications of noncompliance with the regulation, further ".
data is accessary to More adequately evaluate the.district status,. That
data is requested. If,-the applicant is either cleared as eligible or
found to be ineligible for assistance at that point.

If ,the applicant is cleared, the Office of.Education is 'informed that
- the -applicant may be funded. If .not cleared, the Office a Education

is informed, and a letter of ineligibility its prepared and forwarded to
the AssOciate Commissioner-of Education.

In some cases, onsite investigations are required and necessary
order td accomplish the pre-grant responsibilities. , In other cases,
where decisions of ineligiblity cannot clearly be made based on desk
reviews of data available, OCR may clear a district with a notification
of potential problems and monitoring provi ns built into the
clearance.

MR. SNYDER. Thank ,ou Mr'. Thom". Has Jefferson Celerity been
cleared ter 1976-77?

MR. THostAs. Yes, they have.
MR. SNYDER. What were the findings of the Office of Civil Rights

regarding that clearance?
MR4- THOMAS. They were specifically set out/iis a letter dated April

. 26, 1976, and I believe you have a copy of that. We provided a copy
of that lett* to you. Generally speaking; the district 'was advisedand
since we could not establish` clear ineligibility, we identified problems
'in approximately four areas, potential problettuc. assignment of pupils
to regular classes which resulted in racial .ridentifiability in..advanced
classes of some schools; assignment of pupilsto special education'
classes which has resulted in some racially identifiable classes in some.
'schools in the MH proitranis; interdistrict student transfers from Jeffer-,,
son County schools to Indiana Schools which may have racial impact;
disciplinary sections.which affeCt black students. . -

MR. SNYDER. As a result of these findings, do you phin to conduct
an onsite ESAA review of Jefferson County?

MR. THOMAS. Yes, we do, ancf we have so communicated that deci:
sion to the district in a letter of April 26, 1976.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Excuse me. What was your last question?
MR. SNYDER. The question was, has the Office' for Civil Rights in-

tended to conduct an onsite review of civil rights compliance in the
Emergency School Aid Act in Jefferson County?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I got, that. Then wasn't there a question as to
what action has been taken?
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Mia,Stooes. The gnostical* was in the clearance= precedure for the ,
ESAA fimnding. The gusation.wes, what were the findings of the Offiie
fbcCivil Rights in that clearancal

Citaisosamm Futmenso. As a result of the findings, winst action
, taken?

ML SNvnan. That's aprrect
CHAIRMAN Funsiona. AU right.
Ma. THOMAS-As a result of our analysis, we-have, WeAvere not able

to clearly establish ineligibility _which wOUld warrant the enforcement
procedure or the negotiated compliance process to attempt to attain
compliance.

The district has exPlained-,40 the v'e4nsequences or the results of
the correctivi -actions they .have taken. However, we have advised the
district that we have accepted their explanation, but. we have
scheduled that district for in (mite review to took bud the four mat-
ters, the four findings that we made. We have communicated that deci-
sion to the Jefferson County school 'district byAmy of a letter dated
April 26, 1976. . .

CHAIRMAN Fwasune. In other rwords, you are not fiappy with the
situation, but you do not, feel that you have sufficient evidence to
proceed on amit conduct -an out-of-compliance proceeding. Tbe
fore, you have . notified the district that you are going cto pursue it
further with an onsite visit. ..

Ma. THOMAs: Mr. Chairirumr0 would prefer to state ft in thiS way,
and that is. if the actions, the reasons for those sictiOns, and the results
of everything that the school board has done, if those are as they have
stated 'to us and if our findings support that thoiie reasons that they
have provided are the remises, theft of course, we would lie hapiiy

, with it. We would be satisfied with it
We had insufficientt data. We are not certain that all of the areas

or the explanations had been reported and are accurate and' that
action cannot be taken in order to achieve a greater degree of

pomIince in these areas. And for that reason, we have scheduled the
district for an ,onsite investigation in the fall of this School year.

CHAIRMAN Fulsome. Thank ytu. Couruiel, I inn sorry to interrupt.
I wanted to clear that up.

Ma SNYDRA. I have no further:, questions except. that Mr. Thomas
has prepared written 'testimony to be entered, into the record: and r
would like to submit it at this time.

CHAIRMAN FLIIMMING. Dr. Yarbrough, taking into consideration the
various $ypes of resources that are available to help a school district
go through this period, do you feel that this school distridt has- taken
advantage of all of the opportunities that'exist for Federal support?

Da. Yissuoven. I do. They have made applications consistently,
either before the consolidation and since thid time, and their level of

aiding has been above average. In fact, there are many school dis-
ts in the region velum are not, have not been funded that do qualify

5
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because of inItifficient funds. But Jefferson County has been fortunate
in receiving pretty adequate funding. The greatest chop will come this.
year. I think, when their level of funding will be less than It wm in
prtor years..

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Let me ask you about that. Will it be less .
because of a reduction it; appropriations for programs of this kind?

DR. YARBROUGH. Cknerally "caking, over the country there are .
more probkms, apparently. The amount of funds that wereavailable
in the years past for the South have sort of been spread out to a
greater extent. Approximately the same amount of money had been
available -for several years, but the South has net gotten enough to
take care of it. And the decision was made to try to support the pro-
jects that were under way to a limited extaAt rather than ó whole hog
on most of them. ('FAnd so. the Jefferson County school district will
receive ra reasonable cut in their appropriationi for the forthcoming
year because of insufficient funds-Hutnot that the general appropria-
tion for the county was so much kss 'but that the need has emerged
in other areas.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The Deptirtment or ctie office is redirecting
the fields, distributing them over a broader bast than has been the
ease in the past?

Da. YARBROUGH. Ycs. We have had more applications than we
could fund every year. And this hes been the .result of that. This year
we fundedevery year we funded approsimatelY 50 percent of those
whe applied. There are probably another 50 percent that didn't apply
at all for various reasons. And so the general level f fimding this year
will be less.

,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Did this schoOl district y tor fiends that
could be used for the purpose of tarrying on tralning in the area of
huhian relationships?

De. Ymtaacexiii. I don't know the spec- ifics 'of this predict, but I
thiikk so.. yes. And in addition to that, the pilot program for special
purposes .and then the nonpublioc, the public nonprofit and tcommuility
group did some work in that area.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMINcr AU right.
Commissioner Freeman, you have got a question to follow up on this

point?
CososissioNee FREEMATC. Yes, I would like to pursue the qUestion_

with respect to the basic ESAA grant where the funding was for
893,000.
In the report or document which you submittll to the Commission,

$

the second component involved reduction in community mistrustlof
schools 'by eaiploying 20 community relations Specialists, It is not--.-it
is pagi 2.

DR. Youtanouoe. Page 2 of my report?
CososissroNee FiteestA. Page 2 in your report "to act in advisory

capacities to human relations groups within schcols and com-
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munity organliationc Two, to serve as deteetors of tensions and issues
in the school community before they reach the crisis state and issee
efforti to 'resolve them." And your final Statement in this paragraph
is that eommunitifacceptanee appears to ,be more i1 south Jefferson
County.

DR. YARRROUGH. Yes.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. My cinestion is, if you would have -an

opinion, you- or Mr. Thomas Would have an epinkkilis to whether the
POOP acceptance wai because ofinadequate resburces Or 01.4itt?

DR. YAREIROUOH. My 'opinion WoUld be an opiniinf, strialy, and.Mr.
Thomas may have a better answer to that bedause of Speeial infonna-
tion.that he has. But the shock which resulted from the combining or
the two districis that created some resiitanee in certain parts of the

-selkiol district. les my impression- that this -may not have been fully
ameliorated, and I don't .think it it- because,of a lack Of iesourees to
deal with the problem, but MaYbe the time' haSn'i been adequate -to
cope with it. But I give- that only as an'opinion and without arly basis
except for casual conversation with the people that have been involved
in it. a

e

Bill, you inay have soniething vise to add. .

Ma. HOMAS. Weil. it would be my opinion, that the probleMS are
`not due to a lack of,reseurces. But.I .would not 'have an opiniorc as
to what an of the things are that could have caused or contributed to
the problems that Are existing.

CtimastasiOREK044044HaVe ou had the opportiinitlj, of examining -
the way in which these reso have been used, the resources that 'L

CommisSioner Freeman 'is talk 'bout?
Mk. THOMAS:No. we ha*: not. Our responsibility is solely, is limited

'to evaluating, their compIianc WTth .the ESAA regulations and with
ottier compliance-related or civil rigtti;plegishition. 10e have 'noirnciiii-
toting program, monitoring 'responAbility, and do not examine that
aspect of it.

cHAIRMAN FLEMMiNG. Dr. Yarbrough, I gather your office has moni7
tored and that 'has been, has given 'rise to the- statement that-Commis-
sioner. Freeman has made. Have you had the opportunity, of reading
the report of those who participated in the onsite review?

DR. YARBROUGH.,Yes, I have. But I don't find anything other than
routine information that is included in it, such .as, as f mentioned, the
imbalances of the advisory committee and recommendations, specifie
recommindations. which were made.

This is not ,urnisal because of.the limited amount of time. that our
people have in, onsite in the project; 'But the reports of our program
officers have not been unusually informatiOA that she men-
tioned there about the acceptance

CHAIRMAIrTEMMING. Frankly,- What l' am getting at'is this,: I per-
SOnally thin 4hat the investmentlbat is tritide,in activities of this kind
can he very important.

DR. YAREIROUOH. Very

,

7



CHAIRMAN' 'FLEMMINd. In terms -Of the results that 'we finally" -

achieved. And what I am interested in is Whether or not the Office ha-
;heves' that the school distriet is taking these resources and utilizink
thimi to mount a vigorous and' effective program in thik area.of corn=

-triunity relations or human Tetations. How does the offieeyou have -.

indicated some of the things that you keep in mind when you make.

an evaluation.
DR. YARROUGH. Yes:
CHAIIIMAN FLEMMING. But does the Office go at it from the poin%

'of view of trying to make up its mind -as to whether or not there is
a strimgly-Motivated program under way which is being helped atA....
assisted by the resources that the Federal Government is making
available? "- , a t,DR. )(AMU:MGR. Yes4i First, the evaluittion 'Of the apple...abort:itself

. is based'on evidOiee-of purpose and compionent to do something With
_ respect to the entire school System. Onche applitation is approved,
theft meetings are, hefd .tegirlarly in advance of the irapletnentatiori of
the prokram. And then the site visit's are more or less--sit that poini
.they become Hat so mach-evaluation devices as attempts to see if, there
-4tre problems that cti,n be ,oisolved for the ortgoingoittgram: 0-

o There is/a fecliii4 that the Jeffel County school.district his been
truggitng -since the consolidation effort with a lot of problems that do

require FederatieSources.
Now, the. exteirrio which the 'results have now coine, wjthin,

say, the last 2' years, I think it woaki be pretty bard to evaluate that.
OurTeeliags have beeitI think the meiney has been well spent, if you
asS it that way. I am not so sure that we have the maximum resulfs
here that we would like to have had. But analysis of why the results
are notthe problem as not compli'tely solved would require more in-
formation than we have.

CHAIRMAN Ft.paraiNo. You used a little earlier the expressiori that
the results are not so bad. But I wasluet wondering what factors have
been. identified which make it necessfixy to make. that kind of a state-
ment.

Ott. YARBROUGH. The organizational problems of the school district
in the aftermath of cOnsolidation pose some.problems that were .overt
tiding in terms of the effettlieness of anrparticular program, in Itty
judgMent. I am speaking not as a person that has,spent much time in
this district, bilt with the kind Of view ihat I have of 250 or 1,000
school districtS that I've researched. The r5RI impact of the Emergency
School Assistance program, in my opinion and but of a lot of ex-
PerienCe in the South, is an ongoing thing. It doesn't.ocCur in 1 'year
or 2 years.

And one of thewe have many districts in this midstream. They are
struggling to get hold of their problems and to deal with them, and
view Jefferson County as just about in midstream in understanding its
problems and in tryhig to deal with them in particular..But it may not
be quiteihe midstream yet.

,o
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CHAIRMAN Ftimistsbo., Let me put jt- this way, On the baSis of the
,- evidence Um* has been piviented to you, do yod believe that the work

of the intergroup and communit y. relations specialists has the vigorous
backing of the board of education and the superintendent of the 't
schools?

Dm -YARBROUGH. 11 don't know. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay: We will have the onionunity, of
course, of asking some questioni; about that later.

DR. YARBROUGH. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLErasuNo. Mr. Thomas: where you haVe.a court-ordered

tiesegregation program, what do you view as the responsibilities of
your &Gee to help implement that plogram?

r MR. THOMAS. Prior to the deCision of,, the court in the Moho s v .

.Rkhanisins case, there esisted a policy -agreement between our Depart-
ment and the Department -pf Justice that the Office for.Civil Rights .

.would not monitor or enforce compliance within court-ordered dis-
triits. Part of the order in the Adams case is

,
that the Office for Civil.

Rights will monitor ctiurt-ordered districts and investigate complaints
within court-ordered districts.

We now monitor court-ordered districts, primariry through the
ESAA responsibilities, jointly. We alit, investigate complaints filed
within court-ordered district& In cases of nqncomplianee, we furnish
the information to the court and to the attorneys- for the plaintiffs.
Where the Department of Justice is a participant in thit litigation, we
ffirnish "copies of our filings tci 'the Department of Justici. If it is an
active case in 'which the Depirtment of Justice is involved, then, of
course, we don't exercise that responsibility.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Have you, in fact, been monitoring the court
order for this skbool district?

MR. THOMAS. We have not, except through our ESAA me6hanisms.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do you know wfuit the plans of the Depart-

ment are for carryini out the court onleredthat is, tfre Adams v.
Richa4con.court order in connection 'with Jefferson County school dis-
trict?

Ma. Tiairaos. Well, I would .have to state that in general terms., Each
year' we develop what we refer to as an annual operating plan. Within
eaeh regicint-'-each region also. develops ,an operating plan by which
they will carry, out the aims tlif the Depiirtment. The monitoring of
court-ordered districts is certainly one of them.

What 4 am trying to sai is that the department wc;uld not establish
a special or ciinain, specific procedure for the monitoring. of Jefferson
-County. It would eitablish a policy to deal with court-ordered school&o.p

do have fiCy with' respect to monitoring Jefferson County:
That i;olicy is communicated or stated in our letter of April 26.
That is, we intend to monitor, we intend tireview oniite that district
for compliance here with the ESAA uvula ns. So I think it is all con-
sistent with the overall mandate to monitor aburt-ordered districts:

+6.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING'. In other words', that is a deCision on the part
Itif the regioruil offireand your office, in terms of utilizing yourtexisting

resources?
Mk'THoMAs. Right.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. And you, are going to utilite some of your

resources 'for the ,purpose- of monitoring the court order for Jefferson
County?

MR. THOMAS. 'That is correct. It ivould be imposiiible for us to moni-
tor on an mutual basis, with our existing resources, all of the court-
ordered districts that, yoe have. We will select theM4 and Jefferson
County is one of.those that has been seleotqd.

CHAIRMAN FI4MMING. Thank you very much.
Conunissiotter Saltzmun?
ColalusstmER SALTZMAN. NO`questions.
CHAIRMAN FulastINo.. Commissioner Freeman, any further

questions?
COMMISSION-ER FREEMAN. I have one pdie question concerning this

of this ESAA program, and that, is with respect to the part of
the component that says "to .serve as a detector of tensions and issues
in the school community." Will you describe what happens and what
do you do after you have detected something?

MR. THOMAS. Was that directed to me?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Well, either of you. I anj still referring to

the $893,000.
DR. YARBROUGH. If you detect noncompliance.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN:No. One df the compOnents#as "to serve

a.s detectors of tensions and issues in the school .confmunity before
they reach the crisis state and initiate efforts to resolve them." This
was one of the purposes of the money.

DR. YAREIRGUGH. I don't know what happened as a result of the
spending of that money. But the purpose of it was to do the very thing
that Cotnmissioner Flemming was discussing, to identify' tension areas
and to, institute measures to ameliorate them through in-school and
out-of-school activities.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. What I am trying to find out is the ac-
countability of the report. How does one report to HEW on the use
of these resoucres, and how does HEW milt the evaluation of the ex-
tent to which the resources are enough or, not? And I am particularly
concerned because you indicated that next year, even though commu-
nity acceptance was very poor this year with the $893,000, that there
would be less resources available under 'this program next year.

DR. YARBROUGH. Well, we have an eval4ation component as to the
basic requirements of each proposal that we approve for funds. And
the evaluation, together with the assessment of need, has to accom-
pany the application for need in the new application. If there was not
a proposal before, there would be an assessment of need which relates
tonthe program and justifies the *program. Thc evaluation of that pro-

,/
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gram for this year,has not been yet 'developed. At least, I haven't seen
it.

COMMINSIONER FREEMAN. When that evaluation has been-completed
with respect 'to the paragraphs which-1 -read and which are contained
in the document yoti submitted, could that evaluation he submitted to-
the.Commission? .

DR. YARBROUGH. Yes, it certainly could be. .4:

. COMMISSIONER FRE.EMAN. I would like to request that the' evaluation
'he 'submitted and be incorporated into the record at the point im- .

mediately following Exhibit
DR. YARBROUGH. An71 it' it is' in line with the Commission's desires,

We will perform an analysis of the evaluation oistselves to accompany
that, which would deal with the problem you are talking about. '.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, the request that has, been
'made by CoMmissioner Freeman will be granted, and it will be entered
in the.record at this particular Roint either as Exhibit Zor 3.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I woUld like the evaluation related to' the
document. I don't.know Whkh nuMber that is.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.. Okay.
DR. YARBROUGH. Can we communicate with Mark Snyder to get

that coordinated?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes. We would appreciate it very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMitIG. Commissioner Horn?
VIET CHAIRMAN 1711,1BN. I .would like 'to pursue something with both

gentlemen.
You mentioned the competitive nature of the 'Emergency School

Assistance Act program. Do you know how much money is available
nationally for granting under this program?

DR. YARBROUGH. $225 million, approximately.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. How much is available to Region IV? -

DR. YARBROUGH. $42 millioh was allocated to .Region IV. Through
reallocation in the past, we have received more than that on seconda-
ry.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. How wai.$ that decision made as to whether
or not you should get more or less than 1$42 million out of the $225

DR. YARBROUGH. It was written into the legislation. Hut I think it
was determined based on some estimate or need or based on the pri-
orityof the problems existing in the country. And we had agreed as
to the amount of,the money, or the criteria, because the problems in
the South,. if I may speak briefly about this, the problems havd been
greatly helped by the Office for Civil Rights activities and the accom-
panying school assistance program.

It has been the salvation not only of the nonviolent developments
in thc South but also the leadership for good and the injection of
quality education, and I think a lot of other good things have come
partly blecause of that.



And the fact that we can't deal with More.*khart a fractioh-of the
prOblem, even though on a .competitive irt-o con-

.-tinuih,glashion the solution of the problem in this part of the country.
I wouldn't want to speak on how the allocatiOnI am not saying that
allocations are unfair. Big more and more, it seems that we get less
money to deal with the problem.. And this is where most of the
problemS are.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN: This is what I wanted to pursue. Go ahead.
114L THOMA9i: twould just like to offer something else for considera-

tion. I thirik it was considered that sehool,,distriat in Region IV and
southern regions had participated in: a similarr. program over a longer
period several years ago. And that more districts afourid the country,
were becoming eligible to receive these funds, and some decision was
made in termg of how to allocatethe available funds and a decision
made not to incrimse titat total amount.of available dollars.

PR. YARBROUGH, Mit isrëalJy the bitsis of tfie thing I was trying
to say.

. .
VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. What I want _to pursue is, as- you move from

the $225 million, to the $42 million in Region IV, more or less, with
other national reallocations because funds can't be spent in other re-
gions, and then you get down to the specific request from. a specific
school district, you mentioned that' it is competitive, that only. 50 per-
cent of the application can he funde-51.

What I want to pursue is, what are the fattors that you consider
which means that Region IVecides to phice-rhoney in' this district for
this application and not in another district for another application?

DR. YARBROMH. There are certain legislative factors that are fixed.
The racial component of the school diefric.17-the length of time they

. have been into the problem, and what the various conditions that re-
late to it are. Those are morc or .lessvcalled static scores. And then
the quality of the proposal is the- basic, is the other basic factor. And
that accounts. for about two-thirds of the -percentage points which are
rated.

There arc several factors involved- there. But the relevant, the
relevance of `rite...program to deal with the particular problem that is
defined in the proposalif this school district has a unique problem
involving desegregation, then the proposal is evaluated by an indepen-
dent panel which is out of -the Government. They are selected people
who Lire familiar with the general problems. And these proposals are
evaluated, and those who come up with the highest scores are rccom-
mended for funding.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Where I am leading, obviously, is that if only
50 percent of the applications are funded, am wondering what, incjv
your judgmem as the Regional Commissioner thc Office of Educa-
tion, do you see as a result in those that are not funded to pursue their
various kinds of programs?
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Do you see greater and greater tragedy? Does it matter? Are there
districts that have problems equal to those of Jefferson Counky and
proposals that are of quality equal to those of Jefferson punty that
can't be funded because thc money *is not available? WhM, is
reaction? .

DR. YARBROUGH. My reaction is that 4 think you have stated it
reedy. There may be minor variations of quality that would say Mit\
Jefferson County's proposal is better, or the stat scorei put them in
a higher category- But the problems are not being met,in many school
districts. Many schools, because of unwillingness to enter into com-
pliance, arc not making applications.

Now, if money was available. I believe that the number of schools
that are entering into compliance would be .muchopeater. And I am
very sure that the quality of education and the ultimate isolutjon to this
problem would be much more greatly enhanced. And II1 woUld be glad
tO have my colleague here react to that. -

But in my judgment, in the long experience in education all over the
South, I think it is the most significant factor in removing, to.the ex-
tont that we have icmoved itthere are many abscesses untouched,

kprimarily because we don't have errough funds and because *we haven't
made the maximum use of the funds that we have. But this is a critical
part CA' the developing program inihe South, in my judgment.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. To what extent does congressional influence
determine which grants or applications are made at the regional level?

Dit. YASIBROUGH. I would say, scarcely any. We,. have a very friendly
relationship with the congressional delegations and an interested con-
cern. But never have I been asked to deviate from the standards that
are required to fit, to fund any particular schools.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. To round out this question, Mr. Chairman,
before I pursue the next one, I wciuld like an exhibit at this time of
the total, grants made nationally for fiscal year 1975-76 under the
ESAA program, with a breakdown as to the amounts by region, and ,
then have staff engage in correspond nce with HEW to determine how
the criteria might vary region to re on, if they do, beyond what is
required in the law.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without ohjectihi, that will be done.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. NOw, the next question.
CHAIRMAN F1.EMMING.1 might add that that will probably take a few

weeks before that is available; in view of the fact that we arc near the
end of fiscal '76.

0."--
VICE CHAIRMAN .HORN. Now, I would like to pursue one question

with iVir. Thomas. As I understand in your letter, one of the areas of
concern with the Jefferson County district was that disciplinary sanc-
tions were out of proportion, seemingly, on the surface, by race.

MR. THOMAS. YCS. ..

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN:The first panel re had this morning WAS stu-
dents from various schools. I asked each of them for their reactions
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as to the fairness with which discipline was administered in their par-
ticular school during the past academic year. The two white students
and the two black students involved both said that from their perspec-
tive fairness seems to prevail from the administration of ditcipline.

They did admit that more black students were beitig detained in de-
tention halls, perhaps were being suspended for not attending school
on time, so forth. What I wish ,to pursue with yeea is your judgment
as to the degree to which proportionality .of discipline really reflects
whether or not discrimination is or is not taking place.

In other words, my premise is that you could have discipline applied
seemingly unevenly statistically, and yet it still could be fairly applied,
because for various socioeconomic reasons, or whatever, students com-
ing into a school system might not be used to the patterns of behavior
that are expected in that school system, and*rhaps it might take time
to adjust. _

One of thestudents pointed out that the parents of- white children
seem to be helpful in cracking down on: them when they get out of
bounds, with rare exceptions, perhaps more than the parents of black p
children.

Ma. THOMAS. Yes, I wOuld agree that just from an examination of
the proportion of students disciplined, that that only provides some oc-
casion that there might be a problem. Of course. during our onsites
we do not limit ourselves just to consideration of the numbers of stu-
dents that,are disciplined.

We examine, for eiample, whether or not the same infraction
receives the same punishmentif you will. For example, if there is a
school rule that absences from ctass or cutting class warrants a 2-day
suspension, then we look to sec,if that policy is applied fairly and con-
sistently.

We look at the overall mechanism for administering discipline
whether it is onby--recommended by a classroom teacher and if
those classroom teachers recommend the same punishment for ths
same infractions for all students regardless of race. -

We don't confme ourselves just to looking at the numbers,, We go
into it us deeply as we can. We talk with students. Maybe we will talk
to some of the same students that were on the panel this morning, and
we will ask them why they feel it is fairly administered.

We talk with administrators, teachers, and we talk with people at the
top administrative level to find out what the policies are, and we make
an effort to determine if people down the line are following those poli-
cies that have been established.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Doctor Yarbrough, now, closing the barn door

after the horse has declared a choice of pasture csiuses certain
. problems, controls, and logistics which would not have been problems

before the door or the gate was opened. Now, before the court or-
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dered desegrewition and while the barn door vas still closed, did your
office publish that monies v:fere available under the Einergency School
Aid Act where there was an effort or would be an effort within the
school district to voluntarily desegregate itself?

Da. Yatatiaoucat. Yes.
ComsossioNEts Rutz. Now, we have heard testimony from witnesies

who are antibusing in philosophy, who have espoused tbe cause of
-freedom of choice and voluntary busing. and are active only because

yesentment to forced orders by a judicial court judgment and due
&mess of law.

Do you have any records of igny antibusing organizations in
Louisville eyer having applied and songht funds 'from your office, for
instance, in voluntary desegregation before the court made its grdeil,

Da. YARBROUGH. 1 would say no. Ma-9be we had an application from
organizations that were antibusing but didn't say so. But..1. don't' think
we haVe had any applications. I can't say that ,arhitrarily though until
I eximine the specific

CommissioNia Rtnz. No application whatsoever?
DR. YARBRoUGH. I. don't think so.- I am- positive not for that intr-

.pose.

COMMISSIONE.LBUIZ. As I understand your testimony,'.'you never did
receive an application then f4r finantial or other assistince for volun-
tary desegregation prior to the time that this lawrit was filed in the
local court.

DR. YARBROUc;H. No. From the local school district? I am not sure
I heard your question correctly. If I understood your question, we have
received applications from both the county and the city school districts .

throughout the history of this program consistently. And we have to
varying degrees funded these programs here. Now, for out offor the
community groupsI don't have the records before me. but I am
under the impression that we have never received an application for
antibusing, pro-integration groups anywhere. I am not Rife that
they've

COMMISsIoNER Rutz. What I'm trying to find out is, out of this- $42
million that Region 4 has, has as much as 15 cents been used -with

tl"relation to this question, specific question that I have asked, prior to
court-ordered busing?

Ds. YARBROUGH. 11 1 understand your question correctly. I would
Say no. But I am not sure I understand it.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Oh, you understand my question. It's because
it's a yes or no answer.

Ds. YARBROUGH. 1 don't examine, obviously, all of the applications
we have had, but I would say no.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Can I ask both of the witnesses a question?
We did take testimony in another city indicating that the city would

probably have to either modernize or rebuild certain elementary
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schools. And the testimony indicated that if they had the funds, that
they might, be able .to relocate those schools in such a manacr that the
location would Contribute to integration. The estimati was that if that.
were dons/it would cut down on the transportation of the pupils by
about SOpercent.

If the Federal Government had a program under which it woulAklp
on the.construction 'of new schools which were located in such a way
as to contribute to integration or desegregation, do you feel that that
kind of a:piogram, drawing -on the experiences that .both of you have
had, would be helpful and in a fair number of school districts in Re-
gion 4? P'

MR. THOMAS. Ill take a shot at it. First of all, I am not certain that
. there are not Federal funds available to school districts for construe-

lion? purposes, Maybe 'not necessarily from the Department, but I think,
I'm fairly certain, perhaps from HUI);
!.CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. What I was doing, I was relating it to-the :

funds being made available ,for this purpose provided there was a
showing that the use of the funds would contribute to integration,

Ma. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, I am nOt certain that that would sub-
stantially contribute to integration. I have witnessed 'examples where
schools' were accessible, and either the white flight out Tesulted in
furtherSegregated schools, a number of factors. IVI!, opinion is thatI
don't tftnik that that would substantialli

OttlitaltasN.FLEMIWIING. tet me makØ clear. I am not suggesting that
,

that Would be a, separate prOgram. I am really thinking in terms of.
etirt-04dered deSegregation. And .1 am thinking of school districts
where- there is court-ordered desegregation, where in order to accom-

,pIish the objectives that the judge felt Should be accomplished under
thc Constitution. it has been necessary to Make provision for a good
deal of pupil transportation.

But if funds were available to locate the schools in such a way as
to contribute to integration and, cut down. on the amount of pupil
transportation, do you think that those funds could be usj n a con-
structive way in some of the school districts that you kno f in this
region?

MR. THOMAS: It is a very transitory thing, Mr. Chairman. My initial
reaction is that it might not be lasting.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay.
Dik. YARBROUGH. Mari), school districts, in the States that we serve

have serious problems with respect to construction of facilities. Many
school districts who would like to do something themselves, find them-
selves irapped becausl pf a lack of funds to do the logical thing. In
thoie instances, I think there tnight'be some good results coming from
having a broader use of the funds. There are other factors that relate
to the job opportunities, for instance, and the extension of the
desegregation effort into the economy is essential if' it works.
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And sotnhàre the little stretching of the regulations with respect
to the uie not stretching, but making them more flexible so that

. somehow we get to the seal problem Which is ultimately equal op-portunity in niployment. Theie are alVfactors, and I don't know to
what extent that would relate' to the construction of facilities. But cer-
tain kinds of facilities, certain well-meaning ichool districts could use
additional funds.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you Very much. We appreciate both of
you being with us and giving us the benefit of the insights that you
have as a result of some very deb experiences in dealing with the is-
sues in this area. Thank you very, very much.

Counsel, will call the next WItnesses.
MR. HARTOG. Our next -witnesses are Roy H. Ruebenstahl, Robert

W. Kling. and James L. *titian*.
Ruebenstahl,-Robert W. klirig, James LTWatldns and RogerN

: Galassini werekswom.

TESTIMONY OF ROI! H. RISEREPSTAHIL, viCE PSESKIgiri AND GENERAL
MANAGER. ARP MODS, INC., WUISVILL.E4 ROGER GALASS1M, VICE
PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS; ROBERT W.'KUNG, SECRETARY-

TREASURER, KLING GO.. (DIMECO VARIETY STORER( AND JAMES L.
Ilrli< WATKINS, JR., MANAGER, DIMECO VARIETY MBE, FAIRDALE

MR. HARTOG. For out records, starting with Mr. Ruebenstahl and his
counsel, could you identify yourself for the record, giving your busi,
ness title?

MR. GALASSINI. Rogeelealasaini. vice president of public affairs,
Great Atlantic. and Pacific Tea Company.

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. Roy H. Ruebenstahl, vice president and general
manager of the Louisville division of,,A&P Tea Company:

MR. KLING. Robert W. Kling', secretary-treasurer of the Kling Com-,
pany.

MR. WATKINS. James Watkins, store manager of the Kling Company.
MR. HARTOG. Mr. Ruebenstahl, it is My understanding that as

generil manager for A&P Food Stores in this area, you hilve approxi-
mately 56 grocery outlets. in the Kentucky, Tennessee, and Indiana
area?

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. 55.
HART00. How many of those are in Jefferson County?

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. In Jefferson County it would be 9, in the city of
Louisville 9, total of 18.

MR. HARTOG. Were you solicited in July of this year or early August
by the chamber of commerce to sign a document that is fairly well
known now, the Community Pledge?

MR. RUERENSTAHL. YeS, Sir.
MR. HARTOO. Is this the letter I have here?
MR. RUEBENSTAHL. My sight is not that geod but it looks like it., yes.
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Ma. HARTOG. I would like to(submit for the record at this point as
Exhibit 5 a letter toMr. Ruebenstahl from Roberts and Brown.

The first sentence reads, "May we ask your penonal endorsement
of an effort to establish a total .community attitude which will help in-
sure a peaceful record for our community children, and for their edu-
cation?" It goes on and says, "We are sending this statement to you
as well as to a number of other community leaders to ask if you will
sign it and authorize the public' use, name, and your position or title
is permissible either in the first of this letter or in the later releases."
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. tifithiMIt objection, it will be-entered RS Ex-.

hibit 5.
rifle document referred to was marked .Exhibit No. 5 rind received

in evidence.) ,

MR. HARTOG. Did you sign the pledge, Mr. Ruebenstahl?
Ma. RLIEBEWAHL. Technically, no. I was absent on the day the

form wall signed. But I did authorize my secretary fo sign for me.
Ma. HARTOG. Did you sign in your indiiriclual or in your corporate

capacity?
MR.. RUERENSTAHL. I signed all the way through and every One of

my Associates as an individual because that is the way the letter is ad-
dressed.
MR. HARTOG. When your name appeared on the Commtinity Pledge,

how did it appear, in what form?
MR. RUESENSTAHL. Unfoitunately; it appeared as the name, the title,

and the company, which was .niit incorporated in the original letter.
MR. HARTOG. So A&P.was mentioned in the .Community Pledge?
MR. RUERENSTAHL. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. What wag your reaction/
MR. RUEBENSTAHL. Of course, there were three ads. The first one

appeared without our names. The second one on August 17th listed
the six associates, again by name. title, and corporation. At that time,
of course, I became quite cOncerned because we had absolutely no
authority at any time to use the corporate name. It had not been
requested. it was not in the form.

Mu. HARTOG. What was your understanding of the pledge that you
signed, of its meaning?

MR. RIJERENSTAHL. My personal understanding was that it was, really
neither for nor against busing, per se. Through various_ personal con7
tacts, verbal contacts, it seemed to be the intent coming forth quite
often for the safety and welfare of the children. And that is the way
we regarded it as individuals.

At no time up until the signing did we think upon this as a corporate.
enterprise or corporate function. It was only after the ad appeared that
we realized the name of A&P appeared, and then it was no.longer an
individual thing.

Ma. HARTOG. Did the communitY share your perception of the docu-
ment of the Community Pledge as being of help to the children?

8



Ma. RUESENSTAHL. Yes. In our opinion, at no tme did we as in-
dividuals perceive this to be for or against. But evidentlyas the vari-
ous ads appeared and especially, at least ours, from our viewpoint then
the public did perceive that this was a standard for forced busing.

MR. HARTOG. You did withdraw your name from the pledge?
MR. RUERENSTAHL. Yes, we did.
MR. HARTOCI. What day was that; approximately?
MR. RUERENSTAHL. On August 27, I wrote a Mr. Delosure officially

withdrawing our name:as well as the reason why.
MR. Hmirroo. Was your decision to withdraw fromthe pledge in any

way connected with your perception oUthe community hostility ioward
forced busing? .

MR..RIJESNSTAHL.*01.11d you repeat that?
MR. HARTOG. Was Our decision to withdraw from the pledge, to

end the publication of your name on the pledge, connected with your
perception of community hostility tco'hool desegregation or forced
busing, and the polarization, if you will, that youyour signature onthe pledge as a prodesegregation.statement?

MR. RLIERENSTAFIL: We withdrew because it was regarded, when the
ad broke, as the corporation. But it waswe withdrew because of that,
plus frau' most of our contactswe had them pro and conwas per-
ceived that the Cbmmuniiy Pledge-Land I think later Robinson Brown
-chnfitnied that the intent of the Community Pledge had been misun-
derstood by the public. The majority of the public was construing it
as a standard for the type of action that had been taken.

P4R. Hairroo, At this time, around the end of August. did you or
your owners receive letters threatening boycotts? Were your stores
pickewd? Was there any pressure like that applied to your stores in
connection with the statement or in connection with general A&P.
functions?

Ma. RUEBENSTAHL. You have many parts to that question. I think
various shoppirig centers and parking lots were used as the starting
point for demonstrationss. We had a number of phone calls, we had
some letters, some against, some for forced busing. We had no per-

. sonal threats. I had nem, nor any of my associates. We have one store
manager that I talked- with this morning. He regarded this as a transfer
call, right or wrong, that waj his feeling. We did have some picketing,
yes, but this was normally i conjunction with most shopping centers.

MR. HARTOG. Maybe w can return to an earlier question and then
ask it a littlemake it a litt clearer one more time. Was your deci-
sion to withdraw from the pledge in any way connected with the per-
ceptionwith your perception of community hostility to forced bus-
ing?

MR. RUESENSTAHL. Yes. Because, again, I felt that the majoAty of
peopleand I was only one individual, we withdrew as in-
dividualswere being misconstrued.

9
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MR, HARTOG. Then in an article appearing in the neWspaper siying
'That.. 4r. Grady Kling, general superintendent of A&P, said fOur A&P
stores, Shively, Dixie Manor, Pleasant Street; Gilmore Lane had been
heavily piekete4' by persons who had misunderstood the pledge, and
this was' a pledge release given at the time that. A&P annoancid its
withdrawal from the pledge, that was a factor in your decision?

,Mg. RUEVENSTAHL. Yes, sir.
Ma. HARTOG. Thank you. Did any of your ,stores post antibusing

signs anti were any closed as a result of picketing or boycotting?
MR. RUIAENSTAHL. In my opinion, there were probablysome of

our managers that permitted some signs to be posted. I am sorry,.I lost
your second question.

MR. HARTOG. It was a two-part question. Did any of your stores post
antibusing signs, and were any closed as a result of picketing?

MR. RtJEBENSTAHL. Specifically, we, nor did the managers post them.
Some indiviedinils, we understand, posted some signs. They might have
affixed 'a bumper sticker to a car. They might have put something On
the outside. Nothing to our knowledge on the inside.

MR. HART0G. Is that in violation of any ot' your policies?
MR. RUEBENSTAtiL. Yes, our windows are regarded as our prope y,

you might say, just for the sole use of the Pioiiiotion of our goods and
our services.

&MS., there is a fine line. We do provide what we call a community
biilletin boardI think you will find it in all of out 'stores, certainly
the majoritywhich is primarily usedif your wife is going to have a
garage sale; a yard sale, has a baby carriage for sale, we permit that
type of Sign or notice to go on our bulletin boards. But our corporate
policy, again, is fot: the use of the windows as only for the promotion
of our goods and setvices.

MR. HARTOG. Were any of your stores closed as a result of picketing
or boycotting?

MR. RUEBENSTAHL, Yes. We had four stores to my knowledge that
closed at 6 o'clock and remained closed until the following ali)rnipg
-on-1 think it was October 1. And those stores were the stores on
Dixie HighwayShively, Valley Station, Dixie Manorand the store at
Pagan Buck and Outer Loop.

MR. HARTOG. The was 6 p.m., is that correct?
MR. RUERENSTAHL. Yes sir.
MR. HARTOG. Did A&P, your 18 stores in Louisirille and Jefferson

County, suffer any business losses of any measurable degree from the
start of thewhat Mr. Kling called heavy picketing and other activity
through the end of September?

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. No, no measurable results. Well now, you can
say if you close at 6 that you've lost a little bit, but it will pick up
the next day or people will go into other areas. But no measurable im-
pact.

MR. HARTOG. Thank you, ivirr. Reubenstahl.
Mr. Kling, would you descjibe the nature of your business?
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Ma. Kum. We are in the variety store merchandising husiness, 90
percent in the/wholesale level, about 10 percent at the finial level.

MR. HAIITOG. So you have a considerable number of retail stores
. throughout the area?

MR. KLING. WC have eight stores in this area.
MR. HART'OG. Those are variety atoms?
MR..KUNG. Tf Ue.

-

MR. HARTOG; Thank you. Would you describe, generally, the events .that occurred during August and September of last year at theMECO stores in Auburndale, Silver Heights, and Fairdale?
MR. KLING. I think approximately 3 weeks befere school started,

which was about the'middle of August? app hed to put up
signs, antibusing 'signs, in our DIMECO stores. We . refused to ckx
so, I, think probably for the same .reason that Ake had refused to put
up signs. We have a policy of not pi4ting Of any signs in our windowti,also.

1 think the day of the riots they had on Dixie Highway was the day
that school:started. There was an attempt to btu* down one of our
storm So then we did decide-to put-signs up for approximately a 3-Week piriod.

MR. flAamc. What happened after the first week? Did your stores
.encounter more difficulties and could you describe those?

MR. KUNO. Which week? I'm lorry.
MR. HARTOO. 'You indicated a 3-week period, -starting prior to

school, that there were efforts to have your stores post antibusing
signs. That gets us up to September 5. Following September 5 until the
end of the month, were there other activities around your stores,
picketing or boycotting or antibusing sign efforts?

MR. KLING. There was efforts to have our stores take part in a busi-
ness boycott which was to be held on October 1.

MR. HARTOG. What action did you take with respect to that im-
minent business boycott?

MR. KLING. WC didn't take part in it.
MR. HARTOG. Did you contact the county pOlice?
MR. KLING. We contacted the county, police. We contacted the

Chamber of Commerce. We contaated the county judge's office. Those
were the three people we contacted.

MR. HARTOG. What was their response? First of all, what was your
request?

MR. KLING., We were asking for two things. We were asking from
the county police, Protection on October 1, and we were asking from
the chamber of cOmmerce to take some type of stand against the busi-
ness boycott which was scheduled for October 1.

MR. HARTOG. Did you ask that same question of all three?
MR. KUNO. No. We asked the chamber of commerce to take a stand

against the boycott i'af October 1.
MR. HARTOG. What did you ask the judge?

4,`
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MR. KLING. We-asked the county j -e were trying to find out
what. type of additional protection th ;would have for the retailers in
the southern part'of ieffsrson County on the October 1 boycott'.

MR. HARTOG. What the county judge's response to thilt?
MR. KLINilk WC got no,respimse.
MR. Viristoo..None?
'Ma.,KLiNG. No:.
MR. Hiorrcio., What Was the response of the county police to your

request for.law enforcement presence?
MR. Kustr. The AVM type' of answer. They-said they would be

around in the various areas but they were not around the stores. They
were not(in evidence on October 1.

MR. HARTPG. Can ,you relate an9 general incident?
Ma. KLING. Well, I _think- Mi.. Watkins could probably chi that.
MR, HARTOG. We can get to that later, then. What WaS the:response

of the chamber of commerce to your request?
MR: KLING. Their response was that they thought the best thing to

do was not to do anything.
Ma. 1-botToG.' Did you feel that that was an inappropriate response?
MR. KLING. I felt so stronglywe had belonged to the chamber of

comtherce for almost 35-years. We felt so strongly about the position
they took concerning the business boycott that we resigned from the
chamber of commerce on September 30.

Hawroo. As Exhibit 6, 1 would like to submit for the record
"a copy of a letter from Robert W. Kling-to the chamr of commerce,
to the attention of Charles Irwin, the executive direetor of that or-
ganization,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMINGT Without objection, that will be done.
1The document referred to was markediExhibit No. 6 rind received

in evidence.)
MR. HARTOG. Did the chamber respond to your letter?
MR. KLING. They responded approximately a month later, on Oc-

tober 28, with varioas positions they took and why they Ihought it was
better not to do anYthing. And it is a fairly cumbersome letter. It took
them 4 weekil to write it.

MR. HAWTOG. DCI you think the arguments they gave have weight,
and if not, why not?

MR. KLING. I definitely do not think they add any weight. I am sure
they feel it does. But I feel that-1 feel that one of the main bases for
having a chamber a commerce is to stand up for the businessmen
when they need them, and this wis a time when I think they should
have stood up for the business people, and they took the easy way out.

MR. HARTOCL Did you warn the chamber of something that would
occur if they did not follow through?

MR. KLING. They had made up a committee of approximately 12
people, I think, to investigate the boycott of October I.

n
k.
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ih"iy. fad me:come down to their office. 1 sat in on the meeting with
these 12. people. ,M far as 1 could find,most of these 12 people all
have businesses in the east part' of town, and they were not concerned
with what was mg in the south part of town.

The only thi mention -was thatlf the antibusing ople could
close down the, rt of town, they Would e!a4 be in the
east part of toWn. Sometime around December 1 they. closed down
Shelbyville Road. -

Mit. HAATOG.. As Exhibit1, I would like to enter the letter front the

.11

V.

chimber of Fommerce to Mr. Kling. dated October 28, 1975.
<, -CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection it will be done.' -

, _ilThe docuMent referied to was marked Exhibit Nk. 7 and received
. 111 evidence. J ..

,

.Mit. Haii-rop. Mr. Watkins, could yon please deseribe brietly yoUrta--` .. 'Contacts with antibusing`inovement representatives in August or
.. totember, whenever it oc-Curred, and.theoiature of that contact?,

MR. WATIGNS. qf course, there were things, leading up to this. I
- would say that 'I hid been approached to'join the Klan, for one thing,

by other merchauA ill that area, 'and you would start .feeling, you
"know, a little blt 'of rassment there: People that would normally .

, °eon* in you wouyln ttlem anymore.
Olt the 15th of" ember.- f kotra front window, with pap bottles."

, They-hattketualli tiled to-bust every ape of the windows out, but they
' didn't make it. They -made it through' Ihe doer is what they got. And

then on the 23rd, 1 lost anotisf one with a shotgun blait. -But like 1
A

'told these merchants-out there and many residents of the area, l' am
'. against busing b'ecause I don't think ft is praetical. But at the same

time, there is pa. reasonjust like the merchants on President Street
' the ones out in. the Valleythere is no reason that anybody has the

right to come along and.tell you .that you have to do things my way.
I don't work for these people. ! work for Mr. Kling.

MR. HARTOG. These incidents were aer you were approached by
individuals who posted antibusing Signs? .

MR. WATKINS. Right. And 1 might mention that these people that .

Came in, I Oidn't recognize them as being residents of Fairdale. Espe-
cially, like,fon the 1st, .there were a couple in :thl group that I would
say, yes, they were from there:4, knew they were. But the bulk of the
,peoplc.let's say there 'Was probably in the neighborhood of 25 in-
rtiiicrual,s Otti theretheytwere all away.from there. They didn't belong

, t , ;Anil whlit cwimld say, like the goon squiui moving in on you
thinx And strictly intimidation, really. '

, HAt'riaG. Hok did they ask you to nokt the signs? ,..
MR. WOTKINSr You either put it up of we will burn the store or fif

e..)
willeget you. I had my choice. I live in Jefferson County. I don't' eVen

,live iFairdale. .
. MI1. HAVOC). Cotila late ti'le incident digit occurred-on Oc-

tober 1st. which-Mr. Kli e rid to-earlier?

-

'111

. ,
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MR. WATKINS. Well, on the 1st 1 opened'the store up and one of
.the other merchants came down and infonbed me that they had a
group of them, and that if I didn't shut the store up that he wciuld not
be responsible for, what happened afterwards, that he wouldn't be 'able
to control it.

Well, I had' my supervisor out there andthere is no`lay we were'
going to shut the stove down. A little bit lat the county police
showed upone car, one man. And really:,by rights, there wasn't .

anything that he.cout do about. it, because there hadn't been .any ac-
tivity started as yet. They were all across the street. So he left. Mr.

' Kling showed up.
MR. HAsurcx:. How many men Were acto...4 the street?
MR. WATKINS. About 25., I would say. There was at least a couple

dozen. Let's put it that waY.
Rut Mr. Kling showed up, and then later on a couple men who came

in prior to that and told me to close the place up or t.hey were going
to close it up for me. Then they left. And a bit later three otherthose
two plus one .more, who had to be a resident out there, came in. Hut
prior to this, there was.a 'Federal agent who also came in.

MR. HMI TOG. An FBI,agent?
M. WATKINS. Right. And Mr. Kling was there. We were all in front

of the store and they had already chosen to close the Silver Heights
- store down. And then he agreed to close the store down that I was

in.
MR. HARTOG. Was the FRI agent there at the request of,Mr. Kling?
MR; WATMNS. Right.
Ma. HArod. Did he have contact with the men?
MR. WATKINS. Right.
MR, HAR VOG. Do you know the nature of his contact?
MR. WATKINS. He ti.sok them outside. I didn't hear any of the con

versation, but the next day one of the men, who was from that area,
he came in and told that this Federal man had told him that nothing
had better happen to me or to the store, or they'd be the firit ones
they'd get.

MR. HART(X;. Has anything happened to your store since October
1st?

MR. WATKINS. Yes Pn the 6th of March., 1 had another window
\busted out.

MR. HARTOG. Until this past March. nothing else?
MR WA TKIN's. No, nothing else, outside of their own personal Little

'boycott at the cnd of the store, and harassment of the girls and people
bringing mefchandise up front. and telling me, I don't have to buy this
from you, petty things like that.

Mk. HARTOG. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEIMMINC;. Commissioner Horn?
VICE 'CHAIRMAN, HORN. Mr. Kling, do you knnv of ahy instanceS

during the ciwerage of this business boycott where perhaps the media
was nor as responsible as it should have been?
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. MR. KLING. Media, yea& say?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes, the newsmen covering a particulur

;Wade or motorcade.during the- boycott.
MR. KLING. I See. I knowI am nOt familiar afith what the media

did or did not do. I.guess I wOuld have to answer it that way.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You have no comments then to make?
MR. KLING. Concerning the media?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes. The charge has been made something

I'm just curious Wive .coUld track it down, that the newsmen covering
the motorcade at Shawnee Park tried to egg on vari6usgrou6s.

. Ma. KuNor That was strittly hearsay. And I can't really say definite-
ly,but you would have to talk to John Johnson about that. I think he
could give you more information on that.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Who is he with?
Mk. KLING. NAACP.
VICE CHAIRMAH HORN. I am curious in terms of the extremist groupi

that came into town during this time. You mentionedMr. Watkins
Inentioned that some of these people seemed to be outsiders. Did the
events that occurred in Louisville attract a large following from around
Kentucky and other States to come in and take advantage of this con-
fusion and emotion?

Ma. KLING. There is no question about iti4 think the Klan was asked
to come in and give speeches at tbe Concerned Parents meetings. They
were 'invited in. The American Nazi Party didn't have an invitation,
but they came anyway.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you.
CHAIRMKN FLEMMING. Commissioner SaltZnIall?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. In retrospect and in your opinionand I

would like to address this to Mr. Ruebenstahl and Mr. Klingwas it
more advantageous to the peace of the community for the builiness
community to remainto remain neutral over against a vigorous effort
to support the court order? More advantageous, that is, to the peace
of the community.

What was the best posture, from your point of view, for the business
community to take in order") maintain the peace of the community,
a neutral position or a vitorous position in support of law and order?

Mr. Ruebenstahl?
MR. RUEBENSTAHL. I can't answer for the business community, My

job day in and day out 'and the jot) of the other stores is just to serve
the public with its food needs which ,is quite important.

And all during this period, those of us who were following the events
realized that corporations are businesses, and really had no voice in
ihis, We ,can't take a posture of being for a or `against something like
this. We are just one.of public servitude there to supply theii- needs.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Isn't the peace of the community a part
of the situation that allows you to serve the community's needs, and
therefore , doesn 't
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MR. RUEBENSTAHL. That gets back to the original intent of the Com-
munity Pkdge, but it was misunderstood and probably had a great deal
to be desired in hoW it was written. Well written, maybe, or better
written might have done the job. We don't know. But 'it was not per-
eeived correctly by the public.

COPAMIsSIONER SALTZMAN. Do you personally feel that a greater in-
volventent on your part as a citizen, apart from your role with your
corpordion, might haye been called for in helping to maintain the
leadership in the Community in the direction of maintaining the peace

lief the community?
Ma. RUESENSTAFIL. I personally feel that my future involvement in

something Inc; this would be as a private citizen, now recognizing that
we must work through our Congressmen, our legislature, and that is
the only way I think that we can do something about this.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Wing, would you like to respond to
that?

MR. KLING. That is an interesting question. I think quite frankly wegi
can say that weto say that we support the court-ordered busing
would be a difficult questkm.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I didn't say court-ordered busing. I said
the peace of thc community.

MR: KLING. We support the peace of the ccimmunity and the law of
the land, and I would say that from the companY's point of view,4
whith at this time is fairly well evident, we support the law of the land.
And I think also from a personal point of view, we support the law
of the land. That is the position I take as an individual and as one of
the principal stoekholders in my company.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Do you think that the neutrality of the
chamber of commerce contributed to the breakdown of the communi-
ty?

MR. KLING. I won't want to say that because that was approximately
4 to 5, weeks after sctioolarted. I think the community was in pretty
bad shape already by that time.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. What do you think contributed to the
breakdown leading to harassment, intimidation, and even violence?
What were the factors? Can you identify any of those for us?

MR. KLING. Well, l-shink a good percentage of the people don't like
forced busing. That is just what it amounts to. It is not the popular
thing to do. And I think, unfortunately, sometimes the popular.things
aren't always going to be the answer.,

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Well, I asked this because in other cities
that we have been to,, there hasn't been violence even though many
of the citizens of the comynity were not necessarily in favor of the
court-ordered busing. And yet thcy did notthat circumstance did not
result in the violence that was occasioned here. Why, here, wasjhere
violence? What contributed to that breakdown?



MR. KLING.-1I is very poulible giving the Jefferson County 6 weeks .

to prepare themselves, that might have bad 4omething 4o do with A.
In all fairness to our educators, I don't believe 6 weeks is adequate
time to prepare for court-ordered busing, And I think that had a great
deal to do with it.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. In the coming 'year when the desegrega-
tion of the schools will be continued, what role do you think the busi-
ness community might be able to play to avert stny further disturbance
in the city of Louisville, Mr. Ruebenstahl?

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. I think, if you may starlit me to look at the'
agenda for this afternoon, people that play a much greate:r role than
certainly I, I think they, will be part .01 that and certainly should have
learned a great deal froT what haPpened last yearc I would think that
they would want to go over everything that has been done thus far and
see if they can't come up with a better coordinated approach for the
entire community.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Coordinated in terms of the business
community and other elements?

MR. RuEBENSTAHL. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. What other elements? -

MR. RUEBENSTAHL. The citizens.
CommissIONER SALTzmAN. Mr. Kling, would you like to add

lilImething to that, in terms of next year?
MR. KLING. I wish I. tiaci the answer io that question. I really don't

know. I hope things are more peaceful. I . think we made same
mistakes. I think the county and the city both made mistakes. I think
the news media did make some mistakes as far as these hatreds corning
into Louisville,' giving them top billing and giving them front page 4

coverage in the (burier-lburnal and the Times. I think to do this was
a big mistake. And I think possibly if we are able to keep these hatreds
out of the community next fall, we will have ileace here.

CommissIONER SALTZMAN. Were' any members of 'your family or you,
yourself, objects of threats by the hate groups? Can you describe those
threats?

MR. KLING. Yes. We Were put on aI think you can call it a "kill
list." It is not too complimentary, really. and I hope they keep me off
it next year.

COMMISSIONER SAI TZM AN.. Do you know which organization had that

MR. KLING. I believe it was the American Nazi Party, I believe.
CommtsstoNER SALTZMAN. Were you satified with the cooperation

you received from the FBI upon your call to them?
MR. KLINdi Very much so.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. "Thant you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Kling, in listening 'to your testimony, is

this a correct ,summaryyou feel that when the courts have deter-
mtlined what the law of the land is at any given point that there is an

7
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obligation on the part of the citizens generally, particularly on the part
of the leadership of the community, to support what is at that given
point the law of the land; is that a correct summary?

Ma. KLING. Yes, sir,, Mr. Chairman. I think the only thing we have
going for us is the law. Arai that is the way I have been raised. I think
as long as we have laws, we have to abide by them or we have to learn
to possibly get them changid through other means than violence. But
I don't think violence is the answer.

Citsins4Ars-FCE4MING. We have listened to some testimony from stu-
dents and teachers. And we will be listening to more testimony from
students and teachers. And we will be listening to more testimoriy from
both students and teachers relative tcr their experiences during the past
year within the schools. I am sure that ydu have made Some observa-
tions relative to the kInd of conditions that have prevailed in thc
schoolfduring the past year. On the basis of your observations, how
would you sum it up?

MR. KLING. Well, I think they have done very well for the first year,
/rqm my observations. And ['hope that next year will be better. I have
tistened to all these .alternatives, and it iswquite frankiy, I Tink we
have been waiting a long time to desegregate the schools so far
I haven't heard anything that can do it better than busing.

And I think I took a bus all my life to white schools and I don't
really see the significance of busing.* I don't think busingbusing isn't
the problem. I think the matter of hate is the real problem. When peo-
ple talk about busing, they are not really talking apout busing. They
are talking about hate.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. We apprectite the
three of you coming and providing us with your testimony. It was very,
very helpful. Thank you very, very much.

Counsel will call the next witnesses. ,

MR. HART9G. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses are, Robinson
Brown, Stanley C. Gault, Julius Price, Jr., and Willis J. Price.

(Robinson Biown, Stanley C. Gault, Julius Price, Jrt, and. Willis J.
Price were sworn.)

TESTIMONY OF ROBINSON BROWN, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, BROWN-
FORMAN DISTILLERS, INC.; STANLEY C. GAULT, VICE PRESIDENT AND

GROUP EXECUTIVE, MAJOR APPLIANCE DIVLSIQN, THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
CORPORATION; JULIUS PRICE, JR., PRESIDENT, MAMMOTR LIFE AND.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY; AND, WILLIS J. PRICE, PRES

,...1ANDARD OIL OF KENTUCKY

MR. HANTOG. Starting with Mr. Gault, for the purpose of the re d
would you each please state your name and business title?

MR. GAULT. Yes, I am Stanley C. Gault, I am the gl:bup exec tite
vice president of the company and chief executive officer of t cI,t
major appliance business.
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MR. BROWN. Robinson Brown, chairman of the board of Brown-For-ft,
man Distillers. Incorporated.

% MR. PRIrE. Julius Price. president of Mammoth Life and Accident.
Insurance Company.

MR. PRICE. I am Willis J. Price. President oeStandard Oil of Ken-
tucky.

Mil. HARTOG. In 1975 you were president of the chamber of com-
merce; is that correct?

M. BitoWtoi. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. What was the approximate membership at that time?
MR. BROWN. About 2,400.

.. MR. HARTOG. Last summer the chamber sponsored a community
pledge, and I have here copies of iti and it is dated August 1, August
17, and September 3; is that correct?

MR. BROWN. Yes. .

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Chairman, .1 would like to submit these for the
record, with the appropriate exhibit number.

. CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, so oydered.
MR. HARTOG. I Would like to read It into the record also..1 think

fin; people that would be useful to hear it at this point. The pledge
reads: t

"The public school system of 'our community is facing a great
change. Therefore, the *Otal community, every citizen is facing a great
challenge. The Federal Court has ordered that a plan for full
desegregation of our schools be put into effect this fall. We must now
face this inescapable fact. We must"

And there is a list of things that we must remember:
-We must remember that the safety, and welfare of our children are

:at stake, ree that the highest possible quality of education for our
community must remain our goal, understand that sacrifices will be
required y many; determine tili;t we will work calmly through proper
procedures to resolvi differences of opinion that now exist or may
arise; express our strongest conviction that disruptive and unlawful ag-
tivities are not a solution to the problem. No matter how we,feel about
the requirement of the.court; the pledge continues. We must recoknize
that this.is the law."

, to

And that last sentence reads, We pledge to do all that is within our
power to uphOld the law. And we call upon every citizen, every or-
ganization, and every official to join publicly in this pledge."

Mr. prows. what did you and the chamber hope to accomplish by
publiting the pledge? r;

MR. BROWN. Well, we attempted to get III facets of the community
leadership lo join publicly by signing their names to this pledge a d
'publishing it publicly ina neWspaper, to maybe crystallize as much
the leadership of the, community in vkirious areas, the political, t e
business, the religious, iabor, whatever, of the groups diat we cciuld in
order to see that we went into, this situation that had to t:11 in a-peace-.

, , .
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ful way, without having harmed our children and our facilities, the
schools, and what have you.

MRNHARTOG. Do you think that these Objectiyes WCre reached; that
your efforts were successfql?

MR. BROWN. Well, I have thought about this a great deal. And I do
believe it did help, yes. It was misunderstood and

MR. HARUKI. That is despite the fact that the ad carried a denial?
Ma. BaowN. _Exactly. Peciple read into it something what they want

to see, I am afraid. And I am sure lhat the individuals and corporate
heads, etc., that signed this pledge were not saying whether they were
for or against busing. It was quite cliar that theyawere not 'asked ullo
give an opinion on that. But they did give an opinionAhat the law
should be upheld and,upheld in a peaceful manner.

And I migiu say, as this pledge became misunderstood because of
antibusing groups that have developed that attached this to them, they
accused people of being pro-busing if they were not antibusing. And
in the third ad, you may see that we added another part to ie, an ex-
planation to the public that it did not mean that they were 'for busing
or against, busing.

MR. HARTOG. If I may, I would like to read it into the record. Sep-
tember 3, the community pledge states:

"Please read this community pledge carefully. You will ,see, that it
is not an endorsement of busing to achieve racial biaance in JetIe
County schools. Neither is it against busing. Many who have si
this pfedge are opposed to the concept of busing. Others support it.
The pledge states that our community must comply with the court
order in a peaceful manner for the sake of the thousands of school
children who are involved."

MR. BROWN. I might go a little further to say 'why I think this was
effective. As the pressures built up, before busing actually took place
with the court order issued, and as the sefiools opened up and we
began to have problems, the pressure was on many,. many lieople to
come out and make a statement t at they were antibtising.

MR. HARTOO. Where was this re coming from?
14R. BROWN. From various groups f antibusing groups
MR. HARTOO. In what fonn?
MR. BROWN. What's that?
MR. HARTOG. In what form was this pressure coming from? Phone

calls, letters, threats, what have youall,of them.
MR. BROWN. Yes, some phone calls, iome of the previous testimony

wherethey asked thetil to put signs in their storesjust generally.mis-
understood. I think the fact that so many of our leaders did sign this,

_ it kept them from splintering off and causing more of ilintibusing
kude than there really was.

MR. HARTOG. After September 3, 1976, the last (lite ceche publica-
tion of tbe commanity pledge, did tht chamber undertake any Kort
similar to those thaf it sought to achieve by publishing the pledgei-

0 4
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Ma. BROWN. Yes; to some extent. Our communications committee
worked with. a group called CALM, and we appropriated some funds
to help them publish bumper stickers and some signs and so forth urg-
ing people to keep the, keep it calmI've forgotten the phrase.

MR. HARTOG. That was subsequent to September 3?
MR. BROWN. I believe it %VAS. August.
MR. HARTOO. My question is, subsequent to the openingt school,

what other efforts, if any, did the chamber undertake alsimilar 40 the
CALM project, which is an acronym for Concerned About Louisville's
Mood, and the pledge?

MR. BROWN. I can't come up with any 'significant thingthat was
done between July and September 3.

MR. HARt00. After September 3, from September 3 on, there were
tto other activities by the chamber that you can to? #fee.

MR. BROWN. Yes, there were. The chambe ut out a questiire
to its own members to deteriiiine their attitudes. And the chamber also
appointed a study group'primarily made up of the board members of'
the chamber to look into various aspects of this community probletti.
We divided into about foUr parts.
, One was to look at the economiC aspects of it, the legal aspects, to
see what choices there might be if the law coUld be changed in some
way; the sociological aspects of it, which wercs very hard to _determine;
and, the last was the educational aspects of it. And most of the things,
other than the legal, are pretty lons-range studies tha they are 'al-
most unending. a .

,

MR. HARTOG. Excuse me for intemipting. Did theseudies lead to
the December 1975 statement by the chamber of commerce when'it
went on records in opppsition to court-ordered busing?

MR. BRONSO. 'Pie studies were not completed at that time. But it was
felt that the Chamber should aftirmvsosme sort of position even though
the study groups had not completed Nehilask.

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the record
a statement by the Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce dated
December 16, 1975, Lo.be given an appropriate exhibit number.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING, Without objection that will be done.
MR. HARTOO. In this statement, Mr. Brown, the chamber 'says it

"urges ail citizens to (.7CW:ie threats of economic boycotts, retaliation
against civic charities, -intimidation of students or school personnel,
jobs, or any. other such action which would, adversely affect any
citizen, including not only the loss of income or damaging the commu-
nity's national re?utation, and° therefore stifling of new growth and job.
opportunities. Such actions it must be realized can have rio bearing on'
securing solution to problems, but are self-defeating in the effort to
secure public support needed for finding solutions."

Is there any reason why that statement could not have been issued
earlier by the chamber?

1
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MR. BROWN. Well, obviously there was a reason that it was not is-
sued earhei:-and that is that we didn't issue it earlier. And to rswer
your question, it sort of sounds like maybe we should have said
something earliea\' But we had many, many discussions in th chamber,
and with members, and primarily these study groups, nd here were
members oflhe Chamber who were opposed to busingf some were for
busing. The reat majority, though, was opposed to f ed busing for
desegregation. And as I say, our study groups were working pretty,
hard trying k? find out exactly what economic impact can this have on
the community. And that is a pretty hard thing to ascertain in a short
time because you haven't got good comparisons. We really couldn't
come *up with any dollar figures. But we know that it had some
economic impact.

MR. HARTOG. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Julius Price, you are on the board )f directors of the chamber,

is that correct?
Ms. .1. PRIcal! Yes.
MR. HARTOG. Were you at a meeting early September, Mr. Price,

of the chamber of commerce, I believe a special committee of the
board of directors, in which there was discussion of a discontinuation
of the community pledge?

mi. J. PRICE. Yes, I was.
MR. HARTOG. Can you tell us what happened at that meeting, EOM

of the issues that were discussed and the final result?
Mu. J. PRICE. Basically, this was after the jirst disruption in

southwestern Jefferson County in the Fairdale area around Southern-
High School. And at that meeting, the purpose for thc meeting was to
hear friim Alan Bryan, who was the city safety director, in regard to
what steps were being taken to protect property from clamage.

MR. HARI-0C. This was in the south county area?
MR. J. PRICE. Yes, in the south county area. But it was scheduled

to have a parade into Louisville very shortly. If I recall properl that
was really the purpose of the meeting, to hear a report from Mr. Alan
Bryan. At this time, the question was introduced at to whether or not
the pledge that had been published in the paper should be-1. will usc
the word repudiated, withdrawn, discontinued, whatever you want .tp
call itceased; and the question cahie up to the economic effects.

There had been flyers published and distributed'around.towh, urging
the- -ei-ens to boycott certain .financial institutions. and to boycott
other people who had signed this pledge. And there was concern ex-
pressed in that area. And also there was concern as to whether there
would be a reduction in membership in the chamber as a result of the
chamber having taken the stand they took..

MR. HARTOG. What was Mr. Bryan's position?
MR. J. PRICE. Mr. Bryan felt that any steps td curtail the stand we

had taken would be a mistake..
MR. HARTOG. WaS tnat your position?
M. J. PRICE. Yes. I thought that what we took was a little bland.

,
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MR- HARTOG. What was thethe result of that meeting., as I un-
derstand it, was a decision to discontinue the pledge. Mr. Price, as I
understand. the result of the meeting was to form the study groups that
Mr. Brown spoke about earlier, to find out exactly what the member-
ship felt and to follow up on the economic effects, the sociological ef-
fects,- and the educational effects of court-ordered busing.

All riiitt. Are you aware of the results of any of those studies? Are
thdy available?

Mak, J. PRICE. You have seen the result of the study in regard to
,what legal steps, you just intrgctuced it. I don't think that .the other
areas were definite at that time. And I don't know whether they're
going to finish those or not.

MR. HARTOG. Are those study results available?
MR. BROWN. I don't think so. I am no longer the president of the

chamber. I am still active' in it.- But, I do know that we had some
testimony before a Senate committee at one time where we did in.=
a statement. I think it was primarily on the econ*iic effects. And the
statement really boiled down tothat we couldn't give any dollar and
cents figures as to what kind of an economic effect it had, at least at
the time, That was in the fall of last year. The education'al cts,
are still working on this.

MR. HARTMI. Thank you.
MR. FigOWN. I can give you an opinion on that.
MR. HARTOG. Theistudies have not been completed?
MR. BROWN. That's' right.
MR. HARTOGI. Returning to Mr. Julius Price, did the chamber to your

knowledge ever offer its support to public officials or call upon them
to provide leadership in the direction and tone set by the Community
Pledge, subsequent to September 3?

MR. J. PRICE. Not to my knowledge.
MR. HARTOG. Had there been any effort to call upon the public

Nadership of the kind given in the Community Pledge prior to Sep-
tember 3, independent of the pledge, to your knowledge?

MR. J. PRICE. Not independent, not to my knowledge.
MR. HARTOG. Mr. Brown?
MR. BROWN. I happen to be privy to this knowledge. I talked to

Judge Gordon on the phone. I i't tell you what the date was, but
I think it ,was in 0.ugiist, probabl toward the latter part of August.
And the purpose hf my conversatio was to try to urge inin to set up
some kind of a community committee to try to take some leadership
in this.

flNa
I felt that if the chamber of commerce, as such, was the leadership,

that we were rather suspect as being biased and didn't thinkythat that
would be the prOper group to take a stand op community leadership.

I tholight it should be maybe some members of the chamber of com-
merce, some individuals. And Judge Gordon agreed with this, and he
washe told ine he was going to do lgs. And I had suggested that
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he might use the Community Consensus Committee, and he told me
that he did not feel that the 'makeup of the Con,munity Consensus
Committee would fill the bill, as far as he was concerned.

He felt they were too diverse in their feelings, and he was waiting
for the mayor to come back from vacation to get together with him
and the county judge and to forni vile sort of committee. But it never
happened.

Mk. Hoikroo. Mr. Willis Price. Did you and other top officials of
Standard Oil Of Kentucky sign the community pledge?

MR. W. PuicE. I certainly did. It is my recollection that at least two
of our vice president-level people did. e

MR. HARTOG. What was your reisoning for doing this?
MR. W. PRICE. I felt that an expression of support foi law and order

and orderly transition was something that simply had to be made. At
that point I don't think we were aware of any other collective effdrts
thiit were being made to support this. We felt it was very much our
role in the community to be associated with such a SIatefIlent.

MR. HARTOG. After your-signing of the publication of the pledge,
was any sort of protest, or any kind (if pressure, brought to bear on
you personally or on Standard Oil's service?

MR. W. PRICE. As I recall, we may have gotten a few telephone calls
protesting our association with the statement, lame letters. We had
somesome of our customers did return their credit cards to us as
result of that.

MR. HARTOG. Could you briefly describe the nature of your business
operations. For example, do you have contracts to deliver oil to
schools?

MR. W. PRI.CE. Basically, Standard of Kentucky is a wholly owned
refining and marketing subsidiary of Standard Oil of California. In this

te particular community we have our headquarters otTicejbpt coordinates
our activities in the Southeast. We have in this a an accounting
center, our executive office, the Louisville di on office, and our
river terminal.

We market both wholesale and retail in thif community; 95 percent
of the- gasoline we sell here is sold through stations that are operated
by independent businessmen. We have one station out of, perhaps,
that is operated by a salaried personnel.

Wc do have a contract, or perhafkil iniore AbEin one contract, to
supply certain political subdivisions, one of which being the board of
education, with motor gasoline and, as I recall, heating fuel.

MR. HARTOG. There is, however, a substantial amount of your opera-
tion getting gasoline from the terminal, which. is on the river, to the
various independent dealers in the area?

MR. W. PRICE. That is correct. We deliver either through our own
company equipment or ;hrough contract haulers, common carriers,
gasoline to those stations.

MR. HARTOG. Did your company receive threats to its operation
which can be related to school desegregation opponents?

4
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MR. W. 'Pluck Yes, we did. There were at least two, and, perhapst
more; telephone calls to personnel .at our terminal, the substasce of
which w,as. you had better not load trucks with gasoline to.deliver. to
dealer-operated ,stations which. are supplying gasoline to school buies.
or else. The or else being, ii,t--le.asLin one case, that the terminal was
to be bombed or otherwise damaged significantly.

M. HARTOG. Did you seek assistance -from law enforcement agen-
eies?

MR. W. PRICE. We did. In accordance with our internal policy, we
notified the FBI about the bomb threat. Subsequently, local police, city
and county, were informed of that incident. They were coopesotive in
helping us. The FBI installed a device that would permit the transcrip-
tion of any su sequent calls, of whieh, thankfully, there were none.

MR. HARTO4 More specifically, were thfire escorts given to your
trucks? . 4

MR. W. PRICE. I can't characterize, the degree of cooperation, per-
haps. as escorts. We had supervisors riding with our drivers on some
runs. We tried to minimize the afterdark deliveries within the Jefferson
County area. We did work, with the local police command post and
notified that intelligence center,. if you will, as to where and when our
trucks would he delivering gasolinc./And we had every assurance of
cooperation and, in fact. observed that representatives of the various
police forces were present in 'the area when such deliveries were being
made.

MR. HARTOG. There were no significant incidents involving the
deliveries, to your knowl9dge?

.

. MR. W. PRICE. To mY/knowledge.., that is correct.
MR. HARTOG. Were you ever solicited, after September 3, to par-

ticipate in a coalition of civic ar d business leaders to provide continu-
ing.gommunity support for peaceful desegregation, Mr. WilliS Price?

MR. W. PRICE, I am sorry. was 1 ever solicited ,

MR. HARTOG. .--to participate in a dialition of business leaders to
continue to support, publicly, peaceful deftregation?

- 9
MR. W. PRICE., Not to my recollection.
MR. HARTOG. ld you have occasirn to.'isSue a Standard Oil position

on sehool busing on September 4 I, Mr. Price?
MR. W. PRICE. We drafted such a position paper. I don't recall that

it was ever posted, as such. It was verbally communicated to our su-
pervisors and throughout our organization.

MR. HARTOG. And one on September 26?
Ms._ W. PRICE. Correct. Thal was mbre,specifically directed at the

boycott issue.
Ma. HARToo. Were e4her of these in .response to solicitations from

't \the Human Relations Commission? --
MR. W. PRICE. It is my recollection that Dr. terlie I am assuming

he . - .. .
MR. HAierocAllfhat was my understaPiding of the situation.

j
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MR. W. PRICE. I am not- sure on whose behalf he was speaking. But
--I know that it was in response to a question of his that we drafted the

first one.
MR. HARTOG. Could it twit; been the Task Force for Peaceful

af.
Desegregation?

MR. W. PRICE. It could have been. I don't know..
MR. HART00. Hut it was in response to that, that you published this

one position, and the subsequent position .was With respect to the
threatened boycott?

:MR. PRICE. Yes, right.
MR.I.HART00. MI'. Chairman, I would like to submit these for the

record with the appropriate exhibit number at this time.'
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. WithoTut objection that will be done.
MR. Hsaroc;. Thank ydu, Mr. Price.
Mr. Gina& how many persons does pE employ at Xppliance Park,

a roughly?-
MR. (IAut.r. In this installation. approximately.20,000.
MR. HART0G. Do you know what percentage of those riltside in Jef-

ferson County and Louisville?
MR. GAULT. No, I dbn't. But ehe majority of them would he located

in Jefferson County or the contiguous area.
_MR. HARTOG. Were you asked.in July or August.to sign the commu-

nity pledge?
ML GAULT. I, was .rsonally noi asked io Min the community

ledge. I think perha would he appropriate that I emilain my posi-
t have the responsibilitY for the appliance business everywhere.

)uisville is just one of 14 manufaeturing locations that report to me.
By my election, I asked our board to move our corporate headquar-

ters, as far as appl&ces were concerned, from New York to Louisville
in 1970. So I do reside in Louisville. However, I don't directly manage
the Louisville installation. I, in turn, delegate that to an officer ot
General. Electric:, called area executive, and, so duly delegate that
responsibility to other officers in Chicago, Baltimore, and other loca-
tions. So I wouldn't have some of the familiarity with details that
would normally be avaii)able to- those who,directly operate them.

MR. HARTOG. Did the comMunity pledge come to your att tion
during that peritxl?'

MR. GAUI 1.. No, sir.
MR. HARTOG. What did the 'manager of your GE plant do With

respect.to. ttie comrnunity pledge., to y nowledge?
MR. GAULT. When you say "coniuniW pledge," are you referring

,to the advertisement?
MR. HARTOG. Yes, I am.
MR. GAULT. Well, to explain that .position, there arc various ele-

ments that Comprise what I will refer to as the constituency of (ieneral
Elecitricccrtainly its shareowneras, .its employees, and, obviously, its
customers. On this issue, as well as any emotional issue, you will find

6



that those segments of the constituency will be divided and, as such,'
we took a position of neutrality.

Raving made that decision, then, we did yiele th is,advertisement as
an endorsement of busing. And as such, therefore, it would be in op-
position to our poiition of neutrality..

MR. HARTOG. Thank you. Dd you .still Oink that "aiii the correct
decision, and would you take the same position if you were solicited
again for the same kind'of worded statettient nest year?

MR. GAULT. I INOtlid certainly-assume'aeposition of neutrality in such
an emotional issue where- the segments of our population are so
diverse, betb pro and ant?:

MR. "HAITOG. On SeptewAr 4 and 5 your company, experienced
substantial work boycott, is that correct?

MR. GAULT. That's correct.
MR. HARTOG. What was the level of absenteeism on those dates, to

your knowledge? .1*

,) Mg, QAULT. To is knowledge, the absenteeism of that day in this
installation tan 95 Ot ent.

MR. HARTOG. That's Thuriday and Fridaythe same amount?
MR. GAULT. I think that Friday was somewhat better; that means the

absenteeism was less. And for the sake of this conversation, I will say
that it was 95 percent on Thursday and perhaps 90:percent on Friday,
or thlreabouts.

Mk. MARTO°. What was GE's management potation with respea to
this work -ott?

MR. Gk 1, ell first of atl, we.made it clear that our fatility would
be open. W encouraged our people thnougir both communications
and printed d, verbal communications. The' media cooperated, both
TV and niwspaper. and radio, in making sure that oils' employees were
awatt that if they came to work the next day and on Friday for the
same, and we certainly encouraged them to come to work, that we
would have work for them.

As it turned ,out, .this was a, very costly positict for us to take,
ekonomically, because where we would .pnxluEe many, many
thousands of appliances on both of those days, on thoSe days we ac-
tually produced zero. But we kept the .pcople there because we
thought, that was the right thing to do. Mid so we would again make
that kind of decision. That is the boycott referring to, those specific
days.

Subsequently there wag talk of a boycott which,,frankly, we had no
ration'ale to assulne that.th-ere would be the second boycott. To the
contrary, we assumed that there would not be a second boycott. And
that assumption was correct.

MR. FiARTOG. Were there efforts to have a second.boycott for Oc-
tober I?

MR. GAULT. There would be no difference in the level of iffort in
either case,,We expect our people to c6me to work. Our facilities were

9 1
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open, and, inde0, the people who came to work those days we e
properly paid. In fact, we Old them for the full'day worth's wages.

HARTOG. lf there ,Weire subsequent kloycotts ilnd people did not
come, a boycott for pohtiaiid issues over school desegregation, would
there botany penalties in peluture for that kind of activity?

MR, GAULT. We hOe definite rules and guidelines dealing with
discipline as it relates Icrobsenteeism. In this case absenteeism is.exces-
sive absenteeism, and I daYs would not constitute excetsive absentee-
ism. However, the main pOint is that in dealing out discipline, the vari-
ous factors:surrounding, the individual insalice or instances are always
taken into consideratiOn because they do va
4b MR. BROWN. And by the same token, discipline wai not issued for
the absenteeism those 'days,.and, first of all, there was not excessive
absenteeism, and, seeandly,..there was no penalty paid for those people
i'vho elected to observe, this year or the proceeding yearblack or
white; Martin Lufher!King Memorial Day.

MR. HARTOG. So t n, would it be unfair to say that it is GE policy
that if an employee liooses to absent himself from work for political
reaSons, there would be no repercussions from GE?

MR..fiROWN. No, I think that's a misstatenient. I do not know if their
absenteeism was for trk8ly political reasons.

MR. HARTOG.-Th
CHAIRMAN FLEMMI 0: Commissioner Freeman?
COMMISSIONER FR MAN. No questionl of thi's point.

.CHAIRIWAN FLEMMi G. 'commissioner-Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SAL:TZMAN. May I ask Mr. BrownI realize you are

t 6f the chamber of comhierce, but could you
are being made by the chamber of' commerce

nning September '76 relative to helping coor-
ccf the community to maintain peace in the

-

no longer the presid
tell us whether any p
for the school year
dinate various segmen
community?

MR. BROWN. Nothin specific that I know of right at this point.
COMMISSIONER SALTZ AN. What happened, in your estimation, Mr.

Brown, in September 4 and 5,, 1975, tci contributelo the outbreak of
violence in the chy?

MR. BROWN.. Well, there was, of,4ourse, a lot of people wlicV werp
very disturbed, and they had been vocal 'before this.There hail beep
threats that they were going to burn buses, and this, that, and,the
other. And some of them 'lied that- out. That's all. .

CommissIoNga SALTZMAN. 'Were ;here any conditions in the c,ity' thati
could have ameliorated and fitatneled that tOthe exient that Vl:Oende
woUld not haye taken place Would it have been more effectiVe law
enforcement, more effective usihess community, law enforcernent
community cooperation? Can idemtify anything that might have
succeeded in airerting,, in the violence, any averting, certainly in
the future, anyrsuch ition?
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MR. BROWN. I know just what I read. in the papers, like everybody
else. Hui I have a feeling that the real violence that began may have
bet:n started by Kline very bigoted pepple that perhaps were not even
from this community..And a It); of. individuals .perhaps went. to loca-
tions to see what was going to happen, apd then they became enthused
and inflamed. And I aon't know how you stop that, frankly.

I think that our police, while they may have made some errors; I
think they did pretty.well under the circumstances. And I think Op,
board of education that had this terrible problem thrown On the
such a Short time, I fhink they did a. remarkable job of assignin stu-
dents and teachers and buses and attempting to carry On business as
usual. I don't have any answers to hov) you avoid this, uhless it would
he that more time was allowed to work out other solutiOns, or, at least,

.Would hay*.
reduced in the inflammability of the situation.

COMMISSIONE.R6AL MOAN. Mr. Johns Price, do you believe That.there
is adequate codperation between,the political community, the business
community, and the law enforcement community at the present-1MT
in contemplating the beginning of school in September?

MR. J. PRICE. It's my personal opinion that it is the' opinion of the
political, the, economic, and the police dde that we won't have
anything next falll-any violence next fall. That is probably my own
persOnal opinion as Well. I thinjc the events that 'have occurred after
September of '75 have indicated that a large portion of the LAntibusers
have taken la different;taek from violence in the streets. They ha.iii`ap-
proached it- from a different' cloint .of view. So I don't think that
anything that has happened, nobOdy is cooperating because nobody
really believes Ahat there s going tb be violence. Tht.:..re is alway4othe,
posSibility

CommissioNLit SALIZMAN. Why this Change? What is the difference?
MR. PRICE.. think-:-J participated somewhat a, the '60s in* th

d
e4..

emonstrations that. went on, on behalf of &Segregation in public. at-'
comodations and housing. And I think the leadership of any successful
demomaration tots the tone fa what will happen in that demonstfa-
hon. If that leadership allows violence,to erupt, however minute, then
tAe violence is going to sptad and grow. In the 960s I think that the
de,monstratow were closely controlled and perhaps timv was sNerit in
advance as io what was to be expected.

I doo't think 'that occurred here. 4%nd I don't know that it would
have occurred had adequate time been given, either. It might have oc-
curred. It degerids.on the attitude of-the leadership as to whether they
want violence to occur cu.- not. And I think today that there i a large
majority of the antibusers, their leadership, that, do not want violence
to pccur again in Louisville. And I think there is a leAer possibility
for '76.

COMMissioNER SAI.I)VAN, Yop are sayieni that the tone of the
Aeadership in the community determines ,,wheer or not tliere mak ,

will he an eruption of violence, whatever the pOint'Cif view?
f



M. PRICE. Rigln. An
leaderstUp of the orgarli
you could exclude it to

CommissidNER SAL
.are advocating peut
busing,or with r
legal guarantees

MR. GAUI.T.
General Elec
obey all of
or not. we
is the law

If we, s a corporate entity or individuals, have any reasons to ,n0y

tr plea d with any particular legislation or law, certainly there are kip- .

tiropr tc channels open for us in the due process of law to milike,a
posi on known.

this particular case, for the very reason that we do ser:e a very
ge ckentele of customers and have a very large employee population

at is diversified in its emotional positioning on this issue .and others
and, of course, shareholders, likewise, that we have taken_ao position
of neutrality.

I think' it would be appropriate that 1 register with you thats large
as we may be numerically, in this community, it is our posture t have,
in the common jargon of the day, to assume a low plofile. Ndt that
we don't work actively and constructively through many organizations,,
and in eact, if I had such a list I am sure I would/ impress you with
the organizatiops that we belong to and as corporate Citizens we' sup-
port.

In this particular case. our position of'neutrality also opens up to us
work through the Community Consensus Committee, which at that
time was a duly appointed organization to.be used as theproper chan-
nel of communications for appeal, for concern, for suggestion, for dis,

a
'43

1,.'m saying, particulaky, the tone of the
tion that is sponsoring a demonstration. But

be community a whole, as well.
AN. Mr. Gault, I am nett exactly sure what you

lity about. Were you advocating it With regard to
g d to the support for constitut)onal imperatives and

t segments of the community?
ommissioner Saltzman, Certainly it is the role of
and .the understood-role of its employees that we will

aws of this land. So there 4s no concern as to whether
gree witb the eonstitutionalitY or whether or not the law

be obeyed. -

agreement, and so forth.
In fact, one of our most able managers Was placed on that ctimmit-

tee, and I am not familiar with tile thiputes of those committee
meetings, hut I am sure that they would,Ithink, support my position
that he was a very ktive and constru
tion.

So we do encourage our people to
organizations actively and effeetivel

ive member of that organiza-

ork through established, proper
and constructively. But I don't

belicve anyone4will tell you that cenerat Ele tric has one of high
profile position m this matter, heCause we ce nly don't, by design.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Viceichairman Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. 1E7'. paUlt, I'd just like to get clitrification on

part of your testimony. DisCission occurred with counsel concerning
the boycott over September 4 and 5. I wasn't clear as to whether GE
paid the woilers for those days if they didn't attend or not. What
is company phlicy?
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M. GAULT. Commissioner Horn, we did not pay employees who did
not %work that day. However, we did paj, the full day's ratio to all em-
ployFes who did *ow up for work thnse 2 days.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Even if they couldn't work because itieir col-
leagues had got. shown up?

MR. GAULT. Yes. 'They couldn't product.ively work. We did make
work around the factory for them, but it was not productive work' in
the normal sense of the manufacturing operation.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me ask -you. Discipline was mentioned
and exCessive absenteeitop. If an individual employee of G.E was exces-
sively absent, what sort of disciplineoccurs beyond the doCking of pay
which occurs whether you're excessively absent or not?

MR. GAULT. That is correct. Time off would be the normal prnalty
for excessive absenteeism. r

VICE CHAIRMAN.HORN. In other words, you ;educe their vacation al-
Igwance or what?

MR. GAcm-r. Someone might, have that opportunity. In this case, I
don't, have those records. But I would presume very little of that was
applicable to those 2 days. They do, however,.in the course of a year
have 4 days for personal reasons and illness: and they could be applied
to that. But I think in this case there was very little of such rfquested.

VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. This is what I am trying to seek clarification
on because the question was, also raised, could an individual take time
off fro;n CsEi for any personal political activitY without being subject
to the eharrge of excessive absenteeism?

In response to counsel, you mention that a 2-day absenteeis would
not be included in the category of excessive.1 arn trying to fi ut
where is the dividing line between excessive and nonexcessive?

MR. GAULT. I think any employee that would be absent for a day
or 2 or a week over a prolonged.period, after counseling with him we
would have to obviously give him additional time off. 'That doesn't
serve to be a very effeaive penalty because they are not too fearful
of that, that's what they're already doing.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In other words," if there was a repedited
boycott on every Friday, the workers' took the time off

MR. Gralt.r. That would be a different story altogether.
VVE CHAIRMAN HORN. Since this was a one-shot affair, the egmpany

did not regard it as excessive?
(MR. akuur. That is correct.'
CHAIRMANFLEMMING. Commissioner RUiZ?
COMMISSINER Rutz. Mr. Brown, do welet me put it .this way. Is

the mayor the acting head of the city police department?
MR. BROWN. Is the Mayor the acting head of the what?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Yes.
MR. BROWN. I didn't understand the question.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Is ,the mayor the acting head of the city police

depattment?



MR. BROWN. I suppose he is administratively. There is a director of
safety under the mayor that.has ttt police department, the fire depart-
ment, and perhaps other 4partments.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. These are under the mayor?
MR. BROWN.. Yeti. The Adirectqr of safety is under the rnayor. I be-

lieve I am correct on that.
7 -

COMMISSIONER Rutz. Is the director df safety tlé head of the police
department?

MR. BROWN. He has the chief of police under
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Unc 4r him?
.MR. BROWN. Yes. I could haAvrong on that. But I think that is cor-

rect.
- COMMISSIONER Rutz. Is the county judge the active head 61 the
county law enforcement grotip?

MR. 13R WN. I am not as farfiliaf with the way the county is ar- ,
ranged.. Btit he would' he in charge of t c county police in the same
respect that the may t Id be of th lice. He het the ultimate
responsibility of it. I a t Sure hether here is another layer in
.there or not.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. Does her of the el have a different
opinion of the conclusion just testified to? II assarne that what
youhave said is correct theno,insofar as this janel iS concerned.

The shortness of time, the surprise, to ptepare for the contingencies
of September 4 and 5 have entwined all of the testimony of the wit-
nesses up to now having responsibility. And the question .is, do we
have the same mayor at the present time as we had on Septembcr 4
anil 5?

MIL BROWN. Yes, and the same county judge.
COMMISSIONER 1tulZ. And we have the same countyludge?
MR. BROWI-Afes.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. As we had 0 the time of the crisis?
MR. BROWN. Xes.
CommissioNa Ruiz. Now, Louisville already knows and can posi-

tiYely identify those persons atd.those organizations who may seek to
express their protests other than by lawful means. We have now had
adequate time. Does any member of the panel have any other opinion
thatas of now, foreseeing events that occurred in the past, that there
is no longer ample time?

MR. GAULT. Well as a member of thi- panel, when you arc referring
to ail of us, I. would have to say that I On% know. I don't know that.

MR. BROW14i. I think I would, too. I nVnot certain.
COMMISSIONER RUM. AS to Wihether there is ar9ple time n w to

prepare for the same events that occurred on Septerfiber4 and ?
MFt. BROWN. No. I say I don't know whether the police partments

and so oh haye property identified those that might p test in some
way other than legal. I think that was part of your qu,.. ion.
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COMMISSIONER. Ruiz. Yes, it was. What 1.am trying to a;certain at
this time is .whether the mayor or the county judge have published
anything,or made known to the business community what plans, if any,P
exist in seeking community coopelagai to prevent a repetition of
those events of September 4 and 5. Now., this question is to the panel.

MR. BROWN. Commissioner, Speaking as-one of the panel, 1 don't
know of such' plans.

COMMISSIONER RIJIZ. You have had no inforMation?
-MR..BRqwN. 1 personally have had no information.

wCOMMISSIONER R1117..41S that the same response with respect tO Mr.
Price?

MR. .PRICE. The county judge has taken some steps that will ause
some problems.next September or maybe ,sooner, _by the fact. tht ,he
has asked- -has taken a position that I interpret tto he in support 4f the
antibusing groups. And I think that his official stand of being in sup- S-
port Of the antibusing movement will make thym more prone to om-
mit acts of violence.

Whether it will be sufficient to make something happen sooner or
whether it will he next September, I ,don't know. But .1 think that
whenever the head of your executive branch of younty governmoit
comes put and says that he is against court-ordered busing I

COMMISSIONER . RUIZ. What I have .in mind is this. Usually there
arewith resliect to law enforcement responsibilitiesusually thekc
are one, two, three alternateylans proposed beforehand, predicated or/

.*experienee_wherein the tesponsible leadership of the community is ad-
. 'vised of those alternatives. Has such a thing occurred'?

MR. BROWN. Not to my knowledge.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Up until now, with respect to the two principal

law enforcement officers of the county and city?
M. BROWN. Sir, at the meeting that Mr. Price referred to at the

chamber when we had the director Af safety present, there was also
a gentleman from county government. I have forgotten who he was
now, hut he harnome responsibility for the police. I know at.that time
they were coprdinating together, the two units, and had
planscontingency plans, based on what might happen. And they were
not at liberty to discuss with us OF publicly 'what those plans were
because it might cause individuals in the cOmmunity to test them out.
And I would -assume that they still have a working arrangement
between the two police fIrces and possibly the State police as to how
to handle it.

COMMISSIONER R&tti. They had a working arrangement on Sep-
tember 4 and 57

MR. BROWN. Yes, sir
CoNIMIssioNER Ruiz. And nevertheless, it didn't work, did it?
MR. BtloWN. It didn't work completely, no. It wasn't as bad as somc

other places.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. When you say it didn't work completely, hovl

many injuries do you recall occurred?

0 3.

A
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KW BROWN. I can't recall.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. There. were _officers hurt?

f
Ma. 1 1 ilowN. Yes, but.). don't reNall how many.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Members of the public were hurt, correct'?
MR.-BROWN. yeS, sir.

di .

COMMISSIONER `RUIZ. So there wag .a plan at that time, but it didn't
work completely.

.
1MR. BROWN. That is right.

CommissioNE$ Ruiz. Does anybody know, other than e privacy oft
. the law enforcement officers, whether in fact other t n by hearsay

those plaqs that did riot work on September 4 and 5 may have been
now implemented? Does anybody know that?

MR. W. PRIcE. No.... .-

MR. BROWN. No. . 4,

ComsatssioNutt Ruiz. Thank you very much. The response was
unanimously "no.7

CHAIRMAN ,Ft.EMMING. Thank you. l would .like to address one
question to all members of the panel; and that is this. What is your
impresSion or yionelusion, relative to the impact of 'court-ordered

desegregation during the past year on the students in the schools? I
'will be glad to start with Mr. Julius Price.

IN
MR. J. PRICE. That is going to he a long answer for me because I

have six childri;n and.---- s 7,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMINg..1 can't quite hear you. Your Mike isn't elbse
enough there.

Mgt. .I. PRICE.. This might be a long answer for Me because I have ,

got six children, and I think four of thehi age in the Louisville Public
schools, and I have only two that are being bused. The other two are
attending schools that they normally would attend.

But it seems to me that there has been an effect on the students,
at least my children, in that therehas been a lot of pressure applied
to them to conform to the rules and regulations that were not in effect.
before, as far as discipline is concerned. And it has been very difficult
for them to conform. I, as a parent, have had some problems of that
nature bei:ause of thecounty school systemuthe way. that they operate
i!.., different from the way that the city operated before.1 have had two
children who have been disciplined this year, which never occurred be-
fore, to have two at once in one year. Educationally, there is more
pressure on them. They have to produce more in order to get.the same
'grades that they wet.% able to get prior to the merger of the county
school system. -

-They have made friends in the other community that thcy never
would have made prior .to desegregation. And I think that is one of
the pluses. I think there is a plus from the other side, that the white
(amities are heing able,to see blacks as tilacks really are, not as they
are imagined. And I think some blacksitre now able to 4ec whites as.

I they really are insUpd of as they'are imagined.
I'
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It has been a difficult. year. I liould suspect that my child who is in
the first grade, if busing continues, will lave no effects at all. I think
my children that are in hig11, school will be burt to a certain degree
because of .changes in the pattern. They -will have some 'problems in
getting into the scholls that they want to iet into because the criteria
has been raised. I think they will have some seciar problems. The
whole nature of.what our school system doesour schools are chang-
ing but they are still-educating, and they are probably doing a better
job of educating and doing a poorer job of being a community center
of activity. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I WOUld be glad to hear from the other mem-
bers of the panel on that question.

MR. BROWN. I can't speak from personal experience of -children
because my children are all Arown. However, I feeland somewhat by
havini talked to the superAendent of the ahools, Mr Graysonthat
in the first \teveral months very little was done educationally for the
children. rez

They were fighting hard to have the classrooms filled. And per-
hapsyou might* take the first third oflthe yecir. The second third of
the ycar indicated more progres.s.was made. They werc beginning to
learn normally. And the third third of the year, they were not back
to normal, but they were doing an adequate job of instruction.

I think if you consider individual students in what I llave just said,
thereI think this, however, that overall the quality of our teaching
today, I feel it has dropped and probably will continue to drop
because, for one thing, finances, the cost of busing and transferring
teaohers.

The Merger of the two "systems together has caused a.financial bur-
den because salaries had to be increased in one grolip up to the level
of the 'others, and this wasthis happened all itt thls ope year. And
there has been continu6d flight from the community, movinginto near-
by counties where the number of Irnients has droppad, and they still
have the expenses of the same number of buildings and teachers..

The growth of private scfiools has been continuing and a loss of
some of the better teachers from the public system going into the
private schools. That is happel7ing, too. And I think that it is somewhat
sad that these are the. facts.,/

CHAIRMAN RIMMING. Mr. Gault?
MR. GAULT. Because of the nature of my work, a good portion of

my time is not spent in the Louisville area. And also, in contrast to
.Mr. Price, I don't have any direct experience with children in the
school system. I guess I am not in a position to tell you of any
meaningful position to thatquestion: sir.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Willis Price?
MR. W. PRICE. I am afraid I can't add vesf much. We have no chil-

dren living at home with us. Anything I woilld say kouId be generft-
t. y. I am just afraid I can't add much to the subject at hand.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 1 would like to go back to a comment. Mr.
Brown made relative 'to a conversation you had with Judge Gordon.

so You talked with him about the desir-ability of setting up ahaving the
court set up 'a committee that would be representative of the commu-
nity. As I recall your testimony, no step had been taken, that recom-

% mendationIf you had the opportunity, would you renew your recom-
mendatki as yOu look forward for preparations for the new school
year? ,

,MR. BROWN. 1 am not sure that it would serve any particular prir-
pose 'now. I agree with Mr. Julius, Price that, I don't think that Acre
is a very good chance of violence this fall'. I believe that the antibusing
groups "have simmered down and are working in a direction that is
legal and 'noftviolent. And I see no reason that they are going to
change.

I think that the civil authorities, the police and so forth, should be
able to take care of any kind of violence if it does erupt, and I don't
particularly see a need for it this coming fall as much as I did last fall.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING: We have takeri testimony on the contributions
that 'comparable committees hild made in othef cities. And that
testimony hasn't put emphasis on the priventiOn of violence. That
testimony has put emphasis on the constructive acti ities that have
been cairied on .under the austiices .,of thesevommittees in circler to
derlop better understanding among the various segments of the popu-
lation relative to the objectives or desegsegation and as to the, way in. .which it cah be accomplished.' y

And in one of tife cities, for exanyfe. there are' two persons on the
committee who monitor each sch I, a representative of 'a minority
group and also the white group, in il, they report directly to ,the court
as to what they observe. But the 4hing that they have put emphasis on
61 this whele area of human rejationpips in developing sounder human
relationships within the ccimmunity.

And as 1 have listened to the testimony so far today, I have the feel-
ingllimaybe I have only listened to testimony for todaybut I have the
feeling that there isn't any group that is providing overall leadership

4along positive lines in connection with this problem. Is that a correct
conclusion as the situation stands at the present time?

There are organizations for and organizations against. I might say
that on these committees in the other communities there are persons
who oppose transportation of pupils, or forced transportation of cipils,
and rthosel4who favor that particular aiiproach. But they have beeil able
to find common ground in the fact that the court has weighed the
evidence arid after weighing the evidence has reached a conclusion.
And they feel that they have the oblikation of trying to make it possi-
ble for thaf conclusion to be implemented in the most effective ary
most constructive possible way, irrespective of their views on ipsues of
this kind, and they have gone 1 i3 work on-that hasis. And on the basis
of the evidence that we have received, we will conclude that they have

3, made a very positive contribution.

f Of
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Now, is thereis there sueh a body in Louisville? I would like to
ask this question. To your kn6w1w.ige, has anyone formall appeared
befote the judge and moved that, in effect, that he take the initiative
and appoint such a cornmittee? In other wOrds, has it ever been a part
of a formal court proceeding on the part of any of the parties to this? v

,Counsel,says it has.'
MR. INitou. In Hitly Of 401, Judge Gordon objected to the idea .on

the record. It may be Ole plaintiffs who moved for ik I don't know who
moved for it.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. But it was moved in open court and rejected.
Again, as leaders in the community, would you4ge any value, a't this
point, of representatives of all segments of the community coming
together an 'attacking the job of implementing the court order itrthe
most onst#ICtivc possible way'? I .

Mit..BR N_ Well, we did have the Community Consensus Commit-
tee which offerea itself to this purpose, and the county judge and the
mayor were the ones who appointed this Community Consensus Com-
mittee, ,put then they' didn't come up with any funds to carry it on..
And they seemed 'to lose interest in it, frankly..

.

But even so, .the members of thaN:ommittee were willing to work
in this direction imnd make themselve4 available. But as I said earlier,
Judge Gordon rejected the idea of that ..committe'e in that. function.
And I don't know why he didn't go further with it.,

.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. It isn't completely dependent on the judge.
There are other leaders in the life- of the community that could take
the initiative in bringing a group like this tiagetber.

The testihiony we have heard already and received from other cities .

indicates, for example, that individuals, students', are having posftive 4
experienc.es as a result of court-brdered desegregation. It seems, to me
that a community can build on that and.make it possible for more and
more students to have a positive result.

*
See, the thing that--1 mean, we have listened to testimony here to

the effect that the court having weighed the evidence, the court having
made a decision, then under our system there is an obligation to ac-
cept the decision and to .do .evetything posgible to make it work. It
seems to me we can't have law and brder unless we have, along with
itl, the commitment to ta'ke a decisiim and do everythinf possible to
make it work. 4

'Now.. some people may keep working to get that decisibn changed.
And ovOrthrough our processes, through our normal procedures and
so on\ and that might help. But in the meantime, we have got the,lives
of children here artd young people at stakes and it seems to me that
the court order becomes the fact of life, which people then try to
make work in the most effective possible manner.

And I just sense phat there isn't a coordinatecOgroup here in the
community addressing itself to the positive aspect of it, nbt just the
prevention of disorder. I mean, 1 accept the testimony that has been

6
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given by you that possibly thai is under control. But it seenr to me
that there is a posetive aspect also here.

Doe t;, anyone want to comment on the desirability? I think, Mr.
Priee,, you possibly indicated in your testimony that you could see a
role for a group of this kind.

W. PRICE. Certainly one, to my knowledge at least, does not
,e

.exist today., I don't believe that indi'vidual companies acting by:them-
selves are as effective .as are groups of companies, 'or better yet, a col-
lection of community .spokesmeA, representatives, . ipterested

and-what not. 3
.1-have done enough volunteer work in my -life to .appreciate at times

how difficult it is to tie together an effective group, keep itmobilized,
7 keep it on the track, and so forth. Directionally, however, my oWn per-
sonal reaction is that such a'group coUld make a contribution.'

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Freeman has, a question.
COMMISSIONERFREEMAN. Yeti. I look at you gentlerrttn and I see that

you represtnt companies that arc what is generally called a power
structure in the community. In the leadership, the economic leader-
ship, the economic base, maybe you don't represent all of the compa-
nies, but you certainly are the nucleus for them.

The thing that is troubling me is that you are' the employers. of
thousands of people who themselves' were out violating the law,
because violent acts aie in violation of the law. If the kindLo;program
that is done in the United States where the corporate structure and its
employees work on a day-to-day basis to get a United Fund campaign
over, if the same kind of energy was given here in terms of the human
yelations programs 41thin the eompanies themselves to get the pro-
grams acrossIn terms of law and order, 'there is no .difference
Ntween the. law and order in terTs'of basing than it is with respect
to knocking over one of your bank*in terms of how you perceive it.
TIcere ,is.something Missing.in terms of i:rception.

And my question is, perhaps it. is at another level that the extent to
which there is equality of empl4ment opportunity in your partieulat
companies, because if there were, if You capitalize on diversity and
your employees.are inclusive as to race and' they work together at all
levels, there would not be this misunders.tanding, this fear, and this
violence.

It seems.to me that you are missing some opportunities for leader-:
ship, and..perhaps it even has a worse effect in that maybe it may
reflect the txtent of some eMployment discrithination as well as hous-,
ing discrimination and educational discrimination.

MR. GAULT. Commissioner Freeman, I can-assure you that we have
an affirmative action plan. I can assure you of that:

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Arc you implementing it? .
MR. Ofitut.-r. And I can tell you with pride that we employ subst.ln;:_

tially beyond the pa y in this community, which is a very serious
thing, not a humorous t mg in my judgment..

COMMISSIONER FREEM No lirnrni serious.,,

.1 s
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3 think am' record as an . emplbiers df
whether it. he in 'this localltS, Proud.pc!sition. I per-
*Bah im "very ittiv6Ived.in thisvpskiii tits community, in Chicago. t
. Comositorm FREEMAN. 'How many etriltdayeis does iour corn"pany

,hays?
MR. GAULT. Last yea, pridr' to..busing in this ecirbinunity, 1 had:the

..4ifeet responsibility for 45,000 empldytes.
. COMMISSIONER FREEMAN: 45,000?

MR. ChAULT. Ahd in LouisVille,ounter iny.ihdirect jurisaiction,-them
are" 20,000 employees. Our minority employment exceprjty of
minorities sn this locality. A %Fry proud positionto ha e. And we are
doing gate Well in Upward Mobility.

COMMISSIONER FRE..0.40N. Do you hive a. breakdOwn as to managers?
MR. GAULT. Thilt III-44gaillIbip in our affirmative action plan, cer-, .tainly.
COMMISSIONER FREEmAN. The breakdown-as to skilled workers and

ail that? 10,
MIL GAULT. Yes, we have that.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Could you make that available to us?
MR. MOLT; It would be available as elements of our affirmative ac-

tion plun are available, yes. '

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I would like that. I would like to have that
inwhat companies are involved? You are chairman of thc Chamber
Of Commerce, that invOlves how many companies?

Ai. BROWN. There are 2,,400 members, but they arenot all firMs.
Xhere are some lawyers, doctors.

COMMISSIONER FWEEMAN. In your particular company, how many are
there.How, many employees does your distillery have?

Mtt. attowN. We have about 1,800, but not all in this community.
I would say'tougltly 1.,000 in this,comMunity.

ComsossioNEO tREEmAN. 1,000 in Jefferson County?
MR. BROWN. Y S

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN, Do you have any recollection-45f thebreak-
down as to managers, skilled. workers, by race and sex?

'Ma. BROWN. AS Mr. Gault has just testified tor General Electric, We
have an affirtnitive action plan. and we arc working toward that. To
ony knowledge, I would say that We have a larger percentage of minori-
ty employees in this areathan thc average. As to by station or by posi-
tion, this is something we are working toward.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Do you have a breakdown as to skilled
employees?

MR. 4BROWN. I am suwe do.
-CommissioNER FREEMAN. Then you would have it as to race?
.MR. BROWN.. Yes. .

COMMISSIONER FREEmAN. Could you give that to the Commission for
inclusion in the record?

Ms. Blunt:IN. As that whict is made public, I w uld be happy to, yes.
0.9

. ,
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. 1 wogld like tq request the. sitnie thini of
R Mr. Julius Prfice and Mr. Willis Price., , N

MR. W. PRICg. We will certainly ,make it tivail'ablei. . . .CHAIRMAN FLEMMIRG. Anything' else"? -* .. .,

' /COMMISSIONER FREEMA4. Yes. If any of you. have any comments as..
to tire eittelti te which idu have- any hutitan relations,semtnani con-
ducted fri:Yr your Fmployees on this jssue?". .. ' .....:

MR. BitbwN. On ,the iskue of busing? .
COMMISStONE41 FREEMAA. besegregatione , ,.

.

Ma7 BkowN. All right'. Bgt I don't know that .we have had any

COMMIVIONER FREEMAN'. Would your answer be pa?
Jlitow.14. To my knOwledgf,..we havecnbt in -Our company-4d

a specific setvinar ou that, no. , .

Ma. W. Pittes:',We have not bad, a seminal-. We have tried to, corn-..

municate our company's position on thisoissue_lo everyorie working in
this particular area. -

COMMISSIONER'FREEMAN. May L just, Suggest that ymou use ,the same
.sort of approaches that would bethat have frequently beeti used. ef-
fectively 'in getting.4icrosi the need to participate and give to the
United Nand or the Reg Crtss or seine such group. Mould yoU con-
Sider ihise.) Because it tpay -be that some orthe pople who are out per-
forrhing the marching and violent actions int* ,Lie soite of your owri'
employees.

MR. BROWN. Commissioner, may I saythat in our particular com-
.

pany we had no real .prablem an September 4 or tLtLeabouts with ab-
senteeism and such things as happened in some &her "companigs.
have cheeked.ori.ti;is and I. find that we hall about six or cight.erm-
ployees that...requested thlit they be away from work on the day that ,

the schools opened. They weie niggly women 'employees who hsd
children. and they wanted -to go with their children to school on the ,
first day.

Therg were six or eight others that called that day and they had
similar reasons. They wesre not, staying away or any' boycott or any
reaspns such as that. They had sincere conce about their ,children
and wanted to zbe with th9ni on that day:- And t n there may have

I* beensome c;if them may' have been absent the d day for that
same reason. But we have really h'ad no problem in our mpany thati-
has anything to do with desegregation cir busing.

,k4a. W. PRICE. If I may add a word. I don't think that, tt5 my
knowledge at least! I don't think that the reaction within the business
comrhunity in terms of reactigns by various employee groups, compuny
to company, was at all consistent.

In' the case of Standard Oil, we did not -have any measurable blip
in our absenteeism during this time. I just, witnt tostate fla,r the record
that, as a general ;We, the participants in these violent ;actions and
denionstrationf wire not necessarily the employeei of the larger em-
players in this area.

.1
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' COMMISSIONER FREE-MAN: Thank you. ......

CHAIRMAN VLEktmit40. Thank you all very much. We appreciate it.
e .

Ilie appreciate yoyr shtiriqg your viewi with us in the way you have.
jCounsel will earl the next witneowf;
(Mit,. Ciltex. Mi. Ct;airman the nexr witnesses are Mr. John-Hannon, .

Jaities-Luaett, Jehn Shaire,, and Leonard gmith,'.41, of Whom are-labor
.. union representatives in Jefferson County. , i"

[John Harmon. Jahn Shore, and Leonard Smith were sworn.1
.. 'Ma. 'i.icit..' Mr. Chairman, I note-4et .the record show 'that Mr.-

Lockett did not stand and was nor. sworn. 'He appears to be accom 7 7

inied fiy.counsel. Would counsel-pleiise identify himself? . . '.

. MR. HOGUE. 1 any William Hogue. I represent Mr. Lockett. Pursuant .

... to yout -cotes, I have"?been admitted to the ,eourt. On June 3, my client
w*. served With a subpeoa issued May 28, 1976, directing my client :

.,

to aticesir t;efore this Commission today, June 14: At 900 thiamorn-;
ing, .my client and I tendered to tbk; .Commission six. copies _of a.mo-.
Lion to.qatigh:thiS snbpena. sudtiorted by my ciient's affidavit: Find my
client will not, testify here tOday.

Wel-es etfully sot:6h to the Commission should they feel that they
. . eed ta t e ,the steps as provided for by the Commission rules and

by section l'05 of the legislation which authorizes this Commiision.
( CHAIRMA,N FLEMMING. ,I. will ask counsel to respond to blIth of the
motioni filed b.) eininsel.and hissclient yid to comments just made hy
counsel, .' . ..

Mg. GLFK. Weil. I would like to ask Mr,,-:Hogoe if ,he would care
to 'expand on the motion presented to the Commission this. morning.
Ail of.theComrnissioners lave received it-and -have read it. Is there .

any . additiOnal argument you woukl care to make?
Ma. HoouE. No, sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I would Mit 3'..i)tir cornments on it and on the

1110d011\ .

MR. GLICK. I hava carefully read Mr. Hogue's memorandum, and in
my opinion .

CHAntstm.i FLEMMING. In view of the fact that this is a public hear-
ing. those in attendance are- unaware of the- contents of the motion.

- I would appVeciate your summarizing it and then commenting on it.
MR, Cli,u7K.- This Might be an appropriate time to introduce the mo-

.: tion into the record. We ie!ll introduce it with.the appropriate exhibit
,...number. ,. ' ..., '..

The motion indicates thatit makes a statement of (act as to the
service.of subpena. It indiCates that Mr.j...uckétt is the recOrding secre0
tarc of Local 761 of the 14.JE and that he was the financial secretary
of a civic organization known as United Labot Against Susing,-"that he
resigned in February of 1976 es financial secretary of ynited Laboi
Against Busing and has had no t.fort h, contact or performed any func-

) tions with the Unite& Labor Against B sing since that time.

e
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'I ...- He also indicates that
,

in February of 1$076, LoCal 76, k wrhdrew all,
support for United Labcir against Busing and has had I* f (1,1rmal con-
tact with thgm, with United Labor Against'Busing. The niciti also in-
dicates that .local A 1 and Mr. Luckett are defendantp IA a suit ,in
Federal district -court,. titled Jo Ann .Green v. Kenneth asdy, et al.
and thik action prays for both money damages and invo yes ah allegh-
tion of a criminal act punishab1e under Section-501c of Title 27 USC
501, which preyides for penalty of fine of S10,000 or imprisonment
of not more than 5 years, or both.
. And the motion indicates that it is Mr. Luckett's view that if he

, gives testimony before the Commission, it would prejudice the defen-
dant's in this case, and that it would therefore violatd Mr. Luckett's
constitutional rights. ,.. .

He also indicates Tn the motion that any evidence thin Might be
received from Mr. Luckett in his testimony could better be obtained
from other witnesses who are also under- subpena from the Cominis-
sion, and that anything heWOUld offer would cumulative. ,

He indicates that the subpena is faulty because it doesn't sufficientlY
designate what areas of examination the COmmission will request and
that lle is-therefore unable to prepare for Such examination, and there-
fore he is being denied dueprocess of law.

He further indicates' in the motion that .Mr. Luckett tiag already
__furnished to the Commksion financial reports, records', etc., that, were
in his custody while he served as financial,secretary of United Labor-
Against Busing and that he has cooperated with the COmmission slaff :

in every request. He further States that the statute does not provide
any formal basis for filing of motiOns, but he requests that the Com,
mission accept the motion as presented.

eHAIIIMAN FLEMMING: Would you, give us the benefit of your Cop-
ments on the statements Made In the motion?

MR. Gt.ick, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Luckett is under subpena, ii:fally
issued and duly served subpena, and I believe quit Mr. Luckett is quite
familiar with the kind of information we wantvfrom him. He has been
interviewed on at least one and probably more occasions fly staff,mem-
hers, and -he must realize that the kind of testimoni he will be 'asked
about will he within the parameters of those interviews.

I think that the argument that Mr. Lacken is -no longer associated
with United Labor Against Busing is not convincing becaUse the period
of time in which we are interested in obtaining inforMation was-during
a period when he was, in fact,, active with United Labor Against Bus-
ing and therefore the relevance is clear from the time frame that we
arc interested in. .

In addition, and chiefly to the point, the danger That Mr. Luckett
appears to feel would OCcUr were he to go testify with respect* to the
lawsuit, I think, is not eorrect for this reason, it is not the intention
of staff and, I btlieve, not of the Commissioners to make any inquiry
whatsoever with respect to the situation which is the subject of that
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lawsuit. We are not conCerned with the ,area that .the plaintiffs are .t
- suing about and that havites to do with funds. And therefore, we will

not in any way subject lk#R. Luckett to any jecipardy on that grOund.
With respect to the `iffegation that the evidence that *Mr. Luckett

Would offer would be ,cumisiative, I don't think thatt a persuasive
because each individual who testifies has a slightly different poirit of
view and has a different perception of e:fents.thsit hive odcurred in
Louisville.%) that none of the testimony, I don't bflieve, is cumUlative.

) I haveVready nOted that Mr. Luekett has biw. interviewed, und that
the information which we Will seek from itin'qs within the framework /
OLAhat interview, and therefore there would be no surprises. He has

t
i

furnished records and information to the Commission staff, and I ap-
preciate that:- ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING., Mr. Hogue, ao you have any additional corn-
,

mem to make in light of Mr. Vick's argument? .

M. HOGUE. 1.might only. cite the.courfto the dissent in the Hiatinah
v. Lambe case. which is apparently the lead,ing ease concerning your
Commission, and state that we further relY an the basis olthat dissent.

CIIAtinnATV FLEMMINgt po you deote., to make anycomment on the
Ussurances of.ebunsel,.which he makes on his...behalf, and alSo on be-.
half of the Commission, that no questiqns will be asked of Mr. Luckett
wilich bear in any Way on the pending suit in Federal court? :

MR: Hogin. I appreciate counsers ass,urances.. However, we will.
continue to maintain our position that we will not be sworn and we
will not testify:

CHAIRMAN, FLEMMING. All right. Then', 1 would like to state that the
Comniission will bike under advisethent your motion and will Make a
'decision by tomorrow morning. In the meantime, the subpena remains
in effect. And we wouldwe will make a decision or we .will announce
our decisions when we ,resume the hearing at 900 o'clock tomorrow
morning

MR. HOGUE. Yoteare not.granting E/motion to quash the iiibpenl.
.

ng
CHPSMAN' FLEMMIN INV are taki your 111 under advisement

and Will consider it as a Commission the lieh of the material in
your motion, in thelight f your comment he comments of Mr.
Glick, and we will aftnolnce a,decision on your motion at 9:00 o'clock

,

tomorrow
MR, HOGUE. Weft be necessary for my client and myslf to be

present?
" CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes. 1141Pf

MR. HOGUE. 'Or you could only notify us, you are aware "of our
whereabouts and after notifying us you can tell us should it be netessa-,
ry ant should you -want to take further steps, when and where that will
take place?

,*(
CHAIRMAN FLEMM oING, Mr. Glick, wfhat is lur advice?
(Discussion off the record.)

.V.17
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CHAIRMAN FLE MING, .The Commission rules that Mr. Luckett
should be here at 9:00 o'clock .tomorrow morning,,..at which time we
will announce a d4cision on our motion.' -

You may proc
MR. HOGUE. T1ank ,you. Mr. Hartog, can we be excused for now?

TESTIMONY OP JOHN HARMON, PRESIDENT, LOUISVILLE UNITED AUTO
WORKERS, COMMUNITY PROGRAM COUNCIL; JOHN SHORE, CHAIRMAN,

UNITED LABOR AGAINST BUSING; LEONARD SMITH, EXECUTIVE gECRICTARY,
KENTUCKY STATE AFL-60.

MR. BARTOG. Mr. Harmon, niy understanding is that you.are pre?
sideiit of the LouisVille:areapAW CAP.eouncil; is that correct?
MR: HARMON. I am' the chairmani)of the Louisville UAW CAP

[Community Action Program] Council, right.
HARTOG. You ire also an offitek in the Louisville union?...

MR. HARMON. That's right.
a a

MR. He.irroG. What is yotit position there?.
-

MR. Hia.MON. I am the finance seeretaty of Local 1336 of UA.W.
MR. HAIITOG. What company is that with?
,Ma- HARMON. Interna!ional Harvester..
MR. HARTOG. Roughly, how many are in that union?
MR. HARMON. wed are the second largest local union in Ken-

tuckyapproximately 3,000.
Ma. HARTOG. Could you ',kale describe for me the reaction among

labor's rank ,and rile and in the Louisville comnitinity to Judge Gor-
don's school desegregation order this past July and August that you
perceived as a labor leader?

Ma. HAast014. Well, of course, that's not hard to describe. I think
everyone knows that it was a traumatic experience for the people in
Kentucky, Jefferson County and most

Mk. HARTOG. If you could put the mike around your neck and clip
it to yoeir tie. I am having difficulty hearing you.
MR. HARMON. AP right. r,
MR. HARTOG. Or perhaps just use the end mike. The problem is that

they are very sensitive mikes and they pick up a lot of niSise.
CHAtanAN FLEMMING. The hand inike in the center of the table, why

MO you use that?
MR. HARMON. Thank you. I don't think I have the words to describe

the effect this had on the community. It was a dramatic experience fdre
this community, without a doubt.

.VICE CHAIRMAN. HORN. I am sorry. I am having trouble hearing,
Could we get the sound adjusted in the booth?

c,
MR: HAtrroG. If you could get closer to the mike, sir.
MR. HARMON. It came on our people so suddenly. It was a traumatic

experience for the peoplejn Jefferson County, without a doubt,
MR. HARToG. How was-that expressed among labor's rank and file?

a ,1
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. MR. HARMON.) rjust, exiVained it to-you, really. It was a traumatic
experience,' This thing came on us so suddenly. It came on so sud-
dently in this community that our citizens and the -members of our
uniongliad no idea why in the world that this thing was gOing to be
such a change in their normal routine. And it surrisedr people.

MR.. HARTod. It surpristid labor leadet's such as'you lr
MR. HARMON..II surprised us all by the effect it ha on the commu-

nity. . .
.

MR. HART06. That is'the.extent of the community's reaction to the
exiiirt outer? . :-. . - .

Mk.. HARMON: Right. That is exactly right. I don't think anyone rcal. sized What -effectjt would have on the community. .

Mx. HAxroc..Did this-reaction come into the union hall?
MR. HARMON, It certainly did. _

MR. HARTOG, Was this reaction taken to the union ,hallsgand what
kinds of ac,tion' did the major:UAW locals take in response'?

MR: HARMON. In thecourse of every meeting we ever had after th.
happened, this busing.issue came up most.artainty in a very valid w .

Our members were mokt certainly concerned about busing. ..

.MR. HARTOC. Did-UAW. locals pass resolutions against court-ordered
busing?, -....

MR.. HARMON. The resolutions that the .local union eould pass would..
mean nothing becauSe we. had taken action in .19.72 in our interna-

. tional union convention that we were in favor of busing as a-last
resortand I .want to emphasize .-as a last resorrin order fon every
member and every citizen to have quality education.

MR. HARTOG, But these resolutions were passed at UAW labor union
meetings?

MR. HARMON. When You say local uniOn rriecting, we did, pass some
of those, hut actually they mean nothing, but our international union
alrfady had taken action,

MR. HARTOC. Did the locals take out ads against court-ordered bus-..
ing?,.

.

'MR. 'HARMON, Right,. that's right. The. local unions took ads against
busing and they spent money to send people on -marches and so forth.
and to,buy placardsiand So forth against busing.

MR. HARTOG. Did members of the locals and some of these officers
participate in a group known as Ignited Labor Against Busing?

1,..MR. HARMON. Right. They sure did.
MR. HARTOG. Isn'tfit unusual for the rank and file of IJAvv,..49grril

ask you about that in particular, 1 in4olve themselves so deeply, in
political issues? That iS, fioesn't rank and file enerally get upsett.
about bread and butter issues? And sn't is kind of manifestallan

- really unusual for the labor union;?"---

MR. HA/IMO/44, II is very tinusua

MR. HARMX:. I the aormal nice anism for expressiop of political
...- ./concerns among th rank and file through the CAP council of which

1 you are thc chairman?
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. MR. HARMON. Right. rhat is exac Y right..
.

Mk HAR1M. As pre *de of t CAP council, did you have occa-
sion to deal with aforts move. the CAP council to take a position
opposing court-ordered busi g? *

Ma. HARMON. We took.nd position, period.
M. HARTOd. Did you have efforti to try to movelhb CAP council

iii that position?
MR. HARMON. 'Yes.
M. HARTCX;. What was your response? 0........
Ma. HARMON. At that point, we adjourned the meeting.
MR. 'HARTOG. Vouiruled the.motions out of order? -

..

MR. HARMON. Rig
.. -_,

Ma. 1-1Ait.rtx-,.-The you adjourned the.meeting?
% MR. HARMON. Rig -

_.

M. HARTOG. Why did yoti chpose to take this course of action?
i Miai H'ARMON. I .4111 a member of the UAW, an officer in UAW, and

in accordance with"the order from the inlernational union at our con-
vention, where we mandated that we would have quality education for
every individual, that is the reason that I did at that time adjourn the
meeting rather than accept the motion.

I can't 'go into details on what' the motion was. But it was com-
munistic and involved a large number of organizations, and 1 ruled the
motion out-of order and the meeting was adjourned.

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Chairman, 'at this time I would like to submit fOr
the record documents, cover letters to the Commission, containin$ a
message from Leonard Wocidcock, p sident of the International
UAW, in which .he states that a telegran was Sent to the presidents
of local unions expressing the position tha Mr. Harmon hus said is tbe
pbsition of his local, mid :an accompanying letter by Dale Sells
lphonetici who is the executive director of Region 3, which is tbe.re-

, gion which incorporates this area, with the appropriate exhibit number.
(114A1RMAIN FLEMMIING. Without ection, so 'ordered:.

",,Mit. IIARVOG, What-did you hojto avoid, by the CAP council not
taking action, against .court-ordered egregation?

-M11. HARMON. I think I said that fore. We ate for fair and quality
education for everyone.

Mir. HAit-roc. Was this issue part4ilarly divisive among labor?
Mit.IHAitmoN. Yes. I would say
MR.LFIARTOG. In what ways dicfhe national leadership of the UAW.

demongtrate its concern regarding labor's involvement in antibusing
protests? That is, in what ways did Mr. Woodcock exprem the position
of the nationalwwith respect to the antibusing activity.of the UAW io-

` calF-;?
.

M. HAP.MON. Mr. Woodcock himself was at thc convention, and hi
passed the resolution that we moyc for ,uqual education.for every in-. ,diviaal.

MR HART(Xi. This past Octoberdid Mr. Woodcock visit this area
at' that time?

6
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Ma.. HARMON. He sure did.
Mi. HARTOG. Moat was your understanding of the'point of his visit?
MR. HARMON. The reason that he was herFwas for-qo find out just

exactly the feeling of the community, and at that meeting, Mr. Wood-
cock came here and we met it the Executive- Inn. The only reason he

4 was herewas to find out exactly how the leadership of the UAW felt
about the effect of busing on this community.

And at that meeting, he asked every member there to state his
opinion. He went around the room an51 every man had an opportunity
to voice his opinion on how he felt..He did not in any way try to tell
us what to do or try to direct us. He' simply 'come in here on a- fact-
finding mission. And every merriber there had an opPortunity to ex-
press his opinion:

MR, HARTOG. Did he send you a telegram prior to his visits?
MR. HARMON. Yes, I think you have them. 4)
MR, HARTOG. Th4se are the documents we ha.iie introduced into the

record?
MR. HARMON. Yes. It doesn't refer to busing. It just says we ha4 a

meeting there at the Executive Inn and mentions the problems in Jef-
ferSon County. ..

MR. HARTOG. Thank You.
Mr. Smith, as the chief executive officer of the AFL-CIO, Is that a

correc.t designation, could you briefly describe the structure of the
AFL-C1O organization? I have here a chart of the structural organiza-
tion which I would like to introduce as an exhibit at this, time, Mr.
Chairman, with your permission. .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, so ordered.
MR. SMITH. Oor State AFL-CIO is chartered by the national

AFL-CIO. We have conventions, that's the supreme governing body,
every 2 years. The State AFL-CIO, being that it is chartered by the
parent body, of course, is bound bY the convention rules, mandates,
and policies as adoptest by the national convention,

We have a State Central body and all of the Statesand from the
central bodies there are alto central labor councils in the larger cities
in mint States. Kentecky has 13 central labor councils, one of the lar-..

gest ones being in Louisville, Kentucky.
MR. HARTOG. Thank you. Did you at any time as the chief executive

officer and executive secretary partypate in activities in opposition tot,
school desegregation?

MR, SMITH. Well, I will have to explain this. At about the time that
hosing Started, we could have used a half-dinen more telephones in
our office. just Picking up and listening to people calling in, unhappy
people. People were disturbed about children having to get up earner
in thc morning and catch a bus and some of them being there later.

So mothers said they would have to quit their jobs because the chil-
dren were going to schbol at different hours--and worrying about
financial problems. And we had all of those_ ty s of calls, and they

7
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were just calling us, I suppose, to really just unload and say, well, %%iglu 7
,

can we do?
The local unions call us. They say, do something, our people are all

excited here. And so-what we did do is, as I explained, being chartered
r by the parent organizatiop and knowing what their Policy was on bus-
ing and the national AFLE.CIO went on secord several,years agoI be-
lieve one convention ',dear wa..s 1972that they were ln favor of busing
where' it inereised the quality of edueation or offered new educational
opportunities. So our State executive board prepared a resolution that
was submitted at the convention, and I see that yini have *copies of it
here and here is a copy here. And in thesresolption 'it points out if
the busing does not accomplish the goals set forth by the national
AFL-CIO, that they would re-evaluate their position.

This seemsthis scented to let the people know we were trying to
listen to the problems and were trying to do something our
democratic framework iliat we have to work in. However, I miy say,
at the convention there was only a handful of people, maybe less than
a small handful, you know, in support of the resolution. And it was
'debated and when it was defeated, then that ended our part on the
busing.

MR. HARTOG. What day was that, that it was defeated?
MR. SMITii. Juit one minute. I think I have that. 204
Mit. HARTOG. Was that October 3, I believe?
MR. SMITH. October 3, correct.
MR. HARTOG. That was the end of your activities?
MR. SMITH. No, it really wasn't. That was the end of our activities,

any type of support, you know, from people for busing.
MR. HARTOG. All righl)
MR. SMITH. However, did get some communications along about

that time, some after, threatening to disaffiliate their, local union from
our Siate AFL-CIO because of the natiOnal AFL-CIO's policy on bus-
ing.

MR. HARTOG. We have thoie documents and we will submit them
for the record.

MR. SMITH. Okay. You have that. There was other activities about
That time that II happened to be in Florida at that time, attending
a funeral. President Meany sent me a telegram, along with the pre-
sident of our organization, that he had had information concerning a
bus caravan to Washington and pointing out in the telegram that that
was against the AFL-CIO policy and,. in shorl, he deplored that type
of action iind all of this.

So my secretary then got in touch with me. I told her to send the
president a telegram telling him that we had done nothing to promote
the 'caravan. I was not participating or was not going to Washington.
The telegraPh office left out the word "not" and that changed the
meaning of the tetlegram. [Laughter.).

s.
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Then I got letters ahd more telegram* ahd the telegraph otlfice of .

Western Union the next day sent another telegram admitting that they
had made an error and corrected it. _And we pointed out just to show
that errors can be made, that there were 17 errori made in the tele-
grain sent to me from Meany. I think that about summed it up. ..

M. I4ARTOG. Mr. Smith, id you appear at a. rally at the fair
grounds?

MR. SMITH. Yes, i did.
M. HAWTOG. Do You recall when that was?
MR. SMITH. Maybe I have a.note of it Just a minute.
MR. HARTOG. Mr. Shore, do you remember the 'date of that rally?

,

MR. SHORE. NO, I don't ecall the exact date. It was a ,week prior
to the,triplo Washington, I -lieve.

M. HARTOG. Thank You.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That can be obtained and put intà the record.
M. SMITH. I don't have the date here..1 believe it was immediately

after the convention.
MR. HARToti. We've got it within a Week or so. It was after the con-

vention. You appeared at the fail? grounds rally?
MR. SWIM). Yes, I appeared there.
NW HARroG. What was the 1substance clf your remarks- there,

briefly?
MR. SMITH. Okay. This was a meeting, I understOod, to have an in-

terview among the candidates. Our organization had endorsed Gover-
nor Carroll, and either he or one of the people from his office
asked-:--called me and asked me if I.wa5 going. They said the:Governor
would like for me to be there, and I went. When I got there, I was
tOld that neitherof the candidatei was going to be there. So they were
not there. The candidate Thelma Storall [phonetic] running for lieute-
nant governor was present. Yes. I was at.that meeting.

M. HARToG. Did you explain the State AFL-CIO position at that
time? .

MR. SMITH. Yes. The chairman of the meeting asked me to speak
and I tried to explain the position that thq national AFL-CIO took on
the busing issue and the patition of put resolution.

MR. HARtoci. That was' basically the substance of your remarks
there?

M. SMITH. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for

-the record seveial documents" which Will all be Considered ohe exhibit.
They are a newsletter from the 'AFL-CIO department of Public rela-
tions; a Saturday. October 25 press release containing the text ,of a
letter sent to Mr. Smith, which incorporated within it a restatement of
AFL-CIO positions which were in support of quality education, in-
tegrated education. I'd like to also submit within that exhibit the Ken-
tucky State AFL-CIO resolution for the AFL-CIO convention regard-
ing forced busing which was presented and defeated.- I also have

,
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several exhibits from Mr. Smith. They are letters containing threats of
disaffiliation and other discord with AFL-CIO policy, a letter from Mr.
Smith to Mr.. Meany dated October 27, and a telegraM whidh Mr.
Smith just described.

With your pepmission, Mr. Chairman
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, they will be entered at this

point,
M. HARTGG. Oft le last ((flick que stion, Mr, Smith. The telegram

&leased October 25excuse me, not the telegram, the press relsase
which quotes the letter sent to you, it plys, and I quote in part, "In
short, it is the duty of the Kentucky State AFL-CIO.and all local cen-
tral bbdies to implement the policy of the AFL-CIO .stated above, to
make sure that thg Xentucky union meMbers are not misled by
demagogues and that they understand and respect the law. And it goes
on to say, "you and other officers Of the Kentucky AFL-CIO have the
clear responsibility to implement the policy 'of the AFL-CIO to the
best.of your ability."

Sebsequent te your receipt of the letter from which that text oc-4
curred, did you take affirmative action to implement those statements
by Mr. Meany, and if so, can you briefly recount them or supply any
documentation you have?
*Ws- SMITH. We have a Kentucky- Labor News, and we pointed out

, the results _of the convention ii the Kentucky Labor News and we also
hold classes through our labor education cfnters throughout ihe State.
And I ;vould say in most every class the issue has conic up-and we
have talked about the policy of the national AFL-CIO and about the,
democracy that we believe in.

Then we went to the convention. We have to accept the vote of the
democracy because ewe were certainly in the minority in favor of the
resolution, and we did this type of implementing the understanding _of
the national AFL-CIO policy, yes, sir,

MR. HARTOG. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
MR. SHORE, wotild you, brieflyand we are running short of

timeadd anything to Mr. Harmon's description of the rank and file's
feaction in July and August?

MR. SHORE. i) would be similar to what Mr. Harmon said. We had
a lot of talk i6 our union hall about it and at several of our union
meetingsimmediately after school started on ieptember 4 or Sqp-
tember 5 'or maybe prior to that, a few meetings before thatwhat we
were going to do. We were going to get involved in this issue. Like

paid, many members were d.istutind and they warned to know what
we could do about it, if we could do anything.

MR. HARTOG. Was that part of the impetus for the forMiation of
411nited Labor Against Busing?

MR, SHORE. No, not necessarily, because I was not really, aFtually,
the one responsible for starting the organization.

MR. HARTOG. Who was?

1Z0
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'MR. SHORE. I really couldn't . There were phone callsI
had received several phone calls that said they .were going to have a
meeting on such and such a date.

9MR. HARg0G. Were your officers of IUE' local 761 very .much in-
volveil in that effortito your knowledge? *'

'MR. SHORE. I wad say they were the ones inStrumental in getting
the movement started,1 yes, sir.

MR. HAATOG. Okay. I have a doCument here which 'you received
from a former officer of the United Labor Against Busing, which has
been shown to you which states five points of the United LAbbr
Against Busing. Are these basically the principles of United La14
Against Busing?

MR. SHI5RE. Right, we wcat pn the record as supporting these in this1/4
organization.

.4MR. HARTOG. It was adopted by representatives frpm locals who
were members of ULAB (United Labor Against Busikl, is that cor-
rect?

MR. SHORE. Yes.
MR. HARTOG, I would like to have that introduced into the record

at this point for the record with the appropriate exhibit number.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.`Without objection, SO ordered.
MR. F1ARTOG. You-have indicated that WE had a role in the forma-

tion of ULAB. Later in the year, didn't IUE'leadership that was in-
volved in ULAB, firmly communicate to you its opposition to what
IUE termed association with "radical groups sucli as the John Birch
Society, the Klan, and Reverend Lowell Hughes organization?"

Ma. SHORE. I did receive such communications on what you're talk-
ing about, right.

MR. HARTOG. What was that .letter requesting of you, in your un-
derstanding, and what action did you take pursuant to it?

MR. SHORE. Well, the first point we got to get into here is I didn't
receive the communication. As it says, I did receive it. It was placed
in another person's hand to be delivered to me, which was not
deliverpd. At this time, Mr. Cassidy assumed 1 was ignoring him, which
I wasn't, because 1 hadn't received the communication. So there was
a little.friVion got involved thew due to the fact that 1 hadn't received
it.

As far as us participating with the groups that are mentioned there,
we were not. People thought we had a coalition of groups going, but
we didn't have. I had not attended the first meeting. There was nothing
went on there, such as voting on what people were going to do or cer-
tain organizations. The meeting was strictly set up to coordinate events
that certain groups were going to have'.

MR. HARTOG. What meeting arc you referring to?
MR. SHORE. Probably what you are referring to are the meetings

held on Saturday afternoons at the NAPF office. These meetings were
set up
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e *MR. HARTOG. NAPF is whatthe National Association rt:g. plc
PieserVlition of Frftdom?

MR. SHORE. Right, it is basically a wspaper. organization. mese
meetings were set up to c.pordirlate. ou efforts for our calendar of
events. In other vfords, if Parents foy F m were havirig a march
on such pot such la date, we would not "'one that day. le s

MR. HARTOG. SO you did have a represe tative at those meetings?
MR. SHORE. WC hd a representative si g.in on those meetings.
Ma. HARTOG. Thas the 'extent pf our association vAth the4

radical groups?
MR. SHORE.iThat was the sole purpose of ese meetings, yes.
MR. HART00..AT there other assOciatio sy MAD or its represen-

tatives !with these groups?
MR. SHORE. IS there another what, now?
MR. HAarroo. Were there at that point, in anuary when tbis corn-

munication occurred, or are there now any re sesentatives, or do yob
yourself commutikate or associate with the " cal" groups which the
IUE referred to in its letter to you? That is, John Birch Socioty,
the Klan; and the Reverend Lovipll Hughes' o ion?
MR. SHORE. To niy knowledge%the representati es from these groups

that you are refdrring to do not sit in on these tings on Saturday,
no.
MR. HARTOG. Those groups do not?
Ma. SHORE. No. As far as I know, they only a ended one meeting,

the first original meeting.
MR. HARTOG. So thenhow would you answer t at question?
MR. SHORE. Which question is. that?
MR. HARTOG. Can you answerjhat yes or no at the only positive

answer to that, in terms of association with these roups, is that one
meetingthat at the first meeting, roughly last nter, that wag the
only time that 'there was any association with these ups by ULAB?

MR. SHORE. AE far as 4 know.
MR. HARTOG. Does ULAB welcome aisociation with these groups?
MR. SHORE, With which groups, now?
MR. HARTOG. These groups which we have been talking about, the

John Birch Society, the Klan, and Reverend Lowell Hughes' organiza-
tion and the "radical" groups which WE has been

Ma. SHORE. Are we what, now?
MR. HARTOG. Do you welcome association or participation from

these "r9dical groups" in your organization?
MR. SHORE. We try not to get involved with them.
MR. HARTOG. You try not to get involved with them?
MR. SHORE.. Right.
MR. HARTOG. Why?
MR. SHORE. Basically, some of these groupsone in particular is,

from what I understand, totally anti-labor. I eauld not sit down at a
'meeting or anyplace with somebody who is anti-labor, due to ihe posi-
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tion I hold in our local union. As far as some of the 'groups, they do
condone violence, they have been known to db it from time to time,
it is knoiken thqt they do. We have not gotten into this. We .havC asked
our peoide not to participate with them and did the best that we could'
dd to keep them from getting involved with them,

MR: HARTOG. Does LILAB have bylaws or a constitution? . .

MR- SHORE. No, we do not.
MR. HAirroci. Thank you, Mr. Shore. 1 have no further questions a t

this time.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do any members of the Commission haVe

questions?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Shore, i gather that-ULM:4 does not

approve of violence?'
MR. SHORE. No, sir, we do not.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. What can be done over the next few

months to assurk: that there will not be a repetition come September'
'76 cif pvents in Septcmber '75?

MR. SHORE. You say what can be done, sir?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Yes, by ULAB.
Mit. SHORE. I don't know that we could do any more now than were

possibly doing is just asliing 6LIT members.not 'to go out and participate
in any. violence. 1 do hope that the Jefferson County 'police and the
City police will try tel coordinate their efforts to see that it doetn't hap-,
pen.

I know last year at the time it did happen, they werC not prepared
when it did come upon them, and I could see they did a little better
than I thought they could, not being prepared. for it. As far as our
_members are concerned, none of our members will be out there per-
forming any acts Of violence.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Is ULAB interested in promoting racial
understanding?

MR. SHORE. ULAB is for court-ordered desegregation: not for court-
ordered busing.

COMMISSIONER SAL TzmArv. I understand that, but would it engage in
a

activities to proMote racial understanding?
MR. SHORE4 We would be glad to, yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER SAL TZMAN. Have you undirlaken any?

,PMR. SHORE. I was called by a member from one .of the black or-
ganizationi here in town in the past weekin this past weekto have
a meeting with her. I was supposedly supposed to meet her at the
li6rary at 4th and York. I don't _know if we got our numbers mixed
up on thc time or the day, but I was there and . waited about 45
minutes for her, but I failed to sec her. So we are trying.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. May I ask the other two gentlemen
whether their respective unions undertake any efforts toward increas-
ing racial understanding among your mcrnbers, Mr. Smith?

3
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MR. SMITU. 'Yes. We have several prodams diat we work with. One
of them is the Randolph9ommittee. We hav'e several good committees
throughout the State. We arc working together. OfClairse, you have,-
better understanding. We -have the Leap Profram going oti in
Louisvillib It is a very successful program, frying, fi4c1 jobs for the
minorities-. We attencrtheir graduations arid work with them through
the terms. And think that lve have good relations with them in our
area. We had several in labor school just last week. .`

MR. HARMON. You are asking about the. UAW? vvF have , no
problems. We are for it. We arc colorblind, and we continue to be that
way in our shops and everyone we deal with. Now I don't know if that
answers your 'question or nos, but-

.41

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Are there any posiV tive programs?.
MR. HARIION. Programs in the shop or in the community?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Within your union membership.
MR. HARMON. We don't have to have iprograms in our unjon mem-

bership because we have 'no problems. EVery member ii..a UAW
member. We don't have to have programs.

COMMISSIONER SALTimAN. Do you have affirmative actio'n prograins
for hiring minorities?

MR. HARMON. Of course, we don't hire. International Harvester
CommisstoNtst SALTZMAN. I mean for including minoitities within

your union. a

MR. HARMON.. We.don't hire.
COMMISSIOkE$I SALTZMAN. 1 #ion't mean hire; butirin terms 'of union

membership, to promiate union membership among minorities, do you
unilertake efforts to do that?

MR. HARMON. We don't feel that is necessary.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. How about training programs?' '
MR. HARMON. Of course, they are direciecl by the corn-

pnyInternational Harvester. We don't' have that privilege; I'd gay a
privilege. International littrvester coMpany and the Ford Motor Com-
pany, they hire. The9 have to belong to the UAW. That is a matter,
of fact. To work there, they have to belong to.the union.

/COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Smith
Ma. HARMON, Once they are hired, then the union, we see no color.
COMMISSIONER SAL:D./MAN. Mr. Smith, does your union undertake

any efforts to lain membership within the minority community':
MR. SMITH. Yes, sir. We have an Appalachian Council Program that

is in effect, too, I didn't mention that a while ago, and'it works state-
wide: We set up programs with employers and trainini programs, on
the job training programs. And it has been very successful. ,We have
lived up to all ofthe 'rules, I supi3ose, and the regulations of the
minority. We have had goo'd participation with them, and more than
that, we have had good experience with ttiem.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Shore?

1
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MR. SHORE. Yes sir. We do have an affirmative action program set
Up through our local joint apprenticeship cornmitlee and our educe-
titinal fund. And also, going back to what Mr. Smith Ned, we do have
a representatiVe that sits in on the Leap Council also.

'CHMRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Freeman?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN: I have a question concerning your mem-

bership that 1 would like to addre4 to each one of Stott. and would
like to request that you submit to the Commission the information
concerning your meinbership, the number of members, and the
number by race. If you have that information you could restiond now.
D'o you know. Mr. Shore, lioW many persons are members, are in your
local?

MR. SHORE. Right, at 1.000.,`
COMMISSIONER FaEstamti. HOw many of them are black?
Ma. SHORE. I couldn't aniwer that now.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Would you submit that inforinittion?
MR. SHORE. We would be glad to, ma'am; yes, ma'ant.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN: Do you have an apprentice program?.
MR. SHORE. Yes, we sure do. .

7' 1C0MMISSIONER FREEMAN. You said you have an. affaitiative action.
How many persons are in the apprentice prograrn?

MR. SHORE. I- WGUICI say right now., at the present time, it is awfpl
'slim,''possibly about.50. Ordinarily, this time of the year we would be
carrying about 100 but due toAfte unemployment situation, we haven't
sent an'apprentice out to work in 2 years.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. How many tilr those periOns in the ap-
b prentice program are black?

Ma. SHORE. I believe out of the 50, right now, it sibms to me-1
might be wrong on the numberbut I believe it is

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. 11?
MR. SHORE. OtIt of 50, yes. ma'am. 1 believe that% it.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Could you submit the exact figures to the

staff7 .

MR. SHORE. Be glad to, ma'am.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Mr.. Smith, would you respond to the

number of members your union has?
Ma. Shunt Let me respond this way. I do not represent a local

union. The State AFL-CIO is a service union with local unions all over
the State affiliated with us. We have nothing to do with these local
vnions' hiring and all. They pay a per capita tax on each person they
flaw!.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Does your organization have any informa-
tion concerning the membership in the various local units?

MR. SMITH. Certainly. We check our records at the end of each
quarter and see how many of them is paying per capita, but they do
not submit to us how many whites, how many blacks, and this type
of information, in our State body. Neither would they in the central
body.

2.24-
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. WRIIldThe information you do have,
would you submit that to the Commission?

.hia. Shunt: I am still not cleay on what you are meaning, because
we do not havc a local union.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Then it you do not have any information
concerning the. racial Makeup of your union, then; of course, we are
not asking you to submit it..

MR. Sum. Okay.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. M.F. Harmon, you are with UAW and you

said your union has no problem. That is contrary to any other informs-.
tion we have.had about the UAW. All of the unions have problems.

Ma. HARMON. We have problems, ma'am. I may have overstated the
fact there.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Aw many members does UAW have in
Jefferson County and Louisville?

MR. HARMON. There again, I would, like my bmther Smith here, I.
am chairtaan of the CAP councit of all UAW local unions in this area,
and -all the way to Carrollton, to Covington, Kentucky, and it would
be impossible for me to.tell you at this tiine. I can iive,you an approxi-
mate figureapproximately 11,000 members.

C6tMISSIONER FREEMAN. How many ofithem are black?
MR. HARMON. There is-no way I could tell you, give you'that figure..
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Do you have any information eoncerning

the UAW apprentice program?
MR. HARMON. I ani sorry, there again I cannpt tell you that. I don't

have that information.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN.*DO you have ,the information about the

name of anybody who would have informatior6bout the apprentice
program?

MR. HARMON To compile that figure would take quite a lengthy
time because.of the number of thelocal unions involved. We run from
200 local unions to 6,000.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Let's give you one example/The Ford
plant, for instance, that is UAW, is that not right?

MR. HARMON. That is exactly right. 4.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Could you then assist the staff in getting
information about the Ford plant, your apprentice program?

MR. I-kARMON. I can get that information`for you, yes, ma'am, I sure
can. 1

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. The -number
Ma. HARMON. `)sure can.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. -The total numbee of members in the

union, total number in the apprenfice program, and the total number
that are black?

MR. HARMON. I will make every effort to do that.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. And any other of the automobile-related

fields? '
MR. HARMON. I. will make an effort.
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. IS that International Harvestes?
MR. HARMON. International Harvester. I Will try my best to get those

figures for you. Wits want the total number of apprentices in the-trades
and the number of blacks involved, right?

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN". This -Commission ,juq completed a abort
involving the uniirs involved, and we found that there here problems
in all of them, particulorly in the admission to the apprentice program
and in the graduation from tkie apprentice program to becOme. jour-
neymen. We would just like to get that information for the record.

Mu. 'HARMON. I think you misunderstood me When I told yOu that
we had no problems in the UAW. 1 wasn't rderring a ihe time to apc
prentices, apprentice trades, and so forth.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN.. You do have problems in ttç apprentice
trade?

MR. HARMON. Most certainly. I never intended to indicate wc don't
have problems in the UAW. We do. But I was speaking primarily at
that time, when I told you that, that.we didn't have problems in other
areas.

- CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you, very, Very Much. We appreciate
your being wilti us and giving us this testimony.

Counsel will ci11 the next witnesses. . .
AOIMR. HARTOG. The next witriesse.k. are Barry Bingham, Jr., Kenneth

Stanley, and T.. Ballard Morton, and these are all members of the
media. ,

[Barry Bingham, Jr., Kenneth Stanley, and T. Ballard Morton were
sworn.] '

TESTIMONY OF BARRY BINGHAM, JR., EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, LOUISVILLE
COURIERJOURNAL AND LOULSVILLE TIMES; KENNETH STANLEY, EDITOR
AND CO-PUBLISHER, LOULSVILLE DEFENDER; AND, T. BALLA, MORTON,

PRESIDENT, ORION BROADCASTING, INC. (WAVETV) ,

MR. HARTO(e. Starting with Mr. Bingham, could you give your name
and business title for the record, please?

MR. BINGHAM. I'm Barry Bingham, Jr., editor and publisher of the
Courier-Jaffna! and LouiAville Times.

MR. STANLEY. My name is Kenneth Stanley, editor and publisher of
the Louisville Defender newspaper.

MR. MORTON. T. Ballard Morton, president of Orion Broadcasting,
Inc., WAVE-TV and WAVE-Radio:

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Bineam could you explain briefly the structure
of the Courier-Journal, and Times organization? For example, in addi-
tion to the two newspapers, there are additional media outlets owned,
by the organizatiOn?

MR. BINGHAM. That is correct, WHJS, which is a television0AM and
FM station owned by thc same family of stockholders. it is not a sub-
sidjary of the newspaper, however. Standard Reviewer Corppration is

,also owned by the same stockholders.
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MR. HARTOG. Is there a single editorial policy which is for all t
media outlets?

Ma. BINGHAM. No, there is not. The broadcast station is corn* ely
independent as far as editorializing.

Ma. HARTOG. And news coverage as well?
MR. BINGHAM. Yis, both news and editorial. '
MR. HARTOG. So the integration is on the business end of thexpera-

tion?
M. BINGHAM. Weil, by "business," thifteans it's completely indez..:ci,

,pendent as far as advertising is concerned, as well.
MR. HARTOG. I see. Thank you. Do thtz two newspapers have a sin-

gle policy line? .

'MR. BINGHAM. One policy.
MR. HARTOG. There is one policy. Do-they have 'independent report-

,

ing staffs? .

Ma.s-BINGHAM. Yes, they do.
MR. HARTOG. IS there an effort to,keep those separate from the edi-

torial?
Ma. BINGHAM. Ya, there is.
MR. HARTOG. How is that done?
MR. BINGHAM: They arc under completely separate management.

Each newspaper has its own managing editor, and there is an executive
editor in charge of all the news operation, bOthhhe morning, after-
noon, Sunday, sports, photographic, and so on; they arc under him.
And the editorial department, which is responsible for the oPinion
pages, is my responsibility. And none of the editors ever write editori-
als, for instance.

MR. HARTOG. Thank you very much. When did the Times and Couri-
er-JOurnal, to your knowledge,' 4art preparing to cover the school
desegregation process which began this past\Septernber?,

MR. BINGHAM. I can't tell 'you exactly whenindividuals may have
'started prcparing earlier. But the first preparation in which I was in.
volved, extensive preparation, was in about Mid-March 1975, when a
group of editors and II think there wetel" 'about 15 of us al-
togetherwent to itoston to talk to officers of the Boston Globe Conj.-
pany, which hadat that pointhad about half a year of busirig. We
went to talk to them for the hat techniques for covering the busing
situation.

MR. HARTOWCOuld you relate to us some of the things that you and
your staff gathered from your visit to the Boston Globe; any- policy
decisions you made as a result of that visit and your other studies?

MR. BINGHAM- Bob Clark, executive editor of the newspaper, put
out the memorandum in Augusta which was based, at least to some ex-
tent, on that visit. I think you may have coples. It is dated August 7,
1975. .

Genefally speaking, and I will just try to paraphrase, 1 will, be glad
to give you a copy if you like, an effort Would be made to cover all
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aspects o-'._se`.11to issue. In other words, to get both the Pro- and the an-
tibuiing point of view in the newspaper, to put an absolute premium
on accuracy to make sure we covered the story as fully and as accu-

;1 rately as possible. And there were some minor sort of techniCal details
in it bat, generally speaking, this was the thrust.

MR. HARTOg. Based upon: your visit to Boston, did you make aqy
determinations with respect to private meetings with various groups?

MR. BINGHAM; Yes, the Boston Otobeand there had been a good
deal of material published in the trade press about this--rthe Boston
Globe allegedly was involved in a closed itletting with the mayor,
Kevin White; of Boston and other City:officials and members of the
brOadcast media. Sup 'y-.--this is a question ofcoatroversy, so I
am not sure'exaietly happenedbut supposedly there was some
agreement reached on hoW they would cover the busing controversy,
and, perhaps, even- whether they would play down violence and that
sort of thing.

The Boston Globe people denied there Wils any such agreement, btit
they said, just to aveid that kind of controversy, the best. thing is not
to get into any closed meetings with public officials.

MR. HARTOG. You followed that advice?
MR. BINGHAM. Yes.

- MR., HARTOG. SO you have participated in no closed meetings what-
Soever?

MR. BINGHAM. No.
MR. HARTOG. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, let me- ask one addititmal

question. Were these internal guidelines that you prepared, did they
ever become the subject of judicial action by the Federal district court,
Judge Gordon?

Ma. BINGHAM. Welt, they were preOare41 by Bob Clark, executive
editor. -Yes, well, they wereat one point Judge Gordon asked how
the pressand in this case, he was specifically talking about the
newspapershow the press wouid cover busing. He was given a copy
of these guidelines and looked at them and said they looked reasona-
ble to him.

MR. HARTOG. My understanding was that there was a general state-
ment about coverage of school segregation. Are you familiar with
these, this general statement and its evolution and basic thrust of it,
what it was attempting to accomplish? This was issued in August and
was a statement presented to Judge Gordon, is my understanding.

MR. BINGHAM. It's the same one as the guidelines which were drawn
up by Bob Clark or dated August 7.

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Chairmen, at this point I would like to submit for
the record, at the appropriate exhibit number, a document entitled,
"General Statement About Coverage of School Desegregation," which
is signed by the leading newspapers, TV stations, and radio stations in
Louisville. It has addendum I, the Bob Clark memod Mr. Bingham has
referred to. And I believe it has a secondNo, I think that is it.

1
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There is a secemd addendum as well, "The Electronic Media."L
Those are the guidelines for the electronic media. Along with that ex:
hibitt I would submit a document which at the top has "Memo to All
kands ,on Bogon School Opening," which is the internal guidelines
Mr. Bingham got from the Boston Globe.

'-----tcl-CAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection they will be entered at this
point,

(The documents referred to were marked Exhibit No. 16 and No.
17 and received in evidence.]

HARTOO. Mr. Bingham, it's my understanding there was an 'in-
ternat memo from the city editor of the 'notes to reporters, giving,.
them- instructions on, fair coverage, imated immediately prior to the
opening of -school;_.that you have identified for us, and also a
retrospective on the reporting of the first week's events by the same
city editor written in early mid-September after, the opening week of
school. 4

MR. BINGHAM. Yes.
MR. HAturoo. These are-the two docu ents?
MR. BINGHAM. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. I WORM like to submit these exhibit at this point,

Mr. Chairman, with your permission.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection it will be entered in the

record at this point.
(The document referred to was marked Exhibit No. 18 and frccived

in evidence.)
Ma. HAFt-roG. Reading from page 3 of thewhat I have called the

"Retrospective on the First Week"I would likc to read just parts of
it to give people the flavor of what the document says. This is written
by the city editor of the Louisville Times, from my understanding:

, The school system made a commendable effort to open the
schools to th press. The policy was that principals could restrict
reporters' access, and not many principals did. But in a few in-
stances we had the devil's own time getting clear that no central
office edict had been issued restricting access.

It skips and says, "Rumors have driven us crazy," and skips on and
says-

County Government's policy of forbidding anyone but the County
Judge to comment on desegregation-related matters was also
troublesome and in my view unnecessary. -Policemen on the scene
having trouble were forbidden to discuss it. Fortunately they often
ignored the policy, but sometimes they did not.

At best we were delayed in getting information. At worst we
didn't get it at all. The city had a simi!ar policy but I don't recall
its being a problem. Probably becauserit wasn't observed.

!,3
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On the night of the riot.. [I'believe 'that is referring to September
51 responsible countY officials put out misleading or erroneous in-
formation. They simply didn't check it. One lesson here is to treat
official pronouncements with skepticism, for lots of reasons; the
folks at the top can be badly wrong..

We called everrhospital in town trying.to find a child suppol;ed)y
badly injured in the riots, there was na such child.

Wits the ounty edict, mentioned in this`"Retrospective," prohibiting
county em oyees from speaking directly to the press, in fact,
trOubleso in your opin on?

MR. BINGHAM. I i it was, yes.
MR. HARTOG. Can you elaborate?
MR. BINGHAM. I don:t have any specific examples to cite, but as the

city editor states, reporters frequently had .trouble getting information
beeause they had to go to the county judge to get it, and it took him
time to find out what people at lower echelons already knew. So, since
the newspaper business is,a deadline business, you frequently.miss days
and editions when, you could have gotten that information into print
if you had been able to get it from the policeman who is on the scene,
for instance.

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Bingham has, been kind enough to supply staff
with various editorials published in the two paciers. There is one, in
particular, the staff would like to put -in the record titled, "Tyrannical
Tactics, Busing Opponents Can't Cry Freedom and the Use of
Threats." The key section from there I will not read for lack of time,
but it will be made available to the Commission shortly.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, it shall be entere as Ex-
hihit 19.

(The itett referred to was marked Exhibit No. 19 and receid in
evidence.)

MR. HARTOG. Mr. Stanley. would you' Elliefly describe the Louisville
Deferuler, for the Commission, its circulation, and audience?

MR. STANLEY. It's Kentucky's only black weekly newspaper. We
publish all over the State, with circulation all over the State. Primarily,
our-basic circulation is right here in Louisville. We are a black-owned
weekly newspaper. We have been in existence now for 43 years.

MR. HARTOG. Would you, please, describe some of your activities
Undertaken by yourself and/or your newspaper in relation to school
desegregation?

MR. STANLEY. We tried to cover it as fairly as possible, being a
weekly newspaper with a limited size of staff and persons we had
available to cover it. We tried to give the black community as many
times to be able to find in our newspaper as much news things which
were going on. events that were taking place in the community,
meetings that were transpiring in the community, so our readership
would be able to keep up and keep abreast of the various activities
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that were going on, so they would be just as aware as anybody else
in terrns of what was developing iikthe city at that particular rime.

.We felt it was very advantageout\for us to make an extra effort at
this time because of the fact so much was at stake, becaus, of the fact
that this was a very, very difficult period for the community; and
because of the fact that our singular role, by being the only black

"newspaper in the State as well as Louisville. We felt we had .a dual
responsibility, once again, to our readership to fulfill,..so this was the
direction we tried to play.

MR. 1+ARTOG. Did .your paper editorialize during .the course of the
year on issues of particular concern to the black community? If you
could, just very 1;rtifly,louch on what those were.

MR. STANLEY.. ould say we editorialized each and every week on
different issues Us they came before that particular time. I think One
thing we hit on was, I guess, primarily dealing with what the blacks'
advantage would he in terms of supporting the entire buting issue,
where this Was goini to be the best ,thing, and why it interested titem.
It was sort of a give-and-take kind of thing because smile people feit
it would bebut they felt the process we had to go through to achieve
it was not well worth getting involved, that thefe could be an easier
way to achieve the same objectives.

So we tried to get the support of the black readership and black
cOmmunity to wholeheartedly endorse and 'back this particular thing.
But there were som% people who still felt there could be better
remedies and a better way to go.

MR. HARTOG. In your opinion, did some of the issues which you
treat in your newspaper which were of concern to your black reader-
ship receive adequate treatment in the major media outlets? MR.
STANLEY. I think O. I think the Courier Journai-Times did an excellent'
job on the coverage. I watched it on a daily -basis and commended
them highly for the job they did. I Oink they covered both sides pro
and con, and generally I applaud thdrn for the effort they inoide.

MR. HARTOG. And the broadcast media, in Our opinion?
M. STANLEY. LikewiSe.
MR. HARTOG. Did you or your newspaper experience any threats or

efforts to intimidate or impede your efforts to inform the black com-
munity and to continue reporting of the issues?

MR. STANLEY. Some of the threats we received, some of our adver-
tisers would receive threats from certain antibusing organizations in
the city in regards to the fact that they were advertising in the paper,
supposedly with a big hint, asked to stop it, but to justify why they
would do it. We had one case where several of our racks on Preston
Avenue in front of a Consolidated store were beaten'out and Ku Klux
Klan papers were put inside in place of ours.

We had a couple other instances where intimidation came across. In
some eases it was subtle, and in some cages it wasn't. We had a lot
of phone calls coming into the office, threats coming into our or-

"114.,
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ganization, and staff wait very tight at that time, so it ,was a'very, very
tense kind of situation. . \

MR. HARTOG. it was very tense? Are there any particularan exam-
ple of any of that you could give the Commission to give us a feel for
the situation? -

MR.: SiiiANLEY. i recail. talking to the advertising director at A&P wheo
advertises with our paper each and every week. He said an antibusing
group had been out to see the president of the itoreand.that they had
become very, i"ery violent and disgruntled when asking him.to, I think
to clOse claim for a day, to sUpport the antibusifig movement and also
'Wag quettioning his-advertising hi the-Louisville Pefender. He was Nery
upset. The meeting broke up. They didni get mach further into it
becaqse of the demands they were placing on hhn, and 'he told Me
A&P was going to stand behind 'us. . .

I also recall that Sue- Connor stood up at one rally and said, "If you
want to know what is going on at the West End, make, sure you read
the Louisville Pefensler.." The next day, some of oufadVertisers called,
to say, somewhat in joking, but also with serioes concern, What effect
this might have, beginning to take our paper to the spotlight and play

,.

with it in the sense--in these lines. ,...

MR. HARTOG. Thank you, Mr. Stanley.
Mr. Morton, does WAVE7TY news, is it onc of the higher rated

among local news shoWs?
Ms., MORTON. I hope ,tio.,
Mi.' HARTOG. Is it the highest in the city at this point, or teently?
MR. MORTON. I think it would depend on What sources you use. If

you arc asking my opinion. I can give you one.
M. HARTOO. Let's move right along. I think I will skip

WAVE-Radio. As 1 know you are 'aware, Mr. Morton, school
desegregation and tbs.-sue of busing are highly sensitive issues which
lend thenutelves to mutli sensationalism. Did your station take any spe.
cial precautions in covering the story in light of its sensitivity? .

MR. MORTON. Yes. There was a lot of time spent, particularly by
news directors, in making sure we covered it fairly and as accurately
as we could.

Ma. HARTOG. Do you get involved in issues, questions of journalistic
ethics, in terms of covering a story and where news ends and sensa-
tionalism begins?

MR. MORTON. I do not.
Ma. MARTO°. Does the station hive any problem, feel there is any

need to explore th issue, with respect to this particular issue, in a
little more detail. a *We more care than it would norinally?

MR. MOR . Perhaps, yes, in this case. But we werethe way we
are sit up, at our stationswe have other stations, Other than here in
Leuisville, and we provide quite a bit of local autonomy. It would be
up to theat all stations, they would know what ouy general standards
are of trying to provide the best possible news services we could and
to be responsible citizens where we operate.

1
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So in each station. each station manager under that broad guideline
woula make sure that his aews director was carrying that policy' out.
In our case, our news director, on ,his own initiativean& he is here,
if you want toJim Keele(can go into greater detail. But he hadthe
monkey was on his back.

MR. Hawroo. In your opinion, is there a line which call be
described, at which point local coverage of school desegregation or
any other sensational issue, whefe stations could step across 'a clear
line of journalistk ethics in covering a story?

Ma. Mairrosl. I don't think you could draw that clear a line. There
is a gray attain there.-

MR. HARTOG: in your opinion, could yciu give us an idea where some
of the difficult questions in that area lie? ..,,,

MR. MORTON. Well, I think putting on as news or as fact things that
have not been substantiate4i1 wciuld certainly be going too far. We took
great care in what we reported as ni factual, we could substantiate-bl.

MR. HARTOG. For example.. woul ,you 'report ruMor ti.4 rumor, but
nenetheless report the rtimor?
'IMR. MORTON. Yes. I think we did in this. case, because they were'

set upagain, Jim Keeler could answer that more precisely.but they
set up a Rumor Control Center.

MR. HARTOG. At the SCh001?
.

MR. MORTON. .Yes, and you had to deal with rumor, but we 'tried
.to, when it was rumor, make sure that the viewer ,and listener knew

that.
MR. HARTOG. Mr. Morton', earlier Mr. Bingham commented upon

the county judge, and in that memo, it also referred to the mayor's
apparent effort to stop county and city employees from speaking to the
Media. I have here, and 1 would like to submit for the record, a
WAVE editorial dated August 14 and 15 which is highly, critical, in

oparticular, of the effort by the county judge. .
(The document referred to was marked Exhibit No. 20 and received

in evidence.). .
MR. HARTOG. In retrospeCt, was this a serious matter?
MR. MORTON. Well, as I recall, it kept us from covering the news

as well as we thought we could, and it presented a problem for the
reporters in getting news quickly. And we were also concerned of just
what role 4udge Hollenbach was trying to fill, that he was trying to
become ainews director for our station, and we didn't like that.

MR. HATIITOG. Thank you. I have no further questions at this IIIIIC.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In testimony that we have received at other

cities, our attention has been called to communitywide committees, in
at least two instances established or appointed by the court in connec-
tion with the court-ordered desegregation. These committees have
been made up of representatives of all segments of the life of the com-
munity: They have had on them persons who were opposed to trans-
portation of pupils under the court order, those who favored it. But
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by and large, the committees were composed of persons who believed
that the court order was a fact of life and That they should Work
together ris a community in an effort to implement the court order in
the most effective possible manner.

.Earlier today, Mr. Brown, who had served as president of .the
chamber of commerce, indicated he had talked to Judge Gordon about
the desirability of establishing such a committee. We understand
further that. this matter was presented formally to Judge Gordon. in
court. Up to now, anyhow. the judge has not taken any action along
this line. ,

. ,

I .would like to ask all three members of the panel wheth,er ydu feel
that at this point in the evolutiOn of desegregation in. Louisville, it
would be- desirable to haVe a corrimunitywide comMittee of this.-kind
brought into being by the judge, or- possibly by other, leaders. in the
community, a comipittee that would be designed to coordinate the af-
firmative efforts to make the' order work as- effectively as possible, in
terms of its impact on the lives of children and young people.

Go ahead, Mr. Bingham.
MR. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I really don't know. It seems to me

that you 'would run the risk of that committee falling at odds with,
-Judge Gordon; in other words, not agreeing With every detail of a

. , ..:,order which he might iSsue.
And the other thing, quite frankly, is that all everybody in this corn--

munity talks about is alternatives. .In other,,Words, it seems to me al-
most everyone ii saying, '.,`,?tnything'but bustng." Frankly, I don't think
there are any alternatiVes-whic i Id. be implemented which could do
the job as successfully for less y than busing Will.

So I think such a committee would probably be doomed to frustra-
tion. If it could come up with something more socially and legally ac-
ceptable than busing, that would be fine. I don't see that on the
horizon.

CHAIRMAN FLEmmiNo./Well, let me make my question clear. I don't
,have in mind that such a committee would laddress itself to alterna-
tives,. What I had in mind was that such a committee would address
itself ko the implementation of the court order as it is now or as it may
be modified.

This is the role of these committees in other communities. They are
not searching for alternatives. They are taking the court order as is
and trying to work within the community to implement it in such a
way as to have the maximum positive effect on the lives of children
and young people. .

MR. BINGHAM. i personally don't know if that would be of any par-
ticular value. I would hope that that task would have been performed
by the school board, so that there would be a direct, positive relation-
ship between the judge and the people who are responsible for what
goes ori in the schools.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. All right.
Mr. Stanley?
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Ma. ISTA,NLEY. 1 thinic.it would probably be an asset. But, also, the
problem still remains' in terms of how it would 'wink out and how ef-
fictive it would be as a result of it.

Once again, the school board has to play a certain role in jt being
effective. So the committee, even though desirable, it would still have
an uphill .road to climb 'because of the associationOnce 'again,- the '.
primary responsibility would be lying between the judge and also the
Jefferson CountY board of education. So they would have to sort oT
work as eatri-party, three 'parties involved in trying to assist one
another for ihe implementatibn of it.

ettmaitaN FLEMMING, Mr. Morton?
ME. MORTON. don't belieife that such:,a committee' would te par-

ticularly effective here. One of the problems that you have,---thaf
stfisck us, thg is, from an editorial inandpoIntis , the great problem
,you luive because of merger of these two huge school districts.

And that 'has presented in itself,se many problems that the outsider
can't begin to grasp. And those Who have had to deal with them inside,
I think the staff of' the school board, it's jUst been monumental in
themselves. I just can't see,"myself, how such a committee would really
be effective at this time.

CHMIIMAN FLEAMING. All ri ght. The first SchOOT year of deSegrega-
.. tion is at an 'end. A/I three members 'of the panel have had an excellent

opportunity to get a bird's-eye view of what has been going on during
the past year. What is your estimate of the past 1,ear in terms of the'
impaet of the implementation of the court-ordered desegregation on
the lives of children and young people?

MR, BINGHAM. I think it hes generally probably had a negative im-
pact on the (*Why of education here. There hai been alubstantial
amount of confusion, especially during the opening incinths' of school
when students went to the corner, waited for the bus, it didn't arrive
or it was hours late. Students went to the wrong schools. I think there
has just been a general confusion associated with busing. And as Mr.
Morton says. I think that, at least 'in part, can be laid to the 'merger
of the ,sity and county school systems. I think that would have oc-
curredlinyway to some extent. ,

1 don't think it has been disastrous for education here. I would say
it has just reduced the quality of education, as it has, as I understand
it. in most other communities during the first year of busing. There is
a great deal of disruption, as there was in Charlotte, North Carolina,
and St. Petersburg, Florida. And after a few years, maybe the second
or third year, things began to settle down. People who are most
violently opposed to the system have probably withdrawn their chil-
dren from the system, and the general rowdiness which may have ac-
companied the first year begins to settle down, and the educational
process begins to set* down, and the educational process begins again
as it should.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. AS you lOOk forward then, to the next year,
you fell there will be an improvement?

,
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?Ma. B Kau. I believe so, There are some people who are- afraid
there will 'be substantial violence, especially violence inside . the
schools. Thi year it was a case of demonstrators on the street, lighting
bonfires throwing rocks and things like that. There is some fear ,

that that Arlo nee may move inside the schools themselves.
I would h not, but I think we always have to be prepared for a

really very pleasant. situation III any tithe, as long as there arc a sub-
stantial num r of people in the comMunity who oppose the busing
order.

CHAIRMAN fLEMMING. WC took testimony this 'Morning from some
students in high Whoal where, at least two instances, a good deal
of eniphasis as plead by= them on the oppOrtunittes that they bad as
a result of segregation or integration, of becoming acquainted with
other culture with persons representing other cultures, gnaw on, and
felt that, from that point of view, it was a very positive experience..

Do You hay, the feeling that that kind of an experience has been
duplicated in o cr schools in the.systerril

Ma: emotwa. Well. I would aisume ,that has been pretty general.
There has been a ratio, not always Meeting the coun order, bat there
has been a ratio of black:and. white students in every school, which,
in many cases was far in excess, representing blacks far in exceiis of
what it: had been before: I ,think that may have happened in many
thousands of cases.

In filet, there are some students who have volimtarily said they want
to go back to the school to which they ware bused this year, thaethey,
want to go baek because they felt they were getting a better education
there. SO I think it Kali had some positive effects, but like sci many
things, the positive effects are hard to find. People seldom get up on
the rooftop* and scream and yell about the positive effects., it is the
things they don't 'like that they raiie hell about. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMI/413. I might say that that ls CHIC Of the reasons that
inall of the cities we have always listened to the testimony of the stu-
dents, because, after all, they are the consumers, and they can provide

' us with that kinctof information.,
Mr. Stanley, would you like to comment?
Ms. STANLEY. 1 foul :the quality of education has definitely

decreased. Unfortunately, the black community 'might be the person
that sort of has to. bear the brunt of that, because maybe they had a
little bit more catching up to do initially. And going iipo the new
system, I think they had maybe more hopes of finding a better quality
education as a result of busing. Consequently', that, in my opinion, did
not cur, and they, unfortunately, have takep a few steps backwards
from where their personal education levels were at that particular
time.

.1 do feel like, though, that the . social education, people exchange,
the new contacts, the new friends, the new teaching experiences, the
new places, as a result of the busing and as a result of the past year
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has helped° tWenictio grow as individuals and to be able to associate
more on a better-perional level with the white commanity, basically,.
at large. 0

But once again, the final, 1 guess, crux of the matter is, the educa-
tional level obtainedby °the students in the schools, being the main
criteria .for the put dui:rational challenge today. This, as a restet, I

teb..think the black -. N ity has not been able to reach that gap which'
bxisted or close it .riv with riny.great deal of emphasis.

Consequently, you have definiteli blacks in the community who are
trying to pick certaii schools foilheir kids to go to if at All possible,
,hoping that certain salmis which have always maintained a high quail-
ty educational tradition, that they could possibly get their children into
this pardoner school. And thisohasn't been able to come about. .

As a result, the board of educatiOn has talked about some possible
traditional schooli as something they are going to start in September,
on what scale I am 'not exactly sure, but it would be a possible interne-

'five to the present existing situation as it exists. As I said, unfortunate-
ly, as it is, and I really believe that the black student his -suffered as
a result of this year of school, school busing as it has been carried,out
'to this po Hopefully, maybe another 2 yeals from now, it will be
ab dike this problem in much better stride.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMINb. Mr. MortonA
MR. MostIoN. ObvioUily, the year was disruptive for students and

for teachers and for parents, anybody else involved. And if disruption
is a bad thing for education, then this obviously had its effect. I rasp-
pose, obviously, 'there were a number of positive experiences, and I .

iniagine you get as many aifferent reactions as' people you interView.
CHAIRMAN Flitatimo. 1141% Horn?
.Vree CHAIRMAN. HoaN. Gentlemen, you are in a unique position as

community leaders that sit atop a wide flow of information that comes
to you. One of the recurring problons'this Commission and others that
look at;civil rights matters try to sort out is what relationship, if any,
exists'between socij4conomic Class and race, in terms of desegresation
of housing, school, employment, Sib forth. f

I wonder, as people who live An Louiriville, rake their homes here,
and have access to survey, polling, and demographic information, hovi
would you answer the qpestion as go the role the socioeconomic class
plays in any of these matters of desegregation in other acliools, as op-
posed to simply race?

Mr. Morton? -

MR. MORTON. I would think 'it would be a fairly large factor, but
that is based on persolaLopinion.

VICE CHAIRMAN HOIRN. How would you support that reaction? I MI
interested in your reaction as a person on the local scene.

Ma. MORTON. Well§ 1 would do it mostly through housing and in
neighborhoods where I think tnit seems to me. 'what 1 have ob-
served--where the socioeconomic levels are pretty 'similar, tliAre'
ignerally isn't too mycil trouble.

8
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN., Would you Cate to add 'to thal, MT. Stanley?'
Ma, STANLEY: I wonder, could you pouibly rephrase that question

for me? I am trying to get the crux of it.
VICE.CHAIRMAN HORN.. Let's give you some analogies. People some-times say, "Look, it isn't the bus that is wrong here; it's white people

don't like having black children go to school with white children."
That is one argument heard. It might be true. It might he tte to aertain degree or varying degree.

The nest argument is the one Mr. Morton said. "Well, it isn't lusta matter of race, it's a matter of poor chifdren being mixed With mid-die class children, whether they are white Appalachians. from Cleve-land ,or poor blacks from some other urban city."
What i am trying to sort out in my own mind is just what is yourview on the siibject?
MR. STANLEY. I think it will have to be dealing with the economic

situation, because of the fact of economics. People who have all' the
opportunity -provided by a substantial base of economic wealth, they;would be able to build up in their own community with these nepdsthey would have. So the economics definitely. has to play a part of it.

VICE CHAIRMAN Holm, Mr. Bingham, would ..you care to add
anything, based on the Louisville experience? How do you look at this
community and the class makeup of the community?,

MR. BINGHAM. Well, I don't have any statistical answer for you. Ithink that your, hypothesis is correct, though. It may be a difference
of expectation..In other words, in some income categories your parents
arc looking for a certain quality of education, whereas in other income
categories the parents May be satisfied with something less. Therefore,
you get an affluent community which is willing to be more active in
PTAs. for instance, and maybe even enrichment of the school to whichtheir children are going. And in some other parts. of the community,
lower income parts of the community, that incentive just isn't there.

%tics CHAIRMAN HORN. MT. Bingham, I noticed.you visited with thepubhshcrs in Boston to get some advice, you prePared guidelines onhow to cover descgregtio. I wonder if another publisher from
another city about to undergo a court order similar to what Louisville
upderwent came to you for advise, could you succinctly give me anidlta of what you would tell . him? Flow iithould he or she cover
desegregation?

...MR. BINGHAM. Avoid it if possible. Seriously, no, succinctly, I don'tththink I can. Our visit to the Bostori Globe, our meetings with them
lasted for *bout 5 hours. A little bit more than that. It took every bit
of that time for Them to tell us all of the problems thin they had had, li
even internal problems in th.eir own news organization.

There is just no easy way. It is expensive, it is time-consuming, it
is eshausting. It is everything that you can think of that goes along\ith a crisis.

.,
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The best very brief answer I could give is, beef up your organization
and make sure that the orgiinization will stand up ander stress. In
other words, take whatever catastrophe you can imagine in your com-
munity and be sure that your newspaper can clover that adequately,
and you win handle busing. And by that, I don't mean for 24 hours
or 48 hours but for the whole year.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. One of the questions ?Ilia frequently arises
has to do with the whole nature of the news media, what is news?
News is conflict; not necessarily the good that man and woman do.
How do you see, ak giving publisher guidelines to an organization,
where the appropriate line should bc drawn?

The 'reason for that question is, when this Commission goes to a city
such as Boston, as the Chairman mentioned, or Denver, or Tampa, we
get students on the- stand, and we try to hit all of the schools in the
area and get a cross section. We don't just go.to south Boston, which
has dominated the television neivs and the front pages of the daily
paPer. .- .. . .

. So', eS 'we listen at these hearings, we hear about a lot of progress
being Made. That story usually doesn't get put to the Nation, at large.

'411"'it might get out locally, depending upon the particidar approach of the
media lOcally. So what I am interested in is, how do yod adviw a news
organiiation as to what really is news, and is it simply when people
are 'Piffling each other over the head?

.
I

MR. BINGHAM. Well, mifortimately, that always is news. I think we
in Louisville at the newspaper, and also at the flosion Gtobe, mmle a
sincere effort to try to give tile -.big picture. in other words, on' the
opening day of schools, if there had been violence in one e.th

' schools, we woUldn't have had a .headline sayihg, "VioleA in
Schools," and had no mention of what went on in all the other un-
drekof schdots which were peiceful. i .

In oiher words, wc trietj to balance it in a Way which I have to admit
. is not the normal news judgment. To give you an example, if one air-

plane crashes at Standiford Field, no newsman' or television reporter
would say. "Well, one airplane crailhed, 79 landed safely." that is just

Silliot the way news is managed. But when you do get into a highly emo-
tional situation like this, where people want to know everything about
it, the best thing is to give them information which you would not nor-
mally consider news. .

\tics CHAIRMAN HORN. Has your paper, say, covered student reac-
tion in elementary or secon II +I schOols as to the progress, ,or lack of
progress, for that matter, the tudents might feel has been made, or
are you mostly dealing with the ult Community outside the schools?

MR. BINGHAM. Well, I think large oar coverage has had to do.with
the school° board itself and teachers We'have had articles in the.
newspaper, a series of arlicles written y students, about their personal
experiences in each school. And I thi k those were particularly effec-

,
tive, until either classmates or teat or somebody got to somo of

,
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these kids and asked them. to be a little bit less candid. And, frankly,
they got A° be prettynot very useful after that.

Vice CHAIRMAN Hogs& 1 wonder, Mr. Morton, would you mire to
add anything, based on how a television "station shoidd cover
desegregation, based on your own experience?

MR. MORTON. Again, trying to cover it as broadly as you can, you
don't have youryou 4ave got time limitations. We tried to delve be-
hind the scenes. dealing in some. More human aiipects of it. Ai the
beginning of the school year. We did a special hour program on how

-.the busing order affected the lives of a lot of different people who
were involvedstudents, teachers, parents, bus drivers.

And wc did a followup on that just a few weeks ago, of where they
. ; were. And it was kind of interesting, betause the results of those par-

ticular people that we had chosen somewhat at rawkim were, for drus
most' pan, quite positivey They had gotten through the year a little
better and it was on a high note. But the public reaction to the pro-

. . gram wax that we just whitewashed it.
.

That, is not what had happenedeat sQ. All we ,were doing was being
faitual, going back to those particulsr people. We weren't pretending
it was an actual portrayal of what really did take firke.

VICR CHAIRMAN HORN. We found' in Boston, in both the print and
media, that the local media had been fairly rexponsible in how

they covered it, looking 'not simply at persons who hit each other but
the more positive aspects of desegregation.

One of the problems that arose in the coverage of Boston is that the
national television Media or national print media, but primXrily televi-
sion, then discovered Boiton, came upon the scene. The feeling was
that the negative sides were escalated in that particular situation,
which, in turn, pressured the local television media to become much
more sensational than it had-been. Did you find a similar evolutioO in
Louisville?

MR. MORTON. Nb. When the networks came, they were verly -sensi-
tive to this issue and tried to present as balanced a picture is they
could. But once violence erupted, and there was violence, they put it
on, and it %yea there. But I don't believe, to my knowledge, we didn't
feel any pressure to sensationalize. And the violence wagb looking
back, fairly isolated in a reasonably short time. So I don't think it was
quite the same thing that happened in Boston.

We wererO trying to avoid violetwc or saying it didn't take place,
but we tried to put it into the perspective, as Mr. Bingham said, in the
newspaper, the perspective of everything that was going on in the com-
munity.

VICE CHAIHMAN HORN. I have heard hearsay. and I would like to ask
any of you three gentlemen about this next quest*. The charge was
matilisind, as I say, it was not in direct testimony before the Commis-
sion; it was hearsay; therefore you take it with a grain of flak, but. I
woidd like to knot* if you have heard of similar instancesdiet some

7,
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to implernent in the fall of 1975, and I think it caught everybody

. quite frankly. All of us could have -been better prepared:, Now, 0
With another year Of pm:oration, I don't know if we would have
avoiyted much of the violence ,we had this year. We might have, but
*that is a matter of conjecture. I think that at some pont there 'are ele-
ments in the community which defy all authority, and it doesn't really
matter what the mayor or county judge or publisher or president of
a television station or anyone says. If there is something going on they
don't like, they are going 16 get out and demonstrate, and they are
going to demanstrate violently.

So even with another year, I don't think we would have amok:tell an
the violence. It is possible, however, the police would have been better
prepared, and the' whole coniiii nity would have been pit:pared for
busing.

COMMIER S412MAN. Any thew comments?
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of the reporters: and I don't -know if, it was print or .vishal media, in
coveting some aspects. Of the demonstrarOid attempt to egg cm,
shq11 wp say. black people who might have bècn an the sidewalk or
whaeJer when this deMonitration was odcurring, presumably. 0 get a

that involved conflict.
Did any'sueh incident occur in Ltitilsville, to yoUr knowlediter,
MR. MORTON. Niit to my_ knowledge and not to'any af our reporte

.Better not have.
NR. STANLEY. Not...to 'my knowledge either.. -,

Ma BtkottAst. No, and it would be' a-viiilatimi -of our guidelines if
it did. .

Vics CHAIRMAN 11ORN. Thank, you."
CHAIRMAN VLEMMING. Contmissioner Freenian?
Cosissisi1ol4Ett FREEMAN. No questions.
CHAIRMAN Ftiststoto. Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SAMMAN. gentlemen, as br. Horn, I belieVe,,

. ,

pointed maw you .are in a unique position to have the pulse of the can-
Inunity. I wcuider 'whether you could comment on what point, what
was it quit contributed to .the breakdown of Community leadership and
community efforts to maint the peace of the community? When did
it fall apa Why did that n?

MR. Bmk,M. I mai go b4ck a bit farther than'ea specific point, b`ue
it seems to me'thet during much of the spring of, 1975, most people
here were under the impression that the court order would require im-
pleMentation in the fall of 1976. In other words, we would have a
whole year to implement plans and prepare the community and the
schools and so on, that' we would have 1 year of merging the city and
county school districts, and ten the next year we would haVe busing..
That was my impression whell I went'to Boston in March and the Im-
pression of many other people. .

Then early in the sunifer, the order came down that we were going
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MR. STANLEY. I thilik ids°, probabittwas a series of things mat
happened, whik the merger definitely an effect on it, the titer, that
wO didn't have time to adeRuately prepare, also, I.don't think atOody
could Judie the resentitient which .was brewing, sort of, in the commu-
nity on a day-to-day kind of basis.. .

it just simply became a pOwder keg which continued to g)ow, con-
tiniied to be fed, and sort of exploded at various points in thri'7iot and
disturbances that occurred. Even -through all the efforts of many or-
ganizaticins, the news media as well;'to, try to calm and quell and edti-
oate the best possible-and be a loading force and to- remain calm here
in the 'community. those nicessary 'ingredients to provide a clash WO
already. unfortunately, been releasal.:So they...existed in the communir
ty.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. But there was effort under the organize,
tion called CALM that writs initiated and then stopped, as I undetsland

-it, to transmit and convey to the community the responsibility, etc. We
found in other communities, where less than Louisville, you had a
large segment more vigorously Oilposed quip others, and would as-
sume Louisville isn't tOo different than Tampa or BrIston or
Denverand I am not sure Boston is the best example, but. certainly
Dinver _and Tampawhere the community ,ieadership came together,
business, religioos, labor, the media,. end did make a vigorous effort

-to tell the Community that whether you like it 'or not, this is the law
of the land and we are going to observe it, and we are going to do
it peacefully.

But at one point, all the efforts of community leadership began to
cease, TV spoti stopped, everything fell, apart, so to speak, which niay
have contributed to the sense of intimidation and fear that began to'
grip the community. What produced that, I wonder?

MR. STANLEY. I can't put my finger on the point as to what actually
produced 'that breukdown, which is what you are looking for, but it
did happen.

But I do think theonce again, the community that was working
toward this CALM effort totally unescaleted. The other party, Ute
other side that was not listening, that was totally upset, that was tery
angry, very bitter about what happened and what was getting ready to
happen, and, consequently, it caught everybody across the board from
A to Z, and all kinds of organizations. totally off guard.

Very, very small flash, some words here, police Mere, people in the
street here, a school here, a few things here and there. You have an
explosion, you know, of individuals against the police. Unfortunately,
it was a very, very bad situation. So that's the way I saw it. .

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. MortOn?
MR. MORTON. I really can't answer yoir question.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. In terms of next year, is there anything

that you think over these few months of the summer ought to be done
to prepare once again for the opening of school in September?
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MR. BINGHAM. CIL Ilia By don't believe that we can advcIise our -
way out of trouk. An organization like CALM is commend k, but'
when people feel as strongly and emotionally as thec do abo
issue.1-don't ^think you can even reach those people. As Mr. Stanley
says, they are not listeninv

I ihink the best thing for next year is for the schools to give the peo-
ple assignment* as soon as possible, be as flexible as possible where
there art reasolnable cases for transfer, and just try and keep people`
as Wily inf iicdi possiyk, and also try nOt to build up false hopes.
Every time 104 politician comes up with three new ways to solve the
busing problem and then nothing happens, you have a lot of people
out there whosenistratient are raised another notch.

I think if we can get the commnnity to face the fact that we are
going to hove to have:integrated schools, that we going. to have
to do it by busing,, unless somei;odyj can come with some other
waywhich no one can foreeee at.41[l s pointI th k that that would
be the best thing that could happen to us.

CostinSsioNse fiot.TzstAN. One final question. Do feel 7that in
general, across the community, there is confidence the capability of
the law enforcement agencies here in town. i county, the police?'

Ma. BireonAti Yes: I feel there is. I thi that they are much better
off than they were when the busing ord when the schools first went
into session.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Minority ommunities, too, have con-
fidence?

MR. Elmotwo. Well,. now, I'm not too about that. We have had
o few incidents here which have racial o rtones which I think have
undermined the relationship between the black community and the po-
lice, especially in the city Of Louisville. But I think, generally speaking,
as regards the schools and the ability of the police to protect the
schools from violence, I think that 1.he community has a pretty fair
feeling about thin.

MR. STANLEY. Speaking from the minority community view stand-
point, I would hove to say they do not have confidence jE the police
and the ilituation. Unfortunately, it is that way. It goeS bacic very, very
far. I guess ever sincewell, you can't actually pinpoint any particular
situation, excepi there has been a believability gap between the black
community and the police department. I am sure this is not only here
in Louisville but across the country.

So you come into a situation involving busing, then you add on to
an al-readysituation which isthe complex problem of the busing
situation, which simply works to make it worse, a worse situation,
which has not been corrected. As Mr. Bingham was saying', there have
been some incidents which have occurred which once again have
added more Nei to this whole fire.

I believe there are some efforts on the part of the police department
to correct some of their situations, and although, unfortunately, they
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are not obis, to correct diem fast enough and with enough believability
to gain the 'support, of the black Community.

This is a situation which does exist, and h was one which we art
'living in from day to day, a sort of. day-to-day -kind of thing stile whatis going to blipped next to trigger a very art of explosive kind of iitua
tine between the police and the black- inanity: So this is my esti-
matiOn of the Way that I see the picture Irkregarda to -the police situa-

.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
eostutssioNza Rutz. Mr. Bingham, I listened to your ,testimoq.that

you tried to balance the news on the opening days, and that mint have
been, indeed, a very difficult task, like trying to balance on a scale a

-300-pound porton to a much lighter person, because the loudest vokrsWere at that time shrilt and tumult, which sometimes do. not represent
a true cross-section'Of the majority of the community on true balance, .

even though it may be the only available news.
Now; there is anether segment of OUT coipmanity. a pOptilatiOnwhich is oftentimes referred to by news sources as "the timid tax-

payer." He doesn't make news He's characterized usually by the press
as kind of a mousy person, the ultimate sucker, but the paragon of our
American stability.

Now, taking you away from that focusand we have been listening 4

to testimony now where-people arc beginning tO reason; now there iscalm and now you have a different type of background. And taking
.6* ihto consideratio having gone to Boston where an assignnient

was made with to this sector, do you believe that at this time
when there is less emotion and less steam, would not bc the proper
time for all media, television as well as the press, to begin to educate
by covering success steries which have taken plaedin areas of
desegregation, including your own community, and whicE are facts, as
you mentiowd, which can be substantiated?

Would it be harmful to your circulation to assign some talented per-
son to this area for full coverage in giving both sides news coverage,
and pronipting more thought? I .think this would be provoking. Maybe
you have already done it, l .don't know. But don't you think it would
be if your newspaper set 'aside for that specific purpose such
type f talent? Mr. Bingham?

Ms.\ BINGHAM. Well, sir, we have reporters who are already assigned
,to the schools specifically for the purpose of trying to ascertain what
is goin on in the schools, that is, until the schoc4 session was over.
I think the worst thing that can happen to the news media, either
tclevisiØn or newspapert or radio, is fty people to get the Impression
that we have assigned some reporter to go out and ffral the good news
about srything.
\ConsussioNsa Rutz. No, you assign anotber reporter to get the bad
news, rike they did in Boston, where you went for collaboration and
advice, where thcy assigned both sides of the 'problem. And than you
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eannot be criticized.r1 have lead adijorials and right next to the edi-
torial policy of the newspaper, a lambasting criticism of what the edi-
torial says. Presenting balance, Pm talking about. r

MR. BINGHAM. We had that in the Couriér-Jounsal this morning in
a letter by someone who suggested that I go to Moscow. where I be-
long.

CossaussioNia Rutz Well, this is what I am talking about, sir, not
that you go to Moscow, no.

f Laughter.1
MR. BINGHAM. When shall I leave? I really don't think 'you ought to

assiga anyone to an aspect of the news. Whether Boaton did It og.
whether anyone else does It, I don't think you ought to tell one, re-
porter, "You're going out and find the bad new!, and we are going
to let these other reporters go ois and find the.good news." I think
every-reporter should cover the news as he or she sees it. In other
words, your good news reporter may get into a school where there is
bad news. What ? Doti he thin Isar and wait for another re-
porter to come co t story?

I don't think it is an effective way to cover the news. What is more,
I think the good news reporter, as soon as ha or her by=lin'e became
well known, most people who oppose busingand these are the
you really want to reach, you want to tell them the truth what's
going on in the schoolsthey are not going to read it any more. They
are going to say. "There is one of those puff pieces."

Commissar:Ea Ruiz. I arn talking about an educational process
where everybody is calm, cool, and collected at this time, and when
you can get news on balance, which you stated that you wanted to get
at a time when you couldn't get balanced news.

MR. BINGHAM. I don't think peoRle are as eaIM- and cdol and col-
lected asskthat. They are just not rioting in the streets. I think if you
have any statics in the paper identified as from the reporter on the
good news 'stories on busing, you are going to lose your readership.

The best way to get this is to say, "Here is what happened at
Appleton 'High School," or othis is what happened at Centril," and
then give them both sides. I just think that that's the best way to im.
press people of the fact that the newspaper is trying-to tell them the
whole story and not that you have to look over here for the good news
and over there for the bad.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz Let's go to your example. At a high school
there is trouble. You send a reporter out where there is trouble, and
you say, "Give them both sides." Now, how about sending a reporter
out to where there-are successes and saying. "Go out there and give
both sides"?

MR. BINGHAM. WC have done that.
Cosistissiornia Rui.z. You have?
MR. BINGHAM. Yes.
Cossitissioruia Ruiz. Okalf. No more questions.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you. Thank you very, very much for
coming here and sharing the views that you have gained, from a
important vantage point. I. can assure you that it will be very helpful
to us as we carry forward this nationwide study. Certainly, you have
helped us get a better understanding, a better feel of tte situation here
in Louisville. We are very grateful,

M. HARTOG. Our next witnesses are Sister 'Eileen Egan. James
Miller, and Eugene Petrick, all members of higher ,education. I would
like to remind the Commissioners that we will be questioning all three
witnesses as presidents of their colleges arid then excusing Sister Egan
and Dr. Miller to go to some very important meetings. Dr. Petrick has
weed to stay, and at that point we can question him as president of
the Community Consensus Committee.

ISister Eileen Egan, James Miller. and Eugene Petrick were sworn.1

TESTISIONY (W smut EILEEN EGAN, PRESIDENT. SPAIDING COLLEGE;
AMU ROLLER, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OE LOUNVILLE; EUGENE PEMICE.

PRESIDENT, RELLARMINE COLLEGE

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Before the attorney begins asking questions,
may I express to Dr. Miller our very deep appreciation for his
hospitality and the hospitality of his colleagues. We appreciate it very
much.

M. MILLER. We are very glad to have you with us, Dr. Flemming.
I think every State university should be more than eager to contribute
to hearings of this sort and to the public good. I am sure what you
ar doing is of outstanding importance, not only to the country, but
to Louisville.

ToG. Dr. Miller, has the University of Louisville taken a
position relating to school desegregation in Louisville and Jefferson
County?

MR. MILLER. No, except that we belkeve in peaceful education and
we believe in quality. We believe in supporting the law. Aside from
that, there has been no official position. I myself, as **member of the
community, have signed the community pledge along with a good
many others.

MR. HAirroa. Thank you. What role do you think institutions of
higher education, such as the University of Louisville, which is very
much involved in the community, do yoir think they could possibly and
conceivably play in the school desegregation process?

MR. MILLER. Well, of course, we are very closely concerned with all
aspects of the educational community, and we want to see education
halm as much impact and have as much quality as possible in this com-
munity. Because we do have a school of education which trains both
at the undergraduate level and graduate level a high proportion of the
teachers in this area, we are concerned, through our school of educa-
tion, through our professors, with all aspects of operation of the school
system.

7
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We have worked very closely with Superintendent Grayson and with
'the teachers in all of the schools. We operate jointly with the board
of education the Educational Park immediately to the north Of-this
building, which is owned by the board of education and operates in-
many ways like a Set of laboratory schools.- for' the University Of
Louisville.

Also, on the other end, we . receive the students who are to
-producti of the educational system of the county. And we recogntie
the strength arid shortcomings of' the training we give -them and our

. teachers and the products of the school system, because in 'many cases
we do have tci make up by remedial education of various sorts the
deficiencies in language, mathematici, and other background, which

'some of the students dO not have but,which is essential forthem be-
fore they go to college and graduate education.

So we are at both ends of the loop, as -it were, and to the extent
that we have been able, as part pf the educational community, to pro-
vide some stability and some leadership in this difficult situatim that
Louisville has been in, all of us, faculty and administration, tave tried
to contribute.

We have provided a forum at this university for all points 'of view
on the matter of busing, Mtegration, to be expressed during the last
year; open forums sponsored by Judge Hollenbach, the county judge,
with support from the city whichin an effort to present various alter-
natives to busing and constructive approaches to hikher quality in edu-
cationand*Iso forums sponsored by the religious community within
the university, the ecumenical center and campus ministry, to present
other points of view, and a series of different seminars and lectures
and so on, attesnpting to make available as an open forum this univer..
sity on this critical matter before the community.

MR. HART00. Based upon your school's fai keitcnsive involvement
with the Jefferson County public, sahciols, c you please give us
some of your observations regarding the implementation of the,school
desegregation order in Louisville and Jefferson County? For example,

fparticularly the administrative problems faced !is a result *If the July
and August orders.

Ma. MILLER. We recently had the opportunity to meet here at a
lunch at the university with the superintendents of schools in this
county and several other surrounding counties. On that occasion, I
took the opportunity to say that I knew of very few people anywhere
who had a more difficult admi?istritive problem than the problem fac-
ing Superintendent Grayson, wiie was relatively new on his job when
merger and integration occurred all at the same time.

And I think that it was an almost impossible task to achieve what
has been done.. It has been done with great dedication on the part of
the administration involved. -Certainly, it has been far from perfect, but
nobody would say that it has 1Ken. But considering the brevity oflime,
which has been'emphasited, as 1 know, by those who testified earlier
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today over and- over again. I really do not see how we. were able to
.w.uni get through as well as we were in this county. It was largely due to

the efforts of everyone concerned, and especially, in my estimation,
Superintendent Grayson.

Bat I do believe that it was difficult to achieve this with such short
, even though there were those who were aware that this might
and there had been various plans and alternatives inspected

blicly When the court order was handed down, the number of days
llist were observed that were left,the educators in the county system

/ were faced wfth almost impossibk difficulties./ HARUKI. Thank you.
Sister Eileen. has Spalding"College, as an institution, token a position

with respect to school desegregation in LoOlsville4effenon County?
SISTER EILEEN. Yes.
Ms. HART004 What is that position and how is it expressed, pleaSe?
Swart EILEEN. Early on, *wlien the task force for peaceful desegrega-

k n
member, as were my colleague& $ think at a there. brought
tion formulated a stament r**hikophy and 4 was a

the statement back to our faculty, at a meeting et the administrative
staff and faculty, and resented it..to them with a statement exPlaining
italsource and its frirrpose,,end asked them if they would sign a state-
meat, if they were, willing, individually, which would, say after having'
read the statemink- ain willing that Spalding College annove the
task force statement of &la and that it thereby become an 'tredve part
of the task force Ter peaceful disegreget1on,7 and. asked that those
signed forms, if the 'individuals wished to sign thetn, be returned to my
office.

They were returned., Just about$ percent of them arrived. So we-,
-did as an institution, as well as personally sign the statement of a

..,task force for peaceild desegregation.
"Ms. HARUKI. Mr. Chairman, we would like to submit that position

for the record. .

CHAIRMAN Ftssustfro. Without objection, that will be done.
[The document, re(erred to `was marked Exhibit No. Wand received

in evidence.)
Ma. HART90. Thank you. Arc there any other activities at Spalding

College you are taking with respect to the school desegregation
process? For example, dift you sign a community pledge?

SISTER EILEEN. Yes.
MR-HART00. Anything.plse in that direction?
SISTER EILEEN. We signed the conimimity pledge. It is hard to tell

what is the whale institution and vfhat is individuals within the institu-
tion. We have in our statement of purpose a goalsexpreued to alleviate
within an educational setting racism and poverty, to the degree that
is possible for us, and to promote peace in our society.

So individuals in the college faculty have written' the local
newspapers. The college faculty. in fact, got a task force together, feel-
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ing that this siatement was not sufficiently strong. They got together
to try to formulate their own, but then decided that this one was the
only one they could go with at that time. So it is kind of internal. 1

ckin't think there is any other public statement.
We have established eitucational programs for individual rneMbers or

the minority community back in the latelatter half of the %Os. We
established a."Better Chance Proeram,".' which was to involve students,
particularly studentf of the black race, after their sophomore and
senior year in high school to interest them in the profession of nursing.
Sr! thaeprogram stopped when the _Federal program began, which
flinded students in that area.

We hive had a self-help program, which we inaugurated in 1970,
which brought into the college eight minority . students as freshmen,
who were willing to work sonic 12 hours per week in exchange for a

. scholarship. Six of those students finished and the other two drOpped
out for a while, but they are in progress toward a degree. That is the
kind of,program ,i4C have been into for some time. It is earlier than`
the present crisis.

MR. HARTOG. It is my understanliing your school has programs in-'
volving Centre HighSchool.

SISTER BL4N Yes. We are downtown, as you probably know. So
we have cl

X.
geographic closeness, to a heavy percentage of

Minority sti4lents. We have a special relationship with the, counselor
at Central High School in order to identify promising students who

. might' otherwise not be considering college who might thereby' be en-
couraged to. come to.college.

MR. HARToo. Think you. Jutt one last question. You indicated,.
believemaybe did not hear you correetlythat your colleagues are
also on the task ? Or did! mishear that?

MR. PETRICK. I = one.
Ma HARTOG. t' Miller was not?
MR. MILLE
MR, HARTOG. Thank you. That was my next question of Dr. Petrick,

the same question as to the other college presidents. What was the na-
ture of Bellarmine College's involvement?

MR. PETRICK. I would like to make a distinttion. In a certain sense
there was no corporate involvement in Bellannine College since we
don't see ourselves as a direct agent of social change, but we do see
ourselves as an indirect agent .or social change. We are primarily a
teaching institution, so fundamentally. I would hope, we are Instilling
in our students a concern .for social justice. I think we are doing that
through verious courses we-offer.in ethics and philosophy and so on.

Our campus ministry program was qqite actively involved and
worked for the principle ef peaceful desegregation through preaching
at' the services on Sunday and during the' week, through involvement
of student volunteers, and so on. We made our facilities available to

'groups like the Peace and Justice Commission of the Archdiocese of
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Lo Uisville. which waa an ititporlant part of the Task Forte on Peaceful
Vssagregation. The Community, Celt Sus Committee' also met there.'
This haa -been mentioned earlier,

.

I think the-.-perhapi the critical thing we-didjog to tri to-establish
clitiiiite,bt freedom within which individuals iffight ;become involved

without aihar of reprisal. 1 wits involved at.a number of points as
- an. individual. A Member of our librery staff wet involved. MembeP,

olthitimpus rOinlatry.progrant Were involved.
We 'had a member of our political science faculty invelvesi in a

-number of ventures of this type. Also, although me did not make a cor-
porate conunitment in terms' of the hoard of trustees passing.a policy,
the climate is such that I think thcre Were many points of inyolvement.:
Bet they would be identified more as individual 'involvemcnts as a
result of, a kind of climate that exists at Bellarmine.

Ma. -"IRMO°. Thank you. Doctor. I have no further questions at this
time,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn?
VICE ,CIIAIRMAN. HORN, I would just like to ask each of, you ,pre-'

sidents, in terms of the teacher education component at yoet respec-
tive institutions, to what degree did eithet the school of education. or ;

. department of edutatiOn require, the students t4at thevgniduated,prior
to the desegregation order to have some, experiesice in, ptirnerilv,or
partially, black elementary and secondary scOols during their practice, 1U:itching period? _.

4,1a. Priests. Let me respond -first of all by SaYing I am not ,sure,
I can't really give in honest, direct answer to that statement.

MR. MILLER. This is part of the general orientatien of our sehool of
education. I should point out that the university has blion integrated.

I since 1951,. one of the earliest ttniversities in the South to be in-
tcgrted Ttiere has been kiripid increlse in' the numbet'of black stu-
dents, so that bi next fan 'we expect-to-have Tore black students frOm-
kentucky'in this university that in any other university in the State,
probably let or 11 percent, which roughly compares, to the percentage.

,of blacks in the total county.
Still, we &Met feel that we are doing in adequate job in terms of

this orientation with the university. It is to be expected, and itcertainly
is the policy of the schdol oU education that practice teaching and
other experiences deal with these problents and be carried aut in situa-
tions such as multiracial. This is just a standard practice in recent
years. I wouldn't say it was true.a long way hack.

VIET CHAIEM.AN Hentativr---Egan?
&STIER En.wi. 1 am - not sere that I know the whole picture. I do

know 'that' in- thesoPhontore year, the students who are majoring inr-
education, were obligedwhen the system was an detity -in hi- own
'right, they had a very innovative educational programand every stu-
dent in the editcational department was obliged to observe kdays dur-
ing the sophomore year in the inner city schools which were involved
in thls innovative eiduational school program:

,

.-
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In addition, in tlat soithiamore ,year they are also' invited to at
tend7or I suirpose it ia part 'of the program to attend\ three different
kinds of, schoOlsschoob in the county, stiburban kind of school, an; -.

. Omer city school, and then a school that has a kind of Mixed studenti
Actually, the nen* year when they do their 'own' choice, they make.
their own-choice of a school in which to do their student teaching.: .

The director of the .student teachingt however:is herself a ferniei
inner city principal and.. in 'line with our "colmnitment..-We .have -en-
couraged partidipation by our students;' feeling that tliei--Aay tiring

:something of value tothat situation.
.1/tba CHAIR/4AM ,HORN the reason.I aik -that -fs that as or university

president *he -his dealt with selMols 'Of education, I arn well aware
thitt4ortletimes those we have on out facultica, if they might have been

. hired' 20 years ago-or so..aris not completely in tune with the dramatic
deVelopments that ard occurring itethe urban publia 41001;

Too, often, potential teacheri in their practice teaching ire gradu-
ated without any multiraciakniulticultural, bilinguil sensitivity. I think
if change Ii going to be- made, Often it takes presidential leadership

--because *you cannot wait for the' facultr tO do it-voluntarily, That is
.

why I am juit curious what had been, done prkIr 'to the desegregation
order.

PT...Miner?
MR..MILLER. 1 dGII7i Ineall to say that we are by any means pertect

. .
.

in this,1 think these art members of our faculty who are conservative :
or are unwilling to change. conedning educational methoda, indepen-
dent of racial issues. Some still have attitudes:they bave had for IL 'good
many years which rmay not be gesponsive to the present situafien :on,
racial itsues as well. But I think the overall policy is fairlY clear. .

MR. PETRICK, I think in f011oAng up, Mr. Horn, On your subsequent
remarks,. it rs Safe .to .say that:the type of-situation you are deacribing
does not exist at Bedarmine College. I do not knoiv the :specifics of
just what done, but we don't have any old mossbacks who are
unaware of the,realities of the modern day world.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.X011111111111011CTAIliZ?

.COMMISSIONER'R1112. 1 have no questions.
CHA1RMAN-FLEMMING. COMIIIisSioner F=11111117
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I have no questionsk,
NAIRMAN FtEM*MINCY. CommiSSIGKerSSliZnIall?
C-6MMISSIONER SALIKMAN. No qUestions.

.CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. My princjpal interests were expressed very ef-
fectively by COMmissioner Horn by his 'question, because I do feel
there, is 4.treinertdous opportunity,as. far as the institutions of higher
education are concerned, ro recognize that we are going to have in-
tegrated education and to. prepare studelits for that kind of art ex-
perience. It seems to me the whole systeni of practice teaching, and
so on, does provide Unusual opportunity alongthat line,

Pi
44.
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We recogniers, that you are all under time pressures, in some cases
. .

lather Unafraid ones, Prat We ,are therefore very gratitfid for your,.
wilhingn ILt. III Mtn our sc.hedttle and to come here and be with us
this afternoon.

Mittaa. We are pleased to have . the opportunity to interact 4

with a ComMission that represents 'so ,much, joint, Combined edur.a.
tional experience in a presidential role and appreciate your.COmments,

, I am surewe will pay attention in our future aCtivities.
CHMILMaN FLEMMING. Think you very, very much.
Swan Emus. Thank you. It's been pleasure.-

FLtoinattio Ali hearing will--Texcuse me.
V
Ma. MATO°. Dr. Miller and Sister Egen, yob are exoused re have

sonic remaining questions for Dr. Petrick on the mr. Dr. Petrick,
what is; or perhaps was is a better term, the Community Consenpus

..Committee? tMa. Pititsct. Let me try to gil you a'b..little bit of background on"
that. I Was in Louisville for $ months, at Which time I was asked by
Mayor Sloane and :Itidge itolleithach to become a member a a city-

ty Community. gime** Com,initree whiar was deseribed in a
relesUie on meich 7, 74.1 Essentially, the 'committee was

established in order fe lenge as counsel to the elecied officials to
identify. communiiy Concerns of one type or another, to try to .build
cpnsetiaus ,_related to these Concerns, and toU to communicate .that
consensUs to the elected 'officials. -';

The Cemattee began under the guidance of. the Lamar Society, and
1 suspect that the particular' form of activity was actually determined
or. established by the Lamar Society and was accommodated by the
mayor and 'the judge:

MR. HAltroo. Do you kciow if the idea originated with the Lamar
Society?

PElluca. I am not certain of that. %11 really dotiPt linew the
origins. tlyit part" of ,the origin is rather foggy; f have a suspiciah that
the connection there may be *rough a member of the newspaper who
is also a member of the Lamar Society. He's , on thli board and alit

, a. close friend of the 'elected official. So .Isuspect it may have- beep
soMe dynamic of that type that led to slie formation of thp committee.

MI!. HAIM°. Weft the members apOinted to:the CCC?
Ma. Prnme. Yms, by-the mayor .and judge. ,

Ma HARTOG. Were theie mernbers a cross-smion of the communi-,
ty? -

Ma. Parma. Yes, they represented% rather wide crosaiTeciion, both
in terms of baCkground, affiliation, and geographic representation. So
we had several Students, vie . had people representing the academic
'community, tic business community, labor, just community leader;,
P eople who ve been outspoken an conummity issues, and-ao on.

Ma. HARTGO. The threefold objective of the CCC is to identifS, con-
cern*, develop-consensus, and communicate these to the parties who .

I.
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established the CCc:.-vhich, is, 14 the way, the mayor and county
judge, is that correct? They appoint-the persons to the CCC?

MR. PElloc14( Yen, Originally they appointed the membership. jihat
is'correct.

Ma. HARTOCI. Now, the stated purpoae that you read from the press
release, was that the purpose which-you understood, in 'fact, the CCC'
to be: *both?

Ma. PsTakyt. Well; this is thethis was the overtlY stated purpose,
and this was stated rather consistently. I must admit:durt there Wee al-,
ways an impression that the committee had .been formed primarily to
deal with the desegregation isittle.-.But,, agizin that is a petsenal impres7.
sion. I think that may have been theimpressicm' of some other mem-
bell.

Ma. Morro°. Couki you give Us some of the evidence which sup-
,ports that info.tmation?

MR. PETRICK. Well, this isagain, recognize this.as personal impres-
sion, okay? And I am nnt trying to Say anything more than this. This,
obviously, was a major concerti in the. community at the time, so in
fairness, we have to say that was a major concern+,

The evidence that I would bring forth is that there War; much
questioning hi the eirly dayi of the committee whether this committee.

. had, in fact, beeà formed to deal with the desegregation issue. So the
evidence- I would bring that there was at least this feeling in the com-
mittec is that the question had been asked any number of _times, and ,
the response generalliwas ao, thlt it was not formed far this purpose,
but it was formed far a More.general purpose. -

. Additional evidence that I would bring to support the .assertion Is
that when it appeared 'that the committee might not play a ma** role'
in the desegregation issue, that some of the support was withdrawn. .

MR. HARTCKA."We Will get to 'that, I thini, iturraznce, but there are
a couple ,questions before 1 get into that wi of sum:ion. You ikak
became the president of the orgenization, is that correct?

M. PETRICK.. Yes. What occurred is, for some times we operated
nndersomewhai infonna14iinder the joint chairmanship of The
maior and judge with Dr. Rose, president of the LaMar Society, play-
ing a stronk consulting role and, in fact, informally often acting as the
Zhairman of the committee. The Lamsir Society, for its reasons which
I cannot identify neeessarily7-1 just dohtt knew what they are,
probably related to fundins or whateverbegan a withdrawal around
September of 1974 -and expressed its opiniop that it could no longer

crsuppon the activity of the Consensus CMnmitt9e to the same level as
it had in the past in terms of manpower Coming in, primarily in the
persons of Dr. Rose and Dr. Wayne Braden and a staff person who
was acting as a secretary.

And at that point, the comMittee incorporated as a separate entity.
We incorporated some time in September, 1 believe. If I am recalling
this correctly, it wei around September 27, somewhere near the end
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_ of Septeniber, at which time I was ekcted president of the corpora-
-skin. probably becattie I had not exhibited enough good sense to keep
quiet prior to that.

Mit. %MOO. You had riot been keeping qUiet over the question of
leadership?

MR. PETarcx. Well, that was part of ik I am stating it in kind of an
offhand way. 1 don.) mean to imply anything by that other than the
person Who is most vocal often ends up int.The position of president
or ebalrman of a committee. That is essentially what happened.

I had been. prier to being elected president of the Consensus CoM-
Mince, I bad been asked by the mayor and judge ,to serve as chairman
of the Public Information Committee, and we had been trying to, gear
up some mechanisms in anticipation of a pending-court order. We had
been Oaring up same mechanisms to try, at least to try, to cool the
Comintelity and effecta peaceful implementation' of the dicler.

HArtme. The Public Information CoMmittee of the Community
Consensus Committee? . .

MR. PETRICK. 11 was a subcommittee. I had been chairing that,.
'd MR. fr4ourroo.1 see.

MR. PETRICK. Right. And that. is what gave me the opportunity to
'be vocal.

H*rroo. 1 see.
MR. PETRICK. We had geared up, and just about when WC Were

ready to try to implement, as best we could with the limited resources
we had, a plan, which I would be happy to provide, we had the Detroit
[U.S.] Supreme Court decision, and so the thing cooled somewhat.

MR. HARTee: July 1974?
MR. PETRIcK. Yes, that is dorrect. Then I had been on v acation for

--a time. When I came back I, as chairman of that committee:sometime
in Arigust of 74 indicated that I did not think, the issue would io
away, and F would propose that we continue with the attempt to imple-
ment the plan.

Now, fundamentally, our strategyif you don't mind my saying a lit-
He bit more about itwas that we were a committee without any for-
mal , power. Consequently, our strategy was to try to work through
established institutions, such ai the elected officials and the school

' board and so on.
One of the serious &pediments, as was pointed out earlierI think

one of the things that makes this situation a little bit different is the
fact that we were going through a mergergThat was a rather traumatic
experience.

We had two superintendents resign just shortly before the school
board, would have to swing into action. There appeared to be con-
siderable, oh, hostility, perhapsI don't .think that is neceisarily too
strong a ,wordbetween the county and the city school groups that
were operating on fundamentally different philosophies and so on.
That-problem is still with us to some extent.
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Mit PURIM. hive a letter dated Februity 10, addressed to Mayor
Sloane, requesthig him to include fupding for the comMittee in his
budget, $10,000. and indicating that the same repttest was made to the
county.

Ma. Pitatca. Yes; that is correct.
Ma. HARTOG. r would like to submit that for the record at this point\
CHAIRMAN FLEMs9N9. Without objection.
[The document rened tO was mulled Exhibit No. 22 and received

in evidence.N
Ma. tisaroti. I am going to jutnp quickly to the following summer.
MR. PETRICK.- Fine. ,
MR. iliaroG. Before I do thit,e4c7auld you brieflydescribe the nature -

of the ictivities between September ;74
MX. PFTRICK. Right.

- MR. HisroG. when you became president ind July of 15?
MR. Permit, We, were struggling, first of all, alith organizational,

problems. It was a very diverie group and it was to seek consensus in
the community. We had considerable difficulty, getting consensui
within our own group to pegin with. But we engaged in a number of -
activities.,

We worked with trying to get the staffs of the two' scho -ol boards
together. And ultimately we found the best avenues of 'attack were
people who were involved in cdmmunity relations tunctions in both the
county and city schools. So we began working with them rather early.
We began getting some media people.involved.

I-would like to think thit some of the CALM activities were an
growth of the CCC activities: \nit may not be valid. But some of the
elements of what 'they' did were cpntained in our ,original plan, and
some of-the people active in CALM were involted in our original plan.

We were able to establish what we call the People to People Com-
mittee, which ultimately consisted of the leadership of the county and
city PTAs. This led to a workshop in June of 1975 which 14,9v9lved"
membership from te two PTAs sitting do4m, diacussing these issues,
and trying to come to grips with what their attitudes and feelinp are
pertaining to the issues and so on. This was an attempt to dool the ac-
tivity again somewhat.

We also, 1 think, were instrumental in stimulating the establishment
of the Rumor Control Center in the city and county boards. I don't
want to imply that we did all of that. There were many people4in-
volved. But I think our prodding and picking and.persistence was htTlp-
ful, at least, in getting somesof these things going.

MR. HARTOG. Think you.
Mr. Chairman, it this point, I would like to submit for the record,

minutes of meetings of the Louisville-Jefferson County Community.
Consensus Committee dated July 28 and the second document dated
August 25, 1975, with the appropriate exhibit number at this point.

[The document referred to was marked Exhtit No. 23 and received
in evidence.1
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, MR. HARTOG. On July 28,the minutes atate: "In attendance were
Mayor. Sloane and Judge flollenbach." SAt the irteeting, aceording to
the minutes, the juJge and mayor "asked the group to assume a
leadership role." In adition, the ,minutes continue. "the mayor recom-
mended the CCC mb,et with either. school bolard or Superintendent
Grayson to Weenie with the plan after comple -* by .Judge
Gordon..lt was suggested it waa imperative," the minutes * , "that..
the community be made aware that the CCC ha* been a:1mm
by the mayor and county judge to carry out this task and ask tha they
issue a joint proclamatiOn to this effect. This effect, thelask, was.serv-
ing as eomaninity catalyst and cOordinator. The rilayar and judge
agreed to issuc . the proclamation."

. Was' sach a proclamation issued, to yohr knowledge?,
.

Ma.'Plitlittcs. It was not. May I give yod a little bit of bilegkroWld?
M. HAVOG. Orily, please. - (
MR. PETRICK. Fi of all, I .wa,s sibsent for thin meeting,. I was on'

vacation at the-time. You wtlI note that I was ngt thek. But what .you
have read is substantially wMit I was told about what transpired.

And,. essentially, the commiuee asked 'the mayor -and the judge to
identify a group that pould have the responsibility for coordinating the

r activitiet related to peaceful desegregation. At the ,same' time,' we had
the Task Force on fleiteeful Desegregation trying tO coordinate,- ,wo
had other groups, and we felt it was important that one group be
oesignated. -.

MR, HARTOO. AS an official grourt?
MR. Pktates. As an officild group. 'And this wall' not done..
Ma. HARTOG. The minutes of the July 28 meeting eontinue that;

"Finance Committee will also miet: with the maior and judge and will
begin fol3ow-4p of the financial, solicitation letters"which were in-
troduced ih the record previoitily, dated February. "The, mayor
stressed tbe importance of having total community involvement in
financial 'solicitation."

The August 25 meeting was a meeting with representatives of ;be

A t

mayor and, apparently, none from the county judge?
MR. PETRliAC. Yes, this was the board of directrirs, that is correct.
MR. HARTOO. Right. It is the board of directors meeting of the CCC.

There was a report that the county judge's request of the county of
$10,000 had been denied, and thefts is no assurance the city will ap-
-prove the funding request. A.resolution was adopted at that meeting
at which the CCC suspended its activities until such timeos it might
have a very definite function to Orform in the community. That is on
the laM page of the minutes of the board of directors meeting.

Ma. PETRICK. Right!'
Ma, HARTOO: Is that a fair summation of the implications in those

documents, being lack of support, lack of official sanction?
Ma.' PETRICK. Well, yes. This was not a case of paranoia. Let me.

again, give you some details that are not there.

.4_
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The request for fUnding had been going on for some time. We had
engaged in some solicitation &inn the businets community also, and we
were , lookine for about a ong-third split from the city, county, and
business ii.imunity. We thought that would be adequately momenta-
Uwe

We needed money desperately. We were essentially out of funds.
We 'tad. subsequent to the July 28 meeting, l'believ it was, of the
full comMittee, we did have .a meeting -of union l4lcrshlp in the
mayor's office. The judge and the major were there. h the meet-
ing Was chaired by Representative Jerry Cher, whó4 also a member
of the Consensus Committee.

At that time, 1 was told privately by the may& and the judge that
they were not going to issue a proclamation. They were going to try
to get Judge Gordon to do it. This led to several things.

1 asked Robbie Braun to call Judge Gordon, as presidein of the
chamber of commerce, thinking he might have more clout and get
some answer there. My attempts to get through to the mayor and the
judge We' re unsuccessful. 1 did not get through by telephone and my
calls were not returned. So that is part of what went into the decision.
We alsoanother factor that went into the decisk:in, apart from that,
apart from the fact that we were out of money, was thut it might be
desirable for us to get out of the way of the Task Force for Peaceful
Desegregation and hope that they might have a chance to emerge as
the .coordinating group, in which case we could suppor$ them as in-
dividuals. And this simply didn't happen.

MR. HAirroo. Thank you, Dr. Petrick. 1 luive no further gLICSUCHIS.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do any members of the Commission have any

qUelitiGHO
COMMISSIONER Jim. When were you, first incorporated, how

recently?
MR. PETRICK. WC were incorttorated in September of 1974.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. 19
Ma. PETRICK. 14
COMMISSIONER !WIZ. 14?
Ma. PETRICK:Right.
COMMISSIONER MHz. When you were incorporated, were you incor-

porated as a nonprofit corporation?
MR. PETRICK. Yes, that is correct.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Have you up until now applied for tax exemp-

, tion .in order to be able to get Federal funding under your various edu-
cational resources acts?

MR. PETRICK. Yes.
COMMISSIONER RI../12. What luck have 'you had thus Vii\I
MR. PETRICK. We have not applied for any grants directly, but we

have applied for tax exempt status and so on, But the committee is
essentially defunct runt.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. The committee is essentially defunct?
8
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Ma. PETRICK. .1res. Right. The Officers of the committee have
resigned. We resigned in, 1 thinit.--1 forget the exact date, . gut it was
February 1916. We thought that was a suitable length of time for some
kind of action to have begun.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Did it become defunct because of lack of fund-
ing or other i'uences?

MR. PETRIC Well, lack of funding was a major factor. A committee
of volunteers, regardkss of how *well intentioned we are, if it has no
teeth, it is not going to get very far. It was quite clear tp us we were
not going to get the teeth to function. Consequently, we would simply
be moiimizing our. frustration.

Costsesstoma Rua. At that time, you did not go out for Federal
funding? .

Mg. Pirraicx. No, we did not. That is correct.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do you /Fel that there is still the need for a

commusity committee which would perform the kind of fuOctions you "
were talking about in relation to the desegregation order?

MR. PETRICK. I have thought about that, Mr. Flemming, and I guess
1 am ambivalein. I really don't 'know. 1 think unless the committee
WeTe given a very clear comMission. 1 think du: answer, my answer
would be no. that there would not be much value..

CHAMMAN FLEMMING. My question assumed that it would be given
very clear commission.

MR. PETRICK. Right. Yes. Then I susRect there might be some vitlue
w it.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We are . very giateful to you for this
background, this insight into this mrticular activfty.

MR. PETRICK. Thank you. .

COMRMAN FLEMMING. Your testimony and that of 'your college pre-
sident colleagues has been very helpful. 7hank you.

The hesau,is recessed until 9 o'cloe tomorrow morning.

Jr
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Tassilly, inns 15. 1976
The U.S. Commission eti Civil Rights. =convened; pursuant to ad-

journment, at 9:00 a.m., Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman, presiding.
PRESENT: Arthur S. Flemming, Chalman; Stephen Horn, Vice

ChairMan; *Freak M. Freeman, Manuel Ruiz, Jr., Mitatty Saltzman.,
Commissioners; John A. Huns, Staff Directer, Lawrepce Glick, ActOig
General Counsel; Jack P. Hartog, Frederick Dorsey, Hester C. Lewis,
Assistant Gelieral Counsels; Reese Fullerton, Louis Wilmot, _Attorney
Advisors,.

1110CINDINGS

CHAIRMAN Ft.unallo. The hearing will be in order. Counsel will call
the first witneu. -

MR. GLICK. 'Mi. Chairman, at\reeda upon yesterday afternoon, we
are going to calf this morning as the first withess Mr. James Luckett.
Mr. Luckett.

MR. JONES. Mr. ehaill11411., I am RAW Jones, Nutorney assopiated
with Mr. Rill Hoge, who 4 running late today. 4,16 yeti arc aWare, we
filed a motion to qtiash the subpena. I believe its_srwiihin Mr. Luckett's
rights to refue to testify; he does =fuse to leitify.**We respectftilly
request that you withdraw your subpena. He will not be sworn in; he'
will not testify.

CHMRMAN Ft.shissuvo. Your name is?
Ma. JoivEs. FostetyJones, attornpy,Jusociated with Mr. Hoge, who

appeared with him yesterday. '
CHMRMAN 'FLEMMING. I assume Mr. Hoge informed you of the fact

that the Commisaion would take the motion that was made iyestetday
under advisement and would render a decision today.

MR. !ONE.% Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We are now prepared to render thitt decision.
Mc JONES. yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If yoolCould just join your client.
James Luckett has requested that. the U.S. Commission on Civil-

, Rights quash the subpena \Served on him an June 3, 1976. He does not
claim that the subpena was improperly siirved. The subpena was served

1%
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upon'him in accordance with 42 L1SC section 1975(a), which gins the
Commission the power to subpena witneues for the attendance and
testimony at hearings.

Mr. Luckett, in his maim and affidavit, sets forth several reasons
for requesting the Commision to quash his subpena. He first states
that he is a defendant in a lawsuit with both civil and criminal liability
and that to testify at the hearing woodd prejudice all defendants..

This claim is irrelevant to the iasue of responding to the subpena.
The maven* is a .icimmand to appear. The proper procedure for ob-
jecting to a' subpoena is to comply witk its command and to object to
specific questions. Responding to a subpoena does not constitute a
waiver of any constitutional rights, and these rights can be raised at
any time during the questioning.

Furthermore, both counsel for the Commission and the members of
the Commission have assured Mr. Lucian at yesterday's public hear-
ing that ne questiont win be asked which would relate in any way to
the ,pending lawsuit. If a question wc rr. asked that Mr. Luckett or
counsel felt related to the pending lawsuit, objection could be made
to the asking of nue question and that, objection would be considered
by tlw Commission.

Mr. Luckett further states 'that there are others who ire as
tor better able to testify, that his testimony may be cumulative, and that
he hes already fund:shed documents to the Cominissice These reasons
'fier quashing the subpena are not vend. The statute underwhbch
operate gives the 'Commission discretion as to whom to 'call wit-:
nesses 'for itS hearing.' The fact. that Mr. Lockett has coinplied with,
Commiiission requests up to now is only. testimony to his geed faith.

Mr. Luckett's lest argument to the Coinmission is that the sulvena
does not sufficiently designate the possible areas of examination, so he
is unable to properly prepare for ,his testimony and it therefore con-
stitutes a denial of. due process.

First, as mentioned above, subpenas are a command to attend and.
by compliance the, witness does not wake any constitutional rights
.which he may claim nearly time during his questioning.

-secondly, Act fact that this Commission staff has interviewed Mr.
Luckett and, he has answeted'and has even i!rovided documents to the
Commission has aequainted him with-the issues of this hearing.

Finally, the Commission's statute allows a broad scope for Commis,
'Ilion investigation. The 'only limitation expressed in the statute is that
hearings be held and, subpenas issued, quote, "for,the giurpose of car-.

rying out the provisions of this act," close, quote. The subpena was
served in accordance wish statutory authority and should be complied
with by Mr. Luckett. He may, of course, bring counsel, who may ad-
vise him not to answer certain questions or raise any .other objection
tO questions that he desires to reise.

Iniview of the foregoing, the Commission Alas determined to deny
Mr. iLuckett's motion to quash its subpena and has determined toe

If
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require him to testify. lf a subpenaed penion reffises to comply with
the Commission's subpena, the U.S. Attorney iti authorized pursuant to
section 1975(g) to apply to the district cOurt for an enforcement
order. If the court issues such an- order andAhe subpenaed petson fails
to obey, she or he may be punished by Said court for contempt.

I would like to stress, particularly, the /tact that the Commission has
weighed very carefully the argument in/the motion relative to a possi-
ble conflict between the testimony,given at this.hearing and the mid-

-% ing lawsuit where Mr. Luckett is a defendant. As indicated iln trie state-
ment that I have just read, Mr. LuCkett, either perso ly or through
his attorney, can object to any qiiestion which in his !tient relates
to the pending jewsuit. Both coensel for the Commission and members
of the CoMmission. yesterday, and again today, have given assurance
that they have no intention Of asking any question which would bear
in any way on the pending lawsuit.

Now, if Mr. Luckett or his attornees would like to ask any questions
% relative to our ruling, they are certarnlyit's certainly appropriate for

them to do so, either right now, or to do so in consultation with our
attorneys. And 1 would be very glad to spend this part of the hearing
tti provide Mr. Luckett and his attoineys with the opportunity of con-
sulting further with our counsel before they react to the ruling that the

%Commission has mimic.. .

MR. JONES. We woUlifrike 5 minutes to talk with your counsel.
CHAIRMAN OLEMMING. Pardon me?

,MR. JONES. We would like 5 minutes to talk with your,counsel. lt
won't be any longer dojo% that. f

CHMRMAN FLEMMING. All right. We will procee with the hearing,
and when that consultation is finished we can resuhe this part of the
hearing.

MR." HoGE. I would suggest that' we need to talk to the Gineral
COUpsel, because we have gat to determine what the next step is going
to be. If other counsel knows, that's fine. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMMO. Mr. Glick is questioning the next panel. Mr.t
Hartoe is prepared to represent him. Btit if you still want to confer
with 'him, why we can do that a little later, eller ove have finished with
this panel.

, Counsel will call the witnesses. -

I The witnesses were sworn.]
1

TESTIMONY OF DR. LOIS CRONHOLM, CHAI LOUISVILLE-
JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN RELATIONS co I a ; LYMAN JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT:LOUISVILLE CHAPTER, NAACP; GALEIII MARTIN, EXECUTIVE

DIRIICTOR, KprrUCKY C0i4MISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS; AND ARTHUR M. -
-WALTLIIS..xxxcirrwx DIRECTOR. Lc:tuna/lux unnAN LEAcus

!%Mi. Gluck. Mr. Cbairman, the next Witnesses are representatives of
both public and private 'Civil rights, human rights organizitins in
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k.ouisville and Kentucky. They are Dr. Lois Croolm, chairperson of
the Louisvilk-Jefferson County Human-Relationt Commission; Mr.
Johnson, president of the Louisville chapter of the NAACP; Mr. Galen
Martin, executive director of The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights; and Mr. Arthur M. Walters, executive directd of the Louisville
Urban League.

MR. GLICK. I will begin by asking each of you. perhaps beginning
with Mr. Walters, to identify. yourself with your name, your occupa-
tion, .and the civil rights organization that you are representing. Mr.
Waiters.

MR. WALTERi: My 'name is Arthur M. Walters. I am the executive
director of the Louisville Urban League, which is an interracial, non-
profit, social seivice agency.

4.Ma. GLICK. Mr.,Martin.
MR. MARTIN. I am Galen Martin, exeCUtIVe direetor and an attorney

with the Kentucky Commissioh on Human Rights.
Da. CRONI4OLM. Lois Cronoholm, a faculty member at Universi-

ty of Louisville and chairperson, Louisville-Jefferson CountY Human
Relations Commission.

MR. JOHNSON. Lyman T. Johnson, president, Louisville chapter of
the,NAACP.

MR. GLICK. As you are aware, we are attempting to learn a great
deal about the process of school desegregation in Louisville and Jeffer-
son County. We are creating a historical perspective. 1 would ask each
of you to indicate what roles the organization you are representing
play in the dOegregati4111 proc -.

Mr. Johnson, I know that NAACP has been very, very active
and prominent going bacg y years. Can you tell us how the
NAACP participited, princiohily in the litigation that was involved?

MIL* JOHNSON. I will boogied to, as far as I know. It is the purpese
of kAACP to try to see the complet;:iorpleinentation of the principles
of our democratic society. We ask' oothhig lor ourselves that we do
aiist hope to help establish for any citizen; any. person atom: country.
And we are determined that any right that is available f any citizen
is available to every citizen. I 1

We are further determined that any aNidgment of the,rights and
privileges of the citizens of the several States is a flaw that must be
eradicated, because when the pehon lowest in oUr -society is not pro-_
tected with his biserties and his- freedome, then the most articulate and
most affluent is in jeopardy. So on that basis we havi worked in this
coMmunity to try to upgrade the quality ol' citizenship for all people'
and, therefore 'selfishly,, of ourselvesi, mainly, as black people in this
country-

We haveoh, may 1 say this? That sometimes I am seeakin.g for the
NAACP and sometimes I get philiophical, and NAACP pushes me to
make good '-some of the things I have said, and so I- don't know
when I am sking for myself individually or when 1 am speaking for
the NAACP, but we work prctty close together.

io
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Now, we have worked in this communitY for a long time. We
established our chapter' in 1914 here in Louisville. We are quite proud'
of Louliville, and when you see us trying to reconstruct -A building,
don't think thin we are anxious to tear the building down. If it needs
a roof put on it, we don't get angry at, the building and tear it down;
we just put a new roof on it.

We have worked on everything that has to do'with thilt business of
upgrading our eitizeitshis. Beginning, as I said, in 1914 we established
a -precedent Supreme Court case right here when thecity af Louisville
passed an ordinance against residential integration. thatlaw, eksse v.,
Ferguson, was outlawed in 1917. That was.not the ease, pardon me:
but Cane Run v. Wall. Plesse v. Ferguson 'is the most damnable thing
we have had on our books for a long time. The NAACP worked on
upgrading the' Negro teachers when they were paid 15 percent less pay
just for working in the classroom %vith all-black students. We 'workede.
-that out in'1939 to '41.

The Louisville Free Ptiblic Library would not let Negroes comeinto
the main library in this Aown; they set up branches. We.worked on that
and now a,Negro cannot only use the place-but they are members of
the board of trustees.

The, NAACP saw to it ,thatthey had one little park on one.side of
town, here, relatively that size. (Indicating postage stamp.] All of the
Negroes in town had to go to -this one liule park. Well. NAACP
started working on that in. '48, ,115. 'Before a while, we came around to
where we could use any park in the city.

GLIck. Before the litigation that resulted in thc current school
desegregation ,plan., Mr. Johnson, there had been some school
desegregation in Louisville, had there not?

MR. JOHNSON. That started in '56. A gentleman named Omar Car-
miehiel has gotten a lot- of credit .Even the President of the United
States, Mr. Eisenhower, called him over there and said, "Y want to see
what this man has done." He has got much more credit than he
deserves. He established a system here of freedom of choice. But that
freedom of choice was only' freedoin for the more affluent Negroes to
move out to the section of town where there were the better .systems,'
of schools. And the whites used it fo get out from the innet-city
schools: And it was a joke afor about 4 or 5 .years because there
turned out to be perhaps more resegregation after'eVerybody who

.could use that freedom of choice busineu to his own advantage began
to use it.

Yes, we started that but Mr. Carmichael hiinself did not consider the
use of Negro teachers in spite of the fact that some had .graduated
from better schools than some of these whites who had lived in the
South all their days. He said he was not going to use Negro teachers
in this school to teach ,white SO Mr. Carmichael started in
'56 and it was slow process until '62, '63.. And then Central High
School became almost all-blaCk as it always was; Male High School
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became ahnost black, which was primarily an all-white sehoot-ICIantial
became an all-black school and. Shawnee became an all-black school.
Central was the one .that wag black fill the time. Male, Manual, and
Shawnee bdcame black in-a period of about 4 or 5 years.

MR. GLICK. But, the NAACP very actively supported the current
litigation, the lawsuit that resulted in the desegregation, is that correct,

- the one that began. in 1972,1 believe?
MR. JOHNSON. Yes. There was one case presented just a little before

the 'NAACP came in; and that Was a county situation. We locally know
it is the Newburg case. 7

MR. OtIcs. Yes.
Ma. JOHNSON. And the Newburg case was just on the periphery of

the whole business of integrating the-city and the county setups.
MR. (kick. Continuing on the history of the litigation, 1 would like

to turn KV Mr. Martin, who I know has participated as one of the attor-
neys of record in the current litigation:can you tell us how the Ken-
tucky Commission on Human Rights was involved and how you per-,sorially were involved, how it developed?

MR. MARTIN. Well..the cOmMission's most significant role in the
situation has been to provide a research-foundation for the litigation.
Picking up from 'what Lyman Johnson said, we believe that the corn- .
munity had rested on its laurels ever sae Mr. Eisenhower invited Mr.
Carmichael up to Washington to tell him how he did it.' All he really I

did was so make a gelod beginning, a very good begitming, but the
mmunity "did- not move forrard. Particularly in about 1965, the

schools beclune more antirmore resegregated.
We got a *son as a research director for the commission, who

developed a report entitled, "t_ouisville Retreats to Segregation." This
16-page report.was intended to show to the community how bad the
situhtion was in the public schools in the belief that most people -in
the community ,were really not aware of hpw segregated the schoots.were.

The lawsuit *as brought on' the. basis of the facts contained in that
report44ereafter, and in a further effort overcome this confused
self-imagi: that Louisville had of itself, 'we Out out another report enti-
tled ."Southern Cities Except Louisville Desegregate Schools,". and in
that report ,we showed 10 of the more or less classic cities in the
SouthLittle Rock. Jackson, _many other, cities that arc well-known
names in terms of civil rights itifficultiesthat these cities had schools
and teachers within. those -schools that were much more desegregated
than LOaisvilk.

Our commission -has been interested particularly in the matter of
staff esegregat- again building on what Lyman said about early
foot gging in isllc about staff desegregation. The coMmission-
4154) offered ntary school pairing plan for Jefferson County in
1971. This woul ave paired the schools in the coUnty that were
predominantly blackNewburg, Price, and Cane Runand, of course,
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thosethe county ,refused to do anything on this voluntary pairing
plan, and those were the very iiChOols that the. Sixth Circuit Court of

cited in its finding that the Jefferson COunty system. was_
regated.

MR. PUCK. In the inVestigations that the Kentucky Commission have
done, Mr. Martin. have they found a tie-in between the.school segregit,
tion and govenunentally enforced houlina segregatiOnl

MR. MARTIN. ite most certainly have. We have been very Much itt-
velved in efforts for housing desegregation. I think your 'own document
that was prepaied for the Commission for-this hearing, its section on
population changes, I think it is Settion D in yoUr document, it points
up that, fact that .schools were desegregated: For instanee, Shawnee in
western Louisvilk was desegregated. about1110 years ago, and if we had

, had-school desegiegation at that time,-that school desegregation would
have reilaforeed housing desegregation. ,

. But :vith the urban renewal program in the west downtown area, this
. set off a movement of blacks toward western Louisville' that resulted

ih a signific4nt ehange in the housing pattems in *estern Louisville.
If we could have gotten the schools desegregated in the mid-60s. WhCn

")housing was desegregated in west Louisville, we could have tremen-
dously redated the need fbr .transportation of children that we have
at. this time. Because of the failure and, of course, our commission be-,
lieves'very strongly that it la HUD's [U.S. Department of Noising and
Urban Development) failure to take an affirmative stand in support of
housing desegregation and this is 'a failure that continues to .this dax.
It is because of the failure of othir Federal agencies that has brought
about the necessity for the transportation of chitdrep..

More recently we put out a little flyer entitled "Six Ways to Avoid
Busing." Well, all of these ways, as my daughter told me, she said,
"But, Daddy, they all sound like the same way..there is not six dif-
ferent ways," and all these ways are housing desegregation.

Onc of the most interesting aspects of the Louisville desegregation
plan is that every family and their, children that moves into a housing
area where -they areor school area, they are the samewhere they
are in a minority, those children will not be transported for.purpose
of desegregation. So, every move that is made to desegregate housing
and schools has an immediate payoff or reward in terms of decreasing
transportation'of children for purposes of schpol desegregation.

MR. GLICK. Thank you. Mr. Martin. I think you have illustrated that
tie-in very well for us. I have a copy of your prepared statement and
with the Chairman's permission I will introduce it into the record with
appropriate exhibit number.

CHMR/AAN FLEittaiNo. Without objection that will be done.
111w documents referred to were marked Exhibits No. 25 and No.

.26 and received in evidence.)
Ma. GLICK. Turning to Mr. Walters, getting into the period before

the court order, Mr. Walters, it is my understanding that the Urban

G
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League.issued a statement in 1974 relatini to.. public school desegrega-
tion and concluded its comments about what it expected from the
community. Coukt you retata that incident to us?

Ma. WALTERS. I don't recall the exact date of the particular state-
ment you have reference to, but we have'.proceeded in connection
with this community with, first, stating the lselief of our agency and
that has-emanated from our policy body which is a board of directors
that hires me.

Basically, the position of the Urban League relating to the issue is
that we strongly believe in a desegregated educational process. The ra-
tionale for that belief is that education is more than the mastery of
tool subjects. We believe it is important to know how to read, to do
arithmetic. and to understand the social trends around'them.

But we also believe that Isecause we are part of a pluralistic society
that consists of multiracial-multiethnic components, that, in part, edu-
cation must .prepare individuals to be a construetive part of that
society. For that reason we think it is just as important for non-Nicks
to be educated in a desegregated setting as it is for blacks. With that
proposition, our primary rok has been, prior to the court Order and
up to this present time, 4 cffoltt to Constructively .open lines of cOm-
munication. to replace fation with fact, and t a link between
sources of information and the constituency i e community we
Serve.

Ma. GLic:x. On thit line, Mr. Walters,:is it corrett that you are one
of a group of hlack4eaders who meet with Superintendent Grayson
from time to lime to discuss school issues?

MR. WALTERS. Yes. Early, as I recall, in this year this process began
and it has been a general schedule of twice a month. There have been
some exceptions to that.

Ma. GlicK. Have you found these meetings to be useful?
MR. WALTERS. Yes, I have.
M. Otics. Can you give uti some idea of what kind of issues you

have discussed?
MR. WALTERS. Well, at the initial meeting I wanted, to know what

was perceived as the role of the groups that made it up. And I will
say that we started as a totally black group meeting with the superin-
tendent and his key staff, and it was my understanding that there was
a counterpart white group meeting. .

We are now meeting together. But the question concerning what was
perceived as our role, and the answer is, I submitted 'the proposition
that I perceived myself as being one eleinept that would facilitate.these
open lines Of communication. Therefore, I would be bringing to the su-
perintendent and his staff, community concerns, andl would be listen-
ing to what the policies and mechanisms thcy had that would address
those concerns, and I would be attempting to communicate those back
to the constituency.

= 7
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Ma. Oucx. Arc you satisfied that the schOol administration is at-
tempting to respond to the community concerns that you bring to
them?

MR: WALTERS. Well, I think that they, are attempting to respond. 1
will not-1, will have to hasten to add, I am not satisfied With the
response.,But

Ms. Gucx..But there ii solTte?
MR. WALTERS. I think_ the& is a plus that exifts as a result of those

type meetings that would not exist without them. 1 think there is far
more that ahould have come out of the meetings that have not oc-
curred.

MR. GLICK. Thank you, Mr. WIEDAII.
Dr. Cronholm, how long have you been chairperson of the Jefferson-.

Louisville, Jefferson County
DR. CitoNnot.st. About 1 year.

;

MR. Gucx. Were you a member?
CRONHOLM. Yes, 1 have been a member about 4 years.

MR. ChICK. You are aware of what activities it undertook during the
period, let us say, from mid-1974 through

Da. tRONHOLM. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Late 1975?
DR. Caosucit.m. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Will you give Us some description of how the Human

Relations Commission attempted to get involved and give sonic
guidance to the community?

Da. CRONHOLM. Well, the commission, as a civil rights and human
rights agency, tias an unremitting dedication to the principles of
desegregation. As a public civil rights organization, we also feel an
obligation to play something of a cimciliatory role in the community
with the attempt to be that arm of the Jefferson County governMent
which attempts to bring people together, diverse points of view, and
attempt to promote harmonic:kis relations, and that is somewhat the
tack that we took in this iiisue.

We had, as:1 say, certainly dedication to desegregation regardless of
how it took place Busing was not really an issue with us. The ism&
was desegregation and quality education in the w4 Mr. Walters
describes it.

We made many attempts, beginning in 1973, to avoid some of the
problems we had seen in other communities. We, for exanyle, invited
some of the well-known antibusing leaders to meetings to meet with
us to promote open housing, since they" had made the statement that
they felt that the answer to desegregated schools was housing.

We invited them to, join our housing committee and work with us
to promote open housing. We felt very strongly that the actions of,
most groups like ours would probably not beucessful without strong
commitment to ,following court orders from t1 public officials, and
rather early, during the time litigation was sti 1 in process, we at-
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tempted on several occatiens to get resolutions signed front Public offi-
cials and prominent membens of industry to follow thc court order; the
ultimate court order. so-that our community would not be rent asunder
by the kind of Political rhetoric and then demonstration that we
seen in other communities.

We were markedly unsuccessful in our attempts to get these ki
of commitments to following the court orders, I would say.

MR. GLICK. Why do yea believe you were unsuccessful, Dr. Cron-
holm?'

Da. CRONHOLM. Well, I belieVe in part because up until.the time the
desegregation order finally materialized in its real form, I think a great
many people tried to pretend that the whole issue was going to disap-
pear.

I retail- there was at first a decision 'against desegregation and then
.it went to the court of appeals. There'wx4 an appellate decision and

really believe:that Most people, even including many of the leaders
of' our conimimity, not only political It:actors but others in leadership
roles, I think really did not want to face the fact that it was going to
happen. And they did not therefore take any actions that would have
been realistic had they all admitted to themselves that it was going to
happen.

Ma. OtTic. Do you think that there werethat on any occasion
public officials took positions that were counterproductive rather than
,productive in terms of easing coMmunity tensions?

Da. Canntotss. Well, I think it was counterproductive not to say
anything. I think it would have been extremely productive had our
governmental officials made statements, not necessarily with regard to
busing, I do not attempt to impose my own feeling, the commission's
feeling necessarily upon our governmental leaders with regard to how
they feel, about busing, but I think it is important to make a distinction
at a time when the community is facing serious problems between the
issue of desegregation busing and the baseline issue of public safety.

think this became a very real distinction to many people. And I
think that from the mere standpoint of being sworn to protect safety
that it became counterproductive not to take a stronger leadership
role, for' our government officials not to have taken a Stronger leader-
ship role in making the kinds of statements that would have insured
our community and those who would disrupt our community that these
actions simply would not be permitted.

MR. GLicK. Were you involVed at all in thc establishment of the
Community Census Committee?

Da. CRONI4oLM. No, my only association with that was the one time
that I was cochairman of the Task Force for Peaceful Desegregation,
and that comMittee was represented on our task force. I was not other-
wise involved and know very little about that committee.

MR. GLICK. Was the Task Force fear Peaceful Desegregation.an ef-
fective body?

,

V
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Da. CRONHOLSs. It obviOusly did not prevent a geed deal of disruption
in the commuttity,,but, yes. I think it was effective. I think it was Saes-

tive just by the fact that it' was theret,s by the fact that people in the
community knew that, despite the impression t may ye been
given by the local news Media -that.virtually eve I. conummi,
ty was opposed to law and order and to the busing order, I think, the
very 'fact that the task force waited' represented another point of view,.
of the community,

And l thinkthere we3,..-also specific activities that we were' par-
ticipating in which Were of value'. I think we woeld have been much
more effective had we received 'better news coverage. We tended- to
have very orderlY meetings: Our meetings were not sensational ,ftom
the standpoint of what the news media tends to think is. wswerthy.
and we therefore were almost never able to get any kind coverage.
So it was Very difficult to let people know what we were

Ma. aucta Thank you, Dr. Cronholm.
I have just one .tast question that I woudild like to ask Mr. Janson.

In the disturbancei that took place last year around the opening of
school, they happened by and large out in the county. And the people
that were involved mostly were white people. But -there wasn't any
kind of demonstration lhat we arc aware of that took place in the
black community in Louisville or out in the county.'Can you give some. idea or some view as to why this is the case? ,

MR. JOHN4ON. I would be glad to. I am afraid I will be longwinded
if I give you a complete answer and so. I won't. 'You step me. But

Ma. GLICK. WC OM On a tight time schedule, Mr. Johnson.
MR. JOHNSON. YIDS, tan I would like for the Commission, your Com-

mission, to know that Louisville is a fme plaCe in spite of all of the
violence that we went through in September. And Iput my finger right
square on what I think is the fault.

Our administrative officials, beginning with the city mayor, Harvey
I. Sloane, M.D., and Mr. Hoilenbach, county Judge, backed up by the
Governor, Governor Carroll, aided and abetted by the man who is now
running scared for reelection to the Presidency of thi United States,
Mr. Ford. Now, those people,.each one, had all of the chracleristics
necessary to be a great leader. But they let people like the ku Klux
Klan and the John Birchers scare the devil out of them, and they ab-
dicated from a high position of leadership.

Now the people who would not joint the John Birchers, who would
not join the Ku Klux Klan and the American Nazi Bund or the white
peoples party, but would listen to that type of stuff that they dished
out and do their devilment, brought on a lot of trauma, a lot of disrup-
tion, a loa of inconvenience and violence.

Ma. Glick. But that kind of rabble-rousing did not take place in the
black community in Louisville. I

Mit. JOHNSON. I want you to understand that I highly appre-
elate the cooperation that NA#CP got out of ihe black community.

1 0
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We went around in July. of _last year, we went around to, theNegro clube, ell the ;Negro chnrches every.targanlzation in theNegro conununity 'and Wisaid, "Don't try to match devilment andviolence with these people who are coming in ..from-Otitaide 'stir-.ring up the community with. their hate stuff, their bigotry, andtheir racism. Don't try."
There was One little group that wanted to start down st one of otiWks and inareli'right .up the very. day .thitt a buneh o1 the A:other peekl

,ple were going to march and let's Just show then) that We ore not
afraid. Now, the strategy in the Negro.community was. it woutd show
more courage on the part of these young blacks if they viola(' go out
into hostile envirOnments and shoit determination to get a good edu-
cation, to show faith in our cpputional system or government, toshow persistence. 1..

It would take more, it would be a better deMonstration of courage
;, to go.out unarmed, peaceful. quiet, and juit let anybody who wanted
to play the devil be as big a fool as he wanted to. And I highly conC,

. mend the black community for following-that strategy. It* was well
planned. And one Negro Leader !aid out in *Public, the big trouble is
we don't have any leader who will lead us down into the center of
town and let them know where we stand. The answer to that was, we.have a coordinatplAiversified leadership.of whiCh we. ar e. not ember-
rasied.

And, frankly, I want it on your record that Louilville has conie a
long way, as illustrated by some of the things I just outlined, and no
revolution has ever been worth its salt that didn't bring trauma, disrup-
tion, inconvenience, and perhaps even violence. But after we all get
over the therapeutic experience of all of this disruption, we wouldn't
to back to what rised to be for anything.

Ma. (ILICK. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson.
CHAMMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yesterday we heard testimony from

representatives of the print and the visual media about the guidelines
that they applied to the coverage of public, school desegregation in
Lbuisville.

I would like to ask each of you what your impression is, from your
Pgrspective, of the coverage that the local mediaand then if you
would like to compare that, if there is any comparison, with the na-
tional mediagave to events in Louisville last year.

tWe can start with Mr. Johnson.
Ma. JOHNSON. I highly commend, I have in my notes here to highly

commend the Courier-Journal, the Louisville nines, the three major
television networks. I think they did a marvelous job of getting the
people to understand what was going on.

Now, some of us did not respond to the information that we got,
and that's another story. If I have a chance, I would like to point out
some of those who did not respond. But I highly commend these peo-

p.
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pk. I think they gave excellent coverage, and we should have seen the
h,aedwriting on the wall from what they gave us.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. DIr. Cronholm, do you Wet With that?
DR. CRONyOLM. No, I cannot agree. I do not neceuarily condemn

the pressetrut I think this is another example orwthat is not a local
but a national phenomena, that the press tends to be so totally4B1f-
regulatory by defending itself always from the standpoint of the first
amendment rights and freedom of the press that it tends to be very
difficult to discuss. with a member of the press any kind of criticism
you have with their coverage.

I personally belive that.the wideSpread front page coverage that was .
consistently given .to the activities . including ftill page stories of one
of the leaders of the Ku Klux Klan, fits into this category Of what
found very disturbing. 1 think the news media tended to decide what
was newsivorthy which, as far as I can see, was what was sensational
and that was What got covered. This is the reason I think this is an
important point.

I think there are,'in most communities, a very few leaders and a lot
of followers. I think the reason there are a lot of followers is that most
people tend to act 'iupcording to expectations that they think others
have of them. I think" when the news media produced a picture in this
community that 'the great majority a the people, 9Q, percent or more
Of the people, were opposed to busing,,4t1 became the expectation for
most of our citizens to oppose busing be they really believed that
not 'to oppose busing would have meapf to have gone against what ap-
peared to he the overwhelming 'moral current of opinion. From this

_standpoint, I would criticize the news media.
VICE CHAIRMAN Holm. Mr. Martin, what is your perspective?
MR. MARTIN. I believe that we have better than average media in

this city as compared with many cities around the country. I think
there are.sorne problems, however. I think most particularly our media
people were overinclined to the use of sloians describing what was
taking place in the community. Some of the media just repeatedly
stuck to these phrases of court-ordered forced busing and across dis-
trict lines to so and so. and it all came out like it was one word.

I think not only the papers but some of the TV stations overused
those terms. Now in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, we have schools
desegregated from one end of this State to the other and in large
school systems such as Lexington, and they are most certainly using
buses. We have had more than 12 court orders for desegregation. But
this is the first time wheji it came .to Louisville that the media have
ever decided that it was court-ordered forced busing across racial lines
to achieve balance and so on. And I think that they failed themselves
and they misled the community. It is the use of those ter;ns, the exces-
sive use of them that was unfortunate.

But my long-term concern with the media here is their failure, and
they have no inherent obligation in this regard, but where they fail and

hi
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And the papers, they seem, and the other media, they have not been
able .to do a job that I think they ought to be able to do in the =next
of the standards that they tea like their media. They Ought to.be able
to do better at helping people to Understand the probkims -that other
people face in the community, ani4 I think that is the long-term
problem that we have here, that whites don't understand the brutality
of .segregation, they don't understiVhd how bad 'the schools were ptior
to desegregation, and so thei.don't see that a little bit of transporta-
tion using wheels is better than the defects that we have previously hadin the scs.

I thini that's the probleni. Also, our cornitit,e specifically ad-
dressed the problem .that Dr. Cronholm mentioned and that is the
matter of the .glamourizition of the hate group leaders. And this our
commission sees as more partkularly a problem of the printed media
in their feature articles, not particularly thenews articles,, that's a dif-
ferent matter. -

But the paperi decided that they would do feature isrtielei on.some
of ,these hate eroup leaders that some of us' belkve tare really hi this
nill*for, profiteering purposes. They are selling 'sheets or buttons or
what have you. And they get more, ettention in the media in feature
articles ascrirrpared with people like Lyman Johnson or Jewish
leaders in t community who have worked all .0f their lives to make
this a better place to live aa i4. who have never gotten the attention that
some of these hatepeddlerslave.

1(06

II0 Mire that &OM or them should always get the na-
t they report in their own media is their failure to tell

t the problems that black people in this community
their lives.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Waiters, would you care to add?
MR. WALTERS. Basically, I would agree with the comments already

made. I think the media had a difficult task to do, and generally speak-
ing they met that task with some success.

The regrettable thing in my mind are the two areas that have been
alluded to. One is the labeling or headlining in sensational terms of a
legitimate issue. And if you read most of the articles, the articles were
in most instances factual and on target. But the headline would lead
you to believe something else. And I have spoken to the management
of the media About this concern as far as the Urban Leave is con-
cerned.

The other related' to the profiling of negativism in our community
through the personalities that represent these negativisms, without
doing the innovative and investigative reporting that gave some histori-
cal perspective to organizations that we know, as blacks, are not tur-
key givers-away and Sunday school teachers on Sunday morning.

Those were my regrets in terms of the prestk
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. As a univessity president, I long ago decided

that the headline writer is really prohibited from reading the story for
which he writes headline.
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DR. CIONHOLM. Last night On the local news show, while the news
announcer was in the middle of the' picture saying that the Supreme
Court had decided not to consider the Boston case, up in the corner
of the picture there was a school bus beingthe word busing, and the
legend was, "Supreme Court Ignores Boston." I think that is an in-
flammatOry kind of statement to make, and this is typical of my corn-
plaint against the media.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Good point.
I have got one last question on this area. That is this: Hearsay in

this community is that there was one occasion where reporters at-
tempted, I will address this to you Mr. Johnson, to provoke member*
of the black community during a street demonstration in an attempt
to get a story. Is there any truth to that?

Ma. JOHNSON. That the news reporters?
Afttu CHAIRMAN HORN. News reporters attempted to provoke Mill-

i beri_of!the black community, because news is conflict. Is theie any
truth to tftat, or is that not true? I would just like to clarify the record.
Do you know of any incident?

MR. JOHNSON. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You do not. Does anybody plsc know of any

incident?
Thank you very much.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. I want to express my appreciatiOn to all of

you for the testimony. As you know, this Commission hasidetermined
that desegregation of the schools is an overriding issue. Hawever, one
of the arcs that is particularly significant is the issue of housing
desegregation.

I would like to address a question to you, Mr. Martin, because I be-
lieve, in reading the testimony, you indicated that the Kentucky com-
mission, as early as 1973, has documented instances in which decisions
on projected housing patterns increased segregation. Our Commission
has a particelar coikibrn about governmental policy and implications
of governmental policy. I -would like to know if you can submit to this
Commission those instances in which the housing policies, which you

s have already documented, perhaps they are already in reports sent out
and made available to us; if so, if you would identify the pages on
those reports in which this information occurs. Further, the extent to
which the policies of HUI? in urban renewal has increased housing
segregation or increased the exclusion of even the-poor and the
minority from certain areas. If this is included in any of the reports
tjit your commission has, we would like to request that it be made
available to us.

Ma. MARTIN. It certainly will.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. It is alrejady in the reports which you have?
MR: MARTIN. Yes, to a heavy degree.. Particularly the report We

did,more housing segregation than ever in Louisville and Jefferson
County. This sets out eight different inStanses in which the Jetterson
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. County ,Housing Authority failed to prweed with Low-ineorne housing
the goutity. They announced sites and Caved in and did not go

'ahead. with the sites for low-lncómc housing. So, to this daY:.:the only
family. housing for 10w-inceme people in the county is in the Newburg
area, and it is about 93 percent black.

Now I have to add, there is a very recent addition to that, in addi-.
tion to this document. Within the last several months, the section 8
progium heti resulted in some low-income housing in the cOunty. We
have also doeume ted that in another document, that there are, youknow, a small but pwing number of people taking advantage of thesettion program. B 'it's minusCule in terms of the Problem.

COMMISSIONER FkEttAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to request thatthis information, w n, Made available, will be i rted in the record
at this point of the hearin4.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. WithOut Objection that stone.
CHAMMAN FLEMMING. ComrnisSioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. In inquiring further on.the su ject of the news

media. I am going to call attention to the period of time before the
court decision, before the subject became newsworthy. Reference has
been made by the witnesses to the media profile after things got hot
in Louisville. I um interested at this point in the time ca. le prior tothe court order. For example. Mr. Martin, some p eras offreedom of choiest"oluntaty desegregation, have testified fore this
'Commission, They have .claimed that they' are against for ed busing,
not against integration. That the court order was not ecessary,
because under freedom of choice they would have been to
voluntarily desegregate.

Now, .it is my understanding that the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights, in 1971 and in 1972, offered Louisville and Jefferson
County plans and recommendations for voluntary' school desegrega-

, tion. Where were these people, who arc old-time citizens, who testified
here at that time, who now claimed they would have, under freedom
of choice, been bappy to have voluntarily desegregated?

The first question: Were there any press releases on the 'voluntary
plans submitted to the public before the court order? Now, Dr. Cron-
holm stated that it was difficult to get coverage before the crisis. I ant
going to follow the prgeedure of Commissioner Horn and mak each wit-
ness to relate any experiences that he or she may have had in getting
news coverage in the local press before the court order, with relation
to the subject matter I have just mentioned?

I will start with Mr. Martin.
Ms. MARTIN. Well, in terms of the school pairing plan we proposed

in July or August of '71. I think the most interesting thing directly on
your question is that "we offered this plan, and a short time thereafter
the Jefferson County Board of Education met, and they had the largest

acitizen attendance at that Jefferson County board of education Meeting
that they had ever had in the history of the Jefferson County board
of education.
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And there was overwhelming expression of opposition. and, moat-in-
teiestingly. two particular leaders of the anti-busing movement, people
stilt involved in leadership roles today, came basically from the area -

of one of these school pairings that we proposed, and they formed
their organization then in opposition to that voluntary plan; an or-
ganiza6on that rernains intact to this time.

I would not. however, have any particular feult with the media. And
nottiing I said lx:fore or now should be interpreted to suggest that the
news people in this town failed to report news, in the sense that if our
commission or.-the other civil rights groups really does something, you
know, 1 think' we get good coverage. I never felt at all that either the
newspapers or the TV people have failed to cover something that We:
did, you know. It is not that. It is in these other areas, the way thei
report general events that I think is questionable.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. What you are saying, sir, is that all. of- 'these
people who arc in favor of integration but against forced busiii, were
amply notified of the voluntary plan and that some of that leadership
isstill

MR. MARTIN. 'Yes, sir. r
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Which leadership is stating.what I have said i

general terms?
MR, MARTIN. Rut I think we have to move on from that, to be

realistic about the actualities of being a school superintendent or
.school board member. The plain hard fact is a lot of people who serve
in these roles find it difficult to do what they know they have to do. .

You know, undOubtedly, as those of us who have worked in the
South on school desegregation.for 20 years, we know there is a lot of
school superintendeets. that manage to have a meeting with the
NAACP chapter and said. "Look, we know we have got to do this.and
we know what the law is; but won't you go ahead, sue us, make 'us
do this. and -thei we will have ourselves covered with our con-
stituents."

.1 am not saying that happened in JefTersomCounty or Louisville, bet
I am saying there are -political, not partisan, but constituent-AyRe
reasons why the the school board Telt they couldn't move ahead with
this. One might argue that the Louisville board people felt that they
wanted to do something, but that they couldn't really. do it for those
kinds of reasons.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Dr. Cronholm, 'do you wish to add something
to that?

DR. CRONHOLM. I am tempted to just say that, with regard to Mr.
Martin's observations that he believes that the newspaper reports were
newsworthy, I think my complaint is that they decided on the defmi-
tion of what is newsworthy, and that the kind of calm, orderly
meetings in which decisions are made are deemed not to be
newsworthy.
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. Hui with response to your question- of the itewit cove rior
the court order/I think from .that standpoint.ageneicirtike ou are tit
,fault,..in that we probably did not do as much as. we should have that,:
even by my definition, would have 'been newsworthy.. I mut% recall one
instance in which. We attempted to get pubhe officials to .endorse, a
resolution, commitment to follow the coUrt orders, which we sent Out
several press releases and could not get news..Coverage on this.

pther than that, l Would say, the lack of poverage on anything re-
garding eommissions like ourswas probably our fault, that we probably
-did not do as much as we should have.

CommisStoNkit Rutz. Mi. Waltent,'do.you wish to Make an observa-
tion?

MR. WALTERS. Yes, sir. The coverage by the media, television, and
the newspaper, particularly. I thought was good in the period preCed-
ing the court order

Corasosstomka Ruiz. No, I mean before the court order,
M. WALTERS. 1 say, preceding the court order,
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Yes, sir,
Ma, Wm.-mats. Was good in that the educational forms that my

agency attempted to use as this open lines of communication vehicle
was widely covered and well covered. Now, I do hasten to add that

believe the niedia could have played a very significant role that they
did not play, and it was not the media's fault.

The edueational.process that needed to take place.in this community
did not happen prior to the fall of implementing the, court order,
because there wasn't enough time.

ComsossioNE.a Rutz. Very well. Now, Mr. Johnson?
MR. JOHNSON. 1 still stand by my original statement, that the press

and the televituon did a marvelous job, and I 'highly appreciate what
'they did before and aftec.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. In substance, the testimony, then, before this
panel, is that the public had ample notice of the possibility of volunta-
ry desegregation'?

MR. JOHNSON. May I say this, Mr. Commissioner?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Yes.
MR. JOHNSON. All of the things that I have attempted to work with

in this community for 40 years, I have had the press on my side, to
present what I had to offer or what my organization had to offer. And
I fought the community of -Louisville, the leadership of Louisville, for
not giving their side to the press that was willing to take whatever was
out there.

I think the press should he neutral. And when one side presents
sOmething, I think they ought to let it be presented in the paper and
Over the radio, and so I highly appreciate what they did. They
presented what they saw.

And our churcheg, there were 'certain individuals who did a good
job, but. our churches let the community down.
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CousasstONsi Rutz. I think the panel has cleared up this point _than
had in mind'very-Wiell. Thank you Very much.
Ctimassnes Ketauttio. Commissioner Saltzman?
COAHAISSIONEH SALTZMAN. I think it- is or prof national im

portance to gy to identify the point at which, in a unity attempt-
ing to iiireteeed with a constitutionid. mandated gregation, what
leada.to the unraveling of conimunity order to that .. . breakdown
that Louisvilleesperienced and icie'rhaps a feW-other Cities- have ex-
perienced? .

From what I gathered, and I would like to catifinn this impression
that 'you have left with me, and from the impression, that t had yester-'
.41Y. one 'of the significant eativses 'was the lack Of' leadership in- thlb
Aommunity. Yesterday We found-- that that lack of . leadership
manifested itself under the guise, in the business cominunity, of
neutrality.

Would you identity that, correct my impression if I 'am wrong, would
you agree thnt that wsui one of the key factors?

MIL JOHNSON. Let me say this.
'costsaissioNga SALTzstAN.Anyone, Mr. Johnson. Yes?
Mit. JOHNSON. My. experience as a schoolteacher, 40 years. is that

when:you tell a child to do liomething, then be surd you can enforce
what you tell him to do. And then he respects you. The mayor told
a bunch of people here ptember, the 1st of September, mit' tO go
in a certain Section of town, he didn'tback it up and let the peo-
ple walk over him. They walked n down. through tie mall after he
said that you will not go.

The county judge did practically the thing, and the Governor:
did the same thing. The Governor, when we stasted in Sturgis, Ken-
tucky, the Governor then said, "Regardless to whether the people in
the community stand for this or not, I am going- to send State troopers
down there, and any child will have a right to go to whatever /school
he wants to."

.

Now, the Governor should have done that right here. Out in Little
Rock, the President of the United States sent the Federal soldiers out

Ithere to Little Rock; and said, "We are going to stand by the Constitu-
tion 'of the United States." Now, when the mayor and the Governor
and the county kidge abdicated high leadership, high leadership
'responsibilities, when they abdicated that, then that gave the violent-
prone elements in our community a chance to-rim wild.

-And then is. when I accuse the leadership of our churches, our busi-
ness institutions, our social, and' political, and other organizations of
abdicating. They actually looked like they were afraid. But when the
white people were the ones who Were acting oft and showing all -their
violence in this townWhich is not fair.

I have tried to indicate it's 'not fair for Louisville to have this na-
s tional coverage, but when they started doing that, then the Governor,.

and the mayor and the city and county judge becalm terribly ernbar-

\\Yf
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ramcd AS it-wasn't the black people raising itell and breaking up the
places; thii wasn't Watts. This is Louisville and white people doing it.

Then the white powerstructure got embarrassed and then they came
out,'and I 'think c have Come through a lot of traumA, but it was
necessary. And I t;4ilt? c future is rosy aLit can be.

MR. SALTZMAN. ill, comments?
MR. MARTINI. CO r Saltzman, I think you' have very- accu-

rately hit on a most significant defect in what happened in Louisville.
Tiro, basicaily; was that some good statements were made by. civic
Jeatters prior to Abe desegregatien and maybe even the day or so
beginning. But I think there.vls mime clear flaking away after.the dif-

,

Are aiso had a problem that some leadership piopiev.thought that it
IA enough for them to say that they were almostneutral on the thing
or that- they hoped this would be peadeful. But many of themomade,mistake of going on anti saying we are dons this becnuse we are

cing forced to do it. Instead of saying what they ought tt, know, that .

it is the ha, it is morally right, it is right tuider the system of govern-
ment in this country ought to be done. They didn't do that. They.
tried to kind ot carry. water on biith stioulders, and it didn't Work.

Many of the people should have been taking4 strong stand for
Saw% desegregation -groups that really tried to reach,a lowest
common denominator. -were trying. to work with-so many. people
to support 4aw and order- that they ended really doing 'nothing in
support of the deiegregation plan and ended "iip contribUting to the
confusion.

.

ComMitsioNER-S.surzia'ss4. Do you think there i1 anything that ought
4o be imperatively done, pending the Septernber '76 opening of . ,
school? 'Yesterday 1 askect this question of business leadership, and
they seemedito feel, as Mr. Johnson did, that we can now continue
with ,our neutrality, beesuie everything is going to be okay. But are
there-any contingencies that ought to be looked at in case everything
is not okay?

MR. MmtnN. Our commission has taken a strong position that we
should do everything possibk to keep this 'thing out of the political
campaigns. ye ,took. a stand on this last summer. won't say it was
with any ,great effect, because, most certainly, this matter was injected
into th'e political campaigns in Kentucky like it has never been doge
peforiln the last 20 years.

Put, certainly`,.anything that could-be done to try, to get our political'
'vie -leaders' tq take a' strong stand for this Jefferson County

ticeplan, anything that we could do to keep some of our
politital leaders from 'continuing to talk abeam alternatives,1 think that
this been very.diviiive, because it has kept people from accepting what'll,'

, is inevitable. They have created false hopes that maybe we won't have
- do- it. I *ink there is treonspdously increasing evidence tosuggest that

there no alternative. -.11
-

ftculty developed.
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It's been admitted repeatedly, the rejection of the appeal in the
Boston case arid many other things ought to bring many more public'
leaders around to the idea that they have got to support this plan
because it is the plan for this community.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. One final question. Was thelre any in-
timidation or harassment to you individually, persoilally,, &ring these
last months of desegregation?

MR. JOHNSON. I live with it.
DR. CRONHOLM. Al isof 'us.
MR. JOHNSON. I live With it.

. Commissulltiss SALTZMAN. Can you each briefly describe for the
record personal experiences related to intimidation or harassment?

MR. JonNsoN. A black cat was hung to a pole, flag pole, at one of
the formerly white schools that turned to a recently all, practically all-
black school, known as Shawnee High School. And I was called and
told-, "We hung a black cat. Next time.it Won't be a black cat. It will

--"' be you, nigger." And I have had the police to take stickers off of my
car telling me, ."Lay off of us white folk. You have, done so much,
prepare to die." .

I have had.the polise tii take off stickers. And they continue, now,
to harass my wife, who is at hOme. When I am not there they call up
and want to know, -Where in the hell was that nigger born? We want
to carry him back down South, theresuch a southern accent, we
know he cornea from back down South. We want to take him back
down, put six feet of dirt in his' face. Now do you understand_ that,
nigger woman?"

.

I get that Aailythree and four calls a day, now.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
DR. CRONH4M. I inVested in a recording device for my phone which

I think is insulating me against these calls I have after my name is in
, the newspaper, which I think is.typical hate, what I would consider ob-

scene literature, Ku Klux Klan c9.11ing card, this time it is a fKiendly
visit, next time it will be real.

I have had many acts of vandalism against my house. I don't know
how many are related to my role. I live in the Valley 'station area. I
am sure many people jthere know my role in the commission, so ,I,
would assume some o these acts arc a result of that. Before I leave
this, though. may I go frck to something about the fpture *this fall? r

r would just like to make the statement that I am not quite -------
guine as Mr. Johnson with regard to the rosy future. ur Com-
munity has all of the elements present that it had l ear at this time,
that could very well erupt into the same kind of situation, in addition
to which there' is one more "element it didn't have, and that of
thousands ,If People dedicatet .against busing who, are terribly frus-
trated now because they were, I believe, sort of led down the primrose
path by their own leaders, in being told that certain actibns that they
were taking *ould' be successful, When they all knew they could not
be successful. \/
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So we have these fruitTated people in the community. I agree with
Mr. Martin that this situatice could certainly erupt. And the time has
come for. I believe, our communky leaders te inekc statements that
should have been made before

CHAIRMAN RAMMING, I am very sorry, but as Chainnan I have got
to protect the Schedule to some extent. We are now well beyind the
time allowed for this- iestimeny. I want to be fair ta theae who arc
scheduled to come. afterwards. But I want to expresa our appreciation
.as a Commission, not just for your testimony, but 'for. the quality of
leadership that is reflected by your testimony.

We are indeed grateful to you. Thank you, veiy, very much.
HAIRMAN FLEIHMING. CoUlstRel will call the next witness.

MR. GLICK. Mi. Chairthan, bur next witnesses arc senior law en-
forcement officers in Louisville, Jefferson County, and State. We will
call Col. John Nevin, chief of the ^Louisville Division of Police; col:
Russell McDaniel, chief of the Jefferson Counti Polise; Lt. Col. Leslie
Pyles. commander Kentucky State Police Department; and Gen.
Richard T. Frymire, adjutant general, Kentucky National Guard.

f Col. John Nevin.Col. Russell McDaniel, Lt. Col. Leslie Pyles, and
Gen. Richard T. Frymire were selorn.1 r

'TESTIMONY OF COL JOHN NEVIN, CHIEF, LOUISVILLE DIVLSION OF POLICE;
.COL. RUSSELL MCDANIEL, CHIEF, JEFFERSON Couprrv POUCE; LT. COL

LESLIE PYIXS, COMMANDER. KENTUCKY STATE POLICE DEPARTMENT; AND
GEN. RICHARD T. FIIYMIRE, ADJUTANT GENERAL, KENTUCKY NATIONAL

GUARD

M. DORSEY. if you would each state your name, occupation, and
*title for the record.

MR. NEVIN. John Nevin, chief, Louisville Division of Police.
Mk. MCDANIEL, Russell 111cDaniel, chief of the Jeffekon County Po-

lice Department.
KR. PYLES. Leslie Pyles. director of field operations, Kentucky State

Police.
MR. FRYMIRE. Richard,T. Plymire, adjutant iener.al*, Commonwealth

of Kentucky.
at'MR. DORSEY. Gentlemen, we arc, as you know, engaged in investiga-

tion regarding the schonl desegregation process in Jefferson County. I
would ask each or you starting with Col Nevin, if you would, to outline
for us briefly what your preparations were by you and your staff for
your law enforcement role in school desegregation starting in January
1975,

MR. Nevnki. Beginning in January 1975, the Louisville Division of
Police initiated a series of staff meetings to discuss the poisibility of
the court-ordired busing integration of the Jefferson County-Louisville
school system, with the anticipation that we had a year's lead time.
Then, aPproximately July, the district court ordered that the program
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would be implemented at the beginning of the school year on Sep-
tember 4. Shortly after that I detailed a lieutenant and patrolman to
a full-time duty of preparing a plan of operation for the police division.
In the course of this plan, we allowed' for the maximum number of po-
lice officers that were available to. be detailed to assist with the in-
tegration program.

Oar planning, unfortunately, envisioned only police activities during
the daylight hours and we found after the first day of school that we
were involved in al 24-hour operation which required some major

However, we were generally set up on_ the day before the opening
day of school,*with approximately half the police division assigned to
normal police functions and another 400 officers assigned to a task
force to deal with any pioblents that arose with the busing operation.

We were staged at a school that had been closed as a result of Judge
Gordon's order, which was very graciously allowed us by the Jefferson
County board of education, and we operated from that school as a
field staging area for approximately a month. That, is where we were
up to the opening day of school.

MR. DORSEY. Did your plan as detailed involve also some meetings
with other law enfOrcement pirsonnel, and did it, in fact, include a
contingency plan of any type?

MR. NEyim. By the opening of school we had met with every law
enfoocement agency which we.shad conceived of that we could possibly
be involved withof course, the Jefferson County poliee, who we
work with on a day-to-day basis, General Frymire, and, particularly,
the National Guard units that are stationed locally, and the Kentucky
State Police.

MR. DORSEY. Was there within that plan a contingency plan should
you, in fact, need further resources?

MR. NEVIN. We shad discussed up to the opening day of school the
commission of additiodal Pliice. I took an extrem'ely pessimistic view
from the beginning and had requested that the State police and the
National Guard be cOmtnitted prior to the opening day of lichool.
However, the position was that until such time as we were fully com-
mitted, we could not anticipate any additional support.

MR. DORSEY. And did you conduct any training for your personnel
in relation to their possible activities in school desegregation?

MR. NEVIN. Yes, during the 2 days before we implemented the bus-
ing task force, on the second day beforewhat would have been minus
day minus two, we had all the commanding officers who would have
been assigned to the busing task force in for a full day of training
which involved, first, a lineskiy-line examination of the tactical order

-and a review of the procedures that would be used for mass booking,
mass arrests, if it became necessary, the use of squad sand other crrd-
controlling formations.
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And then on the day beforeCe implemented the busing task force,
we went on 12-hour duty, and all the patrol ppsonnel who were in-
volved were called out to a parking lot in the rear,of Churchill Downs
where they spent a full day in refresher training on crowd contml tac-
tics and then, with their immediate commanding officers, reviewed for
the benefit of the patrolmen, the tactical plan.

MR. DORSEY. Thank you. Was that plan reduced to writing?
MR. NEVIN. Yes, sir, it was: A copy was turned over to the staff.

It's dated.August 29 and it's labeled school deseog ation busing plan.
MR. DORSEY. Think you very much..
Colonel McDaniel, I wonder if you might respond to the,sarne issues

in relation to your organization?
MR. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir. We started having meetings with various

officials at the board of e-aucation last winter, winter of '75, talking
about various aspects of what might happen. We were fairlyo.well as-
sured, and when I say fairly well assured, it was not anticipated that
court-ordered busing Would start in Jefferson County in the year '75.
It would be the following year. This was the opinion of some of the
people at the board of education and some legal advisors there.

We met periodically up until the order came down in July. After the
-order came down in July, there were daily meetings with the board of
education, city law enforcement officials, with various people in
goatThment. There were various things.. Chamtier of commerce hosted
a breakfast *here they brought a representative In from Memphis.
,People came in from other areas that had had experiences in bus-
ingfrom Tennessee, Memphis, Nashville.," and, Charlotte, North
Carolina. Some of our commanding officers were meeting on a daily
basis discuning various aspects of busing and what some of the pOten-
tial problems could Ke and might be.

Jefferson County Police Department has several cities located within
the county. Several of these cities has their own'law enforcement agen-
cies. There are, I believe, three or four fourth class cities, there are
some fifth class cities and sixth class cities. County police department
hosted a breakfast. We had Judge Hollenbach, county judge, along
with representatives from the coUnty attorney's' office.. Our legal ad-
visor.

We had prepared some information th* on arrests, what the
charges would be if demonstrator* become unruly. We tried to map
out a plan for all of these other law enforcement agencies in Jefferson
County whereby that we would all be of one accord, and which units
would bick up and which units would assist, and wherever the
problems developed. So wc felt like we were pretty well prepared
whenever school started.

MR. DORSEY. Was there any speCific training ronducted of the
leadership staff or the patrol staff of your organization; specifically re-
lated to school deiegregation actiVity?
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a. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir, at staff meeting all the command, all of the
,top commandthis was carried back to district level at roll call, sltift
ehange by sergeants. We are divided into three districts out in the
county and these districts had riot training, formations, and were par:
ticularly alerted in the southwestern part of the county. Where We felt
there would be problems,.itVbuld be in that area.

MR. DORSEY. Did your planning, in fad, contain some contingency
plans in the event that difficulties arose which exceeded your ability
to handle?

MR. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir. We, -in discussing the situation or problem
with Judge Hollenbach, it was determined. by Judge Hollenbach that
if we needed assistance, that the State police would be our first backup
unit, due to the fact that Louisville Division of Police probably or
potentially could be expiriencing some of the same problems that we
were experiencing. So it was prearranged that Kentucky State Police
would bethe first units to assist Jefferson County in the event there
woulli be serious problems.
. Colonel Nevin and I discussed the fact of having the Guard called
up whenever school started and relying on the National Guard if it
bbcame necessary to call them out.

Ma. DORSEY. C01011ei Pyles, if you will, could you state what aOivity
the State police engaged in irt preparation for school desegregatioitin
Louisville?

MR. PYLES. Yes, sir, our role was primarily a backup and assist role.
to either one of the two agencies. We were awarawcortainly, of the
situation much before September the 1st. We alerted our.field person-
nel to have their people brought up to snuff on the crowd control
situation. We drew up plans as to hoilt, long it would take a Itiven
squad to get to Louisville. Then in a meeting prior to the start of\ school, it was agreed that we would furnish a detail of 30 people,

N. establish a command post at the Fairgrounds to sort of deal with traffic
problems on the interstate system.r`

We also had a detail of 55 people on standby in Frankfort. Now,
these were brought in from outlying areas that would take-considerable
tim i.e resOnd to any need for assistance. That was the reason this
was d inc. We bordered them in Frankfort. That along with the.crowd
cynt squad from Frankfort made a total of 66 people we had on
stand y there in Frankfort.

MR. = *RS Y. Did you have something else to add, Colonel Pyles?
MR. PYLES. 0, Si*, that's about it.
MR. DORSEY, General Frymire, I wonder if your orgaiiization, i

fact, anticipated a rolOn advance, anil what activities were en
in by the National Guard lb preparation for school desegregation,
any?

MR. FRYAIIRE. Our role would be somewhat limited. You asked i
tially for the period beginning in January 1975. During tilt period
time, we monitored local intelligence through the local police o

4
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pnization and relied upon them for a status report. We primarily did
nothing in anticipation of busing desegregation other than our routine.
civil disturbance training, which is an annual training program that we
have, a It:Checking of our plan for assistance to local officials in the
event of domestic emergencies. These are routiAne matters. We have a
routine plan.

Wc simply, made certain that the plan was current, that ourthe
training of our individuals was current. Then as the event drew closer,
in September we did have some meetings with the local police in
Louisville and Jefferson County la ascertain from thein what their..
probkms siould be, and, generally, just to.determine what the 'role of
.the Guard might be in the event that it was needed.

Ma. Doesev. Directing your attention specifically to those incidents
of September 4, 5, and 6 which cleltrly were the hkaviest law enforce=
MCIn involvements, as I understand it from our investigation, .1 would

like to ask some questions as to the ,developments of Situations on
those occasions and the police response to them.

Specificelly, I would like to deal with the night of September 5 and
the sequence of events %vhich led to the rather-heavy law enfqrcement
.involvernent In thc southwest Jefferson County area.

Colonel McDaniel, if you will, could you state it what approximate
time tile difficulties in Jefferson County required the heavy involve-
ment of your police personnel?

MR. MCDANIEL. Neil, sir. If I may, I would like to go ba4 to the
,night of September 4. School started on September 4, which vas on
Thursday, and on September 4 we. as all law enforcement aencies,
were on 12-hour shifts.

Our people came out at 0600 hours in the morning until 1800 hours
that afternoon. So on the first day of school there were areas provided
in all the schools for demonstrators. There were very few demonstra-
tors showed up at any of the scbools out in the county on the morning
of the 4th.

On the evening oil the 4th a few people came out at some of the
schools. Then after school had ended, at Valley High School, located
on Dixie Highway in the southwestern part of the county; there was
quite a.number of riung people, predominantly teen-agers, gathered
in frOnt of Valley High School after dstric."And they blocked traffic for
A short periol of time. We had quitera number of police officers on
the scene.

At that particular time, we thought it was best, I discussed with our
commending officers, to let them go aheadrand havethi highway and
see slotii;t would develop. We did 'not hatik any serious incidents; there
were a couple of fires started in the highway. We called the volunteer

Ore department there, at which time they extinguished die fires.
We, after about "in Hour, started Moving the people s&ith on Dille

Highway and we started' Moving then* north. And when we started
moving them north and south,,plitting the crowd, we only had, when
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we started moving them out, about somewhere in the neighborhood of
300, 350 people. So after following South on the highway, we met
some resistance, approximately a half a mile south of Valley. There
were I 1., arrests made.' We had no serious problems, no serious in-
cidents. So that etided the first day of school.

On the Sth we came bakk out; when wc came back` out on. the
morning of the 5th, wc.experienced practically the same thing. Very
few demonstrators showed up at any of the schools. It all went rather
smooth and rather calm. I think one school had a Couple of tpoken
windows was the only thing we experienced on the second day of
school.

Se I went over to the Van Noose 'Center to fret with varioum,
elected officials and school administrators. We were discussing what
the strategy would be and what things we would do tl following
week. This was early Otiday afternoon, September 5. Wh e I was at
the board of education, I received a call, there from one f the com-
mending officers at Fairdale High School that there was fcrowd build-
ing in front of the school. There was an FBI agent as 6li as a Federal
marshal assigned to stay with me at all times, so the marshal and the
FBI agentand we proceeded, to Fairdale High Schobl.

When we arrived at the high school there were some 4 .or 500-peo-
ple there. Black children were loaded on a bus and -the); were ready
to leave the school. The entrance to the school was blocked. They had
Fairdale Road, which is a secondary road, blocked alio.

We had a standby unit in the immediate vicinity. We had a backup
unit of police officers, I called for those men immediately. They took
pre-planned traffic points, they started flow of traffic; the traffic
started moving. We took police motorcycles as well as our units,
escorted the buses that the black children were on coming back to the
inner city, and as they came out of the school there.were same missiles
thrown at the buses. I think one stickthere were some bottles that
missed the buses, there were no broken windows, there were no inju-
ries. A couple police officers in holding the people bact stnd we
made two or three. arrests at the school that afternoon. But after we
got a sufficient number of peopl h re, got the buses out, and from
.there on it was fairly peaceful.

There was a meeting scheduled in dge Gordon's office downtown
after school was out. I went down to attend the meeting in Judge Gor-
don's office. All the officials were down there discussing the varidus
things that had taken place. Determination was made at, that time by
Judge Gordon that there would be no more demonstratipns, protesters
allowed on any school property, that they all would be removed. No
three pettple could gather or congregate on any bus route, .

Whenever I left the meeting in Judge Gordon's office, the-were
calling me on the police radio, cornmanding officeicat Valley High
Illeflool said they had a crowd tiuilding in front of Valley 2111 School.4,'
I returned to the scene of Valley,.anil tfie had the train °eked is
I approached Valley ,./r-ligh school for epproximately 'half a mile.

.
I. , . .le. I 4. ob. . I
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I had to proceed south in a northbound land, the southbound lane
was blocked. 1 arrived in front of the school, 1 had some commanding
officer's, there were two majors, a captain, and two or three lieutenants
and sergeants on the scene, approximately 70 patrolmen.

I started talking with them and at this timethis was approximately
6:00 o'clock, maybe a little after 6:00talking with them. There had
been no indication or no sign of violence other than a large number
of people were gathering in the intersection. They had traffic blocked.

My first instruction was to get the traffic moving. We started the
natural flow of traffic, got the traffic moving again. After the traffic
started moving, we were able to reduce the crowd somewhat. After
reducing the crowd, traffic stopped again. When the traffic stopped the
second time, it was getting dark. A large fire ballooned just north of
the school: When a large fire broke out, there were two or three other
,fires, and what had been a fairly peaceful demonstration or fairly
peitEeful crowd became very hostile just north of the school°.

Many missiles were heing-7-the police started getting a lot of abuse
just north of Valley High School. Many missiles, bottles, they
werethere was some construction going on in the areaa large
numberinf bricks started being hurled at our people.

We regrouped and by that time had called for assistance. We have
approximately 100 men in our criminal investigation division. It was
pre-planned that they would go back into uniform. So 1 started cattig
for assistance just before 1 arrived.

MR. DORSEY, What time would.that have been that you called for
your own departmental men?

MR. MCDANIEL. I called our backUp units at appr mately 7:00
o'clock. They started arriving 15 minutes later. Ther were quite a

'number of people on Dixie Highway at our Charlie District station,
which is located some 4 miles north of Valley High School. They
started arrivieg'411 the scene;

After I goi a a large number of police, aod when 1 say a large
number, we Probably had 50 additionakpeople to come on the seene
very rapid. 1 assigned seven, eight, and nine men riot squads to go onto
the highway and start trying to move the crowd north and south again,
as we had the night before. Traffic backup had grown considerably.
At this time there were probably 2,5(X) to 3,500 people spread over
a large area.

MR. DORSEY. At this point, approximately how many police person-
nel did you have on the scene and approximately how large was the
crowd'?

MR. MCDANIEL. At this time I probably had 125 to 130 policemen,
and the crowd was somewhere in the neighborhood or 3,500 people. .

MR. DORSEY. 41 terms of your total force, which, as 1 understand
is approximately 400 personnel, what .was the maxiniUm strength that'
you coald bring to bear On this particular problem and still carry on
the absolutely minimal essential operations of your department?

MR. MCDANIEL.. That was it, approximately 130 to 140 people.
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bORSEN. At what time in relation to this did you indicate any
need follelp, for additional taw enforcement personnel?

Ma. Mc Moist.. Soon as I saw what was happening and saw one or
two officers that were injured, I went into Valley High_ School ih the
office. I talked v,tfith Judge Hollenbach; I told him we had serious
problems

VICE CHAMMAN HORN. Excuse me, what time WaS this
MR. MCDAIllibEL, There would be much resistance an4 the situation

had gotten out of control.
VIV CHAIRMAN Hogs'. What time were you making that call?
MR. MCDAMiEL. This call was approximately 7:30.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. 7:30.
Mu. DORSEY. COStinue.
MR. MCDANIEL. I made the call to Judge Hollenbach and talked to

Judg Hollenbach and told him what the situation was. At that time
at c Van Hoose Center. the Governor's representative. Mr. Jack
Hall4 and various people from State government, the mayor, they were

_Acre. lwent batk into the school at approximately 8:00, after talking
with die judge. 1 went back in approximately 30 minutes later.

Our people went into the crowd; they came under such resistance
that I had them withdraw. We were in front of the school. We backed
up to a point where all the missiles being thrown from Dixie Highway
were Striking the pavement in front of Valley High School. I went baCk
in and called the second time to check on reinforcements, to talk with
the judge. 1 was assured that they would be there very shortly. I
talked.L-

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. May 1 interrupt, I am sorry. Reinforce-
ments from which law enforcement agency?

MR. MC'DANIEL. Kentucky State Police.
COMMISSION91 SALTZMAN. Were they the closest available law en-

forcement agency at that time?
MR. MCDANIEL. Yes. sir. Where they were housed, they were on the

expressway located at the Fairground at the Executive Inn.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Were they the only backup force present?
MR. MCDANIEL. Colonel Nevin had a largy number of peockl\e north

of that location, apRoximately a mile farther nbrth.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. So both police forces were available to'.

you? ,

MR. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir. So after tilking with Judge HcillenbaCh. I
went back outside, and when i went hack outside and met with the
command, 1 saw one of our officers that had received a very serious
injury, that as a result of the injury lost his eye, and two other po-
licemen had been hurt or received fractures.

So approximately 20 minutes after that, thire was a caravan of State
police came to our rescue in front of the high &Chao!, and shortly after
the first caravan of State police arrive on the scene, Col. Pyles arrived
shortly after that and told me that hehad 66 troopers-with him. plus
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the first group,. and with the (einforcement and assiltance of the Ken-
Welty State Police we went into the crowd and was Successful in
disperiing the crowd, breaking up the demonstration there and the
violence that had occurred.
'The radio 'was contacting me at thin particular time and there was

a football guise getting ready to break at Pleuure Ridge. Hish School,
whiCh is some :2-1/2 or 3 miles from that location and a set of 2--or
300 protesters were in front Of the school.

!tasked Colonel Pyles to take some of his troopers/that were on their
way to Valley. High School and send them to Pleasure Ridge High

%School' to assist the county police that 'were there while the football
game was going on. It became netessary to take the crowd nut a rear

'.entrance of Valley duo to the protesters out front. 1 neyer did get to
Pleasure Ridge High School.

ft I was called and we were having problems in ,the Okolona area. We
ltsd two helicopters that were lighting the area on Disie Highway dur-
ing the entire demonstration, keeping peeple from getting on top of
building1 and getting behind our police lined, I called one of the cap-
tors down and I started to the Okolona Southern High School area. As
I started over there, the helicopter pilot told me he was going to turn
the running lights out because they had drawn fire on their down
there... -

So we prOceeded with the running lights out on the copter aid as
we flew over National Turnpike. and Fairdale Raad We saw two houses
that were burning. was not aware of the situation there until the
helicopter pilot made me aware that there had been a demonstration.
We could still re what looked to be cceple hundred, 2-3000 people
in the intersection of National Turnpike and Fairdali Road.

MR. DORSEY. May I interrupt for one moment to follow up on two
things that you mentioned?.

Ma. MCDANIEL. Yes,'sir.
MR. DORSEY. First, that you had not been aware of that incident,

and it reminded me that you had indicated that you had made commu-
.fikations by phone. I 'Wonder if you wore in a position at that night,
being heavily involved as you were at Fairdale and Valley High, to
have information from all your different locations of trouble?

Ma. MCDANIEL. No, sir, our communication at the time, ws had or-
dered and they hid been on order for well aver a year, hand-held
portable radios. We did not have the type of communication we have
at this time. I waw'not awarewe were in general communication on
three different frequencies and were talking. But I was not aware of
the situation,.and they were making me aware in between phone calls,
comrmanding officers that were monitoring all three frequincies there
at Valley High School, and telling me of the other incidents.

Ma. DORSEY. In that regard, the irVestigation indicates that other off-
ficers were, in fact,, requesting additional law enforcement assistance.
As I recollect you iledicated to me that hieh level officers from your

tie
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organization had asked -for assistance from the city police at ;tome
point.

Ma. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir.
MR. Dostsky. couki you go IMO that a little bit?
Ma. MCDANIEL. I later learned my assistant was at Charlie District

located on Dixie Highway. Col. Robert Grant, lieutenant colonel,
assistant chief of police. I learne;i tater, early the next morning, 3:30
or 400 a.m. that Colonel Grant .had'Itsid a conversation with Lieute-
nant Colonel- Hicks of the Louisville Division of Police and said that
our people were calling r assistance in two ot three other locations."
And dust ould use any assistance, was what was relatea
to me. This was C I Hicks conversation with neutenant Colonel
Grant. Leiutenant Colonel Giant, mnitoring the radio, said it sounds
like that we can use all the help we can get, was the conversation. I.
proceeded on to

Ma. DORSEY. I was just wondering if, in fact, the city responded to
those requests for aasistance. Is that nqrmal between the two organiza-
tions?

MR. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir. It -is normal for the Louisville Division of
Police togive assistance, which they have'many times since.

MR. DORSEY. Did they on that night give assistance?
MR. MCDANIEL. On that night?

4MR. DORSEY. Yes.
Ma.. MCDANIEL. On that night I am not awarethe Louisville Divi-

sion of Police did not respond to ieffersoh County.
MR. DORSEY. I am sorry, but I interrupted you.
Ma. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir, that is quite all right. So after seeing what

was happening !it Fairdale Road and National 'Turnpike, I saw a
caravan of State police proceeding to that area. I saw several of our
police units. They were located where the buses, compdund of buses,
were located at Fairdale High School. They had wIth.iun from the
intersection. They were there to protect the school jidl the buses until
sufficient reinforcements arrived from the State plice, ai which time
they did disperse, break up that crowd.

We circled the area for 3 or 4 minuted. W left thc high school,
proceeded on to the Okolona area. The pilot, tve flew out to Southern
High School, we saw several buses digit were still burning. Saw several
fires up and down Preston Highway from, Southern High School all the
waP north to the substation which would clover intprosimately a mile
and a half.

MR. DORSEY, Excuse me, I am going to have to interrupt the
testimony at this time.

MR. MCDANIEL. Yes, sir.
Ma. DORSEY. Unfortunately, earlier panels got carried longer than

was anticipated, so the time.for the questioning on the part of counsel
has extended far beyond its illocation. At this time I would turn the
questioning ever to the Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COUnsel, oke are allocating exactly tho amount
, of time that was provided for this particular panel,. which, is 55

Minato:a. But if yiiu have additional questions, you will ask ther so
that all members of the panel will have had an opportunity to respond
to questions relative to this particular incident. .

MR, DORSEY. I did want to move on, if I could. .

MR. MCDANIEL. Yell.,:ipe7-
MR. DORSEY. I would like to ask ColonerNles, if I could, at what

time State police involvement became extensi* on the night of Sep-
tember 5 and how many people and at what point;

MR. PYLES. The most extensive would have been actually at.Okolona
in the Southern High School area. We at one lime had some 10% 110.
people in that area-.Southern High Schaal and Okolona.

MR. Donny. At what point would that have been?
.MR. Puts. They were committed at about midnight.

MR. DORSEY. At what point was the tint State police commitment,
if you can recollect, at what iime did you first commit State police to
backup?

Ma. PYLES. We had a small detail at around 7:30 or 8:00, just sort
of hopefully keep the roads open. if possible. trMR, DORSEY. When

Ma. PYLES. In the Valley High itationerea.
MR. DORSEY. When were they imreaked?

t MR. PYLES. 'They were increased, oh, it must have been in the
.neighborhood of 10:30. We NO the original 30-man detail down here.
We sent 10 of diem out earlier and.then when we received reports
back that there was some cOnsiderable trouble, why, we took the rest
Of.that 10 that' we had on/traffic to the Valley area and called, in the
meantime, for these people that we had on standby to .come to the
fairgrounds.

MR. DORSEY. I would now ask Colonel Nevin, in terms of requests
medico city forces, are you aware of any request for assistance by the
county police, anil are you aware of any jaction taken by the .city po-
lice in that. regard?

7... .,MR. NEVIN. Yes, sir. The city police, as I said before, had 'an-
ticipated that we were going to be inv91ved in a daylight operation. On
.ThursdaY, September 4, we had ,been involved in a rather extensive
crowd control operation in downtown Lauisville.

On Friday, September S. We had deployed in downtown Louisville,
anticipating that we might find the same prob ms again on the follow-
ing day. We didn't. We' withdrew the force to the Audubon
School where we held them until approxima ly 5:00 or 6:00 in the
evenths....and released ever/body but , a skeleton force that was
scheduled to remain around the clock u-,i service vehicles, etc., to go
home.

I,. with Colonel McDaniel and General Frymire and several others
also attended the meeting in _fudge Gordon's office,hat took.place on

I
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Friday afternoon and at the conclusion kif that meeting, went off duty
and was available by,a paging system. Fortanately, Lieutenant Colonel
-Kley, who was in general command of "ilte task force, had remained
at Audubon School catching up on. some paperwork, and our central
.Fommunications unit at headquariers was monitoring the county police
broadcasts. They began to pick up the broadcasts involving the disor-
ders in the Dixie Highway area, and Colonel KleY, on his own initia-.
tive, at some time around 7:00 ordered a recall of the busing personnel
from borne.

Due to a malfunction in my paging system, they were unable to con-
tact me until approximately 8:00. At that time I went directly to the
Audubon School, chinged, into uniform. Mayor Sloane arrived at the
sthool and he and I then went to the. State police command post
located at the fairgrounds where we talked very briefly with Mr. Jack
Hall, who wits the Governor's representative on the scene, ,and with
the State, police, Then he and I and later Mr. Hall went- to the Van

a -* Hoose School, our education center.
At that point we Met with Judge HoHenbach, eventually with Judge

Gordon. During that time several times my radio operatorktiver came
in the room and relayed word t4 me that our radio Was picking up
calls from the county police for assistance. On another oCcasion,
Colonel Grant and Colonel Flicks had talked with each other about the
deployment of city pace.

At this -time we estilkated we had approximately 210-300 paice of-
.

cers at Audubon Schoç However, I was in Ike prescnce of the coun-
judge, and 1 repeatcdfi relayed to him the fact that we were receiv-

n ails for assistance, and he advised me that his personnel did not
need any assistance and under-those circumstances,-1 felt that I could
not order a deploymerft of city police into the county with the execu-

%tive officer there present saying no.
So we did not deploy to any extent on .that night, except we had

received some information that some groups- were moving north on
Preston Highway toward the city, and I dispatched a busload of police
over to Prestons.Highway and the, city limits to' head them off.. How-
ever, they never came in as far as the city limits and at sometime that
night apparently turned And went backout. We stayed at the school,
we just bedded down at the school and stayed the night and the iext
morning, which was Saturday morning, deployed downtown for an
ticipated march. . .

MR. DORSEY. One final question, Th Is, if each of you would
respond to the folloWing question: Wh wi. the maximum number of
Personnel committed to school deseg g tig. activities that night, how
many injuries were suffered by youy - . -rsonnel, and what was
the extent of damage to police equipment an die costs for those ac-
tivities?

.

MR. NEvm. Okay, the Louisville Division of Police committed no
personnel. As far as I know, theres;,was no confrontation at any time

,.*
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beiween city ?ghee and any members of die crowd. There, %*vas nor ,'damage-, no injuries. ,

-...MR. DORSEY. ColonFl MeDanien
MR. MCDANIEL. Ves, sir. The County police dkpartrnent,Plve had our

total tiepartment committed to busing. We' had 72 pfficers injured, wp
had sdme 25 _or' 30 police vettieles that suffpred damagu, a, larger part
of this was window breakage. The injuries have cost us $4*,4965.
Breakdown on damage to vehiellis' is approxintately the sanie amount.
And rigt,equipment and overtime, wp spent' approximately $500,000.

MR. NEvIN.. Are you etalking about the' entire cost of the entire
operation or 1 st .1.04t Friday night?

. %.MR. DORSE . Just that.. '4. .
Mc . This woUld ineludethe month cif September.

..

Dbastv. Colonellsyles?
MR. PYLES. By midnight Friday night we had some 150 people, but

by. Saturday "Uorning la had, early S.aturday morning, we , hild".about ...,
400, give or take 1, or 2. Du ey were not- certainlY ,committed to ,

to il operation.
any..qiud 4,e remixed an app riationabout &s close.ai I can come

tkat isA590,000 for ,the tof
MR..DoRskY. And injuries? . .

. ^ Mk, PYLES. We had 1,9 people injured and same 15 or.:20 automo-r-
biles damaged from minor to sOvere.

* MR. DORSEY. General t'rymire? ..
Mu.' FRY.MIRE. Is bf midnight Friday the National Guard had not

been committed. . . .
ft

. 4
T MR. DORSEY. Thank...* ve , much, Mr. Chaiftnan. .

. .

mmissioner florn?.
1 would like to as1$ Colonel 'Nevin and
ctly explain the jurisdiction that operates

?vith thelounty poliiie and thie city, and do the city police hae any
jurisdictio in .t\tie .ounty under regular statutes of either Kentucky, -
Jefrtrson aunty. or ttie city of Louisville? What is that relationship?

)
MR. ,NF.VIN. Yes, sir, the Louisvilleppolice have .been ruled tip have

jurisdiction in Jefferson County: As 'a_rnaitcr of policy, wc donVexer-
eisc it thcre kinder normal circti'mstances. Certainly the tounty police
have jurisdictitm.everywhere in the city of Louisville, ana we rodtiriely.
provide baCkup servie-e to each other, and during the course of the rest,
of the school busing situation up.through l?e'cember en routintely pro-

. .vided people for each other in other circumstances. ..VICE CHAIRMAN 'How. Colonel, is that agreement a mutual
assistance pact that cias been enteeed into by the city of ,Louhvillb and

% the County? % i
MR. NEVIN. There u4.s a formai mutual agreement pact siiineel

several y.eqrs ago ander two different police chiefs, to the best of mf
reeqllection. However, it 'existed as a gentleman's agreement, if you
will; between the police departmend for as long as I have been here.

WcE CHAHRMAN HORN..1-iow long have you been chief? .

.
, . Ma. 4VviN. Two and, a half years, sir. -

- . _

3 CfiAIRMAN FLEMM1N
VICE *CHAIRMAN WM

Colonel McDaniel-. to ,.-su

.

e
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V IrfAIRMAN HORN. Dtliliing that period, what is the usual normal
pro Re fol.' city police to aid the bounty police? Have there been
any incidents prior to this, large or small,where tne city police hive

.'come to the aid of the county police?'
NEvus. As a matter of fact, most of the incidents ,in the past

have, been the Other way araund. 'During the open housing'demonstra-
'ions of the '60s and (he other disorders, 'iourity-police have responded
into ;he city to the aonstance of the city police.lt has peen fairly rare
until now for, the city iiolice to respond into the count?with additional
manpower.

. VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. What is your expectittion, as the command-'
ing officer of the Louiaville "police, as to who yotk deal with, or who
makes the dteision in Louisville as to whether -coultty police come to
the aid of Louisville or Louisville Police will 'go the aid of.the copnty?

NtVIN. Undbr norrhal circumstances were I not in the presence"d"
of the mayos,or'director of safety. if.I received communication -f
Colonel McDaniel or/one of his commding officers that they,:
requested my assistanee of the city police, we would respond im,/
mediately. `-.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In'other words, you would not check wA.
.a political authority, ordinarily? -

Ma. NEvIN. Unless they were present at the time, no, sir.
\tut CHAIRMAN HORN. Colon5I McDanitl,- what is your undf

ing of:how the mutual aisistance,agreement js implemented so'
couney could aid the city or the city aid the county?

Ms. McDommt. epionel Nevin or one of his commandin
initiates a call -to our heauarters, under nOrmal circums

*Judge answr directly to Judge Hollenbach
Hollenhach was in, in his presence I would let the fudge f
decision.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I see. SO is it unfair for me to 'concl aftcr
listening ta this testimony that orduarily the command d cis on wield
be. made, by the responsible polierexecuaes, in this cthtyóu .

as the respective colone.ls or one of your assistant chiefs', liv4 that d(t
4to the peculiar circumStances of who was in the cornmareitposf
evening, default was liven to political executives anc$,Airit it ,w

tiral rather ti)an a police decision that determined )114* of
the city oC Louidville police would aid the county whcfrasii
ble?

Is that an unfair conclusion after listening to atl this,
M. 'NEVIN. II is a very difficult question for me ta

over .the course of the months since that happened',
that en Saturday, September 6, I had .a great deal of
to 400-and-some-odd city police as to wtiy we did0 g

I really can't say if had it to do over again
the situation and gone anyhow.,.1 think it Is fair
simply a call to me and no othernobody else p
responNtd immediately.

(

far.,
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VICE CHAIR AN 1-loaNkl3.other words, the city police was available,
armed, ready t o but was prohibited from going by decision ,essen,
tially of the court,y executive, or county judge?

MR. NEVIN. Yes', 4ir.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me ask one mote question. Was tear gas

usedithat night at all 'to contrdi the riotine,
,

MCDANiEt....Yes, sir.
VICE CHAIRMAN hORN. How extensively was it used?

- Ms. MCDANIEL. There was not a great deal of tear gas used. It was
very etycittiye. We got out a pepper fogger, when we fired it up the
crowd %tailed to break up.

VICE ChAIRMAN HORN. What I am wonderhig as I listened to.booftv
this crowd gathered, why tam- gis waS, not uied earlier-and in substan-
tial quantities to dispel and -disperse them? ,What kind of judgMent
went into that'?

MR. MCDANIEL. 1 was on the scene. I discussed this with Judge Hor-
lenbach and we were talking about using tear gas. There were so many
small ctiildren, there were so many women carrying "babies in their
arms, I hesitated to use tear gas Until the crowd became so violent.
There were many plate glas windows and once people start being
hlinded by tear gas. I was thin.kins largely about the sdiall children, ba-
bies in arms. And titere were many, Many small children in this area.
And- as a last resort .we used tear gas.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In other words, there was no way the tounty
police by bullhorn Could have, notifieil the crowd that -within 15

minutes; jf they are not dispesseeand children out of here, tear gas.
will be used?
%MR. MCDANIEL. The type noise, there was, approximately a thoasand
vA hides blowing their horns cakstantly, continuously. Inwas hard to-
hear the felkny officer next to you. With the shouts from the crowd,

. we talketj to them on numerous bullhorns and begged them iand
begged them and.pleaded with them to go home from the time they
started gathering.

VIC;E CHAIRMAN HORIAThank you. IP .
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.7 Comillssioner Ruiz? .
COMMIONFR RUIZ. On this lontriguing.area of mntual and recipro-

cal police assistance, Colon& McDaniel,'-why did you ,telephone Judge
Hollentach at 7: Mt.p..mhristead of Col. Johii 71evin, which-it has hcen

. stated Was your first trackup?
A

MR. MCDANIEL. Judge Hollenbach is my first boss,' and I answer'
directly to him. He waN, available and it wire; my guty to make Judge

p Hollenbach aware of the situation.
.

t
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Pursuant to your duty with relatiOn to youf

first boss, did you tell him that everything was under control? 3

MR.,MCDANIEL. No, sir.
COMMISSIONVR Rtnz. What is it that you told Judge Hollenbach?
110. MCDANIEL. I told Yudge Hollenbacti we had',a very serious situa-

lion and we needed assistan6.

QJ
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COMMISSIONER Rea. CPI çvin, as I understand your,testimony,
you released your. rotilo nd 5:30 p.m. to go Flame, arid tliten you
started to get reorgeulize around 8:00 p.m.. and theredher you met
with Judge. FloIleTtia0; s that correct?

MR. NEVIN. ,y s 'Si
commissioN r.. Now, at that time as I underitand, you had

hetween 200/an 50 men deployed and ready to go to the county,
is thal,correet?

MR. Nt.viN CS, .

COMMISS ER Ruiz. As I understand yotgltestimony. Judge Hollen-
bad; said e county does not need aAsistane.

M R . IN. br words 'to that arect, yes 'Sir.
Co SSIONER Ituri.. That is all.' .

CpA MAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Freernan?
MISSIONER FREEMAN. I have HO qu:esHons.

AIRMAN FLEMMINci. Commissioner Saltzman?
OMMI,SSIONER SALTZMAN. No questions.

,44
'HAIRMAN FLEMMING. WC appreciate very much your being here.
appreciate very much the frank answers that you have given to the

Uestions that have been addressed to you. Thank you.
Counsel will call the next ihitnesses.
MIt.' DORSEY. The next witnessesare Sergeant Thomas Denton, Of-

' ficer.Shelby Lanier, an'd Deteclive Vernon Johnwn:.
/The witnesses were sworn.]

...
TESTIMONY OF OFFICER4MELBY IANfIER, PRESIDENT., BLACK OFFICERS

AMOCIATION; SERGEANT TROMAS DENTON. PRESIDENT; LOUISVILLE
FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE; DETECTIVE VERNON I- JOHNSON,

PRESIDENT. WDGE-14,IEFFERSON COUNTY FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE;
AND MANNY H. FROCKT. I.KOAL COUNSEL, FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE

MR. WILmo-r. Would you please state your namesan0 occupations
and positions in your reVective frat rnal police organizations?

MR. LANIER. Shelby/Lanier, polic officer witb 'the LouisVille Divi-
sion of Police. patrolman. I have been in the Department 15 years. I
am also president of .touisville Black Police Officers Organiiatitni.

MR. DENT,p,N. 1 ain -Tom Denton, president of Louisville Lodge 6.
Fraternal Order of,Poiice. .

MR. FROCKT. M'anny Frockt, legal counsel for the Fraternal Order
of Police. -

/1

MR. JOHNSON/ Vernon L. Johnson, president of Lodge 14, Fraternal
'Order of Coun0 Police. ;

M. WIL.M4 Will you please describe your local organtiations and
the racial membership in your organization?

N4R. JOHNsON. Our membership consists of 526 members. The racial
balance, I don't really know. All members of the Jefferson county Po-.
lice Departnient are members of the.FOP.

MR. WILI4OT. Officer Denton?
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MR. DENTON/The membership of the Fraternal Order of Police in
, Louisville, you have to understand when a person rttires he becomes

a lifetime member.of the Fraternal Order of Police, our membership
is better than a thousand. 1 would say we zhave a membership of
around a thousand people. T,he Majority eil the active police of-
ficersby a majority, I mean we probably have maybe 15 active police
officers that do not belong to the Fraternal Order of Police, which
would eorttsist of probOly 5, nry 10, blacks that don't belong. The*
4t of them do.

MR'. LANIER. 'Membership of the Local Black police ,Ofticers Or-
ganization .consists of 33 members. We have been in existence since
1972. It is a nonprofit community organizaticip'which was'formed in
1972 after a lot Of problems developed within the department betwken
blacks being upgraded, promotion, promoted. A lot of other problems
that developed in the community, as far as relationship between police
officers and black citizens, and wti have been in.existence siric6 1972.

MR: WILMOT. It is my understanding that your respective organiza-
tions took stands on the desegregation order after it was is.sued last
year. Would you please tell us the position that you took, how it wae
arrived at, and what percentage of your group *voted On this particular
stand, starting with Mr. Johnson?

MR. JOHNSON. Would ybu restate your question, sir? I am Sorry.
MR. WILMOT. It is our understanding ihat your various organizations,

respective organiltioni, took particular stands on the desegregation
order, public stands. Would you please tell us what position youlook,
how it was arrived at, and what percentage of your membership voted
on this matter, if indeed, there was a voting?

MR. JOHNSON. I don't believe .we really took a stand on the order.
We were put in the role of county policemen. At the general member-
ship, which is under oiir constitution and bylaws, the motion was put
on the floor that thetve go on record as letting the citizens of Jeffer-
son County know that we, as an organization, were opposed to forced
busing.

HoWever,- this did no ffect in any way (r) u r job as policemen and
our-job of maintaining law qJrder, protecting the lives and the pro-
perty of all citizens of Jefferson County. We were put in the posjtion
during the'areaef'y ,days of the busing where the policeman was, as an
individual, coming under attack. He was receiving p4one calls
threatening his children, if they went to school, with violence. He-was
being disassociated or disclaiined by -his friends and his family
throughout the community and on many occasions they would have to
clean up garbage off their Yards,and thcir police cars when they got
up in the morning.

ft got to the position where it looked like policemin were being sine
gled out as thc ones responsible for timing, which was not true. Our
Joie in The busing was to keep law and order and to &fforce the Jaws.
To, theseends, this is what we vcontinued to do throughoht the entire
situation.
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MR. DENTON. My remarkk would be practically like Vernon's. We

did hold a meeting that was illcd f3r bi`a group of men. Our bylaws
say five or more members, by writing the presidents can call a special
meeting. Feelin/was runmnglo high, I called a special meeting on My
own without the letter.

.

We had close to 300 people at the meeting, just off the top Of rhy
head. They voted uminimously to go to the news media and let the
public know that though we did not like forced busing, we asked them
to help us in keeping the peace and dignity of the Commonwealth, not
to break the laws.

Ma. WILMOT. Was that your public stance?
MR. DENTON. That was our public stance, ,yes, sit.
MR. WILMOT. HOW did you relay this to the public'?
MR. DENTON. First of all, the news m iawe had a press con-

ference and told the news media. But the iy gist of it in that news
me ia reportinewas that 'cops oppose busing, which didn't let the
pub ic know that we want their assistance and not to violate the law,
that we wanted to keep the peace and dignity of the Commonwealth.

We didn't like it. But we wanted them to know that we were going
to enforce the law, we were going tO carry out our duties. And we put
an ad in the newspaper, by the way, on that, to let tbe public know,
since the news media did not give us the proper coverage, we put an
ad in the newspaper that states just exactly what I have told you.'

MR. WILMOT. Was this the ad of September 4?
Mit.IDENToN. I don't know the date. Thi0 is your date.
MR

ii WILMOT. Officer Lanier?. ..

MR. LANIER. We took no.public stand against of for court-ordered
desegregation. Our position has and was, has always been, that we
would enforce the mandates of the court. We have expressed this to
various people in the conimunity, that our first obligation and .only
obligation is to the mandates of the court. So, we have taken no posi-
tion pro orcon for forced busing or court-ordered desegregation.

Mit. WILMOT. Thank you.
Starting with Officer Denton, could you tell me if there was any par-

ticiPation by you in the desegregation activities of Septe-mber 4, 5, and
6, and whether you had any choice in this participation?

MR. DENTON. Are you talking to Me?
MR. WILMOT. Yes, Officer Demon.
MR. DENTON.' Fourthc5th, and 6th; did `1 take'any participation in

the -demonstrations or the enforcement?
MR. WILMOT. The enforcement. -7-
MR. DENTON. I was assigned at that paraular tithe to the 5th Police

District. I was the head of the district detectives. My duties at that
time were in the district, and I don't know what you would have celled
me, but if there'were troubles at any place, I could go to those places,
I had an automobile and could go to those plaees and to really see,
I mean, to really see that our people were acting properly. If.Jhey

19s
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weren't acting properly. I wanted to make sure they weren1 mistreated
in any way either.

Mk. Witmar. Officer Johnson, did you parfaiplite in the desegrega-
tion activities that 'took place the 4th, 5th, an7 6th. of September last
year?

Mk, JOHNSON. Yes, I did.. I work Out of the Criminal InVestigation
Division and I was on standby., We were. not called out on the 4tW
However, on Friday night, the 5thsomewheres around, the neighbor-
hood of 6:30, I received a call to report for duty at the Charlie District
on Dixie Highway, which I went at that time. I was on Dixie Highway
the night of the 5th and also the night of" theor 5th and the 6th,
'Friday and'Saturday night.

Mk. Wit.mor. Did yom haVe any special instructions on how to han-
die the crowds?

MK. JOHNSON. No, sir, I was assigned to make beat runs.
wit.mo-r. Excuse me?

Mk. JOHNSON. I was assigned to make the beat runs north of Valley
High School. -The uniformed patrolmen worked Walley Higli School
and I was assigned to make the normal runs, normal operation of the
poli,ce department that come to the course of domestic troubles, ac-
cidents, things of this nature, out of the area of the riot.

Mk. Wu.siar. Thank you.
Officer Lanier?
MR, LA*NIE.R. You said--
MR. Wil.MM. .1'he activities, the desegregation activities that took

place the 4th, 5th, and 6th. 1 want to know, did you participate,
whether you had any4a.choice to participate in these activities, for in-
stance, on the task force, and whether there were any special instruc-
tions given to you on hoW to handle the crowds.

MR. I.ANIER. I think on the dates you arc speaking of I Was assigned
to the task force that was housed at the Audubon School, if I have
the dates correct. Are you speaking of the same dates that the chief
and.

MR. WILMOT. That is correct.
MR. LANWR. Right. On those dates I was asgigned to the task force

that was housed at the Audubon School. As far as instructiOns on han-
dlilg crowds, I don't think thatwe wthe more or less there on a
standby basis in case rouble did occur.

M. Wit.sio'r. re you given any option whether you could par-
ticipate in the handling of the crowds in the county'?

MR. LANIER. No, sir.
MR. WILIAM-. Would you compare the ,instructions and experience

of those days with shose experienced during, the 1968 demonstrations?
Mk. LANIER. Weil, if you are speaking of that particular date, or if

you are speaking of our instructions prior to the first demonstrations
which oceurreq on the opening day of schoolnow, the instructieiii

1

prior to that were Quit we would make nJ o arrests, that a commanding
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officer would make decisions to make arrests. We would have to take
a lot of verbal abuse and things of this,natuke:0

Now, compared to the instructions durinl_ the riots of 1968, open
hou'ing demonstrations and the fiublie accommodations instructions,
we 'received no instructionsother than to enforce the law and that we
would make arrests when violations of the law occurred.

MR. WILMOT. At this time we have no further questions, except Ii
would like to submit into' the record the advevisement taken ouVlby.
the city FOP I 'raternal Order of Po l*el we had mentioned, tfited
September 4, 1974, and it was in the Carier-Journal.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Withoth objection.
......

IThe document referred to was marked Exhibit No. 27 and received
in evidence.]

. .,
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COITIITIiSSioner Freeman?,

,,
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Officer Lanier, you indicated that you

have been a member of the Louisville l'olice Department for 15 years?
Mk, LANIER. Yes, that is correct. . .
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. And that your organization was organized

in 1972.as an organization to try to work with 4,4ome of the problers
within thel.ouisville Police.Department?

MR. LANIER. Within thc department and within the comntunity.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. With respect to promotions,' would you re-.

41late to this Commission some of the specific concerns that your or-
ganization tuts "or problems in connection with promotion of black po-
lice officers? . .-,0 .

MR, LANIER. Well,, in the history of the Louisville Division 'of Police
we have neva' r had any black to obtain the civil ser;fice sanleabove
the rank of lieutenant. That existed in the past and exists that way .
today:

.

g.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. There arc no blacksare there anyn )
blacks above the rank of lieutenant?

R.'LANIER. Yes, that is correct. We .have consistently had a low!tentage of blacks overall employed by' ..Lo
an

h uisville Division of'eN
Police, d that has'consistently.remLained tWeen 4. and 6 percent.
I think that it is at 6 percenepresently. We have had problems of what
we considered dual standards, as far as disciplinary action against of-
ficers, where black officers have been disciplined more severely, we
feel, in the past, problems of giis nature.

COMMISSIONER FRF1MAN. What action has your organinition taken
with respect to remedying the complaint of (unfair and uneven discipli-
nary procechires?

MR. LANIER. Well, We have currentlywell, we have filed a com-
plaint with the EEOC (U.S. Equal Employment Oppprtunity Commis:-
sion 1. We have also had a case' with the Federal Government thcit`
conies up in September, a discrimination complaint, which also in-*
eludes the disciplinary action aspect of the promotion aspects of it.

o
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. There is a litigation now pending against
the Louisville Police Department based upoti employment discrimina-
tion?

MR. CANIER. Yes, Ma'am.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Tleink you. I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Coinmissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rua. No. thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COITIITHSSiOner Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. NO, quink you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very, very much for being with us

and offering this testimony.
Counsel will call the next witnesses..
MR. DORSEY. The next witnesses a.reeCovnty)tidge Louis.J, 71-kAlen:-`

bach, City of Louisville Mayor Harley I. Sloane, and Assistant to the
Governor of the State of Kentucky Jack Hall.

[Louis J. Holleniach, Harvey ,L.Sloane, and Jack B. Hall were
sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS J. HOLLENBACH, III. CHIEF ,1111XE, FISCAL COURT.
JEFEEILSVN COUNTY; HARVEY I. SLOANE, M.D., MAYOR OF wujsvius4 AND

JACK R. HALL., ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II) GOVERNOR JULIAN M.
CARROLL

MR. GLICK. Beginning with Mayor Sloane, may 1 ask you each to
identify yourself by your name, yotir position, and your ad-
dressbusiness address.

MAYOR SLOANE. Harvey Sloanemayor of the city of Louisville, 6th
and Jefferson, Kentuciy.

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Mr. Chairman, I am Todd. Hollenba4, county
judge of Jefferson Couniy, Courthouse, Louisville, Kentucky.

M R. HALL. I am*Jack Hall, chief administrative assistant to die
Governor of Kentucky.

MR. Gucx. Gentlemen, as y`ou are aware, I am certain, the Commis-
sion has been holding hearings here in Louisville, beginning yesterday
and running through tomorrow, as part of our national study of school
desegregation, following up on the hearings we held in Boston last year
and -Denver and Tampa.

We have called a broad range of persons from the Louisville and
JefkrSon County community, and 1 think we are getting a fairly good
picture of what occurred around the events of school desegregation of

'last year and prior years.
What I would like to do ;this morning is to, run through with each

of you the, role that you played as political leaders, and you, Mr. Hall,
as representative of the Governor, in the school desegregation process.
n9t only about certain events but about the entire process, let us say,
beginning in 1974 when it became fairly obvious.that the litigation was
going to result in some kind of court order.

oi
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I would like to begin with Judge Hollenbach. Judge, as the chief ex-
ecutive officer of the county, what kind of steps did you take %as a
politieal leader to help the community get ready for what, clearly, wasgoing to come? It was obvious, certainly, in the spring of 1975.

JuDbE. HOLLENBACH. Mr. Glick, I think the first major step that wasataken was the coordination with .the mayor of the city of LouistIlle inappointing a citiaen committee representing every ethnic, racial, reli-gious, geographic area of representation in the city arid county and acommunity consensus committee, not exclusively to deal with the an-ticipation al the Federal court order, but, ag impoitantly, to assist the
mayor and myself in participating and dealing with varied community
problems.

We met fairly consistently with this committee, coordinated with the'national Lamar Society, Dr. Frank Rose, and their assistants, jn efforts
to gain insight as to what might be anticipated, what we might be ableto do in terms of preparjng ourselves and preparing our comenunity forthe potential of a Federal court order, not knowing specifically whenthat court order would come, not knowing specifically what the con-tent of it would be, and not knowing, having nevei experienced it,what the consequence of such Federal action might be Within thiscommunity.

do -
The mayor and I met consistently with that committee up until atime just prior to the actual implementation of the Federal court order,at which time my responsibilitiesand I won't\ speak, for anyothersbedame so focused and so concentrated thatjust in mere

terms of prepa.ring the, administration in the short timeframe that wehad from the merger of the schools to the issuece of the caurt orderitself to -the actual opening of schoolthat the time coTistraints, in
terms of prbaring tbis community, were such that we did not continue
Jo meet with the: committee, as We had previously, fo.y the manymonths. 4"

MR...01ACR. Judg that committee is what is commonly referred to
is the CoMmunity Qbnsensus Committee; I assume that is what youare referring tol

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. That's correct. :
MR. MACK. It is my understanding that during its first year of opera-`

tion, that would be beginning in 1974, I believe, that some county.
funds were provided for staff support for that committee; am 1 correct?

JUDGE HOLLENBA0-1. That's correct.
MR. OLICK. Then subsequently,,during tfie period that you described

when your time constraints were such that you could not meet with
thc committee, that further funding was not provided.

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I expect you are probably correct in your facts.
MR. GLICK. Do you think it would havp been useful if that commit-

tee had continued in existence?
JuDGE HOLLENBAH?, I-think the committee served a very valuable

purpose in the months that.it was active. There were :periods when it
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wits difficult to .encourage the actual full; complement of citizen par-
'licit:ration, because the people appointed to the committee are and.
were very active and involved people in their respective areas of.eti-
deavor, but I think the insights that were provided 'were, certainly,
helpful to me.

I might point outhat the Commum CZnsensus Committee was
just one element in what I feel 'is import nt, in terms'of the in.put that
was provided, the insight that. was' given.

M. GLICK. Did you recommend to Juhe Gordon that the Commu-.
nity Consensus Committee, or some other vehicle, be utilized by the
.court to monitor and oversee and get the community togethip?

JUME HOLLENRACH. Mr. Glick, as I recall, the mayor and I met and
felt that it might bc of 17cnefit to the Federal judge if he wou)d con-
sider the appointment of that committee, or a Amplemerft of that -
cOmmittee, 'to assist him in analyzing various decisions that ultimately
he would he faced.with during the implgmentation of the Federal court
.order.

The judge did di:liberate on that suggestion. I think Judge Gordon, .

in the final analysis, felt that under the circumstances as' they existed,
that it was nO't necessary.

MR. G1.ICK. The judge felt 'no such committee would be useful or
serve any--

1401.1,ENBACIL I am not saying that he didn't feel it would be
useful. I am saying that under .the circumstances, as he viewed his
responsibilities, .he did not feel that it was going to be necessary for
him to.appoint a citizeri coMmittee.

MR. GLICK. Judge Hollenb,ach, there is another vehicle that cOuld
have.been used, and to some extent, I belieye, it was used, but' perhaps
not fully. That is the Louisville-Jefferson County Human Relations
Committee. It is 'my understanding that, altholigh it was available, it
was not given a mandate by you and by the mayor to. proceed to at-
tempi, to fill a vacuum of community leadership; am I correct in that?

.111Prif 1101.I.ENHAGli Mr. Glick, I don't accept thc premise that there
was a vacuum of .communOy leadership. Possibly it was possible that
the Human Relations Commission could have ben utiliziid More than
they were. I don'tg think that they were, certainly, in any way dormant,
nor have they ever been. I think they have always hesen a very active
and involved, group of citizens within this communityAot only with re-
gard to, this issuebut tr,ith regard to any issues that are pertinent ..to
human relationsland human rights.

MR. GLICK. Thank you.
I turn, now, to Mayor Sloane. I will return to you, Judge Hollen-

bach.
Mayor Sloane, faced with the inevitable deseFregation anstothe very.

likely merger of the two school districts, can you give us an idea Qf .
what efforts you undertook during the period of, let us-say, late 1974
through the rest of the year, to try to calm the community and get

2 0 4
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them prepared ,to accept the desegregation order,' which must haVe
'Noe. been anticipated?

MAYOR SLOANE. In ;he spring of 1974, as Judge Hollenbach has in-
. dicated, we organized the consensus committee, and that committee
became active. Throush 1974 they had 'a ries of meetings with peo-
ple.who were in favor of court-ordered desegregation and peOple Who
weren't, to ring a consensus, hopefully, out from those meetings, to
hear all sides o the story. They didn't take a position themselves.

As you alluded, we did NW the committee from city and county
government in 1974 and part of '75. The committee started a very im-
portant program. I think if we>had had more time, it could have been
very, vety, effective; and,that was the people-to-people prograin that
was.started in conjunction with the board of education, working with..
the PTAs; and they had a very constructive,workshop that I attended
for a period of time in the summer of 1975, before the final o' rder
came down.

It is my keling that if that sort of activity could have continued
throughout another year, and it was the general consensus among the
legal advisors that I had communication with that the final implemen-
tation would be in the fall of 1976, I think a lot of the human, relations
aspects of .the desegregation plan and implementation could becould
have been better understood 'and better dealt with.

We ,did ask Judge Gordon if he would consider appointing the. cot."
'sensig committee, or a part of it, as an overview body, similar to what
the judge did in Denver and similar to wh.at Judge Garrity did .in
Boston in the second year of the school desegregation. That aiveared
to bet in those .communities, a valuable tool in overvietving, the
desegregation.. and working out the differences that occurred among
the various factions. 1.

Judge Gordon didn't feel that that.Was particelarly appropriate in
the situation hei-e in Louisville. There was a hiatus there of about 6
weeks where a final decision was not Made by the judge and'the com-
mittee was in limbo. 1 had approached the committee as to whether
they wanted to consideç an administrative and desegregation' grant,
which was becoming available from HEW, and they decided that they
felt that they would like, to work on a voluntary basis' and develop the
people-to-people program and that developed, as I said, through the
summer of 1975.

. Wt did receive the assistance of the Lamar Society and their exper-
tise in other communities faced with similarproblem$ and that was
helpful. Once the order was clear, SOIlle 6 weeks prior to implementa-
tiln and the opening of schools, the county judge, the board of educa-
tion, and our staff worked together to work out the plans for.the
safety, work Out plans for human relations, and the general coordina-
-tion that was .going to be needed between these three bodies of

,
government to. see tnat the 4desegregation implementation occurred
peaceably and as effectively as possible.
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MR. GLICK. Returniitg jinit fdr a moMent to the Community Consen-
':a Committee, 1 truki like to ask of 'oil, Ma9or Sloane ant1.3udge
Holknbacb, whether it might.not have been*Possiblei'itithwit WAS a lise-;
tul yehiele, io hive it ittganiied and created_on 'ah executive basis as

. a joint Nify-county committee, without it being ktrtkof the judge's
order, and yet 4itiU have Illad sortie effectivepess ituthe community, in
maintaining' Calm? , -

'MAvott-StAANE.. IStrparticular fecJin. wiks that-it needed, to have the
judge's.appro,val, since he-was predominantly :responsible for the over-
view, of the plan.'1 think -to-have a coinmittee- develop atilt did rfot in-
clikle his office, talking about Judge Gordon, would. not haamjaeon

,particadarly produve.:c ertainly the board of ethiciition should haVe"-
, been an integral parlitfli, and I don't.tliink, at that Ante, we should

have separpted any components_of government in terms of the imple-
mentation.

MR. GLIM Jpdge Hollenbadi, can you-comment on tHat?
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I would cohcur with What the moyor said, Mr.

Glick.
MR. OLICK. Mayor Sloane, did you personally undertake any activi-

ties and meetings with people, such as labor leaders, business leaders,
in the spring of 19754- that you hoped -would lead to some kind of
security in the community?

" MAYOR SLOANE. In the summer of 1975 we had ,a meeting of labcir
leaders. It was at adjunct to .the activities of the consensus committee.
One of the mealier% of the consensus (committee chaired that meeting.
We askea -that oche labor leaders do ekeorything that they could to stile
that there be peaceful implementatkm of this court order.

I had met'on a private basis,with leaders of labor and diScussed With
them "the impending court order, with the hope that they would be
able to use their influerwe With their membership to see that peace and
'order was maintained.

MR. CLICK. Did they follOw through?
MAYOR SLOANE. SOrne of them did and some theni didn't.
MR. Guck. In other hearings that we havet held, there have been ex-

pressions of viewi by political leaders that kAtrong Federal presence
in the-form of representativei of the Justice Departmentperhaps the
U.S. Marshal's service is very usefulin maintaining law and order and
calm in a community that is undergoing a rapid desegregation.

Would you want tb comment on that, Mayor Sloane?
MAYOR SLOANE. In July, the end of June, the first of Julybefore

the court order became clear for the iniplementation in September of
1975-1 was in Boston for the United States Conference of Mayors
and spent considerable amount of time talking with people in the
mayor's office, the6mayor's Staff, talking with various people With the
news media and individuals who had been involved with the desegrega-
tion problem in Boston. And the skong message I got from them: that
a -.Federal presence was very, very important, a strong Federal
presence

et,
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Vasked-1" think Judge Hollenbach Aid, tob-,-asked Judge Gordon t9
request ait Many Federal maTshals, as he' reit -necqsary. ,I think -we
ended up-,with billy 4S. Federal marshals, and we didn't-feelal least
I didn't feelthat was 'an adequate reptisentatiod --of th%!ederal .

Oresence,for the impletheptaticin a this order to be:as effecti Iy -car-
ried out ai4 peissible. Sp my feeling.Was thatis that.that is a very im- - -

1. _portant compenent iti. the early dayr of the' implementfition pf the.,
order. 4 ,i, .k .. Cr

kW GLICI.Tbank you, Mayor Sloane. t
: ,- ,

. a i.
". . J4dge Hollenbach; -is Mayor Sliane cortect' in his maggestien that s

..you site requesiO,ludge Gordon for Ve4era1 marshals? .
s

. ..I.LIDGE 1401.LENI}A.CH. Yes, 1,did, 11,1I. Obeli. Mf feeling was that ;with, .
,the imp4nding order to be implemerned, that it would be iMportani, /
sinck it potentially would involve.ai least from the 'st-point of the

, public peace, all units of governmentcity, county, State, and
Federalthat, it would be important that there be shown a consistency
of solidarity behind the commilment of- all governmental units to
preserve ind protect the personal property- of the eeoplt within the
community, anticipatinl there could be some prdblem as there had oc-
cuffed in-other areas.of, the cOuntry.

Ma. GLICK. How did Judge Gordoa iiespond?
JUDGE HOLVINBACH. Favorably.
Ms. Guct. He did request sonic marshals?
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Do you believe that he requested an adequate force7
JUDGE ROLLENHACH. Mr. Glick, as I recall, and I wasn't privy to the

actual- request, the Federal judge probably requested more marshills
than were provided.

MR. GLiCK. I see. Along the same line, or somewhat so, with respect
to public order, Ji.idge Hollenbach, did ;you begin to take any mea-
sUres, rather, orper the county police' to begin preparing themselves,

. let's say, soMetime before the order was issued, when it appeared thi:t
it would 'bebegin to Prepare themselves fbr any..kind of public
disturbances, -to raise their training and equipment, in that area?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Anticipating that .there might be pibblems and
anticipating that' there appeared to beSmore lesistance in areas outside
of the oily of Louisville, I did discus, on many occasions, with coml
mend the preparedness that I felt Was important. 1 discu:ssed with the
command the fact that, in my judgment, people who probabli.
neVer, violated any law may feel a frustration wih regard to this law.

My attitude was that if people were to be arrested, that I wanted
. the police to handle them with an attitude of, they will almost bave

to arrem themselves. That we did not- want to precipitate citizen con-
frontatitm, People were probably going to be very emotional; and, so,
the\general instruction was that the men of the force had to anticipate
that' they would be dealing with a situation that, in all probability; they

'bad never fac-ed before. --

206
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I did not (eel'that it was important.to ,detiQonstrate..a great eipression
of .physical .force tovds the Atople of this comm-unity,. fit:cause I

thought, that might serve to eittier, anger thep pr' put therit in ap-
- pretiensioU. put rdid feel it ,wasi important for The public to know, and

I think coniistently pur posture was that with the responsilpility of
preserving and upholding the public peaCe, that the county police
w.ould take any reasonable measures necvssary.to assure the protection

'of persons and property.
. M. GLICK. Obviously yin' were concerne d with ,puglic safety. Did

;your coricern letuj ybu to coordinate for .contintency planning with
other lawimforcement agencie's, the county poiice with city and State,
Natiorial Guard, perhaps even Federal?

Jta-n.F. HOLI.F.NitACti+, it did.
'Mu... thick. What kind of con\ingency arrangementg were worked.

. 'out, do you recall.?
JUDGE II9LLENDACI-1. Mr. cilick, the plan that was discussed on.many

occasions was .an anticipation that there%ight be disturbance in the
county outside of the city, a concern on my Part and the pa'rt of others
involved that if there was any ki.nd of disruptidn or conflict in the city
diat it could projee . mare of a racial connotation than it would in
areas outside of. the city, because of the predominance.of conCenlra-
tion of out black population in the city of Louisville.

The plan was that in the event there was 'disruptiAn the county,
that ,if the county police needed askistartce, that,the first call ;would be
orrAsistance frofti the State police. The reason and thinking there was
that the city I don't mean, to speak for the mayor, hut this is my un-
derstaiiding of it-- the city needed the ri:source of its Men and women
of the forcy' to stand ready to assure and preserve the peace in the
city itiftmville.4,

The actual time of the opening,,..of school, the A ctual time of the..
disturbance as it first oceurred-tfii the- 5th of September, it was an-
ticipated that there wiis going to be,. in the city of Louisville on. the

...following day, a tiassive demonstration involving I 5,bh0 or (),000
:,,pyople; and,. certaly, the primary jurisdictional responsibility for that
:idemonstration would rest Upon the, shoulders.of Atte city.

, My jiidgment ahd the judgment of those involved war Witt the
resourceS Of the city -Deeded to be iyailable tor the city, Ad "(hat the
best first backup for the county woN be the 'State polic,e! The State
police were -.in wasonahle wid clotie proximity to Jefferson County,
'either immediately in' Vie county or immediately accessible to the
'county. And' those were, essentially, the procedural backups.

MR. GLICK. Was there ever a written plan drawn up to this effect,
that the Staie police would hack up the county if they needed
assistance, rather than using city police?

Jutx;F. HOLLENBACtl. Mr. (lick, I don't'recall that there was a writ-
ten plan)

,
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MR. GLICK. The basis kir n Ortilizing the Jty pol' epartment was
the possibility of disturbance ithin the.ci land the possibility
that there would be racial crn1otattpns to it 'On I orrelet that that

is your understanding? 4

JUDZE HOLLENBACH. That y urder tandl4g yes, ,r.
Mg. GLICK. Mayor SI e, may. l' turn to you Aivith'..the line of,

questioning that deals also ih law\enforcement Alarming? Did you .

.have Chief Nevin and his officerk negotiate With the county and
'State police and, Berhaps, n the National Guartl for contingency
planning with El view towar4s 4optrolling any disturbances?

MAYOR SLOANE. 'Yes, Wt tid . The, city police started theit t,jaining
program in January. Whe e court' larder was handed downi. I ap-
peared before the roll. calL qf ell-the police Officers aind incli4t4 that
I expected them to implerhent theassist in:, im-
plementation of the plan they con

We met with tife county ffi ers,,at least they did. My chiefliaison
person, Allen Bryan, subSéqunt1j. because, before the openinteöf
school, the safety director, an4 he was *ply involved in' all, diseus-
sions. And we met with Mi. H II, from the State, and in the last 'Weeks
worked out a coordination pla

MR. GLICK: Was the plan In you:r understanding, that for backup ,

purposes. the State police. wot4ld. be. second ttte county police or eity
police if they were in trouble,i or was6it that the city police would be.
utilizea' in the county? I

MAYOR SLOANE. From the eity stapdpoint, we were calling on the.
county. We., at the opening day of school, haa a largf demonstration
itowntown. there was a confrontation on the .mall, where the demon:.
Prators wapted to progresS down the mall and fOr various reasons that
,has significant safety hazards. We felt, the police department felt, chief
of police felt, that there was a very, tenuous situation there, and he
called on the county police to provide the assistance they, could. They
did provide some officers, ft was my understanding that it was a
reciprocal- rClatIonshfp between the city and county, that if we- neeaed
thein we would call to them, if they needed us they wouldieall us:

MR. GLIcK. So thfit it wan your understanding,that city police would, -
be available if callederrhy the county?

MAYOR SLOANE. It .was my undestanding and we had made those
plans accordingly.

MR. GLICKiam. scirry: I missed your ia.st state nt.
MAYOR, SLOANE. Yes, that was my understandin and we made plans

accordingly.
MR. Gticx. Was there a written plan that you may be aWare or?
MAYOR SLOANE. I am not familar with a written plan.
MR. Guck. Thank.you.
Along the same line 9f preparation for maintaining law and order,

Mr. Hall, as representative of the government did you participate in
planning for law enforcement activities, particularly with respect to the
State polite, together with Jefferson County police and city police?
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Ws. F)A-Lt.. I did not personally. attend thc meetings 'that Mayor
Sloane referred to..I-lowever, there was a representative of the State
police and National Guard at the meetings. and reported back to the
State.

10)Mai GLICK. Mr. Hall, may I ask you to speak a little louder, please?
MR. HALL. I said I did not personally attend the meetings that Mtiyor

Slone referred to. However, there were representatives of the State po-
lice and the National,Guard present for those planning meetings.

MR. GLWK. Are you aware of ?What developed in terms of planning?
MR..HALL. i reCisi;ied a report on each meetini, yes, sir.
MR. GLICK. Can you tell us wnat finally emerged ftterms of

planning?
'MR. HALL. in terms of planning? 1 can speak to what our agreed role

was in the plan. -

In relation to the'State police, we agreed to provide 30 State police
to patrol the interstate highways. This )vas done upon' written request
from the city of Louisville. We also agreed towell, let me say we'.
didfft agreewe agreed in addition t6 provide whatever help was
necessary to provide protection of lives and property. Then separately
we placed 55 people-on standby ln Frankfort, plus the 11 people from
the Frankfort postfa total of 66.

MR. GLICK:. And these State police would bef utilized in either the
city or the county, depending on need?

MR. HALL. Upon reqUest, yes, sir.
MR. GucK. Upon request? What would be the travel time for the

State'police from Frankfort to Jefferson County?
M. HALL. It wouid depend upon the location in Jefferson County,

but approximately 40 minutes.
MR. GLICK. Approximately? j
MR. HALL. Right. It was 45 minutes from ;he time of the call to the

time of,arrival of the 66 people from Frankfort to the fairgrounds.
MR. GLICK. I would like to turn briefly to the evpnts that occurred

Qn the ,evening of. the 5th of September, last year. I don't want to
overemphasize, but I think it kind of set a tone and had an impact that
lasted throughout the entire school year with the disturbanCes.

OLIO sta/No investigation has indicated that there are some coOntradic-
tions in impressions that people have had as to what actually occurred,
perhaps because of faulty communications, so that no one individual
,has a ,complete impression.

I Would like to start with Mr. Hall. Who was responsible for ordering
the,State police intd action? Give us your view of the events that ocd
curred and why it was that county police got trapped, so to speak.

- MR. HALL. I don't know that 1 din give you the why it was that the
county police got trapped, but let me say tht beginning with a conver-
sation with Chief McDaniel, we had agreed to patrol in the area near
Valley High School on the evening of the 5th. There was some growth
there in demonstrators, and we moved 10 of the trnits closer to the
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Valley High area. At the time we had a call- for helpa Which waS
somewhere around 7:00 o'clock, 7:ik to_7:30, 1 can't be specific orr
fties without-1 think probaply Colonel Pyles could give you:the exact
tulles from the log:we utilized those 10 units in conjunction with the
county police, later sendiiLan additional 20 units to them. This was
based upon their request eip.

MR: GLICK. Do you think that, the time frame in zetting the State
police on pie scene where the county police were in difficulty ma9
have cofltributjd to the fact that so.many county officers were injured?
That is, tha-4rpse of time?

MR. HALL. Are you talking about in relation,to Valley?
MR. QucX. Yes.
Ma. HALL. ,Well, of course, they were in very close proximity, but

this was a demonstration that involved roughly i miles of automabiles,
and 'it was quite difficult to get to any particular incident within this
blockade of. automobiles because they were blocking the highways.

MR. GLICK. Do you think there was anyis there a pessibility that
the need to call troops from, police from, Frankfort and the time lag
in their getting on the scene where they were needed may have con-
tributed to.the extensive injuries the county police suffered?

MR. HALL, Leonid not make a guess at that. They were familiar with
our plan, they, knew the timess lines involved, and we could react in
approximately 40 to 45 minutes time.

MR. GLICK. Judge Hollenbach, earlier this morning Chief Nevin of
the city police testified that during the evening of the 5th 'of Sep-
tember of last year that he had received information throtigh channeli
that county police were in difficulty and that they Wonld appreciate
some .help from the city police. And Chief Nevin indicated that he
relayed this information to yod. And with the request, not request, but,
rathet.., direction as to whether he should proceed to take some of his,
policemen into the county to assist. Do you recall that?

JUDGE.VOLLENBACH. Mr. Glick, I don't recall it, specifically. I do re-
caiShing- in contact with Colonel Nevin, Colonel McDaniel, Mayor
Sloane, !federal Judge, Mr. Hall, all pf us coordinatelk,Specifically
with regard to that request, I don't recall it,. I am not saying that he

, didn't, make it. He may well have. I am certain if it was made that my
response to the Colonel was` exactly my response to you, that is, that
the State would be called qs the first line of defense..

Ma. Glick. I see. So if Chia Nevin did. make that call, you would
hEn;e refused because of the prior planning, the reservations you ex-
pressed this morning alout using the city police?

JuDOE HOLLENBACH. That is correct. "
MR. Oucx. Mayor loaite you, of course, Were present on the scene

at the comaiand post at the education .building. I believe, during the
events of that evening. Can you give us an impression of what was ac-,.
tually going on, as you 'understand it?

210
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MAYOR SLOANE: It Ot11/ impression that there 'was a sig.nificant
,problem in the countf I was unable to get in communication with
Ridge Hollenbach. C ief Nevin and I went over to the National Guard
stationed at the faiig nds, and Judge Hollenbaeh wai pleading with .

the community on mass media about the amount of people in the area
around Valley.

When 1 finally met up with Judge Hollenbach, at the Van Hoose
'Center, h was his feeling, that the situation was under control. That'

was much later in the evening.' 40,

MR. GLICK. Judge Hollenbach indiclited,that he thought the situation
was under control?

MAYOR SLOANE. ',Nods yes]

M. GLICK. MIS it your undertsanding that at that tirne the State po-
lice had alreiidS, been called in? .

"4. MAYOR SLOANE. Yes. -M. GLICK. Thank you. There are a, number of questions but, of
course, vir time is limited. But I would like to ask both Mayor Sloane
and JadirHollenbach a question relating to alternatives to the kind
of court order that Judge Gotdon issued with respect to Louisville,
that might be applicOle here, and also in other desegregated cities
around the country.

Can we begin with you, Judge Hollenbach, and' I will have to ask
you tb briefly describe your alternati've plan.

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Mr. Glick, that plan is currently, or will be this
week, on appeal to the 6th Circuit Federal Court of Appeals. A very
brief backgroundmy feeling has alwayS been that if you were to
criticize something or if you feel something is inadequate, it's only
responsible, in terms of taking a position, that you tie able to offer
something better.

To that extent, my feeling was that the vast majority of the people
in this community and other communities have been faced with the
same Federal court order, have felt that the Federal judiciary has had
a closed, minaat best, is confused with regard to this issuethat the
Federal Congress has turned its back on the issue of effective quality
of education and social integration, and that thc executive branch of
the Federal Government has, at best, been jawboning the issue.

f think with that background there has ,been sincere frustration on
the people's part, that those three traditional branches of Government,
that all of us have learned to look to for recourse, were not available.
My feeling was that if I was to be critical of this nrethod, that I had
to offer something better.

To that extent, we initiated the National Forum On Alternatives,
which to my judgment was the first time that men and women of the
caliber who came to Louisville were ever brought together with the
purpose of analyzing and looking at this method of achieving quality
of education and social integration io -see if, in effect, it is the besi
way or if there might ruit'lpe a better way. We conducted a series of

I
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eight forums through the eight irograp ic areas of the city and the
county to bring people together in what began as it very hostile at-
mosphere in many of thoseomeetings, but to focus their attention or
the communities' attention on looking for alternative4 or bete! ways.

We contacted Dr. Tames Coleman, or Chicago, asked him if he
might be of as.sistance to us in seeking t9 develop an alternative plan.
He ,has done that. That plan was dismh.wd by the Federal glislricr
courtfM Aope is, and I sincerely anticipate that ultimately that plan
May fie the plan for a better educational process for the children of
this commutlity and one that might assist other communities
throughout this Nation. .

We retained ty services as <co-counsel qf Dr. Philip CiMin
!phonetic). who is one df the most eminent constitutional legal

417

scholars iit thelejhation, to analyze the plan as to 'its legality and clitr
Ntitutionality.

The alternative that we have offered is one that would focus on a
multi-magnet school concepts creation of laboratory schools% of acade-
my schools, a myriad of different types of educational opportunities
children, a plan that ihould Provide voluntary assignment, but diffe
from previous cases, such as the Green case, to this extent; transpo
tion would be provided for every child within the county school system
as a requireibent of the board of education, and, no child could
transfer into a school, the result of that transfer being to increase that
child's racial mixture in the school of !ranger, so as.to provide a check

. so that you could not have a system that would encourage segregated
schools.

As I mentioned, the record speaks for itself on that. This plan and
this case is currently before the Sixth Circuit Fede al Court of Appeals
and will, in all probability, be tried this summer.

MR. Gi ICK. Judge Hollenhach, yesterday we heard the testimony
from some young people, who had just graduated from high school and
from one pern who is still in high sch . Ssveral of them indicated
that they thought it would take 2 or 3 earS before things really
smoothed out and then win general public ceptance of the existing
court order. Do yin, think it might be possi e that pursuit of alterna-
tives to an existing court order might, perha impede this process of
2 or 3 years snothing down and accepting the plan?
4,`At)ix;,,.. Hot. ENBACH. No, I don't at all, r. Glick. I think if there
were inadequ te alternatives offered that d no substance or merit ;o
them, that it could, in fact, do that. 1 think this, probably, has been
the case in other areas of this country where people have become frus-
trated because they have been given hopes by false prophets in the
political% arena. But I think the character, the merit, and credentials of
the plan .that. we developed iind the capacities of the people and ex-
perts who developed this plan are such that not only is it going to
praperly provide fortneaningful and purposeful' ttuality educatibn and'
social integration in a positive, affirmative-action way, but I think it's

'.not going to serve to frustrate the people of this community.

4
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I do think this- and it is very disturbing to me that those who have
.fgavored this vehiceje don't /ant it questioned and whenever someone
refuses to ha.4 an open philgsphical or educated discussio, of any par-
ticular issue or malted, then I question them.

I think we need to look for a better way. I thini wechave
_at best, a clumsy way to seek to bring about quality education and so-
cial integration in this country. I think there just has to be a better
way.

MR. GLICK.'Mayor Sloane, you have proposed a national commission
that would take the jurisdiction to make detepuihations,about school
desegregation, rather than the- Federal district Courts. Could you give
us a brief description of that prpposal? .

MAYOR SLOANE. This NationaLCommission oil Quality Education
-"would relieve the responsibility tiom the district judge in the district

courts of the implementation of desegregation. One of uty feelings is
that there needs to be a uniformity throughout the counitry. There
needs to be a time peritcl to allow for implementation of 'desegrega-
tion, in allowing for alternatives to develop that that community candevelop.

One of the great problems that I think we had was the 6-week time*
limit. I think we were very lucky that serious accidents didn't happen
in terms of the school system transporting children,%ecause of in-
adequacies of not having enough buses, bus .drivers with peing in-
timidated, and they had to hire many new bus drivers. The4spxoach
that Congressman Pryor has talked about, in terms of allowing some
period of time in yeirs that would allow for effective implementation
of the desegregation processthe Quality Education Comnlission with
the staff of expertise in the areas of education, in the areas of trans-
portation, in the areas of school construction, for instance. And I think
many of the problems perhaps could be alleisiated if there was a plan
about school construction over 'a period of years, in terms of where
the demographics are and the populations and racial ratiosthat
would be the general approach.

MR. Gtics. Your proposal really would be to put experts in control
of the situation rather than per-sans who have a broad range of respon-
sibilities, such as Federal district judges?

MAYOR SLOANE. YeS, Sir.
MK. GLICK. Gentlemen, I appreciate the fullness an depth of your

answers, and, Mr, Chairman, I have no fUrther questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Reference has been made in your testimony

in response to questions to Federal pretence, request forincluding a
request for additional marshals. Was the only formal request for addi-
tional marshals one that was made through the district courfjudge?

o JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I think as to Federal*marshals, Judge Gordon's
request wigs exckusive, but the additional Federal presence, of course,
is one that was requetted by the ma5cior and myself thmukh the Gover-
nor and through the National Guarcl.

2 3
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1CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Could 1 ask then whether there was contact
between Judge Hollenpach or the mayor or the Governor with the
-41s1siant Attorney General for Civil' Rights, MCPottinger?
) JUDGE HOLLENBAtH. 1 don't recall, Mr. Flemming.

CHMRM4N FLEMMING. All right. To your knowledge, did the
Assistant Attorney General or ,any representative .of the Attorney.
General come tothe city 'or the county or the State to talk with you
about forthcoming eAllints?

MR. HALL. 1.am not aware of any contact bfthe Governor. It,
doesn't mean there wasn't any. I can't speak for him today. I ciT Ugly
speak in relation to my 'role in Louisville during those 2 weeks I fai
here.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. All right.
MAYOR SLOANE. I don't recall.
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I don't recall any direct contact, no.
CHAIRMAN; FLEMMING. Do you recall any contact with Mi. Holman

'of the Department of Justice, who has responsibility for the operation
of the Community Relations Service?

Jimoe Hot.LENDACtl.. Now, as I recall, that branch or that division
of the Federal Government had a presence in our community, but 1
don't recall these indiVidual names.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You don't ricall any conversation with either
'Mr. Holman or one of his representatives?

jUDGE HOLLENBACH. I talked to people from the Justice Department
during this period of time, but I don't recall the names at this time.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You don't recall what units they represented
in the Department?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. If you cited the name, I probably would, sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay. Mayor Sloane, do you have any recol-

lection?
MAYOR SLOANE. Not before the implementation or the Opening of

the schools. There was contact I can recall afterwards, and I am not
saying there wasn't. I just don'tand perhaps Alan BrYan, who is the
safety director, could testify here because I think his knowledge would
be important.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The cortact that WaS made after the opening
of the schools to which you re&rred, who mide .that contact? Do you
k now? .

MAYOR SLOANE. You mean whethei we initiated it or not?
CHAIRMAN FLEmmiNG. Yoe indicated that peissibly there was contact

on the part of the Department with either the city or the county after .
the opening of school,- And I wis wondering whether you recall what
the nature of that contaat was. Who made it?

MAYOR SLOANE. During the implementation in the first weeks, we
were meeting constantly with Judge Gordon and his staff and the
Federal attorney, and we were coordinating all of our activities. NoW
perhaplithreough Judge Gordon's office the contact went through. 1 just
cannot recall.
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'CHA.IRMAN FLEMMING, Well, prior to the implementation of Phase Elof the order in Boston, ;pc Assistant Attorney General, Mr. Pottinger,.did have the responsibility for coordinating the Federal resources inrelation to the situation in Boston. And I was just trying to estakilishwhether or not the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney.
General came intq the city ,or the county or the State for the purposeof coordinating 'the Federal resources and the Federal presence..And
I gather from the response to the questions that; that none of you are
aware of such activity in either the city or the county.

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Nri". Chairman, we mef constantly with the
Federal judge and with State officials, and to a great extent Jedge Gor-don was coordinating. He is a very active gentleman. He was coor-
dinating so much of the Federal presence, so we may have met"e4th
him in his chambers on occasion.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In otlier words, the Assistant AttoriieyGeneral or his repretentative was working with the U.S. district et:tun
judge and you met with the U. district court judgethere may//have
been representatives from the artment There but you° were not

,aware of it?
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Yes,,sir.
MR. HALL. I might comment that there were representatives of theJustice Department present in a couple of meetings, at least, with thejadge.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. All right. You have now completed the firstyear of operation under the court order. In the light of the experiences

that you have had during the first year, have you developed any newplans in terint'of the resources of the county, the city, and the Statefor the opening of the coming school year, 1976-77 school year?,
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Are you talking about from a public 'safety

standpoint, from an educational standpoint, from a socioeconomic
standpoint?

,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. From any point of view. I appreciate the'f taethat the planning on the educational side undoubtedly is being 'don
by the board of eduCation and the superintendent/ They have not yet
appeared 'Ws witnesses. Thcy will appear later on. But I am thinking of
it from an overall community, counte, eity,point of view. M you think
of the variouk aspects of the impactof an order of this kind on the
life 'of the community, law enforcethent or safety is obviously one of
them. But do yoe 'have any lans in terms of the carrying on of an
educational program' in thc area of humeri rejationships or in the area
of deveMping a better understanding, of the significance of the pro-
gram? .

, .To be more specific, do you have any plan for a coMmunitYwide.
committee similar to your,Community Consensus Committee that you
have?. Are' there any specific plans that are, being developed looking
forward to the opening of schoe4 and looking forward to the impact
that the opening of school will continue to have on the life of the com-
munity?

215
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The reason I ask the question, of course; we are interested in the
past, we are interested in reconstructing what went on here as well as
in other communities, but our primary interest..is in the -present Elnd
the future and in learning about what the plans of the countLand the
city may. be, in terms of what they confront as far as the oWing of
the school this fallofor instance.

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Certainly, we rtill consinue toLdoordinate our
efforts from a puhlic peace standpoint, the city and the county
together. Orom the standpoint of education, I have had staff con-
sistently Working on the development of alteriuttives and have sub-
mitted at this tirite four alternatives to the menibers of the school
board for their discussion, and consideration and have continued to
work very closely with the superintendent of public ihstruction and the
chairmin of the school board in seeking to bring a focus to the real.
issue of educational opportunity,' to try to develop a positive attitude
about what we are going to be able to provide for the Children of this
community. I think that a lot of. our Utile in the last montiv has been
playing defense, and I think it is time that we as a community, and
I think we are seeing this as' a community, start taking a positive ap-
proach to finding a better way to bring about the real objectives. And
I think the problem has been that oftentimes you lose sight of the real
objectives w`hen you have the impact of something such as this court
order.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. YOU menlioned the iact that you have sub.
mitted what you referred to as alternatives to the school board. Are
those alternatives within the existing court order?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. No, sir. There hasn:t been much alternatives
within the existing court order.

CHAIRMAN FisAimiNo. Have 'you submitted any recommendations to
the board designed to facilitate the implementation of the order under
which the bdard is now operating?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Consistent with,, Mr. Chairman; the alternatives
that we have offered, they are alternatives that I feel would, be con-
sistent with bringing about the purposes and goals ,that the Federal
ourt is stwking, but, of course, whether or not they would, firit of all,

he accepted by the'boardiand then, secondly, whether they would be
'accepted by the judge himself, I can't answer that.

CHAIRMAN FaMMING.1 They. are alternatives that would require a
modification of the cotirt order if they were to be implemented?

JUIXIE HOLLENBACH. Not a modification so much as a positive. ap-,
-proach to education.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. But in any event, you indicate that they are
before the board. If the board shduld accept them, then they would
have to solo the court for consideration?

JUDGE HOLLINBACH. Yes, sir, 1 feet confident that is, true. ,I don't
think that theTboard has been able to actually implement anything
without court approval since the order carn0 down.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Have you made any recommendations a the
board which the board, if they accepted, could implement without
going to the court? .

JUDGE Hixt.ENRACHAI can't answer that questioq: kr: Chairman,
because I don't know what the cowl will allow and what the court will4

6

CHAIRMAN FtxusetNo. Ok Have you and the mayorI will ad-
dress ihe same question to the mayorhave you taken any stein
designed to bring together the various segments of the life of the com-
munity so that they can consider ways and means of bringing abbut
a better implementation of the court order?

Amoy HOLLENOACH.. 1 don't think there are any grotips that exists
that the mayor or myself or both of us have not appeared before and
talked to and fotused, tried to focus' the attention ,oflialternative
methods or, positive involvement in seeking .better ,education for our
children.

MAYOR SLOANE. The Task Force on Peaceful Desegregation will
continue their activities. I think the point is well taken. Thle need to
get the coalition of business, labor, variouS geographic, racial units,
backgrounds, individuals together isimportant. We go back to the idea
of the consensus committee, which tfrankly think is a very viable vehi-
cle., sion't think that it should be implemented without concurrent
and full support of the board of education. I just.--it is not going to
Work if the county judge and I do it. I think that is a viable approach
and I will pursue it personally.

CHAIRMAN FLEPasallo. Up to now it hasn't been discussed .with the
board of education?

MAYOR SLOANE. NCI, it has not.
CHAiamAN FLEiimiNa. All right. Is there anything that you would

like to add, then, Mayor Sloane, in terms of the plans you have tinder-
- Away, looking forward to the opening of schools this fall?

MAYOR SimANE. Of course, our law enforcement agencies or police
departments are planning toward next fall. Hopefully, we will not have
the confrontations we had this fall. It has been our philosophy, in the
city and mine, that there needs to be a strict enforcement of the laws
and the rules. We have tried to apply that in the city and we wilt con-
tinue to approach it in that manner.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In other words, the law enforcement plan is
being looked at in the light of the experiences you have had up to the
present time?

MAYOR SLOANE. Yes. ,7

CiLtIRMAN +LEMMING. I assume that is true in both the county, the
State, and the city. Am I correct?

$ iLIOGE'HOLLENBACH. Mr. Chairman, I think sorriithing that might be
important for the Commission to consider and that is to Consider the
striking pf the delicate balance between the constitutional right of the
fiteople to legitimately and peacefully express themselves through

* Tael 7
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protests and the .assurance that that ,right does not become violative
when it poses a threat to the petsonal property of other citizenw It is
a very delicate balance to tuive to strike, lpt there are two absolute,
unconditional, constitutional rights involved there.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I. asset= those are the.kinds otit,f considerations
that are entering intS your review of the plans that are dealing with V

1 whatiref situations may develop this Coming fall.
Cottimissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Judge Hollen4oli, We had earlier

testimony this morning that the voluntary choice, or freedom of cho-
ice, voluntary desegregatioh was attempted in the Louisville area, in-
itiated around 1954, and.that this pkducal onlY inta.nsifieilsegrega-
tkon, whereby Mali, ,Manual, and Shawnee became all-black, and thatfi
essentlally the freedom of choice possibility does not produce eqdal
educationaLopportunity for a. desegregated school system, which i
gather from yout words, you certainly commit yourself to as a rinci-
ple of constitutional imperative here in the United States. So tlt the
program thpt you seem to be advoCating, which would advan voltm-
tary efforts already tried here and in othtr cities around the country

'abLiequally counterproductiveis that a viable alternative to go back
tc7.'

Second of all, it seems that Ott have implied that theI third(
Mayor Sloane perhaps toothat the court has acted in aid...lost capri-
cious haste in ordering desegregation and that, the Federal court ought
to be more sensitive of the time period.

Isn't it also true we have been engaged in the effort for over 20
years, that the Federal court orders pupil transportation only as a last
resort wherein the city efforts to voluntarily desegregate by the school
boards have not met with any commitment or have not secured
adequate commitment to proceed tdguarintee educational opportuni-
ty for the children of the community? So that the implication that the
courts have asted hastily and capriciously in ordering pupil transporta-
tion is part of the program for desegregation and_cannot be validated
by the facts.

JUDGE HOLLENBACti. Let me address myself first to your question as
to the voluntary transfer proposal that was made. in thpse iristances
where the Supreme Court has stricken down the concept of voluntary
transfer, the Green case, in particular, was a guise that had been
developed by Aa school board to actually assure segregation, in no way
piovided an incentive to provide children with an integrated quality
educational program. The other Supreme Court case was one where
transportation was not provided. The difference in this instance
beingand that is lust one element of the4total proposal that, was
drafted by Professor Colemanthat voluntary transfer would provide
transportation for each and every child withid the system to attend any
school within the system that they. s9 chose to attend, with the check
and balance being made that you &gild not transfer to a school, "thus
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increasing the majority of your race at that school, so as to assure that
there.would not be an attraction or 'even the availability to provide for
segregated schoolt. That makes this totally different from anything that
has ever been offered with regard to the concept of voluntary transfer.
I think the fact that the precedent for it and the Methods that were
developed in other communities, primarily southern.communit*s,:
the past were i.facade; a guise, arid I think the Supreme Court was
-eiiti-ect in striking those down as unconstitutional.

As far as the courts acting' capriciously or hastily, in our community
the'Federal court of appeals found that in a handful of schools there
were vestigei of segregation that existedwhen 1 say a handful. I think
the number was six. There are. approximately 110 schools in the
system. Out contention has beenand again this a matter of the
reeord and that matter of litigationthat under the principles of equi-
ty,.the.constitutional principles of equity, that the remedy should never
exceed the problem found and that if in factand the facts show that
there were vest1ges in five schools-I-that 'those schools should be
remedied but that the remedy' that: was applied by the Federal board
was:fars excessiVe of what it should have beem I hope that I have an-
swered your questions.

CommissioNER SALTZMAN. MayOr Sloane, would you like to respond?
Wert* ScoAsiy. Let me just address the' issue of time, sir.. In 6

weeks the board of education had to develop a transportation plan itiat
included a lot mire students ,than they _previously had transported.
Buses were borrowed from. neighboring' counties. In one instance wb
were in competition with Saudi Arabia. That country was Ckddring
buses from a firm in Arkansas, and they had a lead on us for various
reasons! I think they had a little more finance.

The problem that developed was that many children were hot picked
up for the:first weeks on a regularly scheduled basis. This often hap-
pened in the black communities. The drivers, some of whom resigned,
new drivers needed to be hired, they were intimidated. I think we were
,very lucky that we didn't have some serious accidents in those opening
weeks and months of school. You layer on top of this a merger of the
city-county school system, which in itself was traumatic. Each system
has a different point of view and conies from, a different philosophy
of education, and there is some antagonism between the two. To do
this in 'a short period oft weeks without a significant disruption within
and without the schoOl system seems to me something' 'that the courts
should have considered.

lt is my understanding that even the plaintiffs did not feel that the
court order woUfd come into effect in September of 1975. And I think
for a community to adequately preparean& I go back to some of the
human relations programs that were in existence, and they were,
gradually picking up some momentum and reaching more and more
peoplethat there could have been a more effective and less disrup-
tive implementation if we had had more time.
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COMMISSIONER SALTAMAN. 011e further question, laayoroSloane. We
haVe .heard testimony where repeate9 harassment and intimidation and
threats to the lives of citizens of t1is community have been 1k-rather*
pervasive and continuing experience ctuying' this period. Is there any
way 4he city can rippond to this atmosphere of intimidation in the
kemmunity?

MAYOR SLOANE. The ceunty judge and 1 joined in a &duration ot:
independence from bigotq: The problems of racism that have sur-
facedand 1 have an annual city' walk throughouto the various
neighborhoods of the city, and 1 have*found that the Tensions in ar
feast the city communities were a lot- higher than they were' in previous
yearsand the anti-Semitic approaches that were developing through

. the various segments of the communky, we deplored this, and have
tried to generate a feeling and movement within the community to
denouhce this and to deal with the 'human relations aspect of the
whole school.

And 1 don't think it. is just related to the school desegregation-
process, but 1 think in those sorts of instances and types of approaches-.
we can assert leadership to try to diffuse these problems and these M-
OO:ides that 1 think are causing overt hoitilities in the schools and out-
side the schools,

COMMISSION1R SALTZMAN. Do you have any record of the
pronouncements or the announcements that you and kidge Hollenbach
issued relative to these questions of human relations in the city and
rejection of bigotry?'

MAYOR SLOANE. Yes, certainly, we cam give them to you. We earlier
made statements before the opening of school about the Ku Klux Klan
and its potential involvement in thislissue and how we felt this waiii
totally unaccepiable to this community. We disapproved strongly of it,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COMIlliSSiOner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rutz. just want ,to clear up one matter for the

record.
Judge Hollenbach, Colonel McOaniel has testified under oath that

fie _communicated with you itt 736 p.m. on .the night of the .big
diyurbance, that he did not communicate directly with the backup pct
lice force of Col. John Nevin Because you were his superior, his boss.
At that phone convePsation in answer to the question, did he tell you
that everything was under contra!? He answers in substance that he in-

., formed you that matters Were critical; that his officers needed help.
Were you in the hearing room while Colonel McDaniel testified?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. No, sir, 1 was not.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Given that statement of facti, is your desire

to modify what Colonel McDaniel, testified to under oath?
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Commissioner, I don't know what you mean, is

it my desire to modify? I talked to the Colonel, as I recall, immediate-
' ly, subsequently contacted the State, and as I recall therel was

another-
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COMMISSIONER Ruiz. I am not asking you about what happened af-
tentards. The substance of the testimony that he gave under oath from
that witness itand, that is Colonel McDaniel, was that, or is it, substan-
tially correct?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. COMMi3Sioner, I did 'not hear Colonel Mc-
testimony.

Co ISSIONER Ruiz. Do you want me to repeat it, because 11,want
to ask you the question as to whether it is a fair statement? The
testimony was as follows: that he communicated with you.at 7:30 p.m.
of the night of the big disturbance by telephone; that he did not corn-
municate directly with the backup police force of Col. John Nevin
because you were his superior and boss; and at that telephone conver-
sation he-had with you at 7:30 p.m. he told you that things Were not
under control; that he informed you that matters were critical and that
-his officers needed help immediately.

Now my question is: Is that a fair statement of what occurred on
that night, not what you did afterwards? You can say yes pr no or,
modify it.

JUDGE HOLLENB'ACH. I don't really recall, Commissioner. I remember
Colonel McDaniel calling me as his superior and requesting assistance,
at which time I immediately requested the assistance of the State..

Coso4tssiotisa Ruiz. Now there was likewise testimony from Col.
John Nevin that after 8 p.m. that his intelligence and communications
indicated that the county police were calling for Osistance and that
Col. John Nevin had between 200 to 250 police officers deployed in
readiness to give immediate assistance to thekr county fellow police of-
ficer%

,Now, would you say that, did you, in fact, that evening confer with
John Nevin?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. Did I in fact confer iith Colonel Nevin?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Yes.
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. As I mentioned in my earlier testimony, I am

sure I had discussed it with Colonel Nevin on that evening. He was
present.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. And do you recall 'ever telling him that the
county police did not need assistance?

JUDGE HMI ENBAC'H. 1- don't recall saying they did not ,need
assistance. If they hadn't needed assistance, I Wouldn't have requested
the State.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Col. John Nevin teltified under oath that at
that point in time, when he talked to you, 41 you informed him that
the county police did not need assistance. He stated that Under oath.

JUDGE HOLLENSACK. I am not saying that he didn't say it nor am I
saying that that might not' have been correct. I can say to you that if
I did say it, it was because I called upon the State police and they were
coming according to the plan.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Now, if the county police did not need
assistance, why did you call the State police?
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JUDGE HOLLENRACH. You ate saying they didn't need assistance. I .

never said they never needed assistance.
COMMISSIONER .RuiZ. No, I am tolking about ..a prior witness'

testimony. And you say you don't recall such testimony?'
JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I didn't listen to the testimony, Commissioner.
C.Osom4sioNut Rutz. Linder .your plan, sir, was there anything which

woidd have prevented pu from calling for assistance from two dif
ferent sources? Fair example, the aity, police at 8 o'clock and the coun-
ty. police at 8:05 and the State police at 8:05?
' JUDGE HOLLENRACH. Is there anything that would have nrecluded me
doint that? I don't think anything would have prealyd4it .had I felt
it necessary at the time. As I fold you eatlier.in my testfinony, my'un-
derstanding was and the design Wks that in tha ecbt the eounty
neaded assistance, we would.call upon the State, leaving the city police
force intact to protect and preserve; the peace with regard to '350,000
people in the city of Louisville and antiaipliting massive demonstra-
tiontur the following:day.
.. COMMISSIONER RukZ. Given the situatienr of 3. miles of traffic, that
-.it was tied up:'Nconstruation, materials were' being used as combat in-
druments, assault weapons by citizens, and fires iVere being stirted, I
believe you testified that, with that knowledge, perhapsdid you know
that or didn't yoy know that?

JUDGE hOLLENRACH. I knew it immediately when it happened.
ComiatSsoNER Ruiz. And you went Onsidto as well as television for

an appeal, did hear you testify to that Meet?
JUDGE HOLLeNBACH. During that evening I did, yes, sir.

. COMMISSIONER Rutz. What was the basis of your decision that a
radio appeal to automobile drivers involved in honking their horns,
making noises would listen to your words over the din of battle, when
you had received an offer by the chief 'of police of the cite to be of
immediate assistance to you?

JUDGE HOLLENRACH. Commissioner, I think you need the combina-
tion of the reaction at a time like that. The combination of reaction
at a time like that was to call upOn, to restore the peace, what you
consider to be an actequate force, taking all considerations in mind.
The concern I had was that many peopla in the community may feel
that it is interesting to go out and see what is going on: You find that
in communities, particularly when you have something that is unusual
that is occurring. And my concern there was that people stay in their
homes and not go out to view upon or to take witness to what might
be happening. That was one of the primary reasons why I thought it
was inrportant to go on television to ask people not to leave their
homes, not to go out, not to view what was going on.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Looking back at the events, is it your opinion
that you did well, did correct, from the events that occurred in not
receiving the assistance of the city chief of police?

2Z2
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thSUDGE HOLLENBACH. 1 th k under e_ circumstances that the deci-
sion that 1 rendered, and 1 kktess no oni! is a,Monday morning quarter-

.- back to me more 'hail me. If I had ipo do over again, 1 think 1 would
haVe followed the sanie sequence that, I did at that time. . s

COMMISSIONER Rurz. Thank you. /CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COnuTHSSioner Freeman?
,

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Judge Hállenbach, I would like to refer to
your testimony concerning the events of.September 5 and sp'ecifically
to your statement that there ,were quite a number of people in this
demonstration who tad not. previously been arrested, and you had
retuctance to have them arrested. .

.

Now, these people constituted several thouSands of persons who
were all white persOns, whb became a"mob,who were violating the taw.And I . wonder if you, if your reluctance to cause this arrest was
because they were all white'? 400P

JUDGE HOLLENEJACH. Not at all. Not at all.
CohimissIONER FREEMAN. Welt, yoa, as the chief law enforcement of-

ficial, or as the person who would be the supervisor, would be respon-
sible in having made a judgment and having told a person to be Sort
of easy in making the arikst, this would be an example of unequal law
enforcement? yould you agree there? Would it have all been the same
if it had an hem black people?

JUDGE HOLLENBACH. I won't agree .with your statement at all. I
think regrettable as the incident was, if there was -any fortune or any
positiVe aspect to it, it may 'have been that it was all white. people.
beeause I think it wduld have been horrendous 'and terriMe had it been
a combination-of races at. the time. . .

,COMMISSIONkR F$EEMAN. But because you failed to enforce the law
with respect to all white people, quite a number of white police of-
ficers got clobbered, beaten up? ..

.

JUDGE HOLLENOACH. 1 don't think that talking to the, people, the
citiZens of the southwest that you would, find very many of them that
would tell you that I failed to enforce the law.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Would you recognize that there waS
,uneven law enforcement?

..f

JUDGE HOLLENHACH. No, ma'am, I do not.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn? '
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN: Mr. Hall, I would like to ask you, as the

Governor's assistant that was liaison to both the city and county prior
to these events On September 5, what was your understanding as to
the degree to which city or counw units would reinforce each other,
either in the city .or in_the county depending upon where a particular
disturbance occurred, prior to asking State authorities for relief?

MR. HALL. i, personally, as I ...i\id, did not attend the meetings of the
various police agencies. But it was my unierstanding from those
meetings that they would first turn to each o her. But our mode and
plan was to, respond to the requests of eithe .
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N./ICE 641AIRMAN HORN. So you understood that if an incident oc-
curred in Louisville and the county forces were .aisailable, they would
aid Louisville first before calling on the State. COntrarywise. if the in-
eident occurred in the county and Louisville forces were available,
they would aid the county first before calling upon the State. That is
your undergtanding?

MR. HALL. When you put "before calling upon the State," I can't
say that, except that I know Am it had been theiir practice, it had been
the dimussions of the police agencies that met that that was their past
practice. And it,was my understanding that they would do that..

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. As I understand it, there was no real written
agreement of this strategy at the time, but This was based ion extensive
discussion at the State-county-city level. What is the undeistanding
with reference to law enforcement in the fall of 1976? Has any of this
now been committed to writing since you have 'had 1 year of ex-
perience? What, is the plan?

MR. HALL. If you are speaking of this particular question, it has not
het:m etimmitted to writing. However, I, wn respond anksay.that we
have assured:both the city and the eiiuntfthat we will respond to their

.requests for help in relation to the protection of personal property.
VicE CitAtRMAN HORN: Judge Hollenbach. do you haVe an up.:

derstanding, after going through this experience., as to how such a
situation might escalite and what, forceS would be =tiled upon under*
particular circumstances,. ahd .has that been redueed to any plan,that
exists within county government and city government in case an in-
cident*occurs in the fall of 1976?

JUDGE HOLLENRACH. It, has not been reduced to any written plan.
Our understanding is that we will continue to cooperate with the city
and with the State in making ail plans necessary and anticipating the
continuance of public peace:

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mayor Sloane, is there any contingency plun
with regard to the escalation of law enforcement should an incident,
occur in the city of Louisville in the fall of 1976, or is the oral tin-

' derstanding that we have heard about in this testimony still the
guideline?

MAYOR SLOAgE. I think your point about the fact there should be
a written plan that everybody is totally familiar with is a good one. To
date it hasn't been done.

Vice CHAIRMAN Hoars.,.' Do you think that is worth pursuing as a
leader of one jurisdiction? 4,

MAYOR SLOANE. Yes:
VIET CHAIRMA'N HORN. I don't like to make conclusions for the

Commission, but I would certainly think, as an administrator who is
also sensitive to the problems of Monday morning quarter-
backinglike Oitui Judge, who has been Monday .rporning quarter-
backed by many &tit most severely by oneself and has also been in a
riot control center in relaiion to student demonstrations and had to use
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force-1 certainly, would commend some of this be put in writing so
everyone understands what the ground rules are prior to the occur-
rence of an insislient. And I would think, based on the testimony we
have heard, that perhaps there 'shoulcl be an understanding as to who
makes what decision when, although I must say that, as an executive,
I would ctrtainly f e I that, it's the executive prerogative to make that
decision if the execu ive were present as opposed to letting any police
chief, tie it campus, ity, or county make that decision.

Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. This Commission appreciates very, very much

your cooperation in connection with the hearing that is underway. As
you know and as counsel indieateg, this is the beginning. This is one
of, a series of hearings, and then thlough our State Advisory Commit-
tees we tore having case studies made, and we intend to present a re-
port in the latter part of August to the President and io the Congress
to evaluate the status of desegegation in our country up to the preSent
time. Your willingness to share with us rind yOur sharing of your ex-
periences in this very frank way is deeply appreciated by the CoMmis-
sion. It will help us in arriving at our findings and our reeommenda-
tiOns. Thank you very, very much. -

..I.UDGE.HoiLENSActi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The Commission will be in recess for 15

minutes so that it can consider a matter that has been presented to
if.

-1Recess.1
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The hearing will be in order. I will ask coun-

-sel to call the next witnesses.
Ms. LEWIS. Could I ask Paul Brown, Scott Hocan, Martin Mont-

gomery, and FanVe Gul to come to the Itand, please?
I want to introduce two exhibits. The description of the Louisville

4Division of Police response to court-or ered busing for school
desegregation in 1975, and included in the report is the Jefferson
County October Crand Jury Report. The second exhibit is the
"Louisville Division of Police Task Force Policy and Procedure
Manual" for August 24.4 1975.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. All right, they will be entered into the record
at this point.

Would you mind, would you stand, please, and raik your right
hands?

(Paul Brown, Scott Horan, Martin Montgomery, and Fannie Gel
were sworn.)

TESTIMONY OF scare HORAN, INTERGROUP AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
SPECIALIST, JEfFERSON COWIN BOARD OF EDUCATION; FANNIE GUL

HUMAN RELATIONS COORDINATOR, VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL; PAUL BROWN, 4

HUMAN RELATIONS Sromoik SHAWNEE HIGH SCHOOL; AND MARTIN
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wwroomEat HUMAN RELATIONS sivosoik, PLEASVRE RIDGE PARK HIGH
SCHOOL

MS. LEWIS. Let me iist give a bit of background to the human rqla-
tions program before we go on with this panel,'' so it is clear what this
is meant to deal with,

.CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I am not hearing you.
+Ms. LEWIS. Can you Wear now?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes. That's better:
Ms. LEWIS- In the spring of 1975, at,the 'direction of the court, the

Jefferson County school system developed a human relations program
to ease the desegregation process in the schools and in the comMunity .

by promoting interaction among students, tiachers,. and parents.
Within the larger human relations program it was required that a
human relations committee be established in each secondary school.
These committees varied in their organization and operation frOrp
school to school: but .there has been general consensus that the in-
school human relations program has been a quite s essful part of the
total human relations program in the Jeff Coun schools, this,
year.

The next two panels will be devoted to expi nin oW these corn-
mittees functioned in four schools, which are part of a cluster that in-
cludes a downtown Loasiville high school and five south county high
schools.

The first panel includes three persons who sponscirad the human
relations program in their schools plus a gentleman who works with
the central administration and coordinates the human relations pro-
grams in several other schools.

1 will start by asking each of you to identify yourselves by your name
and the school or the administration for which you work.

MR. BROWN:'' Paul Brown, assistant principal. Shawnee Senior High
School:

MR. HORAN. Scott Horan. human relations specialist for, thc school
board.

MS. GUI.. Fannie Gul, human relations coordinator of Valley High.
MR. MONTGOMERY. Martin Montgomery,. human relations sponsor,

Pleasure Ridge Park High School.
Ms. LEWIS. Mr. Brown let me start with you because I undersiand

that the Shawnee High School has had a -human relations program for
several years, and this was started, I believe, in anticipation of the
school desegregation order, which you saw was coming ahead. I would
like, to know how you got it started- at Shawnee, why you started it,
and give us a little detail of how it operates.

MR. BROWN. Well, at that time, 1973, I believe, Shawnee was 98
percent black and with the news media giving us so much information
concerning the possibilities of desegregation and of court-ordered bus-
ing, we felt at Shawnee that we ought to at that him begin to prepare
our students to meet their anxieties, and under the principal, MI:i5 John
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Whiting, and the counselMg staff under Mrs. Mau Ipin, we. began to set
up student groups of counseling. It really began, as I said, tb try to
helP isieet the needs .of Our students .at that time, who did not know
whist would -be coming down upon them in the event that they might
be bused: So we began setting up discussion- groups, small groups of
students, say, with possibly 2 student leaders and IS or 12 other stu-
dentS..and they began distussing any problems in ttt school other than
desegregation, butalSO desegregation.

Ms. LEWIS.' Were these Students 'picked to do this, or could they /
volunteer to do it, or how did they get interested in it?

MR. BROWN. Same of them were referred to the counseling staff as
persenis who needed same counseling because of their anxieties. Some
Volunteered. It was thrown open, in a sense, to the school that they
might eome to meetings and that kind of thing.

MS. LEWIS. And the program continues to operate And has im-
proved?

MR. BROWN. It is a voluntary kind of thing. The student body has
the option to attend the meetings and to get involved in the leadership
groups, yes.

MS. LEWIS. What kind of background did the students have, or did
they get some training to do the leading of the groups?

MR. BROWN. Yes. At first I suppose, it was under the tutelage of the
counseling staff, and eventually it evolved into quite a training session
thing. We gave the students tiuite a lot of training in order to lead
groups and keep the conversations on track and that kind of thing.

Ms. 1..rwts, And by the time of the desegregation order you had had
consWerable experience with this, and I understand that Shawn6e was
asked to serve as kind of a trainingtrainer, I suppose one would
sayin the training that went on, put on by the school system last fall
for other schools. Is that right?

MR. BRoWN. Yes. The first year I think we were mainly dealing with
our own students. Then the following year we wervited by some
other schools, a presentation, I think, in the city, and T think Westport
also asked that some of our students visit them, our leadership groups
visit them. And then during the past year after the desegregation
ordej, we were asked by the superintendent's office to kelp to train
other student groups throughout the county.

Ms. LEWIS. IS. that something that just went on at one point in time
or did it contee throughout thc year?

MR. BROWN. No, mainly it took place during three training sessions
whereby schools in various clusters came together. Say, it was like 2
dayS' training and there were three workshops of this sort.

Ms. LEWIS. I see. $o most of the high schools participated in this?
MR. BROWN. I think practically all of them. I am not aware of any-

onc that did not.
Ks. LEWIS. In terms- of the desegregation order and what went on

at Shawnee this year, how do you view desegregation as having af-

kW?
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tcted Shawnee High School, and what role maybeK,did human rela-
Pns OW in that overthe year?

MR. BROWN. Well, it ch-astically changed ghawpve High School from
the fact that, as Lsaid, at one point it was 98 percent black and during
this year it was at least 70 percent white. So that was quite a chant
for everyonet Our senior class was mainly .plack except for maybe five
students, and I think that they helped to set the tone of friendliness
at the beginning of the school year. We met during the summer before
September wtth our senior class and other stildent leaders, and v'ie
talked about the situation and about 'how we would present ourselves
as students and administrtors and so 'forth at Shawnee. In that way
I think we prepared for the coming in of so many other students who
would not be acquainted with Shawnee.

We are very proud of the student body we had and felt that they
went out of their way to be friendly and to make the students who
were comilsOiel at home.

Ms. LEwis. Let me ask you one other thing. Have you done this, all
year? What kinds of.things do you think the hliman relations commit-
tee might undertake next year to do even more in this direction? Has
that been discussed? Do the students have any ideas about that?

MR. BROWN. We have continued with ou studelt meetings
throtighout the year. 1 might say that in the. gi Mg, under Mrs.
Maulpin, that the leadership groups met with all f th students in the
whole school through their English classes. W. cont ue a process
similar to this.. However, this year our peer g up let-ers for the
discussion groups met during the study hall and met with all groups
of students, and we carried this out throughout the year hest we
could. However, we were giving quite a lot of our time to ip other
human relations student groups in visiting them and that kind thing.
We did have some exchanges between our school and 0.ther ools
in the county and especially in our own cluster where our groups
to their schools and they visited us.

Mainly, this year we had what we called the discussion groups. So
next year we have a lot of other stAcnts who have shown interest in
the training types of things that we weil doing. So next year we hope
that we will open that up even wider: Although it was as wide open
as we could get it. there, weren't as many students as we would like
taking the option to join. But toward the end of the year. there were
many students who indicated they wanted to be leaders in some way.
So next year we are going to try to have at least two leaders in each
homeroom who will help with discussions in the homerooms. The
leaders wewhave trained already Who have, say, 2 years' experience or
a completed year this past year, we feel that they are now ready to
work more closely with even smaller groups in a counseling Way under
the advisement with the counselors. So OW is where we are aiming.
We are going'to have a larger number of students actually in discus-
sion groups, leading discussion groups, trained to lead discussion
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groups, and then those who have.done so in the past will be working
directly with the counselors in more minute counseling groups.

Ms. LEWIS. Thank you.
'Mr. Horan, you work with the central school admitfistration and you

have responsibility for a couple of schools in this area, what is the,ad-
ministration'ss fonus on the Human Relations Program? What have
they indicated they hope tà achteW

MR. HORAN, You mean the administration of the local icholfis or
MS. LEWIS. No, I mean centralI mean the Jefferson County Public

School System. What kind of overall thrust would you say the program
has had?

MR. HORAN, Our magi 'thrust is, one, to initiate and monitor human
relationis.programs within the schools. And that is the main part, and
that breaks down into a number of different directions. One is human
relations committees. Another one is the peer group counseling pro-
gram that paul was talking about, which started at Shawnee but then
through proposals that were written, it expanded throughout the rest
'of the school district.

Ms. LEWIS. In your role in thisyour role is to have several schools
under your jurisdiction?

MR. HORAN. That is correct. And there are more different specialists
who work in the same capacity as I do. Different ones of us have dif-
ferent numbers of schools. I have twos high-schools and one middle
schoolKnight Middle School in the southwest part of the county,
Moore High School in the southcentral part of the county, and Fair-
dale High School in the southwest part of the county.

Ms. LEWIS. You have spent a good deal of time at Fairdale this year,
is 'that correct?

MR. HORAN. Most of my time I've spent at Fairdale, ye*"
MS. LEWIS. Why did youwhat

kinds of things did you to see happen at that school that
, more time there, and, secondly.

you were able to help during the course of the year?-'
MR. HORAN., One reason I spent more time there was that tiler was

more to do there, but also there were othA programs I was working
with that were independent in nature. Moore High School and Knight
Middle School had people that were relatively experienced in human
relatiims. They were pretty well versed in it and so they didn't need
my efforts as much. But Fairdale was a new thing to themthe whole
idea of having human relations activities at a school. So, much of my
time was spent there. From the beginning it was observing. In the first
week of school I just observed to try to provide a neutral kind of ob-
servation.

Secondly, then, my task was to initiate a human relations comm ee
'and the beginnings of human relations activities within the school.

And, thirdly, after that was begun, it was kind of a coincil nce,
once we reached that stage in the process, the whole human 'relations
department was moving into the thrust of peer group training, peer
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group leadership discussion groups. And so from that point, which' was
oarly December: we moved into peer group discussion. And that was
the major thrust of the human relations activities in all of the schools.

Ms. LEwis And in the course of all this, what kinds of particular_
problems did ybu find Fairdale having that you maybe didn't find at
other schools, or is that so?

MR. HORAN. I found problems that were unique to Fairdale.. Other
schools may have had preblems that were smique to them, but some
of the Fairdale unique problems was that tholre was a real strong idea
of community ownership within that community. That community is
very. very Fairdale-oriented.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Could you get the mike a little closer?
MR. HORAN. This, one?
CHMRMAN FLEMMING. Yes.
MR. HORAN. I Will try.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We are having a little trouble hearing.
Ma. Volum. At Southmore there is a pretty transient population. I

don't 14now if I e;!ould back, that up demographically, but it is a relative-
ly new school. There is no town around which it is based, and the
saine thing for Valley, Pleasure Ridge Park. ,But Fairdale High School,
it is around a town, a town called Fairdale. It has a real community
spirit. And so they took the idea of busing desegregation very much
harder than .other communities did. There was a great deal of re-
sistance.

MS. LEWIS. How did tilat operate in the school to cause problems
that you felt needed to be taken care of?

MR. HORAN. From the beginning it operated inthat they gave a
very stormy reception outside the school to the black students coming
from the city. That carried through the rest of the year, in terms of
a memory that black students had and kind of like a wound to lick.
Through the rest of the year, other problems that I encountered, that
related to it, was a certain amount ofthe teachers, some of the
teachers from Fairdale grew up in Fairdale, went to Fairdale High
School. They did not exhibit but they had the lame kind of idea, this
was our schkel, and it is just a lot of ownership. And so there were
problems in the new population being there.

Ms.' LEwis. Did the teachers at Fairdale involve themselves at all in
the human relations program, or was there any kind of training pro-
vided for them?

MR. HORAN. Largely not. From the very onset, some teachers who
were asked to participate quit for fear of the perseptions that other
teachers would hav'e of them. Finally one teacher became a sponsor
and She was a new teacher who had been transferred into the system,
into the school, from Shawnee. There was a training program from late
January to late April which was pretty effective. It drew around 20
teachers into it. It was sponsored by the University of Louisville, and
both the University of Logisville and myself helped work with the pro-
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,gram and it was pretty effective. But it involved mostly the youngei

teachers. It involved mostly younger teachers.
MS. LEWIS. So it was somewhat limited?
MR. HORAN. Yes.
MS. LEWIS. In the course of this yeara.it is clear from the record that

Fairdale had several incidents resulting.% racial tension among the stti-
dents, both in December and May. From your experience, can you
identify any causes for these problems? And again let me go back to
the Human Relations Program and as you if it helped a all in dealing
with these issues.

Miit HORAN. I could write a bool2 about that. From the beginning
therelet me say this very generally. There were problems at Fairdale
as probably there were ht other schools witlf. black students. Black
male students -in that, if a white student was at Fairdale, a boy that
got into trouble, there were tqlschers, there were male teachers who
'kind of took them under their wing. IV is not required of the teacher
to do that. It is just something that, a little bit of human compassion.

But that generally didn't happen for themost of the bliCk teachers
who were transfered were female and that's difficult for ihem to do.
So it generally didn't happen for the black boys. They didn't seem to
have anybody taking them under their wing, and it was very, very dif-
ficult tor those students toit is Wind of. like they were students and
were expected to abide by the rules,. period, Many times with other
sludents, people say, a teacher might 'say, "Look, I have known your
mother for 10 years, and she wouldn't lik:zar doing something like
that." But that didn't happen with the ne ulation because there
was not that kind of identification with the chers to the students.
So from the outsetand it got worse throughout the yearthere was
just the black male students who were kind of out there by themselves
and who were expected to perform as well as the other students.

MS. LEWIS. Did the black male students participate in sports?
MR. HORAN. Largely, no. Again, some students went out for sports

and whenthere was a large quitting rate in terms of students who go
out for- a sport and maybe 15 or 20 black students would go out for
football, 6 or 7 go out for basketball and then they would drop out.
They would just drop out because of that factor. At least in my per-
ception- that was bnc of the large factors involved.

MS. LEWIS. Coming back again to the Human Relations Program, do
you think overall that the Human Relations Program in. Fairdale was
successful this year, and, if so, how was it successful?

MR. HORAN. Okay. I think it was successful but that the succeSS was
limited in this way: Many times for many different reasons there would
be a, separation of the groups and a depersonalizing within the groups
toward the other groups. Like, the while students and black students
would kind of, like% pull away from each other. When that happened
people tended to quit seeing each other as human beings, like, "That's
not Gene, that's a white football player," or something like that.- One

.
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thing- that was good in December -and later on in the spring, when
those tensions tended to rise...the discussion groUps provided a forum
for those students te sit dowtf,..ialk to each- other, and find out that
a lot of their problems might be the same problems, that they were
people, and that tended to eliminate much of ,the tension that would
be growing in the school.

Another way that really helped was that when the students were
having problemsand...this probably doesn't ja,s'i exist in Fairdale, it.
probably exists elsewherethere is not much of a way for students to
have an arena to talk about things they are experiencing. So When that
Clien4 existed and when students saw that many of the things they were
talking 'about actually would be discussed, thathaped reduce 'the te.m-
sion, huCit didn't always help everyone*because not every, problemthat a student has can be dealt with students having problems
because a particular teacher doesn't like him, apd he is not doing well
in class, or he is just having trouble academically..Many. times that just
can't be erased by the principal doing something, and so students
would be more impatient for other things to happen, especially once
you start smelling success.

Does that answer your question?
Y es, thank you. Let me move along because we are

desperate on time today.
Ms. Gul, let me ask you about the program at Valley. I understand

that you have a variety of things going on at Valley. You talked about
peer group counseling and about the human relations committee. I un-
derstand you have both of those ,at Valley. You have expanded the
program to include other kinds of ideas that maybe other schools
would he interested in knowing about.

Ms. Gia. Yes. In addition to the peer group counseling program
that the other two gentlemen have talked about, we used that exten,
sively and very successfully to alleviate many of the frustrations of the
students. Also we have human relations counseling and this is com-
posed of students4eachers, administrators, and parents in the commu-
nity. This council met periodically this year and each meeting we
looked at what we were facing at the time. We also made recommen-
dations to the administration about things that we' felt needed to be
done to improve Valley High School. We 'also acted as sort of a
grievance committee to help the parents or teachers or students or ad-
ministrators who had a complaint or a situation that they wanted
human relations, council to deal with, we would.

And ..there were times when we would set up a three-member fact-
finding committee to go out and get both sides and come back and
make a recommendation to thc council. And then in turn this humap
relations committee would make a recommendation to the faculty as
to what we felt could and should be done to alleviate whatever the
problem might be. And most always the administration, they did take
our advice.
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Lawist It sounds as though you had a fairly successful year then
at Valley? Ili,

MS: pm. Yes. And we did other things to help students and faculty
reitnibers feel like they were actually a part of making the decisions
in.t . school, because we felt that was very imponant. We had a sug-
ofon box that we located in the library. All of the faculty members
and the students knew where it was, and we asked-them p) drop ideas,
suggestions, recommendations, maybe things that they thought were
problems in the school, and periodically we would take these out and
go through- them. Lots of therh were complaints that you havi always
heard aboutthe lunch room and this sort of thing.

There were very good suggestions that camei, from this suggestion
box that the council would disctess arid then we would make recom-
mendations. We also did things, like, we had what we called a rumor
control system, and when there wire rumors in the 'school and; of
course, they might have been just strictly rumors or they might have
been rumorS about.something that actually happened, but in order to
control the rumors and to make sure that the students ami the people
in the community liad the facts'about whatever.the rumor was about
at the Owe, we would call in our Omer group leaders, there were about
35 students who were trained in this area, and we would actually ex-
plain to them what had happenedyou know, that there was a rumor
about something.

The people that were actually involved, I am not saying the students,
tut I mean it there was a teacher involved or administratori who ric-

o
tually knew what happened, we would have them to explain what hap-
pened, and then we had 35 people who could go back out into the
school and baci out into the community and' say, look, I know what
happened. And that seems to bC very effective.

Also we had program's with the faculty this year. We did what we
called a "needs assessment survey" right at the beginning of the year
to see what their concerns wersI don't recall all of the different
areas that they listed as concertO But we did rank them in priority,
you know, that the teachers rhad listed. After we did that, we set up
many workshops for teacheti to attend on planning periods dealing
with the areas in which they had asked for assistance.

After we did the first series of mini-workshops, we went back and
did another needs assessment survey, because by this time it was
January and time had lowered many of the emotions among both the
students and the faculty. And so we felt that we needed to do another, ,
assessment to see where we were. We did that in January-lull as a

-fault we set up workshops involving teachers at Frost Middle Sehool, I

which.is a feeder school, Valley High, and Shawnee High School. And I

then we had one lengthy worksh4, and, of course, we met jointly with
these different schools.

The schools. had representatives and we agreed on a priority that
would meet the needs of the teachers at .the three schools and then
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we met. We alto planned tethave other workshops this summer. We .

. had a request to the county bokrel for a workshop to be held this
summer, .becausa our teachers do feel -like that there are needs that 6
they need to address at this timeclassroom management technique*
and ways in which student* theniselves can master self-discipline
better.

Ms. Lewis. Have you had , A, t program?
...,, .

Ms. Gut. Yes, I have. The &they will be able to pro-
us with that. lailj /
S. LEWIS. You' pretty well know that t will be able to do that,i

then?
,Ms. Gm.. Yes: .-
Ms. Lewis. Mr. Montgomery; the onw thing that is very unusual

about the program at Pleasure Ridge: Park is tim rap room. I wondei
why you set it ug that way? What is it designed to accomplish? .

MR, MOI.:ITGOMERY. We set it ug in the hope the teacher would cOo-
sider sendmg the itudents to the rap .room rather than sending him
down for disciplitm on the first Offense in ftelass. If there was a misun-
derstanding, the student could tell his side of it, some of the things that
led to it; perhaps, And then some feedbacg would be given back to the

:teacher, and maybe we could avoid making a disciplinary issue out of
it and having it written up as on the prineiparslist and things of that
nature.

Ms. Lewis: Did you raw that effective?..
Ma. MONTGOMERY. Yes. We don't have the final results of' it

because we 'started it near the end of school. I think there was some
satisfaction.

MS. LEWIS. Thank you. Let me turn it over to, the Commissioners
at this point.

CHMRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you. I am very much impressed with
your commitment to this work, with the positive results that you are
receiving as a resu4 of your investment of time and talents. I assume
that probably all members of the panel would agree that the system
would prefitably invest more resourees in this type .f activity. I gather
that you wen% .take issue with the otatement t' statement of that
kind. I am sorry that' we don't have tiMe to roue it further, although
counsel has done a very good job rti terms of the questions 'that have.
been asked and you have done a very good JOb In resfmnding.

Do my colleagues have any questions?
COMMISSIONER Ruti. I have a great deal of empathy for the frustrat-

ing problems which confront this 4. - of dedicatkM. I realize that not
everyone. is-equipped to do this ii!"- of work. One really has to have
a natural, God-given talent, to begin with. Since the primary job is to
clear' up misunderstandings between contending forces and those con-
tending farces.usually act in good faith, I will, join with what my col-
league has said; the record you are .nukking here and the perceptions
are most Important.
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It isn't particularly newsworthy ia the sense that many Of the things
that have transpired here have been, but it's going to be uSed, believe
it or not, when they look at these reports 'by social scientists. This is
the type of nitty-gritty -inforntation that goes an the tecord, and I do
Want to express my appreciation for you peoPle coming here and shar-
ing with us your points of view. Thank you. -

COMMISSIONER 'SALTZMAN. Just one question, if I may. Yesterday
four.high school students submitted testimony to us, and their attitude
was that %he desegregation procesi of this year had contributed
profoundly to their understanding of the majorityminority students in
the student Population, that their own education had been significantly
advanced 'as a result of the desegregation process and coming into con-
tact with peora of other racial and ethnic baekgroimds.

Would you concur with them that desegregation within the schools'
has, advanced the ,educational qUality that is available in the 'school
system by bringing people of varying racial and ethnic backgrounds
together?

MR. HORAN. I would, yes, but I think it depends on whether you
consider education as advancement through the written curriculum or
education in a larger context: SometiMes the curriculuni that a teacher
is pound to ,follow, within the classroom is slow in dealing with day-
to-day problems of interaction and behavior, which probably, iu a hid-
den curriculum way, ig a much more Important education for 'kids to
get.

.0011411415.510VER SALTZMAN. You would Concur that intergroup ,rela-
tions have been advanced in the schools of Louisvitle as a result of the
desegregation order?

Mk. HpRAN. I would say that, yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Let's assume we are dealing in the larger con-

text, if the answers Could be brief.
Ms. Gut,. I think there has been a great claw of understanding of

different values that different people have and perhapti different be-
li 'different ways of life. I think thi% has occurred. And I hear this

students very often.
COMMISSIONER SA.LTZMAN. Mr. Montgomery, did I see you indicating

that you wanted to respond?
MR. MONTGOMERY. No. I really have nothing to add.
Ms. Gut. Could I add pne thing?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Sure.
Ms. Gui. I think the human relations programs need to be increased

in the schools. And I would also like to add one thing about our,ex-
peiienee at Valley High Schocit -that our philosophy is that the human
relations program is to deal with all personnel who are involved with
the school, and it's something that I didn't touch upon. But we work
with the students, the peer group programs and all of these thingnd

also feel that it's very important to deal with other school personnel,
like, for instance, the. cafeteria workers .were receiving many corn-
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plaints and at times even abuse. And we brought them into our pro4
,gram beeatise the students didn't understand the- guidelines under
-which they had to operate. And once the cafeteria workers went into
the classroom.and let the students ask questions and explainea the pro-!
gram, it alleviated a lot of tension in the cafeteria at lunch time. SO,,
I think we need to include all areas of personnel.

Also there was one other area thati thotight was very important. As
'a human 'relations Coordinator at Valley High, I acted as liaison
between the faculty and administration; and I think this year Orme the

'frustrations were greater for eVeryone involved.'But I think 6aeause of
the cireumstances thewere greater, and I think there needs to te .0
very direct means Of ammudilcation 15letween factIty and the adfninis--
tration. It doesn't always happen as nui.Ch as it should. We did lots of:
things in this area this year and 4 think this needs to be included.

CHAIRMAN FLEAMING. Thank you very much. We appreciate. your.
testimony. Counsel will call the next mitnesses:

MS. LEWIS. Our next witnesses are Gene Bolton, Monica Wheatley,
Nina Booth, and Vicki Brewer.

(Gene' Bolton, Monica Wheatley, Nina BoOth, and Vicki Brewer
were sworn. l

TicTIMONy OF GENE BOLTON, STUDENT, FAIRDALE HIGH SCHOOL; MONICA .

WHEATLEY. STUDENT, VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL; NINA BOOTH, STUDENT,'
PLEASURE RIDGE PARK HIGH SCHOOL;.ANb VICKI BREWER. STUDENT,

SHAWNET HIGH scpoot.

MS. LEWIS. Would you each give yotir the sac;o1 yotego to,
and the grade you are in?

MS BREWER. Vicki Brewer. I go to ShaWnee High School, and FWIW
be a senior thiS coming year.

Ms. BOOTH. I am Nina Booth, and I Will be a senior this coniing year/
at Pleasure ^Ridge Park High School.

MS. WHEATLEY. I am Monica Wheatley. I go to Valley High School
and I will be a senior.

MR. BOLTON. I am Gene Bolton, and I am a graduate of Fairdale
Hi fi School.

M. LEWIS. Gene, :let me start with ou, When you went back to
schOol last year, I understand that one of the very first things that hap-
pened was that as part of the football -team you all decided to meet
the buses ;he first day they arrived at the schools. Is that right?

MR. BOLTON. That is right, yes.
'MS. LEWIS. Whose idea was that? , .
MR. BOLTON. it stemmed from the board. It was. suggested to our

administration at the high sehool,and they asked us if..,tve would be
willing. It was said that we were forced to do this, but we were not.
We were asked. An4 most of the people felt that this would be a gocxf
gesture and so we di it On ow own.

Ms. LEWIS. Did it kork out all right?
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. Ma. Bailor& Yes, ma'am. We met the buses the first 2 Ot 3 days,
arid we atcompanied se many studectts allotted to each person to the
cbissmoms, and we introductx1 than to tha teacher and other people
around the ichool s- and to-some students, also, so they would feel more
lit home..

Ms. LEWIS. 1Did you get any feedback from that? Were they glad you
were there?

Ma. BOLTON. They,..seemed like it made them much happier. And
it made it easier for, them to get along the first 2 days. They go.t along
better than they thought they would.,

1.-kwts: Okay. Now, how soon after school started' did the
human rOlationa program begin to function and how did jou get into
it?

Ma. BOurom. I am not sure about how long it was, appoximately
a month, lipid at the time there was a lot of demonstrations going on
in Fairdale, and a lot of peolle were really involved in ft.

Mr. Horan, who Was up here in the last group, was appointed to our
school by the board, and he came and he came ardund to our study
halls, and he asked for any person that wantedrto.do something about
what was going on, aml do it in a legal way and make something hap-
pen, that they should see him. And he would go thrdugh tlitPboard and
through the schaol and we would have a hitman rehitions program at
our school.

Ms. Lewis. Did that get a response from the students?
Ma. BOLTON. The firsrmonth or so it got, like, 30 pecvle, and we

went through a wo p. and we came back and we started our own
program at the and through our study halls, and that got a
pretty bi

Ms. ijjs. What would you say about the school participation in
the course ohhe year? Did most everybody participate in some way,
meaning. did you reach most of the students?

Ms. BOLTON. More or less, yes. They participated in something we
did.

MI. Lewis. Let me ask you this, what did the program consist of
and how did the peer group counseling work?

Ma. BOLTON. The pregrain consisted of 2 days a week. One day we
met with Mi. Horan and we discussed what we would be talking about
the following day in our study hall with other students that volunteered
to be in discussion groups with us, and then every other Friay we
held. like, a dance daring fourth period, and we had some basketball

- games after schoel involving study hall vs. study hall. On Tuesday we
tried to show movies, through the board, on Tuesdays in study
hallmovies that they could ipt for us so it wouldn't Oast the school
any money.

Ms. Lswis. I am assumingdid you have both black and white stu-
dents involved in the human relations program?

Ma. BOLTON. Yes.
Ms. Lawii. About what numbers?
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. Ma. BOLTON. Really it was more oriess.tkate to a en. But.1 guess
it would have been more black than white.

Ms. Lswis.. Let me ask you how you wou rate, having discussed
what was involved in it, how you Would Me_ pro-.
gram' over the course of-the year. ,

Ma.' BOLTON. Well, 'it is hard to rate the success of our program
against other schools. So. I will just have to-1 thought We did a whole
lot. We really, it is hard to pick up material objects that you came up
with, but you look, back and think of the situations that were on the
verge of happening and you can4ok back and say, well, they didn't
happen. I feel like 1 had a part in stopping it. As far as that goes, I
feel like our group was very successful..

Ms. Lewis. Let me go into something' -that we talked about before
and that is thc school spirit in the. Various high, schools this year. A
lot of 'people have, said that school spirit was a iirobkm in some
schools. maybe not in all. 1 know you mentioned to ine the other day
that you'. thought the school spirit, hadn't been as good as it had been
before. 1 wonder if you could tell us why.

Ma. BoLTON. Well, I really don't know the reascin. But I have heard,
some people. saY (hat the didn't support the school because a. lot of

Acre. And then a lot of people -that were
them said their parents Id not let them go to extracunicular activi-
ties so they couldn't
bused in, they were new to the' school and so they didn't come out
for sports. And in turn' the people that didn't come out for sports but
still supported it that were "bused, in, they didn't support it because
they didn't know anybody that was active in it, and they didn't want
to support a bunch of people they didn't know. So, that cut abelut half
of our population of our school down that w actiii& So, we Only had
a few people..

_,-Ms. LEWIS. *ere there any cutbacks in the actual program as a
result of this, or was it just nonatteadance?

Ms. BOLTON. Wel) . ,

MS. LEWIS. Did xou have the same schedule, the same game
schedules? , . --

MR. BOLTON..Yes, we had the same schedules. But they changed the
times and things like that, because they changed it, they changed the. . ,

games froth Friday night to Saturday afternoon. They said it would
make it easier to have protection and Would attract a larger crowd
betause they were losing a lot of money.

MS. LEWIS. 'So evening activities were a problem? What about
homecoming?

MIL BOLTON. Yes. We didn't have a homecoming. This was a Aeci-
sion of thli administration. And we didn't have a dance ar any floats
or anything. It was always our tradition to have a parade, and
homecoming was always on Friday night, but it Was changed to Satur-
day martinis.

Ms. Lavas. Mow did the kids feel about that?
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Mu. 1101-TON. Weir--you could tell. how they felt about it by the
number of people that showed up. Beforeour homecomingthe
stadium was always packe4, but this time there'were about 150 people.
A, lot of people were hitter about it because-this was something that
they looked forward to all year long and something ihat woUld 1,0 a
memory to them maybe 20 years later. It is really a big deal, and this
was taken away fromt them. There wasn't anything they would '4o
about it hut they were still hitter./

Ms. LEWIS In stopping that from happening, in cancelling it for thc
evening, what do you think the students' feeling WWI about that? in
tcrins_of heing able to controlif the concern was danger, of what
might happen, some kind of demonstration within the schooldo you
think the students would have been able to control it? In terms of
being able to cle:ontrol, do you-think they could have controlled the
situation?

MR. BOI. roN We really got more trouble Out of net having it than
we did having it. Like, everybody wanted this a lot,' and everything.
-SO they said we are not.going to do anything to spoil it. We've worked
so hard for this, so why would we cause trouble lik'e they expect us
to on something we have tried so hard for and then ended up in a
mims, But

Ms. LEWIS. Okay. Your view would have been to go ahead and give
it a chance. What about extending that into the community? If the
eimeern was over the community causing the problem rather than the
students in the school, do you think this would have been any effect
tm keeping the community cool?

Mu. But TON.. As Mr. Horan mentioned before, Fairdale, the commu-
nity, is very oriented to the school. Many members of the community
are active in things like homecoming, for example, and those types of
things. And this upset them as much as it did the students, the lack
of not having the ackivities as we'always had had' diem. And they were
really upset over it. And I think it caused more dissension in the com-
munity than it did if.they would have gone on, and had it just like the
student body

Ms. LEWIS. Thank you.
Vicki, let me ask you about going to Shawnee. You live in the Val-

I y area and have gone to Valley High School and then you were
transferred to Shawnee?

Ms. BREWER. Yes.
Ms. Ltwis. How dkt you feel when you were first assigned? i.
Ms. BREWER, Rotten.
Ms. LEWIS. Why?
Ms. BREWER. When 1 first ound out. I found out the day we got

home from cheerleading cam . I got home, my mom, read something
in the paper saying that I hitdto be moved.

CHAIRMAN FEEMMING. I am sorry to interrupt.. We are ,not, hearing
at all. Maybe if you put ttie mike right close, take it off and put it
right close to you. W s the audience able to hear?
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(Voice. No.1
Ms. LEWIS. Maybe if you hold the mike right in front of you.
MS. BREWER. I found out when I got home from the cheerleading

campwe had just won a trophyand I found out about it and I was
so upset. I. thought it was the most horrible thing. .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Lit's just assume we donl have a public ad-
dress system. Just talk a little louder.

Ms. BREWER. Okay. So', it went on like that. Whem I went to cheer-
leading practice in the summer with peoelleJ had been going with, I
felt likeafter I found out about it, I wouldp,go to cheerleading prac-
tice,,but yet I felt that I belonged; but I didn't` because they 411 knew
I was goinglo be bused and 1 wontdn't be there much lonier.

So, I called our sponsor and I said that I was just going to quit com-
ing to practice because I ,am not going to ,be here next year, w it
would be just a waste of time. I called the captain of the Shawnee
cheerleading squad. I tallad to r for ii little while, and she said iihe
would like to get her squad toget er. Out of our cluster4 I was the only
varsity cheerleader that participated. I went on and cheered for
hawnee. Shawnee lost about half of their squad. Half of their cheer-
aders got bused, too. So, for our squad, we only had, like, five cheer-

eders.
). theh our sponsor at Shawnee, Ms. House, she said she was going

on and let sophomorh be varsity cheerleaders so that we could have
. an equally balanced squad, socially, and that worked out pretty good

because we ended up through the year, people wOuld come and people
would go. Some people quit, some got transferred back ari'd caused
problems with the uniforms. That was a mess, trying to get enough
uniforms for everybody. Through the year we had tt total of about 13
or 14 cheerleaders, but we didn't have that many all at once,like, we
had 12 at, one time. That is the most we had, and we ended up with
11 through the year.

Ms. LEWIS. Now, let me move away from cheerleaders and back to
all of the other things we were talking about previously. When you
first went to Shawnee, what was your approach toward going therei
How did you feel when you found out you had to be assigned there?

Ms. BREWER. 41 decided I might as well make the best of it. I tried
to gel involved in school activibes, hut the only thing that was bad was
any time you want to participate iri anything', like, I remember times
I had to get up at 5.:30 because school started at 7:30. I had to get
to the bus and get there and that took quite a lot of time. And some-
times I didn't get home until 7:00 o'clock at night.

Ms. Lswts. That is a long day. While you were there, you par-,
ticipated in the human relations program. Was that something you
knew about before you went, or did you find out about it when you
got there7

Ms. BREWER. I found out about it when I got then!. I decided I
' wanted to get involved in the 'school. If I have to go there I might as
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well make the best of it. 1 went to some of the human relations
meetings. I liked it and so I kept with it. We had workshops and we
taught five other schools. 'Well, all of the schools had workshops and
I worked with a couple of them. We had six schools involved. And we
taught. other schools about things we already knew how ter do, things
like that.

Ms: LEWIS. Have you participated in this all year?
Ms. BREWER. YCS.
MS. LEWIS. Do 'you think the human relations program was useful

and helpful at Shawnee?
Ms. Baewrit. Yes. I think it is good because people got to express

their feelings publicly instead of keeping everything locked up inside
of therm They got to stand up in front of a group of people and say,
I don't think this, or, I think this should be changed.

Ms. LEwts. Can anyboay participate in this?
Ms. BREWER. Right.
Ms..LEW1S. Do they have'to sign up'ahead of time?
les.. BREWER. If you want to be a leader, it is best for you to sign

up for it at the beginning of the year. Just to come in and talk, any-
body can come. It is open to everybody but it is for students.

Ms. LEWIS. IS it run at particular times during the week so that
everyone knows that?

Ms. BREWER. Yes. We had ours during study halls.
Ms. tEwis. Oh, okay, so that anytime you are in a study hall

(inottble
taiBREWER. Yes.
Ms. LEWIS. Thank you, Vicki.
Mottica, how has this year been at Valley?
Ms. WHEATLEY. What do you mean, you mean academically or-i.
Ms. LEWIS. You went through a big change this year. You had stu-

dents bused into Valley and it changed from the way it was before.
How did the change affect you and what kind of reaction did you have
to that?

MS. WHEATLEY. For the past couple years, like this is my fifth year
at Valley High, kids have grown up and they have got more money.
You got a car When you're 16 and there are other things to do besides
school adtivities. But this year was, I mean like some organizationwe

'really didn't do itnything because of busing.' We hit rock bottom this
year. Nobody caes about nothing anymore. I am going to school,
coming.homcjut forget everybody.

Sports, I remciibcr, like everybody, like years and years and years
ago my mom an them, everybody supported the sports teams. They
would get something to eat and come home. But now they don't do
it. At the games we just sat there and there was nobody there. If kids
aren't loal to their school; what are they going to be be loyal to? You
got to get stabk and start caring and get invaved in something.
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If you are going to start off in life being really active in the commu-
nity and everything, you have got to start with schdol. kids aren't
doing that:So I am afraid that's going to hurt later on whep they grog
up and they are not used to being involved or doing their part, except
doing what they had to do, getting their grade and leave. And busing,
I don't know. It was just, everybody thinks Valley is going to be so
bad because that's where the riots'were. Everybody's read about Val-
pyeverybody's just a bunch of rioters. Valley is a very good school.
I mean it was just, we are friendly. We got along. We had no trouble
hardly at all.

MS. LEWIS. Let me ask you, is that one of the reasons you got in-
volved in .human relations, because of your reaction to this, kind of
apa*ty and stuff that you were hearing?

MS. WHEATLEY. I always wanted to, 'cause friends had been on
human relations committee and stuff before, but I had never been
asked to be on it and that's how you, got ityou had to be recom-
mended. But then they called tuft they called down a list of students,
and we came down there, and they told us that we had been picked
by the teachers and the principal, and whatever, to be on it and then
talk to kids, big deal. It's just another group the board iias set up to
make busing look good. so I guess I'll be on it. I got on it, I really
liked it.

We got into groups. First, we went into the study halls and then into
English classes, because all the kids had English. We got in there, we .
talked 4,6 them. It was really neat, 'cause at first we didn't just talk
about Rusing or school problems even, we talked about anything. We
had a of 'problems and we had people from the board there helping
us. We went to the training sessions and we Jeanied how to make peo-
ple whq don't usually talk, talk and people who ,italk too much to shut
up and just listen how to be a facilitator. We learned how to,lead
groups and that was a good experience. We got the kids in the class-
room. Besides just ,having fellow students in the classroom, they got to
know each other personally and that helped the student relations, and
kids were getting along. And when kids are getting along, you have
more easy going in the schools, more spirit. And so I was really glad
I got into it.

And' we had rumor control. We tried to taco rumors. We told the
real story. This is what happened. You got to listen ta us because we
know, and they did, they listened to us because most of us were
leaders in the schools anyway. So they kind of took our word for it
and so that was good. I think we stopped something that time, if it was
ever going to turn into anything-, and I imagine evetybody would have
loved for something to turn into something. You know, okay, we
haven't had much excitement lately, let's have some big old fights
here. That was good and I was really glad I got into it.

MS. LEWIS. SO that, all in all, you would say the program worked
pretty, well?
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,Ms. WHEATLEY. Yes, like, you can't write down what we got accdm-
plished but it's just a general feeling. I mean, the feeling needs to be
improved and it oin does.

Ms. LEwis. Will you go with it next year?
MS. WHEATLEY. Yes. if I am asked tO I Would like to.
MS. LEWIS. What kinds of things do you think the pregram could

do next year that would improve it over this year?
MS. WHEATLEY. WC had the groups and the classes, that was real

good. The suggestion box, we hid it but the kidsI don't know. how
many used it. And I wish we had some kind of teacher review board
because there were teachersI don't care how many people try to
make busing look really good, if they are really for itteachers aren't
getting along real good. There's definitely prejudiced teachers both
ways. And something has got to be done, 'cause look how impressiona-
ble a teacher, I mean, can make a kid, You know, 'cause besides a
parent, your teacher's the one that sort of molds your attitudes and
stuff.

Ms. LEWIS. Do the teachers ever participate in any of these' discus-
sions, in any of the peer group discussions?

MS. WHEATLEY. They weren't really in the room. They were glad for
us to come into .their class and take fere of their class so they could
go to the, teachers' lounge, or whatever. They weren't really in there.
Sometimes, like, after we would leave, a teacher would come up to me
and say, thanks for coming. This was really good. It .got our kids talk-
ing. I know one teacher made them write a paper after we left about
what they thought about it, you know, what they talked about and
some more of their opinion they didn't get to say. And I hope next
year we can have more of a teacher thing where the kids can say, that
teacher is hauling me. The principal, the teachers are the authority.

agree with that. I have respect for my teachers and' stuff. But they
are always right. They are always right, the students are wrong. Al-
ways, 'cause you're the teacher and you're the student.

MS. LEWIS. You would like to see that changed?
MS. WHEATLEY'. 'Definitely, 'cause we are people, too, really we are

and we have got opinions. We are not trying to boss the world around.
We are just trying to say what we feel, 'cause if something needs
changing we want to change it.

MS. LEWIS. Okay, okay next Nina, why don't you talk a little bit
about the program at your school and tell us how you got into it and
what kinds of things.were accomplishid this year.

Ms. BOOTH. WCH, we went through a series of things, like, third
qUarter we had a session where we went into the English classes and
explained the discipline code that came out third quarter. And dr .

reason why we did that was, like,' the principal said, that whenetier a
student got in trouble, they said they didn't know they couldn't do
that. So he thought that if we went to each class and told each student,
then they would know what they were suppexPected of and so 'they
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couldn't came up with, welt, I didn't know that. And it worked
because a lot of students didn't know different rules, because I didn't
myself

, And then there were alot of students don't ever do anything wrong,
so naturally they don't know, I guess it's better to know instead of
going right on into it and then acting dumb about it. And we had a
peer group also, and we went into the study halls and we asked the
students, they volunteered..,We explained to ther.that we were going
to have a rap session and we were going to talkNabout maybe busing
or whatever happened in the school that day, and then they would de-
cide whether they wanted to talk to it. And,ilke, our first two or three
sessions were really nothing..They just wanted to get out of study hall,
because people always complain about study hall. So, really, we had
to ease them up a little bit and let them be able to talk and tell us. .
what was on their mind.

Ms. LEWIS. Let me ask ,you something specific about this, and , I un-
derstand this to be true at most of the schools. When you picked the
groups to, when the students volunteered to be in the discussion
groups, when you put the groups together, I understand that one of
the things you tried to do is balance thenvwcially. is that right?

Ms. Boon( Yes.
Ms. LEWIS. So that everybody gets a chance to talk?
MS. BOOTH. Yes. .
Ms. LEWIS. What kinds of differences did you find between Manual,

where you went before, and Pleasure Ridge Park, where you went this
.year?

Ms. BOOTH. Well, 1 guess with Manual being in the city, the black
people there were more oricntcd. You knOw we were able to talk to
each other and really get along, but out there at Pleasure Ridge
everybody was sort of scared. Blacks were scared of bliqs and the
whiteseverybody was seated. Nobody wanted ta talk to ach other.
It was kind of hard to really relate and then, like, the woirk wasn't so
much as hard, but there was more of it, and the students complained_,
about that. Ali in ail, it was just a difference. You felt like you were
in a different city, like you were led there blindfolded or something.

MS. LEWIS. And I gather from when we talked before, you think that
the human relations iirogram was helpful in assisting the kids who
came into Pleasure Ridge Park to., be able to understand what was
going on better.

MS. BOOTH. Yes.
Ms. LEWIS. Did many black students volunteer for the human rein-

t ms program, at first?
Ms. Hoc -Tu. No. It was just me and another friend of mine. We were

the only/two and when we got on it and foundi out what it was boaut,
we decided to go and recruit some more jJjcks because, like, they
were always complaining to us, you know, -well Pleasure Ridge
doesn't do this for blacks," and, like, we would explain to them, if you
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want something done yott have to get on board and let them know
how yipefeel, and so we started going around and recruiting a couple
of people, to let them know..

Ms. 3.4%,1%_So_then..more4teqpiejoined after that? ..
Ms. Boom. Yea.
Ms. Lswis. Thank you. I don't have any further questions, Commis-

skaters.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COMIllisSi011er SI/HZ:Man?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Gene, do you understand why the Federal

court ordered desegregation?
MR. BotTok. As far as I cat, uederstand it, it was to achieve a racial

balance in the school and to achieve an educational quality higher
than what the city school system and the .downtown schools clad. More
or less, we were suppoaed to have a better educational quality I know
some people that will debate that; but as far as I can tell that was the
general purpose.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Monica, in your school was there any er
fort to discuss the reasons for desegregation and the constitutional im-
plications in any of your courses or in the school in general? Was there .

an effort on the part of the teaciters to acquaint you with what was
happening?

Ms...WHEATLEY. The only time there was really a discussion was
when the kids were discussing it awns themselves, really. They would
discuss' it around the lunch table, or something like that. Most of the
teachers didn't because they were afraid to say, one%way or the other,
how they were feeling

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I don't mean whether they supported it or
not, but whether the processwhy it was happening, the law and tbe
motive (or the law. Was there any information imparted to you in your
school &eat why the country was undergoing desegregation?

MS. WHEATLEY. No. They really didn't do that. I guess they just took
it far granted that we were either getting that from the news or the
pipers, or wherever, but no Walther ever really went into that./ COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN.14ina, do you think that your school year
experience in getting to know whites has helped the quality of the edu-
cation you are presently .getting?

Ms. Boom. No, not really, because I went to the city -school last
year and it Was predominately white. So it wasn't really a big change,
at?cl Pike I said before, it's not the quality of the education is better
or worse, it's just more.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Wen, what I am taking about, would you
agree that the quality'of education has to do th getting to know peo-
ple of different backgrounds, different race and learning how to live
with them? Isn't that a part of the quality of education?

Ms. Boom. I don't really think so because I don't think it matters
what the quality of education you are getting as long as you know how
to deal with the people and to talk to them and meet them.
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COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. That's what I mean. Isn't that part of the
educational process, to learn how to get along with people?

Ms. Boom. Well, like, when you are growing up and you are a kid,
you don't sit down -and talk to people-about edueatiiinoor anything. I
Mean, I think you should just be able to know how to telk to people.
I don't think it's so much educati'on in a sense. You should just be able
to talk to people in a worthwhile manner.

,COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rutz. The enthusiasm and the good humor and the

friendliness of this panel, I think, spells success for human relations.
And this panel is well equipped with all of those elements.

Gene, I utiderstand you are a football player.
MR. BOLTON. YES,
COMMISSIONER Rutz. You are a tackle?
MR. BOLTON. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. How much do you weigh?
MR. BOLTON. 235 pounds.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. 2 5 pounds?
Ma. BOLTON. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz.,&ing a tackle, you are always in the center of

trouble. Aren't you?
MR. BOLTON. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Ar;c1 you are tbe sergeant at arms?
MR. BOLTON. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. With relation to the experiences you have had,

can you say, comparing this year with last year, haVe misun-
deistandings between the lack students 'and the white students
diminished or have they ased?

MR. BOLTON. Well, a.4i4r as our school is concerned, there were no
disagreements last year because there were only two black students in
the school, and so they didn't have much of a chance to disagree. But
as far as the percentage this year, there was a lot of misunderstanding.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Now, with respect to the advance in percent-
age, what has been the numerical number of more students this year,
black students?

MR. BOLTON. I really couldn't tell you for sure.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. With relation to your committee, do you come ".

in contact with it?
MR. Botsom. Yes; sir, I do. Our committees, we try to make them

sexually and racially balanced, where everyone gets a chance, more or
less, to be involved with everyone.

COMMISiIONER Rutz. Are you having rap sessions?
Ma. BOLTON. Yes, sir, and we try to balance our rap sessions where

it would be two white males, two black males.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. This is on a one-to-one basis?
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MR. BOLTON. Sometimes it's a one-to-one and sonietimes it's in a
group, whidh is led by a facilitator and you have 8 to 10 and 10 to
12, depending on the Aumber of people that you have, according io
the, number of group leaders you have.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz: ,New, with relatiOnt to the experiendlitiat you
are hav.ing, are Lyoil learning how to get along with thc black student
at-this time by virtue of the opportunity the rap sessions are giving
ydu?

MR. *BOLTON. I woUld have to say, yes, Sir. I am: It's presenting the
oppiwtunity. that maybe), wouldn't have had if I was-not involved.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. 'This is part of your-educational process, isn't
it?

MR. BotTON. Yes, sir, it iS.
CommisstorsEa. Rutz. Nina, do you have open discussions in your

school?
Ms. Sothic Yes,.we do.
.COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Between the various students?

Booni. Yes.
COMMISSIONER Rtaz. Do they discuss their problems?
Ms. BOOTH. Yes. fr

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. DO they have more or less the samelproblems?
MS. BOOTH. Yes, really.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Does this develop into friendrihips?
'Ms. BOOTH. Not really. no: Well, usually we have the type of disotis-

sions where one person Will bring up a topic, say, like busing, for in-
stance.' And everybody is going to air the same problems, but they are
just there talking. 1 mean, it doesn't really develop into a friendship
type of hing.

COM MIISSIONE R Rutz. You_seem to be a well-adjusted person, in t%e
senie that you don't see problems. Apparently youVreat a white'person
like anybodygrelse. and 51ou don't see any problem as a conseeuence
Of these rap sessions. Ps that So?

Ms. Boo-rti. Yes.
CommisstoNEK Ruiz.. Adults usually see problems, and get from

your testimony that you are a part of a new generation where these
problems are no longer problems.

Now, Vicki. I notice you are waving your dukes in, the air. What did
you wish to say?

Ms. HaEssora. I agree with whatyoU said. 1 think we arc a new'
generation and the kind of thing about, likc mc and Nifia were talking
Allow a while ago by the time that us kids get together and we start
realizing that we km just &coming friends and forget about that you
;are black and I am ,white, h9 the time we start becoming real close
friends like if somebody brings it up. they make such a big deal over
black and w'hite and I just tl>nk that's sick.

I Applause
CoskstissioNca Rutz. I ,guess that answers my question,
I Laughter I .4

fo
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CIWRMAN FLEMMING. As I. i41ierated to the group of, students that
appeared at the hearing yesterday, we are alwaysxery appreciative of
the. testimony that comes from students who arejn positions of leader-.

ship, who are really ihe consumers Of desegregation: Your .testiniony
hale been treat! We appretiate it very, very much. Thank you for being
as frank with us. It helps all.of us. We appreciate it very much. -

CNAIRMANFLEMMING. Counsel will call the next witnesses.
Ms. LE1WITD. Shirley Warren, Samuel Robinson Reveirend -Thomas

Quigley. Mary Elizabeth Womack, and Iris Irish.
(The witnesses were sworn.1

NV OF SHIRLEY WARREN, VICE PRENDOiT, SAVE OUR commumTv
INC4 SAMUEL ROBINSON, COCHAIRPERSON, TASK FORCE FOR

PEACEFUL DESEGREGAVIbN; THE REVEREND MOMAS QUIGLEY, DIRECTOR,
LOULSVILLE AREA INIXRCHURCWORdANIZATION wag SERVICE (LAMS):
MARY ELIZABLIII WOMACK, CHAIRPERSON, EDUCATION COMMITTEE,

LEAGUE Op WOMEN VUTERS:, AND IRIS IRISH, CHAIRPERSON, LEGISLATIVE
rOMMITTEE. JETEERSON COUNTY PARENT.TEACHER AhSOCINTION

Ma, FULLERTON. 1 wotdot like M start out by asking.dIch tine of you;
beginning with Ms. Irish, to please briefly describe, state yodr name.
address and isaupation. your organization and the number of years
you have either lived in Louisville or Jefferson Courity.

Ms. IRISH. I'm Iris Irish. I live-at 4000 ManorDale tYrive here in
Louisville. I 'm legislation chairman far the 15th District PTA of Jeffer-
son County, and I work with the community outreach program, which
is in the department of human relations for the Jefferson city schools.

MR. FULLERTON. Ms. Irish. will you also tell us what your function
is with the PTA?

Ms. limit. LegiSlation chairman.
MS.WARREN. Silirley Warren. 1 livekat 4035 LaMonde Drive.

I'm vice president of Save Our Community Schools. and I have always
lived in Louisville. What else did you want to know?

Voitirt. (faintly( Start again.
MS.,WARREN.al am Shirley Warren. I live at 4035 taMonde Drive:

I am vice president of Save Our Cpmmunity Schools, and' I am past
;-president of the Schaffner PTA.
a, REV My name is Tom Quigley. I live at 1261 Willow

Avenui42. Louisville. I'm a mpister, the coordinator of the Louisville
Area Intel-church Organization for Service, which is the ecumenical
mission planning and priigram developing ageney for nine denomfna-
bons in the Louisville area, and I have lived in LouisvNle since 1967.

Ma. ROBINSON. I'm Sam Robinsori. I live at 7323 Olen Arbor Road.
I'm the executive director of the Lincoln Foundation. I also serve as
visx chairman of the Task Force for Peaceful Desegregation. I Wive
lived in the Louisville area for ov65-..15 years,.

Ms. Vtiostscx. I'm Mary Elizabeth Womack. L go by the name of

\111.

Tish. I live.at 2218 Brighton DriVc in Louisville, and I have been here
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for 9 years.: I ant preaeotly the educetion 'chairman for the Leaguer
Women Voters. ..

. Ma. Put.uustors. I srM, thAt.you are all involved in schools in one or
two or three ways.

I would like to start out with Ms. Irish and, have you briefly describe
tbr us the, PTA and its orsanizatienal changes this year and its pur-
poses.

Ms. him. All right: The PTA's purpose is dedicated toward mut,
jpa that all children and youth receive the best possible that public
lfr-ducation has to offer. Our particular PTA is oow mergml..We started
`out 'as two separate unfts with a fortner county and former city PTA.
As soon as the merger and the court order-came through, we did vote
to . merge. We'accomplished this in October and have been working
cooperatively together ever since. We work very closely with du ad-
niinistration, and this,year, in particular, we have worked very closely

-ration with the Human Relatkms Department of the school
sYstem.

We ha established 15 new units in the ibrmer city system, that
wasn't real, strong, with PTA units hi all schools. We haviea possi-
bility of hay' PTA units ln 150 schools. We have them. in 146 .

sehools. li that enough?
MR. FULLERTON. Would yOU dOSCI"ibe the activities that the PTA has

organized or participated in this year to help the schools through the
desegregatkm process?

Ms IRISH. WC started Sack in-11111C. Last JUIIC we had' throe, ri 3-day
workshopAis woe prior to. !he court orderfor parents across this
county, trying zo work with the, .merger in getting all sections' auxl all
communities tolether to talk, to talk out our concerns and how we
were going to handle the problemi that we kneW we would ,face if the
busing order did come through.

Then, after the court order in July, we had people-to-people cont2-
mittics. which was made, up pf PTA peop,c who were on hind within
2 1/2 hours after the court order , was thade public and -with their
operating hotline telephones to the comniunity. We partleipited with
the Human Relations pepartment and other organizations in the com-.
munity in keeping volunteers on the hotline and.straining volunteers
through October. O. I can't think of anything else, and I 'know we
have done a lot.

MR. FULLERTON. Could you tell us what position the PTA has taken
with regards to court-ordered busing and why?

Ms. hum. The national district and the local PTA units, as a whole,
have taken the stand that we are opposed to forced busing for ,the pur-
pose of racial balance in the schools.

;We have worked to be very supportive of public education and have
mainly dedicated our efforts to seeing thatt public education goes on
and that the quality of education does not deteriorate because of a
forced busing order.
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Ma. FurAtiirrrits. Do you welcome
community groups in Schools?

Ms. lean. Yes.
.

the invitIvenient of -PTA.
1

Ma: FULLEaTosi.,Can you tell us why..what importance you feel that
parents have in affecting quality education? _

Ms. lam. I think parents are a very supportive group, and through
PTA, of course, we are very much involved with most of the commit-
tees that. are formed through the adMiniatration throughpiti the eistenl.
PTA parents have servdil on curricalum canteStreeS, on adviserY,
beards, en SOTIR Of ed Cations& and etructural .Program committees.
And I think they have uite an input and do have influence in the
decisionmaking powers the administrative level.

MIL FuLksirroN. Tha4k you'-very much.
Ms. Warren, you are the vice president of Save Our. Community

Schools. Would you deseribq the purposes and goals of yoer organiia-
den?

Ms. WARREN, We have three purposes. One is to work toward the
prevention of forced busing of children to- achieve a Mathematical
ratio. Second, to work toward a better, education r all children
Without regard to race or creed.,And third, to. ncourae the attention
of the elected_ officials to the, desires of .the.majority. nd I would also
like to say SOCS is a non-profit organization. I.

. I heard some testimony- this morning from a witness, and ha stated
that he felt that the''antibusing organizations 'were profiting. We are
not We are a non-profit, tax-esermit .oreanization. The money that we
do ceillect, or that. is donated, is usedfor Jegaefees, and ifs also used
to keep our. members informed of what's happening. The SOCS of-
ficeri have been involved in PTA and school work long' before busing
became an issue. h

MR. FuLLEarckrould you tell me what particular steps Jitave mem-
*rs of your organization taken ,to impr.ove the quality of, educsiti6n
this year? Go on with your comment that many of yOur members have
been involved in PTA, etc... and whatever else _they have done.

Ms. WARREN. We have encouraged Our members to become Mere
inVolved in the schools this year than before, because we feel that in
order to know what is happening and in order to make' our schools
better, we are going to have to be involved. We ha76 .not been. too -

successful in this in that many of the parents will not work- in the
schools this year because of the busing.

I have remained active in the schOol. I have two, children in the
0 public school system, and I have no intentions at this tme to take thdm

out because I do believe in the public-school system. I was president
of the school lam year. I had a. hard time. In fact, we had to do, awai
with some committees because we couldn't get parents to work. How-
ever, we had a successful year at the sehools where my children at- if
tend.
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Mit FLO: Elam!: Thank you. piven the fact Of school desegregation
in Jefferson County.; hew does the leadership of SOCS feel about the
importance of.parental invelvement to affect the quality of education
in'a desegregated atmosphere?

Ms. Wootitesi. SOCS officers are aakl always have been supportive of
public eit'ation, actively involyed,in thc,schools long befere busistg
Was an iss4. When bUsing was iinntinent, I, as ehresident of SOCS,
helped tcv pl rkihepi designed so help minimize the. trauma of' our
children in our eanimunity. I helped to train.curity persons, bus
monitors, and outreach workers for the school syStem -and served. on
the human relations conintittee.at the local sehool. 1 felt it was impera-
tive that parents maintain a close relationship with the schools.

.vd Mims officers of SOCS Worked diligently to try to spare .otir
chikften and the community thelate of others .that had faced emit-v.':
ordered school desegregation, knowing full -well .that we couftf not
really be successful. We have see'n some 13,000 students leave the Jet-.
ferson County schools this year. Some moving to other coumies anti_
some enrolling in private schools, and more than double the Likud
number of students have quit school this year. PTA membership
decreased about 40 percent. Property values are down, and homes are
very hard to sell'. Our schools Eace a tremendous budget deficit for
next year.

The saddest thing for many of,as has been watching helplessly while
our children learn racial hatred, where before, there had been
tolerance. We still believe that'husing for integration will be stopped,
heeause it is counterproductive' to a better quality.of cdtication and to
race relations. SOCS is riow and has alwaYs been *Opposed to Court-
orderpd busing of children for the purpose of obtaining, a raeial
balance. SOCS will continue to work throógh every legaUmeans aitaila-
hle towards its elimination, While Still working to preserve our school
system and protect Our children.

The Fedetal courts way order tax increases to relieve the financial
strain. Hut, unfortunately, the emotional scars and divisiveness Ot our
community cannot pc cured via a court edict or legislation.

This is a statement by Joyce. Spond. president of Save Our Commu- a

nity Schools.
MN. Fu,,t,i.saroN. Thank you very much.
Reverend Quigley. please describe the Louisville Nea lnterchurch

grganizution for Service, and would you please tell us how it has been
involved during the past year in the Jefferson County .School
desegregation process?

REv. Quicii.Ev, The Louisville interchurch Organization, as 1 saistbe-
fore.is a mission planning and program development agency; an leen-

.menical agency sponsored by nine denominational bodies which -ierve
the metropolitan arca. As such, we develop 'programs in response to
community issues and concerns. And in March of 1974, we convened
an interfaith task force on school integration. primarily in response to

23/
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the Sixth Circuit t ourt o f Appeahi initial ruling-overnirning Judge Gor-
don's or&r. At that...point, the religious community decided Shag school
&Segregation was coming and that the religious odfnmunity was going
to have u role and needed to take a role in helping-thcs community
respond to the maSsiVe changes which Wouki come.

That group has then been our primary program arm since March of
1974. And it did what it eould to keep inforniation flowing:Within the.

,.religious community about the court order,ahocit. the decisionii'that
were being made, about the response of religious communities in other
parts of the Nation, We held seminars, conferences for clergy and for
lay leadership in the- religious commanity. We sponiored, along.with

. the sehool system, a major conference for retigous leaders in 'May of
1975, held out cif town, with abOut 100 religious...leaders in attendance.

We sponsored,a conferenee jtist after school opened, called "School
Desegregation: Chaos, Order, oi Justice,' which. We brought together
.parepts, administrators, teachers, students...religious. cominunity folks
antf other interested, coinmunisty people. One of the first times that IP
they were rtalking with each other about the clianges si,itich had oc-
curred in Our community.

Since appnnimately .March of 1975 we have worked very closely
with the Task ForCe far Peaceful Desegregation, Dr. Robinson will
descrihe to you, and have -tried to work alongsiit other community

;groups in that organization.' Ir.
MIL. FVLIERION. What' degree of-support did' LAIOS receive from

the varknis' denominations in' Jefferson County in their .activities- re-
garding school. ttesegregation?

REV. ()LUMEN). The initial response 'to the task force participation
came peom about 15 or lit religious community organizations. Those
were' denominational bodies and, in some *lases, neighborhood
ministerial associations or neighbortioocl ministry groups. I think that .

was a piretty solid and broad response from the religious community
to that group.

I must say, that funding Was never very great from the religious com-
munity Tgat sgroup has always .suffered a lack of funding. We have

!,been able to find monies here and there to provide staff and to do the
coneerences which we did. 0

There were a number of statements made hy various parts of the
religious community. Denominational agencies, local churches, clergy..
groups, ad hoe groups that would come together, and I have supplied
the Commission with 4 file fOlder of t 20 or 25 statements. I think.
which you may want to c ter A,ntn the recotd.

MR. FULLERTON. Mf. C man, this time, I would like to submit
these document referred tc! by Re unmet Quigley for inclusion...in' the
record.

..CHAiRMAN FLEWAINO. Without objectionJt will be done. /
MR FULLERTON. I wQtIld like to rhove on to Dr. Robinson. Would

you please describe briefly for us the purpose and the activities of the
Task Force for Peaceful Desegregation? a -
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Da. ROBINSON. Yes. The Task Force for Peaceful De:segregation is
`) made up of approximately 43 religinus, social, civic, and other contmu-

nity typo organizatistm The m4th purpoee of the task fatce is to see
that the court order hi img4emented in an atmaaphere of peace. And
that was the uniting force which bmught the organization together.

..We beim members of the groups who are probusing. We also have
members of the stoup Who are antibtising. But tie; main objective

gleup was this, that we wanted peace, no matter what, within the
Louisville community in September.

Now, we were uncier ,the impression that we would have a longer
time to work *Id getting more organizations involved. Bui, how-
ever, at the iiresen tiine, there are 43 organizations involved in the
activities oflthe task force.

Me. Ft; TON. You mentione4ne hindrance. Could you describe
other hindrajices or problems that`the task force has f#ed this year
in achieving goals?

Da. ROOINSON. Yes. OnehindMnce has be% that the task force has
been perceived as a probusing group. And I think that that perception
has come about because members of the task force who beUcvpd who
shared the pro-busing concept, were more vocal in their connts in*
meeting and in press 'conferences, and so ibrth. And so that has made

9 some organizations leery about becoming involved with the Task Force
for Peaceful Desegregation.

Ma. FULLERTON. Did ,the teak force ever address the problem of in-
timidation in tht community?

DR. RyisIN50N. Yes, the task fotce went on record as.saying that we
did not want anyone within our community intimidated. Also, I would
like to--getting back to ,the other questionwe also had initially '

problem of funding' and we were, we received S11,000 grant through
the ES'AA grant, vfhich helped us in the implementation of our pro-
gram'. But, there was some intimidation, and we felt that we should
work to see that individuals within the community should not be in,

e timidatcd.
MR. FULLERTON. In line with that testimony. t. woukklike to in-.

traduce at this time documents referred to, or at least Neloetiments that
are minutes of the task force meeting of September 9 and September
.I,6 that deal with the issue of intimidation in thi community.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objeCtion, that w1l4be emgred into
the rccorcf at this point.

MR.)FULLERTON. Ms: Womack, would you please briefly describe the
r League of Women Voters and its aciivities this year regarding school

desegregaton? 4.1

Ms. Wohuick. The league arose out of the suffragette movement
some many years age, and it is to basically create an informed voter
and tn informed public. We have been very active on a, not on the
front Tevel so- much ason a lower level, because we too have suffered
the same perception or the same stigma as the, task force, as being a

I.
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'probusing organizaton, although We are not pmbusing, per se. We,do
'feel that buting'is a 'tool of many _taols that must be held aVailsible in
desegregation, and. we do believe very much in integrated education.

We were very active with the task force. We were very active on
the rtannt contiO1 hotline, we watchdogged the board of education
quite closely, and we have talked to them frequently. We have written
to them. .We have come before them to 'speak on many issues. ,And
that primarily has been our thrust this year. _

Ma. FULLERTON. How has your children's experience thiii year af-
fected your attitude toward school desegregation, Mrs:Womack?

Ms. WORRACK. I have three chil4ren, one in junior high and 2 in de-
Mentary.'ind their experiences ha4e been very good: especially on the
junior high level. And 1 think one very good esperiente ,beati repeat-

( ing,
I have a child who oftentimes needs a little prodding, 'and hi met

a teacher who was, who really challenged him: And he started to falter
and I sat di!wm with ,him and 1 talked to him, and I said, "What are
you going to do? Are. ypu glling to let this teacher pull you down or
-are you ging-to get busy and study and-pUll youfself up and show him
whatspou reallY do hive?" And he decided that studying was' much the
better route.r And it wasn't until he brought home his yearh2ook that wc knew that
the man was black. And this child had seen no purpose, had felt no
reition to tell us any, time during the two quarters he had had this man,
that the man was black. And I think this is tremendous: And I feellhat
he is able to deal with a teacher on a taaoher-pupil basis and no other
basis. And there was no need for him tea deal on any .other basis. i was
very proud of him and I was very pleased that he was able to traits- .

cend the issue of defiegregation as a'blattiwhite issue -this' year.
Mpt, FtmisEaroN.. Thank you_vitry much.
I have one-further,question for Revsirend Quigley. Would you 'please

-briefy deicribe lor us the ESAA grant project that LAIOS spomored
this year and'what activities you plan for next year?

REV. QUIGLEY. The LouisVille Interchurch Organization has been the
applicant agency for 'in Enjergency4School grant, of $70,000 to. begin
July I . The project is to develop a coalition for quality, integrated
putjlie education, ihe coalition being Made up of rep tatives of
vast,' broada broad groul of community groups, religi , or-
ganizatiohs, civil rights organizations,, women's organizalieftS, neighbor-
hood groups of one kind or another. business, labor groups: It will also.
develop 12 clusfer community support councils in 12 of the cluster
areas, which were high school and middle and junior high school
dusters created by the court order. The idea being

The Whole philcsoPhy of the project is to move the commUbity's at-
tention and focus away, from the polarization over busing or even over
the court order of desegregation and to turn the community's atten-
tion, if we poisibly can, Into what happens at the end of the_ bus ride,
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how do We work together as a Community to provide quality integrated
public eduesition for afl students in the county?

We are very excited inid have a lot of hopes for the good that that
project cats do in our Community. And I. have given you a description
that.was in that other package.

Mit. FULLERTON. Than iou.vcry Much.
I would like to include t description in the record at this time.
CHMRMAN LEMM1Nti out Cbjection ttkat will be done.
MR. F14,11,1.ERTON. I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN FIAMMINo. Commissionefk Freeman?
COMMIBBIONER FREEMAN. I.havi:-ito questioni.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINO. Commissioner Horn?
Vick. CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to ask just one question and get

your response.
Ad of you as leaders of the community; wjtb..barying Views on the

appropriateness of the court's order, baVe h1 an opportunity to ob-
serve the eventx of the past year. What is your judgment as to the fair-
ness .and the adequacy with which the print and visual media covered
the past year's events in 'Louisville? Ms. Womack, would you like to
marl? '-

Ms. WOMAcIC. I have rather *ambivalent, feelings on this. At the
beginning it appeared that-there "was, whenever anything:came down
from" the, court, my perception was that the media was forever in the
antibusing People's.camp, looking for reUtion. They dig not come to
,the more moderare-torees for reactami also. It 'seemed for a while when
things started, coming down rapidly, one thing right.afx another, that
.consistently antibusing leaders would be consulted as(to their particu-
lar reaction to the latest event: But no one, and cqttainly there -were
many people who could have spoken for the o er point of view,
specifically Bishop Reid who at that point waS sarheading a group
that ,cventually be.came .the peaceful desegregatiOn task. force. There
were many people in this community who did have, things to say who
were never consulted.

And it got, to the point7 at one suille, okherei'a press ccigference was
called to. bring this to their attentiOn. And,I think things tXagan tt)
beemne a little more balanced thereafter. But still it 'appeared that the
antibusing Was certainly the first to he consulte4.

Vici CHAIRMAN HORN. The dAsence of' your testiniony is thai those
that favored the court order had to use 'their own initiative to get visi-
bility; whereas those who were opposed were sought okit by the media
and got visibility?

.

MS. WOMAc1C. That Was my perception.
...VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. pr. RobinsOn?

MR. ROBINSON: share Mis. Womack's "Perception 'regarding the.
news media. It was my feeling tlifat the' antibbsing leaders received a
disproportionate amount of news media coverage and that thoSe of us
who had positive feelings regarding the peactful implernentation of the
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court order at times hid diffieulty setting the media to talk with us
regarding what we had to say. .

- VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Reverend Quiiley?
REV: 'QUIGLEY:I have twically positiye impressions of the role of thes

news Media, 'particularly the,daily papers. I would., theonly exception
I would take 'to that.,has to' do with the headline. the use of headlines
and the use of labels to brand organizations and individuals al; either-
Pro- or antibusine.. when they were doing all they could to talk about
the peaceful implementation 9f the trourt order 'irf the community. i
guess I have-a 'poSitive feeling about the papers becaUse I have ijvecl
in other parts of the country and I knOw how buil neWspapers can be.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would share that. Just having' read the,
papers here, I agree "with you. I wish we had a. few of them in 'Califor-

,riia. '.
. .

MS. WARREN. I 'think the papers are biased. And ij think this has .

been part of the ,problem in our community; and I think from talking
with parents they do noufeel that...the newitnedia Or the 'paper, gives
the true facts of what is happening in the schools. If.. you are;.not, in-.
Nolved in the schoOli, you probably don*realize this ouite as much,
but t know there are a nember of things that have happened that have
never bee n. in the,,paper or On the news, and I think ttiat parents -hai;,e
a right to know what is happening.

,VICE*CitAntraAN HORN. Mrs. Irish?
Nis limn. I think I am probably looking- at the newspaper-,With

rather a jaundiced eye, too. I feel they have really zeroed in on one
aspect of what's,bcien going oli in the desegregation caSe, and J do feel
they probably' covered more 'antibusing issues...1 feel that they have
skipped a great deal of .the orgrmiaations in the eom,munity that are.
.neither -working for Or against but just supportive groups of the public
educational system, and I am thinking particularly c4hc IgA; natu-

.

rally. I think we have been unfairly labeled as the rubTstàmp of the
'administration, and I do think that we are a. challenging organization
to those things that we don't believe in that the-administration, is
doing. But I don't think the newspapers have covered this well.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank yoti.
'CHAIRMAN FI.EMMING.. 1 wOuld like to aSk if ani of -.the members of

the panel were involved in the, as members, in work of the Commurfity
Consensus Cogimittee?

.

REV. QUIGLEY. 1 would like to iespond to that. I was not, Dr. .

Flemming. I understand that the,CommUnity Consensus Comihittee
had made a decision to not involve the formal religious community
leadership in its work.

. ,
.

.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Anyone else have any contact with the. Com-
munity Consensus Committee?

Ms. RIM. I serve as 'cochairman ,of the People-to4heople Commit-
IItee,' w ich originalty was a hranch at the original Community Consen-
sus Committee, and my understanding was just the opposite of,
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Overesid:OuifileY's, that' 'the clergy and other orpnizations Wens in-
vited to participate With the Community Consensus Committee.

CHAIRMAN Flastsusa..A. little problent of communication then.
...Ritif.,QuIGLaw. The invitationtiever got to us.
'CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do 'yoo, in effect, serve as an area council on

etches?
Ey QUIGLEY:: Yes, 114 We are the succestor to the Louisville Area,

Churthes.
CHAIRMAN futsimiNo. Right. Is tfife Cathoiic Chtireh represented?
Ray Ouidt.sy. Yea,
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINt-L:How about the Jewish community?
REsf...01.11GLRY. The Jewish comniunity Js not, -hor is the major reli-

Ouli group ifrour.county, the: SoOthern Baptists.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING-. You referred to the feet that you served as
meinber,orthePeopileAci-Pcople Task force. is that still functioning?

IRISH Yes.
CHMRSIAM -FLEmmING, Whereas, as I understand it; the Community,

Consinsus Committee on an overall 'basis is not functioning at the
Present time, is that correct? -

Mek IRISH. That is cornet.
, CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. What was your, or what is your evaluation of

-the wort of the 'Community Consensus Committee when it was in
,operation? Did yOu feel that it was serving a constructive pferposs?

MS. IlinSH. Yes, I did, and I thought it was just getting ofF
ground, I think it sort of got pushed in the background because wc
were so hurried and rushed in the desegregation case. I 06 think some
form of it is intended to be revivid. I think it- had great p9tential
because it did involve cemmunityjeaders from all over the county.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMiNG. Dr. Robinson, I gather -you did not have as-
Aociation with that committee.

Ma. ROBINSON. N., rod not.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Wat your organization at any time invited to

become avert of the committee?
MR. RORINSON.' I do noterecall our organization being iied :to

become a part of that group.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Let Me ask this. All of you represent or-

. ganizatiOns, have you, at various times been called into consultation by
the board of 'education, by the superintendent of schools, by the
mayer, by the County judge?

Ms. IRISH. Are you speaking asvan organization?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes.
MS. IRISH. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You are hcre representing your organization,

and t al:fi just wondering whether or not your .organization, _maybe: you,
as a representative, or sbmeone else, whether your organization has
-been asked to meet with the board of education, with ttje mayor, with
the county jut*, on issues dealing with the implementation of the
court order?
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Ms. IRISH. The PTA has, by all of these groups, yes.
Ctislasisti FLEMMING: I See. HOW about your otganizatiian?
Ms. Wsitaeig. Yes. Joyee Spond has been asked by the human rela-

tions department of the board of edUcation to work ,in training some
people. She was also invited to attend a cOnferenee. in Nashville, Ten-.
nessee, on February 25, 20-, and 27. which she did attend, She:serves
.on a committee with Superintemlent .Grayson and also sC did ierve,..
WI the Community, Consensus Committee.

.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay. ,

REV. QUIGLEY. I 'would say that we have had good, he:althy, close,
working, relationships with the Department of Communit Relations
and the Department of Human Relations of the school sys m. But as
19 the hoard itself and the administiation and the mayor.and he cowl-
ty judge, it was The %her way around. We sought audiences th them
to give 'Mein our advice rather than being.invited. ,
- CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You have never been imhted to participate in

.,

a nteeting with other drganizations by the ntay0i or the count judge
(lithe hoard of education?

ciEv. Q GLEV. I donq recall that we haVe.

oivii i ative*
-CHA N Fi.pasnisia: But Yon have had contact on'the basis to your

**EY. QUIGLEY. Yes. .

Ma. RoaiNsoN. And I would say that that would be also true f r the
:Task Force on Peaceful Def,egregation. We have, had excellenerela-
tions with the department of community development of the 4ehool
system as well as with the Hurhan Relations bepartment. But we have
had to seek out meetings with members of the board of education:
with the superintendent, and we -have also had to seek out Meetings
with the mayor and county judge.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. How about the League of Women Voters?
Ms. WOMACK. The league has sought input but we give neVer been

invited to do so,.to my knowledge, at least nOt as an open invitation.
We lieve on occasion. I think, sort of invited ourselves.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I will just ask ;his question and anyone can
respond to -it. Do you feel as you look forwaixi to the opening of
school this fall that it.would be advantageous to the comMunity if the

il, Community Consensus Committee or committees like that .were
brought into existence?. .,,.

. .
MR. RORINsoN. I think itliiould be extremely advantageous. 1. think

,

that if we have a positive atmosphere at the corporate and religioils
levels, I think that we will have a peaceful atmosphere within he comb
munity. I think that We have to have individuals whO will mike a com-
mitment to quality integrated education, and antil we are able to get

,individuals to corne forth with that type of posture, we are going to
have problems within the Louisville coMmunity. .

.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Does anyone else want to respond to that
question?
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Rt,v. QUIGLEY. I would, respond in tWo way*. One, to sayfou said
the ComMunity Consensus ComMittee or something like,it, and I guess
I do think there might be a role for a blue ribbon coninlittee of some
kind. I think it needs to be broadly representatiie of the total commu-
nity: I am somewhat aware of the Denver situation, arid I think thai
one Of the reasons that the blue ribbon ceintinittee there worked was
that it had a charge, a formal charge, and responsibilities- from the
Federal kouri. And I think 'that might be an essential ingrldient:

CHAIRIkAN FLEMMING. The Commission did:take testimony on the
work of thatcpmmittee and was very much impressed with the con-
tribution'it made to the community. Does anyone else care to corn-4
ment?

Ms: IRISH. I think I have. But of course I am in favor of.it.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Right, yes, you did.

WOMACR. I would like to comment too: 1 think this' would be_
a very helpful thing, and I think if we.could have people from across.
the spectrumhave peonle from across the spectramand I even get:
to that. stage,- I thick we must have .a commitment on the legislative
branches; I think we have got tO have it on the local 'scene We must
have commitment, and I think we have tit to stop' saying, "I am
against busing but",-I think that is the first step .to doing something
in' a positive nature.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay. I think counsel would like to ask one
additional question.

MR. FULLERTON. 'Mrs.../arren, lvould 'Ice to know if SOCS or-
ganization is the only antibusing organiza that tias urged involve-
ment, parent involvement in schools' this and, if so, why do you*
think 4hat the fact-is true?. a! .

.ms. WARREN.'Of COUne. I can't say...with'
Icesainty that SOCS is the

.

only antibusing organization that. has parental yinvolferneat. However,
do feel that SpCS is the ooly antibusing kirgandation who encourages

this. At the beginning of, or right before Septemtser.4, the,starting of
school, we did loSe several members because we 'would not.advocate
a boycott and this type thing. However, we have gained these Members
hack.

We try fo keep our ntemberS informed of whatis going on. We don't
tell them jam what thtly want. to hear. We tell them what, is really hap-

. pening: Of course, sometimes this isn't what you want to hear and it
doesn't make you happy. But we do encourage our members to stay
involved in the school because. we feel this is the only way we can
have a better school for all children.

MR. FULLERTON. Thank you verY much.
CHAIRMAN -FLEMMING. May I express our , appreciation tO 0414h

member of the panel for bejug with us and sharing With us in'this Way
your views and convittio4 and commitmegts. Thank you -very, very
mitch.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. counsel will call tfte next witnessei.
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Ma. DORSEY. Camellia Brown, Rochelle Edmondson, Itenetha ails,
and Reverend Charles E. Kirby.

(Camellia Brown, Roctip Ile Edmondson, Benetha Ellis, and Rev..
Charks E. Kirby were sworn.)

TESTIMONY OF CAMELUA WN, CHAIRFERSOK LOVISVIU.E.JEFFVESON.
cowry DEFENSE ?MEM ROCHELLE EDMONDSON,. FOUNDER,

OPERATIQN-GRASSROMS; RENETHA ELUS,si)nskiplISON, LINTIKD BLACK
PROTEL-Mt mows; Ahl) REVEREND CHARLES E. KIRBY, PRESIDENT,
KENTUCKY CHAPTER, SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

. MR. DORSEY. Starting with Mrs. Brown, please state your name, ad-
dress, and occupation.

MS. BROWN. My name is Camellia Brown, my address is 1723 West
Ormsby. I'm unemployed.

Ms. Et.us. My name isibenetha Ellis. I live at 1OQ S. 45th St. I am
the center supervisor fot Port Duval Neighborhood Service Center,
and I ant a member of the United Black Protective Parents.

MS. EDMONSON. My name is Rochelle Edmondson. I live at 3234
Herman. I am an outreaeh worker for the Community Action Commis-

- sion Program. I am a fpunderiof Operation Grassroots.
REY. Maim My name is Rev. Charles E. Kirby. I live at 2312 Cotton

Parkway. I am Pastor of Southern Star Baptist Church. imd I am the
State pretiidern of the Southern Cliristian Leadership Conference.

MR. DORSEY. Tbank you. I wonder if you each could verY briefly
summarize the; purpose of the organization That you are connected
with, starting with Reverend Kirby and -specifically concerned with
yout activity as State chapter president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.

Rvv. KIROV. The purpOse of SCLC is to work in the Area al helpin§
minority people. Are yoa speaking of the school System orlome of the
other things we are doing?

M. DORSEY. Particularly related to the 'school desegregation.
REV.. Knurl. We briefly got started with school desegregation

bOcause of the busing problems, and from that we just got deeper and
deeper into it.

MR. DoRSEY. MM. Edmondson, I wondes if you would speak about,
your organization, Operation Grassroots, and its activities, both before'
and dunng schooi desegregation:

MS. EDMONDSON. Okay. In 1973,, Grassroots started as an educa-
tional program for black children. We have been4unoring children
since that time. In 1914 Grassroots ran a tutorial program for black
.children. We had 94 hlaok students at Russell Junior High School, At
that time they were going to close Russell, and we felt that we could
run a program of velunteers. We had people from the former.
Louisville BOard of Education, from the University of Louisville, from
other private sectors, and we ran a S6,700 program off of 49 cents.
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The year' after that we had a program cflled Save The Childrbn.
4knci -the University of Louisvillewe had six inner-city schoolsand

University -of. Louisville 'sent student*" in those schools to, tutor .

students and help them with their tomewitrli.
"LAst.tunimer v:e ranr two tutorial programs. One at Clement Urban

Center and one at the West Louisville Community Center. Again, thit
wal our tutorial program for educating children. This year -We ran a
ttitgritil program at the Manley Community Center during the week or
ailerischoiti. This was during busing, *and we ran One on Saturdays,

About 2 weeks ago, we hacr a commencement- exercise for black
.children right here at this auditorium in which we gave certificates,
whia_ were 'printed by the University a Louisville, aad just to show
ür ap-Preciation to our 'children, which the ages ranged from 4 to 18

yeari of-age. Midi felt that Grassroots had done a good job, because
while otber peacipie'ffiere talking about the_ quality eflucation of the
blaek-child, we were out trying to do something about it.,

PoRSTEY: Would yoUstate the puTpose of your organization, the_
Black Protective Parents Association?t ,
>.,44s. ELLIS. United Black _Protective Parents was an organization
made up of parents that was created after the desegregaticrn order was
handed down. Wc .knew we had to do something. At 'first we started
standing oil corners watching`she buses go out and tte Whites watching
the blacks out and the ;Whites'in. We.did this to insure that the whites
were protected and to seti our blacks off US school. Aftek we got info
it, we found out that there were many areas that we had to start deal-
ing with.

Sci, we started going .into the schools Like when the blacks were
getting suspended almost from the first day of.school. We started out
by going back to the schools with the students to try and get them
reinstated, and from there, it juSt blossomed and we were really in-
volved with thi board of education and every kind of educational
pFocess that we felt that we eould be helpful.

MR. DORSEY. Thank you. ,

Camelliii Brown, you arecurrently involved-in the Louisville-Jeffer-
son County Defense PrOject. Could you stitte soine -qf the factors
which led you to s;iosk -on thai project and what that project is
designed to achieve?

Ms. BRowN.. Well, L am also a member of the Kentucky Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. In fact I Sin on the 'executive board.
Like Reverend Kirby said, when busing started, complaints started. In
working with the students and,the parent's, we feel that there was a
great need in our coinatunity Icor a communications base. We also felt
that there was a great need in the grassrobts community for a lay'ad-

.

vocacy program.
We are preserkir workin aid a 4ommunicati ont and the lay ad-

.
vocacy, prognath. "This p will advise the parents as to students'
rights, and this is something th t just hasn't been done by the board.
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There are ver5 few parents in the community Mu) know, really, what
constitutes a suspension.

Doas Ey. h is clear from your testimony thaA..each of you hits
been closellinvolved id the. educational process. I will ask you
thisthe investigation has revealed that you have, in fact, assisted in
thc process directIr Reverend Kirby, you had some involvement both
at the beginning and through the school year, in terms of visitations
and assisting in the process (*desegregation. I wiSh you .would outline
to the Commissioners, at this time, some Of the things that you did to
assist the preicess:

REv. Molly. Well, at the beginning we had problems with the school .

buse.a. The pickup places were at different schools. So, what I did, I
worked with one of the members Of the school board,down to Pork-
man Jr. Iligh and helped him map out a route for the school bus, for
'all of the butesi in the West end: anti we did map that out one day,.
ist ParkMan Jr. High! 7

Since then-we made the pickup points Off the corners because it was'
dangermis at the school. The bus would come up to the schools and
thcre were about 1.200 kids on the lot They all tried to" get oh the
bus at.thsame time before itwould come to 'a dead stop. Then from
that we leeonto suspension, as Mrs. Ellis said. We had a problem, so
many of our students at the -beginning df the first year were suspended
from school becau,se of, 1 guess they didn't know how to act in school,
in the county, school. They made out al) right in the city schools. But
then some of them, they were late because the buses didn't run. Some
of them were behind and they just dropped out of school. Some -of
them went on through to the end of the school year and they still
didn't pass.

So what we did, we tried to set up a communicatiqn with the hoard.
Mr. Grayson has-a community group that he meets with, I think about
once a month or every 2 weeks, something like that. We meet with
him and try to help solve the problems. But what I have found in
working with the school system and that, is that yoe only hear froin
the school board, and the school board only hears one side of the
problem.

In other words, if-a black child does something wrong in the school
And a white child does something wrong, they will take the teacher's
word, the white child's word and never let the black child have a
chance to speak. And we found, well, I don't know whether they are
trying hard to get the true story or not. But whenever we. go into the
suspension room we find that the man over there, I don't know the
name right now, but he arways hands down a piece of'paper that has
the report from the school but never from the black student. It is al-
ways a one-jaded thing. .

And so we found out that it's more blacks suspended from school.
I have records here, than it is whites. And the report that was brought
in, that Judge Gordon requested to be brought in, this report is not
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right. The percentage is (tit. more. I have Just the rcport of the first
of the year, just mound December, just to give you an' idea of what
I am talking about. 'This is not the whole year. This report is

Ma. DORSEY. Excuse me for one moment. The report you are refer-
ring to, is that a document whith you received from the school depart-
ment itself?

REV. KIRBY. No. This is one that I turned over to you the other day,
that I got

Ma. DORSEY. We currently have that report ourselves and the COM-
missiuners have it..

REV. Klass.. Okay. So what I am saying is that we are concerned
about, suspensions, and we are concerned about those who did not
psis.' But we understand that there is some funds,, I don't kdow, that
the State has accumulated over ihe years, and what we've done we've
gone tofrankfort trying to get this money to Pay for the summer tui-
tion. But. the way the State is set up, they can only pay so much a
year for a child. And we don't feel that it is right for a student to have
to pay 160-some dollars to go to summer sehool when, due to the
buses ,not running at the first of the year, this, is why most .of theft*
were. not able to pass. We feelAhat the State, or the 'county, or
sonteone should foot the bill.

Mw DORSFY, MIS. Edmondson, you have, in fact, bethi very involved
in education, in assisting black children in their education. As I un-
dentand it. you have had involvement with the schools. You have
SOille very strong feelings about,the quality of education that is going
on, particularly as it relates to ad* edUcation of blajk students; and I
wish you would relate that concern of yours, based on your observa-
tions, to the Commissioners at this time.

MS. EDMONDSON. Okay. I haven't been too much involved, as far as
busing here is concerned, with the schools because I have been trying
to tutor the black children. But, I feel that one reason we are in the
shape we are in, the State is not spending enough money on education.
If the State of Kentucky ranks 48th in the Nation in regards to educe-
tion and at the same time ranks at least about third or fourth in the.
Nation in regard to revenue spending, then somebody's priorities are
wrong in spending that money. That puts the people of the Common-
weidth of Kentucky in trouble.

Somebody should be made to spend more money on education.
Whenever a teacher has to go right next doOr to Jefferson or across
the bridge to Jeffersonville, Indiana, and that teacher, gets paid more
than a teacher in the Stete of Kentucky, wc are in trouble.

As far as the ischool system, the board of education, the board of
directors, I feel that the pCople have lost faith in the board of
directors. Whenever you have a board of directors who act as Children
and cannot make a decent decision without looking to the parent,
which is the department of education, that puts the people of Jefferson
County in trouble. So I have lost all faith in the school system.

u
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I have talked with Dr. Grayson-and the .only way I can help him is
with our,tutorial program, which by the way, we are trying to start a
Mack private school because -the schools Aren't doing its job: it can't
do its job, with putting money on busei.

Many ollny students who came to me didn't even have text books
because.the schoolta couldn't afford them. They brought me these little
mimeographed papeis. So this,is very frustrating to people who are in-.
Wrested in education and who 'are interested ip the students. And the
reaction that I got from some of my students, they came to me, they
did.not want to be bused, they hated the school that they went to. And
some of these student; were suspended from school.

We had all kinds of trouble with these students. But yct they were
at the tutorial program on,Saturday morning. So that tells you that
'these children don't want to be bused and that they .are not forced
under the court order to come to a Grassroots' tutorial program on'
Saturday morning, but they are there before I am. And now, as we saw
their report cards, and we have baSti looking at report cards
throughout the year. and we have seers impreoiement in some, some
still stay the same. ,But the,parents have said that they have seen im-
provement and a tremendous amount of motivation in these students.

So I feel that something should be done as far as quality eduCation
concerned. Black children don't need integration. All they need is

a good education and they are not gettini this in the State of Ken-
tucky.

Ms. DORSEY. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Ellis, you also have bcpn very intimately involved in-the schools

and made several visits to the schools, and you have observations as
to the quality of education being provided to black children, also, and
I wish you would share them at this time with the Commission.

Ms. Et.t.ts. S. have three children being bused. Two go to one school
and the other goes to another school. I think the qintlity of education
was very nil this year. I don't think I ildrin learned that much
because the teachers were nut teachin hem.

When ydli go to the board of e cation o one of their board
meetings, that is just like going to a Klan ral because everybody...en
that board is antihusing. We went to the board- 'n October and asked
for a list, asked them for some concerns that.t4 had. The buses were
not picking the children up. They still were not picking them up until
They got ready in June. The children were standing on corners in the
rain and the sleet. 'They were there. If you called the tr,ansportation
department, they would tell you, "we don't know what happened."
They had no way of maybe having buses on standby. I really want to
deal with the board that makes decisions that affect the lives of our
children. You have four city board members, and catof.12, one
resigned, thank God, and the rest of them are county. The Nit. ty ones
were mostly anti.
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And when we Would go with our demands or something, that we
were only asking for what was rightfully ours, we weren't heard. We
were talked down to. The antibusers would get up at the board meet-
ing, and theyboycott schools and things, and they were given standing
osiations. The meeting that Dr. Grayson has with his handpicked per-
sons, which I :happen to.'be one. I go when I feel like it, is. that his
agenda is set when we get there. Hc*Is us what Ile wants us to know.
He Aoes not, We have never since this whole Year got at.the eore of
any problem because he knowsroblem. We have gone to him on
numerous occasions. We have gone to him on suspensions. His Human
Relations Department is made up of PTA's and antibusers.

We have had nowhere to go this year. We are a group of parents.
We don't have any money. We are from the irmer city. We volunteer
our time. We have beeri in She schools almost daily trying to just make
sure that some of our children do not get Nhurt. Wc have'-bLIen in
schools where they have "Niiger Go Home," you knoW. Wc have been
in schools where the, blacks have 'hiid to ran for their lives.

So as fur as oualqy education, mine probably got the best they could
becUuse I didn't let\them move. And I think .that is the only reason.
But they didn't get it

MR. PORSIEY, -Thank you very much.
Mrs. Brown, I wonder if you have some concerns that you want to

share? I understand that you also were involved. in the schools and
made:several school visitations.

Ms. BROWN., Yes, and I 'would have to agree with Mrs. Ellis. A child
can never learn in fear "and while he is being intimidated and harassed
by what is supposed to be a teacher. One of the incidents that we ran
int() was an incident at Moore We had had several reports concerning
a tank room that existed at Moore. Wc operate on a complaint system.
We have to have a complaint and we do investigate after we do
receive the complaint. We went to the school simply because wy werik,
asked by the principal to come. in and visit. He wanted us to take a
kkili at this, at the program that we were told was a tank room. He
denied-it; he said it wasn't a tank room.

When we went to the school, we were met by several people from
the board of education, the human relations department. We were al-
lowed to observe the so-called tank room. But we were told that on
March 5 this tank room was approved as a y.d. program, which was
a youth development program whereby students with social adjustment
problems were placed in these rooms if they were having a social ad-
justment problem within a class.

In our observation, we found that the tank room was just what the
students said it was. It was a tank room. We reported back to thc
hoard. We also stated that this sort of room should not be allowed to
exist in ari educational institution in the name of education. We also
stated that it was a form of institutionalizing subordination, that there
was a lack of not only school concern for the student but there was
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a lack of.communicatiOn between..the plincipal, who had gotten this
projam approved. and the people that he had working under him who
were supposed to be supervising the program. 4

And in many, many casesthere was another case that we in-
vestigated, tind,we..found just about the same thing. So our point and
our bit was 'to show the principal, and not only the principal but t
other school personiNI, that they were not really sympathetic with th

'needs of the. gnisiirootii child.
And when I talk about the needs of the grassroots child, I am not

just talking about the black Child, but lliam talking about the whitc
child, the poor white child. And we have found through our investiga-
tions and really digging into different cases and through our rap ses-
sions that we hold with the students; that the siispenition problem.

a race problem, that _it's done'clasawise. There is a cold war that '-
exists at the county board of edlicatiOn between city and county mem-
bers of the board. So if you are fighting, how can you very well help
our children?

Ma. DORSEY. Thank you very much. I have no further questions at
this timc.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. CommisSioner Freeman?
C6MMISMONER FREEMAN. Mrs. Brown, I would like to ask if you and

also the other members of the panel would have any specific ritcom-
mendations which you would like to make to this Commission, for the
record, and which you w.ould make through us to the board_ of educa-
tion as to what shoulcl- &open in this community in preparation for
September?

Ms. BROWN. There should he a coming tog#ther of forces. First of
all this hoard has got to get together. Like I said, there is.a cold war
that exists, the city against the county, and tfiis shouldn't be. Number
two, the communicatiops between the 'grassroots people, and I am talk-
ing about the poor people, that area has got fo- be torn down.

The school hoard, the administration has got4o realize that they are
servants of the people. And in tier to make the desegregation work
and to make it work peacefully and become meaningful, they have
really got to meet the needs of not the black child and not just the
white child, hut the), have got to meet the needs of the grassroots.

Number two, we have not seen, I have not seen and I have not read
in its entirety a disciplinary code. This disciplinary code is a form of
institutionalized subordination that is used to not only put black chil-
dren and grassroots, children out of school, but it's used as a means
of pushout, And there, has to be a better way, there has to be. Instead 4.
of running around and trying to find an alternative to busing, it seems
to me that it would be more sensible for our governmental officials
and for our elected officials and for the school board to try to find
alternatives to suspen. s.

Applause.'
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COMMISSIONER. FREEMAN. 'On the qUestion of suspensions, has your
otganization or any ether organization with which you aressmorking or
know about made eny complaints abourthe discriminatory iniplemen-
tation or handling Of suspensions to the DepartmEnt of Health, Educe-
tkm, and Welfare? ..

MS: ibtowsi: No, we, have.not. Let .me eplain right here that the
Louisville and Jefferson Couiny Sidderits Defense Fund is in the eml)-
ryo stage. ,We are still tryinig to get a sufficient amount of funds to pro-y- .

vide lay advocetes in not only one cluster but all ove the city of
Louisiille. We were unaware of the coMplaint process. W have had,
a,year to get-our !Wads towther. We have had a year to tt ourselves
tOgether. Maybe I should state at this ptaint, .the Commission on Civil
Rights has really helped, simply because of the information that it has
-been able to provide us.

The Students Defense Fund has been a tremendout help. The.
Wobert F. Kennedy Momol Foundation has been a tremendous -help
inasmuch as they have prov us with meaningful literature that we
can use. And most of the literature is literature that has come from
studies. And we find that these problems are not new. The-problems
that exist in Boston exist here in Louisville, in Texas, anywhere else
in the United States. And like I said, we were not aware of the
process, . ----

...
,We have not had the opportunity to hire a full staff. But with a full

staff and with people working on a full-time basis and being able to
fallow up, I think that we can render to the community a great service.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINO. COnnfliSSiOner Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. i would like to ask 'Mrs, Edmondson, since

you have liad extensive experience in a tutorial role with the black
child, and among other occupations I am a university president con-
cerned about what schools of education do and what type of teachers
we ought to be turning out to man the public school systemswhat
advice would you give to schools of education in thc country as to how
they should prepare teachers in order to b*effectiveansi suecessful in
providing learning experiences for the black child?

Ms. fossoNososa. pkay. First, I am glad you asked me that, sir,
because my staff is working on this for this university now. And I have
seen, as far as the department of education here, I think the professors
Of education should teach student teachers the basics of reading, writ-
ing, arithmetIc, You have too much of this new math and new English,
and I think that the educational system today is trying to prepare the
children to he scientists and that's erroneous. I have a child that can
get geometry but can't get fractions and that's awfisl.

So what we need to do right now, go back to our State colleges and
universities and get the professors to teach these people the basics of
reading, writing, and arithmetic. When L say basic,s, I am going to
break it, English-wiseteach them how to teach these children your
, 2 6 7.
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nouns-, your pronouni, your *erba. Your high schoolers, teach them
how to write, good Sentences and outlines. And your math, teach the
children to read the subtraction and multiplication and division. Then.
you go on to yotir higher arithmetic, such as banking. This is what we
are doing now. the Liberty' National Bank gives us a little banking
check book to tisach the child how t6 Write checks. These things need
to be taught. And all of this new math and new arithmeticbecause
i talk to white parents and many of the white parents are saying that
they would love to teach their children and help them with their
homework, butlhey don't know thc new math and new arithmetic.

So I think we need to get back to the basics of the old reading, writ-
ing, and arithmetic. If 'the teachers can do this and the colleges can
turn these teachers out in numbers of basic education, then we won't
have to worry about a child learning reading, writing, and arithmetic.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you find as a tutor that it's just a
question of thoteacher, in this case you, sitting -down with that student
and telling him, look, get with it-and start learning this from A. B, and
C? Is that the approach? What approach do you see that is most suc-
cessful to getihese children to learn the fundamentals?

.

Ms_ ,Eniatmosok. Okay, the first approach I Use when the chilci
comes in they tell me, well. I don't want to get that English. I
say,"Well, I ani not giving you what you want,II am giving yotawhat
you need." Okay, first. we have little problems aching the child
the basic reading, writing, and arithmetic, but the we use the peer
group thing. Well, look at Johnny over here. He ght get math pretty
good, but he can't get the English. so Johnny doesn't want to get En-
glish. Suzy may be Johnny's pal. She can- gel the English and he can
get the math. So we get the peer group to help each other. So that
peer group pressure, we use that little peer group pressure, well, you
knowI got math, you didn't get yours, but, we don't useI try to
keep them from using that A, B, C thing because that does put a child
at a disadvaqtage to a point, well, she got A and you didn't. Because
to me that d&-sn't measure learning or retention.

So I feel that I try to coach a child. If a child is a slow learner we
don't try to pressure him. We wip teach that child according to how
much that child can learn. If a child is a fast learner then we take the
child on. We don't try to hold the child back like the school system
is doing to some of our children, holding them back. This is the
problem we have found in Grassroots, that some of our children who
haVe mastered the basic reading, writing, and arithmetic and they go
back to the classroom, well, Mrs. Edmondson taught us this and we
already know that, the math, the English." But they still want to hold
some of our children back and this is not right. -

VICE CUAIRMAN HORN. Mrs. Edmondson, I share your Concern about
-the new math. When my son was in the sixth grade, I gave up on try-
ing to help him at home and turned it over to my wife. When you
think back for the last decade, we have heard a lot about the black
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family, the role of th, ts in terittS ef reinforcement of what the
child is learning in sc ; we inereasingly have the same problems
with the white family, wi other ethnic groups. Often ibsentee fathers,
often children from any verty situation, regardless a race, where the
parents &fit% have an opportunity to get an education, perhaps go
beyond elementary schoOl, therefore, they can't really be much help
at home in terms of reinforcement.

What advice can you give as to what comMunity organizations
should be doing Of this Commission should recommend that would
help provide that type Otreinforcement er encountge certain actions
to take place to meet what I think, and:smayhe you do, too, is a deficit
in this areaTWhen the child goes hotie.,-You haVe got television, which
son of absorbs all a us nowadays, yoke have igt a lot u other things,

-but you don't have any reinforcement .of a learning eñtraiijnt in
most homes.

MR. EDMONDSON. Sir, I will give you an example. The center that
we were in at Manley, many of QUI, children were not motivated to
learn. We really had problems at fitst with those children. But we
worked with them because the parents, Some of the parents, did not
care enough about the children. They just sent them there to gerthem
out of the way. But I feel that seme Of the parents, like you said, did
not have theivedienion to help the children. So we tried to work with
the parent and show the parent, this is what we are trying to teach
Johnny. And sometimes as the Bible says, a little child has to lead the
parent. And, when the parents start to see that thevchild was really
learning something, we were trying tojiglp the child, in some cases the
parent went back to school himself or Werself and tried to learn.

Now with the giy, I feel that instead of putting so much money on
the buses, let's start tutorial programs from the board of education or
get the State to start tutorial ,programs to .help-these children. And I

_thialigthis will be worthwhile and I think the Cdmmissioner should put
this in the recommendations, that the State and board of education
should get together and provide enough funds to pay staff, and even
people like Orassroots, who would volunteer their help to start afterlo
School tutorial programs, or even on Saturday, for the children who
are having problems in their work. I think this would be the best ap-
proach to helping children, you know, and to mothtate ;hem, too,
because children, one thing I haVe seen about children, if you are t
really dedicatedthat is the name of the game with Grassroots, dedi-
cationif you are really dedicated in trying to teach those children,

don't have too much problem with them.
..

cHAIRMAN HORN. I like 'your thought that parents ought to be
taught, too. One of the saddest thi I think in America is that the
public schools often only operate 9 to 3 and are Ikacant after 3
when they could become real comnni ty centers in Many cities and
be available to upgrade the parents with adult literacy, which would
help provide that reinforcetnent you are talking about. I
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.Now, you have mentioned there ought 'to be milre stressing of the
3 Rs in, let's say,-elementary school. If you could wave a wand and
whatever way you waved it the education system would be reor-
ganized, what else would yeu'prop,e that elementary education ought
to have nowadays as an approach to education, besides the 3 "Rs which
you Nave already mentioned?

. Ms- EDMONDSON. Okay, first I ael that, say, a child, let's say from
the fourth grade on up to the sixth, I think dint child should be taught
elementary banking, business,because I know that the Jewish child is
taught this, on just business, business ethics. I think this should be
taught. v .

Anothei thing, I feel that the child, and this is what we are doing
with our children, too, we went down ta the unemployment office and
got unemployment forms, and she taught that child how to make out
an application. Of course, we know he is a little young for it, but when
he gets ready, he willsknow how to do it, right? So let's teach him the
everyday business ethics.

I feel that as far, as black children, and even white children, most :
people, as Barbara Siielyiereance said, think- that English is the.
universal language. Why ithoutd a child go 12 years to learn English? .
He already knows haw to talk when he comes in school, right? The .:

universal language is mathematics. Every time you punch a button, it :
is mathematics. We should stress more mathematics with those chil-
dren. -

We have a S1,200 machine right now, called an Auditutor, down at
the center.. It has over 6,700 different programs and these children, my
8-year olds, know how to operate that machine. So I think we should
stress everyday business ethics; I think we should stress more, in our
schools, mathematics instead of English. Children know how to speak
English. I get somebody a job teaching English 12 years, but when we
go into a technological world andhhese children, you are talking about
building these machines, we are talking about scientific things, these
children need to know mathematics and that should be really stressed
in 'the schbol system. .

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do any other members of the panel have\
anything to comment on the exchange of questions that we have en-
gaged in, any ideas, thoughts?

, --
REY. KIRBY. Not on the school, the program she was speaking oi,47----;it

a question Mrs. Freeman, I believe, asked about what could be
done. One thing, I think, that could bc done, as Mrs. Brown pointed
out, see, our elected officials have caused most of this trouble. When
they were running for office they would say. "I don't like busing, but,"
and; see, this would give the antibusing group mare ground to fight
back. Even when.we went to Washington and testified in Washington,
our representatiVe there told a lady, "I heard you are doing a good
job in Kentucky; go on back and keep the good work up."

0
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Now what I am saying, these4re thingsthat cause troiible. I believe
that if we could control °Lir elected officials and if they would enforce

"-the law,..iThink that we would have a_pretty good thing this next Year.
Ms. Etus. I would also like to respond to Mrs. Freeman's questions

about What stetii I think the school board should take. As 'Tar as 'the
discipline thing is concerned, as far as back when they started,rewrit-
ing, they had to go back and rewrite the discipline code when thc
desegregation came down and the blacks were bused out. The

.disciplitie code was illegal by the very fact that it wasn't compiled;
like., I have the thing here where it is supposed to be compiled with
students, teachers, parents, and the like. That Wasn't done. We went
to the school board. We asked them about their discipline code. That
discipline code needs to be thrown In the ,garbage can and another one
needs to be compiled where the students have rights; the students in
that discipline code have no rights whatsoe0r. That woUld be the first
place to start because tkat discipline code that they use, it wasn't in
comparison with Judge Gordon's desegregation order.

And the desegregation order says that your discipline code, they
have to be compatible. This was not done. We have raised the
question numerous times. If they rewrite the discipline code, do it like
it is supposed to be done, do it fairly, where students will have rights
as well as teachers, principal's, and the like; that wduld cut down on
some of your problem.

AlSo, like, if your mayor and county judge would not handpick their
committees; they pick persons to be on committees that they feel com-
fortable with. If this was done forlet the community pick the persons
that they want. The inner city was not heard at all. I don't know
anyt,hing about the people to people, or the inner city where we were
ut, they know nothing about these committees. They are not on these
committees. That would he the only way to stop it. I would almostby
dealing with the school lzoard the whole year, I hope Judge Gordon
just tells them all to go home and he handles the school system
because it is not fair. There is no fairness about that school board.
When you have one section fight against the other, section, and they
all should be about the same tbing anyway, that is where your basic
problems, I think, where they really are.

CHAIRMAN Fl EMMING. Thask you very much.
Com m imione r R uiz?
CommissiONER Ruiz. I got a little bit late here, bur I have been

listening with avid interest. This panel has a pride and identity, a black
heritage and background, which indicatesa recognition that our Amer-
ican democracy is indeed a pluralistic society wherein first we are all
AMericans, but that we are all special kinds of Americans, all con-
tributing 'equally to what makes this Nation preeminent. I am sorry
that I got here late, but all of you have thrilled me. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COITUTIISSioner SalI2/11011?
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COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Just for the record, I would like to ad-
dress myself to a statement Mrs. Exlmondson made. I am afraid, Mrs.
Edmondson, we ail come with our stereotypes to a given situation or
a given group.~ May I just 'inform you that Jewish children are not
netesaarily taught busiaess in their family environment. I shoukl pope
what they have been taught through history is the love of learning, and

'I think that love of learning to some extent explains what you may feel
is the meritorious success of some Jewish people. And I think in

. general we, as a ,country and all segments in our Nation, muse come
to that love of learning, which I feel you deeply represent and are
-committed to, and_ I Jippreciate that 'deep conviction in you toward
learning and what you believe 'would be the best kind of learning to
advance<the interest of black children. .

I. would only merely add -that just as important as I think mathe-
,Matics is, I also think the learning of English, in termvqf being capable
to convey ideas, te have ideas, is also crucial for it is- i4bas in the
exchange, ideas of growth that make freedom possible.

Finally, I think crueial also to the kind of education we must have
and which our cbildreri must _have, whether they are black or white
or yelloW, Indian., whatever religion, the education it seems to me muit
also include coatact with others not of similar background. We are a.
pluralistic society; we- are a pluralistic world. It is not sufficient, it ,

teems to me, to merely be able to earn a living. We must also address
the quality of life in which we understand one another, are sym-
pathetic to one another, and in some way can be supportive of one
another in our special vattributes, in our special backgrounds, and in
our special aspirations. Thank 'you.

Ms. EDMONDSON. Could I cfiement to that, sir?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN.
MS. EDMONDSON. Okay, and I won't take your time. But one reason

I felt that we should have a., segregated school system, because I was
looking back at black hiitory,"sir.1 am looking at the black educators
in the past who were forced into segregation, but yet they produced
fine young men and womea. I am looking at Whitney Young, Sr. who
was president of Lincoln Institute, and under _his leadership he
produced fine young black students who wing out to serve. Likewise
his son, Whitney M. Young, Jr., who was denied ,admission to the
University of Kentucky and had to go to Kentucky State College. but
he made it. And other black men and women. But now I am hearing,
sir, becausethe only way a black child can learn is by going to a
white school or across the county or being taught by a white teacher
or can sit right next to a white child, and I just can't abide that, sir,
because I feel that it is an ,insult to black educators everywhere who
arc dedicated to teaching black children.

I Applause I
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Pardon meg if I may momintarily

respond, I don't think anyone on this Commission feels that a black
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child to'havt a- good cducatimt has to be taught by a white, teacher
..or sit next lb a white Aitudent. I_ don't 'think that is the issue.
.. 'CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. One member of the panel indicated that she
sem* as a member of the.SidVisoilr committee to the superintendent
of schools. Was that Mrs. Ellis?

,Ms.. Et.us. Yet; sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Could..youreference %/RS made _to that corti-

mittee earlier today. If. I recall the earlier reference, it was that,
Willy, a group of white citizens would meet with the stiperintendint,
and then separately a group from the black community would meet
with the superintendent, but that more yecently, toth groups meet with
the superintendent at the same time. Could I at& how often does that
committee meet?

MS. ELLIS. Before school was out, we were meeting, lik ., weeks.
I, know thei are meeting June 25. One of the reasons that had to
bring the two groups _together is because we were Wondering, if We
were -talking about integration and desegregation:why would we meet
with onf group over here and one group over there because we.,
wanted lo know if he was,telling. &at groupto make sure he was
telling us all the sametbMg.

.

So after we started asking'iliostions, they were meeting aboutevery
2 weeks, they haven't met in that time. The next is June 25. But when
we go there the agenda is sct. He tells.'us' what he wants us, to know.
Like, I have an agenda forI know that-in Federal programs you have
to have community input for some of the Federal programs, I think .
probably for most of them, they are all basically made up of the,
sameHEW and all of that. So I think that at. one of the meetings we
were to have all the Federal programs spelled out. I have them here.
The money had already been allocated. It was going to who it was sup-
posed to go to. We had no input as to the implementation. The only
input is, "this. is what we have."

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Have you at any recent meeting been
presented With any plans for the new school, year on the part of the
superintendent?

MS. ELLIS. No, sir, the only thingno. Nothing about thethe only
thing we get information is, we try to have ways to get it, like the
papers coming out and said the board of education, ncxt year, will be
SW billion, a million, whatever, SlO billion or a million. We were
lucky enough to get a copy where they wert giving a million dollars
in raises.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I gather from what you have said that you are
presented with an agenda for these meetings. Do you, as a member of
the coMMittee, or do other members of the committee have the oppor-

-tunity of adding items to the agenda, raising questions about issues that
are of concern to you?

Ms. et.t.is. Okay, if we are a a meeting arid after his agenda,.you
know, we have discussed what is on his agenda, and soincone in the
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group might bring up the fact that they want to know What is going
on ihout a certain tbing, he will say, "Well, we will have that on at
the next meeting." But as far as helping him plan the agenda. no. I
know 1 don't.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. *yirhere it is stated that that will be on the
agenda for the next meeting, does it, in fact, Appear on the agenda for
tbe next meeting? .

Ms. gu.ts. Yes, I guess.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Approximately what is the size of the commit-

tee-:-25, 30?
Ms ELLIS. No, no, no, it is about 10 or 15.
RE3. KutiV. About 10' of us.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 10 or 15? Do you serve on the committee

also?
REV. KIRBY. Yes, sir,'1 serve-also.
C1101iRMA4N. FLEMMING. I50 you want to`rnake atiy. comments on the

role of the committee?
Kiaav. Well, the total thing on the committee and school board

and everything, all 1 have to say is that we have some problems and.-
Abe community doesn't have a chance to investigate. In other words,
we' had one problem at Fairdale, I think it was Fairdale, and we asked,
-Could we have a citizen from the community to go along with the
school system to the school?" And we were denied that. So everything
else works the same Away. In hther words, the agenda and everything

ade up by the system.
aNNlow I- am a fellow like this. I don't feel, hate to call th14but

it happened so it is true. I don't feel Watergate should check Water-
gate. You understand what I am saying? I feel that Some outside peo-
ple should be on the committee lb investigate different schools and

.

also school systems.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Can you think of an instance where, as a

result of the discussions that took place at a committee meeting, a
decision was made on the part of the school system to change the pol-
icy that they had explained to the committee at the opening of the
committee meeting?

REV. KIRBY._ In other words, at the opening of the ineeting they had
one statement?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes, the superintetident puts before you a
policy or proposed policy that is discussed.

REV. KIRBY: No, no, no, it is already made up, for instance, like the
discipline code. The community had no input into eat. That was all
drawn uey the board and handed down to us to swallow. .....-

CHMRITAN FLEMMING. eDid members of the committee try to bring
about some changes in the disciplihe code?

REV. KIRBY. We tried but they wouldn't hear us.
CHAISMAIV FLEMMING. At the meeting of the committee?
REV. KIRBY. Yes, we tried. We tried, but they wouldh't hear Is.
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.

.
CHAIRMAN FI:EMMING. But nothing happened? Oman changes wire

not made, as I untierstand it7. S
MS. EDMONDSON, 'Okay,-I,don't think the discipline code was drawn

up before this committee was formed.
EY. KIROV. The discipline Fade came out in late January. :

C AIRMAN FLEMMING. Ma behalf ef the claire CommissiOn,
thank you for coming here ly giving us some very important
insights. It will be very, very I to us as we try to anive atfindings and recommendations. Thank you very, very much, .Prior to calling the .next witnesses, I would. like the counsel to
present a matter.,

.. MR. GLI6. Mr. Chairman, yesterday, at the Commission hearing,
Mr. John- Wean, a witness who had been properly subpenaed by the ''..

, missimi's oa and refused ,to be swom and to testify. Thereupon,
thiough couhsel a motion to quash the

the .Commissioh took the potion, under advisemein and, stating that .. e
. die. subpertitsnstill in force, requiread Mi. Luckett to return 'to the

hearing this ini to be advised of the Ciimmission's decision. s', At 9 o'cIpck this mciening the Commission announced it rejecte'd
kir. Luckett's motion and agaiti -asked Mr. Luckett.to be sworn and

4o testify, He agaib iefused. $tIbsAquently,-through his counsel, Mr..
Luckett was offered the oppornini o appear before the Comqiiision
in a closed executive session er. was refteied. Therefore. the
ConlMiliSion has determined ari4 tructed me to announce that Mr.
Luckete, conduct -constitutes 'a refusarto obey the Commission's sub- .
pens and is contumaciims and puit pursuant to the atatuter;this matter
will be leferred to _the United States Attorney tor this district, who will
be requested to seek.ankorder from the Federal district court.requiring
Mt.; Luckett to appear bekte the Commissi.. and.to testify without

..., waiving hii constitutional aright to refuse ;
answer any specific.

,

question. , .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. ,Thank you very much."
CAuasel will now call the next witnesses.
MR. DORSEY. -Joseph 'McPherson, Gene-!Andrews, Gloria Fischer.

and Barbara Stringer. 14
.

fJoseph McPherson, Gene Andrews4bloria Fischer, and Barbara
Stringer were sworn.1

. .
.', t

TINI1MONY OF JOdEPH MCPIiERSOK IIRINCIPAL, CENFRAL HIGH SCHOOL;

6

f ENE ANDREWS, _WI= CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL; GLORIA FISCHER,
PRESIDENT:PARENT ACU11PN, amnia. HIGH SCHOOL; AND
- ItARLia*ETTIF4GEEIr TEACHER, Hips selitx4. -. t

1. 4, .Mx. DoRsEyAbild 3f6u each state your name, address, and occu-
paiion fcir the record, starting with-Mr. McPherson? , , . ,

it.'Mi. MCPtietasce4. My name-is Joseph McPherson. I am principal of .
Central High School. ...

.,
MS. S3RANGER. EtalpaIR Stringer, tet4er, Central.High School.

,

Or

1 , I
oe 'ft
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Ma. ANDREWS. Gene.Andrews, counselor, Central High School.
Ms. Ftscuia. Gloria. Fischer, housewife; president of the PTA at

Central.
Ma. Dos Sty. Mr. McPherson, would you pleasv'give us a brief histo-

ry of the school and the area?
MR. MCPHERSON. Brief histoty of Central 'High School?
MR. DORSEY. Yes.
MR. MCPHEASON. The present sZhool building has been at 1130

West Chestnut for 23 years. The,ischool name;Central High School,
is itself approximately 98 years old. Until this year, we were 100 per-
-cent black.,,In the past 5' years we have had four white students to at-
tend Central High School. This is probably due to the fact that a stu-
dent could transfer out of the district. Our faculty has been integrated
for the past 8 or 9 years. This year ourfaculty was 60 percent white,
40 percent black. Our student body was 60 percent white, 40 pereent
black. That's about it.

Ma. DORSEY. Thank you.
Mr. Andrews, as I understand it, you're new this year to Central,

part of the teacher transfer *system of school desegregation. I wonder
if you might share with us some,,of the .comparisons that you might
have from your old school, which, as I understand it, was in souttnivst
county, to your new school at Central.

MR. ANDREWS. It wasn't in southwest county, it was in northwest.
It was Weiiiern Jimior High, School. It's kind of hard to compare a ju-
nior high school to a high school. The schoOl I came from, we had
already had an integrated, student body. We had approximately 30 per-
cent black, 70 percent White students. So I guess it's rather difficult
to coin'pare the junior high with the high school.

MR. DORSEY. Can you share with us some of your observations this
year at Central and how school desegregation proceeded at Central?

MR. AN6REWS. Yes. I think we have had a good year at Central
High School. At the beginning of the school. year, the students were
apinehensive. unsure, really didn't know what to.expect, being bused
from their hoMe school. As the year progressed, I think more students

'coming from the white schools to Central began to like Central for a
number of reasons. Some of the taaons given to mer--they like the

f \curriculum that Central had to off r. We offeredor had a swimming
pool, some cif-4he old schools di not have. Another,reason, some at
the students were able to get a fresh start. Maybe they had same trou-
ble at their home school. They were able to come to Central and begin
a new start. Another reason that some of them gave was that they just
liked Central. And I assumed by that there. was the attitude or at-
mosphefe surrounding Centralwe are prpbably a little less structured
than some of the 'former county schools

,p MR. DORSEY. Thar* you very Much.
Mrs. Stringer, -after a year, what kind of effect do you think) schoZi

desegregation has had on the students at Central, the interaction

*k.
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between black and white students 'there is new to Central, and I
wonder if you might share your observations on that?

MS, STRINGER,. I think that there have been a number of thiep that
one might observe. The school year did present many nea, experienes
for all of the students involved. I think that the students who were
there previously, the black-students, came to hold on a little bit more
to what they thought was tradition and to be a little bit more guarded
in what they wanted to let go, what\ they wanted to see come in as
something new. The students 'who catne into Central and accepted it
as their new school, which they certainly did by the end of the year,
some of the things they brought with them from their home schools
to seek havintincluded in our program.

Some of the attitudes they had there, they came to share, polish up.
eliminate in some instances where necessary. They began to accept the
total situation as a unified thing after the newness wore off, and after
everybody got Used to it. they looked upon one another as-people, not
as new studpnts coming in or white students invading, but as fellow
students and students who had experience and were there to offer
guidance and. offer a way to do the things that kids all like to do
everywhere.

MR. DORSEY. As I understand it, you taught drama and English this
ybar? 140

Ms. STRINGER. Yes, I did.
'MR. DORSEY. What kind of racial composition did you have, ac-

, quay. in your classes themselves?
MS. STRINGER. Well, it varied according to the course and the popu-

larity of it. In the drarna courses, I had a majority of white students.
I think the main reason was that many of the seniors really had to be
about the business of getting some basic things understood, because a
majority of them considred themselves college bound, and they really
needed to opt into those English coursel whereby they could get
. VICE CHAIRMAN HomN. You're going to have to speak up a little bit,
the reporter cannot hear you.

Ms. STRINGEII. Many of the seniors owed into courses .that would
really help them in their future college years, and drama was pne of
those elective types of courses that one takes when they have
everything elsi but of the way. Many of my students came from other
schools and had had training in earlier years and had been involved
in many dramatic programs in the community. So they brought with
them a wealth of interests and ideas, and wc wette able to incorporater`
that into the curriculum.

MR. Dousizv. Thank you. Mrs. Fischer, you're president-elect 'of the
Central .PTA, as I understand it. I wonder if you might share with us .

how and why you got involved in the PTA at Central.
, MS. FISeHER. Well. I didn't gat involved until late in the year and
I have a son, Jimmy, that was bused to Central this year. And of
course at the beginning, I was a little bit disappointed that he was to
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be bused from his home school. Bdt wc decided, my husband and 1,
that if this was to be his life, why, then we would go right along with
him. And he seemed to be happy, and he went on to Central and he
begiut to love Central. He said there was something there that he had
not found anyplace else. Although he does go,part-timehe works half
his day.

But then 1 went down inthe first time they took us down on the
buses. I rbde the buses to Central for the first time in August, that very
hot day, and this was quite an experience for me. My heaband was out
of town, and 1 went by myself with a group of others, all the other
parents. AAid 1 went into Central and I went into the auditorium and
I heard Mr, McPherson speak: And he impressed me as a man who
knew where it was at and how to take hold of the situation. And 1
thought to myself, this is going to work, and 1 liked Central very much.
It was ,nly first trip, down there. And .then I cuctiet go to the PTA,
because actually they didn't have a meeting until January. And I
signed a volunteer sheet that I would volunteer. Well, they called me,

- it wasn't tot) soon after that, but they _did call mc 4ncrl did telephone.
I 1Ikorked a telephone committee. Then 1 went to a\beilard meeting and
I became interested in thc school and I thought, well, maybe 1 cars do

.,
more. . .

,Westarted into 'the PTASA. We needed to make some mosey so'
we could put out 'a newsletter, which they had never put-out before,
so we had started out by having cupcake days. On March 22, wi sold
cupcakes which* we Called around to the parents, and they were very
happy to donate something because they wanted to help something in
the school. So the first eupcake day we made, I belieVe $60,hacy
which was great we thought. This was just a cupcakes that came
in. Then we decided to also have another cupcake day, April FOols'

. Day. So we did.this and we also had good results with this. And this
was among the first projects that they had in the school along this line:

And then they were loOking for a president, and they asked me if
I would like to be. president. And I said I do not have .any experience
but I do have time and I would like to try it. And that's how 1 became
president. 6Is

MR. DORSEY. Is the Central Pte:n integrated PTA involvement?
. Ms. FISCHER. Yes. Thcy haven't had one at Central for several years,

1 understand. . . .

M. DORSEY. My. McPherson, Vide have already heard of the orienta-
tion session that was apparently held. I wonder if you could tell us a
little more about the kind of thing's you informed that group of that
might have lessened their apprehensions about Central.

,

Ma. MCPHERSON. First of all, the orientation session was partially
planned by the Jefferson County Bbard of Education. All schools were
to have visitation nights. We decided on a date and we sent out bul-
letins as to where the meeting was going to be held. We didn't an-
ticipate the crowd 'that we had. But, I think we had close to 1,200 peo-
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ple and our auditorium was not air conditioned at the time. We met
part of the people in the auditoriuM and part of the people in thp
courtyard adjacent to the auditorium. We had the majbrity of our
teachers at Central High School. They were instructed to talk to the

0§ parents and the students about the curriculum that we anticipated hay-"ins the next year. Wc had refreshments in the couriYard for the
teachers. We had a brief orientation with our ROTC commanikr, theband director, the football coach, basketball coach, 9ie drama
teachers, newspaper sponsors.

These people gave a short synopsis of what their prcolai was all
about. We also informed the parents that they didn't hive any. reasonto be afraid for their children to come into that section of toviii,
because if the students were coming to school for the sole purpose ofgoing to school, they would stay inside the building, and they wouldn't
have to be afraid of what was going to happen outside. Also, I told
them my own children had to get up at 5:00 o'clock, 5:30 in the morn-
ing to go to school, so don't cry pn my shoulders about you're having. to ride the bus, because my kids-have to ride the bus-14 miles, tobe exactto school, to Valley High School.

So everybody was trying to do what the court -order had suggested
that we do. We told them that we were going to be fair, that we would
treat them like adults if they wanted to be treated like adults. If they-wanted to be treated like kids, we would treat them like kids. .We
would not be unfair. We wouldn't suspend a student the first time out -
unless it was something they had done that warranted suspension. And
I told them that this %CAS a new school; elsd to4ti.our senior class that
they would have to help us make the thing go, beCause this is what
we were directed to do whether they liked it or not, whether they felt
put upon or riot. I know in tilking to some of them, they felt like they
were being put out of i'heir schOol.

In talking to the administration, I told them this was a new school
and that we had to .do something different than they had' been, used
to doing, no matter what it was. I had one new assistant principal and
two new counselors, and we met periodically to talk about what we
wanted to do. I think we got it together. We were all headed towards

. the same thing, and I don't feel like the kidsthat came to Central iiigh
School felt like they were being crowded all the time. lean only talk
about Central High Schbol. I can only say what the kidsWil us.

Some say they had cliques in other schools..I don't think we h any
cliques at Central High School. At least we haven't had to this
The-kids did not mix at first, but I think they kind of got together a
little later on in the year. About midyear they were talking to each
other. They were having their fun and doing things they were supposed
to dti in school.

Ma. DORSEY. I would ask each of you, briefly, to just suggest to us
,what you might feel are the main reasons why you had, ,what appears
to bee, from what you said, a primarily , successful experidnce in
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desegralilltion of a scheol which was, in fact, a tot.4Iy segregated
school and now is substantially changed. Can riu say what things you
feel are primarily responsible for the smooth transition that has oe-
cuffed?

Ma. MCPHERSON. Okay. I'll start off. First of all, I do believe, and
I said this before, that the students thaq we received at Central High
School this year probably didn't haVeand I say probably because,
like I say, I can't speak for other schoolsprobably didn't have some
of the hang-ups that some of the other students in the county system
have. We were told that we received students from some of the in-
fluential ,areas in the county. SOTHe' of the students who did come to
Central 'were open minded about being in a new school, being in a
downtown school, .and they helped tremendously. They went along
with our program. .. .

We didn't have too much friction between the races, black male-
white mak white 'mak-black female. And I think with the students
cornifilvtfZintral High School with an open mind as they did, I think
this is, thini that really helped us.. You could see fear in some of
their facei the firtt couple of days, but after that we didn't even hive
to come outland watcii the buses. We would send one person out, but
the first couple days of school we had IS, 20 people oat surrounding
the buseo just to see that nothing happened.

I will have, to digress a minute and 'go back to the fact that our
seniors did a wonderful job. We talked to them at some of the senior
meetings, and we told them, "whether you like ii or not, it's here, and
we want you to help us keep it going." And they really did their share.

Mk. DORSEY. I think we should explain for the record, however, that
the reason why you emphasize the senior class,it did stay all-black
under the court order?

MR. MCPHERSON. That's right.
MR. DORSEY. I wonder. Mrs. Stringer, if you would like to speak to

the same question?
Ms. STRINGER. I think one of

administration and the manner a
dent body, but the teaching st
of security, usually you can m

big factors in a smooth year is the
hich it approaches,not only the stu-
If you go into a year with a feeling
it. We had a lovely year. It wasn't

without some problems, but it was a lovely year, for the most part. I
think that those students who went to Central last year can say they
did have a well-rounded experience.

As a teacher on that staff, I had a chanee to see from the first day
the change beiinning, and it was just interesting to obseive. You really
couldn't feel what went 'on unlesi you Were truly involved with the Btu-
dents. By involvement, I mean-bZIng there to make certain you knew
what was going on and you had the right to tell them what to do when
it was time to tell them to do it. For many students that came in, it
was the first time they had had black teachers at all, and they were
a' little bit reluctant at first to sort of warm up.
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But when they found your watchword is justice and fairness, then
they were willing to trust you to really know them. The only thing I
Might be a little frustrated about, as far as thc year was concerned,
was- theagact that we had so little time to do the many things we would
have liked to have done. The programs wc would have liked to really
see meld and really be going strong for our new year simply lust didn't
have too much time to really get together, because we had to divide
our year into I12-week segments, which was new for us.

We tried to get together all of the ideals., the ideas, the theory.`the-
practice that goes with academia, and that was a little frustrating for
some of us who were Used to having a little more time to really get
to know she studentas an individual. But for those times that we did
have a chance to.cticit, it was a Wive ly thing. I like to be involved withwhat is going on ith the students. That way I,think I can keep my
mind sharp and keep myself ready to go on and answer the call when-
ever it arises.

We did try to provide experiences for them experiences that were'
different, experiences that might have been the same as the ad be-
fore, and challenging things that they could look back on an say, "I
want to include this ,in my meitory book." I think there w e many
students that .got very close to us. This was proven by the reponse
frOm the studenti ut the end of the school year.

I had some lovely ithings that really moved ,me from new students
who came in. When little girls .bring you corsages and put notes in
there telling you that you're a grand lady and they were happy to have

. met you just 'for one year, knowing that they wouldn't be hack again,
that does give you a good feeling. For our seniors it was a time of
transition. and I think the level of their maturity was apparent in the
manner in 'which they handled themselves. They were' willing to sort
of wait and 710 things sort of settle down to some routine pattern be-
fore they started requesting different activities that were especially for
them. I think they learned to play the waiting game, and, in so doing,
everyone was willing to make eerein that their last days were happy
ones. At least wc made certain that they had activities that were etre-
-cially senior, activities that were especially Central.

And I think that thley went awn y. from us with a very good feeling.
lira' I look forward to the new year because we baive Ihe beginnings.
of a very united Senior class. And that is indicative by.the, fact that
over half of them have already planned to have pictures made in the
snmmer so that they might be in the yearbook on time. This mearf§.6
a lot, yoU know. Only persons who work with the yearbook and getting,

myit out on deadline know what I mean.
Then we have enumber of organizAtions that are pliTnning to have

summer sessions simply for planning. This means kids are going to
come froM all "ends just to meet'andtalk about things they would like 4
to do ftle the new year. We have the beginnings of aikexcellent drama
program, and I think that you're going to l 'looking at some of the
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students from Central in a number of activities, cause We ate going to .
walk away with many prizes. You know they say we are number one.

MR. DORSEY. I wonder, Mr. Andrews, if you might briefly summarize
the elements you think of.

MR. ANDREWS, In addition t what Mr.. McPherson iind Mrs.
Stringer have mentioned, I feel 1'

1

lot to do with,it. ,We ha$1 somethi like 1,100 students this past year,
the smallness of the school had a

4

aild it feels good even to an adult to be recognized as you walk down
the hap, "Hi. Joe," or whatever your name is. So I think this had a
lot toillo with it, this past year.

MR. DORSEY. Mrs. Fischer?
Ms. FISCHER. Well, I think everything that has been saida4 I feel

like, too, that the admibistration and the friendliness of Central, I.
know I would go doken the hall and I am sure they would wonder, well,
who is this, and they would always smile and say. hello. I think this also
helped our students because it seemed like there owes a friendliness g
there. If you got lost, why, they would be glad to show you where you
belonge . And I think the senior class at Central has helped tremen-
dous. Tle PTSA and Booster Club milted the Central graduating class
what we could do for them, for something to show our appreciation,
and they asked if we wouldn't give a reception, and we did. We gave
a reception for their parents and friends, and I think they enjoyedthat. .

I know I enjoyed it, and I am looking forward to a very productive ,

coming rear.
MR. DORSEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, rhave no further questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Saltzman.

, COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. McPhirson, could you describe what
yoe think were the benefits to tht black students as a result of the
presence of the white students? Prior to this year, yours was al00 per-

. cent black school. This year it becanr 60 percent white, 40 percent
black, approximately, if. I am correct. What were, from Your point of
view, the benefits to the black students of the-desegregatioh-iritegra-
tion process?

AlitMR. MCPH fiERSON. Well, the ` enefit, k, was the mixing ofb
the races. We told our students an number times that you are
going to haye to learn how to compete when you're out in the world,
and if you have never mixed with a race of people, then you will never
understand that race of people. So I think that might be the most
beneficial thing that our students realized out of the new desegregatior
plan.

Another thing that they probably realized was the fact that they had
to know how to compete. Some of them felt like they were being

. sidetracked in their.classes this year, because they said they didn't
possibly kñ o. how to compete as.some eif the white students did. AI
first they showed frustrations by saying that the teachers were movine
too fast or the teacher was not...teaching them, they were teaching the
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county kids. We had a couple cases of parents saying that the teacher
was not taking time out to talk to their kids, they were mainly talking
to the county kids. Well, one reason for that is the teachers wereunder a strain. They were doing something new because they were
teaching from curriculum guides that year for the first time, possibly,
other than the new teachers that were bused into Central.

if you are going to have a system, if you're going to have an educa-
tional system and talk about quality educationI think if all of us are
doing the %MC thing, this is what we did this year, then all of the stu-dents in the county, black and white, are going to learn from this new
educational system. I think this is what our kids did this year. They
learned, or they can say their were on the same system that all the stu-
dents were in Jefferson County and they should have benefited fromit. It might not show this year, but the procedure they learned frombeing with new teachers and students in their classes will benefit them,next year or even Awl they go to college.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Can you toll me, was there an effort to
deal with the issues related to desegregation? It would seem to me thatthis is a profoundly significant issue in our Nation, and we have an
obligationas we wefuld teach the children any issue in school that has
political implications, we would teach this, tockdespite its political and
controversial implications, the constitutional background and, in par-ticular, it would seem to me it would be imperative that our students
understand what is going on in the Nation.

Was there an effort made, as far as you know, by the administration
to transmit to the high school on the high sOiool level some materi
related to the desegregation of the schools, and was there anythin
particular in your school done either on a total school level or in
social studkls programs?

MR. MCPHERSON. We .die't do anything on the total school' level
other .than have our hOran)-elations meetings with some of the stu-
denteis was brought in by the human relations committee. In fact,
we a human relations committee and we also had a human rela-
tions club. These students got together periodically, and they talked
about problems that they wanted to talk abdut. We didn't have only
this at the beginning of thc school year, because I felt that if you were
to.make the kids go together too fast you would -create problems.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN.. I don't mean from a human relations
viewpoint, Mr. McPherson. I mean from an academic standpoint, to
understand one of the great crucial issues of our American society
today. Was there any in-depth treatment in the high school programs
01)..this issue or of this issue?

MR. MCPHERSON. Not to my knowledge. In some of the social stu-
dies classes, they have to deaf with tne busing plans and desegregation
plans of the' Nation, Louisville included, because she classes wete of
that nature where they have current event days, or

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. But no particular effort to inform the
,children?
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MR. MCPHERSON. No. .

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN Hoar-h.-Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rutz.. No questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Leyme just ask one question having to do

with suspensions. This has been an issue that has occurred in heart g
after hearing in this country, as the Commission has looked at vancfua
suspension rates. I wouldtke to ask you, Mr. McPherson, do you
it's fair to assume that because there is a higher statistical _number of
suspensions of black students in a system in proportion to their num-
bers that we should draw the conclusion that, therefore, the disciplina-
ry system is unfair and discriminatory? Do you have any feelings on
that?

MR. MCPHERSON. You should probably draw that conclusion by the
number of students that were suspended this past year. However, I
think you would have to find out what is going on in the particular
schoolito see,if it has been's disproportion in the number of students
susperfded and frd out what the reasons were for them being
suspended.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In other words, you would agree that you
really need to look at this on acase-by-case basis?

MR. McPHEasoh. That's ifght.
VICE CHAIRMAN' HORN. And mere numbers don't tell the whole

story?
MR. MCPHERSON. That's right.
OICE CHAIRMAN HORN. For example. in going through the interview

reports I noticed that you had five or six fights at Central, but foar
or five of the six were really by bladk students and among black stu-
dents. It wasn't a question pf interracial fights, as such, as I saw men-
tioned in one ofthese reports. -

Ma. MCPHERSON. Even the interracial fights that we had, they were
just maybe a student fight.

,VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. On behalf of the Commission, I want to
thank you. What you do by your appearan. ce and the spirit with %which
you testify i proof of a conviction that I have long held, that where
there is successful desegregation, where there is 'an effective school, it
usually gets down to the quality .9f leadenihip exhibited by the prin-
cipal, the faculty; ina the parent leadership. I think you have all
plifted that you have those qualities of leadership. So thanks for corn-

.ing.
Couniel wiH call the tiext panel.

. MR. DORSEY. Buford Pullin, Terry Bottger, Tuwana -Roberts, and .

Gregory Dodge, students at Central High School.
[Buford Pullin, Terry Bottger, Tuwana Roberts, and Gregory Dodge,

students at Central High School were sworn." r
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TESTIMONY OF BUFORD loULLM, TERRY BOTTGER, TUWANA ROBEKI'S AM/
GREGORY BODGE, srumpers AT CENTRAI HIGH SCHOOL, LOUISVILLE

MR. DORSEY. Would you each state your name, age, and school and
what grade you are in?

Ms. RougaTs. Tuwana Roberts, 17, graduated senior of Central High
School. .

MR. PULLIN. Buford Pullin, Jr., Central, age 16.
M. DODGE. Gregory Dodge, age r6, came rrom,i-Town, going to

Centsal now. d /
, Vice CHAIRMAN HORN. We are going to have to speak up. It is hard
for the ConimissiEn to hear. Are those microphones attached?

M. DORSEY. You are really better off if you just hold it in your
hand and speak into it.

VICE tHAIRMAN HORN. Let's start in, counsel, again.
Ms. ROBERTS. Tuwana Roberts, graduated senior of Central High

School, 17. . .

MR, Puit.IN. Buford Pullin; Jr., Central High School, 1.6.
MR. DoDGE. Oreg Dodge, 16, home school is J-Town.
MR. BOTTGER. Terry Bottger, my home school is Wagner, and I am

17.
- MR. DORSEY. Gregory, 1 wonder if you wourd Jell us what grade

were you in this last year?
Ma. Dome. Tenth.
Ma. DousEv. Terry?

i. .MR. ptarTGER. I was in lith. A
-.Ma'. DORSEY. I want to start again with you, Tuwana. You have now

been through a year of at hool desegregated experience. You were a
member of the senior class that has received a lot of praise and a lot
of conversation. 1 wonderiif you might share with us, if you iw ld,

pects f thyour feelings about the positive aspects and the negative asis
last year of school desegregation.

Ms. ROBERTS. Well, being class president, there were a lot of posi-
tive aspects; so far aswe had a lot of people who really were backing
us, you know, teachers. And they really wanted to see us make it, and
then again, the senior class wanted Central to have its good name, as
it always has in past years. d

II'dAnd looking on the negative side, 1 would say that when school first
started we had our doubts about going to school with white people
because we were used to goin$ to an all-black school, and most of the
people in the senior class came from all-black elementary and junior'
high schools. So, our Rst feeling of busing was negative, you know.
I had mY negative feelings because 1 felt like they didn't have to bus'
in order to achieve the things they were trying to achieve and really
they didn't have students' feelings at stake, because if they did, I think
more students woield have been on the councils that, the superinten-
dent had.

1-
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I was on the advisory Council, -but I never did make it to the
meetings because they- had it at the Van Noose Center and I had no
way to get out there. I called several times to tell them that I had no
transportation, and I felt like, if they really wanted me to be on this
advisory council and really wanted to hear what I had to sayrthere
would have been some way for me to get out there.

.And, again, talking for the senior class, .on our negative views, a
whole lot of us felt like we were cheated out of a'lot of things, because
we felt like we went to school for competition and not, necessarily for
learning. We had to prove ourselves to be much better than the white
students did because, you know, the white student came in with those
stereotypes. He felt like tHit the black person couldn't compete with
him. I don't fault the white student, maybe this is what he's been
taught at home.

On the positive side of this, I felt like busing did a good thing
because it let us coMe together and to learn about things we would
have to deal whh in society. But I really don't think that they had to
bus for us to learn this. Then, again, maybe they did because a per-
son's feelings are not in the textbook. And, you know, this year was
really an experience for me because I had to flice a lot of problems.
Being the president, I had a whole lot of people who to me were trying
to bring me down, and I seally only had two peopIrl could talk to
when things really got heavy, and there was two teachers anit not my
senior counselor, you know.

A whole lot of the staff changed and this turnerkme against busing
because I felt that, like, through busing they made our faculty, the
white people, the prejudice came out and the black teachers, it seemed
like they were for us more. It helped our black teachers more because
they saw we were really trying to make this thing work because we
had Central at heart. And that's just about all I can say because, you
know, we went thrbugh a whole lot of things and you just can't re-
member everything, every little detail.

MR. DORSEY. Thank you very much.
Gregory, you were formerly a Jeffersontown student, as I u derstand

it.
MR. DODGE. Yes.
MR. DORSEY. You came to Central as part of the schdol desegrega-

tion plan. I wonder if you would share with us Wow you originally felt,
how you now feel, and what transition you made: , -

MR. DODGO When I first learned I was going to be- bulttd, some
friends and I got together, we were all pretty, I guess you would Say,
apprehensive. We didn't know what to do. So, we decided that we
would go down to Central in August for football practice. We met
some of the new people, some of the blacks that hat been there, and
we decided that we would make the best of it. During the year we
learned more people. people from out in other parts of the coun-
tyand we just made a lot of friends. So, we decided that it wasn't
all that bad, but they had gone about it wrong.
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aMR. DORSEY. You were scheduled, as I understand it, to return to
your home school for next year, that is, under the plan you would be
returned to oür home schodl, Are you going to return?

MR. DOIX:E. I have applied for a transfer to go back to,Central.
MR. DORSEY. As I understand it, Buford, you have spent 2 years at

Central now, so you saw it liefore and after. In your desegregated year,
you were in integrated classes, unlikrtile senior class in many cases.
Can you describe your feelings about the last year?

MR. PULLIN. For myself, the seniors there, they really took more in-
terest than we did beeause it was their last year. Now, most of the
whites. I think there was meant to be some whites graduating with
them, but. they didn't get to make it because some of the teachers
didn't want none of the whites, since this was supposed to have been
the last black senior class that was supposed to graduate. I visited half
the classes; during lunch hour, we had some more classes going on. I
went to some of the floors an9ctually stood right there at the door
-and heard how some of the students, some of the white -students,
talked to the teachers. And, Nell, the black students talk to the
teachers as well as the white students, but the black students didn't
talk more t rs, as well as the white students did.

)RSEY. How ou feet personally about school desegrega-
tion? s I understand it y have very strong .fielings about Martin
Luthe King, Jr. the late Martin ther King, Jr. and how that relates
to school desegregation. Would yo share ,it with us?

MR. PULLIN, As I told them w en they came to Central, that the
black .and white students should t together. like he said, because we_
all got. to live and die. Like my other said, that God doesn't matter
what color he was, he could be or white, but when we all get
to Heaven, it is not going to be the blacks over here and whites over
there; it is going to be all colors mixed together.

MR. DORSEY. thank you very much.
Terry, as I understand it; you were bused in fr?in Wagner High

School, which was, in fact, almost if not,entirely alr-wbite. You have,
in fact, made the adjustment at Central. Could you describe your ex-

', perience?
MR. BorrcF.a. Well, I came from a -school whire th gs were pretty

strict, it was a prettylstrict school. I wasn't 'used to Lack kids at all;
didn't know how they' were; theiLculture, nothing. I knew nothing

about them. At first I was scaped to gYclown to,Central. I wasn't really
ready tp go down there, I don't think..But when I got down there I
had some bad experiences, but for the most part. it v{as really nice.
I really liked it there and I wouldn't go back to Wagner for anything.
I-would rather go to Central than anything. It is more fair, I have more
friends down there, everybody feelsI think everybody drill past year
f elt pretty much at home with each other, and the black kids and
white kids think it is pretty good.
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Wt. DORSEY. Do you ever have conversations with people Avho still
go to the liChool Chat you used to go tori, Wagner, and do they ask you
about your experiences? How does that work?

Ma. Bcrrroeit. People think, they ask me how fights have been down
.there d Cram many riots, and they are ntally sunprised when 1 say.

dist u4 i is meie just people getting into flees together ou know.
you kno , there haven't been as ntany as out in the county schools,

It is not peeple saying he was' black and he was white an
you know. It wws just MO peorde. '

Mit. DORSEY. Chreg, would you cernpare, if you will, Je
as you see it and ,Central,.in terms of what it is like to go there thhi.

. year? .

Ma. DODGE. TIOS year j -had brothers 'going VD i-TovV1n and they,
would come horne and teH me every 'day of several fillMs, but at Cen-
tral there was a relaxed air. There were maybe six flens the whole
yemr that I could think of. Most of these weren't interracial CON. So
I thinkCentral, it 'worked better-because people tried harder.

IVIa. ENIORSEY. Thank you very much'. 1 have no fuither questions att.
.this time.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Freeman?
oacmussioNee FRIAMAN. I think you said, at Central itsworked,petter

people tried hanacr. That I think is a lesmyn probably that a
pie 'need VD learn. VVe

from other seudents
the experienee has be
cerUnn concern, an

they fought,

ersontown

beca
lot of
have hea
you
transfer wit
fears and some of you were hesitant, tfiat when you actually got into
the school That you benefited from the school and also benefited from
the experience of getting to killsw somebody whose color .was different
from. yours.

What I would like to aak each of you is, how you think you can get
the lesson that you have learned across to the adult community in this
'city? Do you, believe that there is a way.in which maybe they would
listen to you? I am reminded of whai happend in.Pontiac, Michigan,
when there was similar turmoil, and some of the students decided they
were. going to take it upon themselires to let the adult community learn
a lesson in human relations.

I wonder if you want to comment.on whether you, with other stu-
!dents, conld (co anything like this here in Louisville, aed we can begin
with Miss Roberts and then Wise it in turn.

Ms. ROBERTS. 1 don'ethink it iskpossible bec
generation now that we call, adults, have certain
such as mental blocks, you know. In the black' corn

ave heard from other-students. We
o have given- testimony similar to

that even though you made the
in some instances some of you had

society, or this
aims .in their minds,

maybe you
could get your parents to understand the things that we learn. But then
again most black parents say, "Well, I am an adult and I have lived
through more tkan you have and I shouldknow." But going out into
thwhite community, as far as I can see, t ut in Valley Station or
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something like this, I wouldn't even try to tell rify 'parents the things
thsktl learn because.of the hcvtite feelingi th:al they showed during the-
time that'we went to school at firs), when .they had all of the,riots. and
bernings of crosses and things like this. If I lived out' there and my
parents 'were involved in this violence, I wouldn't even try to explain .
to them things I had learued. in seliOol

MR. PULLIN. I think if the parentt would sthy .out of it, like most
eietiple said, if the parents wpI stay out of it,the, students would get
along. And sonic of the students did get along wilih the whites and the
blacks. They got along, ,hut like she said, some of the `parents don't
understand. YOu go tell them something, they say, ;;Well, I have been
throtigh it. I know what, about," and spine of, them don't. They
'need to sit.down -and`Sry to let the. studenWexplain to them, or' else
come Ovir to the school where the child is going to and see What it
is like over there.instead of going on their own, saying,..-I ain't, doing Abu
nothing," and su things like that.

.

MR.' DOM:E. el pretty m'ue'll the sane way. The only Way you
coillAxplain it to them was for them to come down and observe and
see how you learn and hoW you get albng with other people.

AiMR. 4OTTGE11. I don't think' they will ever learn. I thinfohe only'Way
a parent can learn whai kt is like -going to schodl there was to h6 with

. us through the whole year. because they think .that every day 'things
wtfre hapRening, you know, their poor ,habies .wert 'going.downtoWn to
school:and it didn't turn out to he anything likg that I just dprOt th'ink
they would undemtand it until they experienced.it. leis just totally dif-
ferent. 4

.

COMMI. NER FREEMAN. CID you think' an open hopie maybe cute
week in w ich the paren,ts would he invited Jo come into the school,
'and iT t yj Id come down, that would help? ,

M. Put r think ,so, betause Sticy.wouid have a chance to get -
tdtalk tp some of the teacher's, and the teachers can explain what the
students are doing at the schools.

' Ms. ROBEtiTs. 1 think ir they had open house lit-ming the day, and
thevarents wtSuld c;ome and sit in during the class; t,hen they would
realize the things that were teally going on:instead of going on what
;hes; hear on the news: you know. 'And if they had moreif this idea
had come up during, school time. I think that a %;.,hole lot of the in"-
pressionsthe, parents have gotten, they wouldn't have g6tten because
they ,wcattid sit in on whist was really going on.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. You mentioned the news. Have any of you
ever, tried to, to get your story across, to be reported in the news? Oh-
yiously you arettalking about something that is negative, that is.always
in the news. Do you have a'story tharis positive? DO you know of any
efforts that have been made to get this story in the news? ,

MR. DODUE, Well, at the end of the ytar, when all Of the transfers
went in fot the sophOmores that" wanted to go hack'to Central, there
were a few of us that were interviewed and Irthink they gompat across
pretty well.

ft
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Commisstotica FREEMAN. Thank you.
V4C.E CHAIRMAN HORN. COITIfTliSSionet Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER StALTZMAN. No questions',
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me just ask one question. Apparently, at

this point you.do have .a choice as to whetheg you will return to Cen-
tral. Do J understand that correctTy, for some you? Mr. Dodge, is
there ani prOblem when one makes tHat choict to return io' Centml,
lave yoi.f. felt any peer group pressure in you neighborhood _not to
return to Central?'

MR. DODGE. I felt a little. People cOuldn't tea* believe, I Wantdd
to, yes: Big when I tried .to explain, it was completely negative. They

.4have gotten into their heads that if you go down there, that there is
'something. thc matter with. you., It is completely .wrong.

VIt;ECHAIRMAN HORN. What can be done to overcome that? Ap-
parently, you had to exPlain the situation on a number of occasions.
Does reason ever work?-

MR. Dorxw. Not usually. you have to 'try,- to explain it, maybe try
to bring them down, so, they can .see. That.Is about thd only way.

'YICE GRAIRMAN HORN. Wcjl, We deeply 'appreciate each of you com-
ing here and sharing with us your experjetim, and we' wish yew the
very hest of luck. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMINCI. Counsel will call thelOxt panel.
MR. DORSEY. W. Carlyle Maupint, arbara.,qummings; S9lvester

Ind Jill M. Spirrow.
yv . Carlyle Maupin, Barbara Cummins, Sylveter Sivils; and Jill M.

Sparro ,were sworn.1

TE MONY OF W. CARLYL E MAU.P1N, aPAL; BARBARA CUMMINGS,
TE CHER; SYLVESTERStitILS, STUDENT; ANDJtLL M. SPARROW, STUDENT

R °Lick, For the record, would each 'of you please state Your
ame, your occupation, lind in the case of Ae ,studenti.,, the schools

thal they attend?'
11R. MAUPIN. I am Carlyle Maupin, principal of Crosby Middle

Schl)al.
Ms. CUMMINGS. I am Barhanc Cummings. I am "the instructional

. ,

coordinator, Crosby Middle School. L

M. SPARROW. I am Jill' Sparro*. t am 'a ,stiiØent at Crosby Middle
School.

M. SIvIl.S. I am Sylvester Sivils. I am student at Crosby Middle
School.

MR. GLick.°What grade arc you
Ms. SPARROW. Seyenth.,
MR. (kICK, Sylvester? ,
MR. 5%10, SeveQth.
MR., GLIC,K. Jill, a this t year That Ott have gone to Cmsby'?
MS SPARROW. No, I the first'yeAti, 'the sixth.
MR. GLICK. The sixth grade? 7' .



4. Ms. SPARROU/. tee
MR, IGLICK. Sd this 'wit. s..yOur second year?
MS. 'SPARROW'. Vivi, sir. .
Ma. difCK.*Thek wereKnore Hack stuckmts in CrLosby this year than

there were the'pievious -year ,becaus of the desegregation,. order.. Did
you find thatmade any itifferenee in stlIonI for.you?

Ms.'SPARROW. For me, no. I had in4 a Idt.al new students that were
black and haiku lot, more black friends though.

Mit.4.1.ka.x. There had been sonic blacks, in th,e Schooil the year be-
fore'? Did you find there was' any :Arouble between black stmlents and
wh,ite "studentps? .

. Ms. SaiAlaow. No, sir.
.MR. CoLICK. 61yetitc:1-; was this your first year in Ciosby?
MR. Swag. Yes, sir. ,

MR. Glick. How did you litre it?
MR. SIVILSI I liked it.

- MR. GLICK. Were you sumrised when you found out last summer
that yOu were going to Crosby? Had you expected to? A

MR. SII/Ati. No, sir.
.Ma, GLICK.- Where did youexpect to go it() school?
MicSivIts. Western Junior High. ,

MR. GLICK, Western'Jr. High, and how,do you feel that you as a
bhick.student were received in Crosby where there hadn't been many
black students before? Were they frierylly?

MR. Sfyils. Yes,
MR. Gi.K.K. bid"you Make any white friends?

Sivii.s. Yes, sir.
Ma Glick Have you taken part in. apy extraCurricular aftvfties,

sikh as clubs or, athletics?
MR. Sivits. I made the basketball team. '
MR. Cluck. You are on the basketball team. How far do you have

to ride on the bus to get to schixe How long does it take'?
MR. SIVILS. It left at 7:00 o'clock, and it got therearound 20

minutes to gtiacross.
Ma. GLICK. Is it about a 20 minute bus,ride?,
MR. Sivas. Yes. 4,
MR. GLICK. HOW do you. get home after school, if you have basket-

'ball practice?
MR. Sivrt.s. Our coach.
MR. GLICK. Your coach drives you h rn
MR. Sivus. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Is there ever it bus provided by the schoe district to

'take you home?
Ma. Sivu,s. Yes. If we pr.actice late,' the late bus tomes and picks

us upt4e.school bus.
MR. GLICK. There is a late school bus 'that takes you home?
MR. Sivas. Yes.
MR. GLICK. Thank you.

r
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Mr...Maupin, is Otis your first yearat Crosby as principal?
Mit.* MAUPIN. This is my first yeaç as prinCipal of Crosby Middle

School. 1..
.

MR. Omit Priot to that, how `long_have yodbeen in the system?
MR: MAUPINJ have been ih the system 15 years:
INIC. GLICK. Fifteen? . .
Mk MAUPIN. Yes, 15 ?tears. 4e i
MR. GLiCK. Was that in the city system or the county? ,/,.,

b MR. MAtwIN. The city system.
.MR. GLICK. it, the city systemthe

e

now mergbd city kern.
MIL MAppft4. That's correct.
Mk. GLICK. And what school ?were you at prior to thi }fear?
MR. MAUPIN. Last year I wai, principal of the N Middle Schocli

which is pail of the UniSiersity of Louisville Educati Park., !k'

MR. GLICK. Part of the university education park but run by--
MAUPIN..II was run by the Louisville Boar of Education.
GLIilt. It was part of the board of educat 's system?

. MR. MAUPIN. Yes.
.

MR. GLICK. Mr. Maupm, were you transf re4 to Crosby pursuant
to the desegregation order wiltch also requir d faculty desegreetion?

1 MR. MAUPIN. Yes, I was transferred t dosby. The principal at
'Crosby and I interchanged schools this ye

MR. GLICK. Have you found it a satitfyi g year at crosby?
'MR. MAUPIN. Yes. I really enjoyed thi$ year at Crosby.
Mat GLICK. Did you feel it ny,!cessaii .as principal to take any special

measures to welcome and integrate he black students 'coming into
Crosby for th'e first time this lasthea

MR. MAUPIN. No specific measur did I take. However, we did have
orientatii'm before school began. e had buses and the parentg to go-

, down to Meyzeek and Lincoln istricts anc? pick up studenis who
would be bused from Li oln a Meyzeek mist who were brought tO
Crosby, and we Hat. iri tation days prior to.the opening of sZtZlo'l.

MR. GLICK. For the udents?
MR. MALVIN. Yes, d we a had 4ientation for the parents.
MR. GLICK. There as som outreach to the parehts?.
MR. MAUPIN. Yes
MR. GLICK. Wet- parent. generany receptive? Did you get a good

attendance, glid 7articipa on friorn them?
MR. MAUPIN. e didn' get good participation from the parents, no.

HoWever, we di get goo participation from Ole Students.
MR. GLICK. as this th the students fnem the black community

that were corn g into e school for the first time as well as the white
students? W: it,all th students, or only die black students?

MR. MAU N. it w w1Lo the students, both black and white, and
also parents/ both bi k and white.

MR. GLI4, . How ould you ch2racterize the academic standards at
Crosby th year? ou have beenin the system for a long time, I as-

9 fi
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sume, probably as a classroom teacher as well as a principal( ,Would
you characterize the academic standards at Crosby as high or low, in
9Efut experience? .

MR. M41.3PIN. li think wte woulithave probably the highest academic
standards of middle schools for Jefferson County. cw have many itu-
dents who are eligible. t6 attend the adOanced m, but mt of

t
os

these students recluest to remain at Crosby to take their instructional
ft, programs there.

MR. GLICK. What do you' think Makes Crosby the best academic
school in the system? ,4i MR. MAUPIN. Becausewell, this is 17iased. but I 'think first our
teachers, our staff. They are quite ampetent; they are humanistic;
they are dedicated; and also the parents. It comes froni a fairly high
social, socioecondmic area. These parents want their children to learn
and, of course, tIle students gfe highly motivated students. And then

, the community itself Is one which stressei academic achievement.
MR. GLICK. Is there an active PTA at Crosby?. i 4MR. MAUPIN. Yes, very active.
M. GLICK. Are many pareuts of the black students who have come

in for the first time this past year active in the PTA?
MR. MALIPIN. There am not too many, but we do -have some tha(

are active. We have had ipes to pick up parents at Meyeek and Lin-
coln, and the reception has not been too great. However, we do have
parents Alto will drive, from downtown' to Crosby to attead_ PTA
meetings and also other programs. -

MR. GLICK. Thank. you, Mr. Maupin.
Mrs, Cummings, you are the inptructional coordinator for Crosby

Middle School. Could you give us a definition Of what instructional
coordinator functions are? -,

Ms. CUMMINGS. Primarily"; it is more or 'less a helping type teacher,
where one would go into the classroom, work with th , teacher,
plannink instruction, implementing instruction. We will help I diagno-
sis of students. we will do jast al-lout anything that needs to be done.

MR. GLICK. Do you actually handle the classrooms from time to time.,
so that you haye anvopportunity to observe the students in tbuir class-
Aim setting?

.

MS, CUMMINGS. I could, I have not recently. I have only been in-
structional coordinator 4ince February. Prior to that, l-was die reading
teacher for the school. !

Vit. GLICK. How many years havt you been at Crosby?,
4Ms..CustmiNi;s. This is the second year the school has been in eic-

istence, and this is my second year at Crosby.
I

MR-GLICK. You have been there throughout its higtory7)
MS. CUMMINGS. Right.

,

MR. GLICK. Have you noticed any differences in:instruCtional pat-
terns, instructional needs, needs of the students this year as opposed
to last. and I am referrirx not only to the' black students who have

Aly
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come in, where therd were few before, tut also to the whit"e students
who are of necessity, ,itn influence? . `,...f .

MS. CUMMINGS. I closet see any major needs. I think-the teachers are'
more concecned -with mieting any, needs. Maybe I shouldn't say that.
What I. am really sayint ii that the teachers weir -very concerned this
year about making sure that students related to one Emother, that stu.
dents understood one another, that students really began to become in-

editvolved ,in the eational program in a multicultural way and I think
we did much o this las; year. But I think there was a sensitivity on

1 the parts of the teachers this year that perhaps we had !lad not so
mueh of last year.

N.

MR. GLICK. Did you see any situations in which you would charac-
terite the learning moti.ation of the students as being diminished
becau,se of the trauma of dese regation?

MS. CUMMINGS. We saw, ally; no trauma. So Edon% think there
really-was a major difference at all.

MR. GLicK. That's interesting. I use the word "trauma" and you say
there wasn't aliy trauma, and yet the descriptions.that we have gotten
about school desegregation froin some of our witnesses would indicate

. that it was a teal traumatic situation. I Wonder why there is such a
divergence of views.

Ms. CumPAINGs. Well, I can only ansWer AK To.what I saw, my per-
ceptions of theithings thatJiappenea at Crosby, and I must saY it was
a very calm situatipn and I think one that was very conaucive to learn-
ing and to instruction. /

Ma. GLIcK.*Thank you, Mts. Cummings.
Jill, will you be going back to Crosby this oming school year?
'MS. SPARROW. Yes, Sir.
MR. GLICK. You will be an eigth grader?
MS. SPARROW. Yes, Sir.
MR.GaCK..IS that the highest grade in the school?
MS. SPARROW. Yes, sir.
MR. GLICK. Where will you go to high school from there? .
MS. SPARROW. Eastern.

4
MR. GLICK. Is Eastern an integrated school?
MS. SPARROW. YeS, sir. ..

MR. GLICK: Do you thin that you have gotten a broader pers we
and understanding of peo le because you have been in an integrated.. .school this year?

MS. SP4RRO?/. Yes.. fir. ti
MR. GLICK. What kind of,..aew 9fings have you learniFd about peo;

pie? Can you give us some dyscription?
7

.

Ms. SPARROW. Well4 I guess I have learned to get along. I un-
derstand some of the feelings that the blacks have. You know, they
tliink like we think. They are just like we are, I guess. ,

A

MR. Omit. Do you see any social relationships between' the black
students and the white studentsi like participating in the stir& clubs

\
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and iatink at the same tables in the Cafeteria and things of that nature,
or do they'pretty much keel" to themselves?

Ms. SPARROW. No, we do integratekii whole lot, except at lunch we
don't sit together. in the clubs we Oink together.-
44. MR. OitcR. Are you active in any clubs?

.Ms.'SPARRow. Yes, sir. I am the Vice president of the student cbun-
cil, and I was on'the yearbook-staff. .

'MR. Gtric. Sylvester. do you think this has Irwin a good experiencv
for you this past year, giSing to a school ,with both black and white, stu-
dents?

MR. Sivit.s. Yes, sir.
MR: Gum Why do you think so? What benefit do you s4e from

that?'
MR. Slyles. Well, I got along with the whites. Some of the.4 were

good and some of them weren't. Some of them don't like the bla ks.
M. Cluck. Have you found any hostility from any.of the whi stu-

dents? '
MR. Sivit.s. No. sir.
KR. GLICK. Do you have White friends asmell a*.blaeks?
MR. Sivit.s. Yes, sir.
M. Gt.icx.,Mr. Chairman. I have no further questions Thank you

all.
Yid,. CHAIRMAN HORN. Commission& Saltzman?'
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I am pleased arid I want to make special

note of the testimony that,,confirm it, if you will, Mrs. Cummings. that
desegregation firoduced no decline in the academic quality offered*
your school. Is that what you said? A

Ms. CUMMINGS. I would say that, yes.
CommissioNui, SALTZMAN. Would you agree with that, Mr. Maupin?
MR. MAUPIN. I really can't, make a fair evaluation since I was not

at the school rast,year. Hgwevet. since ; maintain that we have the
'highest academic standard: I tan't see how it could have declined.

.COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Jill. if you could go back to last year,
Would you prefer to have the school s it was.last year or do you think
it is better this year?

MS'. SPARROW. I think it is better this year4ut a lot of the reasons
is that I was oldex arid got-to do a lot more in 4chool.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I see. But what about the .fact ofrthat the
school composition racially has changed, ddes that make.it. from youi;
point of view, better this year too? Or are you not sure if it makes
any differepce?

Ms. SPARROW. Well, to mc it didn't make much differerice.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. fio you have friends among black .stu-

dents? 1
MS. SPARROW. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. tommissioner Freeman?

2 5:
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COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. As Ilistened to this testimony, I am getting
the, impression of two separatf worlds here in Louisville. bne is the
school, the actual consumer, file student or the teacher or the prin-
cipal that is actually engaged )in the educational process and that is
going on aboukthe business of getting an education and the best edu-
cation possible, and yet another world of people who apparently don't
know anything that is happening in the Khools. Thosy are the people
who happen to be screaming. Isythat a pretty assessment of
this community?

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Who do you want to answer that?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Anybody.
M. MAUPIN. When you say, community

COMMISSIONER FREtMAN. Thy protesters, the 'mobs that we 'read
about`that were actually involved in the demonstrations on September
4, -5, and 6. Those people were not the people that were actually irt-
volved in the school, .in the operation of getting an education or
teaching children: Is that correct?

MR. MAUPIN. I would agree with that. I can spy that as far as
demonstrations are joncerned, in person, I have never seen one in the
school var. And the climate at the school has bienNuite conducive
to educdtion. It has been wholesome; it pas been calnVSo the demon-
strations anLi the protests and the violence that,occurs, I only know
.about it from the media, the'newspapers, and the TV.

COMMISSIONER PnEEstiN. Mrs. Cummings, do you have a comment?
Ms-CUMMINGS. Weil, I would also comment that I really don't think

that the people in our community, I am talking about air school corn:
munity, were probably those that might have been involved in some
of the active protests. I do know that many of the parents have stated
that they were not in favor of the desegregation plan, but most of them
have gone ahead and explainedsthat they were responsible people, laW-
abiding people, and that they were concerned about the students ot
about their children and hopeful that the students were getting an edu-
cation. This is what they seem to tau primarily concerned with, and as
a result joined wijh us, worked with the staff, andactively participated
in the school program. So I see our community as bejng a responsible
community,

M. MAUPIN. I might also say that when school opened, before
school opened, One of our major problems was that there were too
many parents who wanted to volunteer to help us. We had parents, we
had clergy, community people who wanted to come to school and
volunteer their help, and we really didn't need a large number of peb-

: ple to assist us.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. SO that in spite of the absence of leader7

ship at the top of government, that.actually there has been compliance
with the court order, and there has ban an effort made to carry out
the business of getting an education in the public schooks of Louisville?

MR. MAUPIN. Yes.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Thank you.

2 b 6
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Did the reporter get the nod RS being affir-
mative?

REPORTER. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN UORN. Let me tisk Mn Maupin, in an earlier panel

I mentioned that I Mropped omit of being a parental reinforcemeht for
the newfmath at about the sixth or seventh grade and that is the area
in which you are-devoting your educational career, I am curious when
you mix the middle class white, upper middle class white, the affluent
socipeconemic area thin you mentioned, with students from the inner
cityf, when you mix them, often, poor, students, in this case minority
black students, do you find any problems inghe parental reinforcement
that comes from these respective communitiei, and what kiryi Of plans
do you gave underway to aid inthis endeavor if there are problems?

Ma. MAUPIN. I believcahat parents of students from the so-called
inner city want their children to succeed as'much as the parents of
'those w.hp live in suburbia. Now, one part stfer instructional prograin-
is that tie have a lot of individualized instruction, which means theNstu-
dents work at their own pace. It means that each stuFlent can succeed
at the lesson that the student has fox that particular day. Therefore,
in math students work at math exercises that they can work com-
fortably with and that they can succeed with. So that means that by
using instructional packets, by subgroupinig, we ean facilitate the lease-
ing in math for students who have different competencies and different
motiv,ations. a

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do 57ou find no differenves, then, in ierms.
of family home backgrounds, environment, no problem§ in Aerms of
reinforcing what is going on in the schools?

MR. MAUPIN.' Yes, there is a problem, bit it is not a major problem.
For example, a student who is slow in math. is giveir Work on his level,
and it is the type of work that that student can perform, and it requires
less.reinforcement than a student who might be taking algebra, which
is one of the higher maths.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. SO you have broken down the lei:unit% task
into manageable units with individualized instruction, and most of .the
masterly of those tasks can occur on the school site rather' than through
homework, which is sometimes not unierstandable in any household?

MR. MAUPIN. That is correct.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. MrS. Cummings, Would you like to add

anything to that, as to your'observatiotis?
MS. CUMMINGS. Well, yes, I would say that our instructional pro- 4

gram is an activity-stressed thing, ird I think that one of the thingsa
that has,made students, 'well, really, naturally begin to wisrk together,
no matter what color, has been the fact that our instructional program
is active, that stedents will be working on contracts, will be working
on learning stations and Will work together to achieve whatever the in-

t structional objective is. And in response to your qUestion about
parents, I have called parents of students who live,in the inner city;

.
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I have called parepts of 'students who live in 'the subur.ban area; and
bave received /essentially the same type of response from both. If I
called with a Foncerti about their child, they were -also concerned
about their child.

4 VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very -much. Are there any other
questions that-members of the panel have? If notwe ippreciate your
thr,ing here. It is _always invaluable fir the Commission when they

visit a particular city to,hear from the people tbat are really tit the
grassroots, in terms of the principals, faculty, and_students, and we are
ithmensely grateful to you for takinjg yeur tffie to share .your ex-
ppriences with us. Thank you very inuch. Yoe are excused. The Com-
missican will stand in recess uniil 9 g.m. tomorrow morning.-

( At 545 p.m. the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at 9 a.m:,
Wednesday, June 16, 1976.)
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Wednesday, June 16, 197e

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.: reconvened,:i3ursuant, to 407.
jOurrUnentr.at 9:00 a.M., Arthur S. Flemming, chairman, presiding.

PRESENT: Arthur S. Flemming, dairman; Stepiten Worn, Vice
Chairman.; Frankie M. Freeman,- Commissioner; Manuel Ruiz, R.,
Commissioner; Murray Saltzman, COmmissioner; John A. Buggs, Staff
Director; Lawrence Glick, Acting General Counsel; Jack P. Hattog
and. Frederick Dorsey, Assistant General Counsels; Hester C. Levis,
Reese Fullerton, LouisWilmot, staff attorneys.

PROCEEDINGS

'CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. He'aring will be in order. 1 will ask counsel to
call the first witness.

Ms. LEwils. Will Edward Simpkins and LarryHiliman please take the
stand?

I Edward Simpkins and Larry Hillman were sworp.4
C.

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD SIMPKINS, DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, WAYNE
STATE UNIVERSITY; AND LARRY HILLMAN, pIIOFEWR OF EDUCATION.
WAYNE qTATE UNIVERSITY, EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS CONSULTANT, U.S.

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE

MS. LEWIS. Will each of you give your naine, address, and occupa-
tion for the 'record, please? -

MR. Ststmvs. I am Ed Simpkins, currently dean of the College of
E\ducation at Wayne State University in Detroit. Did yoy ask for an
addresk?

Ms. luiis. Yes.
MI6. SIMPKINS. That's 4425 W. Outer Dr., Detroit, Michigan, is my .

home address. The business address is College of Education, Wayne
State University.

MS. LEWIS. Dr. Hillman?
MR. HILLMAN. 1 am Larry Hillman" I am a prolsor of educational

administration at\ Wayne State University. My current 'address is 15
Arbor Court, Cintinnati, Ohi9.
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MS. LEAVisa Wirr each of you give a brief description of your
academic background and your relevant work experience to this pro-
ject?

MR. SIMPKINS. I am currently working, as I said, as dean of the Col;
legc.of Education at Wayne- State University. 1 have worked with
petatt public schools, Baltimore city public schools, Philaslelphia
public schools, with the Washington, D.C. public schools. 1 have been
a consultant for-a numbCr of school districts in dispute settlements,
prohiems incident to labor.Vations, community relations, social, and -

civil rights type problems 9ver the past 20 years. I have worked in the
schools; 1 have worked at three universitiesWayne .*ate, Harvara,

C and Tufts. I have also worked before as consuktant to the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission and to the Michigan Civil Rights COMMissiori.,.

MR. HILL. I am a natilie Kentuadan, grew up in the southeastern,
part of Kentucky, have been a teacher, administMor in Ohio, Ken-
tucky, and Michigan, am presently a professor of educational adminis-
tratioNat Wayne State University. Formerly, 1 was chairman of the De-
partment of Educational Administration. The experiences that d have
had were outsideoutside the university activitiesis that 1 have been
involved in writing desegregatioh plabs starting about .1968, '69, and
in Florida, and 1 recently worked in the Dayton, Ohio, plan develop-
ment and was involved in developing the metropolitakiksegregation
plan, for the metropolitan Detroit area. I am presently aerving also as
a consultant for organizational oisvelopment to the Comptroller

-General of the United States.
Ms. LFsvis, hank you both. you were trth asked by the Commi

sion to study the educational process in the Jefferson CountLSchool
System and to 'assess that system's responsilo the joint challenges
of.1 understand you have made filings as a result of your study and
ask- that you share that with us.

pr. Simpkins, could you deseribe the scope of your study, your-,
methodology, and what you hope to accomplish?

Mat SIMPKINS. The wive of our study involved, this was a problem
in operationi research, and the Methodology involved in operations,
research is not unlike that involved in legal rescarch.and in journalism.
One interviews witnesses or persons connected with the problem, and
one tries' to find a representativ.e sample of people who are in a posi-
tion to know the answers.to questions that one seeks, anti people who
are in a position, in fact, to know what the appropriate questions are
that ought to.be raised.

Consistent with this, we interviewed members of the board of educa-
tion., both the former Louisville Public School Board, members of the
former Jefferson County School Board, and those currently on the
school board of Jefferson County public schools:*d we interviewed
administrators iii the school district. We interviewed members of the
JCTA and we talked, of course, with members of your staff. Ideally--

CHAIRMAN RIMMING. Could I interrupt and ask what JCTA is?
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MR..,Sikuatima. Jefferson County 'Teachers Askoiiatidn. N,Ve,tinter-.

- viewed representatives Of the teseherli. '''' ' . ' ,

:. 'IN Ideally, We wOuld have VIte boydrid tire interviews and sought at
\'' larger sediplc Ily reducing the aPnroptiate questions to Writing add cir-

,culating a questionnaire to get Ja better reading oa the attitudes,Ahe -

,.. belkifs, iind the underitandings ...that peoplz in thii community :held
. tdward their pub1W achools. put bedatise of the pielis of tiing,-larggly,.
we werg notlible to do that. - . . .

"However, iee do think that theWhat the' interviews feveliled to us
- *

are accurate indications of what the feelings are, the beliefs* i, and
ilw facts, are with resççt to jligs Jefferson County schools, particuldrly.. .

.. incident to the problems rger and desegregation.
- Ms. LEWIS. Thank you. \-.. .

4 Dr. Hillman, would you start sitriply ty addressing some of the areas
that you studied, policy and administration, primarily? -

Me. HILLIAAN. Yes. The ,area of policy, the major responsibility for'
policy in the whopl district by State law, as ia. in most States, Ken-
tuéky i-ncluded, the activity is delegated and the basic responsibility is
in the board of education!. In this particular area, as we met with dif-, .
ferent people from the board of education, people who.. are serving
presently pn the board of educlitiOn, we found that to be a rather in-
'teresting and difficult area because of the split that we found froin the
.city-counp activity.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We are not getting any volume as far as the
pillic address System is concerned.

* j Pause.) , .
Me, HILLMAN. When I talk about the city-county ,split, naturally, ,by

the nature of the desegregation plan itself, it allowed', first of all, for
five and fivefive members from the city and five from the coun-
tyon the barc Since then, because of the plan, it's moved 'now td-
12 members, basically being roughly 7-5. The situation is one whete,
as ive interviewed different people, a lot of the votes,that come up are

, vev much along city-county lines.,Thaf is kind of unique and different
-bechuse.it makes it difficult for all voices to .be heard.

Many people spoke to that. Some of them *were, I think, morekada;
mant than otheri in trying to find ways to accommodate the beliefs
and feelings of the particular communities which they represented. In
the policy area, the superintendent of spiools is the chief executive ad-
ministrative officer, who makes recommendations to the board ori pol-
icy. In that arrangement then, the board will take the development that
has been done with the superintendent and his staff and at that point 0
study tend go a direction.

294

The reason for making that, is that-one of the reasons forOn the
issues that ,arise, if yau have a split along city-cowity lines, it makes
if difficult then for you*to arrive at an answer, an equitable answer,
if, at the same time, you are not allowed tp have any informal
meetings. I refer specifically there to the sunshine-law in Kentucky, as

3
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'it is in several other_States, 'that Aloes not allow _kir Mat informal
. discussion: That has been very muclf of.1 problem. N

The proillem in two ways: One wity, it'hai not allowed people to get
together and resolve their own individual problcxls as to the way they
might feel about-different positions taken befo4 merger and positions.
tnten &fins merger and -sante merger.' So.this skuation is ohe which
naturnily we feel has tb be clewed up. ltliaslo'be bne where the pdo-
-pie haile to' sit .dowri and develop's format where they can actually
hear each Other's vievis, discuss those,-and,.au!)re at a, conclasktin that
will .re.present both sidies of She tioup.

I realite this ss beitir*diffibult -area. Nevertheless: we recognize it
as beiqg one or gran ifnpoytancp 1:\cause it speaks to thjasie

. of the sehieol district Al that point we certlImmended that an.arrange-'
' men! be ,made and a discussion be made, a discussion take place *

aThArTby you could find .a wsy dist these people could get together on
more of an.informar basis, not a deoisionmaking basis, hut to disCuss
the issues without having the preslure of the prerthe public, what-
ever, so theyCould.arrive at some sonerusiono Now that is in the area
or ow .

.

In the area oi alrniaisirationVias I said, the chief executive officer
of.the schbtol district is * superintendent. The siiperintendent in this

-case has en in the school distiiet for a good od of tinie. fie was
with., as We know, the Jefferson County' Stibol istrict prior and" has-
had this job now for some 17 months.

In this partieular situation; with the superinten t having been a
member of. the Jefferson County School District befo , it is an in-
teresting position, becausZ with a 7-5 vote, roughly, On ih board, it
makes it difficult for,that superintendent to find a 'way to. ccom-
modate both sides hittiself...1 sax that, in all, respect for the Ralitical
situation, that the.superintendenChas to find some way in whichlfo sUr-

vive.
.But at the 'sank time, the 'issues that come before the ,sehool difitrict

are supposedlyand I say "supposedly" because I have queitions on
thisare supposedly discussed with the administrative staff which will .

give both sides. But at the present time, out of the top 40 positions
low in the school administrtion, those are pretty much staffed by former

county people,
Now if that farmer county split, city-county split, vxists/on the board

of education and you have that political arena in Which the people
operate and administer the board policy, then the possibility of getting

\, that kind of view and recommendations would be;certainly difficult.
Not difficult iri the sense that the 15eople are doing something, yovi
know, unfair or dishonest; it's difficult in the' seam that as I worka
with superintendents acress this caltry that is a liffacult political
arena in which to survive.

There refight have been* a situation there, in the lieginning,.of the
question as to whetber the superintendent should have been selected

3 0
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frost earth otte.of the .tkhool districts, but the superintendent possiblyshould have beFn aa outside peison wbo would-.have cotne kin. takena look at thei situation: realizing ilhat his loyalties would lie tbasically
/with- developing avery workable school situation. Now in the inter-'views with, people, many people were talking and discussedithe areaof. competence' af, partieularty. the administratiiie staff. That area ofdiscussion was somewhat split .along city-couniy lines, also, as to.
whether we wpuld ask how people felt about What was going op andhow people were carrying out their jobi.-I will say that the questionthere deals pith if people have views anti a philosophy that is rplatedoi whether those Views are oriented toward in a city situation and ina cminty,situation.When you merge those two together, some way youhave tti either merge those philosophies 4thich, as described by some
peesile.-v4ere conservative-liberalI think that those twi:. categories,
the harsh reality of those, somehow wouldn't allow for complete un-derstanding.

But ,when you merge thost. ,two, you have to.merge those twophilosop ies. In this case, thOse two philosophies Weren't mergedbecause he Louisville district wai smaller and if was merging into thecounts/. The situation was one where, More or leis. the 'couCtity
Philosophy- prevailed. So when I am speaking of administrative offiers,then, I spe.ak of them carrying to their jobs, carrying out their jobs,they carry with .them the understanding of Me political.environmentwhich they live.

z

Now, recommendations from that, recommendations on that kind of
I thMk, would be ones where we ought to look at, certainly, 1".the staff,the administrative 'staff. We ougfit to look at the way the ad-

ministrative staff is organized and would be organized. At the present
time, -there's an organizational chart. that's been presented. .1 don't
know the discussion7,. at this point, on the organizational chart', but- wifl.speak to that maybe later.

*But I think what needs to happen is that we need to look at the
number of people that are housed in the central administrative offices,the central 'administratiori, and talk about the kind of things that needto be done. Have, at that time, city and eounty hoard members in-
volved in thit respect, not the entire board,.bur three members from.eity and three memberk from county, and at that point they can
discuss the, organizaticintilt structure, centtal administrative organiza-
tional Structure,,what needs to he done, and make recommendations
and get tiny kind of helP they rieed, professional help froth the outside
tpat they need, and make recommendations back to the board of edu-cation on thewhat should be done in the organization. I mean in thestructure of the organization.

Ms, Ltvhs. Dr. Millman, let me interrupt and ask you 3p clarify what
that organization chart is. Is this something new that is going on?
'Ma. HILLMAN. Yes. The organization chars, to, my Understanding,

was a chart that was.cornmissioned by' the- board* of education, and'a
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Mr, Alexander was 'retained by 'the board, if I understand it propel-1,y,,
to deVelop this chart I don'? know how public this chall is. I have a
copy of it,ohat I have..studied. Dr, Simpkins and I have studied t1iis.
Weof course, thi 'narrative going wi* the chart is unclear. 'I dif-
ficult to ascertain the complete direction from the narrative. B t the
way the chart is drawn, it gives us reason to have several questioas.

First of all, we question whether in thedevelopment of the chart,
.as sensitive as this issue is in -the city of Louisville, sensitive in the
sense that it's a city-county Vote in many situations and that merger
truly hasn't ta4en 'Place except in the legal, physical way: that the
question wotad arise immediately, from our standpoint, as to.whether
sonieone from the inside, insiae being Mr. Alevinder, who wa1 for-
merly in the county school system and has been connected with this, .
area for a good prriod of time, should be involved in drawing the
chart.

It should be possibly someone from the outside, someone maybe
even from outside of State. Maybe a private consultant pr a university
someplace that could get involved and do what we woyld call at this .

point a completely open, shall we say, unbiasedand the bias is noir
rteing negative in' this sense, this- is simply saying if t ou live in the
situation you, would be more biased by it. That would 6e a better way'
to get at it. That is the fir;t poi!!t and we would recommend that.

Secondly, we think that this chart has a tendency to clogit clogs
up the pavicular top area of the superintendent's office. As we loolc
at it, there are some 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, there ate some ,12 different groups
that will he reporting directly to' and responsible to the superintendent. ,
In that situation the school district' being this large has an aWful lot
of people that are going to be reporting to the superintendent, number

_I. Number 2. at least %his is the way the chart is drawn, number 2,
or point tWo, would be ihat'the areas that are drawn ftir rsportihglo
the superintendent will generate information that will be of utmost im-
portance to the three deputy superintendent areas. With those, with
that information, there should be a vehicle, where that could be -fed
back throagh the deputy superimendents and in a cabinet arrangement
whereby they might get the benefit of developing their areas of busi-
ness administration, instruction, and pupil-personnaservices.

This would give the opportunity for complete development. As we
see if harm. the information will be fed back to the superintendent's
office, evidently developed in a cabinet in the superintendent's office,
and then fed back through to the deputy superintendents. If that is not
the case, then I don't think the chart explains that.

The other situation,. though, we would say is that we would believe.
that ina situation such as this, that a deputy superintendent, an execu-
tive deiNty superintendent, should be- put in this chart. An-executive
deputy suPerintendent should be a itember of the former Louisville
city school aetiYities, or s4hool adminjstrator That person could then
serve as aa executive to the superintendent, jd this information then,

3 4
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with the exceptila possibly of an. executive assistant to the,superinten-
. dent, could be fed b4ck tp that executive depirty. This would make it

sci that the superintsndent whb has a multitude of things' to do ia the
community and surMunding area woold at that point' be free to do
many oilier things.

That .is our concern about the chart at the present time.
Ms. LEWIS. Thank you.

Simpkins, vgauld you just continue with, the areas of pertionnel,
budget, and finance?

.

:- MK. SIMPKINS. Yes. First gf all; a general statement about charac-
,..-terizing the schools as we flound them through our interviews.

There is a tremendous amount of dissatisfaction that comes through
as oil talks to board members,school administrators, teachers, which
does aot make the Jefferson County public schoolg greatly different
from thet---from other big,school districts: I think 'that is a key point. '
The Jefferson County scfiools 'are very siMilar to other sthool districts
of compprable size in the country.

There is a difference in the way in which people approach the solu-,
tions to their problems. And in Jefferion Countyit appears to us that
schools, which when they are succeSsful in dealing in a nonpathologi-
cal way with their problems, are open systems which means that they
respt-md to their envirohtnent.

.

'What we find in ..lefferSon County appears to us to be pathological,
an attempt to become a closcd system and to become nonresponsive
to a part of That environment. That part, of course, is 'the-former,
Louisville school system. lf you weie a closed system like a military
organization, of course, that did' not have to respond td its tnviron-
ment, and even- that is becoming less trUe in this country, as.we all
know, but, dearly, social systems like schools cannot take that attitude
or that position successfully.

Yet we hear this when we discuss matters relating to personnel, and
DT. Hillman has talked briefly about that. We hear statements such as
these: FrOm a former Louisville administrator' ".the former county
system deliberately downgrades the city teacher who goes to work in
the county." From a JCTA official, we hear quhtes like these:
teachers want a thance to be treared fairly. We ask .that the Jefferson
County Teachers Association be provided a voice in working ont
transfer plans that are developed. We represent not only the teachers
and the former Jefferson County System but also teachers in the
former Lotlisviltt County System, and we believe that a fair system can
be developed.

Aod the Jefferson County Teachers Association did have the belief
that their views tended to be misrepresented in discussions over the

' teacher transfer pl'ans, that the administration had shut them out. Also,
the former Louisville people felt tha4 the itdministration had shut them
out.

3 5
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Another former Jefferson Count'Y Teacher Association official had
Ms to say, that city teachers' generally are placed in lower positions
out in the county. They may be entitled to`teach. higher grades because
of their seniority were they to stay in the city, or they may have an
opportunity to teach special classes that they desire, but once they are
transferred to the county, those opportunities are. diminished. On the-
other hand, teacheis in the former comity 'systemtend to set special
inducements attached to their transfers to,the former city system. -

.So there is a belief that 'personnelwitie; at the teacher level ancr at
th administrative level, the Jefferson boupty administration is viewed
,as a closed adMinistration..that _does not listen 'equally to an the
separate views that are present in the Jefferson County community.

, And We have recommended that the schoel board enlist Support
'of a blue ribhon committeelahat jets: made up of ontstandi citizens
from the former Jefferson County schools, from the JCTA, ä from
prominent independent organiZations, and. *et this committee have a
specific task of making recommendations to the board and to 'the su-
perintendent on the infplementation .of fair and open personnel prac-
tices.

With respect to budget and fininee, again, we did not find that the
problems impacting on the Jefferson County schools are 'radically dif-
ferent from tproh ms impacting On &hoed distriets throughout the
country. Most sc ool dirrcts believe people themselves to be un--
derfunded; they think t ey Could do a lot better job if they had More
money.

Most school districtS have some kind of concern aliveru' t discrimina-
tion, either with regard to race or sex or ethnicity. Those are real
problems in-post Chstricts,,but here we get comments like these from
a former City school administrator: "There appears to be a great
reluctance on the part. of current school administration to apply
for Federal money t s. he us solve some of the preblems for which
monies are availa e. In fact, I am afraid that we might even time those
Federal monies t we formerly had."

There is clearly a belief among some of the'administrators identified .
with the former Louisville school system that the present leadership is
not particularly interested in continuing some of 'the programs that
were federally funded prior to the merger. A formerfounty adminis-

, trator made this comment, that "we made-t lot of mistakes in our
original approach to busing-and, therefore, we spent a lot more money'':*
than was necessary. I think we have learned some things and Qin do
it better next ices."

Now, we heard this kind of comment over and over again, -people
believeethat the monies are being misspent, that acjually we are not
getting the biggest bang out of the donar in Jefferson County.. And this
kind of a comment from a former city board member, "I am really
amazed at how disorganized the administration was, when it ap-
proached the transportation problems. It appeared that many of the
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parents diaking tKe colinpiints were mOre knowledgeable than the ad-
ministration."

Now, 1 don't know if this is true or not, but this is what people per-
ceive: this is what they believe. As I said earlier, ideally; we wanted
to test these questions across a broader population which we did not
do.

At die recent discussion on the budget, one former city administra-.
tor, now in the Jefferson County schools, made this statement: "At a
retent discUssion the budget, it appeared that no one had the an-.SWIMS. It was embarrassing' at times."

Now, stime of these problems are incidental to any. Nroblems as-
soeiated with'Merger. There is going to be"iiiime disorganization. There
is going tO be'some 'dissatisfaction, clearly. But we think that Owe are
Lit least two th:ins that the Jefferson County public schools can do to,
reduce Some of the dissatisfaction, budgetarily-speaking, DT about the
ways in w,hich the budget is,being managed, and I am not going to talk
about the cOmputer groups that ha n in any big organization that
really upset the teachers. 1 think ery y is familiar with those. Bui
1 believe that the same citizens mmit ee Could undertake, as a part
of its charge, helping the system o sata ish its priorities in such a way
as to ohtain as equitable a share orF eral sources as the school dis-
trict received when it was, in fact, wo' school districts. Depending
upon whose figures you take, e school district, the two districts
together, were receiving appro mately $17 million in Federal funds
separately, or maybe it as low as $14 million, it depends upon
whose figures you take on that. But, clearly, about $15 million, it qp r,
pears, could come into the merged district, and 'an effort should
made to establish priorities in 'such a way as to help the district with
the funding from outside sources.7

Secondly, it does not appear that the system uses a PPB system, that
is, a planned program budgeting system, in which one can actually cost
out a program as well as trace line'item costs. It appeared to us that
the system that is being used is essentially a line item accounting
system, which- makes it virtually impossible to determine what the ac:
tual. transportation costs are connected with busing.

One can guess, and one gets wide ranges, but a PPB system could
he established in the district, and we recommend that one be
establiihed in- the district so that, c)early, the board and the superin-
tendent and the public will know precisely what the cost of various
programs are. 4 C

MS. LEWIS. Dr. Simpson, can I just stop .you hAe; because we are
very short of time in ous hour of testimony. I wonder if you could just
state the recommendations in that section, and ,then the Commis-
sioners would like to ask you some questions.

MR. SIMPKINS. am concluded on those two, on-budget and finance.
MS. LENVIS. Thank you. very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much:
Commissioner Horn?
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VIC!' CHAIRPAAN HOSIN. 1 wOuld Lit asktDr. Simpkins a question..
s I understood your testimony, you`said there is perception among

,the Louisville ttathers that in the intekration and merger with the
former county system, they 'have not beim treated fairly. And that
given similar seniority situation: when the Merger occurred, Louisville

1. teachers have essentially been downgraded aiia result of the merger.
Did Au pave an opportunity, as the consultaneto the XOTTHIlisSioil, to

examine any of the personnel files on a random Sample -bar:0 of both
city and county teachers in order to determine the relative qualifica-
tions, academic credentials, evidence of teaching effectiveness, and,
.therefore, are yott in a poSition to make a solid recoiamendation as
to whether or riot this perception is true or false? 0.

MR. SIMPSON. No, we are not in a tiosition'to say whether thqse per-
ceptions are true or false. We did a randinn sample on administratori
and we Wanted to do a random sample.on the teachers. We did not
cdmplete the random sample on administrators ihid didn't even begin
the one on teachers because of the pre= of time.

We don't !take recomtnendationi with respect to the assignment of
teachers, except to says.that a blue ribbon committee comprised of
representatives of the teachers, of people i'rom prominent organiza-
tions, the old Louisville system, old Jeffeti6n system made a study of
the pmblem, which we didn't have an opportunity to do, to determine
whether or not these perceptions are, in fact, real, so that people at
least caii deal with a factual basis, as opposed to their gut reaction,
to what they see happening to them.

VICE CHAIRMAN litaaN. Well, 4ould agree with that apppach,
because, Dr. Simpkins, as an administrator I find some of the Wildest
things are said about organizations by employeei within an organiza-
tion and that often whun you areNrying to upgrade a system substan-
tially as an administrator, those that are left out look for every excuse

%but merit and competency as a season why they were left out,,and that
is why I asked the questidn if there ad been any objective analysis
of either academic credentials or ev ences of teaching effectiveness.
And as I listen to your answer, be use of a lack of time there was

no such analysis.
MR. SIMPKINS. That's correct at's correct.
VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. you think it might be a good idea if the

school district engaged in such an analysis?
MR. SIMPKINS. That's correct. 1

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But this Commissiop has mdcZkif ence before

it, other that; comments which employees make in any organization,
at this po;r4?

MR. SIMOKINS. That's correct; that is what we have.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissionei Freenr?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. No questions.
cHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
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It, COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Yes. Mr. Simpkins, as former 'chief labornegotiator for di Philadelphia public schogl system, you have an ex-pertise\as a negotiator between management and emplbyees, which Ideem to be quite valutible. I am going to ask you one question. Allowme first to give you my analysis and understUnding of the backgroundas a predicate for the question.
I-understand that the rducational Community has been_divided intOfactions under the general outlimt ot city and county forces competingfor power as.well as_bread and butter, ibbs and ikdininistrative accom-thodations aretteaving kars, tonipounded by problems of finante,school desegregation, educational responsibilities, ancl so\--iortfi: Youhave described a pMhologiCal complex and referred to" environthentalinfluences. .
If such a behavior, behavioral situation has developed which is cap-tive to the influences beyond the control oethe participants who set. pilicieS, I understnd it ,ii your recommendation ihat the policy recom-Mendations be formulated by citizen representatives which perhapS inturn would be politicians.

.

How would you select your citizens' committee? How would thisblue ribbon committee be formed in such faShion as to minimize allof these rigia influences that are at work at the prestnt time? Howwould you get that off the ground so that people w Wel hair con-fidence in that type of a blue ribbon committee? ,
,MR. SIMPKINS. Well, I think we need to look at some dther modelsthat have becr employed around the countrx when people have beenfaced with similar problems.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Do you have a particular model in mind fromother parts of the country, or two or three, that you could submit?
, MR. SIMPKINS. Yes, I do have. I am thinking particularly about therole which the edu c ational task force has played very successfullyrecently in the city o Detroit, which hasby the way, what we havedescribeii here is not nique to the Jefferson Cottnty schools. It maysound very bad, but most school districts sound pathological today,and what's going on. I want to make tApt point very clear. The dif-ference is tlie way in which people are responding to pathologies.,-

t and also

The response of the educational task force, despit t e fact thatthere. is a current board if education in the city of
a number of regional boards of education, the education task forcewhich was made up of a formerpresided over by a prominent physi-cian, a former city comptroll\er, who everybody trustedhe had beenon a university facuhy, a man who had no axe to grind. I assume that
communities, all communities, across the country have people Iikethese, that is, people who mat of the people in the city will say, "he'sfair."

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Has a thesis of any kind besn reduced to Writ-
ing with respect to this Detroit experietske?

MR. SIMPKINS. I am soft to defer to Dr. Ninamp on that.
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MR. HIIILMAN. Yes, I am sure that that could he provided, that infor-
mation could be made available, mien as a.part of our report.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Would you provide that,.0articulai.-theand.
background material concerning this type of a committee-Alai( would
be helpful to the Commission and to the community and make it a 4
part of the record? .

ML HIL'LMAN. Yes.
&serums. Certainty. And i would point out, tpo, that the

Detroit people actually brought in a Vernon Cunningham, an outsider,
to head their task force.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. I know you two people are outsideis, in the
sense Of the word, but your expertise is being used, which is very
salubrious. NoWI see that you find that ihat is an objective approath.

Continue, please.
MR. SIMPKINS. Yes. So they brought this Vernon Cunningham, who

put together the task force to work with the school board, and the-
general feeling and helief by school board members has been that that
task force over a 2- or 3-year period has been extremelyeseful.

Dr. Samuel Brownell, now, I believe, at the, S;toivetsity of Connec-
tieut, former U.S: Commissioner of Education, used a task force
a few years back, headed by then corporate executive George Rom-

y, to help the sehools accomplish some diiings that they could not
ha accomplished, despite the fact that they had a highly credible
board without the divisions.

My key point is that when a system is faced with lots of problems,
the tendency is, in any bureaucracy, is to close ranks and shut out all
opposition. The successful motiels seem to be to open up iour system
and to invite in, let the light \in, and you try to build a strong base
of confidence among the people who are being led.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. Allow me to interrupt you. Dr. Hillinan, do you
have an aiternateDr. Sinipkins made reference to the Detroit plan.
Do you have in mind a second,...by way of comparison?'

MR. HILLMAN. I ftm thinking of one you might find. I know. the Com-
mission has studied DenVer. Denver has a monitoring plan which has
evidently been fairly successful in doing some of the things it wanted
it to do. I am familiar with 'that one.sl know when We were developing
the desegregation plan for Dayton, Ohio, we recommended HI the
court at that' tithe something very similar to the Denver plan, as a cam--
mittee that would observe and assist in solving issues, as Dr. Simpkins
has spoken to.

So, yes, I would have two or three that I am sure we could include
in a final &port that would be ones that woulci be'very7--

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Mr. Chairman, may we make reference to the
offer made by Dr. Hinman to provide those specific plans and give it
a number at this time to be inserted?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING., Without objection, it *ill be inserted in the
record. [The tiodument referred to was marked Exhibif No. 28 mid
received in evtdence.1

tt
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COMMISSIVNER SALTZMAN. Can you identify some of the Jrucial dif-
ferences in educatitmal needs betWeen the county and city stedents
-relative to the curriculum ctintent2

MR. HILL-MAN. At this point' I would say we spent time looking_ at
, information that was collected and available aboUt what was going on.

In otherc/wOrds, we talked with people to find out and we read
eierything we possibly could.

The city, the city had ,taken an approach in speaking, to curricula
that more or less, let's say more, tbcused on the child hhnself. Th
direction- as discussed by the administrators in the city was onessin
which'they were developing an activity in the classroom which spoke
to humarieneSs, focusing on the child, letting the activity environment
bt child-,centered.' .

-VPThat is sometimes looked upon as being progressiv1é liberal. But as $
my intel-pretation, of what I saui that was the way it' was taken. That
is not unusual for cities, in the sense that as cities/are facing a mul-
titude of problems with youngsters, with their Children, what they are
doing is trying to find oiit a way to speak to all of thiise differences.

. Now, at the same time there _was an approach in the county, which
was at the elementary school, which is basic:ally a nongraded approash.
It had some 19 levels. Students would progress through as they went
through 'the early grades of school. That .was, in essence, a structural
activity which spoke te competencies that students would acquire as
they went along.

4 .

Those were two different approaches, and I think that the ck child
could fit into and belewarded, certainly by the 19-level approach that
I gave, but I think atreat deal of care has to be taken to spend time

, to understand the varied needs 'of a child in the city. 1 think that is
one of the things that was. being done definitely irl the old Louisville
district, as I found it.

,

I think the focus in the county was more on structbre, changing the
structure. I r fer to the extended sthool year program, which they had.

rnI refer to t. e TV pfogras that thy have. I look at the advanced
placement aCtivity that they have,, and I ttink there were two dif-
ferences there.

Now, I think that Louisville at the time was doing a good job of
speaking to the needs of the children in the city. I do not think that

, I can .say, as I would approach the county. I think the county was
speaking to the -perceived needs of pleir children at the same time. 1 .

think there were just two different directions that the people, were
going.

What I am saying is this, that as we move a city child into a different.
envitionment, into a mixed environment, we have to proceed to
develop curriculum, I believe and would recommend, that centered
directly around the. chf4d. That has to beI think that is a key
direction 1 would redmmi1. As to specific titles and names, there
are those, but I think that I ould have to take time to explain each



one of them, but the basic Was I think would definitely have to be
on the child.'I think it would work in bo h cases, th9ugh, both...city

. and (purity.
' ,

COMMISSIONER NALTZMA, nattt you.
CHAI,RMAN FLEMMING. The.Commission appreAtes very Much your

bringing your ptofessional experti4 to bear on'the issues that confront.--
the merged school districtaNhat Ou have presented to us orally, and
what I am sure you will be presenting to us in writing, I know is going
to be 'very helpful to.us as we attenalpt to evaluate-the situation.

Thank you very much. '
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. gounsei Win call the next`witnefs.
Ms. Luwis. Will igel Henning take The stand?

TESTIMONVOF JOEL HENNING, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR
Ii4STRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION; ACCOMPANWD BY HENRY TRIPLET'',

t

MS: LEWIS. While we are changing, I will suhmit foi the record a
series of documentS identified as follows: series of memoranda dealing
with the areas of Suspension, hardship transfer, alternate school and
youth development program placement, and educable iiientallA han-
tdicapped and learning disability. 'relerrali, and a series of data on the
same topics.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, it will be entered in the
recorl at this point. Would you mind standing and raising Your right
hand? [Joel Henning was sworn.) [The ,documents referred to were
marked Exhibits 29,and 30 and received in evidence.)

Ms. LEWis. Would counsel please identify himself.for the record?
MR. TRIPLETT. Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, my

name is Henry Triplett. I appear as counsel with Mr. Henning.
CHAIRMAN FitiMMING. Delighted to tiave you with us.
Ms. LEWIS. Dr. Henning, would you State your nameeddress, and

occupation for the record?
MR. HENNING. My name is Joel T. Henning, currently assistant su-

perintendent for instructional organization with the Jefferson County
Board of Eduption. My address is 119 Lower Revalle, Louisville, Ken-
tucky.

Ms. LEWIS. Could you give us bri efly a description of yotir
background, academic and work?

MR. HENNING. My academic backgroundI recently completed my
doctoral degree in educatidnal administration at the University of Ken-
tucky, received iny master's degree in learning theory and counseling
film the University of Kentucky, and I am currently -completing a

in social and philosophical *foundations at, education at the
University. of Florida. I have been involved with the national training
laboratories and their sequence of training related to organizational
development, management of school systems.
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(have for the twit 6 years been involved in public education in a
number of capacities, primarily with the Louisville Board of Education

, and since merger with the Jefferson Cqunty Board of Education, I
might note that I have resigned, effegive June 30, my rxxiition
the Jefferson Cotinty Board of Education to be taking a position el-
sewhere in the psiuritryinpubhe education.

MS. LEWIS. During the course of the last year. yew responsibilities
under the merged school district were, what? -

M. tiENNING. Within the merged school district I reported to the- -
deputy for instruction. At the time -of merger that was Mr. Farmer..
Since the time of merger tisat is Mr. IC. Cantrell. Under. Mr. Farmer,
I worked' pcimarily in the arei of deseiregation and handling some dif-ficult situations in the schools-as he assigned them to me.

I Served on the desegregation design team that drew up the Gordon
plan, or assisted the court in drawing up the Gordon plan, July of
1975. 1 also have served on the desegregation implementation' team,
which was another group to monitor the implementation of the plan.
My duties also included monitoring the plan and developing data for
the deputy. superintendent for instruction during the course. of this
school year.

MS. LEWIS. Can.you describe for us how the desegregation plan was
designed and objectives the design team had at that time, and did the .plan as ordered , in July of '75 achieve those objectives, in your
opinion?

MR. HENNING. The design of the plan was carried out under Federal
Judge James Gordon. In July of 1975, he requested, or ordered, that
the former Louisville desegregation team and the Jefferson County
desegregati& team merge into a single team. They became officers of
the court under Jydge Gordon, and given some general guidelines that
he provided, drtrw up the plan. Judge Gordon wanted to achieve four
things in the plan that we finally produced. Those were stabilityby
stability, ir was my interpretation that he intended the 'plan would not
require major revisions from year to year, bus that the 'community
coad count on the plan remaining stable over a period of years and
minimizipe change that had,to take place over a long period of time.

I think it was his thinking that it was bitter to gd-Grough one trau-
matic change than a series of changes over a period of years. He also
wanted the plan to be,predictab10, in the sense of students and parents -
knowing where student assignments would be so that 1-as a student in
July of '75 would know exactly when I wotild be responsible for par-
ticipation in the plan, particularly if rwas going to be-transported for
purposes of desegregation. That eleinent of the plan was an 4mportant
one, ahd we built into the plan a student assignment methodology
which allowed a student to know exactly what school he would be at
over a period of 12 year's and what Years he would be transported for

, desegregation.
9
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Judae Gordon also wanted the plan to be equitable. By equity, he
meant drat its impact upon students would be distributed as equally as
possible within racial categories. l' might note that because the student
distribution in the Jellergon County system is approxiMately 20 per-
cent black and 80 percent White 'that required blacks to.participate
more often than whites in transportation requirements fore desegrega-
tioir, but within racial categories; the requirements were roughly equal.

He also wanted the plan to be as simple as possible so Ow comMunii..
ty could understand how it worked,'itS Mechanics; and how it wduld
impact tliem. In order, to achieve predictability, equity, and stability..

° he also provided guidelines regarding, the racial ratios he wished to
achieve at the iiidividual schools. At .the elemetitary level:he wanted
aIrschpols to fall roughly between 12 1/2 to 35 percept blak-1 ani
sorry, 12 1/2 to-40 percent blackand .at the secondary le%;e1, 12 to
35 gercent black. His thinking, as I understood him in regards to that,
was that if schools appeared, in the perception of the community, to
be generally alike in regards to racial compesition, movement of black
or white families from one section of the county to the other would
not ilecur. In other werds, if 4 am living one place, the school I am
going to is gcling to be roughly like a school anywhere else in the
county.

With those guidelines,' the design team as officers of the court werlt.
-about,. on July 18, 19, and 20, or during that period, in constructing
a plan. Generally, I think that thefour goals he laid out were achieved.
I believe the plan was stable as designed. It was equitable within racial
categories as designid, and it was predictable as designed. There were
two or three flaws in the design which could not be spoken to at the
time fbr IL number of reasons, but in an overall sense, I think the
design was a good one and achieved the goals the court laid out.

MS. LEWES. During the implementation phase and after school was
in session, did the administration develop any mechanisms for monitor-
ing the schodisystem's compliance with the plan?

MR. HENNIN.G. There were two mechanisms that I am aware of,
there may have been others, but two that I'm aware of regarding moni-
toring. Within the text of.the plan itself, there was a requirement that
the court be supplied data on a number of variables that would give
it some indication of what was occurring during the implementation
phase. That information, generally, was retrieved by the chairman for
the imPlementation team, Mr. Brucchieri, deputy superintendent.

Thtc only other monitoring I am aWare of was what I was requested
to do by Mr. James Farmer, the deputy for instruction. In early Oc-
tober we talked several times, and he asked that I look at several mea-
sures of implementation to see what condition of the plan was in re-\gards to implementation.

MS. LEWIS. Could you just go on and elaborate' on those areas?
MR. HENNING. I Will be glad to. He gave ,me a good deal of latitude

in responding to those Measures. What I did was to try to identify
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several measures that would indicate to the administration- whether or
not implementation was going on in such a 'manner that the integiity
of the design was being maintained. I identified four or so measures
which I considered important.

The first was suspensions. I felt that suspensions by school and by
race would indicate two thingsone the.climate within the S-chool, and
secondarily, whether or not suSpensions were acting aS a,pushout fac-
tor regarding particular groups of students, be that on racial categbries
Alt on other lines. So, suspensions was one Measure I chckse to pursue.

The second measure regarded alternative programs, provided
primarily for disciplinary reasons. There were two programs and cur- -
renilY are two programs in JeffersonCounty schools to which students
arcor into which studentS are enrolled if :they have partictilar
problems in a regular Classroom. One of those is the youth develop-
ment program, which is a former county program. Tlie other is the al-
ternative school program, which'was a former city program. Brit.l felt
that that would 'be some indicator as to What was going on in imple-
mentation,' what kinds of students were being referred to those pro-
granis, what purnbersiwere being referred by race.

The third Measure regarded hardship transfers. We did build into the
plan provisions for students who would undergoa terribly difficUlt
hardship during implementation to apply for exemption from transpor-
tation requirement for desegregation. I thought it was important to
look arthe number of students who were receiving hardshila transfers
again, by 'race 'and by school, to indicate if that was becoming an
avenue of escape from participation in the plan. And a foUrth measure
that I thought was important to look at was assignment to the special
education classes. All categories of special education have been ex-,
eMpted from .the plan except EMH and LD resource roomn children.
But there were a number"of other categories that were exempted, and

thought that placement in special education would be an important
item to look at in terms of maintaining the integrity of the plan.

In addition to those four measures, I was involved-Ur looking at deci-
sions regarding the design of the plan itself, specifically this year those
involved exempting the first grade as well as EMH and LD children,
and the effect4on the plan of those decisions as they were handled by
the administration and board.

Ms. Lkwls, And what conclusions did xou draw from your mon' itor-
4ing?

Ma. HENNING. I am sorry?
Ms. LEwls. What conclusions did you draw from your monitoring?
MR. HENNING. Well, it is difficult to jump to the conclusions without

looking at the data, but maybe we can go in that direction. The con-
clusions I drew were that in each one of the areas that-I looked at,
there WEIS an indication that there were problems developing. By
problems I mean that there was, at least as far as I could interpret the
data, indications that the integrity of the plan was being threatened by

4
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a number of events thit were oceurrisig, asindicated by these .mea-.
Mires. It was my feeling that unless there .vas some action taken tO
reverse the trend which I saw developing, that these/would be serious
difficulty in maintaining the original design of the plan, particularly-es
relatesiLo'stability and to predictability. . -

I cairgo through those measures individually if that-is helpful to you!
Ms. LEWIS. Yes, why don't Yciu do that?
MR. HENNING. Can I have about a minute to Sort through this?

Rause.) Let me start with the data I initially developed and presented
on December 17 to the Instructional Councril. The Instructionai Coun-
cil was a group of administrators coiivened by the deputy superinten-
dent for inIstructicip for purposes of sharinkinformatioil, problem solv-
ing and decisionmaking. Dhad written_to theedeputy superintendent for
instruction in October and indicated in a general way, in,a memoran-
dum which I have here; let me refer back to it, that there were
problems in regards to hardship transfert, suspensions, and assignment
to alternativ.e schools.

I first developed that data, shared it with the deputy superintendent,
and on December 17 he convened a meeting of Stiff to discuss it That
data Indicated in each one of these measures some general trends. In
regards to suspension, it indicated thatblacks :vere beisg siispended
at-significantly higher rates than whites, particularly in the, senior high
school. It indicated that at the former black secondary schools, and
there are seven of them, three fiigh schools, and four junior. high
schools; that hardship transfers were being granted at a rate which
would become problematic and already was.

Let me refer you.to those three schools, and I don't knoW, do you
knowif you are following me, I am looking at the becember 17
memorandum and chart from myself to James Farmer, depuly superin-
teRdent.

. 1/

At Central High School, there wasthere had been through
November 2, 61 hardship transfers granted to whites, or at erate of
approximately ¶i tranrs for,every 100 whites enrolled at Central. At
Shawnee High SctMo , on the second page, there had been 74 hardahip
transfers granted for every 100 whites enrolled, or at a rate of approxi-
matelyI am sorry, 4 overall; a rate of 16 per 100.

And at Male, 16 or a rate of 5 per 100. The same trend was in-
dicated in thc junior high schools, that a number of students assigned
to 'be transported for desegregation were being returned t9 their dis--
trict schools, or what is generally referred to as their home schools.
Thai had the effect of making former black schools blacker and
former white schools whiter.

The problem around that is that, generally, we felt tfit the more
schools appeared to be black or white, the lessparticipation we could
expect in regards to students and that as they separated themselves out
and the former black schools became more blackranct the former white
schoohi more white, that participation Would tend to decrease.

3 1 6
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In regards 'to the alternative school, the problem wascould bc
stated. very simply. At this point in the plad, and this would be through
December 15. there 1tad been 81 black students assigned to the alter-
native school: while only 16 whites had been assigned. And thit in-
dicated that, in regards to senior high school students, at least, the ride
of assignment was for blacks per 100 enrolled, wis significandy higher
than that for whites. Those three indicators all seenied to be going in
the same direction, and I felt it Was important that some action be
takiin in rejards to them.

Subsequentiy, I worked up other data regarding these measures, and
if it is helpful why doni I just go through that data now, and then I
can come back and answer any questions on it, if that will be of any
help to you?

I am now looking at this long sheet on suspensions. It is a number
of pages and carries suspensions through April 30 of 1976. Looking
at suspensions in the senior high schools, where they are most signifi-
cant, what I found was, that as I continued to accumulate data on a
monthly basis. from Noveinber through April, that in a -number Of
schools the differential between black suspensions and, white suspen-
sions became significant. I -Might mention that just using the November
data on suspensions, that first section, I found there was statistical sig-
nificance at the point 0-0. one level at a large number of schools re-
garding distribution of suspensions between blacks and whites. That
meant in simple terms that ths probability of getting this distribution
just by chance was about one in a thousand.

Now, let me just take one school and read it across to you. Using
the first school on the chart, Ahrens, using the November 17 data re-
port, there were 314 blacks, 594 Whites enrolled at Ahrens. Through
November 30, the total numbef of suspensions was 8, the total number
of Gluck suspensions was 6, and the first asterisk column is an indica-
tion of the rate per 100 enrolled. There had been 1.9 suspensions per
100 blacks enrolled, 1.9 black suspensions per black enrolled. Thcl
next cofumn 'indicates 2 white suspensions through November 3, or
there had been 1/3 of a white student suspended for every 100 whites
enrolled. The column with the little crotis indicates the difference on
rate per 100. For every white student suspended, 6.3 black students
had been su.spended on a rate per 100. Of course, those nuMbers at
Ahrens are not significant; there aren't enough suspensions to really
draw statistical significance. But as you move down the chart, for in-
stance, and come to the third school, Ballard, there had been a total
through November 30 of 177 suspensions; 143 had been black, or just
through Novemher 30, a rate of approximately 39 black suspensions
per 100 blacks enrelled. There had been 34 white suspensions or a
rate of approximately 2 per 100 enrolled. The rate for blacks was 20.
times greater than the rate for whitits.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let MC interrupt at this point, just so We are
very clear on svitsit we mean by suspensions. This can be, I think, very

is$
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misleading to the Commissioners arid listeners. That could be a ,I7day
suspension? - \

MR. HENNING. Yes, or it could be one person suspended a number
of times.

VICE CHAIRMAN I4ORN. That is xight. It could be 1 person suspended
39 times.

MR. HENNING. It coOld be, yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you have any evidence as to the in-

cidence in terms ofdndividuals-and the length of the particular suspen-
sion?

MR. HENNING. I have no information regarding the length of in-
dividual suspensions, and the data base I used, which were computer
printouts i;itrich the sshool system supplies, did nOt indicate whether
or not the suspensions are multiple suspensions for one person. They
just indicate incidence of suspension.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN.-That is what concerns me. Ii it is white of
black, Susie or Joe, you,can have one troublemaker that just complete-
ly makes disproportionate what is really going on in a particular
school, in terms of patterns of behavior.

Ma. HENNING. There is no question about that. Of course, the same
, could be true of whites or blacks, what you could be dealing with. I
followed .the suspensions through each month until. April 30 of 1911t-
and that shows the cumulative suspensions for the schools through that
date. Again, those columns indicate exactly .the same thing. At Ahrens
through November 30, the suspensions had increased or, I am sorry,
through April 30. the sUsoensions had increased to 110; 58 were black

---at--the rate of approximately 18.5 suspensions per 100 blacks enrolled
and 52 for whites at a rate of approximately 8.8 suspensions per 100
whites enrolledtwo times, approximately, based on rate for blacks
than for whites. If you, read down the very last column on April 30,
you can see exactly what ihe indications were at the individual schools.
As a cumulative total, if you turn to the last page of the senior highs,
which ends with Westport, it is the fourth page into the report, you
will find that through April 30, at the senior high schools there had
been 10,990 suspensions, 5,886 black suspensions, at a rate overall for
all blacks enrolled in senior high schools of approximately 59 for every
100 blacks enrolled. There had been 5,104 white suspensionspr a rate
cif approximately 14 for every 100 whites enrolled..Overall suspension
rate for blacks was 4.3 times greater than for whites.

Now, in regards to hardship transfers, this is an er ex it I think
you have with you. It shows approved throuih Dece r 31; 1975,
and it shows for all schools in the system.

Let me explain why I did this again so quickly atter the December
17 report. After the December 17 retort I had occasion to talk to two
senior bigh school principals:- and they indicated to me that their
record of transfers was not consistent with the figures that I had sub-
mitted on the December 17 report. I talked to Mr. Goodman, who is
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m charge of hardship transfers, and based on the records thin he had
worked up, these figures:. the absolute figures, are somewhat different
but they do indicate the same wendthat black schools tended to be
'losing a large number of whitg Students assignecl to.them through the
use of hardship transfers. Central, Male, and Shawn, in 'the senior
high schools; at the junior high schools, which we haven't looked at,
we had Du Val, Meyzeek, Parkland, and Shav.-Ase._ is is on ttie third
page. At Du Val through December 31, there hadhèen 36 hardship
transfers granted for whites; at Meyzeek, 42; at Parkland, 0; and at
Shawnee Junior, 87. Since that time there have been a n mber of re-
ports developed by the office of Mr: Goodman.- I -have _been familiar
with those reports, but 1.haven't.develoPed them 'along this format.

I might indicate that as I have read Mr. Goodman's latest report, it
indicated the same trend. I believe that particularly at Shawnee Senior
High School the number of transfers for whites was up to approximate-
ly I 10; while a large number of blacks had been transferred back to
Shawnee. Again, it had the effeCt, from mY riOint of view, of threaten-
ing the Aahility of the plan. As that trend continued, the schools'
became more and more unalike in regards to racial composition. As
relates to tht alternative school and the YD program, the latest.report
an the alternative school, which is as ofs May 1, 1976, indicates that
Sic _same trend, which was identified back on December 17, continued.
There are at the alternative school, currently, 193 black youngsters
and 13 white youngsters, which is consistent with the trend which was
initially, identified hack in December. The YD p'rogram, and I might
explain there is a significant difference between the YE) and altern'ative
school program, the YD program is carried on within the local schools.
themselveS. It ,is not separated out from the local- schools. In other
words, if I went to Ftilon Creek and I was 'enrolled in the YD program,
I would stay, most likely, at Fern Creek, although I would be in a spe-
cial class and would be no longer going to the regularly assigned
classes I had initially been enrolled in.

The alternative school program is an off-campus program at another
actual building,.individual site. Longfellow is an old elementary school
in the city. The YD program, on January 12, 1976, indicated that of
the total number of students, 105 were black and 353 werc white. If
is not all that far separated from the geneial racial guidelines Or com-
position of the school system.

Rut my concern was, what was the criteria that separated a YD stu-
dent from an alternative school student, and was that explicit enough
for a reasonable perrn to be able to understand the difference and
assign them. From my point of view, I was not clear on that nor was
that ever clarified sufficiently for me to understand why the alternative
school program was primarily black and lacking white particiipation as
opposed to the YD program. I also was involved besidesI might men-

', tion that I said initially, by the way, that I was assigned to Jook at the
assignment of people to special education during this Period. I found
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in November or December of 1975 that records regarding referrals to
special education ai well as 'placement in special education were, not
kept by race, beginning in Septemberthey may never have, but they
had not been since the implementation of the plan.

I had talked to the superintendent about it early in January, and he
agreed that that ought to be done. I talkedto Dr. Lee, who was the
associate superintendent foy special education, and beginning in
February, testing and placement in special education programs Was in-
dicated by race, burl have no current figures on that.

Besides those four measures, I also had occasion to be involved in
the decisionmaking regarding the exemption of EMH, LD, and first
graders from the plan itself. That is a whole other line of data. Do you
want to pursue that now or not?

Ms. LEWIS. I will let the Commissioners do that if they choose to.
Let me just ask you what kinds of procedures were used by the su-
perintendent and other staff members to solve the problems you have
outlined, and how much awareness do they have that these problems
were existent?

Ma. HENNING. Regarding just these measures, I have explained in
detail suspensions, hardship transfers, and alternative school programs.
I worked very closely with Mr. Farmer during this period. oirie time
in October I wrote a memo indicating, roughly, these problems but not
in the detail that I submitted them in this chart form in December. At
the December meeting there were a large number of administrators
who were affected by these problems present. They were discussed in
some detail. At the conclusion of the meeting, it was greed that no
specific actions would be taken regarding this da ntil again
woulduntil it would be developed further in subseq nt.mon s.

I might mention that my ow? orientation to pro m so ing was
somewhat different than that which I experienced,, at point in
myat the time I spent in the Jefferson County system. At that meet=
ing I thought it would be a place where, these problems, we would
work through some problem-solving straiegi to work with the prin-
cipals and other groups that were directly affected by these'problems.
A number.of people indicated that they felt that is what needed to be
done. There was an adminigtrative decision not to do anything at that
time.

I also supplied the superintendent with this data, I think just on
December 16 or 17, as well as the other deputies, Mr. Maupin and
Mr. Brucchieri. In fact, Mr. Brucchieri was at the December 17 meet-
ing. Subsequent to the December 17 meeting,. Dr. Robert Wynkoop,
desegregation advisory specialist for the school system, came to me
and asked me to look at the data. He indicatedalthough there had
been tight restrictions placed.on who could see the data, I thought it
was proper that he saw it as he acted as a policy advisor to the su-
perintendent on matters of desegregation. He looked at the data, in-
dicated to me that he thought the problems were significant, and said
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he would talk to the superintendent about it: He did, to the best of
my knowledge. do that some time in December. At least he indicated
that to me.

I, talked toothe superintendent about the data on January 6 or 7 and
on' January 15, again expressing my concern as to what trends were
indicated by these measures and that I thought that at least we ought
to develop further information as to whether or not there was a serious
problem, as indicated by these measures.

Ms. tewts. Dr. Henning, let me interrupt you and let the Commis-
sioners ask what they will of you since they haVe questions they would
like to address to you.

CHMRMAN FLEMMINCi. Thank you. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rulz.IMr. Henning?

HENNING, Yes, Sim
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. You have been close to the design of

desegregation plans as a member pf the design team appointed -by
Judge Gordon after the merger?

MR. HENNING. Y1.13.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. You have been making reference to the fact
that the integrity of this design -has been influenced by the pushout
program, disciplinary program: the alternative school program, the
hardship transfer prOgrhm, and you have given us many statistical
items.

Now, I understand that our superintendent of schools has an out-
standing background in finance and accounting, as a problem solver
with relation to data and statistics. I noted that you amended your
testimony by saying that on Januatry 6 and 7 and again on January

MR. HENNING. iS .

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. '1 5that you spoke with the superintuddent of
schools, am I correct?

(MR. HENNING. That is correct?sir.
COA$MISSIONER Ruiz. ow, if you were the superintendent of

schools, what instructions would you give and to whom? It should be
rather easy for you to tell us what action you would take if you were
the superintendent of schools because you are leaving us at the4end
of this month, is.that correct?

MR. HENN1746. That is correct.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Now, I think you can leave us a legacy during

this brief instant while you are on the stand ais superintendent of
schools, about to . become emeritus, so I would be very much in-
terested, with this accumulation of data, the suwestions that you have
made. You have formulated policy, and I want you now to put on the
other hat and tell us exactly what you would do.

MR. HENNING. Okay. Well, I think, first of all., in regards to
desegregation and the iniplementation of it, you would have to expect
that you are going to have ,overwhelming problems to begin with and
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to aMibipate anything less than that would be naive. 1 don't think any-

body in the school system, the superintendent included, would, have tL

make an excuse regarding the development of these kinds of problems.

They have happened in other school systems; they are serious; but they

are to be expected when you go through a massive program change

such as is indicated with desegregation.
My own orientation to administration would make me think that, if

I were wearing that hat, some of the actions which I. would consider

appropriate and which 1 think would be important to take would be

to developwell, let's take suspensions, for ,instance. There were going

to be problems in the schools, disciplinary problems. Suspensions is

one way to &id with those, but when suspenSions develop to the point

the rate of 'suspensions per 100 students enrolled is, is by, for

ins , blacks, in a number of schools, is 115 suspensions for evely

ckil enrolled, 1 think you have an indication that's an ineffective

way of dealing with things.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. NOW, with respect to the suggestion made by

my colleague, Commissioner Horn, concerning the integrity of the

suspension statistics because of repeats, what would you as superintert-,

dent do in order to get that cleared up?

MR. HENNING. First of all, 1 think you need to retrieve more data,

if you want to took at whether or not there are multiple suspensions- .

for one student as opposed to individual suspensions.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. You would exp64he analysis that particn-

lar subject?
MR. HENNING. Oh, sure. I think this is an indicator. It o ly indicates

that maybe further aclion is necessary, and that further actionthe

immedipte further action yoti might want to take would be- to develop

furtherdata to give you a clearer picture and analysis of what was

going on. I believe that, given what you found with that further analy-

sis, you might take a number of steps. One would be, from my point

of view, to -develop ways of dealing with disciplinary problems other

than suspensions, such as counseTS contracting, or in-house suspen-

sionsthat has been done at a tett individual schoolsand to develop

other strategies as appropriate for the problem. 1 think the key .thing

would he to acknowledge the problem and to indicate that although

you may not have all the answers to the problem, you are going to

enter into a problem-solving cycle to try.. to relieve the specific

problem, i.e.. suspensions.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Would you call in other people?

MR. HENNING. OR, 1 would call in the people who are involved in

the suspensions and that woitid be teachers, principals, and students.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Whairinstructions would you give them?

MR. HENNING. I would hopefully ask them to manage a problem-

solving sequence that would arrive at some alternatives that might re-

lieve this problem.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Very well, continue.

!
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MR. HENNING. In regards to hardship suspensions, or hardship trans-fers, I again, would move on a problem-solving cycle on that. In otherwords, you recognize, on the .one hand, there are students who havelegitimate reasons for not being, involved in a transportation require-ment, whatever it may be. But wheii those numbers reach the size theydo at Shawnee, for instance, I think ithat indicates that you need toacknowledge there is a problem regarkii'ng.the maintenance of the in-tegrity of the plan.

Commtsstoma Rutz..W pecific instructions would you give withrelation toafter having ack 'Wledged that there is a problem?MR. HENNING. After having ackngwledged there was a problem, Iwould call together those most affected or most responsible for themanagement of that particular problem and again indicate to them thatwe needed to enter into a problem-solving cycle. t think that alsomight include, in this specific instance regarding this measure, people' external to the system. For instance, doctors, parents, other groupsthat recognize that if you don't maintain the sta!iility of the plan, youhave just got to redraw the whole thing all over again, and that thatis`a far worse thing than just maintaining the'integrity of the originalorder,
So that i what I would do in regards to that. I don't claim to have--le specific and guaranteed answer to these, but I think that youh7le to acknowledge the problem exists and do the best you can,develop alternative strategies to deal with it.

COMMISSIONER Rurz. Now, we still have left the alternate school pro-gram.
MR. HENNING. Right.
COMMISSIONER Rutz. What instructions would you give with respectto that?
MR. HENNING. As regards the alternative school program, therewould be one thing that I would do somewhat differently than this.Again, I think the first stei1 is to acknowtedir that there is a problem,ihat the rate of assignment to the alternative school is so dispropor-tionate-in regards to racial categories that there seems to be some indi-cation that needs to be looked at.Given that. one thing that I would do is make the criteria for assign-ment to the alternative school and criteria for assignment to the Y.D.program very explicit. I would ask those who are most affected by theproblems of student behavior to do that and the management ofproblematic behavior. That would be people like those who direct thealternative school program, the Y.D. prograrn, 'and principals.COMMISSIONER Rutz. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Saltzman?COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. One question, Dr. Henning, Has the courthad the statistics, information, conclusions that you have drawnhasthe court been made aware of this? Do they have this information?Does the judge have this information?
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MR. HENNING. To my knowledge, not in the form in which I ant
presenting it. Let me try to answer that a little more fully. An area
we haven't talked ablout, that I was directly involved in, regarded the
exemption of the first grade. As you know, Judge Gordon in his action
of May 'required the first grade plan be redrawn'. Dating the school
year there was data developed on a number of occasions which in-
dicated that if the first grade were exemiated, the elementary, schools
would go Ear beyond the racial patameters established by the court, re-
garding what the court wanted to see regarding racial ratios in the
school.

One of it* difficulties with the .management of the plan speaks to
your question. As that data was developed, and political pressures in-
creased for the exemption, it becameit seemed to me as I followed
those events, and I was one of the persons who Was to testify on that
question when it originally 'came upthat data in a fOrmat that would
let the court know the impact of its decision if it should exempt the
first grade, or interpretation of data, to the best of my knowledge,
wasn't provided. But, win, that may have been, done in chambers; it
may have been done b, counsel for the school board; may have
been done by any number of persons who I would not have knowledge
of. I know that in, regards to the format of the firit grade data or the
suspension data, to the best of my knowledie, it was never presented
to the court, or it was presented in a different format than the one
which I provided.

COMMISSIONER SALTzstAN. Just may I pursue it for one moment? The
court order, I believe, was sensitive to the possibility that the design
would be subverted hy some of these factors. Was the monitoring
procedures a failure on the part of your, at least, point of view, on
the part of the court or upon the part of the school administration to
present an adequate information to the court?

MR. HENNING. That is a matter of conjecture, to some degree. It was
my own view that the design team was appointed and became officers
of the court and that the responsibility of the desig* team, at that
point, was to fully inform thi court, in this' case Judge Gordon, of the
implications and consequences of the decisions it was *making, particu-
larly regarding the original design.

Given that Judge Gordon is not an educator, that desegregation
plans are highly complex things, and that school administrators had a
better grasp and understanding of the problems and statistics they were
using to monitor the problems than the court did, I have heard
opinions expressed that were contrary to that view, that it is the
court's responsibility to find out what is going on. It is my own view
that that is not the question, that the important thing is that there be
full information provided to the court, interpretations, and varied in-
terpretations, of that information and that the court have a solid base
of data and data interpretation and then make its decision, because if
that doesn't occur, the consequendes regarding the stability of the plan
become very difficult.
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COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Weren't you an instrument of the court?
MR. HENNING. Was 1 an instrument of the court?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Yes, in the design
MR. HENNING. Yes, I was.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Then couldn't you have presented this to

the cart?
Ma. HENNING. No, I could not have.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Am I correct that you did Serve aS an officer

of the court along with others?
MIL HENNING. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In connectiimi with the design of the plan?-
MR. HENNING. Yes.
CtIAIRMAN FLEMMING. But once the plan had been presented and

-t once the court had issued its order, you were no longer an officer of,
g the court?

MR. HENNING. Yes. The design team did maintain its identity and
did reconvene,- aggin in January, to it did maintain,- I assuni*, that
status. I believe the plan as written also called 'for the appointment of
an implementation team, and I don't know if the effect of that was to
make that implementation team or the members of that officers-of the
court. I do know that after the design of the plan was completed,
which was July 30, approximatly, that I no longer had access to the
COUrt.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. You wCire restrainedwere you restrained
from providing this?

MR. HENNING. No, Judge Gordon made it clear, particularly in early
December, in a statement he issued from the bench that he would
work through the superintendent, and the superintendent chose those

b
persons whom he to be appropriate when he would talk to
Judge Gordon in c ers or in any other

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner H4orn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. DT. Henning, let me get back to the suspen-

sion data for a moment. You recognize that the gross statistics sorfie-
firms hide what is really going on. Did you make any recommenda-
tions to the central 'school administration that -you needed a further
breakdown as to the individuals involved in this suspension data, the
number of.days for which they were suspended, etc.?

MR. HENNING. I made two recommendations, Mr. Commissioner.
One of them was that there needed to be further analysis of the data,
The second was that the principals needed to be convened so that they
could discuss with the superintendent, or deputy superintendent or his
designee, what this data meant and their interpretatios of the data
could be retrieved. I considered that essential.

I might mention that, from my viewpoint, that even if there were
Multiple suspensions, at a number of schools the suspension rate was
so high quit even with multiple suspensions, a- problem was indicated

if*
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that needed further investigation. There was further investigation un-
denakenby the way, that spoke to both those things to a degree.

You know that Judge Gordon on March 4, if I am correct, asked
Deputy Superintendent Maupin tO undertake a study of the suspen-

Aims., There was some further data collected regarding your question,
how many were multiple, one person.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. What was the response to your recommenda-
tions?

MR. HENNING. My recommendations ..were only made through Janua-
ry. To my knowledgewthere was no convening of the principals, there
was no further analysts of the data called for, and I wasn't asked to
develop this data any further than I already had.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. This was a decision made at the highest level
of the school administration?

MR. HENNING: II was a decision that was made, as far as I know,,
either by the office of the deputy, officie`Of the superintendentyou
have to understand, this data had distripUtion only to a very few peo-

_pie. There weren't More than 6 or 20 people pho knew this data ex-
listed.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let mi ask you, on hardship transfers, are
you familiar with the clearance process that is required in order to
pass judgment as to whether a hirdship transfer should or should net
be granted?

MR. HENNING. Yes, I am familiar with it.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Did yOU have any input in the design of this

process, in terms of the type of management infoimation system data
that would be needed to make some of these judgments? 6

MR. HENNING. Yes, I did.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Were your recommendations Reeepted?
MR. HENNING. You have to follow the sequence on it. In regards to

hardship transfers, I became aware in late December that the record-
keeping was not up to par with regard to hardship transfers. For in-
stance, the appeals data, and those are hardship transfers that have
been granted on an appeal from rhe original request, had not even
been accumulated. That was because, from my point of view, there
was a structural problem in the recordkeeping. I talked to Mr. Good-
man about it. I met with the superintendent on January 15 with Mr.
Goodman. We recommended that all recordkeeping regarding hardship
transfers be centralized under Mr. Goodman.

Given that we couldn't get an accurate picture of hardship transfers
in regard to number, race, or school, given the way the recordkeeping
had gone to that point, the superintendent agreed that we needed to
change the recordkeeping. Mr. Goodman subsequently wrote a memo
roughly summarizing what we had agreed to.. It's my understanding, in
conversations I had with him about 6 or 8 weeks ago, that following
the writing of that memo, the superintendent wrote a memo to him
and reverted the agreement we had come to regarding recordkeeping.
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, I am sure that the December 31 figures are correct because I did
those by hand myself with my secretary. But 'liven the problems with
the recordkeeping system, 1 aM not sure that any figures since.then are
correct.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you feel there was conscious falsification
involved in any of these records or was it just inadequate collection?.

-MK. HENNING. I wouldn't .speculate one way or another. I do think
there was common agreement that there was inadequate collection,
whatever the .reasons were.

VICE CHAARMAN HORN. I note on your charts on hardship transfers,
I don't get an kbea of how many apply versus how many were granted.
It seems that is just a fundamental statistic one gathers.

M. HENNING. Yes, roughly twice asmany applied as were granted
in either case. What I was interested in looking at was the impact of
hardship transfcrion racial ratios. Applications had no impact, ap-

.provals did.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But that data is available in the school

systerh?
MR. HNNING. It certainly is.
Vitt cHAiRMAN HORN. Who should I address questions to on the

hardship ransfers? We have, I believe, a pana of administrators co41-
ing next. We also hke. the superintendent. Who is the most responsi-
ble official in terms of the process of hardship transfers?

M. HENNING. There are two officials. Mr. Goodman is responsible
.for hardship transfers_at the initial entry level. That is where your first
request would occur. Mr. ell is responsible for the appeals
process which can be a two- three-step process, but he monitors
that through its entircty. So both those officials would be the ones you
would want to speak to.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Counsel, are those officials scheduled to ap-
pear before us? The counsel says no. So then we will have to ask the
superintendent that question.

Now, one last question, in the design team's work .for the court and
the data you had 4vailab1e, to what degree were socioeconomic class
demographics taken into account in assigning students to the various
schools in the Jefferson County system?

MR. HENNING. Not taken into account at all.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Wit.% it ever considered that they be taken

into account?
MR. HENNING. No, it was not.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. There was no discussion by ,the c'oirt or,

within. the schoot administration that there were problems of,
socioeconomic class as well as race?

Ma. HENNING. There certainly is discussion within the administr*ion
that there are problems with socioecononiic class regarding norMs,

'achievements, and attitudes, but in regard to design of the plan that
was in no way a factor. /,
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VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. In your judgment as a person who has had
his career in pubiic school administration, expert on statistics4, do you
peel class factors should be taken into account?

MR. HENNING.; It's my understanding ,that taking economic Or class
'factors into account is unconstitutional. Now apart from that, I think
that the evidence indicates that socioeconomic teeters are important
factors regarding achievement and attitude. But if the law of the land
is that those factors are not ,allowable, in regards to the construction
of a desegregation plan, then that is the law of the land. That only
leaves one avenae open to deal with those factors, an integration of
different economic groups, and that is voluntary action op the part of
the board of education.

VICE CHAIRMAN MORN. Yes, but in reality when the proportion of
pdor !sre higher 'among minority groups than they are in the majority
group, the fact is, whether they wagt to admit i, or not, socioeconomic
class pust be a lc consideration in some of tlse areas. ).

SIR. HENNING. gain, Mr. Commissioner, all I can tell you is that
it was not a conskderation in drawing the plan. It happens to be a
byproduct of it si ply because you do find high correlations among
those groupsrhich avc economic problems, in minority grenips.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Obviously the reason I pursue this line of
questioning is that some have argued that in some desegregation cases
the judges have not been aware of the problems of merger or transpor-
tation of lower class blacks, lower class whites, middle class blacks,
and middle class whitet, with the result that if they had shifted the
balance in certain ways with the recognition of these factors that per-
haps involved achievement, home life stability, so forth, they might
have had a more successful period of desegregation than they have had
in some cities. That is why I pursue that line of questioning.

Ma. HENNINO, Just a minute.
MR. TRIPLErr. May he confer with me for 30 seconds?
[ Pause. I

MRA,HENNING. I was not here at the time, Mr. Commissioner, but
Mr. Triplett tells me that during,the first trial, which would have been
in 1973 before .Judge Gordon when suit was originally brought,
socioeconomic factors were discussed in course of that trial before'
him. That was some years ago. yond,that 1 know of no other
consideratiot.

VicE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to yield to Mr. Buggs who wants
to raise one question on suspensions.

MR. BUGGS. Dr. Henning, fromyour list of suspensions through the
31st of January of '76, I have counted, there are 13 schools with less
than 10 to 100 blacks suspended and 6 with above 90 per 100
suspended. Its between those two extrentes, as you know, they range
anyhere from .10.1 up to 115. Has anyone looked into the reason for
the great differences of the extremes there? There must be some
reason.
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Ma. HENNING. As far at I know as regards the administraticm'of the
tiefferson County Board of Education, there wai no further investiga-
tion of these statistics undertaken. When Judge Gordon becanie awa6
of the problem around suspensions at his hearing on March 4 of this
year. he did request. Deputy Superintendent Maupin to look at suspen-
sions, bin I don't believe he asked him to specifically look at why the
differential between rates.

MR. BUGGS. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FIJIMMtNG. Thank you very much for being here and

tharing this testimony with us. .

Counsel will call the next witnestcs.
Ms. LEWIS. Will -Robert Wynkoop. Milburn MauP.in, and J.C. Can-

trell please take the stand?
illobett Wynkikop, Milburn' Maupin, and LC. Cantrell were sworn. j

5TES1IMONY OF ROBERT WYNKO0P, DESEGREGATION ADVISORY
SPECIALIST; KILBURN MIAUPOI, DEPUTY sunsormoorr FoR GENERAL

ADMINISTRATION; AND J.C. CANTRELL, DERTTY SUPERINTENDENT FOR
INSTRUCTION

MS. LEWIS. WOLIld each bf you state your name and address and job
title for the record, please?

MR. WYNKOOP. My name is Robert Wynkoop. I am a segregation
advisory specialist. Jefferson County schools. My address is 311
Spring Crest Drive, Louisville, Kentucky.

MR. MAUPIN. Melburn T. Maupin, deputy superintendent for general
administration, Federal programs ahd human relations. My address is '
424 Knights Bridge Road, Louisville, Kentucky.

MR. CANTRELL. M.y name is J.C. Cantrell, deputy superintendent
designee for instruction. My address is 9811 Silver Wood. Lane,
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ms. LEwis, Dr. Wynkoop, as desegtegation advisory specialist for
the school system, wlit has been your role' in the Jefferson County
school administrationAis year?

MR. WvsatoCiP. My r4ponsibilities this year have been to work with
the desegregation humah relations programs. We have a comprehen-
sive plan of desegregatiem activities, federally funded prograttis. There
are some 12 projects,. I advise, also advise the superintendent and
management related AT.these Orojects,.programs, other desegregation-
related activities. ;!.--.."1-

Ms. LEWIS. You ati" a Aber of both the desegregation task force
and implementation team? rt

MR. WyNK001). Yes, I was.
Ms. LEWIS. In the course of 'you'r work, I gather from what you just .

said thatin the course of your work, I gather from, what you just said
that you met with the superintendent on a fairly regular asis?

M. WYNtooP. Yes. I did.

9
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Mn.,.Lawls. Vie have just heard testimony from. Mr. Henning con-
cerning the 40tr of data and pmductiolt of it by -himself and the shar- .

ing of amyl:feta with the superintendent, and he indicated in thaV
testimony that you also discussed that data with the superintendent., is
that correct?

Mu. WYPIdQOP. it
MS. LEWIS W the superintendentl Tesponse at -that pOint?

1MR. WvNioo think .when 4 first showed it to him sometime in
December, whatever the date was, he was surprised .at\the data. He
questioned it. He was concerned about it. He asked what steps -were
being taken or should be taken at this point. I indicated to him that
Mr: Farmer was working in that area and that it's.something we should
all lie alerted to ant concernad ab9ut and follow up on.

.Ms. LEvits. Itut nothing specific was done at that point except to
disquss it?

MR.. WIMILOOP. That's correct.
MS. LEWIS. As these things were referred to the tasic force and

discussed there, were there decisions made about these items in that
context?

-

MR. WIMILOOP. 1 alp notosure that they were ever discussed in the
task force. The tads force, I am not sure wilen it ended but-1 am
sorry, I was thinking oft.the implenientation team. The implementation
team enCled about midyear, January. The task force itself, I don`t recall
them diXcussing the suspension report in the task force..

Ms. Lewls. Well, in the team, either one?
, MR. WYNKOOP. Hon% recall.

Ms. LEWIS. Sb that those materials were not shared with either the
Mk force or the .team to your knowledge?

WyNICOOP. I am not sure. I don't recall.
Ms. LEWIS. Mr. Maupin, what position did you hold with the former

Louisville school administration?
Ma'. MAIJPIN. At the time cif merger I was the last superintendent

of the Louisville Independent School Board,
Ms. Lewis. You have boon in the Lpuisvillc public school system for

a period of time?
Ma, MAURIN. Yes, I,began teaching in 1949. In 1965 I went to the

central office as a director and subsequently becan e an' assistant sU-
perintendent and then what we called "chairman school °Ora-
tions," which is like the number two man. Then my titl was changed
to deputy superintendent and eventually superintendent.

MS. LEWIS, Thank/y.9u. As a result of.,the suspension hearing held;,..
before Judge. Gordoif in March of this year, you were asked to prepare
a report on suspensions in the Jefferson County public schools. Would
you briefly describe the results of that report as you prepared it?

.Ma. INAUPIN. Yes. We were ordered by the coUrt t° look int° the
six schools that had the highest rates of black suspensions..Incide*Ily,
I do have some questionssome answers to Commissioner Horn's
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questions. If you don't mind. I will just .give theni. In those six schools
there were 966 black youngsters and 1,052 white youngsters.who had
been suspended through March 31. Of the 9(%6 black youngsters, 440
had been suspended more than once.

For an example, 179 of them twice, 120 of them three times, 58 of
them four times, 43 of them five times, 29, six times, 7, seven times.
So, in recapitulation, there were 526 youngsters who had been
suspended only one time and 440 more than one time.

Of the 1,052 white yoangsters, 173 of them had been suspinded 2
times, 50, .3 times, 27, 4 times, 12, 5 timesnone more than 5 times,
a total of 262. So againoo recap, there were 262 multiple offenclers,
790 single offenders, a tdtal of 1,052.1

Mr. Horn also asked 1.* t the duration of the suspensions. I would
have to say at this po t, part of our research design, since We had
only 30 days to make e report to tbe court, was to have a random
sampling of 30 youngste each of these 6 schools, which 'would
have produeed 180 people to be interviewed. Because of student`
absences we were only able to talk to 161 youngsters. Of those,-75
were suspended for 1 day or less, 36 for 2 days, 21 for 3 days, 13 for
4 dayi, 10 for 5 days, 4 for 6 days, 1 for 7 chairs, 1 for 9 days. So
I juit thought that might help to answer the question.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Appreciate it. Very helpful.
MR. MAUPIN. Now if I may knife through Ahe verbiage and get to

the bottom line of what you asked, when we talied to these 161
oungsters who .had been suspended,- insofar as to the first question

that the court pqt, were they suspended for suspenclable offenses, the
answer is clearly yes. As a matter of fact, of the three majar catego-
ries, cutting, tardiness, fighting and smoking, they virtually did not
contest their being suipended properly for anything other than tardi-
ness. In two schools they claimed that' they had been unfairly
suspended by reason of buses being late, yet they were suspended for
1ing tardy. But they did not contest the 'suspensions for t utting,
fighting, smoking, and then the other various reasons that ranged on
down to one like for creating a disturbance and one for vandalism, etc.

When we talked to the parents we got one-fourth of the parents who
agreed that their children had been suspended fairly. A third said they
just didn't know. Of the remaining, app<xifnately half, namely, the
black parents, said the white children had been treated preferentialy,
and conversely, the white parents said that the black parents were
treated preferentially.

was here yesterday when there were two people, namely Reverend
Kirlay and Ms. Benetha Ellis, whom I know feel very strOngly that the
report is not credible. However, I do point out that we said that the
black parents, apart from the one-fourth that did agree and the one-
third that said they just -didn't know, believed that their children had
been unfairly treated, but they broke down by racial lines.
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We talked, in addition to the 161 children and 139 of their parents.
we talked with-55 teachers, black and white. And by and large they

agreed as to the fairneSs of sulpensfon, if you are talking about
overt racism. The black teachers did not materially_or substantively
disagree from the white teachers in their responses. .

However, the is another part of this report that is widely over-
Walked but is r$ re impprtant, in my view, than the answers to the
court's question. That is, we cite throughout, especially where the stu-
dent interviews are.concerned, the fact that there was an absence of
communication, that many of them felt that they were not helpfully
treated when they reentered from having been suspended. Over and
over igain we cite expressions such as "nobody will listen." a

it Obviously, what the parents said, white and black, indicates that we
hap great problems of communication. As a matter of fact, at one
time ,I threatened to write a minority report whicli.:would have been
different from the report of the other two members. The reason that
I did not and chose to concentrate on things like insensitivity as op-
posed' to racism was that I saw some developments that at the time
seemed to be productive, promising. And I felt that a racially divided
report, the other two members of the committee being white, would
have been counterproductive to what I was more interested inmuch
more interested in than what Judge Gordon's answers werethat is,
what happens about these*kid in.the subsequent years.

If we had. had a reporrthat broke,down on racial lines, that would
have just added another clement oi controversy to a community al-
ready polarized in many ways'. But when we went back to RIX

principals and talked with them, I found them to be open, so non-'
defensive. One person, for example, who had uncritical y just
suspended students for smoking the first time, without allowing any
warning or anything of thin sort, just said on his own, you know, I am
convinced that whatever the reason I might have had for my posture
on suspensions just is not effective, artil I am changing that. Then other
people were seeing the need to get about this matter of establishing
rapport between the races, because whether you are dealing with a
problem of disproportionate black suspensions, and they clearly are
-disproportionate, any idiot can see that on the face of it, whether that
is becreuse you are dealing with racism or whether you are dealing with
it because of the culturally different clientele of a school or because
expectations of a school are different from the school. attended last
year, to me that is irrelevant, insofar as you go ahead and deal with
the reality of a problem.

Too many people are being pushed out of, school for whatever
periods of time. And I was also comforted by the fact that a person
who reports to me who works with Federal program writing told me
that the superintendent had given approval for the consortium, which
ii an organization, a tripartite organization, composed of the University
of Louisville, University of Kentucky, and iefferson County School
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'District, to-apply-for funds, significant-funds, under the student con-
'cerns program, which would -deal specifically with this matter of
suspensions.

I felt it much more important for the school district to be about this
ftirther more importint kind of study, that could take place in depth,
which had a. bigger Teseatch component as well as some direct help
from principals,than just ending a 30-darreport in just a blast, where
you paint people with the brush of racism. So these are the reasons
why the report Is written as it is, and it's the further reason for my
great chagrin when I found out later that apparently the school district
reversed its field and decided, after having been told that you can have
a quarter of a million dollars in which 'to study suapensions, that we
don't want it.

Ms. LEwis. When was the application Made for that grant?
MR. MAUP1N. It WWI made in
Ms. LEWIS. Mr. Mallpin, When Was the apPlication Sent injor that

grant?
Ma. MALMO& I believe it was in February but .1 am not sure. All

really know is at the time when I got ready to write this report, the
approval to apply for those funds had already taken place.

MS. LEWIS. The approval to apply for die funds coming from whom?
MmiPIN. The approval from the superintendent that the Univer-

sity of Kentucky, which was the fiscal agent for the consorting', goahead and apply for the funds. You see, technically, under the act, the
school district itself could not apply for the funds but this consortium
could. So when I was told by Dr. Atkins, the man that works with the
consortium and works with me, that wc were in fact going to ask for
those funds, I was elated because I aid, well, what difference does it
make why the .6litck Icids are getting pushed out of school if we are
coming to grips with how staff people and principals and teachers and
other people can establish relationships with these youngstersif it's
because that they arc new to the comminities, for whatever
reasonthis is great. So I saw no reason to get into a divisive kind
of thing.

Ms. 'LEWIS. The statusiof that grant is now what, exactly?
MR. MAUPIN. Well, I was at a meeting a few weeks ago when I heard

from a gentleman, I believe his name is Robinson, who is on the staff
at the University of Kentucky; that they had been told by the ap-
propriate 'fiscal agent in Washington that the money was available.
Then I was told'at that time that we had aid we didn't want it.

Ms. LEWIS. "We" being the superintendent?
M. MAUPIN. Jefferson County School District. I have on three dif-

ferent occasions expressed my great ire, my great being appalled, my
great anger in as strong terms, in fact terms so strong I cannot use the
words here, and asked that this be reconsidered. because I think that
this, to me it I incredible stupidity, can be reversed. Now; whether or
not this is being considered, 1 don't know.
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Ms. Lima. Let me ask Mr. Cantrdil where he fits into that picture.
Suspensions come as a matter of coutse under the department of in-
.struction, do they not?

MR. CANTRELL. COITeCt. '

MS. LEwts. In the original application for this grant, for stadent con-

, cerns, wai your signoff necessary es well's* the superintendent's, or
did you support the grant in any way?

MR. CANTRELL. Pardon me, would you state the question a ?

Ms. LEwts. When the University of Kentucky applied for that rant
for dealing with student concerns, the.superintendent siped the totter
of approval of application. Did you have to sign mach a letter as well

as the head of that department? .

MR. CANTRELL. 1 did not. I was not required to sign the letter.
Ms. LEWIS. But y were aware that the grant was being applied

for?
MR. CANTRELL. Y
Ms. Lawn. Did you a ye of the grant and support it?

MR. CANTRELL. May I back up just a little and start from the
beginning?

Ms. LEVAS, Sure.
MR. CANTRELL. 'When we were made aware of the student concern

grant which we could get, we immediately called.a group of our prin-

cipals; we called other people from the division of instructien and

asked them tr.) respond to the guidelines set forth under which we
could get thisimoney.

We were highly concerned about die IS schools with the high rate '
of suspension. And the vkoPle that were giving us the information, and

by "us" I am referring to those people representing the diviSion of in-

struction. It was pretty well understood that we possibly, and more
than likely, could get help, paid for via this grant, for individuals to
work in those schools. That would be actually IS additional personnel,

one in each. school. They would be under the direction of the prin-

cipal.
The principal, *rough the writing of.this grant, would have some

lpc e with in-say as to how these people would be used. They used in a

ounseling capacity. They could be used, perhaps, to
house suspensions, They could be used to perhaps make home visits

and do some of the things that we did not have personnel to do. We

thought it would be great. 1,

When that proposal was forwarded, we did not hear anything. for

some time. Then we received word that it had been disapproved, and

when' this disapproval catne, it was accompanied by very strict
guidelines as to how it could be funded. And we' found by reading
those guideliaps that instead of having 'IS people that could actually

be working in the schools under the supervision of theprincipal.' ac-

cording to the way the, proposal was written, that the project-had been

changed to where it was almost out and out a research project.
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At that point I read it very carefully. The superintendent did ask meto respond. Not only did I respond but I asked the principals torespond. And they were quite chagrined or surprised that suddenlywhere we thought we had 15 people that could work in the schoolsand do some of the things that we had talked about, we ended with4 people that would be primarily engagml in research. They would notdo some of the things that we had discussed initially.So after reading it 4nd rereading it, after talking with Dr. Wynkoop,I did make the recommendation, and I was about to leave out the prin-cipals, not as many were involved in that review, but ;Iame of theoriginal principals Were involved. And because of the change and itbecoming almost a research project, they were disappointed, we weredisappointed, and therefore the recommendation, was that we not ac-cept it under those terms,.
Now, after finding out from Dr. Robinson, I believe it is, that themoney was still available, we have now started talking with our prin-cipals, and we will possibly try to negotiate so that the money can bemade available to us.'
But may 1 repeat, that our major concern was here we had 15 peo-'pie that could work in these 15 schools with the highest rates ofsuspensions and try to do something to really help. We suddenlyshowed up with four people that -were primarily researchers. Out of aIota! of $192,595, which was indicated that we could receive under theadjusted grant, Only $93,000 of that money would be spent in any wayfor personnel to be in the schools in any way, shape, or form to beof help. The other was going to be spent for interns, for other people.When all of that was put together we certainly had no ulterior mo-tives in declining. We just felt that it would not be of great help andit Was really and truly a disappointment.

So the project so far as we are, concerned at this point can bereviewed aund we areour plans are underway to try to negotiate sothat something can he accomplished from it. But I think my big pleais this, that we need more people that we can actually place in ,theschools under the supervision of principals to do some of these thingsthat we know need to he done, hut we do not have the finances toaccomplish at this point.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Mr. Chairman, may 1 su'ggest at this time thata .copy of theapptication for funding on that granti that the responsefrom the government, the answer to the governMent's response, thefinal recommendation by the county board and the reconsiderationmatters now pending. negotiations he inserted as part of the recOrd bythe next exhibit in order at this point?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May I ask counsel if that, any of-that materi-al, is available now?
Ms. LEWIS. A good part of it is available. I don't kni.iw about copiesof letters,,back and forth, but we can get that.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. WC Will ask you to assemble it, get anything 4

additional, and it will be inserted in the record atithis point as art ex.
hibit if there is no objection.

Ms. LEWIS, Thank you, no.further questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like ta ask Mr. Cantrell, do.. you

know wheie that decision to move from 15 people in the schools to
4 researchers was made? Was it at the university consortium level, was
it at the Office of Education level, Oiere was it?

MR. CANTRELL. Sir, I do not know. As I said, the proposal was sub-
mitted. It was signed as indicated by the superintendent, and tbe next
thing that I heard, and I cannot recall who the person was that told
me, w,as that money could be made available, provided we accepted
these guidelines. And where that decision was made, sir. I have no
idea.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN: As part of the exhibit that Commissioner
Ruiz has had inserted in the record, I want counsel to follow up with
where this decision was made, either.at the consortium levet or the Of-
fice of Educatton level. As 'an administrator, this is a 'matter that has
increasingly concerned me, that very worthwhile projects to solve
problems often get converted into research projects, where we learn
franc about problems we already know about and don't have the
assistance to solve problems we need to solve.

MR. CANTRELL. Sir, in the initial proposal there was some research,
and, certainly, no one knows more than we do how badly that is
needed, but we also need individuals in the schools. So we certainly
welcome the researcb. But then when it came back primarily research,
why, we did have some reservations.

MR. MAUPIN. Counsel, is it appropriate for me to address Commis-
&loner Horn?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Ceitainly. Absolutely.
MR. MAUPIN. Commissioner, lit us suppose that the project were en-.

tirely research. We don't know very much about why we have these
problems represented by these suspensions. And I would think that if

were.absolutely 100 percein research, that we ougHtto be jumping
at it, because we, all we know is that we have some problems
establishing rapport between the people among us who are running the
schools and our patients, our clients.

It seems to mc that before we know what help that we have to have
to deal with our patient', if 1 may continue to draw an analogy from
the medical professicln, wc need the research to know why the patient
is sick.

VICE CHAIRMAN KORN. I guess my reaction to that.would be, and
I 'hit* Dr. Henning reflected some of my views, that certainly you
need some research. But, frankly, the halls of Washington, most
universities, and most systems are filled with studies that arc never im-
plemented. What I think is needed is for an adminIstor that holds
the responsibility to sit gown with the principals that a there on the
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firing line .and stait working to attack the problem. I would wager that
you don't need more than a couple days of solid work to find out what
the problem really is and to design some remedies administivively,
whether it be in terms of dealing with the peoPle that are causing the
problems, be they principals, teachers, or students; or parents, that
could solve the problem.

But to have research when we an know what some of tfiese
problems are for another year or two before we face up to the
problem. I think is just being blind to reality, and I say that as an ad,
ministrator that has a research staff and that's wonderful. I am all for
them, but you have got to act.

Mu. MAUPINI What are the problems, Commissioner Horn? .
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In terms of suspensions?
MR. MAUPIN. Yes, sir.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I .think you rather well described some of

them in terms of communication, sensitivity, ani all fof these things:
I think you know what the problems are or have the collective intel-
ligence in your school system to figure it out. Then the question is,
what are you going to do about it?

MR. MAUPIN. Well, if a person is insensitive and who is part of the
problem and who may deny that the probler exists,.if he is given 20
or more people in the school to work with:\how does that contribute
to the solution of the prOblem?

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would think then it's up to the leaderShip) of the school administration to get the* principals into the types or
programsin-service training during the week, not waiting for the

'N. summerthat helps. get these things out on the surface and deal with
them.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Counsel, you may continue. 1111

MS. LEWIS. No further questions. Go ahead.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Are you finished?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COMMiSSioner Freeman?
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Yes. Dr. Maupin, I can certainly sym-

pathize with your problem, espefially being in the minority, possessing
the *ensitivity to know there is a problem and also having to try to
deal with a situation where you.may have to work with administrators
who dpn't have the sensjtivity.

The question that I have is, to what extent has consideration been
given 9 the need for human relations training at the board and su-
perint ndent and principal level?

MR. MAUPIN. I want to give you an honest, accurate answer. That's
the re1son I am pausing, to get my words correctly. There is awareness
on those of us who have some responsibilities for human relations, .
period, in the school diStrict. But that important effect ought to start
there if it's going to be effective anywhere else.

f
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1.).ntHowever, the very te "human .relations" conjures up an imagery
which gets into such gative things as sensitivity trainipior that it's
a program just to help the blacks, things of that sort, so that as a
matter of fact it doesn't happen and, in my view, it's not likely to hap-
pen.

COMMISSIONka FIMUMAN. If you were in a position tomake a deci-
sion and to make a recommendatio'n as-to a program that Would be

. effective in bringing about improvement, what would you do?
Ma. MsuPtsi. I would bring in outside people wheare highly trained

in matters of htiman relations, and I, am talking about, in sile broadest
sense, interpersonal relations, people understanding therkselves and
other people and.how they interact With each other. I would start fitst
with those 12 elected members of the board of education and get them
off somewhere, lock them up somewhere,- 'where they could only,
coyld emerge only after having undergone a prolonged period of time

-Awn they could come to'grips with their own feelings and themselves,
etc. 0

Then I would take the next echelon; which would be the people
whose titles end in the word superintendent, people like us, and do the
same thing with us; just lock us up somewhere and make us just stay
there until we come to grips with each other, .because there are game
things that we are not seeitig here that arc behind this very thing we
are talking about that relates to our perceptions. That's the reason I
was wanting to pursue What Commissioner Horn said. And then I
would take the next tier, that is the' principals and whatnot, and then
the teachers. I would' get the parents and our clientele involved in
situations 'where we talk with each other.

This is the kind of thing I heard these people talking about in the
panel- yesterday. Incidentally, I was the person that was approached by
the community relations service. Some 30 or 40 black parents had
gone to theni and had complained ,of not being able to talk with the,
suPerintendent. I conveyed that to Mr. Grayson and, to his credit, he
was the one that was willing to sit down and talk with the black
parents,

If there is any error on which ones are selected, that error belongs
with me, because I started with ,people who, were status heads of or-
ganizations that by their very function ought to have been concerned,

\liketLymanAhnson of. the NAACP Ministerial Relations, Reverend
rby himsetf, Benethge Ellis herself, although I don't know her, I had

-I e'n her speaking up for black children and I just thought she ought
to be a part of it. That was left hanging 'yesterday and I wanted to
ele r that up for your records.

f

BO as I understand it, this quarter of a million dollars does provide,
in f t, and I checked with Dr. Atkins on that, for workshops and
thin where parents and the school people could come tegether and
hasttbme dialogtie with each other instead of shooting at one another
frotehfar.

14
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These are the kinds of things that I think are important, I think this
would deal with the substance, matters of what I heard, these con-

isultants, these doctors talk of this morning about the divisiveness
'between the city and county and also between black and white, and
in me, you see, you have got both problems, alhwrapped up in one
sizeable bundle. These are the leinds of things that I really think are
important. And they are more important than anything else in my
opinion.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. May I just suggest and urge you, don't give
sup. It's going to be tough because part of the problem is getting the

message across to your peers, but don't give up.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Conunissioner Saltzinan?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Wynkoop, to what extent has the eft-

ecutive staff had the 'data of Dr. Henning meaningfully and
derstandably conveyed to them, so that they can begin to deal with it?

MR. WYNKOOP. I believe that in the instructional counsel meeting,
which Mr. Henning when he presented that material, I think it was

. disCumed at some kngth at that time. And I grri sure that everyone
in that session was familiar with that data, and if they had any
questions they had an opportunity to ask them at that time. I spent
a considerable amount of time myself with the superintendent
discussing that.

COMMISSIoNER SALTZMAN. Then why was no attion taken, if there
was meaaingful understanding of the data? Have you any idea why the

ilure of any remedial effort?
M. WYNKoop. I think when the data was initially esented, there

was some surprise ,at that time that the data really sa d what it ap-
peared to say. And there was a desire on their part to see if this was

treado to see if this is something that, K going to continue or if this
is something that just occurred in the first month or two Of school.
That was the initial reaction. -

CoMMissioNER SALTZMAN. At this point, is there any conclusion as
to whether, indeed, the tendencies toward resegregation are occurring?

MR. WYNKooP. Tendencies towards resegregation as it relates to
suspension?

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Not only suspension but all of the factors
which Dr. Henning indicated are producing a resegregated school
system?

MR. WYNK(x)P. No, I don't think that our system is being
resegregated. In fact, I think it's going the opposite way. I don't think
there is any question that our system is more desegregated today than
it was in the fall or in midyear, and I think /that we are raking some
giant steps. They may he small hut I think they are giant Mother ways.

COMMIsSIONER SALTZMAN, So your position is that Dr. Henning's
conclusions arc not verifiable?

MR. WYNX(XW. Not at alt. I agree with his conclusions.
COMMISSIoNER SALTZMAN. But hi* conclusions lead to the implica-

tion that the system is being resegregated.
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Ma. WYNKOOP. Weil, I did not conclude that from the suspension.
I would not say that it is being resegregated. I would say that there
might be discrimination which exists in our suspension procedures,but

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Not only the suspensions, sir, but tlie
hardship transfen, all of the other factors that- he mentioned as indica-
tors of a trend taking place hi the school system. 11

Ma. Wysncooe. Okay. I was concerned about that and I would agree
with you from that standpoint. Some of our schools have been very
much affected by the granting ofvhardship transfers, and to that extent,
yes, that would occur. But that's m a small number of schools. That's
somethingagain, many of these problem' are very easy to identify
but much more difficult to develop a solution to. I think that Mr.
Goodman or someone else ,who could speak direttly to this hardship
transfer, could do it better than I. but I would like to ;ry, if I may here.

think that the medical transfers there have been, and I don't have
the data in front of me, but there have been large numbers of medical
transfers over 'which the school system itself had little to say. PhYsi-
Liens had recommended, that youngsters needed to be transferred to
their, returned to their home school, and the orstem itself had little to
say about this. In fact, the system did deny some of those. But it puts'
the school system in a position of being vulnerable when a physician
says a youngster's health is' such that he should not be further'from
home. There have been attempts to deal with that. I believe that Mr.
GOodman. and Mr. Brucchieri and maybe some other' visited with
representitives of th.medical pcofession to "try and get them to deal
with this situation.

I think if you look at the data as regards to curriculum transfers.
maybe Mr. Cantrell could shed more light on this, there were, in coM-
parisOn to the other types of transfers, the ere fewer curriculum
transfers. But again, the curriculum transfers s old be worked out as
the systems are merged and the programs arJ equalized; they should
be almost nonexistent next jean

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Cantrell, when the grant guidelines became unacceptable, in

your view, befCause of the misplaced direction, were there then any ef-
forts to find substitutes or alternative remedial actions to deal with the
problems of excessive suspension rates?

Mit. CANTRELL. Sir, 'going back to this . report dated, I believe,
December 17, personnel in the division of instruction became quite
concerned. We talked to Mr. Oreman, the assistant superintendent
who deals with suspensions once they leave the schools. Mr. Oreman
does have a staff. We talked with him, and Mr. Farmer and I suggested
to him that he take the chart and remove the names of the schools
so that we could call the principals into a meeting and disseminate this
information and discuss with.them, because we knew that there- were
discrepancies perhaps in the way suspensions were reported, etc., and
that has already been referenced.
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Mr. Oreman went to work on it. Hp didn't have it ready for the prin-
cipals' meeting in January. Our principals have been called from the
schools so often that we did not feel it advisable to call them for a
special meeting. in February sontething came up that we made'
reference to it, but we did not spenki time with it. Buethis information
would have been disseminated so that the principals could-Wave seen"
how many suspensions were prevalent in some schools, how few in
.others. Then in March the committee to which Mr. Maupin has re-
ported, or on which he has reported. 'came in. So since that time we '
have not met with the pi-tie:spats and discussed it as an individual
group.

However. I would hasten to say that we and the principals I
acknowledge we have a problem. Now, we arc going to do something
about it. We are working on it. The principals are not insensitive to
anything. They do not feel that suspensions are the answers in every
case, but it is in many cases about the only tool that is left.

So, yes,.. we want help. We want help first pn the staffs of these
schools-, and there again our budget id limited. But then we want to
do some of this research. But as already pointed out, we Thint we
know where many of the problems are, if we just had the help to deal
with these problems at the present time.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINS. Commissioner Horn?
VICE1CHAIRMAN HORN. No questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COInTniSsiOneritluiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Mr. Maupin, you were kind enough to give us

a breakdown of the suspension ratio, statistics. Your observations of
the figures were objective, and all of this has resulted in the current
dialogue that we are in. It has been invaluable.

Other than disciplinary suspensions and following the tack taken by
Commissioner Saltzman with Mr. Wynkoop, have you a breakdown
with relation to ritgial statistics on the pushout program, the alternate
school programor the hardship transfer program?

MR. MAUPIN. With respect to the hardship-transfers, I will have to,
as an officer of the court on another committee that was appointed
which will report tomorrow morning to Judge Gordon at 9:30, respect,
fully decline to get imp that. I just think it's-inappropriate to discuss
something that I know we have a specific 'recommendation on. So I
would respectfully ask you, notwith respect to the alternative
schools, and I forgot what else you asked me about, I am just not privy
to that information. It goes through a communications system of which

am just not a part and I don't, I am not copping out, I Just really
don 't k now the arts* r .

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. On the matter that Commissioner Rui asked

a question about, which is to be presented to Judge Gordon tomorrow,
I am asking staff after that matrial becomes public to make sure that
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it's insested in the record of this hearing. We appreciate very much
the metribers of t panel being with us and responding to questions
in this way. Than you very much.

Counsel will 11 the next witness.
MS. LEWIS. Will ,Ernest Grayson please take the stand?
i Ernest C Grayson was sworn.]

_ThsTnioNit OF ERNEsT C. GRAYSON, MIVRINIrENDENT, JEITERSON
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION; ACCOMPANIED WILLIL FULTON,

COUNSEL TO ME. Baum OF EDUCAllON

MS. 'LEWIS, Counsel, would you identify yourself for the rectard,
please?

MR. FULTON. 1 am Will H. Fulton, counsel for the Board of Educa-
tion of Jefferson County.

MS. LEWIS. Mr. Grayson, would you please give us your name, ad-
.

dress, and job title.? .

Ms. GRAYSON. My name is Ernest C. Grayson. I am superintendent
of Jefferson County Schools. I reside at 9204 Timberlane. Louisville,
Kentucky.

CHARM N. FLEMMING. I am sorry. I am going to have to ask to have
the leve raised as far as the public address system is concerned.

Ms. tEwJs. How long have you been the superintendent,. Mr. .

Grayson?
MR. GRAYSON.. About 16 months. .

MS. LEWL% Ybu beciame superintendent when?
MR. GRAYSON. January 1, 1975.
MR. LEWIS. Before that you worktid . with the Jefferson County

public school system in what capacity?
MR. GRAYSON. I worked in my last position pilot to accepting the

1----su pe ri ntendent 'Oposi ti n , deputy superintendent for business.
Ms. LEWIS. That had been your area?
MR. GRAYSON. Yes.
MS. LEWIS. Let me go immediately to this year of desegregation in

the Jefferson County public schools and ask you to describe the atepa
taken sit your direction to implement that plan last fall.

MR. GRAYSON. Well, starting with the date of the court order, sZme-
time in the middle of July, when we were called down to Judge Gor-
don's chambers. We develwed a committee, a broad-based comniittee
of staff people to work o the plan, as required by Jar Gordo
which included student assignment, personnel, &alignment of the vari
ous plans, such. other thipgs that the court order called for.

There were a number of things we had to get into, in terms of tryin
to plan for this. I also had a committee working with the local law offi
cials and the city, county government, to try to plan for contingencisa, !
as far as the opening of school, communication setup, in terms of try-
ing to get information out to the people in the community as to what \,
was happening.
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In all of this. there also was going on some type activity in termsof human relations, in terms of trying to set up visitations for parents,
once we determined' what those assignments of schools would be andthe Clusters. We tried to set up cluster visitationdt of arrangements,so that parent' could have-an opportunity to visit se.ttiols.One night we had parenth in the city who might ...risk the county

-- Schools where ,their children might be going, the former countyschools. The. folloiving night we had a setup where we reverspd thatorder, and the'parents frorn the county schools would be bused to thecity Schools to have an opportunity .to visit that school, meet the prin-cipal, and see witat it looked like. Of Course, in this interim period;many times parents Would just, on their own, visit the schools to seewhat the school might look like, and so forth,like that.
In terms of staffing: generally, our staff worked 7, days a week right.- on up to the opening of school: and even after that particular period

there, trying to develop all the plans we had. For example,. 23, stu-.dents who were to be reamignedmany'of the students found out.aslate as 1 week betore school opened. where 'they were going to be inthe fall. In addition to that, we had to transfer under the single plan ;
over VAX) certified staff Within the ,I60 schools.-sin order to bring oboutsingling in the new system.

' In this particular interim period, we had, of course, a comprehensive
-desegregation plan which actually had quite4lait of human relations
training in thine. 13141 the training, as it was'eneornpassed in the courtorder plan, was a. plAn that was designed for schools to hedesegregated the following year, beeause all along, at least on up until,the middle of June, most of the community felt like therdesegregationtin terms of pupil assignment and pUpil transportation woutil not takeplace for another year.

Of color, this. didn't take place. But the plan that was submitted
to the Federal ESAA people was approved on the basis of having ayear to get ready, of %laving certain types of meetings. having staffs settogether. So Were we weste. faced with trying to get school open .allahavink a ptin tbat called for a certain amount of training canting staff,when the principals and staff people 'already had quite a bit of detail
to get out' of the 'way just to get school open, because we, of 'course;
as I said, had new .student records that had to be transferred betweenthe school systems.

Onee you do this, then you get into such things as assignment tif
teachers, the type O courses you ard going toleach. the reschedulingstil of .the studeMs. because all the high schoole schedules had been
prepared in the spring on the basii\of.:situations normal in the fall, ex-
dept possibly 'for Personnel desegregation, hut not in terms of student

desigregation. SO' that, Of course, had to all be done. So, aS a result,of this, our ccimpliter system which provided the bastic material for the.
.development of the desegregation plan got considerably behind.-
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We were someb or 4 months, behind because of the workload those
People had to do to get the plan developed. I guess those are some

. of the,problems we halt in terms of infoimation in trying to get that
ready, to use the computer to help us_ in other problem ateas that we
had becauriewe were behind.in terms of trying to get the desegrega-
tion work out of the way first

In terms of trying to open school, the night 'before school opened
did "appear ,on television. I iskcd the tci work with us for an

-orderly_ opening the next day. In terma o he nine of school itself,
there was sinnething likc as I recall,.aficalt 50.1 I sliowed up the
first-day. Then the seconciday, I th' ink -it came pp totptobably 71,000.

,

and so forth. So we were running considerably behind our atte ce.
In terms'of the school opening, we had, of course, Many p lents

with bus transportation because, prior to desegregation, we had pretty -
`well transported some 75,000 pupils. And we fah like that with 22.000
we probably could handle it, hccause we had people with expertise in
transportation. But in terms of the additionelwe did extend the trans7
portation time. We started' at 6:30 in the mailing, made our runs to
7:30. Then we started getting in line fgr 8:00 o'clock, picking the stu-
'dents up,-getting them to the-schoojs bi 9:30.

Our transportation department, I think, did a really fine job, but
there were a tot ofjust a lot of problems in trying to work out this
schedule in 6 weeks. We were not,able to do the type of transport/ail:In
job that we really neetfed to ao. I think, as we went along in transpor-
tation, we begin to see that there 'were some things that we needed
to be doing that we coPisl improve on. So the staff did work on This.

Generally, by December we were in pretty good shape on transpor-
tation. The reason I am bringing this up is there were a lot of things
going on in that first quarter which I think probably woiked against
the educational program. Bit be that as it may, I felt like the staff had
done all it could do in a siZrt period of time. So those were the types
of things we tried to set up.

We worked tl§rough the PTA, the volunteer groups, to set up a hot
line in -the sumther to answer pec3ple'& questions about 'desegregation,
where their child might be gain, and so forth, like that. ,I think in/
terms i;f preparation. I flied to meet .with--geot en-television; lrYing to
work with' aim staff, indicating we did have a froblem, we all had to
work together. I tried to make, myself available to 'meet with as many
roups as I cOuld. But, of course, we pretty well had to stay locked

_in, as fas AS getting out into i he comMwtity'at that particular time.
But I do-feel, and I maintained all along also, in That first wiiek whcn

school opened, we 'had pretty adequate communications:bechuse We -

had the neWi media;-we set up a communication information, center
there at the administration building in order to give the communityra
picture of what was happening out in the schools..And I think we did
an excellent job ;here, and I think people reqlly knew what Was hap-

pening. We were able te kill some rumora which naturally wese occur
ring throughout the community on What was happening.
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1 tried also to maintain that the .school syStem'a_reaponaibility is tor educate the children, that the security and. the protection Of childrenwas the local law enforcement people's. resposysibility: We had Federalmarshals. The city and county pcitiee cooperated in this, and of course,that first weekertd we had to call in the Natiattal Guard, the State Na-tional Guard, to ride the buses'ro help us Maintain order. Many of our,people didour bus drivers received threats about driving the buses.We had rrany of them who wereisfraid to showup and rightly so.At least on cane Occasion Judge Gordon and myself met with the busdrivers and assured them that they would have protoctipii, and at thatparticular time, the following Monday, the National Guard and cityand county police did ride the buses for a week or two in order to'assure the drivers' that they would have protection.We did'have monitors riding the buses on those ribsegregatIon runs,and we had some problems with that, but.at least we were trying toconvince, the general public that there was safetY*,and that Their chil-dren would be safe riding the buses.
In terms of transportation, another thing we underestimated was theamount of boycotting that we would get in terms of gasoline supply.the years past, the county gsahool board has purchased a lot of italine from dealers in the community. Many of those people refusedI. sell gasoline to us. So we were forced 'to set up compeamds and gaseur .buses at night.
In terms of transportation, I thlryt also that we had calculatedsomething like,doubling the ainount of mileage that We were operating.Prior to deselregatiim, we were operating about 25,000 Miles a day;now we're doing about 50,000 miles a day, which 'will accelerate theWear and, tear on our buses, of course.
MS. LEWIS. I. want to talk pout what had gone on at the beginninNof, the year. And I would like to address stline of the questions whichhave been raised this morning-by Dr. Henning and Mr. Maupin in rela-tion to particular problem areas, just to find iiut what isfie responsefrom the superintendem's-offick. was.
In the area of suspensions in- the data that was prepavd for '9"tiu inDecember, it covered several topics, suspension, hardship transfers,and alternative schools. Did you request a further update of that infor-mation at any time following Decembee?
MR. "GRAYSON. As recall, I asked for inforniation to be given tome as these fikures came in. I also asked Mr. Farmer, who was thedeputy superintemient at the time, to work wish Mt- Camrell to workon these particular, pmblems.
MS4 LEWIS., Did yoa share that, data that was prepared by DeHenning with the court at any point? :
MR. GRAYSOW To my knowledge..1 did not. The court had a moni-toring system, which was called for in the court order, which aiked forspecific statistics on suspensions,, on hardship transfers, And we didprovide these reports to the ,court on the basis of information they'requested.
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MS. LEWIS. They asked you te; report on the topics but didn't give
you Ja specific format; is that correct?

Ma. GRAYSON. That It correct. To my way of thinking, the statistics
that we provided the court were fairly gross statistics. By that, I meari
they were broad statistics that the court needed in terms of its particu-.
lar function of monitoring the Plan.. In terms of the types of reports
that Mr. Henning had prepared. I felt these were administrative in na-
ture and were designed to assist the staff in trying to address itself to
the poeticalr problems in question.

I. also felt that in many of those cases, those particular statistics,
while being helpful, were not really the answer to the particular
problem. We were dealing eAth kids, and wewere dealing with people,
live people out in the schools, the principals and people like that who
ate pretty well the people on the 'firing 1mb. And.what we need to try
to do is work with them, to realize tHeir problems on an individual
basis, rather than coming out with a lot of statistics and try to beat
some fellow down or some gal down.

MS. LEWIS. In reference to suspensions, what steps did you take in
the_course of this year to deal with the suspension problem?

MR. GRAYSON.- Several things. I think, first of all, as I mentioned, I
asked Mr. Cantrell And Mr. Farmer to.work with the priacipals on this.
On at least two or three occasions, I had staff rembers visit other ID:.
cations to determine what they were doing-ahout suspensions, some al-
ternatives to suspension. There were at least two or three visits I know.
of. In fact, one group ju.e got back a couple weeks ago, looking at
another program in another State. Some of our principals, on their
own,,talked to ut abciut this particular .{23lem and developed some
type-of alternative to suspensions. f

Many, of our parents felt that possibly suspensions were running
hips. I recall one particular person, one itioup came to us aboi. this.
So one of our.-7-I know one of our high schools instituted a program,
as an alternative to suspensions, of having children go to a classroom
and having the teachers work' with them and pull ther out of that
classroom where 'They had tRat tarticular problem. While the stadent
was in that particular "tank room," if you want to call'it that, that stu-
dent had the epportunity to work on the teacher's assignment, but not'
being in a problem, with the teacher pt that time. We tried to work-,
with the teacher. Maybe he 'stayed there for a period of time and went
hack to that teacher later on, rather than giving him a suspension,
which was a 3-day pass to' get Out of schoolt which is what Many of
them wanted.

As soon as we got this thing going, shortly, there came someone to
the board of education meeting and said that the bm.trd was maintain-
ing. a "tank room" at a school, and so\ftfter the irNestigation was
completed, it was shownlhat this wasp roohi which was an alternative
to suspensions, and it was an attempt fo keep those type of suspensions.
down. Some other schools were using the detentional haU after school
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as,,an aptkm to 'suspension. Certain other 'kin& of .detaits.are- being
worked out by the various bigh schools.

Ms. Ltwts. You arc talking about individual OtagraMs?
Ms. GasYS0h. Yes.
Ks. LEwts. Is there any attempt td universalia those within the

system? r
Ma. ORAIISON: .11 hesitate ta just initatlly come citiCand tell each

whopt that this is the standard operating procedure at this paqichlar
point, 1 -think we need to evaluate many types of programs, thdn try
to see What might be best. I thiniOhiar.goes back,to theleadeithip of
the principal at that school, the man at the firing line, who kriavisrhily
colmmimity, his faculty. And I feel he should.ibe responsible for that.

Ms.-I-Ewts., Is the, information available to him, nbciut 'those pro-
-grams existing in otber schbols?

M. GRAYSON. YeS, These have" licen discussed at..prindipal's
meetings. Reports.have been brought back by instrUction.staff people;
including ptincipals who went to the school systems and visited.,them,
brought it back to the principal's group, and they themselves are trying

it out.
Ms. LEWIS. In the area of' hardship:etransfers, Dr. liennins ,roferr4d

'this morning to a Meeting that you had with him and with Mr. Good-
man in Jantrary, at which point you talked quite specitkallyabout
designihg a new data=gathering. mechanism:which ypu intended to put
into effect. Did that ever happen and if not, why not?

Ms. 'GRAYSON. I think Dr. Henning brought mc some, information
that he felt like that would be, perhaps, in hisvpinion, a bitter. ap-
proach 'to that. I discussed it with huh. I alsp talked with Mr. Caudell,
whO was 'keeping the administrative records. 'And it was our ctmclusion
a4er reviewing this that Id maintain the present record, which
would.really divorce the administr ive rpview comMitte:e from the ini-'
tial connaittee, which would be Mr. Goodman's cOMmittee. Both .of
them, maintained 'their recordS'separately, which I didn't see arty
problem because, sense, everyone had to go Orough. the ini-
tialMr. Goodman's committee. Then there came the administrative
teview OOmmittee and then they went to the board committee. ,

I might say this too, u teitns of the hardship transfers, I, for one.
. certainly wouldn't want, to say _to this committee or anyone, that we
didn't make' same mistaksis in the first month, or two on these hardship
tranSfers. First of all, the court gave very broad guidelines on haw to
set up those hardship transfers. So, in a sense, we were trying to feel
our way along on how to approach the hardship transfers. For. exam-
ple, I know at least in one situation, I can't recall the name, but there
ws a student who could not get. tramper:anon tos school because; Of
Our prObierns with transportation. That child was sChedUled to be
bused. She was in a special 'program. Now, the child had been out of
school for a week and would still not be able tilo work out a transporta-
tion situation for that particular child. I aon't recall whether she was
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white or black, but 1 am just trying to poini out one of the problems,
so we granted that child a hardship tmfçito stay at that school this

0year.
Now, 1 would like to point out at this time that all of the hardship

transfers.are for only 1 year. They are not a continuing thing that you
would have for the rest offyour school career. 1 would say, maybe 6
weeks later, we had a simi situation, of a child not too far from that
particular area, where a child had asked for a hardship transfer
because of the program, ut we were able to work the transportation
out for that .child. w idn't grunt,that. The parent then said, "You
are unfair there." Well, we elobably were, but we had already
established and set the thing in-Illation this year. ye didn't gi) back
and say, "Okay your transfer is re)ected now because it is a different
hallgame."

There were Other transfers that we made. 1 wbuld say, initially, that
good people were making decisions on the basis of trying to think,what
was best .for the child. And' I woUld 'hive to say this to you that,
probably, in terms of the desegregation plan, that, wasn't the thought(3
of it. What we were thinking about, at that time4 was the child.

Following. I would say, probably within 4 to 6 week% or something
like that, "our-c9unsel came to us and said that you have the standard
transfer mechanism nOw. That is, the only procedure you have now, / t
from this, really, is to go to 'the special masteP. And people Were .

calling the special master's office, because once they sot turned down
-this.particular committee, then their next echeltin up for appeal was

to go to the special master, who would begin to get inundated ,witia
people who didn't feel that. they Were told, after the hardship commit-
tee met, that their 'only other appeal' was to the spedial master. So, we
did develop the administrative review committee and then the board
committee and NO to the special master. I think thiS helped, in terms
of the review mechanism, at least, to give some due prOcess. Mr.,
Counsel, you can correct me if this is not othe way we do this. This
came out a couple ivonths after that.

Then as we beginI think and I would like to sa/ this also,,it had
been pointed-out before that the medical transfers were extremely dif-
ficult for our staff to deal with,.because, here again, do we, as a corn-
mitteee doubt the word of a physician who is trained in' that particular
area? What is the liabilityefor our committee if wc reject a physician's
recommendation on a student? So we did have a few problems %Oh
it..1 thiak you noticed that in this statistical inkirmation you have, that
a great proportion of those transfers were rnedical.

We had another case, as I recall, aboat an athlete, I don't recall the
name, here again, who' had gotten a medical transfer. The committee
had approved it, then subsequently to that, that student was trans-
ferred back to the home school and was able to play in athletics. Some
of our coaches thoughtthey brought this to. my attention, because
this had already been approved and gone thhough. The board..ratified
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it because it had already been approvecL But there re some mistakes
that were,made 'a this thing..iit was our'first y r an as l,said, Ithink
there were peo who wer4 trying to do what thought was best
for the child. They asked foi\some guidelines. 'Possibly there are sonic
transfers thatnext year will riot be approved. i. would think academic
transfers coul be kept to a niinimum neXt year. .

AIf yois recall, I mentioned that we had .
probably, at least the black

students, they were notified about.a week before school operiwhere
they were going to be .and we were trying to develop ii sched4 for
them. I . .

We had a situation Where, let's Say. Central High School or Shawnee
High School. which would be inner-city, formerly black high Schools;
ihe curricUlum and the course offerings we had, at that particular
school,. just were not contmewurate with the type "of, needs some of
theie children had. SO academie hardships, after the special review
committee looked a these things, they were granted. But'l don't see
theneed for as man'. of thesetype next year, because we will hive
time to plan. The schedules now have already,..been. made for next
year. $o I don't see the same type of problems for academie hardships.
for next year as we did this year. .

Mst LEWIS. Let me just ask you an additjonat question in the area
of transfers, dealing with teacher transfers. You said that flOO teachers
were transferred under the Singleton plan in actordance with the
desegregation plan. Of those MO who transferred, how many were
granted re-transfers hack to their hoine schools during this year?

MR. GRAYsoN..1 'really don't know ,that figure, Ill be quite frank. I
do know this, that when we made the Singleton cost for the transfers
to be made on the seniority basisand in effect most of the newer. teachers would he the people whci were being traniferred. As we begin
to set some vueuneles in the people resigning or not showing up or
'additional staff being addedFor example, 'let's say, if a new teacher
with 2 years experience might be transferred to Shawnee elementary,
which happen* to he a black school, if she were there for possibly a
quarter and there was a vacancy in the elementary field in that pars
ticular elementary teacher's grade structure, a new person,being ,hired
probably would be put there\l'and that teacher would.be moved back
to the former assignment, if it could be worked out, if they preferred
to be Imck. In terms of integriiy of the plan itself, we maintained that,
to the best of my knowledge.

Ms. LEWIS. My recottecfion is that Mr. Bruechieri told me that an-
proXimately one-third of' those teachers were re-transferred.

M. GRAYSON. Well that would be. I suppose, because there was a
hearing me5hanism that was provided for, and the second factor being

0 that if new 'teachers cultic in, there would be someone to replace that
particular person.'But to my knowledge, and here again this is my own
knowledge, we did not in any way reduce the number of, for example,
white teachers in that particular school of Shawnee elementary I gave
from what it originally had been set.
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MS. LEWIS. May I ask if it is possible 'to get figures on that from
.the

Ma. GRAYSON. Yes, I think it would be.
Ms. LEWIS: Thank you. With the alternative school, it Was already

clear in December that the majority of the studcnts there were black,
and it is still clear now aid _even more so. Is there presently in the
schbol. administration a clear-cut definition -of1which students shall be
sent to the development classes and which stu4ents shall be referred
to the alternative school?

Mit. GRAYSON. I believe I have some information, on that. Just a
minute. I don't believe I have the specific clear-cut information. The
information'l have from Mr. Wilson and Mr. Sanders, who operate
that department, .is that the admission is based on documented infor-
mation evidencing a due process procedure/ and includes causes for
referral, prior action to resolve problem's. The sole basis fcir referral
is a student's problem behavior. That is a fairly broad statement Then
students are returned to the regular school, 'based on, appreved
behaviorosatisfactory attendante, academic progress; and tecommen-

. dation ofthealternative scshOol staff.
MS. Ltwis. Is there soine -thought that the youth devekiitnent pro-

gram is an intermediate step between the child in regular ptogram and
the child being reirred to alternae schools'?

MR. GRAYSON'. I:think that delThitely. I think, generally, we try to
think in terms of the offenses committed as to whether tey would be
in the YD'program or the alternative school. .

MS.. LEWIS. But if you are the ehild, or the parent of that child you
do not in fact knoW what kinds of Offensei will put you in the youth
development program and what kindS would refer you to thirlaterna-^c,
tive school.

MR.,,pRAYSON. I +think we have generally left,that to the discretion
of the prinCipal and the staff to pork that out. I do,think this, if I am
not miStaken, that the assignment of children to these programs, the
parepts pre brought ins and generally with 'their consent, are Put into
the alternative schools. We try to think in terms ofthe child and what
the particular problem might ,be.

In referenci to the fact that the alternative school would be .clas-
sified as predominantly black, and we might need to look at' trying to
improve the ratio at that particular location, the staff felt' like if -we
did try to do that, there would be a peilibility that we might even
preclude children going .there who really needed to go there, if we
fried to establish it on a racial baiis and not on the basis of the° stu-
dent's need and the offenses that precipitated being assigned there.

MS. LEWIS. In the area of the first grade exemption. The formula
in the original' plan included grades one through six plus the Mil find'
LI) resource room students for purposes of figuring racial ratios. Dr.
Henning pointed out in a November 18 memo to the task force, 1 be-
heve, that to exempt first graders from busing under the plan, figuring
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ratios by the original plan,,would put many elementary schools farther
out of balance than they aKady were at that time, some of them. '
There was a hearing on a temporary exemption for the first grade in
December. At that point. was the court fully informed about the im-
pact on racial ratios of the first grade exemption?

MR. R YSON. To my knowledge, we presented the information tothe coun, ith the plaintiffs there, on the first grade exemption that
we felt that it would be better thtitsince, the plan called for whole' classes to be bused to a particular school, that in itsert would Snot be
muc ,different than for the student which would be maibe once or .twic hree limes during the next two quarters, that that would not
be much different than maintaining the childat that particular school.

Ms. LEwls. So that, in fact, there wasn't any data produced at that
point to show the cOUrt what the numbers would look like within the
schools, with ihe first grade? ..*

.MR. GRAYSZN. NO, becauSe I think we were looking at, as I said,
here again were up to our ears in alligators up to that time. What we
were really trying to do was point out to the court that we felt, from
the transportation standpoint, that time of the year it would be almost
impcxssible for us, with all of our other transportation needs, to be al)le
to set up this type of transporation program for the rest of the year.
The:ft:fore, we asked that we be permitted-to substitute ftir that a mul-
ticultural prograM which would accomplish many of the things that the
aOtual moving of a class to another school Would require.

My counsel pointed out that actually it was not a hearing held in
December. I think we just presented thisslto the court in his chambers,
if I am not mistaken. and he did'grant that.

Ms LEWIS. Okay. Thank you. ,In t March 21 hearing, which was
foFa permanent exemption of the -fi ,grade, was the data produced
at that time to show the court again the impact on the racial zitios
at eleiiientry school ItYcl?

MR. GRAYSON. I don't recall there was. I think the infOrmatiort wasi.available. I dicus.sedJhis with our desegregpition design task force. I
would hke to poin is out. Sometimes I ge confused and some other
people might. äLs There really, were, first of all, thert was a design
task force that judge, that the judge created, which he asked me
to chair, to try to get information together to meet his guidelines,
which weAid and developed and got ready for schoo/ inSeptember.

In that court order it 6, as required that there be aPpointed scimeone,
an implementation person, to pick up from, there and carry the court
order out. At this particular point then, I appointed Mr. Bittechieri to'',
be tile head of that particular task force, and that task force's purpose
was to carry the plan out and to try to look at all of the problems.
because, as you can appreciate, any fype of plan that was developed
in this short a period of time, there were a lot of things left undone.
This just had to he, there wasn't any way we could coyer all the an-
gles. And so the implementation team, and I chaired the committee for
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a while and 'then Mr. Brucehieri took over, but the implementation
team %tied to address itself to pioblems coming up. For exaMple, the
court says students in the 7,1h grade.or the 8sh grade would be assigned
to. another school. Well, here again, these are merger problems as well
ea desegregation problems. Maybe I better back off to I I th gradeI
think that would be a better example. In I Rh grade according to our
definition in the former county, that required you to have a certain
number of quarters or pointe to be defined as an 11 th grader. In the
former city, to be clamed as an Ilth grader, there would be one or
set of circumstances, so here we had parents coming to us, saying 'Tny
student is 11 th grade.' So we had to work out a problem or a com-
promise to that and these minutes were sent to the court on the deci-
sion that had to be made. There were all kind:1'ot' decisions that had
to come upwhere the implementation teamthey were meeting at
least once a week trying to address themselves (o Problems. Athletics
came up, how to handle athleticsthe whole gamut qf pmblems that
you would expect in terms of implementing a desegreaallin, plan on
such a short notice.

This committeethis team met, I. guess, probably up to about
December and then it finally at the end of that yearI then-
askedand I might say this, many of theinembetsion theimplementa-'
tion team were members of that design task force. ljeould say this to
you, in the design task force that met in The sumMer, we were mere
oriented to mechanics. Construction, I am sorry ,to,say, didn't really
have the type of input into that plan that it ought to have had. We
had one from instruction, itwhether it was design or how it hap-
penedwe had, principally., people vino 'Were research teChnicians,
analysts, so forth. There were some others who wefe not necessarily
in that particular field. After we gOt the plan started, then _there began
to become instructional problems, and so, at the time, we added them
to the implementation team.

But I point -*his out to you because this really was where our
problems were With implementation was instruction. We had not really
had time to address ourselves. All we did basically was take the num-
bei-s, sort,them out, and try to come up with black-white, percentages
and sort peOple around through the computer.

The design task force then, I eonvened it in January because I felt
we needed to begin thinking about what changes we might want ,to
recommend to the court. One of the prablems that came up then, in
that' group waswhat will we do with first graders next year? Were
we going to be able tizi, continuebecause Judge Gordo n. granted that
exemption for first grackers only for the remainder of the current
school year. I felt that wie needed to look at that again and bring it
back to the court.

So we began to get a committee reviewing the first grade. whether
.or not we would recommend to the cour; that first graders be exempt
the following year or whether we would go back to the original plan.
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At that time I asked our instructional people to lodk into this program
and the plan and see whit they thought we could recommend from an
educational standpoint. That particular group then felt, from an educa-
tional stanppoint, that it would be better to exempt the first graders.
They cited a number of reasons, which you probably have, but basi-
cally in looking at it in terms of a first grade experience for a student
who would be in a school for thefirst timeWe"do not have sistem-
wide kindergartens in this sehool district. I would say approx&tately
half Of 'them have it either through Title I or through some Minimum
.State units that We have throtigh the foundation program. So, over half
of, the students didn't hae the benefit of any kind of kindergarten ex-
perience or school experience. We also looked, at the.apprehension Of
parents, in terms of the fact Plat their students would be bused con-
siderable distances away from their neighborhood.

We felt also that in the first grade, alis is the first time that. you have
a Chance to try to review the, child, to look at the child and try to real-.
ize the problems that the child has at ithe first grade. If he has emo-
tional problems, if he has any type of Speech problem, or anything like
,this, a child would need some attention. This is when you catch it, in
the first grade. So from an educational standpoint, we reeommended
to the judge that ,it be continued the following year.

1

We felt also that the multicultural plan, which is a fairly detailed
Pplan which provided for such things as cultqral awareness, diversity of

cultures, and thesetyPes of things, would do the same tYpe of job for
these students that possibly transporting them to a school away "frdrit
their horne would do.

, I, think also, one other thing that lthe reason I hroUght this,to the
judge in early March is because 'wtt. were, as it has been the past prac-
tice for many 'years, we were. having our first grade .1;Cgistration in
MarchI think jt was the."26th; somewhere ,along in thereand I felt
that from the standpoint nf people in the community making'the.deci-
sions of whether or not they needed to take that first grader into
schhol or .whether ,they put them in private schools, if we told them.
that -the, first graders would be exempt the following year, this might
get them to' register their child, because we had heard from people
who were, saying, "Before I make my decision on goirtg into first grade
next year, what is the plan? Because the present plan only calls for the
exemption for.the balance of the year."

So with these factors in mind, I did ask Judge Gordon to have a
hearing on this in order that he could make some decision. There were

16aumber of people who testified for this.program from the instruc-
Mina! daft% and I think 'basically this was instructional in nature that'
we presented to the judge. '4

Ms. LEWIS. Mr. Grayson, let'Isi 1 ask you one last- question and that
.is whether the school administra on presently keeps/ records of, by
rate and by school, of those students who' are referrPd to and tested
fdr and placed in EMH and LD programs? ,
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MR. GRAYSON. To the best of my knowledge; we do keep that per.
-titilar record. I would liki to,poitn this out, I fed like that the staff
at the Special Edueatioq Departmentand wd have regional diagnorie

tealtis which are pcople-whoit's'a 'team composed of a osycholo.§isit
'a psychlatrist, anseducational specialist, and 'one other person I can't
recall right noW, bia'fOur different people, multiculture. riniltidistipline
type,of people, who try ta took at the whole child.. _.,

Through that screening.procesS and with fairly strict guidefines Mit
'the State department of education requ.ires of all, students, in terms of

having parental input, having the permisSion of the parent to test 'the
child for special educationdid nof, I guesS-:-and heie, again, in-trying.
to look at the whole wystem and all of.the things that were going oni
I felt like the Specia1.4atioation Depannt nt was looking at the child
and ,not necessarily the &dor. Of the ild. Whar was the child's". '

.

N'problem; 'could ,/e help-that child? ..g

i So, when Mr. Henning brought-this to my attention,' that we didn't
have records, specifically as referrals were coming in, I Said, "Welt, I

,
think that is probably a good idea. I will ask Dr. Lee and we will see
that this is done." But prior to that tjlne, our purpose was to try to
help the child, not to determine what color the child was..

.ms. LEwis.'When. was that, that you talked about?. .

Mu. GliA.vioN. About the first of the. year." den't have the 'date.
Ms. Louis. Because I requested that data in .late May, and it doCS

notexist pifeslmOy.'
Mit-CritAvsov. Okay. Well; you knoW.more than I do. Although it.

may still be there. I don't,know. ,

Ms. LEWIS. I didn't know whetherthere had been any direction.
M. -GRAYSON. -i asked that that be dolly..
M. LEwis. Thank yOu very much. I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We appreciate v'Allik mu& the resPOnse that

you have liven 'to the questions addressed to you, by counsel.. I would!
like to explore with you. briefly, really-,:plans for "the future, as far as
the, operation .4 tht..school system is concerned.. We have had some
testimony relative to the 'ole of an advisory ccimmittee to you; that .-.,
is, a committee that you appointed_ whictr, its I understand the
testimony, is made up of representatiVes, of minority groups as well as
representatives of the majority group. What plans do you have for in-
volving that committee in the evolution or dgvelopnittit of polierdet-'
nig the summer Months-and then on into the new school year? .

Ma. GitAvsoN. I would like to go back to the ormation of the Com-
mittee, if I might. Mr. Maupi`n touthed briefly ojthe fact that he came
to me and he indicated that a number of bla pCoplc in the commuri-
ty leadership was interested in having access to the superintendent,
that I Was perceiVed as being 41 there on the ,ivory tower and didn't
really get the truc picture. So I suggested to him that he submit some
names to, me of people he felt would be leaders in the black cornmuni-
Zti as well as pc e necessarily who were not leaders. I also talked to
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him aboyt the possibilityI don't want necessarily a sweetheart COM-
mitteemln other words, a committee that would come in and sit down
and have to think things were giaing fine, and they would serve as sort
of a rubber-stamp type of committee. I recognized that Ahere were
people on that committee' who necesseify felt like maybe the school
system wasn't doing th kind of job it would have and there were other
petiple who would s port it.. But 1 tried to get the group to,be
representative of wh waswhat the community's feelings might be
in terms of the black .community,

.

fitiallyI might jusi be quite frank about itat first we tried
Wet about every 2 weeks, to 3 weeks getting together. Initially,

' would say that there were many. many complaints brought tope an
Many of them were jUstitied. I took it upOn myself either to assign a
staff member or myself personally to check out everything on thing's
that were. happening. So adjustments were made.

I know';,one allegation was made that all ,of the old buses were as-
signed to the city and all the new ,buses were out in the county. I

. checked into that and,,tried to determine if this was a problem. I even
assWed the committee that we .had 1 5 'btises on order, and when these
came in, every one of them Would be assigited.to the city. I followed
that-up arid r4ade sure it Was done

There were 'many allegations made -about treatment of children in.

the sClioo. I tuid people check ow the'schools so when the committee
got haek 'together the' ollowing 2.6i 3 ,weeks, t tried to be prepared
to address liktise partu1at -erns. As l,beggin to' meet with: that
-c'Ommitteeand I would -1.11( tow up--and Ialso felt like that if,
I. had a committee of black ents and organizations. I oughtio. also
try, to' involve a gioup 'Of Ate parents, and organizations. So I created
anetKer I 0-member conrinitte,otvittp, people.. I had people who, were
active, ih The .anebusing machfent' al Well as Other types of peo-
pie-,-PtA and a diverse groat) of wilte parentsiwand people. e

/ I met with this group,and many of their concerns were just the op-
, poSite, that--9pposite, of the black community but sometimekliaving

a cOmmon thread. Ltried to prepa're notes as to wlifere therZ were
'etninnon threads and tried to address those ItrOblems in working',with
staff.

In Deeernher (we had our heating -here, that we had a conference
here; symposium, on desegregation hy Judge Hollenbach. I attended,'
that particular session here, and some of .the students.from our schools ,
-were talking about this. Arid at least one of ihem said something that
struck me, that I carried aWay, and that was, "here we are the sa-

e`called victims of the desegregation, but we are really not haying the-
input." So following- that, in January,,,r got .together group of high
school students, one from each high schOol:, in a little committee that
met with me.,I asked them to tell me about what some of the concerns
were. So, I tried to look at all three groups. Shortly after the' first of
the year. or maybe February, my dates might be a little different.. I

.
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combined my black and my white committees together, tried to get
them to work together. So we are now meetingin fact, we have a
meeting next week with this particular group.

I would like to say something, also, about the format of the commit-
tee. 'Initially, I let the committee, the committee Members, bring their
concerns, whatever they were hearing in the community, to the group.
If they had problems, I,said, "If you know of a problem, bring it to
.this group and' let's ttilk about it." I said, "But now be sure of

41hisdon't give me- allegations about something. I need to have names
and so forth, data, so that I can check the thing out. If you come to

'me and say that all students, all students on the bus are not being/.
picked up in the morning, I, can't deal with that." I said, "Give me the
bus number, the driver, and I will get the transportation department
and we will check it out and find out what the problem is and get it
straightened out." So those are the kind of problems we initially
worked on for the first couple months. As we began to go along and
the transportation began to accrue, we had less and less of that type
of thing. So I then said to the com'mittee, "Are there other areas that
you might want to explore that we might share together here?" So this
got them into setting up a little agenda as part of the program.

can 'remember, my group of black parents and people who met
with me wanted to know more about vocational educatiOn. Mr. Wal-
ters indicated to me that he felt that vocatiodnal education was very iFr-
portant to black stuaents. So I etilled in our director of vocational edu-
cation for one of our next meetings, and he presented a half-hour pro-
gram on the vocational educational program that we have in this coun-
ty and how it can help all students. We probably spent maybe half an
hOur or an hour on that. Then I left additional time if any of the group
had other concerns that they might wantto bring to the committee's°

could check that out and follow up in the same format we originally
had. And so feel this group has had some opportunity to talk with
me now.

As far as suggestions. thfy (have brought in suggestions. We were
talking about the possible changes in the desegregation plan. I broasphe
some ideas to the group. I said, for example, "What would yciu tht
about if,we were permitted some type of an optional transfer, skiy,, for
studentsfor example, if a sent was going to be bused, a white stu-
dent might be bused in the 11 th grade. If that student wanted to go
into the 10th grade and get started and have his 10th, .1Ith, and 12t13
at one school, rather than his I Ith and 12th4, what do you think $bdut
that?" And I talked to students about this, too, and they thought it was
a good idea. <

We also presented to them the idea of possibly, if they wein\ to a
middle school conversion, what would they think, of having black, stu-
dents, rather than being' assigned to 3rd, 4th, and 5th at an elememary
school and having the 2nd grade at one school, possibly of having
them artend all 5 years at one. school rather than having itern if

6
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it's an away schoolat. least .having the option of having a4eentinuity
.at one school:rather than going I year at ohe school, then coming
'back to the home schoCiil for 2. years. and *then leaving againtry and
.get game aontinuity,,,lbose kind of problems I tried to present.to that
group, in terms of getting their reaction and feedback to it.

CHAIRMAN, Ett.soon.N.9.. As I understand it, -then, RS ybli look to the
future, the .:conling.months, you do_plan to'prese t policy issues to this '
committee in 'Order to get their advice wh4- ou are in the proceSs
Of making up your mind as to the kind of nlommendation, for, exam-
ple, you may make to the board of edecoion`r

z.MR. GRAYSON. I don't believitiee the, role of that committee, sir,
hut of getting into. policy. What.I havc tried to do is towork with that
group and to try to get from therrifeedback of what the community
is talking ,about and what they Avg hetkring Out in the community,
which really helps me in terMs of trying to do the policy. Bat as to'
specific poliey.'matters, you know.1 hmen7t seen that role yet for that
committee. ,

CHAIRMAN ELEMMINO. As I ',Iisten to you relate some of the matters
that- have.been discussed hy the'comMittee. &seemed to me that they
were policy issues.

GRAYSONOITIewhat.
CtlaimstAN Et.E:simiN6.. But you were asking Olefin to comment on i

them. I was just wondering if you plan, as time goes on, to give them
the opportunity of expressing their views on polieies,that are being
considejed. thzit haven't been decided but that are under consideration
and'that wiM ultimately be presented with Wile kind-of a recommen-
dation from you to the board of education.

MR. GRAYSON. I .think we have probably -a little communication
problem, I think I am.hearing you and I think we are probably talking
about the sarne thing. -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We have some cliscussion,ohsome evidence
related to the Community Cemsensus.Cominittee, And thtire has beed
some testimony commenting .ontheypssibility, or the desirability of
reviviiig ',that and making it an active eomnilitee in convection with all
of the issues related to desegregation and also, I guess, as well ,as other
is.suils. What is your opinion as to the possible role of such a commit-
tee? Some ileople refer to it as,a blue ribbon committee, but obviously
a committee of leaders of the-Community representing all of the vari.
ous segments of the life of the.ommunity.

MR, ,GRAYSON.. Well, in terms.of the blue ribbon committee, what
role qo yoE's;zi: Cir. this committee? I Might have missed that.

CHAIRMAN Eit.MMING. We have taken testimony in other cities rela-
. tive the atti of eitrzen committees that have played a-very real

role ii ? attemp d bring about a better understanding of the issues
On the part of t community and, in :turn, of- keeping in touch with
the way in'which-the program was evolving.

t.) 7
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One such committee, apparently, has done a very effectiYe job. That
one is in Denver, chaired by a former member of this Commission, the

AFhancellor of the Unn.fersity of Dewier. That was a court-appointed
Illommittee.'That has bc true of Wine others, atit'We also recognize
that such a committee can come into existence as the Community
Consitsus Committee did, without beiappointed by a judge.,The
mayor, the county judge, and so on, togefffer onuld make provision for
such a committet.

MR. GRAYSON. Well, I thiiik that we have worked with the Consen-
sus Committee before our funding ran out. So, I think we would still
cooperate with them. As t recall, that particular group did make a
request to Judge Gorden to be some sort of iiri,advisory committee to
him. He rejeeted that. He said thator hshould 44.1think there was
a general feeling that there was access to him and Ito &special master,
if any rople had any particular prdblems.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, it is clear that, if such committee is
to have maximum efTectiveness, it would require the support of you
and the board of education, in terms of the role that they would play.

In connection with plans for the-future, have you 'made any 'move
-in the direction of making it possible for students in the school system,
or faculty, or administrators, to develoi, an understanding of-the sig-
nificance of the consthtitional issues that are involyed ..in the
desegregation of our public school system?

Mu. GRAYSON. No. I would say -no to that question. I think whatever
our people, in terms of our outreach activities and our human relations
department. I think that would be,the principal thing.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do you feel that it would be helpful if the Stu-
dentg who are going through this experience at the present time were
able to relate it to the Constitution of the United States and develop
some understanding and appreciation of the signifiCance of what is
going on here and in other cities in relation to the Constitution of the
United States?

MR. GRAYSON. 1 think this is something that our instruction depart-
ment cbuld certainly work on. I am sure that some of It is going on,
but to,the degree of how much we are doing that, I am really not able

corrIttleilt.
CHMRMAN FLEMMING. Then, of cOurse, my feeling is that as far as

faculty, administrators, and so on are concerned, they, too, might be
stimulated and challenged by some oppo'etunities thet might be pro- /
yided along that line. I would assume they would be in cooperation
with some of the local institutions of higher education. .

MR. GRAYSON. 1 think this would be true, and I think possibly there
may be sqme workshops that someone ihould be addressing themselves
to. Last yeer we didn't have that opportunity, but there are-4 think
will be some future plans along that line.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. A good deal of time this morning has been
given to discussing problems that .you confronted during the past year
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and the way in which you dealt with those.problems. We have listened
to tegimony from students in. the school system here. which .has

_pointed to the Iltet that the_ etpeeience they have gone through during
the past year has been a favorable experience, in terms of the impact
on their lives.

Now, I assume, ,in Your position people do tend to flood you with
,the negative aspects of a development of this kind. But I also assume
'that through your contacts with the faculty. student*, and sO on, you
likewise have identified some favorable developments as far as student:4 .
are .cOncernixt I am wondering if you would be willing to just share
what has come to you briefly with us. -

MR. GRAYSON. Weil, I think, of course, I have talked to some stu-
dents-that do not necessarily, have a good feeling for this.' i was at. a
class not too long ago where I talked to thern and there was some
negative feelings from students about this-. And as I said, this group of
students I talked to, on the other hand, have indicated that while there

-have been problems, that the -kids can get it together if Some of the
outside influences would leave them alone. Some of them also feri like
that they had been, able to make new friends, that is of both races.
Thisthese students happened, to be in a biracial group in the ,dif-
ferent schools. . .

I do think that in terms of understanding of each other, that some
pi that has developed. On the other hand, I think, in some cases, there
has been less understanding. Some of the students feel the opposite.
They are polarized.eur human relations department has worked fairly
extensively with thekhools in terms of rap sessions, peer group coun-
seling, student activities. We tried to promote the cluster activities and
we are trying to bring the kids together.
\ I think one of the problems is that many of the schoolchildren, or
at least in the high schools, still haven't developed that allegiance yet
to.their school where they are bused away from. For example, a black,
student who had been at Central, say in the eighth grade or ninth

'grade and being.bused away. This year it was pretty traumatic for him
and for the white student as well. They haven't really develope the
identity of that school. Although, I think as. the year began to g on,
there was a little more of 'that, And I think next year, from what many
students have indiCated, there will be a better identity with that school,
next year.

In terms of educational progress, I think someone has reportedand
I think it is a fairly correct appraisal-1 think the first quarter that we
had this year was pretty rough. I don't think there wa.4 a lot going on.
It was just sort of hold thts school system together. I think the next
quarter got a little better, and I feel that by the end of this year we
began to get things pretty well together. I feel optimistic about where
we might be next year.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do yoU feel that the development of a better
understanding of other cultures, the making of friendships with persons
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who come out of the other cultures, is an important part of the edvaa-
tional process?

MR. GRAYSON. I Oink, certainly, a better understanding of our fel-
,low man is, yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Again, looking ahead to the next few months
and the next school year, do you have plans working through your
principals for bringing t'ogether parents and leaders in neighborhoods
for the purpose .of giving them an indepth understanding of what your
plans are fot the corning fall?

MR. GRAYSON. Yes, we will be doing that. In addition to that, we
are sboing up some hotlines again, as we did last year, where people
can have access to a telephone number they can call if they have a
particular question about the plan and how it may affect them next
year. That is being set up right mei, with the idea that when the com-
mittee reports to the judge tomorrow, that there will be obviously
some questions about what the judge is planning to do. So we wilt be
inStituting that.,1 think it isNAready geared up, as of today.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I would hke to go back tei the human rela-
tions department for a moment. Most of the staff that is working in
that area is supported by Federal funds?

MR. GRAYSON. A great part of that, although there is a core-4 think
the schOol system's figure on this is something like 5350,060, at the
present time committed for staff people and other expenses. We have
an associate superintendent in charge of that department. There are
several other staff people. Probably, as I recall, about 10 people in that
staff who were funded by general funds. Many of the other activities,
of course, are federally funded.

I think the loss of these Federal funds will certainly hurt our human
relations department, because, fort example, the visitation and all of
these types of things, the activities for students, one program eie arc
especially impressed with, and this, incidentally, came from discre-
tionary funds, which we got in January.
/ We were told we might get same money. So really this is only a

6-month grapt, but this is for instructional coordinators who would be
assigned to each of our middle and high schools with the idea of wofk-
ing with the teachers and trying to deVelop the curricUlum to meet the
needs of the kids in the classroom.

I don't think there is any question that many of our teachers were
not equipped for the types of students that they were going to get, and
I say \this in all of our schools, not neCessarily city or county. I think
this throughout the system. So modification of curriculum needs, these
I Cs, or Instructional Coordinators, can do that type of work plus
working in this particular class and can be worked in the school level.
So that person would have full time working with the teachers.
Another aspect of that, of course, is that lAsZteig a coordivor, they
are not a threat to the teacher, while if you h an assistant principal
out there, he would be perceived as being administration and might be
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a thretid to that teacher; in ten'na of telling her Iv problems arc
and how she could work with her class.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMaG. Are 'you saying anything tO thelLhtiversity of
Kentacky or the. University Of LouisvOlc.about the kind of trial
along these lines that you would like to see your prospective teac ers
have?

MR. GRAYSON. WO have WO mediumswe have the Jefferson Coun-
ty Educational Consortium which has been with the former city system
for a number of years, which we have heels doing sonie work with.
This is a group of the sahool system. the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville. In addition to that, we have are educational
development center which has the University of'.,Louisville, the
Western Kentucky University, University of Kentucky developing
workshops, prognunt, and packagel for training this summer of
teachers and staff. The universities have committed about $150,000 in
terms of staff to- that.program., So, -I think it is going io do the type
of job that we have to do,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do you have any other specific plans for the
surnmer and the fall, related to the desegregation. of the system, that .
you would like to share with us?

MR. GRavsoN. Not at this time. S'ehool jusi finished last week. 1 am
glad to get that over.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay,
Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Grayson, I want to preface my

questions with the explanation that I am not insensitive io what must
be and has been and will continue to be the enormity of the challenges
and problems presented to you as the superintendent of the schools
under the merger and the desegregation efforts combined in a single
year. And I .think the progress that this county will make will be
reflected in the quality of leadership that you exert. And, in relation-
ship to that, you answered affirmatively to Dr. Flemming's question as
to whether or not good education in a democracy requires interre
tionships between religious, ethnic, and racially different studen
bodies. That affirMative answer on your part loads me to assume that
you would also affirmatiVely answer a question about the necessity for
;the desegregation of the schools. Am I correct in that?

MR. GaavsoN. As far as; the desegregation of gchools, I think both
boards probably were committed to desegregation of the schools,
though the court ruled otherwise.
TACotasstsstoNER SALTZMAN. I am asking whether you personally are
committed to that.

MR. Gaavsoic Nes, sir, that is correct.
CommtssioNsa SaurzsraN. Would you also rcsnd o thiswe have

received varied tol.mony eon the delivery of education in the schools
over the last year. Some saying that it has been consistently. at their
school, excellent, unhamiered by events of this year, and some
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ng that merger, as much as anything else, brought confusion
and erioration; at least initially in the delivery.of educatkm. Could
you evaluate for us.frem your perspective, the- deliviiry Cif education
during this preceding year? .

MR. GRAYSON. Yes sir; I can, I think. In terms of the school system
itself, I think you have to took al the particular school and the commu-
nity. You also have to look at the basis of whether that school was
an exempt school, or whether it was one that was created new to be
exempt, or whether or.not it was a bused-in type of school.

I guess I am trying to point this out because I think it has an effect
on the makeup of the student body, the attitude of the students going
to that school and, of course, the makeup of the faculty itself, and I
think it also goes to the leaderthip of the principal, and it gets to the
appraisal of the parent and the student, as.to what theY donSider to
be good education.

So, I think that is a pretty varied thing to work with. We have to
do that in education. Wc have over ISO different schools that are
operating in the school system, and there areI think people have dif-
ferent approaches to instruction, in terms' of the school and what the
parents want out of that particular school. For example, as you know,
we have some parents who want fairly strict discipline, others who
want middle-of-the line, others who woulA want i to be even more
relaxed, if you will. How that parent perceives how that school is
operated and.what he wants out of that school is probably .his opinion
of what the type of education should be.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Were you here, sir, when the consultants
to the Commission reported on thfir study earlier this morning?

MR. GRAYSON. No, sir.
CoramissioNER SALTzmAN. Well, one of the, a few of the results of

their study led to the conclusion that there were some problems, and
they identified the personnel practices as operating within a closed
system in which there is an insensitivity to the needs of the children
from the city and faculty from the city, that there was, a downgrading
of the city teachers, that there were special inducements for tEansfers
available to county teachers coming into the city, but not available for
the city teachers going into the county.

Could you cemment on this and the fact that they felt that these
personnel practices were determined in a closed system in which the
teaches had little input into the administration and what was happen-
ing?

MR. GRAYSON. I don't feel that the personnel practices were insensi-
tive to the needs of teachers. As I recall, there were, first of all, sent
out a request to the teachers that they felt they wanted to get a
transfer to volunteer, so to speak, that they would have the optionl to
do that..

You know, obviously there were people who might feel that in a
merger that there would be orientation either to the city or county.
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qf course, I have been accused of that myself; I do feel like that we
tried to be _as -objective as we can to the transfer of teachers, and I
have no basis to say thaVwe were insensitive to the needs, as far as

. the city teachers coming into the county.
It you would appreciate, you do have to, there are certain limitati

on how you transfer. For example, if a high school teacher wanteVto
transfer to another school, it may or may not he-possible, because,

mber one, phe Singleton ,decision which would set up the ratio in
thatParticula schook`the second factor would be, of COUrse, what the
type of course offering would be at that school.

We are limi d by the certification rules of the.State of Kentucky,
which pretty wl narrowly define what areas a teacher can teach. For
example, if you areyou may have a certification to reach in the field
of math, and if you had also psychology courses, you would not have
certification. You can't teach that course.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Were there special inducements for coun-
ty teachers to go into the city schools?

MR. GRAYSON. Td my knowle,dge, there wouldn't be, sir. There may
he, but to my knowledge. I don't recall that.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. They identifiedthe two gentlemen
identified that_aere were some crucial differences in educational
needs between county and city students, relative to curriculum con-
tent. Have you attempted in the city schools to become more sensitive
and responsive to the varying needs of city versus county students?

MR. GRAYSON. I would like to say this, first of all, as you can ap-
preciatethe question of 'merger, being in this community for many,
many years; the same thing, being in the city aad county government,
and so forth. We havein terms of studentsthere has also been
some type of transfers within and with:ut the two systems.

For example, manY timesI can specifically think of Cane Run
School, which is on the borderline of the former city and county
school districts. Many students in that particular area moved across the.
.imaginary line, if ypu will, to move intd the county school district for
the express purpo of going to Cane Run School. The principal there
was aware of some of the problems, and we did adjust the curriculum
to take care of those problems. Another example would be Thomas
Jefferson High School, where many black people who moved from the
icity to the county would move into that district. So we have had over
the years black and white students moving out of the county into thet,
city and vice versa.

We have tried to adjust that curriculum. I think the curriculum has
been adjusted this year. As I said awhile ago, the coordinators are
working in this area now and staff. And both of the two former staffs,
under the Supervision of the curriculum department, are working on
these probleins now, trying to.take care of the needs of kids. So I don't
feel that they are necessarily insensitive.

11
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I would like to say this, alsO, that 'now we really don't have either
a County or 'city school any longer. Even the former eity s'clipOl which
might be predominantly black itinow, you know, less than that figure.
And so those same students now are at another school that might be
predominantly white.

So, in a sense, we don't have that type of situation where we can%
for example, say that an inner city school designed that curriculum for
inner city students who are there, because they are not there any
longer.

So we really have to re iew our whole curriculum process which we
are doing and have been,Jwork ing on it to adjult it to meet the needs
of kids. We have kids coming out to the county who are two or three
'grade levels behind. We .are having to adjust programs because the
reading levels are'so poor. We had students going into the city who
Were possibly one grade level beyond, working with the same typo of
students there. So the instruction department really hail its work cut
out for it this year. But they have tried to work for all of the kids.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COITUniSsioner Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to pursue a cOuple of aspects

of your testimony, the first on hardships transfers. You mentioned the
problem the board and you feel tir system would face if you denied
a student a hardship transfer, when t t student 1has a reason or a
statement supporting that transfer signécjl by a doctor of medicine.

My first question is, does the boar employ its own MO who could
review these transfers?

MR. GRAYSON. No. I might, point out, maybe someone mentioned
this, I am not sure; but at one time we were concerned aboUt this. We
did arrange to meet with Mr. Brucchttri and Joe Goodman with a
committee from the medical society and tried to determine if there
might be some way to approach this particular problem. We didn't
come to any conclusion about how we might address that problem,
other than that they would try to bring that back to their group.

In terms of hiring a physician. I don't know if we could get one
physician, necessarily. I don't know about their Hippocratic oath, or
so forth. I don't know whether we could get one physician to take ex-
ception to what another physician says, because it is a judgmental fac-
tor, unless that particular physician required that child, say, to be ex-
amined and have all of the background that the family physician had.

My counsel did advise me of this, also. We did bring this matter up
to the Federal court here, and he had indicated that he would try to
look into this and possibly come up with some recommendations. So
we have discussed that problem with him.

NIKE CHAIRMAN HORN. The reason I pursue this is,my instincts tell
me that, both in desegregated districts and nondesegregated districts,

that this is a very real problem and that some doctors are signing state-
ments because of friendship with family, or whatever, to get students

out from under particular school consolidation or desegregation plans.
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Ma. GRA N. Yes.
VicE CNA! MAN HORN." And I wondered why the medical associatibn_of Jefferson ounty or the State medical association cannot see thata threa-docto board, let's say, is appointed that must review all fileson any case thlt. is referred for a medieal transfer.
I am not only concerned about the physical medicine transfer, butwhat really irritates me, and I know this' from personal experiencewirre I have beard of case after case,, the so-called psychiatric trans-fers where a doctor is claiming that this student's psyche will bedistRrbed if the studeilt isbused to a school that is integrated I suspect' often the student doesn't elicn ,knaw that the parents are going to this'extreme to get the transfer, and I wonder what that student will think20 years from now if that-stident is running for office or in a profes-sion or whatever where that)reco/lust ha ns to come out. Anddon't think that the parents do an udent or hool system doesany student a favor when-ttreL,willy-nilly granksomi of ihese transfers.I am wandering how you can liursue this to get 'at this problem?

MR. QRAYSON.' I believe ,the court is going to address that problem.In terms of all of these records, they are confidential and I think asfar as, and counsel could correct me on this, that woidd be eon-fidential and personal information _that we wouldn't probably berequired to" release.
'E.. CHAIRMAN HORN. Let mc pursue one coMment you madeabourthe gasoline dealers who refused to sell,gasoline to the schooldistrict during the opening weeks of desegregation.

MR. GRAYSON. They are still refusing.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Welt 1 wanted To know Was; did you havea contract with any of these .1ine dealers?
MR. GRAYSON. No. This had been an arrangement between us overthe years that we had developed, and there wasn't a need for a formalcontract. I think one other thing, if _you can appreciate the problemof some of the dealers, they were threatened and many, some of themat least, had their windows knocked out and certain other threats ofbodily 'harm upon them, and I know of one instance. We had indicatedthat we were having problems in an area and we found another personwho was willing to sell the gas to us. His picture happened to get inthe paper, and I think by thq next day we were told that we couldn'tget gas there any longer.
might add this, in addition to the gasoline' problem, was the securi-ty on the buses. The judge required us.to take all of our buses andput them in compounds and put them under guard in order that theywould be protected from being destroyed, and We are still maintainingthose compounds up to the close of the.year. We have about 16 com-pounds. We have 1 to 2 security people on them 24 hours a day, andwe are going to have jo-maintain that again neitt year.

VIcE CHAIRMAN HORN. Is gasoline purchased in this system on alow-bid basis?
MR. GRAYSON. Yes, sir.
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. My last question goes to Judge Hollenbach's
plan. 1 understand he submitted a plan either to the court, or to the
schollii district, perhaps, as to how various facilities might be.. con-
structed which would 'help solve some of the desegregation reqiiire-
ments. Are you famihar with that plan?

Mit; GRAYstiN. Not in .its entirety. There are, some a..spects of it, of
course, that- we have been,working*.on ourselves, in,ierms of looking
at some optiOns for people. For.eiample,, the-fundamental traditional
'school, the.. perforining arts school, smite other - types of magnet
schoolssome of our staff have visited.other systems trying to get a.
handlp on that. These are some things he suggested and our school
system is also interest in that. Unfortunately these things* costct
money, and We are righ back to 'where we are in terms of finaneial
problems.. But they arc things ,we' are looking at .the-,---the- magnet
schools certainly is an idea.

I recalit there was a suggestion for some type- of a parent council,
sa to speak, also for the board. We do use our PTAs. Also we have
counci)s which we work directly with, which are in the community and
representing the parents there.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Are theie plans within th'e -clistrVyt to con-
struct a -number of Schools in the next few years? .

MR. GRAYSON. No. At *the present time this school district is in
prettyhas a precarious finonCial position for next year. In addition to
that, our special earmarked' building fund tax is prettrkell reduced.
We have only about selien or eight million dollars left. ,

We have just approved plans to construct a special education center
for trainable children and for those types of students who need a spe-
cial school. Other than that, that is about it. So, .we really don't have
a lot Of bonding for building, you know, to do any type of corittruc-
lion.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. SO the district, because of limited resources,
despite shifting population, has no opton to construct schools on, per-
haps, the border of what was the county and the city in order to
reduce distance one is transported to go to school?

MR. GRAYSON. Yes, and I might also point out that the board has
also tried to look at the possibility of closing some schools this year,
and we were turned down on that. At that time we had calculated that
we could save maybe a quarter of a million dollar-I; and there might
be the passibility that perhaps those old schools might be either reused
or disposed of in some way to save some funds. But in terms of capital
construction, we really are limited by doing-any type of construction.

Counsel pointed this out and I should bring this upin the summer
of 1974, '75, 1 am sorry, vwhen e were trying to construct the.idesegregation plan for the court e did make an attempt at that time
to redraw the boundary line tween the old city and county to try
to , construct new boundaries which would bring down some of the
former harriers.
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For example. Aspen High School was a city schools located in a
county.school district. We tried to reconstruct that line so that there
was not that same line we had before. So there were actually city and
county students going to that school. Dirk was another example wherewe pulled some students from the city and ptil, themiln the countyschool. Manual was redistricted to include some city. So we did try towork M that all around the perimeter.

Vwx. CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you.
.eHAIIIMAN FLEMMINO. Commissioner Ruiz?
'COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Mr. Grayson, you mentioned plans which aredeveloping by way of implementations to the educational psograms.Do any of these plans require any significant modificatiort of the

design of desegregatide
MR. GRAYSON. In terms of how, sir?

.Commissiowit Ruiz. WeIl I mentioned the words, design of
desegregation, because _Mr. Henning testifiedthat he had .met with youon January 6, 7, and 15 on the specific subject matter of the designof desegregation. You did this as a member of the _design team ap-pointed loy Judge Gordon after the merger.

Now the questidn is, do you know of any, with respect to the future,
does the board have any or does the board contemplate the making
of any _motions Oefore the Federal court' to significantly change or
modify the existing desegregation design and to prepare for the open-ing of the school in the fall?

MR. GRAYSON. I would like to go back, if I mightI mentioned be-
fore that Judge Gordon asked us to develop a task force. He asked
me to get a group together which I did. At that time the judge.said
that we were officers of th court in order to develop the plan, which
would protect us in terms f any types of information that ought to,
be gotten out, because th made us officers of the court. We reported
directly to him. When o group made the recommendation, presented
that plan to him on the basis of his guidelines and instructions to the
committee, as' far as I was concerned, that task force, in a sense, had
completed its operation.

At that time, I then appointedthe court order calls that we have
someone designated to implement the plan, and this is. where I ap-
pointed Mr. BrucchiTri to head up that group. A I pointed out before,
some of the members of that committee were on the design task force
and some were not In January when I began to discusS this with t ecouncil, and I think at a meeting, possibly in the judge's cha
hersand, incidentally, I made fairly regular reports to the judge
an informal basis. If he had a problem I got a telephone call to be
down there the nex$ morning at 9 o'clock, to be prepared to bring staff
to discuss particular pmblems that he was concerned with.

In one Of our conferences with thc judge, I indicated to him that
felt we ought to beginAing to look at any modifications of the plan
and bring them to th court. He said that would be fine if we could
report to the court in July what our changes might be.
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I then asked counsel if we could talk to him about tite possiblity of
getting it earlier; in order that we could possibly have the changes be-
fore this cninmUnity before school was out, because that was obviously
one of the p'robkms last year; that the coMmunity didn't get that infor-
mation until school opened, and if we could push that timeframe back,
it would bp helpful to the community to know what to expect when
theY left school.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. You mentioned that you contemplate having -a
meeting in July with the judge?

MR:GRAYSON. No, sir, I didn't contemplate it. He told me we Were
going to have the meeting in July:

ComMISsioNiElt Ruiz. He is expecting that you will meet him in July
for the purpose of discussing possible modifications of the

Ma. GRAYSON. Yes, sir, with the plaintiffs.
COMMISSIONER Rutz., ,desegregation plan?
MR. GRAYSON. Theictie modified the order, as I recall it was in May.

Then he said ,we will try toget be& together in May rather then wait-
ing until July. He felt the same thing, that pqssibilityifAcre co
be developed out of that any minor changes to the plan, thert:the
munity would have that by the end of June.

But getting back to. my, the deSign task- force. In' January .,1 then
called members of that committee, the design task force, .back together
and also toOk some meMbers present the implementation team because
I thought we needed not only technicians, but we needed people who
were knowledgeable about the instrUctional,program, and we would try
then to review the plan and see what changes we might recommend
to the court.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Did you discuss with your counsel the possible
making of a calendar of this as, soon as possible? 'Counsel isn't under
oath here. He might answer the question.

MR. GRAysotv.. The hearing was held in May before the judfie, and
at that time he indiCated 'that he wanted some further changethin the
plan and appointed a special committee. I. think Mr. Maupin ieferred
to that. He was chairman of the committee. They are making their re-
port to Vie judge tomorrow. .

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Very well. Thank you. That answers it. Tomor-
row?

MR. 011AYSON. Yes, sir.
COMMISSIONER FLEMMING. Mr. Grayson, we are indeed grateful to

you for spending this time with us and sharing with us the insights that
grow out of a very intense and intensive experience in the area of
sclurl administration. Thank you very much.

MR. FULTON. Commissioner Flemming, yesterday We brought, sub-
ject to subpena, certain information, and in talking to your counsel we
asked that we be given an opportunity to explain what we feel are
some deficiencies in that information. If wc could just have an oppor-
tunity briefly, with the superigiendent, to tell you about those now. It
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won't tale more than a minute or two. We don't want you all to' per-
ceive-that infOrmation and rely on it withoUt knowing the deficiencies.

MR. GRAYSON. Have you explained that to our,general counsel?
MIL FULTON- Yes, sir, we have.
COMMISSIONER FLEMMING. That is adequate then. Thank you very

much.
s.

Counsel will call the next Witnesses.
XMR. Gueit. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses are the chairman andimembers of the Jefferson County Board bf Education. Thcy are Mr.

Orville Miller, Jr., the chairman, .John P. Bell, Carol A. Haddad, Carl
R. Hines, Carolyn 0, Huuo, Donald RandoVi, Thomas Shultz, Wil-
liam E. Summeis, Ill, Roberta B. Till ley, and C, B. Young. I sin not
certain Dr. Bell 'is here, Mr. Chairman. He had a conflict and was (nitof town, hut he is attempting to get here. .

Ladies and, gentitinen, may I ask you to stand sb.the Citairman may .
swear you in as willeltsses? ..-: --

lOrville Miller. John P. Bell, Carol A. Haddad, Carl R. Hines,
Carolyn G. 'Hutto, ponald Randolph, Thomas Shultz William E: Sum:.\
MCI'S, UI, Rot*rta I Tulley, arid C. B.,Young were sWOrn.I

TESTIMONY oF ORVILLE MILLEA, JR-, CHAIRMAN, Jowl P. SELL CAROL A.
HADDAD, CARL R. HINES, CAROLYN G. HUTTO, DONALD RANDOLPH, THOMASSHULTZ, WILLIAM E.. SUMMERS, Ill, ROBERTA B. TtnAzy, AND C. B. YOUNG

Ma. Glick. Could l ask that' eaFh of you identify yourself by name
and your occupation for the record'?

-REV. RANDOLPH. I am Rev.' Don Randolph, minister, Green Acres
Baptist Church.

MR. MILLER. My name _is Orville Miller, Jr. I am an insurance agent
in Louisville.

MS, TUL.I.E.V. Roberta.Tulley, unemployed.
INES. Carl R. Hines. executive director of the Housing Oppor-

y 7enter.
Ms. Hurro. Carolyn G. Hutto, currently not employed.
Ms. SUMMERS. William E. Summers, Ill; minister and president of

Summers Broadcasting.
MRS. HAImAn. Carol Haddad, housewife, chauffeur, cook, maid.'
MR. YOUNG. I am C. B. Young. I operate an auto paint store.
MR. SHULtf.. I atli Thomas Shultz_ I AM eMployed by the I and N

railroad.
Ma. Cluck. thank. you all. I want to make certain that I have these

positions correct, and I want our record to reflect it. I am going to
recite what I believe to be the names of the members of the former
city hoard of education and the former county board of education and
the persons who have ,heen newl elected to the merged board. Am
I correct that Mrs. Hutto. Mr. S mers, Dr. Bell, who isn't here yet,
Mr. Deitrick, and Mr. Hines were embers of the former city board

N6
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of education? And am I correct that Mrs. Tul ley, Mr. Miller, Mrs.
Rufra, Reverend Randolph were members of the former county boarcl?
Mr. Rufra. I am sorry, former county board. Is that correct?

REV. RANDOLPH. That is correct,
Ma. Gucs. Am I correct that Mrs. Haddad; Mr, Young, and Mr.

Shultz are 'newlyelected members of the board of education?
MS. TULLEY. Yes.
Ms. GLICK. Thank you, and I did get it correct and the .record will

Show that. I want to start by addressing a question to the chairman,
Mr. Miller, and to ask each one of% you tooffer ah expression'of view,
.and, of rburse, I wal have to ask yoli to be brief, because there are
so many people and we want to hear fom each one of you.

Mr. Miller, do you believe that the board collectively and each
Member individually has a responsibility to publicly support the court's
desegregatidn order, and if so, what steps have been taken to do that?

MR.. MILLER. L'ihink each, board member has pretty well supported
, the mandate of tie court, if that is your question.

MR. Yt. that is. Miss Talley?
. MS. TULLEY. Y s I think that we have a responsibility to obey the
law. Now, if yo mean to support busing. then I don't know that ,l
could agree with that because some of us are opposed to it. So, say
nowk I am in .favor of busing because it's the law of the land, I could
not do that. I do say that while I'm opposed to busing, I will obey .the
law. I will attempt in every way possible to makelt work and to see
that there is no erosion of the school program.

MR. GLICK. Thank you. r
Mr. Hines?
MR. HINES. As I Interpret your question, counselor, I think we

definitely have a responsibilit:y to zany out and support 'the orders of
the court and to obey the,law. I personally think that regardlass of the
area in which the court's order applies will not change that responsi-
bility,

MR. GLICK. Thank you.
Mrs. Hutto?

- MS. HUTTO. 1 certainly believe that, as an elected official, that I
must support the'coures -order and be positive in my activities to see
that it's implemented.

NKR. CLICK. Mr. Summers?
MR. SLIMMERS. As an elected official, I feel it my responsibility to

uphold the laws as are mandated, and my personal feelings should
never be entered into it at any given time.

MR. GIAK. Mrs. tladdad?
MS. HADDAD. It is the law. We do have to obey the law whether we

agree or disagree, and this is, I think, our Prerogative as long as it
doesn't interfere with our job in seeng that the children receive a gbod
quality education.
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Ate YOUNG. I feel that we mustssapport the 'law and do .that, the
'law says,and also at the manic time do the best job we can within the
restrictions of this law. I realize that it's sherd, especially under the cir-
cumstances we tuid ourselves now, to provide the best possible educa-

.tion with the taw -way it is.
'Mx.' GLICK. u. Mr. YOung. fl"

Ma. SHULTZ ree that we should obey the law. The.quality
education that We desire is being affected by this, I .belkeve, because
of the tremendous drakri on-tha-financial resources.

. ,14411. GLICK. 'Reverend Randolph? .
"Riv. RANDOL1514. YeS,.41 arti Freverenkf Randolph and Certainly it is

ouibresponsibility to fulfill atie mandate of the court. I thildetwe Ave,
said this in, ccairt personally and I ithnk we have said4 publicly. I feel. L,.1. 5

tflit record of this, board collectively is a witness i'm this' community
Xv10.14,4dge Gordon'that we haVe tried our best to itlaplement gie la*

date. I :thiiik the recosd over this past year will bear Witness to

'0 MR. Got:to Thank you.
.

.. .
. My next question i-elates to some testirridnythat we heard this,morn-

iiig from tieo.doct(ars df education who wers consultants to the Com-
mission. They indicate hat there were' difrerent philosophies in the
two different boards cation, that in the city !load of education
prioroto merger, the osophy was child-oriented. The interest% and
the needs of. the child werse" what the board.of education believ'ett mint

. be met. Bin on the, Other hand, in the county,the educational system.
wws-achievement-orieuted and that there were goals to be, Met on the
'part of each student.- - .

. Mr., Miller and wher members, how do you think that these two dif-
ferent phijosophies can be merged and melded together fOr the hest .
interests of the thildren in-the sehools?

MR. Mittga. Two- philotiophies, Pie two systems melded together in
the kest interest of the schools?

MR. (ii.ici. Not in- the best -ihterest-of the schools, hut of the chil-
dren.

MU. MILLEa. The children', I'M sorry. I'm,not real sure that ) un-
derstand your question the way you are putting it to me. I feel like
that in the drrher cOunty school system we were child-oriented. I am
not tharfamiliar with.this type of difference sthat tvas brought forth.
I wasn't here. In response to being child-orieMed or achievemertt-

-oriented. it wiauld be a 'little difficult .for me to answer. I would say,
that film' my-viewpoint thA difference:between the two school systems

o-f stveture one of diicipline.
LICK. Miss Talley?

was here during that testimony and I have already ac-i,
cated Dr. Viiiiman out .in the vestibule because I disagreed with hiM.
I thirik the levels program which he was discussing _is child-saribrited.
I think:Thildren may enealltd hrough'the school system at their Own
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level and their own rate. It was designed specifically for the child. This
is also true with the elective quarter plan which allows children to
choose the courses that suit their needs. -If -this isn't child-oriented, I
Oon't know what is, so I think this is not a difference in philosophy.

MR. GLICK. Could I ask the board members to just individually move
along as eackone testifies, so I won't waste time ealling\names? Mr.
Hines?

Mk. HINES. Unforturately, I wasn't here to ,hear the testimony with*
regard to the philos4phical differences of the two boards prior to
merger. But personally- feel any board of education has to be child-

. oriented. I atink in that orientation they have to necessarily take into
consideration achievement. But I think they ,also have to take into con-
sideration the best way for individual children to achieve. In a system
this large and with the diveNty of clintele we have, which are the chil-
dren; I think we have to provide whatever method is best suited to that
individual child to achieve what I am sure all of us would like to see
them achieve.

Mi. Hurro. I coneur with what Mr. Hines has said. I would agree
that achievement is an important component of education. How that
occurs or in what setting pupils do achieve, I think makes a great deal
of difference to the youngsters. I would like -to see khis school system
move toward one that provides alternative educational choices for all
its youngsters so that if it's my perception that my child learns better
in a' situation that is less rigid, I may have that choice for my child.
The parent who likes the traditional form of education could have that
option, too.

MR. St./PM:wits. The two philosophies, just like the merging of the
two systems, must be. worked out between the people involved; that
the children of both the former city and former county can be merged
into the two different philosophies to see that the ultimate end, the
bottom line, will be that that child gets an education.

MS. HADDAD. I disagreed with him this morning when he said that
the county was not child-oriented because it very definitely is. I think
both systems are'. I think it's just that the philosophies,are in different
ways of. doing it. It is,.hard to merge them together, especially "with
desegregation right* or top of merger when you reakly don't have time
to really sort things out. If we had had a year to merge, I think

segregation could have gone much better than it did this year.
MR. YOUNG, I feel there are many, many things that would take a

long time to go into that are needed this community and in, our
schools. I think that one thing that would start us off on thc right road
to educating the children and returning to a quality education would
be a retuir. to community sclitools.

MR. SHULTZ. I wish to express the opinion that 1 disagree With the'
first statement, you' made in regards to the dirences of the two
botirds, or two systems. I feel that the educatio al achieVement of a
child should depend on whether he can read, write, and add, and that

-
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a basic education should be essential. We have children in our high
sclkools now that can't even read or write and this in my opinion isnot an education. .

REV. RANDOLPH. Yes, sir. I am sorry I did ndt get to hear the discus-sion this morning, but the impression that I am gaining is after 21
years in this community and having a daughter go -through the school
system, the Jefferson County school system has been child-oriented as
much as anything Flse. I don't think sir, you will find anyone on this,board of education who ih their own way aren't interested in the chil-dren -first of all. That is one of the major reasons we 'are all ors the

. board of education. I think also this. If you will check the record, Ithihk you will find the record of both school systems in their pastspeak well.
I can speak and may be a little biased at this particular point, I will

well admit, because I am not that familiar with the city's past, butfenon County has a reputation throughout tht country. It's been 2
ypars ago I was invited to the national school board to address because
one of our programs was succeeding so well. Other members have had
the,. same thing. Desegregation has certainly been a traumatic ex-
peRenbe.-but we have been forced with maybe two or three trilimatic
experiences within a 6-week period. We arf.trying to build Rome in,
a day. My honest opinion is we did miracles almost last year in gettihg
where we are right now.

MR. GLICK. Thank you. I think those are very valuable answers forour record.
One more question 1 would like to ask. Much of our testimony

through the course of this hearing has related to,the discrepancies in
discipline- between black and white children in principally the high
sehools. Figures which have been supplied to us by the school adminis-tration

MR. MILLER. I am sorry, I can't hear you.
CHMRMAN FLEMMINO. There - is something wrong with your

microphone. Did you get it?
-MR. GucK. Let's try it nox. Can you hear,rne now, Mr. Miller?

Much of the testimony we have received in the last &w days has re-
lated to discrepancies in the disciplinary process in the high schogl
beiveen black and white students.

The figures that have been supplied to us by the school administra-
tion have confirmed this impression. I am sure everyone will agree that
this is a very serious matter. 1 wondeit whether the board of education
will issue any instructions to the superintendent and school adthinistra-
don to take some measures to correct this discrepanc§? Mr. Miller?

Ma. MILLER. I think, first of all, we have to know why the suspen-
sions were made in the first place. I referred to in my previous answer.
vto you that one of the things we have been concerned about has been
discipline in the school system this year. I think some of the figures
that you have got, at least what has been brought to my attention, are
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figures that reflect hot that many different students. There are several
os students, many students, possibly, that have received several suspen-

sions.
I am concerned about suspensionS in the schools. I think any time

the ettild is out of a classroom, h.is not getting the benefit of an edu-
cation, that's what we are here for. If there are ways that we can work
with the staff to cut down on suspensions, at the same time bring an
education to these children, many of them are far behind and
desperately need it; then I think we should do so.

of Ms. TULLEY. The firlt consideration for any school system is to edu-
cate children, of course. When children are not in the classroom, if
they are out in tni halls as has been the case in many instances this
past year with both black and white children, something must be done
to bring them back into the classroom..

They are not learning nor are any other children learning when
there is a disturbance in the hallways. I think that as Mr. Grayson
testifieCI, there are steps being taken to offer alternatives to.suspending
children by sending them home.

In some cases, this is what the child wants, to get out of school and
go home for 3 days. The in-school suspensions, I would think, would
be one of the most effective means. In fact, it has been. Some of the .

terms the children use, the "tank," as Mr. GraysOn mentionedsome
of them call it "Siberia." They don't like-it. If they dolt% likc it, I think
theo wir do something about it. In some cases, they are given a wor10
detail, the option of a suspension or work detail. So I think steps are
being taken to do away with some of these suspensions. But I think
they have beennecessary this year.

MR. HINES. Vnfortunately, I think the suspension ratio that we have
. experienced follows a pattern, as far as the desegregation cases that

sin familiar with. During the first year there is a disproportion in the
number of black children suspended. I think we could have anticipated
this in regard to the had and cry that was raised-by so many segments
of the community pn misconceptions and rumors in regard to some

r things that they perceived may happen in the school. Unfortunately,
I don't think the administration took the steps that I feel could have
been taken in regard to making adequate preparations.

Until Judge Gordon indicated his concern in regard to thc suspen-
sion. I don't think tliere was any comprehensive study as far as the
causes or the reasons or the legitimacy in regard to the number of
suspensions that were so disproportionate.

1 am also concerned about the fact that some of the more 'pertinent
figures in regard to suspension were not provided.to the board by the
administration, but were received via the news media in regard to
suspensions per 100 pupils. The first time that,sve had that information
it did come through the newspaper. '

So feel that some form 'of training in regards -to providing4some
sensitivity to the diverse elements that arc in the shool system t'f this
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size is absolutely necessary in order to deal with that possibility, as has
!Nen pointed out by others. . .

1 think in most instances suspensions are counterproductive to whiit
we arc trying to achieve. And in some of the instances that I have per-
sonally been familiar with, I know that it was counterproductive andI don't think suspensions were the answer to the particular pioblem.

I don't think putting a child out of school for 3 days, in regard to
being tardy to a class for three times during a quarter, is the answer
to getting thal cilAW to class on time. Anotheroblem in regard to.suspensions is in regard to the follow throillW as far providing
parents with adequate and necessary information regard: why, the
reasons, and, in fact, following what was set up by a comm tee in re-gard to the disciplinary procedures.

So I think this has beeaNa problem in regard to stispensiotls that has
also helped to increase the situation as far as the disciplinary problem1uis concerned.

.

Ms. Fitirro. I was-a teacher at one time in the Jefferson County
blic schools in high school in '54 to '58 and '63 to '67. I taught otT

and on during the years 1971-12, I believe, in the city school system,
and I did an 8-week stint at the end of:that year in aa inner city school
that was about 40 percent black and 60 percent white and about 45
percent at poverty guidelines.

Vy cumulative ach experience indicates to me that teachers
.need training, six. ifically in 'regards tO teaching disprivileged children.It's fairly, I would say, easy to a person, a teacher from a middle

. class background with a very gum:id educational background, to teach
and meet the needs of the middle class clientele, not perhpas as beau-.

tifully as we would like but that is fairly easy to do. It requires a lot
of work as Aeaching tioes.
_ To teach children from a different kind of background requires in
my view more than human relations training. Iii some of the reading
that I have been-doing on desegregating schooi systems, esPecially an
article in the Duke two-volume publication, indicates that perhaps
human relations training ought to be aside as regards instructional
training.

sHow is it, exactly, that you cio help the child who is in the ninth
grade and cannot read and write to learn?Kow do you rekindle, if it

. is possible, a desire to learn? I think we alraccept the fact that chil-
dren are eager to learn and that school systems systematically remove
that.desire from the children, and a result of that is a high suspensiOn
rate. often.

Excusi nie for being so wordy.
MR. CLICK. That's all right.
Commissioner, may I advise you that Dr.. Jtihn Bell, a member of

the board of education, has joined us'now. Mr. Summers?
MR. SUMMERS. The disciplinary problems of the school system has

been one Of my ,ehief concerns. 'and I have addressed myself to it nu-
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merous timeS. I feel there is a dire-need for discipline anywhere, but
the one thing that I have not approved of nor have been able to un-
derstand why the black students have been suspended at a larger rate
than their counterparts for committing the same crimes or same offen-
stri: The thing that bothers mc is that what has happOnad is that "Ile
Mack pupil'has been susiZttded and the white pupil doing the same
thing has not been suspended. We have made some changes in this
area as a result of Judge Gordon's order after looking at the suspen-
sion-expulsion situation, but I still don't think that We have addressed
ourselves to it totally to the point, where we are going to bring it into
line where it should be.

That is very important if we are going to keep these pupils in.school
that they.. might learn, because when pupils see that they are being
suspended or expelled- for minor infractions of the rules and their
counterparts are kept iii school for the same infraction of the rules,
it turnAhe others off and they begin to- care less and do not have the
desire and motivation to stay in that school. And that is hurting our
total system.

Ms. Ilsocrwo. l' think this is one area that the difference in the two
iphilosophies that I talk about sometime really exists. I think in the
county system you turd a more disciplined system and in'the city it was
more of an open classroom, not as disci lined as the county*system.
And there was quite an adjhstment forc1ese children to go from one
system into another. I don't think anyo eit seems like when they talk
about it, they really haven't realized tt complexity of the problem.

The merger itself, and you have te chers arid principals, staff, chil-
dren who had not experienced the her system. And you put, these
children into a system and expect th just to fit right in: The , when
you feel they are doing that, you bus them out soMeplace else where
they are in a minority and you expect everything to just really fall in
place. And this just is not going to happen. There is going to be a'
period of time I think before iLvill. But I think they ase starting to
have the in-school suspensions, Which' I think are very good, arid I
think that will be more help to the children than sending them home.

Mu. YOUNG. I feel that I am really not 'qualified-to answer the
question as I understand it. I feel that it will be up to staff to work
this out and make recommendations to us. I feel that suspemtions have

sto'be dealt with individuallywhy did Johnnie get suspended? What
is his problem? Ahd try to straighten out Johnnie's problem. And also
to try to find out, for the staff and the school, to notice the, problem
as.it comes along and to deal with.it before it gets to suspension.

I feel this is imEportant. And I feel that the one biggest help that
could have, as far .suspensions.and.finding out what children's fie dsittt\ty
and the answers to ir problems and helping their' deal with t eir .
problems is, again, community schools.

.

Ma. SHULTZ. Yes, I would like to have you review ,your ques ion,
because I didn't quite understand what your question was and Hatit (
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Ma. GLICK. Mr. Shultz, my question was based on the testimony
that we have heard in the last few days and the statistics we receivetil.
from the school administration, there is a.wide discrepancy between
the disciplinaryin .the disciplinary. process between black and white
students in the high school. I am asking whether the board of educa-
tion will instruct the school administration to fake some measures to'
alleviate this discrepancy?

Mit. SHULTZ. This is somethingI do not believe that there is such
a discrepancy. I think that they are being treated equal. There is a pos-
sibility that the principals are overreacting on either issue. I mean, if
it is black, /there is a possibility that they are letting some of this slip
by. I do ncit believe that if you go into the schools you will find that
they are going to prove your theory and the theory that you are ad
vancing.

MR. C.itick. Mr. Shultz, it is not a theory of mine. What I have said
is just bawd on the statistics that have been created by the school ad-
ministration from their own research and have been made public. So,
it is not a theory of mine.

MR. Situtrz. It all depends on, what you use.as discipline, what you
arc requiring a.s diScipline, and it goes back to the idea-`of "the two
systems having such different philosophies on discipline, This is about
all.

MR. (kick. Thank you, Dr. Bell?
MR. BELL I apologize to the Commission for being late. It never oc-

curred to me you would be so prompt, or maybe I am just always late.
am sorry I didn't hear the rest of the discussion.
My own feeling about this is that it grows, as some of the board

members have commented, out of the differences in thc philosophies
of the two systems. Basically, the majority system, the county Suburban
system had a traditional prtigram and had a fairly homogeneous group
of middle el ;m4 children, and it had very little experience, most of thc
personnel, with dealing, with concentrations of lower socioeconomic

The city system, hiving come upon considerable troubles in t4e'last
6 or 8 years, along with most other urban systems,' had attemfiTed to
develop lieu/ ways of dealing with concentrations of low-incomunhill-
dren, and had a more open system that was more acceptant of
of the characteristics of the subculture tif ii3verty people.

And there was no time for preparation of the majority systeM staff.
There Was a great difference Ii philosophy on this board, which, in my
opinion, was communicated to staff and which did not lend itself to
the superintendent or staff, either, for a eery thorosigh 100 percent
cooperation with ;he execution of .the

And I feel that these are all factors. It haS to do wit4 staff,that has

lower- socioeconomit children or the 'subculturep !of poverty an3.
,dpalt largely with middle claSS children and knows very little a

.yet, has not been pushed bY the boierd4lb have much interest in those
things.
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I think this reflects difference in philosophy and interest and
background and experienee of the board metnbers which was commu-
nicated to staff. And since it Was a newly merged system, thc merger
having \been brought about as a result of the minority city system
against the wishes of thc 'majority white suburban system, and the
further fact that there was a change of administration in the crinty
system. with .a.very strong traditional leader going out and the new su-
perintendent 'not reallY having time to establish leadership, it left sort
of a power vacuum with everybody scrambling around.

And don't think the board .has set any very good example for the'
employees of the system, and I think that that is part of the problen%
1 am not convinced, either, that there are real bade differences that
people 4kre aware of in the way they deal with suspension's. .1 suspect
it has to do witb unconscious attitudes, perhaps with a lack of interest
in understanding, and that is one possible explanation in my opinion.

What has worked in the suburban County system simply wasn't
working in the forrner city system, and that is the reason for the dif-

s in the philosophies of education.
.MR. GLICK. Reverend Randolph?
REV. RANDOLPH. Yes, sit. First of all. I would like to say that siispen-

sions with preferential treatment to either group is sort of an offense
to me personally. I have given time to dealing with problem situations
and difficult situations such like this. I would be very offended if I
found out that our staff or principals were giving preferential treat-
ment, it, any way.

Part of the question was, would we as board members do anything?
Yes, sir, you bet your life, if I thoUght that somebody was being mis-
treated in this realm. Senior Judge Gordon asked Dr. Milburn Maupin
and Bobby Green and bawson Ormans when-this was referred to him
to investigate thisI hope you have a copy of it. One of the questions
they asked was simply thnwere black students treated the same as
white students? On page4 36 here is their answer: "We have no
evidence that would cause us to believe that suspensions were used to
discriminate against black .pupils his is their record after their full,
big, thick investigation.

I think, the offense is the thing, 'not the color of skin, or minority,
or socioeconomic. 1 think the offense was the thing. I personally can-
not see disciplining a child just because of their socioeconomics or
their skin or anything like this.

While I am here, I would also like to .touch upon another' thing, if
I may in the last hour,,,becausc I was fone of five rotating people who
were on the hardship transfers. Some , opi ions have been gathered
here-1 think your statistics, at least what has been presented tO you,

:leave the-impression that blacks were mistreated in suspensions or just
4ffcause they were blacks.

I say honestly, sir, to you, that is not so, cannot be so. 1 OW say.
just because a child.had 41 medical certificate written by a doctcr or

8
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letter, didn't automatically give them a hardship transfer. That is er-
roneous also. Many of those who had the doctor's certificate were not
automatically kien t hardship transfer. We rotated that committee
and with all conOciousness and conscienfiousness, we individuakif tried
to evaluate each eitSC after two other committees. Then, when it got
beyond us, it could go directly to Federal Judge Gordon in this situa-tion.

I think the Offense calls for suspension. I think the merger of two
things, bringing this together, caused probably more suspensions this
year, I am hopeful, than it will next year. But if the offense is' there,
then the suspeTions will be there next year. I agree with Mrs. Tinley.
I think ra er than put them out on the streets, there may be other
methods an pproaches which we can get to, rather than just leaving
them outside.

tiLICR. Thank you, Reverend Randolph. I want to thank all the
members of the board for your fine responses to my questions.

Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINO. ConitnisSioner Horn?
VICF.I.CHAIRMAN HORN. Let . me pursue a mOment the hardship

transfer .issue.
Counsel, do we have the.evidence and statistics from the district as

to how many applications were made for hardship transfer, how many
of those rhad a medical reason given, with a statement from a dhctor,
and howi many of those were turned down, because th t is the reaent
statement? That information-is available?

Ms. LF,wis. Yes, sir.
VIt'F. CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like it reinserted in t e record at this

point. The reason I have pursued the question, not only here but as
in Boston. 131enNir. and Tampa, is that I know from case after case that
often doctois whi, are social, country-club friends of some parents will
write these 'transfers to get a particular child, usually white, out of
Whatever desegregation order there is:

My query goes run to whettleA this is done Or isn't done, because
I know it is done. I do hot know the extent to which it is done in a
particular area, but how does a board in fullfilling its public, responsi-
bility protect itself by setting up an administrative process by which
sueh excuses can be reviewed'?

Now, we have had testimony from your superintendent and others
that -and I can understand this as an administratorit is very 'difficult
for a school district, one without an. M.D. on 'its staff, to be turning
down excuses prepared by M.D.s, fearful in this age of litigiousness
that you win be 'llued if you do not grant the transfer.

What I need to know and would like to know, Mr. Miller, is what
sort of process do, yciu see establishing within the school board or the
superintendent's office, to try to see that justice is done and that the
board's interest and the public interest is protected?
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MR. MILLER. Of course, I was here and heard part of Mr. Grayson's
comments to y on tallting-to the Jefferson County Medical Society .

hink this er bly one of the answers we might have.
7

ar as I am concOned, in reviewing a doctor't statemet
'..will have served on the committee to review svme of t e things. As

nt, i oes have
111\i

4

a bearing on the way you look at the transfer. But I thi k, at least the
way it's appelred to me, when you see a doctor's e rtificate come
through, I belMve you can tell the sincerity of it.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well do you feelit is one thing to talk to
the Jefferson:County MediEt4 Sciciety, and I suspect it is a another
thing to put it to them that the board would like, say, three members
on an appeals committee to aid it in rezdering a Judgment in reviewing
thew various excuses that are given.

Do you feel you are in a position to formally request that? Have you
formally requested it in writing?

MR. MILLER. Let me let Dr. Bell speak to that.
MR. BELL. You are talking about my group.

---4--VIV,E CHAIRMIN HORN. Just the man I want.
MR. BELL. I did serve also on this rotating committee, and the

meetings I. attended, I think we truly tried to delineate between the
statements that were made by physicians under duress and the state-
rttents that really carried a note ofwell, that they really felt that these
children should be exempt for sound medical reasons.

In regard to the .approach to the County Medical Society, I talked
to a couple of people and I think counsel, also, or maybe Mr. Grayson
approached them, and there was a great deal of reluetance on the part
of my colleagues of the organized medical profession to assume this
appeals sole. Now, whether they could be backed into assuming it or
not, I don't know.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Dr. Bell. am I correct that many hospitals
establishithree-doctor panels to review patient records on release and
everything else, that this is a common practice even though some in-
dividual doctors don't like it?

MR. BELL. Yes, sir, that is quite correct. But in this situation, Dr.
Horn, we are dealing with*a very inflamed 9ommttnity, and\sorne of
'the most inflamed were the physicians that were involved in tli Coun-
ty Medical Society. And this is a little different than the. policing Or
our own profession, which has not gone at just breakneck speed either,
may --I- s/ii. , .

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Maybe the solution is to hire an M.D. from
Indiana.to come over once a month and consult. --;

.Let me ask Mr. Miller, do you operate under an open meeting law
in Kentucky, whereby all of your board meetings must be iri public?

MR. MILLER. I am afraid so. May I expand on that for yoti?
VICE C54.IRMAN HORN. Please do.
MR. MI*ER. I think that this has created probably more problems

1than' it has \Answered. Now, I think ill the Oast, probably, some of the

0
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activities of the board were, not done in, maybe, the best interests of
the 'community. As a result we have what we call the sunshine law.
There are problems that we fisce in this community that make it ab-
solutely necessary for the board to sit down behind closed doors, look
each other, eyeball to eyeball, and have a good frank discussion
without seeing somebody favored in the newspaPer the next morning.
I believe some of our problems could have been avoided had it not
been boy the sunshine law:

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, I share that conciirn becatise the sug-
gestion was made this morning that it would be commendable, per-

* hapsil the' board, Central arAninistration, and principals and facuky
got off, and maybe the parents, and had a retreat..where, as one person
said, they got their .heads together.

MR. MILLER. How big a place do you have to go?
VICE. CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, this is the question, just if the board

first got off and got its head together and really could spend a couple
of thys together in depth and pursuing some of these problems, rather
than under the glare of everything you say appearihg on the front page
or the evening TV show. So, I share your frustration.

Now, Mr. Miller, I would ask you one more question. How familiar
is the hoard with Judge Hollenbach's plan that had to' dq with open
enrollment, magnet schools, so forth?

MR. MILLER. Well, I could speak for myself. You can ask other
members of the hoard. I .am just vaguely familiar with it. I ave it on
my desk to read arid study -and when I get time r will read a d study
it.

VICE CHAIVAAN HORN. The board has never considered this as, a for-
mal matter on One of its agendas?

MR. MILLER: Not yet. It is set for the future.
VICE CHAIRMAN HbRN Because my question isand maybe any

member of the board would respond if they have read itthe degree
to which the hoard collectively, and that is apparently impossible, but
now individually feels that plan would maintain desegregated schools

'in Louisville. Does any member of the board haVe any feeling on that?
MR. HINES. Mr. Commissioner, before I get to that question I would

like to make a eomment in regard to the transfers. I also served on
the Revolving Transfer Committee of the hoard. FirSt of all, I would
like to point out that the cases that ,were reviewed by this committee
were cases that had been denied at two other steps along the way and
they were cases tiat, were appealing the denial. So many.of the cases
were approved at one of the other administrative steps before they got
to Ihe board., and, of course, wewere the last resort.

.
Another thing I would bring ourin 'regard to hardship transfers is

that I personally do .not perceive the situations as far as the medical
transfers, at least the ones we reviewed, as crucial as some of the other
transfers that were granted for some very, what I consider, trivial
reasonsin regard to county students transferring hack to another

,ME
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school because they vianted to be on the tennis team or what have
you. I think this is an area in regard to hardship_ transfers that also
needs to have some attention piaid to it, because I think some of the
principals may be able to .comment on this at the next session. But
these were sortie of the concerns, far more than the medical concerns,
as far as 1 alTI personallymy personal involvement.

In regard to your question coneekaing Judge Hoilenback's plari, we
received copies of that plan and the' alternatives he proposes. I per-
sonally have not seen many alternatives fin that plan andthat halm
not been proposed since 1954 at some place or another in regard to
alternatives to iransportation for desegregation. 1, think, in the final
analysis, transportation became thv final alternative because none of
these other suggestions have worked, and believe me, as you arc well
aware, they have been tried all over the country.

So, while some of these suggestions, specifically in regard to some
type of parent counsel, I would certainly be interested in investigating
farther, looking into, as far as the magnet school concept and redis-
tricting and some of these other things that have been tried all across
the country. I think that they' were dealt with in Judge Gordon's court,
as to validity as far as these concepts are concerned. So, personally,
I don't see them.as anything new that has not been agproached before
or involved in some other plan.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I believe Ms. Hutto hada comment.
Ms. Hurro. Proposal 4 was supposes' to reach us yesterday, and if

it did, I have not seen that. So I don't know what is contained in that.
MR. HINES. I got mine yesterday.
Ms. Hurro. I concur with the idea that, or .the fact that, magnet

schools alone will not desegregate the -school system, and that it is the
constitutional imperative that we are dealing with. I do.believe strongly
that as a hoard (we ought to search, as I said earlier, for alternative
forms of education that are desegregated learning sitlis.o

One of the things that parents in this communj6 stsent so much is
that they feel they have no choice in their ch. 's education. I don't
know how true this is. But .1 have heard peop on the panel the past
2 days. and all through the years. say it is fiot desegregation; many
times it is not even the bus ride. it is the no choice.

e
. Many of us know that school distticts have alweys had the right of
assignment, and this just happens to be.a..different set of youngsters
and a different set of circumstances, but it does appear to me that as
A board and as a school district, we could commit to providing
desegregated learning choices, which would go a long way to allay a
lot of the hostility, I believe. Perhaps I am naive about that.

Judge Hollenbach's plan, in my view, is an effort. It is not so-
phisticated enough, nor is it developed in depth tq address the man-
dates of the court or quality education, in my view.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I am trying to figure out if you have an idea
. of how you would provide that desegregated choice. Let me just throw
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out an idea that comes to me as I. was listening to you, and I don't
know it' this Makes any sense at all, but is this where a citizen in thet
community could draw ,ii particular number or opportunity to.fo to a
particular school? There would have to be an assurance statistically
that that school was desegregated, in a racial sense between percent-
ages, and then the citizen eould conceivably over the years live near
that school, or whateveec that what you are searching for?

.Ms. Hutto. Well, Dr, Horn, I have gotten my idea somewhat. from. .

listening to Dr. Gary Orfield talk on desegregating school systems andthe great possibility for improved education when a system
desegregates. In trying to get Some answers from him, he has often

/mentioned the Minneapolis 'school -System and said that ther% was 'a
commitment on the part of the hoard of education that, since they'were going to transport children an ay, that they would transport

, children to desegregated schools of the parent or youngster's choice.
Now. -I haie been asking this board if we could go to Minneapolis,

and, I think, now some staff members and Mrs. Tulley, perhaps, aregoing next week
.

Ms. Tut.i.Ev. Some staff members are. I don't believe I am giaing to ..,be able to go, . rMs. Hurro. I am not suggesting, in any way, what Dr. Coleman sug-
gests; and I know that this is going toirequire administrative sophistica-
tion, dedication on the part of the hoard. I am uncertain about thecost, but I think that many parents like the traditional school..They
are saying they will send their children there, and they don't care
about the racial.ratios in the schools They just want that form of edu-
Catiiin: Other parents likeian open forum. I believe with some effort
and over a period of years, we could reach this kind of desegregatea/ ,s'choOl system, / ..In my view, while the plan's criteria are excellent' Politically, it is
lacking educationally. My child was bused this year in the second
grade.. She had an excellent year. I would not generalize fforn an in7.
dividual experithce. I would like for h7r to be with the satne set of
youngsters dyer a 5-year period. As it isziow, she will return to her
so-called home school. So I am looking toWard that. D

VIcE CHAIRMA/rHORN. You are looki g for some stability within a
desegregated forum? - .7

Ms. Hu rm. Yes, educational continuit is what I am looking for.
And I relognize that it will take dedication on the part of the board
and help from consultants, and I hope we move that way.

( VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank yoU.
""- CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Freeman?

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Nothing. ,

CHAIRMAN FI.F.MING. Commissioner Ruii?
COMMISSIONER 'RUM Yes. Discussion of hilosophical questions

usually arc fruitful. We sometimes learn things against our will even.
/ How many hiembers of the panel have "had law enforcement ex-
perience?

*
ot j
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MR. MILLER.. I was city. marshal for a sixth class citypopulation.
_220 people.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Did you have a car?
MR. MILLER. No, sir. They had me on foot. I walked my beat.
fLaughter)
CoMMISSIONER Rutz. Then you are going to -be the abject of my

questioning.
MR. MILLER. Oh, boy.
COMMISSI9NER Ruiz. Mr. Bell, have you ever heardMr.

MillerI'm sorry, Mr. Miller, you are chairman of the board?
MR. MILLER Yes.
CogistissioNEit Ruiz. Have you ever heard of selective law enforce-

ment?
Ma. MILLER: No, sir. I wasn't that sophisticated.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Well, now, allow me to give xolioan example,

A motorcycle officer will sit at the corner of First and Main Street,
'16 in any community in the United States. We will put him'in

The speed limit is 40 miles an hour. The Motorcycle &flew: has an un-
conscious dislike for long-haired youths. All or the automobiles are
going by at the rate of 45 miles an hour. Do you sOspect what I am
ge ting at? /

MR. MILLER. Yes.
. COMMISSIONER RV . Now, documented-cases of.bias in selective law

enfeirceinent is a w II-known pnenomenon.. This, is well-Cnown in
behavioral sciences.. Ive you, or any member of the panel, ever
received a speeding tation or a. traffic ticket for violation of some
traffic ordinance 'and beeb -incensed because he or she was picked op
because another guy or gal right in plain sight of the officer was not
picked on?

Now, I am going to expect an honest answer. I have a bdard.of 12
panel.members, a pretty good cross-section of our community. I *oald
like to expect a truthftil answer, because I have had friends to Whom
this has. happened and it has happened to me.

Now, just as teachers arc ,law enforcement iplinarians, _ just ex-
tending that, a bit further, because there a on or two of you that
.were a little bit awed 1 the- thought that ther might be bias. The
question' is, has this ever happened to any m r of the jury, excuse
me, the panel?

Ni S. TULLEY. I have nei/er reckivcd a speeding tic et.. .

eOMMISSIONER Ruiz. You have never received one?
4 M. , MIL,LER. I have, sir, not. tob lung ago, -but 1 didn't feel I was
picked on. I was going 63 miles an hour when 1 should have been
going 55.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz_ Well, you' uhderstand my explahation of the
law enforcement officer_ There is law enforcement selectivity. This is
what we are talking about. And this is why we want to check into the
statistics, because these unconscious things that occur. This is tvhy we
are appealing to you, as membereof this panel, to check into this.
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I have no further questions.
MR. RANDOLPH. May, I _respond, sir, to this, because I am greatly

concerned? Sugistics are a very good thing, but ihey don't alwaysreveal the facts. In any area, wl*n someone is picked on, you havsc
,to have the facts. You can't gd on circumstantial evidence.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. f hat iN true.
1Ma. RANDOLPH. Every year as a board, rhember singe I Jriive been

on the board, there has been more than one school call me, "welt we-
.

know somebody who is pushing dope'," and we try four 'best to get
somebody to identify it and put theirname to it, rather than just how
many statistics, or how,many problems we do have.

COMMISSIOER !Wm Your saggqtion, sir, is an excellent dhe.
MR. RANDZILPH. In,any given situation in discipline, or'anything else;I think this is the responsibility-of the board of educ'ation.,1 think theyhave tried over the last year to cooperate, even sometimes when we

had ihell
didn:t agree, personally, the judge. We tried our best to cooperate
to make eyerything woi rg harmony. And eveiy time vie
facts,,We rospsinded to them. -You just carh take a hunch df statisticsand let them completely be the deciding factor. They were not in-dividi,ialized and given back to substantiate the Statistics.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Instead of just responding .and teacting tostatistics, my respectful suggestion is that you probe .into the matter,such as suggested by you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COTTUTIISSiOner
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I have but one questionand I wonderwhether Mr. Mill and , Dr. Bell could both resp'onel: What jefforts *-might the hoard ertake to enliance the community's cooperation

anti support ,of the efforts of the board to comply:,with the court's-
desegregation' order?

9MR. Mill ER. *hat efforts could the board undertake
MS. 'HADPAD. Could I say something-after they finish?
COMMiS.SIONER.SALTZMAN. All right
MR. MILLER. I don't know. This 'past year we have ke severalthings individually. I am speaking, for. Some of them on the former

county tCoard and as probably done on the former city board.
When thebrder.first came-down from the, Sixth Circuit Court, Judge' Gordon Called us in and talked to us about what was facing us, what

we/were going to .have to do. Several of us were called together.-The
presidents of the PTAs in the county and in our respective districts,
we met with them several times. We took all of the materials we could

'possibly get .pur hands on, and just had rap sessions with these ladies;
and some men were alsS present in the PTAs. We revieWed the infor-

ation that.'was giveak.to us, and we gave them everything we had. We
talked this over. I know I had some two or three sessions in a short
period of time, I would say within 30 to 45 days.

. We spent some time Working with the interested church groups,
civic organizations, and so' on. There was an effort made to-I-at the

lo
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time, we have a..channel, 15 televiaion station
several TV programs that were Ott on there.

As far as explaining what we will do in the futtire, 1
are some ttiinf0 that We could sit here and think aboi,d4
need to go back to this sdrt of thing.

'Onething thai,troubles me a bit, as fpi as I ain
feel I could say this for other, members of the boarcLtoothere are
many things I would like to do, but timc is limital fi,fill'have to work
'for a livings But there lire Many things I would like tq' do. I woulcrlike
to spend mop time among the people right in my. area, 'with the
parentsand aforking with them, and also on some television-'work

CosmaissioNEit SALTZMAN. I

egch f us on the CoMmission,,ea
ft is rather difficult.

,

a

re were,

sure there
maybe weie

ernedand 1

mpathize, Mr. Miller, becaUse we,
livings different way, also.

MR. KILLER. I am glad to hear that, becat* that does make it a
little14) easidr for you to understand.

But 1 think we are facing some problems,*Wonly the desegregation,
per se,' and I am sure there are some thinat we need to consider
on that. We are facing a serious deficit in otketiichool system next year.
And all of these thing's, I think, arc tied:U:01w. And I think we need
to use everything we possibly can to geilti4ck to the pubhc, put all
of the inforMation thei-e that we can. riaii' A5iy. And, I su t ,is
one way you furnish leadership, give th*roi*-"ithe informatirsearilen
4get aleedback from them as' to what. 947.trilight do. I am sorry I can't
give you, a specific proposal that I 'Otii 'bther than wbat we have
done. .

.

COMMISSI(ANER SAI 4MAN. 1' think sOrfie of the suggestions you have
made, in terms of what you, have done in the past--:
16 MR. ,MILLER. 'Most of this has been dobe,in' the past, and I feel like
l't will be continued in the future. As ,we get. into fail, if there are
changes made in the desegregaiion pattern among -the elementary
schools, certainly wc will juSt lake the '. tithe out of the office mid go
out.hnd talk to thc people ane'spend some time away from home in

4'the evenings and talk to people.
Now, we have done this witt 4.1ot of publicity. We are not in-

.

terested in Fublicityj but we do' waiilt to get this information out. I do-
think 'in the future wc might d yeti:1p a stronger relationship, between
the board' and the press. And I' think this is an area we...might explore ,

there.
MR. BELL. May I respond? /

COMMISSIONER SALTIEMAN.
MR. BEI.I.. I have pondere thls,considerably, and I think 'the board

has considered it. indlividuat arid 'collectively. I have wondered how
this would have alr taken lice if we had not been facing merger.
Louisville has the-tradition 0 dealing teith these things. I like to think,
in a more sensible manner ha ,we have this. There was a 'citizen's

. ,groin) organized which a n int' r +of us had confidence was going to
N
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accomplish something and it didrili i,t, folded. It has been sufcessful in
'othei- communities. .

.

My own explartation of this-i-and i have tven a part of it and have
not been able to do anythinis aboet it--is that the merger was accimn-
vanied by a great deal of bitterness. We alsq started_ operating under
the ,sunshini law and were under suit- by the local media because of
alleged vi9lations of. that. This bitterdess was not resolvot, awl we did
not present to the Community a board that could agree on the /.
philosophy, event that we were trying to carrrout.

And. I think that, not only was this, maybe, destructive hf possible
help fromithe commimity, but, certainly, as I have already said. I think.
,
this was destructive of oaf fenctioning.-Anli'l think it is our inability
to come iogether on,- really, what is the minimum thints that we could

,agree on that we were going to ask staff to do. . .
There was a time whe4 I felt this so strongly that I wanted the board

to go on record, in public, in favor of carrying out the judge's
ovder--M5u know, just say in public, before staff apd everybotly, that '

. we ere going to carry out the judge's order: And there was no way,
t t this could have passed this board, so I was told.
i I felt that the judge, perhaps, could have spoke9 with cis silbout that.
Nut it was not deemed.expedient to do that at that point. So it, per-
haps, lies among the 12 of us 'that we have not been able to* resolve

,our difficulties or agree on a plan, regardless of our personal felings,
e

that was goMg to be--,..-you know, that was a philosophy that we com-
municated to,staff.

ChMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank Out sir. . , .
MR. RANDOLPH. Sir, may I respond just a moment in respsmse to Dr._,

Bell? , . 1 lir'
CHAIRI4AN FLEMMING. I will be very-1 will listen to just a few com- .

ments, but.we are behind schedule now: In fairness to the orer wit- --
nessesi I, am gefing to have.to end this.. .

MR. RANDOLPH. I want you to understand that is we will this fall
be selecting a President by majority yote, this board works under the
same situation. mie . air our opinicts lery strongly. Sometimes we
agree,vthen we come up with a decision. And this is the*only way this
hoard 'can funbtion. Once we have shared, our opinionS, we take a
vote, and right or wrong, then we pursue in the direction of which the
majority of Lhe board, of education decides-to do. That's what we have
worked in the .pasl, and I hope we will always work that way in the
future.

Ms..TULLEY. i We* mdke this as brief as possible. This is, one thing
I did last summer, anti VINO -repeat, it this summer. I visited with*
city school clustered witti,the schools in my 'district, so that I could
go back to thc people whckse children would be bused MI° those
schpols to tell them what I had found, how the schools were equipped,
.the condition of the _facility, and.it proved to be eixtremely helpffil.
Sinew we will have an, entirely new group of children biased this year, t '
I will de it again. Apd I do think that this is helping.

a
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Ms. HAtmv. I just warh to say thisI think that.if the community
it'd the board and everyone goes at the job in a positive way, instead
of negativeand this applies to the people in the commUnity, because
when they come before the board, they are so angry and frustrated,
and they make demands, and they. really get carried away. I thinic4f
everybody would come and start working together 'more positively,
that we cobld accomplish a lot more. .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May I sxpress to Mr; Miller and members of
the board our very deep appreciation for your aoming ;ere as a board
and sharing with us your individual 'views, os well as explaining your'
Zollective actions that have been taken by the board. There isn't any
question at all but that you are involved in a very, very important as-,
signmentimpoitant not oniy. for the community but/ feel,.for the..4
State and,the Nation.

As we .try to get a feel of 'what is happening in the area of
desegregation throughout the country, the kind of testimony that you
have. provided us is of invalikable assistance. We are eatefUl 'to you
and appreciate it very, very mach.

*MR. MILLER. Thank you, sir.

.ft COMMISSIONER FLEMMING:4I will ask counsel to cAll the next wit*
nesses.

GLICK. Mr. Chairman, the 'nem witnegses are a.. grourof prin-
Opals of, high schools In Louisville an&lefferson County and the prin-

.

cipal of an elementary school. These are Mr.' John Whiting, the prin-
7.6-pal of Shawnee High School; Mi. Patrick Crawford, Principal of Bal-
* lard High School; Mr. Herbert Hatfield, princifrl of Butler Hiih

School; Barbara D. Smith, principal of.Dt.inn Elementary School; and
'Mr. Charles Summers? principal of Fairdale High School.

Will the witnesses please key forward?
. [John Whiting, Patriek Crawford, Herbert Hatfield,' Basbara D.

Smith,' aiod Charles Summers were swctrn.j

114 /-
TESTIMONY OF JOHN WHITING, PRINCIPAL, SHA*NEE arGH SCHOOL;
PATRICK CRAWFORD', PRINCIPAL, BALLARD HIGH SCHOOL; HERBERT
HATFIELD. PRINCIPAL, BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL; BARBARA D. SMITH,
PRINCIPAL, DUNN ELCMENTARY SCHOOL; and Cifmitas

PRINCIPAL, FAIRDALE HIGH SCHOOL
,

'MR. GLICK. Will the witnesses please identify thimselves for, the
=on! [Ill stating their name and the schools of which they, are 'prin-
cipal?.

MR. WHITING. John Whiting, principal of Shopwritee High Sahool.
MR*. IlArFit.o.,Herbert Hatfield, principal of Butler High School.
MR. CRAWFORD. glitrick Crawford, princtpal of Ballard High School.

, Ms. &writ Barbara Smith, principil of Dunn Elementary School.
MR. SUMMERS. Charles SuMmers, prineipal of Fairdale High School.

-?8
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MR. GLICK. Thank you. 1 would like to address a question to all of
`the gentlemen who are high school principali. And since we:have
devoted 16 much time land we' have had so much- timtimony about
discipline, my first question will deal withilhat.

.

I would like to ask eackvf ypu what criteria are used by the school
1 of.which you are principal, by e,counselors or 6'y yottrself, if you are

personally responsible what criteria ire used for recommending a stu-
.dent to either thecalteinati,ve school program or to the ypUth develop-
.rnent program? Can we begin with you, Mr. Whitine '

MR. WHITING. The criteria we use for mconimending students, lint,
to the alternative schools is that we -try every method possible to work
with the student-4' qt.r

MR.' GLICk. I am sorry, I can't, hear you. Is there another
microphone available there? . .

MR. WHITING. As far as the alternative school is concerned, first we
try to Work witki the studenthvithin the school, and then when we fail
with that, then we recommend that/the student go to the alternative
school. And we feel that when'we,recommend a student to the alterna-

hive school that wO failed. We don't look at theproblem. as if the stu-
dent-has failed. We, feel quit we don't havi the skills and the resources...
to work withhhe student, and we try to recominend that the student
go to another' school.

,Now, with the youtkdevelopment program, We don't have the youtii
development progiam at Shawnee./We start tr, d to negotiat% with per-
sonnel for this 4rogram. and when we though about it, We thought it
would -be_bbit that we not bring the prolgram M. Basicallyit was a
philosophical ditTerence between the idea of separating students into
a special-class: and keeping. the students with 'other students. So we
didn't hav i. the yopth development program.

MR. GLICK. Mr. Hatfield? .
. ...-

. 0
Ma., HATFIELD. Butler High Sch-mol does h&c the youth development

-...Pprogram. We have had it for a good number of years. It is a means
Of keeping students ih the schools until they can receive a diploma,
Which we think-is-extremely, important. ,

Of course, the last thing we' want to do-is suspend a student or to
refer the atudent to the altèrnative school. I think we refe red possibly/
onc and maybe two to the alternative sgool this year. don't have
that record, but I am not pertain'. I (Ion% think any r6re than two.
Did I answer your question?

MR. GLICK. Yes.-
,

Mr. Crawford?
MR. CRAWFORD.rAt Ballard High School,. we do have youth develop-

ment; boys class arid a giris class. We are like Mr. Hatfield. It is a
small classroom setting of 1 teacher to approxiMately 10 students'. We
feet like we can deal better with problern situations, problem tchildren
in a smaller setting much better than we can in a larger class. These
classes are run 'on the basis of approXimately khours a day, where
they receive four points or four credits.

a
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In recommending to the alternathee school, the main reasqn we ever
recommend anybody' pack there is we felt mainly for safety'of other
children or felt like this.was the tist resort+efore the possibility of the
student dropping but of school.. I might add that I would say' 99 per-
cent or-the studehts that went blick7to the alternative school this year
werein the alternative school last year. . ,

You asked Mr.' Henning this morning or Mr. Henning told you, you
are debating hack and forth about the Percentages of black and white
in the alternative school, last yearii was 100 percent klack. This year
it is not quite all black.

MR. GIACK. I 'nqtice, Mr. Crawford, in. the statistics that we have
received from the board of education, it indicatesthat in Ballard High

,School this past year, there w6-e 317 suspensions of black stitelentS
and some of those may have been repsaters, not necessarily 317 dif-
ferent students. There were 68, rather! theie were,66 white itudInts
suspended. There is a big difference therewhite suspensionthere is
a big difference. Can you give us an explanation for thae?

MR: CRAWFORD. The best explanation 1 can give you is that your
figures arc wrong. As of the-last time ttit any, survey was made, there .
were 182 b[ack students who eitLinen suspeeded. Miny, many had
been suspended a,nUmber of times. Mail), weresuspended for one time
and that was it. As far as the total at the end orthe school, I would
say it was almost even, as far as the blacks and whites. More blacks
were suspended more than one time, though. Does thit answer your
question?

MR. GLICK. Well, so what you amstIggesting is thatmy figures may
be wrong, they may IN otT, but" they did indicate a di repancy in
suspension rates for blacks and whites. But you are sa ing at,discre-
pancy does not exist. Are you saying that tfiere is 1io measurable
distinction between ,the suspensions for blaoks

MR. CRAWFORD. I think if yOu go on the' basis of per 100 there
would ,be a difference. But when you are talking about individuals, we
lire talking about approximately the same number suspended, black
and white, approximately 200 each.

MR. OLICK. Well, since there are so many more, so many more
white students than there are black ,students in the school, as 1 un-
derstand i? from the figures 1 have, the difference is that there are
about 17 to 20 percept black students in the school. But if the number
'of suspensions were the same, that would' centainly indicate that theni
is a higher rate for blacks.

MR. CRAWFORD. That is right. I said wh n ou are talking about per,
100.

MR. GLICK. Well, could you explain that?
MR. CRAWFORD. Well, I guess when you look at the patterns of

housing, wtierc we received our students, I think tbat would have an
effect. A large percentage, I would say, let's shoot for 100 percent,
they came out of housing developments cl6wntown. I think if you
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check back with your police lar..anione clic this has always been a
. problem area in dealing with youngsters. I would say that. would be a
big one. 4

The difference in choolf that theYtenniWoilt of last yearand I said
this to a number of your attorneys, and it nevelt seems.to sink in or ..`
get to you. when I say you. I mean you or the. Chairman. There is a -
big difference when we arc talking about .schools. Three of us sitting

t here have schools as large as, let's say,, John here, John Whiting at Bal-.
' lard, talking abOut .aVerage daily attendance, we have a figure equal

to. Male, Shawnee, and Central. So we .are talking about a large school
in comparison with:th,ese other three schools. I think this lends itself
to having more suspensions, the fact that we have illmost triple tile size
de thesi schools. , ,

The fact that we have grades 7 througi; 12 'makes a i3ig 'difference.
If you look at your suspensions, -die bulk of these suspensions are

usually younger children. John doesn't have any grades 7, 8, 9. This. makes a big difference. You Ind I, all of us, know thit the child grows
up considerably between 7th, 8th, and 9th. When you are talking% :--
aboiat a 10th, Ilth, and 12th grade childi llhink that malces a big dif-

..ference. .
... .

I think it 'has been hinted at a dozen and one times here that some
of the sehools, that some of these chibtlren came out of, and we are

4%..,.mainly talking abont some of,the elementaries and junior highs, were
much differently, run than the way we, run tho larger high schools.

* When you are cOmparing statistics, it ight be nice for you to look
.. ,) at that. If you were a black at Ballard l t.year, you stood less chance

or being suspended than the white children or..the students who were
bused in. Pic former black. students who were at' Ballard, percent-.
agewise, were susp;znaed less than eitheV 'group. .. 4.

MR: GLICK. So you would attribute the, high ,suspension.rate among,
the black, students who came into Ballard for the first time last year
in part to We socioeconoblics?

. . ' .

MR. CRAWFORD. I Kould certainly think that has a large part in it.
Ma.q.h.icx. Thank you. Mr,. Sommers? , . ,
sme. t.IMMERV. Back to youth development. We havea boys' arid a ,

gals' youth development class, and, we have had themlefor 5 or6'years.
And we refer them 'to this prow:am as a lasVesort. Usnally it s with',.
the ugrecment of the jacent, and we try to do' the best thing for the
4
kid tithelp him graft te. / .

Mj,,, GLICK.. So that you -have very few referrals to the ateruative
schiiioll?

MR. SUMMERS. I don't think we had over two ear three.
MR. GLICK. Mr. Whiting, what is the socioeconomic level of moSt

of "the childreni who are in Shawnee?
MR. WHIT 6. I don't kpow the exact socioeconomics by level of the

.students, h4t considering 'the socioeconomic level of fhe schools that
wc were c ustetred with, as well a.4 the neighborhood that surrounds

,
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Shatwir, I would suspect that is the, lowest.in Jefferson County, if
you c mbint the total cluster.

MR. GLICK., Well, 4you--just heard a moment ago, Mr: Crawford in-
dicate that he attributed some of the aiscipline problems at Ballard to
the fact that the chitatv came from loV'' gocioeconomic households.
Yet you say that pail have a student_p4pulatign that comes fr9m low
socioeconomic households and yet,.w3;have,..a much lower iscipline
trate.*Coula you cimment on that?' ::-7?

MR. WiirriNG. Okay,, Mr. "irao.rfoid-atso mentoned that our schdol
is smaller, and I would if the first ta admit that that did make a. dif-

ference. And I think the- philosophy of the stiff makes' a difference
also. And that because of those experiences that rhost of our teed-hers
in working with children from low 'stocioeconomie levels, they are
better able to deal with it. 'And I think that the teachers in some ot
the former county schools hav..e not been. aZcustomed to dealing With'
the students, and they are more anxious abbut dealing, with them. I,
think that' that is the reason our suspension rate is lower.

When we looked at our suspension rate, most of the students we
sugpended, the suspensiop was initiated by the administration&We had
few referrals from- the teichAng` staff, and I think that would" suppOrt
the notion that tI eachers viere better equipped fC)r more accustomed
to wprking with students that were not the traditionil student.

Ma. GLICK. Thank yoy, Mr. Whiting.
Ms. Smith,' your scho6I experienced a large increase in 'the black stu-

dent population this year?
YMs. SsirrH. Right.

MR. Gum Did you take arty special steps to plan for and to in-
tegrate these children into the life of the schpol as smoothly as possi-
ble?

Ms. SMITH. Yes, several. The _cluster I was clustered with, tPe Byck
,schilolthe inner city schoolr-LHawthorne, Slivers, and Greathouse,
we worked very,closely togetkie'r. We had meetings Vith the principals
and PTA presidents before school started. We had visitations to the
schools, both to the inner city and but to our settoof. Wc had ene large

. staff 'fleeting of all five schools involved. Is that the type of thing you
are talking about?

MR. GLICK. Well, did you take any measures of an outrehth nature
.to reach the parents of the children and to reassure them that they
were welcome?

Ms. SMITH. Yes, by them being able to ,v_isit th* school and talk with
`-the administrators; yes, at both ends. We went 0, them, ,visited the
Bye's school wilh the parents and then the Bybk parents came to
Dunn.

MR. GLICKs. Do you.think that the quality of education that the chil-
* k dren are receiving in Dunn Sthool has suffered at all because of the

ititegration?
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M. SMITH: That. is hard to say. I think at the beginning of the year,
the teachers had a very difficult time trying to adjust or find out where
student* were. They had a lot, of new students in theii classtooms..A
lot of records were not senewith them. It took some time to get them.
But when you visualize and try to find out where childrem are, it takes
time and they were most concerned with finding out ,where they were
so they could start instructiOn. That took some time.

Once they did Sins. we 'had an instructional coordinttor and a Ian-
ivage arts specialist iidded to our staff. Both' of these people helped
a great deal in working with little tiny grouris,-which gave the class-
Mom teacher more time to spend in her group situation. 'Sometimes
the large group was taken care of by the instructional cbordinator

ti and/or the language arts specialittz Some,p.4es they were small groups.
'Mk. Glick. Ms. Smith., do you think thai integrated education is

beneficial to young children'?
Ms. SMITH. I think there are many advantages to it. I think a lot of

them turned up this yelir, in' that the childtert who c.0e to gs from
the Byck area, I noticed, the teachers were reporting on repOrt cards,
V February, especially. When tilpey wrot comment.% about the chil-
tingi, I think, aclidemically, they f&jfhey Lhad Leally seen tome
achievement with the children.

%

Let's see, I think that there is a disadvantage, in that they came late.
if rd.: are talking about the chillren eoming into the/school, all the
rest of them were there and in their classrooms.They came late, they
left early, This was becimse of the desegregation runs. So there were
:ome ways or, I guess I want to. say things that just.really didn't allow
.hem to stay,. for instance, and have after school recreation. Thai' is
one of the places where, socially, children get togethei4. Very few.

.,
stayed. afterwards, . ,.

MR. (i14(.1K. So there were some logissical problems that interfered
-.with the chil n receiving full benefit from the school day?

Ms. SMITI..1 t is true.
MR. Ail.ick. tiut on the whole,_you would say that integratZlis a

beneficial thing, in'that the children get, to know other people with
. .

other backgrounds, other racial _backgrounds?,
Ms. Swift Right. -

MR. GLICK. Do you think that benefit would be useful or.that ex-
perience would be useful for chilcp-en as young as the first gtade'?

1*. MITH.,I am getting poked over here on the side. I don't really
know. We have had in thc Dunn area as many ,ag 55 to 40 black chil-

.

..
dren, have always had: Are have always had black children in every
single class! This is no new deal, except there were a lot many mote
thiS year. many.more. Every first grade this year did have a black child

-.or t...vo or three in it. We have 10 percent, as a matter of faet. AVe
had 160 students and .10 'or 11 of them were black childron.

- Mx. Glick. First-graders?

a'..

at
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Ms. SMITH. Right. They -did visit to the Byck school. the Byck chil-
dren visited us. They got along beautifully. They met in the

, lunchroom, had name tags on; found their friends, sat and ate lunch,
and back to the classroom.

I do4 question theI do question the immatUrity of sonfe first-year
chiklren to be able to handle the busing situation, being settt.away.

MR. GLICIr Thank. you.
Mr, Summers, before this past year, and as I understand it, Faird:tle

High School had almost no black students? A few but very-f--
Ma. SuOmEits. Twii or three.

Gticiit. But now: cur statistics indicate tliat.the school is 20 per-
cent black.,Is that a fait eitimate?

MR. SOMMERS. '17 to-20.
MR. GLICK. Did this ciliate any special problems, ip terms of the,

qtiality of education; the.' kind of edtrion- that was offered this past
year?

MR. SU4MKRS. 1 think that education suffered from lati buses,
Iswlycotting our community, I feel like:it w'as *more or less a catchup
year, especially the fall quarter..I _think the wintit quarter things
started to level off and I coul4 see some improveMe9t(

'MR. GLICK. There was a boi,cott by the white students?
M. SUMMERS. First:of the school Year, yes, in SeptembFr.
MR. GLICK. Did you take any measures to try to eno8urage the stu&

dents to retufn io school? . 4

MR: SUMMERS. Oh, yes. Our counselors were bn the telephone dibaut
every minute the?, cdukkspare to see why the children' were not in
school, and if they had moved 'oryes, we took measures. We checked'
as much as' we could, as much as We .had tulle for.

Ma4 Click. Were any .special measures taken to indicate to the
black studentslhat came into yoUr high school that they were welc-(3The
anti that they were ioing to be fairly treated, just like any other stu-
km?

MR. SUMME'll)S.' Yes. We had an open house for Parents before
school started. /Wi had our football team. Some of the blacks kad al-
readr come out and started practi_ce V;ith them in August. W/ had
them' greeting thc buses the first day of school. I guess that is about

17..MR. GLICK. Thank u.
.

i Mr.. Crawfoid, could give us a -parallel to what Mr. Summets
_Atm said, abourthe Measures that would indicate that the students who
came into Ballard, that they were welcome and that they .wculd be
treated fairly?
' MR. CRAWFORD., We did everything we could to.try to assure them
that theY wouli be welcome. We' had open houses before school
started. We had open houses during the day for dr students,_ open
houses at' night for the parents and,students. Our coaches went dolvn
and picked Up people .who wanted to be involved in the prefodtball
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or preschod4 football practice. We did evetything we could to try to
. assure them that they would be welcome and safe. We have ethyays
, had a good ntimbei of blacks at Ballard. ThiS was no new venture, you

know, as far as having,black students involved,in our programs.
MR. (itick. Thank yams .

.
, .

l .

Mr. Hatfield4. did you take any measures toalthough as 1 un-
dertaand it, you?. school was not really involved in busing bul it has
been redistricted. i'

,
a

. .
. t a -

MR. HATFIELD. Not busing per se. And again I would remind the au-'
dience, and probably you have this information, but our school, has
been integrated for a long ninnber.of years. In fact, letiosky last year,
we Probably had in the neighborhood of 20`percent black students in

.. Butler High ,School. A. great nuMber of that percentage we lost to
another school in the transfer, and, ,conseqttently we picked tip
probat;ly 400 new black students-1 think a total of over 500 black..
students in Butler at this time.

.

yes, the opening.of school is very important and incide9,taHy, 1 had
mann!, t think, Over 900 new sttklents to Butler High Sch6oI this year. ./.
We picked up the lower part, of our district from Weitern High School
and the uiver part ftom the Duvall area and so forth. We hadouron
our opening day of school, we spent long hour.A: with our staff, parts,
of 2 days prior to the opening of school on faculty orientation. Some
things you do, some things that are-importiht tliat you do i dc

- class the first dayrecognize the new students, if necessaiji, a
stuaient buddy, the football team, the basketball team. The cheer-. .
leaders were thereito greet the buses,as they arrived arid show the stu-
dents to their respective' class .areas, ahd also to help pass out, in-
cidentally, their schedule -ards and shol tem to their,apprqpriate
classes..Apd thi type.of th ng worked very, very well. Of course our
finit PTA meeting:was an houSe. Yes, sir. \MR. (it.R.A. T re are man more questions 1 wotildlike to ask you
but unfortunate! .(iur time is limited. There is just one question I
would like to ask That is, do you think', in your own personal view
as an educator of many years, that high 'school students benefit as
human beings from, going io school in an integrated setting?

MR. HATFIELD. A student is a student regaidless of color:and f think
tliat everybody wants to go the same route,, as far as education is con-
cerned. r think youhave got to expect three things. Number ohe is

. that.You comelo school,..and that has been a problem countywide, as
you well kniaw. this year. Eve'n in the nonbused schools, and Butler
now is a nonbused school. We talked very much about this, dpening
days of school. We ,are a monbused school.-This is your schqol now

ti,and forever'one of .which-we hope you willall be prou But 1 haVea85 pernt attendancelhar the year. What does that tell yo
..'MR. 91.ick, That's probably'better than the national average.

[Laughter! .

4
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Mit. H A TFIEI.D. I ean'timig about 85 percent attendance, because ,we
had been running well over _92 percent prior to that Last year, in-
cidentally, was a bad year, too. We had 92 percent plus attendance
last year, but all year long we were talking about busing and tliis type
of thing, see; and stirring up people, as it were. I think we have talked
too much about busing and forced this, forced that, and forced the
other thing. People are ii little distuibed. I don't have to admit that
they are- But by and large .we had a real good year, outside of absen-
teeism.

Again I say that we want three things, attendanceby the way, we
try to have a program, I think in every school in this county school
systeih; in-which a child can succeed whether he is mentally 'han-
dicapped or otherwise.,We have a program in which every student dan
succeed if he does three thingsif he oomes to school, he does a iittle
trying within his'ability, and number three, that he conducts himself
as a lady or gentleman. ,. s

I think that ezery parent in America wants that. What do we pay
taxes for? We want our kids to go to school, we want them to learn,
we want them to be somethi9g in this life. What else could you ex-
pect? We have had a fine Bunch, I will tell you. I have'got to brag
a little.

.

MIL GLICK. Thank you, Mt. Hatfield.
1...-/-,Drir. Whiting. I understand that you have a program at $hawnee

which you called "education for cultural pluralism." Could you
describe that for us?.\\ ;

MR. WHITING. We s tted off the year and thought about this, what ,

the1/4year was going to be like, and I guess the fist process was-1 did
some soul -searching about where I would be as it- relateslo desegrega-

A
.40tion, because I bad some serious reservations about desegregation

myself. I decided that I was going ip 'try- to,Ake it work. fpkay. Anct
in the program of cultural pluralism, that piogram was really to try to
make everyone on the staff have a positive,attitude 'toward degegrega-
tion. We brought our seniors in because /e thought that the seniors
would set the tone. We asked the seniors to come in before schoolA
opened, and they did. That surprised many of us on.the staff.

And then we looked at some*of the mytisor ideas that people have
about black schools. We looked at the iss e of, security. Many people
felt that black schools were riot goirig to. be safe...So. we ti:iefiC to
develop a progra'm that would emphasize sectirity and would
emphasize that everyohe in the building was safe. .

And then we looked at the lierceptions of black schools being inferi-
wor as-it relates to teaching, and we tried to influence the teachers to
commit 'themselves to providing a qiiality .instructionsil prograM. Peo-i
pie talk ak great deal about qualitly education. As I understand educa-
tion,, it takes in so many other dimensions thai the schOols can't hffect,
that the parents tio have stomethMg to do with the intelligence ,of the
child, heredity, tilt influence orthe environmentk the economic& And

0 ,r.
k., U
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the.statr comtnitted to provicti a Milani. iztructioi. I l'irogram,
,beeadae we ditin't.irnOw:thit wteould hffece.those other.thinga. .`
. .

.

And.then tht khird ehmrionent pf thw so:eitlIe4.`ed9cation for cvi-
turat pluralisle Avast. a hutnan..telatiuns component We telt that,

0.
realistica wt., are in a dtaetiregated scbool system thug the_ courts--

..had.giveri us- the purptise of helpini the..4lack -and 'wine 'ebildren'.get
,alang -betterh there neetiZd td. be, soilie ,intentionallkiliii -goingorl ,

is!'the chqols thfke *cd- facilitate thisiwocess., 'And that's in, a
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e

,nutaltell w-p,at eultruahpluralismWS. all aboateC.
k MR. GI IRA. Would yhU e:all it a succeas? 1,-... .I

141R.- WHITINC; .1 ,think for the stucleritg...that *ten
cipated\anrenralhnent. of I,,350. We tost 400.throue

'Sista
...-11 irs

Cess

-

d. Wt had an-
ruanFy and re,

e td,theeourt-or,der. I think ttqa the students that attended had
tive;4xperience. Bet I. woUld not quickfy say.-that"Vie..had a Kie-
1 year, hecate:e too tnanylinn-es wc'kx)ked the Children that

sueceeded and don.'t take credit fot Onebi that fade* We have_to took
at the fact that ii:oe railecl in 'fbaekwlg 40Q students011ha.refused to
come. So for Cite stUdents thk attended, I think tha't 054..had tophsi-'
the experie.n7. <,.

MR. Thasstit you, Mr. Whiting. Mr...Chairman, I have no
further questions.' .

CHAIRMAN FlirEMMING.. !ColTIMISSioner
'.OMMISMONER' 'FREEMAN. Mr. Crawford, I woul0 likb to ask you if

you will describw the atmosphere Your schOawith respect to any
interaction; ifthere iSany, between the black and white students.

Mit. cRAWFORI). in'4swering that question, I would have to say.that
we ditf as all schools 'did....?;We set up a rather rigorous program in
human relations, setting uti -*grams where black and 'white could sit
down and talk about any proWm they like. Sometimes we gave them
the problems we thought they needed to talk about more sothan some

, of theirs. We tkad a lot of help from the hoth;t1 of education. We had
a couple, three, or four very interested teachers in working with us.

We set up a class through the University of Louisville for the staff
that .was developed thraighT-actually"..thr.oush Meyzeek Junior High
School, as part of the rural/urbari' coinmunity approach, oroomething.
I am not sure of allof the parts to it. But we did everything we could
think of to create an atmosphere where people could sit down and
discuss their' problems. Ballard at the very beginning of the y..ar h
quite a hit of turmoil. It goes back to' the, fact that when-they'e
the alternative school, we received much more, n our shaie of s
dents from the-alternative school. .-

Once this problem, was settled and straightened hut, I would say,
other than the first 6 weeks, 13-ad had---I won't say-a normal year
but mUch more normal year thn some of the schools had. I Wou
say the tTeond and third quarter were pretty much a normal situati

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Have- you taken any particular pn
steps to include both the black and whitesttidents in the extrae rricu-
lar programs of your school?

7.
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MR. CRAWFORD. Yes. ma'am, We ha:,e' buses trovided by thi cinnity
that meet, that take children back to the inner citiei twice a day after
school is put, so that' thtry can be involved in extracurrWar activities.
If the buses don't ?on at the time that we need them, th4 have alwa
p aid the coach or the' sponl?,or or the chaii.man ar the directo

.

whoever if hviviits to 6e,, to take. the children back-downtown. Ali
we have had,excellent Tema from our teachers, you kitow, being

4willing to go downtown. and take them dawn thee. We are talking
about a 30-Finihe round- trip. . . 4

cOMMISSIOVER FaismAN; Have yyu or any, of the other pridcipals
been, ytursvjf: participated in iilny hurn.in relatiOnsaeminars? s

). MR.. CRAWF4RD. Yes: ma'am*. iftsll tnincipals had to AO. I guess/all
'elementary and at high school' principals had.tirigo all . well as- the
Counselors and 'assjstant principals, ' ,

.
CoralkItSSIONEk FREEMAN.. IS ariy such program oh a cOntinuing' or

regulat basis? # .
.i

MSC SMITH. Yes.
, COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Does that include the teacheis alsp? ,

Ms.,Stefill. Yes,'it few, .
.

M. CRAWFOREI. Not all s ,
.

of thm.
. .

COMMISitONER FREEMAN. IS it it requiieMent that the teachers. par-'
ticipatein thete programs?..

i
.,

,.. to 'Mat CRAWFORD. It's on eyoluntary basis.
1

. k, ..

COMMISSIONER- FREEMAN. ifell, in those SitdationS where a pupil: has '
had a eonftontation or has been exitosed to a situation where that ;;
pupil believes or perceil.a.uhai the teacher is insensitive to that per-
son, how would you handle it? '

MR.. CRAWFORD. We justand I am sUre all of' the' 25 high scriool
principals,here in the county and city haVe an open door policy, that
any time pail feel that there is a, grievance againSt any teacher, that._
you either go to an assistant principaPor to the principal himself,-arid '
this has worked out quite well. Some Will reel free in going, more free
in going to talk to a counselor, others to assikany principals pr to the
head principal.

CIMMISSIONER FREEMAN. -Do you' eiy' have any so-called rap ses- ,

sion whereli outside professionals are included, so that perhaps that
outede professional might"pciiiit out to you, the principal, and the

, teacher areas in which they may not have been sensitive?. , / . 1
MR. CRAWFORD. Yes.

--\,. COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. How often does that occur? .

MR. CRAWFORD. I woilld say at least monthly. But oftentimes there
are people' in these eveiy week in the human relations department.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. The people come where? .

MR. CRAWFORD. To the school. We have a program set Up.
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. What I am trying to get at, is there any

formal basis on which these human relations'specialists relate directly
to the principals anti, through the prIncipals or with the principals, the

*teachers?

17
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.. MR. CRAWFORD. 1 Will SO .there is a Jiireeti route or prZicess. It's %

.. doneon a weekly basis.tthett they have their meetings %Nth the ehi1/4
dren. if Itherfeel ins&cure.iii coming doln and saying something to. .

one of. Os, then the sponsor or the humaWrelations persdn from the
board will comeedown1 am very fortunate, the one at our:school, f ;
havcknown her. I. had her in Sunday school class, so she feels free. ,in te fig me anything. .

1
COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Well, if yotlhad her'in your Sunday schtol

cfasst do you mean you laught her or she frau& ty' oti?
MR.,CRAWVOI1D. She's stightly younger; thilm, am.
I LAghter l

, ..

,.....COMMISSIONER 'FREEMAN: SUppOSe she came to,you and said to you,
'.'Mr. Crawford,- a little boy is disturbed because he heard you talk
about .him in-a 'n'egative way atiout his race." What would your reae-
tion be? , , / _

MR, CRAWFORD. That l,was negativu; ,
.

.

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Yes, quit yoe referred to Mitt, to his 'color
in a negatiye way

MR. CRAWFOR . I don'ybelieve anyOne has everaccused me of that.'
But. ii.be did, I Would confront hiM oh an 'individual Itasis and' have
a discussion With him.

COMMISSIONER FREEMANYOU would confront.the little boy?
MR. CaAwmao. Yei. I would .ask hull mihat happened add why he

,felt that I had said .tbat.'
COMMISSIONER' FREEMAN/. How awetilil you C.oront: him? Yoe

wotildn't suspend,.him. 0/bold you?.
MR. CRAWFORD. I hope not.

-CommissioNta FREWAN: Row Would 5;ou cOnfront him?
Ma. CitAwFoitti. I would just ask him just like yott are spking Me.
CommissioNts FiakstAts. Would you try to find out if perhaps you

may have said' something tkat he misunderstood?
MR. CaAwFoao. YeS, becauie We do say things that people misun-

.derstand.- A.

COMMIS-SIONER FREEMAN. I am, concerned as to the extent to which
the school situatien that you have described, thit thek may have been
such incidents and they may notthave been dealtwith. ,

MR. CRAWFORD. 'That could heN..
COMMISSIONER FREFIMAN. Would any of you, 'would any of the other

panelists have any reackon or eomment to make about such .a

MR. HATFIELD. I zeally.don'Oliiive a reaction, other than what hap-
pened to Mr. Fred Dorsey. He visited and several ethers of your staff
.visited Butler High School for probably 7 or 9 days.'And I think that
what they saw was good, as Pat said._

My office door opens into the hall, one' of my office doors opens
up i4Sto the hall and it's arways ppen. And this I annoubce time and
time again through the year. No stuctent needs anybody's permisskm

4
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to see the principal. I a supposed ko be his helper, and that's what
I am there for. I don't, I aven't heard this thing-that you asked Pat.

COMMISSIONER FREEM . You have heard it?
MR..HATFIELD. I have ro r, noand I hope that 1 don't. Because again

I say . .
-1 . .

.

. COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. YOU mean you hope 1 n't happen.
MR. HATFIELD. I hopc 'I won't happen. It can, ybu know, anything

can happen. But I have 4jOitive eeling. toward this tbing, that if we
do the right thing, you ktiont;.tead in preparation and all this tYpe of
thing, making a student 'feat him dais is his home school, but again
Pat's got a different situati+k 'ilk's got a' bused school and he Juts a'
brand new group next year. litiptitinastart all over again. But old Hat-
field gonna sit back here oh .(the .sIde and 1 arn going to take it' pretty
easy. Not really, kinit we arcipinto do the same thing over. Vie are,

going to do the same ing overt, except Ware going to do it better.
We are going to meet and we tit going .to'inalyze situations. What
id we not do last year that we.abriiild have d ne, you see.

hen you mentiohed are the-.h4ck st ents allowed to participate
in all of these activities,. absotuttly\ 'There' is liot one thing at Butler
High Schocil in which a 7th grader csuil participate inathletics, band,
you name it, and we've got dozens of things. Our problem is transpor-
tation for after:school activities, %xi as band practice avid this type
of thing, in the nonbused schools. Now this year we were provided onb
bus to take, let's say,, b*ketball plilyers or football' players, or what-
ever, home after the activity and transportation is s problem.., I hope wc can continue this traniPortation holm, so 'children can

41 participate in these after-school activities. 'And let me say this, our last
survey at Sudo High 4chbolwe have. af.;out 2,300 in Butler, which
is more than many .tounties in Kentucky -have in the whole school

. system. At our las% count we hail nearly 1,300 .kids invol. ed in some
- extracurricular program such as athletics, the band, you n me it.

And I,. might say that the vice president Of our juniOr class, just
elected, is a fine black student. He was 'elected by white students
primarily, because we are only 29 pefcent in ttiat class black.

CommissivNEW FREEMAN. Any othet coinments?.
4kb MR.'siNHITING. I was accused by some of the black students at times

.o.f being partial towards the white students, and I understand this. In
many cases f was more sensitive to the Students .coming into the
school. I guess I am different in that I was acctised byt,the black -stu-.
denit; as being partial towards some Of the bused-in stadents. For ex-
ample, 'on the cheering squad, we tried to -demonstrate behaviorally
that we were fully committed to having a desegregated school, and the
plan said that the girls that wbre selected to the cheering squad in the
former 'schools would automatically get on the Zheering squadi in'the
new school. So we found that if we' followed that plan that It really
wouldn't give a true representation of our school. So we made\some
additional 'white girls members of thS cheering squad; and this caused
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puha concern from pome of the.black girls. We, didn't deny black girls
from panicipating, *iv simply increased the:cheering uad.

And thesame as it relatesba the faCulty. We wan to make'iure
that the new leacheiti bad, sane oymoship in the sch . 'So inany of
'ate n'ew teachers were. chairmen of the departments d spongors of
the mxtracurricular activities, and this caused soine conce on the part
of some of the more experieneed teacherss older teachers. f did feel
that at times:

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. MM. Smith and Mr. Summers, do you have. '
anything to add? . '

Mu. SUMMERS. No. .

COMMISSIONER FREEMANcThalik you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Saltzman?
GOMMISSIONUR SALTZMAN. 1 have nothing.
CHAIRMAN' Fts_watwo. It's always very, very helpful in .these hearings

to listen to principals, because i4 appreciate the fact that you are
dealing with these opponunities on a day-to-day basis, and we per-
sonally like your constructive ripproach. t am grateful to you far being
here. We ,wish we courd pursue. some pf these matters further, but in
a hearing.of this kind 4.,e are trying to listen to a great,many segments
of the community, and we do have to develop a rather tight schedule.
Mr. Hatfield, did you.

MR. HATFIELD...rust one more 'statement, Mr. Flemming. I feel
obligated as a principal of Jefferson County. I 'am real proud of our
board of education, and I want to copimend every member of otr
board of education, because they work hardi long hours artei they arc
deing a lot of things, so many things that, no other school system ,thalk

know of in America has bad to survive witIA a short time, such as
merger, busing, staff reassignment in just a fcw short weeks or maybe
less than a few weeksnew curriculum programs, a new .time of the
school day for the high schools and for the elementary schools, all
these types of things. These peopfe have worked real hard and 1 will

y-414 we.have had their backing all the way doWthe line.
They are trying hard. I. hated to hair, I thifik it was Mr. Glick' who

made a statement in reiard to lomething the board didn't do; if they
didn't do it, I am.sure it's because they didn't think of it.

.; CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you 'very much. Counselvill mill the
next witnesses.

M. GLICK. Mr. Chairman, the next witnesses are a group of reli-
gious leadirs in Louisville and the State of Kentucky. Call first:
Archbishop Thomas McDonough of the Catholic Archdiocese of Ken-'
tucky; Bishop David Reed of the Episcopal Diocese of Kerituckyi
Reverend Sinclair J. Royal, who is a representative of the Louisville
Baptist Ministers and Deacons; Rabbi Herbert' S. Waller of the Adath
Israel'I'entple in Louisville; Reverend J. Howard Teel, of the Long
Run Baptist Association; and Bishop Frank L. Robertson, United
Methodist Church of ihe Louisville area.
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\ I Archbishop Thomas McDonough, Catholic Archdiocese' of Ken-,
tucky; Diwid Reed, Episcopal Church, Diocese of Kentucky;
Rev. Sinclair J. Royal, Louisville Baptist Mihisters and Deacons; Rabpi
Herbert S. Waller, Adath Israel Temple; Rev. J. Howard Teel, Long
Run Baptist Association-0 and Bishop Frank L. Robertson, United.
M ist Church, Louisville cpea were sworn.)

.RTON. Thank y fqr 'being with':us.' Bishop Rebe-Rso. n,
by state; our nahie, 'address; and your position,

MR. Fti
will you beg

.

MONT OF ARCHBISHOP THOMAS MCDONOUGH, CATHOLIC
nrow KENTUCKY; MOW DAVID REED, EPISCOPAL CHURCH,

OF KENPUCKY: REV. SINCLAIR Jo ROYAL, SPOKESPERSON,
LOUISVILLE BAPTIST MINISTERS AND DEACONS; RABBI HERRERA.

w ,

WALLRII, ADATH ISRAEL TF.MPLE; REV. J. HOWARD TEM, LONG RUN
imirrtsr ASSOFIATION; AND BISHOP ROBERTSON, uNrna) METHODIST

if ¶ ("amok LOUISVILLE AREA
.

BfSHOP ROBERTSON. Frank L. Robertson, resident bishop of the
Unfted Methodist Church, headquarters, 1115 South Fourth Street,

'Ltiluisville, Kentucky,
RABBI WALLER. I am Herbert Waller, Rabbi, Temple Adatti Israel,

§34 S4utb Third Street. s
HisHop REEp. I am, David Reed, Bishop of Kentucky of the

Episcopal Church,.421 South Second Street.
ARCHBISHOP NICDON9UGH. 1. am Archbishop Thomas. McDonough or.

the Catholic Archdiocese of Louisvilke. My address is 212 East Coliege
Street, Louisville.

REV., ROYAL. I am Sinclair J. Royal, Sr., of the Baptist/Ministers and
Deacons 'Meeting, Louisville and vicinity. My. -address is 950
SiStathestern Paikway,`zip.is 40211,

,MR. FULLERTON. May I ask each one.Of you, starting with Reve'rend
Royal, alb I correct that each of you has publicly supported school
desegregation, although you may not favor all aspects of the current
plaa?

REV. ROYAL. 'Infinitely SO.

< BISHOP REEli. Yes.
RABBI WALLER. Yes.
PHSHOP ROBERTSON. Yes.
MR. FULL'IJERTON. Wbat iositions have you taken? Would you evlain

that support'? Bishop Robertson?
BISHOP ROBERTSON. Do you mean with r regard to the ,question or

tztusejbg now?
MR. FULLERTON. Yes.
BISHOP ROBERTSON. Alreost exactly' one year ago, on my, own initia-

tive,\ I invited the executives of the' various adjudicatories or, religiotui
grouln, with whom I could make contact in a brjef.period of time, to
come together and discuss what pemed to be an imminent decision

,a4
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I

with regard to the courts/concernIng the prosptct of busing in Jeffer-.

. son County. This was a vacation period and some were away, some
,----were out of the country. But same of us did come .together and had.

a very fruitfurdisussion of the various issues involved.
It occurred to us that one of tlie heleitil things we critild do would

be to distribute arming the variaus churches and religious biddies,
synagogues and ot r bodies in the county, a statement which would
call for a climate o will, of helpfulness on the part of all oeir
people, regardless ot the dee that would be made by the courts.
In other word% we, were simply ng to develop a Mood or an at-.

mosPher of cooperation with the law and support for the,law and to
create a e Mate of good in the community.

It" Was\ cult to arrive at la statement that would be acceptable to
eVeryone, was finally agreed that no definite stand would.be taken
whit -re

lyto ctik,
for law
agreed
statemen
only for
county a

MR. FU
-Mr. Ch

Howard T

busing,
the, pee

t they
er. A

'buteL

titer for or against: But that we Would simpiy
te of the vaKious religious bodicis bf the coati-,
uld to create a climate of good will.and respect

so each executive that was represented there
along the various ,bodies under his direction a

tetrient which I have just -alluded to..I was-responsible
ited Methodist and this was distriguted throughouf the

churches. .

N. Thank you very much.
, at this firm I would like for you to swear in Rev. J.
he Long Run Baptist Association.

Teel was sworn.)
. Reverend Teel, for the record, would you please
d address and your position?
J. Howard Teel. My address is 73,09 Maria Avenue.
hristian Social Ministries for the Long Run ,Baptist

is, which comprises I 25.:odd churches in the

nk yip!' very -Much. Can you go forWard? Rabbi
escribe your activities.or your position?

ell, I think that we tried to do precisely whqt
described, within the Jewish communand

c of atceptance of whatever would be ,retluired
lc school systeins to' operate successfully and
munity. And to that end the mis, each of
wn individual point of xiew, obviously, agreed
s issued, containing essentially those elements
lug emphasized.
k you, very much. At this, time I would like
n ;he record that statement that 4/tis just al-

Withvout objection it will be' entered Au- the

{Rev, i.
MR. FL,

state your n
REV. TEE
am direct

AMOCiatiorl.
Louisville a

Ma. Ftmt..Eit
.Waller, wo

WAL
Biigop Robe
that'is create a
in Order fdr t
peacefuyy in th
whom' w6uld ha
on a statement
whieji Bishop it

ma. FULLERTON
tO .submit for 'int
luded to by Rabbi

CHAIRMAN FL
record at this poi

Mit. FULLERTON .
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%.* BISHOP REED. I have signed several statemenWin the r;rocess of the
last 2 years. The one thai I issued under my, own name came in Apiril
of 1974. Just prior to .that had writtin to sevefal other adjudicatory
heads and religious- leaderi in the community, trying to see if there
wasn't some way that, we could make a joint statement well in irtiCiPa-
film' of 'the order that was expected at that time. This, happened, to
coincide pretty closely with the tornado which. hit Pauisville, and the'

.possibility of bringing out a j6int statement didn't work. out. But my
statement is essentially still where I stand' with that regard. Do you
want just themain four-points of it, or do you want, to introduce it?

FULLERTON. Yes, that would lie fine. Aar

BISHOP REED. The firs1 Point is saying that Ilbelieve that true educe-
tibn is`better done in an integrated commilhity, which involves all of
the races w whom we have to live and with whom we work.

Second! hat I was not in favor of the court, of the forced busing
concept. d not feel that that was going to bring all of the benefits,
and ma-y6e the costs were higher than the be'hefits.

Thirdly, that if the court did order it, that I was obliged to stand
behind it, and would support the measles to enforce it.

Fourthly, I tried to point out the faet that children, parenti and
teachers, administrators at the schools Would need a lot of coknmun4ty
support during this and that we all needed to get behind themtand sup-

. .port them in every way we could.' This letter of nppe ctkas dttributed
throughout our diocese and made available to press.

MR. FUL1_ERTON. Thank you. At this time I ouId like to submit for
the record the documteaus referred to by Bisho Reed for i'nclusion in
the record.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without oIectIon that will be entered in the
1 record at this point.

M. FULLERTON. Archbishop Mc onough?
ARCHRIAHOP, Mi:DONOUGH. ezor many years, tually eller since I

\have been a bishop. I have spoken-out On beha I of the integration of
our schools, the recognition 'of human digni , and ,rights of all in-
dividuals. Since I have been in Louisville, I h e stresSed this, particu-
larly concerning tour catholic schools. We ave .stated that tliey will
not become havens for those seeki avoid integrated public
schools. And when the court order came out 1 wrqte a letter to all
ourfirst of all, I issued fou'r or five statements on this.' Wherrthe
court order came out, I sent a letter to all of our pastors who rule over
the churches and missionary churches, asking".them to declare a day
of prayer, requesting our people to accept with peliceful compliance
the court order.

I arlso recognized that there.could tle differences of opinion. But still
recognized that it is a l'aw and we are obliged to accept- that law.

However, there are means whereby we may have redress for those who
i4 their conscience feel that this law is not workable as far as they are
foncerned.
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One of the father as4cts I stressed was that itt asking for Peaceful
compliance, I had very much in mind the safety 94 our children wh9
would. tiy.e thote buses going _back and forth. I just don't speak from
a yery nartow, viewpoint because. 50 pereem of our children, our
Catholic children of school ate, are in, the public schools. I- have been

.-very much coni.erned with that. I thought that probably there was
more M the court order than could really be read. Were we just_ talk-
ing about'desegregatIon of the schools? Were we talking about qualitY
education? -A -70

v. .I thought perhaps there wits somet mg Itoch more than that,'even
outside the sc9pe of educatiOn. There is a ONncern for, Certainly for
racial justice. There is a concern for h.ousing_ There is a concern 'for
equal employment. I see "this as very, very important to our whole
structure, and I suppose, when the court order cam; down and buiies
were utilized, our convpunity was thrown into cor*ernation. We
didn't etp9Ft it to.hapPen sof quickly. It came on ratheriquickiy. Every-
one was tif the 'opinion that it would be`put off for longer. Well, I look
upon it as a blessing from God. It is reiallysomething that is absolutely -

needed. If we arq to live as one community; one people of God, this
is a very serious obligation.' All of 'us have been put upon by our
ottinions, but, again, I ntipect the law. I respect the fact that the law
giyes us redreSs in the c ent that. we look iipon it;as<being intolerable.
But we can't have cheap ommunities.

I think Louisville is - city. I think many of us can work
together. We should all work together. People are pointing fingers at
this person and that person. I think we should point oar fingers to the
whole community. All of Lis are involved with this. If there has been
discomfort and upset and unrest, well,.all should Kesporid to it.

MR. FULLERTON. Thank 'you for your comment. Mr. Chairman, at
this nme I would like to 'submit for 'the record .statements by the
Archbishop wittv regard to .school desegregation and the policy the
Catholic Church has .taken on prohibiting the parochiarschoOls from
becoming havens for tb:e white flight, quote unquote, that could occur
and has occurred elsewhere.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection that will be entered in the
record at this point. 4t

MR. Fut I FRTON. Reverend Royal, I would- like you to comment on -

that question, both in your 'capacity as spokesperson for Louisville
%Baptist Ministers and Mations' but' also for the NAACP Ministerial
Coalition.

REVEREND ROYAL.-TEENklaCk pastors of Louisville and vicinity were
well aware of the particular, problems underneath all of the turm9il.
I would ,like to try briefly to separate those* problems ,and point out
what we laddret,A&I,ourselves to and why.

.-First, we never/confused -busing with,desegrewition or 'with quality
education% We knew the difference. WC were awdre, secondly, that the /

.organized 'threats to intimidate° the black community, rticutarly the

404
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childrtr and par9nts as well, fear, etc., were supposed to have been
done effectively. .

There were certain steps black pastors took that turned out quite e
fectively. To be sure that all black children, at least all of them do
to theletterI think there. may have been several who didn'tw
show up in the school rooms. This happenid, plus the fart that
would be quiet. since' black people knoW .how to be quiet. Me
been so long, sd its kind of a easy thing for us to be quiet when we
haye a choice. We had to be quiet when we had no choice.
. This, of course, was Achieved. Quite contrary io what sonic thought,
the black' community was not provoked, into violence. There was
deliberate ,effort. This was the intention. On this matter of busing,.
historically and legally Kmerica is a busipg country. They bused me
35 miles past a white schoOl and likewise. So inasmuch as busing was
used legally to segregate the schools, why couldn't it be used legally
to help desegregate school attendance? While quality education, has
nothing to do with the person's color, we did not believe that because
a black student goes to a white teacher that the person is automatically
in an atmosphere a quality education. We know better..lt is doubtful
in some areas whether many uhntes know anythihg about the culture
and ps9chology of black. people. Most, perhaps black as well. have
'bean miseducated. So, therifore, our problem was indeed one that was
unique.

A .number of ttinp we did, what they were, that is our business.
They were well' within the laws and Confines and envir'onment of
decency. They achieved the purpose. The black community remained
quiet' and took-all of the indignities. insinuations, innuendbs, etc., etc.,
coming from those in. the white community, while they talked, about
they didn't want busing this, busing:that. We knew better What wai be-
hind -the whole thing. ,It wasn't, busing. It was a matter of just putright
racism. They just didn't want black kids mixed with white Children.
-That is all it was. We alsb knew that they Were depending on the stu-
pidity they thought of black persons tO set this thing off. By the grace
of God, we held that doWn: If the white c(rnmunity had wanted to,
religiotis leaders included, they could have stopped every degree of in-
tende'd viOlence or 'threat that happened in this community :or. in
America. so far asthat is concerned..

There were certain things, likeWise, we sough o do. We deliberate-
if kept the Press out,of all of our secret.ineetints f black P'astors..,We
have that rigti;. When we gbt 'ready to issue a,Itatenent, then we, of -

course, issued a statement. We were aware that city, county, State,
particularly thee three agencies, were saniewhat acquiescent about
the impartial enforcement of law. Some things happened'in the black
allninunity a few years ago add, boy, we had police

,
from every place.

Yet persons were allqwed tdbiirn buses, intimidate, etc., etc., and
,even the ecifintOolic?started /timing: This type of thing. .
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%Consequently, we felt that much of this could have been stopped If
an impartial. objective attitude had been taken on the part of law en-
forcement officials. We contend that they did not impartially do it.
This allowed and encouraged many other persons to attempt to get
recognition from the preigi, and, of pourse,the press has"never really
been too friendly to blackii. We'are .aware of that.lt is.juit not geared
that way. It is geared to sat4y the norm, the establishment. ,

And finally, let me say this, t Mack-ininisters.were 10,090 percent
in favor of the plans of dese ation issued tiy Judge Gorden. We met

,', with him. We have sent him cotnmunication, and we have given him
. constant assurance that as long as this thing was impteially practiced,

we ourselves would stay in there and do' everything keep thq' black
communi while other things muy haliejlappened and did happen to
them:we would try and keep them quat!and obellient, even ithe. law
Was unjust, and we were aware of certain attitudes that were blng ex-
pressed by some white instructors in the schools to some of #ie black
students, etc., etc., which we have all of this' type of thing.

We talked arnong ourselves as pastors. There are certain things reli-
gious leaders can do, thank God for that: that nobody else can do in
a community. We know of cases where black students were singled
out etc etc

#

These are not,' however, the majority of actitini. There were some
particular things that were done. However, since, as I said, we are ac-
customed to being oppressed There was a time we were not allowed
to even read a.book. So, we are glad to have a book to reud...\We
wanted to be sure that in tbis process of desegregatiOn we would not
be brought to that point wherein we were forced to react'. It is not
good to react to anything. Up tà this pOint, We think that the black
community4n Louisville. especially., in Jefferson County neieds to be_

' commended by all forces in the United States ofoAmerica because of
whafthey have 'endured this 'past school session:

. Atilt I might(add thwe are certainly in ace.Ord 'with the judge that
4 the superintendent Mi thetchool board, perlks' out of othef things,

#May not have been as fair as he "might-have ,been. We feel thay way.
_There are soine things, some reasoli grhy we feelv.thar way.-Con-

-sequently,..4e iviined.as black pastors coMmitted to law and iiistice:
to all citizens of the'l9nited States. There tannOt ,succeselly be twa-
Americai, one`hlitele,O,be white. It is too eritly.A :

. , - .

--Ms4fuistEiritor.;rhanktyou Very much. % 45,' :. . :

0.eveiend :Teel,' wouid you- briefly describe yout poiltidn for the
Longs Run Baptist Association; and yousbight OISO add 'd,little Itt about

:who spasaks.. for the 'Baptists, so we knOw who is speaking When you
.sliscribewhat positions-have been taken by the Long#Run Baptist As-
locum' n? - .s.

.alit REND TEEL. As I indicated earlier, I-am director of the Depart-
n;ent of Ch ian Social Ministries for the Long Run Baptist Associa-r1
tion. 1 am he today primarily because Dr. West is,put of town and

k
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1 am the spokesman for Long Run Baptist Association. Yet at the same
time, because of the congregational .type of government that is uhique
.

in Baptist churches and some other churches, I cannot speak tor any
individual, congregation. I can reflect personally upon t we have
done as an association smid What I saw persdnally that transpired
this last year among our cliurches.

Mit. FULLERTON. Will you britiSy descpbe the position that. Long
Run Baptist Association took?
, REVEREND TEEL, The association officially, through its etdeutive
.bitard, prior to February-4, 1974, hati designated a committee to study
the problem reelated:to the possible school merger and all that later did
transpire through the ,teurt-onclered busing procedures. And a report
was given to the executive bi!lard February.4, J974, that wasthat was
a year *and a half prior to the actual begipning of the busing pro*ram.
And this was hot campletely comprehensive, but it illustrated the basic
Baptist principles of equality and justiee, Of qualiti education :rove!'
children, and that it be studied. ,

.-Not a lot .came,out of, this, other than informing the leadershipin
our churches that it war a prablem oto which we had responsibility
and to beCorhe aware of it. Later, other doecurnents and statements
were recelved by the board and passed on to the churches, Which I
feel wait meaningful and resulted in the Congregational 4:adership of 7

our denomination winking to peaceftilly accept busing for schoill in- -

tegration. I have a brief statement by Dr. West which I can refer to,
if it is in order at this time.,

MR.. FULLEMON. Mr. Chairman,_ may. he tiave permission to read a
miqute 'or two of that statement into the record?

'CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 1 =IMO hear yau. -
MR. FULLERTON. There is a.statement. by Dr. West of abont a minute

ar two duration, and he *ould like to read that into the record;
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay. .
MR. FULLERTON. Please proceed.";,-
REVEREND TELL. Okay. This is a three-page brief document. 1 will

readithree paragraphs of the last page.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Could you just summarize it, and, we will be

glad to enter the entir document hi the record at this point? If you
could just summarize it by.reading one or tyro paragraphs.

REVEREND 'TEEL. Yes. Dr: West, in making this statement, or he
wanted to make 'the contribution, he refers to the problerh, to the
basic sources of the problem which he feels we, should attickthe
housing patterns, the economic strUcture of our .community and 'that
it is a complicated problem. It would require working together by the
leaders of the community. It can ,be solved by good people when they
make ap their minds to become part of the, solution ratheathan part
of the problemAbove all, it must be recognized that this is an ex-
tremely complicated prOblem that will require much time, patience,
trial and error to. solve. There is, no simplistic an er, 13ut there are

4 0 8
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solutions. I strongly in favor of doing everything possible to im-
pnhe the h g, the educational facilities and procesies, and the cul-
tural opportunities of all children throughout the Louisville and Jeffer- 46,son County area. ...

.
i` .

MR. FULLERTON. Thank You very much. I would like to ask that that
documdnt be submitted for inclusion in the record at this time..

. CHAIRMAN FLEMitING. It will be entered in the record at this poirg.
MR. FULLERTON. I would request; also, that the documents, teferred

to by Reverend.Royal be entered into the record at this time.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Withottl objection, that will be done.
MR. FULLERTON. Thank you. *

. M. FULLERTON'. Beginning with Reverend Teel, I have one.- final. .
question for each of you. What issues 'and problenei,do you think have
been raised by school desegregation this year, and what role in the fu-
ture doyou plan td" take Or urge your pastors to take?

REvEREND TEELMajor issue?
,

.
v

Mse. FULLERTON: What issues and problems hRve iou seen raised by
scheol desegregation this year, and what role do you plan to take or
what role do you urge yaw pastors io take in this issuer

REVEREND TEEL, The role that we plan to take in encouraging our_
pasting is to peacefully accept the court order, realizing that there are .

ways sof legally addressing, pie law if they° disagree with- the -law, hut -

to peacefully'accept the law and peacefully respect the rights of every
individual. in the cominunity in all of their inalienable 'rights and the

.

right to gain a cluality education.
CHAIRMAN FLE4MING. 1 EIM wonde;ing if I could interrupt and really

ask a question that ,parallels your question. And this May savie some
'time. I have noted in the testimony -that ..has been 'giftn uP- tco thiq'

,...` present tinie thar'efforts were Made last *pring and last summer 56
develop i jie

ont statement,piriSe part of the religious community -and
. .

:

leaders in the religious community. I am wondering if in the light of
the ekperiences that the city and county have, had during the past year
and in the light of tke kinds of issnes.that will confront the .community
in the -months that lie immediately ahead, whether in your jUdgment
it would now be possible to develop a joint statement coming from the
leaders of the religious commartities?

REVERENti ROYAL. May I address myself to that questio
CHAIRMAN FLEmstiNa. Yes. Personally, I.would just like to say this: ir

I feel that there has been no indre importantoconstitutional and moral
isstte confronting our Nation in my lifetime, and I do think that we are
at a critical point, not just in Louisville but, obviously, in other jcom--
munities And as one who has tried to relate to the religiouseommunr-
ty down ihrough the' years, I herish die kind of leadership that is
reflected in the development of int statenients -on the part of leaders
of the refigioui community. Th. realty looks to tte future)ust as coma,-
sel's question looked to' the future. So f- would be very happy to have
you tespond to his question and possibly link it up with the question
that I haVe just addressed to-the panel. -
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REVEREND ROYAL. I SVOUld like to, address myself to your question,
combined with' the first one. First of all, the problems raised are obvi-
ous. Number ope, the true and viciout face of racism as it is, which
has been covered tip for a longlime: it- is out novl. It. isit can be
seem for what ihe thing really is.

Sscondly, it also Outs .tfie shoe On the other foot. A couple of Airs
ago, even the last Presidential electipn, all you.would hear is law and
order. Suddenly the so-called law and order -persons, they call them-
selves lawless, and autkoritiis, both State,'cityt, and otherwise are
acquiesingio the' situation by saying there is no sithple answeK.

Now, as)to wliat we are going to ,do as. black people; as black
pastors, I don't. th,ink 'yoil will find any opposition in any 'black church

A in. Louisville or Jefferson COunty or, for that matter, in Ameriep, that
would turn dowrrany perkon of color.who wants to Mlle, or any black
conventiot,regardless. çonsequently,,we are hoping that we can per-
suade oar white brethren to put into practice the Censtitution, which
allegedly alludedlo blacks as well as to whites.

Now% we must also recognize this in dealing with the* churches. It
.was American'ehurches that. helped to create the problem; the most

g.--segregaWd institutionin the Unitell States of America are your
, churches and ydur synagogues,. etc.

[Applause.]
REYER,END ROYAL. On a gunday morning, there is a I:deck efirist,

there is a 'white Ctirist, there.", is4'..a Muck rOld Testament and a white
bld Testameni. 9pnseiluintlyit would be difficult to. get a person who
doesn't believe' irirthe equality of a person because of skin tO .uniTe
tdecither aiyt say that sve are going to rut this.thing over.

'1-10Wever, we are learning another Thing. We either stand together
(Tr die apart as a Nation. That's where we stand. We are going to have,
to forget our thinking of slavery. .1 don't mean any dieregard for our
Founding Fathers, but these men weri religious racists;us such..These
people oWned ilaVes.. What were they talking about in the Constitu-
tion? Who are the citizens? Did God found this countiy or did some
people'use the game of God to get over certain things to personal ad-
Vantage and to construet a religious system which:is now in effect
hacking op on us?

Yes, the churches can solve it i( they wish, hut not with the nid
theology.

MR. FULLERTON. Thank you very much. Archbishop MCDOICHAgh?
ARCHHISHOff MCDONOUGH. would like to make.a statement. Cer-

tainly, I would be all for a statement by the religious leaders of this
city and this county. HoW'ever, I would insist, as far as my signature
is concerned, that it would embrace equality; it would also ernbrace
desegregated schools; it would have housing, employment; in other
words, the same benefits that.wc evidently enjcy as whites.

Some of the benefits are hard to understand at, times, but all of
those benefits. I am very, very much for that. Because three of these
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pariicular gentlemen here with tne, four, have.signed statements in the
past. One walla regarding the cessation of hostilities in South Vietnam,
and one more recently on facing up to the obligations of the world's
hungerLouisville United Against Hunger. We have signed those
statements. There were black ministers among those signatories. And
as for as I 'am concerned I an* more than willing to walk the extra

' mile,
.1 will not, hOwevei, water down my opinions concegnMg integration,

concerning desegregation, concerning liberty and justice for all. I could
not be neutral. I. have to express myself as a recognition that God has
given to us dignity and the rights of every individual human whom he
creates into this world.

MR. FULLERTON. Thank you. Bishop Reed?
BISHOP REED. I will try to answer each one of the three questions,

your two and Mr. Flemming's one, just briefly. I think, in terms of the
issues and problems raised, that the seriousness of inequality in educa-
tion that does exist within our community have really been revealed
this past yeai, and a lot of tbings have come to the attention of the
whole community that we were not really aware of before. I think we
have become more aware of cultural diversity. I think thar,when chil-
dren from a predominantly, from an all-black neighborhood have been
put into an all-white school, that the differences of culture and expec-
tations and behavior and all this has become much more apparent, avd
we were kind of RrotecAed from understanding how much, how- wide
the plurality and diversity really is.

And also, at least as far as I am concerned, the complexity of the
problemI think Dr. West'i paper said there is no simplistic answer.
I think we are ail aware uf the fact that it is not going to be solved
just bf busing dr, just by any one of' the solutions that people talk
about. But it is not going to gO away either if you don't try luid solve

What kind of role would I ,urge my pastont to take? The Episcopal
Church maybe is an untypical one in many ways. I don't think that the
resistance to what is going on in the schools _and the court-ordered
process has come mainly from my pastors or from their people, and
I don't need to worry about compliance and going along' with what,
what the'courts do order. But I think the next step, which I would tv
and encourage from my part, would be to see that, the clergy and their
people get more involved in the schools where the* are problem situa-
tions and trying to work with them and lend their support at the level
of the local school.

!And* finally, to Chairman Flemming's question, I personally feel that
we have had too many statements. Everybody has written a statement.
We have got lots of statements, and we all say very much the 'Same
kinds of things. My feeling is that if there is going to be another state-
ment made, that 'there has to be a kind of commitment alongWith the
signing of it. with the press coverage, and the, announcement, and all
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this, to really doing some things that we willicontmit ourselves to
.working together on. I am noy opposed to signing another statement,
but to sign just another statement. I arn. And I think thats'evt neid to
have some kind of an action plan.. ,

I don'tprrjably in all of the other testimony there, has' been
something said-already about the progr.am last May of '75 at-thrz King
Center, where religious leadership was gathered, together, a 'Wide
variety of people, and' some Oanning was done, the implementation of
which I am not aware, I don't know what did comp out of it. I think
that if the religious community is "going to be involied in it, it 'needs
to be involved on that kind of a scale, with wide diversity of represen-
tation and a statement that we are prepared to' back up andmaybe
some staff help to make su're that A,.re get it done.

MR. FULLERTON., Thank you very much. Rabbi Waller?
RANO WALLER. Well, in response to your first question, what issues

have been raised, I think I would emphasize above everything else the
effectiveness of our- public school system, and I would speak from the
point of view of one who has iegara for parochial schools, dinomina-
tional schools, Jewish day. .schools, for those who choose these, for
.private schools, every other type of educational institution. But I really--
feel -tbat, historically, the public' schools have' probably contributed
more to tfie creation of the American spirit, or what we are celebrat-

,' inithis Bicentennial Year, than any other one institution in the United
States,

And-the effoit now to have the public schools.move a step furthe\',
in the direction of achieving the kiad of integration where peoples of
every kind of background; every segment of the community, every na-
tional origin, ever, color, every religion will have an oliportunity°to.be
together, to know each other, to have respect tor each other, I think
this is really where we are.

And I thi4 the iisue which has been raised is, how can we most,
effeetively go on in tVe direc4tion of achieving this objective? And I
think that is really where we plust focusOur attention. You asked what
plan I have for my pastas.. I wish I had some pastors with whom to
have a plan. I am sure you are sre that the structure of Judaism -
is similar to die structure Of the Ba tist Church. I hope you won't ob-
ject to my saying this. But I also explain it by saying it isilomparable,
similar to ;he Baptists. -

However, I- think that there is a shared view, a shared view witbin
the Jewish community, that it is incumbent upon each of us, not only
the rabbis, but members of the community to contribute as best we
can to the kind of public school system situation' whieh will irermit the
achievervent of the objectives that We share and going on from wtiére
we are.

I would very .much welcome an opportunity to participate-in a joint
statements in answer to Chairman Flemming's questibn. And
Archbishop McDonough has referred to the fact that on previous oc-
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casions we have iasued statements. I don't know how much it would
contribute to-the climate of the community, but if.it would; contribute
anything, I would be very happy to be one to participate in it.

Ma. FULLERTON. Thank you very much. Bishop Roliertson?
Bisnoi ROBERT5ON. I have a strong conviction that the experiences

of)the latt year in Jefferson County have assisted our studenis and per-
hips the Whole community, to a degree; in appreciating more_clearly
the democratic spirit in education. I have a strong conviction thator,
rather, a strong commitment,to OW whole principle' of- public educa-
tion: And I have the feeling thatthat our -experience in integration
.has helped us not only derma racial lines but also across class linek,
which I think is very important in the whole principle of the
democratic spirit in education. And I feel that this his been aidedin
spite of the difficulties that we faced in the last year. So this seems '

_ to me to be a central issue in it all.
With regard to the leaders of our chUrches, our clerical leaders, our

clergy, I would think that we woug,simply attempt to do what, or col-
tinqe to do, what we have attempted to do in the last year insofar as
the United Methodist Chuich is concerned, and that is both in our
spoken word and in our actions to be loyal to the principles, the social
principles of the United Methodist Church, which, of course, includes
equal- opportunity hkeducation for all people regirdless or race or
class or national origin or any of the other types ofostratificaon which
separates human beings; that we be loyal to that;

I would share with Bishop Reed the view- that we need to become
more actively involved. And I hope that our clergy will be more active-
ly involved. With regard to a statement,,I have a conviction that a
statement may have a great deal of merit and may have more value-
at this time, than it had a year ago. When we, were confronting the
question a year ago, we were confronting an unknown future; that is
insofar as the adjudicatory heads were concerned. We now look back
upon almost year of histoq. So there is the perspective of the past
year that we have before us and the lessons that it seems to me we
have learned. And .1 would hope that in the next year. or thatrather,
in the summer periodthat we could come together in a statement,
not as a substitute for action at all, but in an effort to try to clasify,
our thinking and to help oyr people try to think through the problems A

involved and thus arrive al more intelligent courses of action which all
of us might follow in the new year.

Ma; FULLERTON. Thank you very much. At .this time I have ncto
further questions, Mr. Chairman.

CHMRMAN FLEMMING. Reverend Teel, I don't know whether you
would like to comment on these questions tnai your collegues have
been commenting on, or not.

REVEREND TEEL. Yes. I feel I was a little off guard and didn4
adequately express myself. I feel like some of the issues that have been
raised this year, first of all, we did not expect some of the violence
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that came. We were all thinking we would not have another Boston.
We did and that happened and irwas very unfortunate.

One of the things we saw among the children in the school systems,
the wide diversity of cultural differences that does exist, and I think
thaes good jhat the community was able to see these cultural dif-
ferences, that they do exist,.and trilikard the latter part .of the year .1
think we saw that these cultural differences would be wor.ka-
bleamong.the children best pf all, least of all, among some of we
parents, some of the adults. .

And I would say this is probably the most impqrtant thitig that has
arisen. We need _the differences in ; the community, culturally and
econOmically, and .the need tO bring them closeer together, to live
together.in a true community& And in regard to what can be done
about it and What we plan to do aivut it in our, congregation. we Plan
to do all we can. -

It may not. be enough. It hasn't .alWays been in the past. But if the
church, and- our, church, in particular, that has a proven history of 100
percent promoting the.best in public education," Om again, if we again
*fail to.do it for ail people, I feel like the church, our church, will fail
in its most essential mission on earth. And to thatend We will be work-
ing.

think it's an educational process as to what are the basic problems
and the basic °fundamental differences, the racial, cultural,
socioeconomic, and I think the socieconomic tremendously- impor-
tant, and to this endthrough primarily an educational procem with
some degree of social action panicularly through my department, our
Christian Life Commiision programs, and others.

CH.AIRMAN ELEMMING. thank you very much. Obviously *e are hav-
ing the benefit of the points, of view of hn ecumenical panel, but-LI
think I can 'Call attenticia to the fact that one of our colleagues had
to leavebut ahe four mehibeFs of the Commission ure also rather
ecumenical in their background and approach.

I would like to first of all ask Commissioner and Rabbi Saltzman if
he has any questions that he would like so address at this time.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, we have now been in four cities, Boston, Denver,

Tampa, and presently Louisville, of course, and as a colleague in the
field of service, religiouf service, I have been on occasion embarrassed,
by the failure of thc religious community to speak to, as Chairman
Flemming indicated, perhaps the most fundamentally moral issue with
which .in our lifetimes the Nation has been confronted, And on other
occasions I have been encouraged-and growl of the religious leader-
ship and the influence exerted in the various communities.

think the statements you each have made reflect well on our
profissibn and our leadership. I think apparently not enough was done,
however, in any segment of the community of Louisvillewitness the
turmoils the violence, the intimidation,' the threatstat characterized
this citly over the past year.
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I don't think it's sufficient to' merely beat our breast in guilt, &Id
I thirik, Bishop.Rohertson, your particular approach with respect to a
statement and to help clarify the issues in the Minds Of our people is
of profound importance.

l!think- there is a general failure, it would scent to Me, in the com-
munity of Louisville ,to -understand the constitutionalissues that are in-
volved and a .geneial failure to understand the moral -issues that are.
involved. We heard some statements of members of this conpnunity
who espouse desegregation'as-an ideal but, in tpractical terms, will not
accept any possible remedy tolktiegation to achieve the desegregation
of the schools. And so those statements- of -cominitment to gesegrega-
don seem empty and fraudulent,' belirie, to this Commission.

I think, therefore, that an ecumenical undertakingt where the issues
are clearly brought to the forefrontbecause I do have a profound
faith in the goodwill, in the religious .conimitment of the American
comnumitythat adequately itiformed and 'religiously and constitu-
tenally motivated,. Louisville, Boston, every other-city in our country
will faithfully seek to achieve the constitutional guarantees Cif Justice,
freedom, of human dignity, of opportunity foull of its citizens,

And %, I think white each of your efforts hhve been most coin-
Menda13%., I think you and I and every religious leader in America has
not acted in adequate 'good faith to the principles Ave espouse. We
haVe a great task ahead of as and I think a great opportunity. And the
apportunityind I don't mean to sermonize, but this is the last hear-
ing in this serfiis, and my own sense of frustration about the role of
mysell as well as other religious !eiders needs a moment of airing, I
think. ,

I think the past year and thf. events proVide all bf us with an oppor-
tunity to confront ti;:s reality that underlying the surface there is a
great deal of misunderstanding, misapprehension, a failure to, on all of
our*parts, to make effort to comprehend, the religious and cultural
diversities and to share that diversity and to take upon ourselves the
responsibility of being supportive of the uniqueness and of the quality
of life and 9f the spirituality represented in the respective traditions.

Too much of our lives has bien an attempt to validate and to assert
the value of our own individuality, and while that has a significant
place, cdmpetition is not the character, really, of the religious commit-
ment. Itabler, 'fellowship, love, justice is the truest Core of what each
Of us espouse, and I think a far grenter-effort has yet to be made, must
bc made, by all of us.

And so 1, think the coming together in this community of the Teli-
gious IZaders, one, in a foremost effort to inform the community
adequately would be most beneficialnot Ally to make a statemqn
but to make a statement that clarifies and crystallizes the issue, both
from the constitutional point of view and from a point of view of Ahe
religious Commitments which we l share.
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within the respective 41ig1ous cominunities would enhimee and con-
tribute significantly to the ioodatill and well-being of this community.
tpray that you shall find the way in the comIng year to undertake such
constructive efforts.

Thank you for siting Me a momentho release scan; of my own sense
of inadequacies and frustrations.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Think you, commissioner Saltztrian. Commis-
sioner. Freeman?

COMMISSIONER FREEMAN. Reverends and slergy, I want to endorse
the statements made by my colleague and also.say that I believe that
equal educatlonajl opportunit ifl the desegregation of our pulic
schools is a basie--constituional Ansi moral imperative. And I am also
appreciative of Fiziur taking-the time to come here and lend your state-.
menta to the recOrd. But I also would have to say that I would rather

'see a sermon than hear one, aniclaSr. And I hope that when you leave
us, that you will go back tO your respective get the
message abross to those who come to yon for spirit and moral
leaderfhip. Thank kou.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. We have heen in other Commun'ties where

there are significant segments of the population from bilingual
backgrounds. Perhaps this 'phenomenon doesn't exist ot apply to
Louisville and Jefferson eounty. At least no reference has been made
to this area during these hearings. This is a new expe'rience to the
Commissioners in this area, because we have been in other hearings,
as you have heard throughout this session.

Archbishoti McDonough, you have a large ..eonstituency. Are there
any members of your diocese that -come from bilingual backgrounds,
such as Spanish American, Italian American, Franco American, or
other non-English language Americans?

ARCHBISHOP MCDONOUGH. Very few. We have. some of 'all those
denominations you have mentioned. The .heavy ecincentration here in
Louisville, as far as our churches are concerned, tvould be German
and lrtsh extraction.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. With relation to the German background, hive
they been in this area,for some period of time?

ARCHBISHOP MCDONOUGH. Yes, they have been in here.
COMMISSIONER Rua. In such event, you would not have new arrivals

here, where the children would be coming from monolingual
backgrounds?

ARCHBISHOP .MCDONOUGH. Very little, although in the Archdiocese
of Louisville Up until the time of the first World War, we had bilingual
schools for the GerMans, for the Getman and English, and this con-
tributes much of its foundation to French influence. Our early bishops
were French, so we -have that particular thing. But it kind of melted
down to the area where we have more Germans, and the next would
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We have.pf coiuse. recently we

Costtaisszoma Rutz. General
tegrated the cultural differences

ARCHBISHOP MCDONOUGH. That
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with respect to cultural differences
ARCHBISHOP MCDONOUGH. We

in their faith and cominitted.

be melted into the general group.
Vietnamese here.
e passage of time has now in-
sisted befere, is that correct?
rrect, yes.

look forward to in the future,
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CoMmtssiosita Ruiz. Time has a wii,*.of taking care bf these things.
Thank Oa.

BISHOP REED. Could I speak just one\
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. SIM:

ment to that question?

BISHOP REED. I , was personally invol in a situation involving a
Vietnamese refugee faultily that was rese . here last year, and it was

`more a question of the merger than it using. I accompanied this
fainily. to one of the harahip hearings: I found them very well
received and treated, and they were egiven rmissio'n for I year for
their children to continue in the school they were in when they
moved out of our home in order to finish i d I, feel that the -school
board's way of treating that language situation the cultural transfer
that was necessary was very good and I just tied to respond to that.

REVEREND ROYAL. I needed to say somethi - the Commissioner's
statement relative to the church,. it's a matter record all over the
country that the black church has forced on Atnerica the matter of
deciding on the business of human rights. The blaqk church has always
been in this business. In fact, we held it togethethen no .other or-
ganization for blacks' was allowed to exist. Fqr iy years.NAACP
had to meet our churches. It's of recent date thi4 other black Oi-
ganizations ha been allowed to exist. Primarily t* -churOes have
done this. Thert is no way to separate tpe black chur0 froni the total
,lifc of its citlz4s. We do not compartmentalize life, Ahe secular and
the religious. All of life is a compartment under Gods

'COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I jURt would like to add, Oti may for a
moment, Reverend Royal, that I feel deeply appreciative as an in-
dividual, and I'm sure the Commissioners would join me In,this, of the
restraint and of the good sense and of the enormous *ritual and
moral strength evinced livy the black church and black con*nunity of
Louisville. .--

CHMRMAN FLEMMING. This Commission has had the rare vilege
now of listening to approximately 450 witnesses in the four uni-
ties where we have held publit hearings. As you undoubtedlyiknow,
our coming to a community is preceded by the staff coming into the
community. getting acquainted with the ,leaders in the community and
other persons in the cOmmunity.

think it's estimated that 1,000 people were interviewed in ieffericin
County prior to our coming and now listening to over 100 witness**.

4 i 7
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I don't think that there is apyxother public or private body that has
had quite the opporttlnity that we have.had.

I thought, 1 think it's significant that the first panel that we listened t
to on Monday morning was a panel made up qf students, and those
students shared with us what this year has meant to them, in terms of
oPening up opportunities that otherwise would not have been .opened
up. And I think it is Very appropriate that the final panel is a panel
of the religious leaders of the comniunity add I know will be very in-
sistent on today's children and 'todaY's young people being provided
with the opportunities to which they are entitled 'under the'Constitu-
tion, to which they are entitled from a moral point of view.

We,appreciate your sharing this tinc with us.,.and we look forward
tOlteeping in touch with developmen ere and keeping in touch with
the 1Cadership which we know you will b g to the,community. Thank
you very, very much.

ARCHBISHOP MCDONOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
REVEREND ROYAL. Thank you, each of you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINb. Just prior to going into the stssion where we,

will lister; to persons who have indicated theil desire to maie a presen-
tation.r.here is one witness, one last witness to call. will ask counsel
to call him. ....

MR. HARTOG. James Luekett, recording secretary, IUE Local 74.
Mr. Luckett, will you please remain standing to bo.,wai rn?

tJa es Luckett, Foster Jones, and William Hoag were sworn.)

TESTIMONY OF JAMES LUCKETT,, RECORDING SIVRETARY OF LOCAL 761 OE.
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRICAL, RADIO, AND MACHINE

WORKERS (Hip ACCOMPANIED SY: FOSTER Jows, ATTORNEY FOR L9CAL
761, AND WILLIAM HOAG, ATTORNEY FOR MR. LUCKET1'

MR. HARTOG. Counsel fdr Mr. Luckett, I believe, would like to 'Wake
a brief islatement at this point. For the purposes of the record, how-
ever, wbuld Mr. Luckett identify himself and would counsel do the
same?

Ma. LucicErr. James Luckett, recording secretary, IUE Local 761.
MR. JONES. Foster Jones, attorney for Local 761.
Ma. HOAG. William Hoag, attorney for Mr. Luckett. Mr. Chairman,

members of the Commission, we have concluded at this tifrie
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 1 afTI sorry, we are not hearing you.
MR. HOAG. We have concluded at this time litigatiod in the Federal

district court, which I am sure yau have been advised' of by your coun-
sel. Mr. Luckett is going to testify.'but I want this Commission to un-
derstand ouK position before the questions begin so that the matter can
proceed promptly after I make this short statement.

Mr. Luckctt is complying with Commission's subpena only under the.
penalty of contempt under Federal Judge Allen. We were not allowed
the opportunity to stay this order that he appear here today, and,

8
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therefore, we at this time specifically reserve Our right to appeal that
decision. i

.

We furthermOre would like to point out to the Commission, as it is
your task to make recommendations, that we believe it is an anomaly
that a commission would be named the Civil Rights ,Commission and
by its rule arid regulations ignore fundamental ,constitutional guaran-
tees under the fifth and sixth amendments.

I was given an opportunity by this Commission to state further b
for our motion to quash on Monday morning and chase not to do
knowing that we would be litigating the matter. However, at this time
I would point out that there are basically only twia authorities which
support this Commission's right to

po
su na and that if you would take

it un yourselves to review your s, review your rules and recon-
sider just how heavyhandedand it is solely in your discretion without
being subject to the Constitutionthese rules might be revised in such
a way that you can ultimately go about the tasks that you are at),
pointed to do.

As Justice Douglas said in the case which we rely on, and which,
by the way; your cOunwl also relies on. the legislative trial is a device
for condemning Men without the formalities of due process.

I am sure there have been enough times that you will recall.in the
history of American legislative inVestigations that you would 'wee v.:ith
us that you should reconsider some of the rifles that this Commission
operates under.

.

I appreciate this opportunity 'to speak to you, but 1 think that though
Justice Douglas poInts out how worthy the ends are that the Civil
Rights Commission advances, it is not an excuse to praceed .uncon-
.stitutionally. .

.

MR. HARTOG. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out
that Mr. Hoag was given an opportunity to make that statement by the
same Civil Rights Conimission he just spoke of.

Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to Wine introduced in the
record as an exhibit, when the papers are firepared, all matters which
were before the court ini the case of U.S. viarnes Luckett, Recording

,

Secretary, lUE, Local 761, including the court's final order requiring
Mr. Luckett's appearance here today. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection that will be done, and I as-
sume that counsel made the same arguments before the U.S. district

i court judge that he has just made here.
MR. HARTOG. The arguments before the court were: that this Com-

mission has subpena power; that the integrity of that subpena power
must be protected when challenged; that the Supreme Court in 1960,
in a landmark ease, upheld that power; that counsel knew full well that
that was, in fact, the case; that the Commission had bent over
backwards in an effort to try to avoid a confrontation with Mr.
Luckett, has offered him virtually everything we possibly could, short
of compromising the integrity of that subpena.

4 1.. 9
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We were unable to do so for reasons I do cot know, I cannot specu-
late on, but for some reason, counsel for Mrtuckett and Mr. Luckett
decided to go all sthe'way to the very last minute, as you can see where
we are .now, until it was very clear that they had no alternative but

.* to appear.here or be placed in contempt. elf
[The document referred to was marked Exhibit No., 35 and received

in evidence.]
MR. HARTOG. Mr. Luckett, who was the president of IUE 761?
MR. Nbma. Kenneth Casvidy.
MR. HARTOG. Is Mr. Cassidy currently in contract negotiations?
MR. Ho*o. Yes, he is in New York.
MR. HARTOG. When is the next union eleCtion?
MR. HOAG. March "17. .

MR. HARTOG. &re you going to be a cayiaate in that election?..
MR. HOAG. I don't intend to,no.
MR. HOAG. Thank you. Mr. Luckett, at, one time did you hold officf

in an antibuiisig organiiation?. \..

MR. Lucsm. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. What was that position?
MR. LL1CKETT. Financial secretary for ULAB. [Union Labor Against

Busing] .
MR. HARTOG. Did you play a role in the formation of ULAB?
MR. LucKETT. Yes.
MR. HARTOG. Could you please telt, us what that role was and what

the reasons were for the formatien of ULAB?
MR. LUCKETT. Well, the tempers in the shops were getting very

warmed up around the last, of August. It seems like the people were-,
getting Jestless, and they were condemning George Meany's,position
oh 'busing. Our people that work in the shops were joiiiing other or-
ganizations by the hundreds, not just, you know, two or three, they
were joining in my opinion, radiail ofganizations. And something had
to be done to try to help the people and send them down tite right
direction. `11

So, I was at the union hall and got complaint after complaint, and
one mosning I was sitting there and Ronnie Rossinger [ahonetic]
walked ih the office and I said, "Well, we will get somethingwgoing to
maybsgry to fight the thing, to`rit least let them know we don't, agree
with tilt national AFL-CIO policy."

So, I proceeded back to Mr. Cassidy's office. I told him what I had
in mind, getting all the labor Unions involved. He,told me in no uncer-
tain terms, "No way." So, I got to thinking about it thpt day. The next
morning 1 went bacic and told him, I said, "Welt, we are going to do
it." I got a letter written up, got him to read it, and we sent it to all
the locals. That was the formation of ULAB,

MR. HARRY°. To all the leadership. of all the locals?
MR. LucsErr. Yes, we had a State AFIA-CIO book, and we went

down the list and mailed it to each local listed in it.
Ma. HARTOG. Do we have a copy of that letter?
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MR..LUCKETT. I think you do.
MR. HARTOG. _I believe so. Would you furnish us a copy of that

letter?
MR. LOCKETT. I certainly will if you will come after it.
MR.'HARTOG. We will. Can you do that by mail? ,

MR. LuettEfr. I will voluntarily give it to you. Yes, I will.
MR. HARTOG. Thank you very Amuch, You mentioned Ronny

Rouing.
.

MR. Luciarr. Ron4ny Rossinger.
Ma. HARTOG. Who is he, please?
MR. LUCKET'T. He * the sergeant-at-arms for Local 16 .

HAlitTOG. You mentioned, during the course of your description
of the forivation of ULAB, radical organizations. What radical or-
ganizations

LUCKETT. I hateyou have the leaflet there which Mr. Cassidy
stated them all, elearly. there. I hate- to mention them and leave one
out, so if you will 'give methe leaflet I will ivad'ihem to you.

MR. HARTOG. Okay. The leaflet will speak for itself then?
Ma: LUCKETT. Yes.

HARTOG. So your intention was t n to have ULAB function as..
a untim-led, union-run organization for labor in order to channel mem-
bership away from these radical organiiations and channel their acti1A-
ties constructively into antibusing activities, is that an adequate state-
ment?

MR. LUCKETT. No, I felt that the main Nteason that I wanted to help
form, or get something like that going, was to get our peopleand
really felt .and I still feel today that ,if the AFL-CIO can gat it
changedand I° had a feeling if we sarted somewhere on the grass-
roots level, maybe the woul listen to us,

MR. HARTOG. Why was a matter of concern to you 'that ULAB,
well, that your merribership was affihiliting with radical-organizations
that werc involved in the antibusiiig moverrient?

MR. LUCKETT. Well, it made the situations in the plant almost im-
possible. It madeit come to a point where it was a black-white issue
in the plants, no question in My mind. I couldn't prove that, but I think
that. I feet that it becoming geblack and white issue in the plant, f felt
we had white shop stewards that were actually discriminating against
black employees plus black shop stewards discriminating against white
employees. li'sort of got to be a race issue in the plants. No question
here.

MR. HARTOG. Did LILAB have associations witit these grotips?
MR. LUCKETT. To.my knowledge, not while I wasin there. We have

quite a few problems with it now because we
Ma. MARTO°. Would you elaborate, please?
MR. Luc-KEIT. Well, we had some it our mernberS or we had a

member going to leadership meetings wfiich weI.didn't personally at-
tack ,that too hard, but Ronny Rossinglit, who worked under me, and
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Ken Cassidy instructed me to have Ronny to try to put a st.op to any
other outside organjutions even attending our meetings. Ronny did
putsue-,that real hard. He brought it up at every board meeting that
ULAir had. He brought it-ep at every membership of our regular
meeting that we had, and he didattack it real hard.

MR. HARTOG. Were there any other problems that ULAS had of that
\ sort, that you can recall?

Ma. Luacurr. Well, one of the ,mairi. problems I had was one night
I went to -it meeting, I am not even sure where the Location of the
meeting was. But there Was a group there handing out leaflets about
boycotting the Kentucky Colonetsi and just a week prior I had called
the people I knew and got'Din tssel, Artis Gilmore, and Louie Dampi
er to volunteer to come 'to our Christmas party to sign autographs for
our children, our employees' children. Then, I turn around and I am
in a union function, and they are handing out leaflets telling me to
boycott the Colonels. There is just no way I wciuld stand for that, so
that is another big problem I had.

MRAIARTOG. You have seen thesorrespondence between Ken Cas-
sidy and Jack Shore indicating disenchantment by ILJE leadership with
ULAB as a result of its affiliation with these organizations and other
organizations. Does that correspondence adequately state the reasons
for the disaffiliation with ULAB by WE local 761?

MR. LUCAM. Yes, because Mr.' Cassidy was the imIxene that had
the authority to WO them out or put them in.

MR. HARTOG. Returning back to the start of the schoi31 year; there
were work bdycotts at GE"on September 4 and 5 Were there not?

MR. LucICETi. Yes.
. 'MR. HARTOG. What waswhen did the union become aware that

there would be a work boycott?
MR. lboterr. Well, to answer that accurately, I don't think I could,

but I believe it was the week prior to the Monday or Tut*aday when
school started.

MR. HARTOG. Were there subsequent boycott, excuse me, there were
boycott efforts on the 4th and 5th. Did the union take any verbal posi-
tion trying to counsel people toN stay at work, to your knowledge?

MR. LUCKETT. Any verbal position?
MR. HARTOG. Verbal position, did it verbally tell its constituency to

stay at work?
Ma. Luciart. I did not.
MR. HARTOO. Did you tell them to stay home?
MR. LOCKETT. No, I said I personally was going to stay home.
MR. HARTOG. And you made that known?
MR. LLICIEETT. I sure did.
Ma. HAIIITOG. On September 12 and October 1, the union, in writ-

ing. in a document I will submit later, made clear that it preferred peo-
ple to come to work. Why was there a change in position?
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Ma. 4I-UCKETT. Yes, the seconii' boycott was no problem to st6p, in
my opinion. The first boycott, we couldn't of took a IThe of tanks or,
you know, the only ,one that I know that could have sent them io work
that day waS the Federal [district court judge] clown here. I feel he

, probably could, threaten to put them, ift jail. Anyway, I feel .there isn't
any possible chance for us stopping-them, to make them go tO work.
Anything we said, it wouldn't of done it.. Besides, it.was better off for
the people to be 'home anywaY; as to Where the t'empers were, if they
had gotten injhe plant, God knows what would happen..

Mg. HARTOG. At thil point I would like to submit,for the record a
series of documents that were obtained from Kenneth tassidipursuant
to a request from staff, and Mr. Luckett has seen these and has as-
sured us that they are in fact from the union office. Is that correct,
Mr. Luckett?

MR, LUCKETT. Yes.
M. HARTOG: Thank you. They are as follows: A resolution dated

February 10, 1974, in which "IUE goes on record against busing
school children for the purpose of equalizing eclucation.7

A document dated August 23, 1.975. in which the membership en-
dorses various actions to express "their stand on the busing issues and
authorizes all expenditures which have and will occur treapproved."

A document dated Septembr ,2, 1975,-from Ken Cassidy, president
of IUE 761, explaining the union'S position against busing to its inter-
natiOnal office.

A document dated September 2, 1975, which is a leaflet from Ken-.

neth Cassidy to the membership, testa the -antibusing position, stat
th

-
ing nothing about e scheduled work

l
cott for September 4 in'

terms of encouraging the membeis to be at work, but which at the end .

states, "One last request, our executive board requests two things if
you stay home from work to protest busing." And it says, "If you stay
home from work do not go on GE property, and if you stay home we
highly recommend you stay home and don't get involved around
schools" and continues in that vein.

.

A leaflet from September 3, stating again the antibusing position of
the local to its membership.

A press, release dated September 3, 1975, from the international of-
fice, reaffirming the international's position which is that "The

'AFL-CIO do not advocate thai busing always be used to eliminate
school desegregation. However, the AFL-CIO and WE conventions
unanimously resolve not to oppose the determination of United States
Supreme Court and other Federal courts," and it goes on tá say, i'We
urge the Loval to serve as an example to obedience of the laws of the
U. S. Constitution."

.
A news release of September 5, which is the first statement by the

local thit the' Commission is aware of, in which Mr. Cassidy urges
memberi not to further boycott. ,

A document dated September 8, another leaflet.
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ment dated September 12, 1975, another press release ureing
boycotts. . _

A document dated September 25, dealing with the proposed boycott
for October 4 and coming strongly down against a work boycott. -

. A fetter to Jack Shore. dated January 16, from Ken Cassidy with
respect to ULAB. - . .- .

A letter submitted at a ULAB meeting, dated-January 1, 1976. This-
has been identiftectas Such by Nil% Luckett, is that correct? -

. MR. Luatm. Yes. 4
c

.
MR. tiAlyrao. Thank you. * i
A letter dated January 26, 1976, to Jack Shore from Ken Cassidy

withdrawing. lUE Local 761 fiat' ULAB and-a resolution dated Janua-
ry 30, 1976, of Local 761.

)1%CHAIR N .F.LEMMING. Without
the ricor at this point.

(The documents referred to
received in evidenci.1

MR. HARTOG. I have no further-questions.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The ComMission has

Thank you.
I.. 1 would like to -make a statement relative -to the open session. The
list of witnesses for the open session is no* closed. Approximately 16
or 18 ,people have indicated to theStaff their desire to appear at the
open session. They will be permitted 5 minutes to make an oral state-
ment. If any of dig witnesses desire to supplement that oral statement
With a,Written statement, rc will be vCry glad.to receive Wand mike
it a part of the record.

In view of the large number of persons invOlved and in view of the
fact that the hearing is scheduled, to end at approximately 6:00
o'clock, I am going to have to, adhere very closely to the 5-minute
rule. Attorrie# will keep lime and ihey will indicate whet they will
probably give a minute or half-miriute notice and then indicate when
time hgs expired.

s. I am also going to suggest to the counsel that they call three persons
at a time so that they can be sworh together, and then they can make,
each one, his or her statement.

MR. DoasEy. 'thank you, Mr. Chairman. James Robertson, attorney;
Nancy Gall-Clayton, teacher, Sister Mary Ann Ballard, social worker.

CHMRMAN FLEMMING. The three whose names have been called can
come forward at this time. We would appreciate it. James Robertson?
Is James Robertson in the hall? All right, if not; let's cafl the next one.

MR. DoftEv, Sister Ann Kateri Kenyon, please come forward.
(Nancy Gall-Clayton, Sister Mary Ann Ballard, and Sister Ann

Kateri Kenyon were sowrn.1

objection they will be entered into

were marked Exhibit No. 37 and

no furtijer questions.
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TESTIrONY LW NANCY CALUCLAYTON, TEACHERS SISTER HART ANN
MALLARD, SOCIAL WORKER .

MR. DORSEY. Nancy G,11-Clayton,'teacher. If I might, -while you are
placing your microphone, I would statd for the record once again and
reiterate, in case. you did not hear the opening statement of the rules:-
the tommission may notl-under:-its--statutesperlint any-defaming..or
degrading testimony Unless' previously heard in executive setaion; that
the open session testimony musk be relative tiy the issue which is be-
fore the Commission, mainly desegregation:. and that there is,
in fact, a time limit of 5 minutes indicated by the Chairtnan. Please
begin.

Ms. GAu.-CLAYTON. My name is Nancy Gall-Clayton. Most residents
of Louisville and Jefferson County are unfortunate in that ttiey live in
segregated neighborhoods. Not only does this segregation make busing
necessary to achieve integrated education, -hut it also deprives, adults
in thoee communities of the opportunity for interracial living.

Racism continues to keep most of. our neighborhoods segregated,
and racism is the catalyst for thorte who want to keep the blacks aiad
whites from going to school together.

ftworkeil in a desegregation-related tutorial, program in South
Carolina 9 yeare ago. I believe the possibility for cluality education ex-
ists only when schools are desegregated. This spring I Worked as a.sub-
stitute teacher in nine city and two county schools here. .1 believe,
despite numerdits unnecessary obstacles, quality educatiOn is beginning
to see the light of day in Jefferson County.

Students, particularly, have been able to take advantage of the
benefiti of integrated educatibn. This has occurred in spite of the fact
that government and school officials did little to orient or prepare the
public for merger arid desegregati6n. Too little tithe, they claimed. 'Yet
those same dfficials efficiently and effectively motivated and coor-
dinated this community to work together within hours of the April '73
tornado. I think they had ani'l have the ability, but, Unfortunately, they
don't seem to have the commitment.

Asa taxpayer, a teacher, a 7-year resident of one of the few, in-
tegrated neighborhoods in Louisville, I have been very upset to ob-
serve school and government officials diverting whatevir skills and
talents they have into fighting desegregation, fighting busing, fighting
a just and fair court order, fighting to deprive our children pf the kind
of education which is possible only when diverse and various pepple
conic together. The lack of positive leadership has. 'created an at-
mosphere where those individual citizens who support desegregation
have been singiedout for intimidation. 44.

On March 30, the Couriir-Journal printed a letter of Mine which
corrected a mistaken impression given by a headline in a story-in the'
tourier-Jeu rnal about therColeman family. The headline implied that
only blacks were. disturbed, by manifestations of racism. .My letter
stated many whites:4:0o, were concerned. Early 'the next evening, .an

v
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8-foot cross wasbunjcd on my laWn. .Racisnn as .well as the lack 'of
official stand made this cross-burning possible. Despite:the
tact that juveniles delivered ..my cross ,and'only juveniles haVe been
convicted in cross-bum* caselv this year, adults ate behind sUeh
forts.

haw-,been stated ly` at -these heariro .that4

parents, rd-people7ou the sfhools share responsibility for_ Many.
of the problems we face is year: I have conic here today to Pet the
Commission know that there are .other adults, black and white, who
receive lea publicity and who certainly-have less power. But there are
other lidults who want to see the full'community integrated and who
want to see all children giyen.the onoitunity for integrated education.
And whatever help you can give us in that' direction, there are people
who are ready to seceive it.

Thank yob.
CHARRMAN FLEMM,!NG. Thank you. Very much for -appearing and

_presenting that statement. Ire appreciate it.
PISTER MARY ANN BALLARD, I would like to speak on some of what

I have experienced this past year regarding busing in 'Louisville.
1 went to two of the altdrnative-to-busingeforums which Judge Hol7

lenbach had set hp; At,neither of the fonims were pria-busing people
alloWed to speak. by the crowd,aand they were discouraged from doing
so by these condiscting the, forums. At the forUm, Allen, Dixie
Highway, I saw 14- -old girl shouted down and not .allowed .to
speak as soon as e said, "I go to Brown School, an integrated
school." .

The forum out in Fai'rdale was even worse. The crowd..had tuTed
into a mob ..hefore the meeting ever got underway.. A man wearing a

-Nazi symbol on his arm 'was cheered as he screamed, "white power"
and asked for two separate school systems, one blacicand one white.
The crowd beiame more and more angered a; they becanie aware of
a group of ds who were not joining their antibusing chants"-we

...rf.en't doing anything;* we were just not joining in with what they
were doing. The-mob began calling us communists and demanded tttat
we be thrown out. Then when a young mai? from our grotip.ivalked
to the podium io speak; the clowelubegap snch an uproar of pretest.
that he was unable to speak the first word. People be mg
their chairs against the floor and then began to su forward. We

.

were pushed and shoved toward the door until the police escorted us
out.

Judge Hollenbach was presçt during ait of this.-Ife was present 'buk
he made no attempt so int:4mile until the crowd.tvas Out of control.
At this point, few would listen. He was either unable Of unwilling to
tirotect the 'rights of those attempting to Uphcdd the busing ordpr
handed down by the courts. More than tbat,the county judge placed
the blame for the disturbances on the probusing peopk present at -the
hearing,- not because of anything we. did butAimply because we were
ihere.
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In effect. he is saying that those who are trying to speak on behalf'
of the law, those whO Are trying to make busing work were the ones
at fault. He placed the blame on the victims, but-I say-that the blame
would lie at his doorstep. Just for die fact of holding such hearings,
alternatives to busing, he raised.false hopes and created an atmosphere
which encourages pcopte- to Icsist the busing law, some even to the
point of violence.

If the county judge and the mayor had taken and maintained a firm
stand in support of the law from the beginning, if they had said to the
community, "We are going to make this thing work, whether we like
it or not," things would have gon0 much more smoothly this past year.

Then, rOgarding the sehool board, I went to two school .board
meetings. At one, I heard five different people iet up and speak
against the superintendent's decision to close 'four of the city schools.
these people spoke lligically and rationally; what they said wag based

,on facts and research. At lane of these schools the enrollment is in-
creasing: Portable classrooms are needed to accommodate the stu-
dents. Young families sae moving into the neighborhood. Another of
the schools, nationally known for its-innovative programs, is located in
an integrated neighborhood, has achieved naturally the racial balance
required by the busing order,

These are the schools that they were attempting to close. The next
ay the paper said there were schools in the county which had fewer

students than any of the schools which the superintendent was at-
tempting to close. So this makes me really question whether the su-
perintendent and some Meraters of the school board were actually
beginning an attempt, pet,-, o phase out the city schools.

At another school board meeting, I heard a resolution from the Peo4'
ple's workshop read, in which Superintendent Grayson and the school
board were admonished to accept the responsibility and work toward
implementatioij of the busing order. And several school board mem-
bers que,stion -d this workshop, 'and they appeared very suspicious
about what went on there. At the same day this workshop was held,
another was held in' the county which was described as conservative,
but no questions were raised about that one.

Well, it's been my experience this past year that wherever people
have gathered to work toward implementation ofillthe court order, that
whenever people have come togethpr who want busing to work in this
community, they h,Eive been looked upon with suspicion by local offi-
cials. At th, same timei great sympathy has been shown to those who
resist the busing order and have tried in every way possible to keep
us quiet.

CHAIRMAN FlEstyatsv, Thank you very much.
MR. DORSEY. Sister Ann Kateri Kenyon.
SISTER ANN JKATERI KENYON, Sister Ann Kateri Kenyon, Sister of

Charity of Nazareth. I am deeply concerned about the students. I hear
students Complaining about the injustice within the school system, the

e
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fears they are experiencing. Many ; of these students feel that their
complaints and fears are not being heard.

They do not know where to turn or who has the power to alleviate
their problems. They have expressed their concert* to'those in ad-

_ministration, but the situation doesn't seem to change. As a result, in
at least Iwo schools g-Be black students protested by not attending
classes. In one of the -tools the protests led to suspension of the stu-

, dents.
I hope that in the coming school year our school administration will

advise students as to what their rights really are; if not, where this in-
formation can be found. Specific guidelines should be formed so ihat
the information can *be and is made .wiailable -to the . entire student
population.

Earlier this month, I wis present at a meeting of concerned students
and black parents with Judge Gordon's deputy. The.fact that the meet-
ing took place is a positive steP, particularly since the same group had
met with the I board members and individual school administra-
tors with Iitt or no satisfaction granted. These students and parents
discuaed thei oncern" with Judge Gordon's deputy for approximately
45 minutes. At that point the meeting was terminated with a request
from the deputy that the concerns be submitted in writing and with
full documentation. t-

Remember, these are students., They have little or. no knowledge of
how best to proceed in a situation Where material can be considered
legal evidence in the school system. Give them the means and the
spokesmen to assist them to present adeqttate truthful repoit to
those who are planning for the ,A-mtinued implementation of the
desegiegation policy.

Roth black and white students from the city have exfiressed their
feeling that teacheri treat them differently. They feel that city.students
are considered a different class and are not as good as county students.

What about suspensions? I am appalled at the. number. Having. been
a teacher mysielf for 10 years in the inner ,city," Catholic school system,
I question why so many 8-, 9-, and 10-year-bld ehildren, boys and girls,
arc being suspended. It seems to me that children of that age group
can be reasoned with and chellenged to do better. So my question is,
is the present discipline code fair? Further, do students and parents
even know what it provides? Have the suspensions, been just? Have
they been discriminatory?----

The.Jefferson County-chool system received grants of money to im-
plement the desegregation plan during the 1975-76 school year..1 tin-

,derstand now that there is no plan for hunian relationi training pro-
grams this summer. After I. year of this plan, it wants tO me that these
programs and workshops should be more in demand. The problems
and adjustments of the past school year should be discussed intensely
with parents, students, and teachers in order ki,come to some peace
and justice in our school.

Thank you.

4e 28
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RMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Cutsel will call the next three witnesses.
Ma. DORSEY. Ann Braden, Ilene Carver, and Jane Ramsey, please

come forward. I would also note Mathis time that potential witnesses
may submit statements for the record, and upon review, those state-. ments could be included in the record i(, in facti_dm would rather
do that orally.

[Ana Braden, Ilene Carver, and Jane Ramsey were sworn.)

iliFEIMONY OW ANN MIAOW, 11.XNE C.A2Vilta,AND JANE MAURY

'Ma. DORSEY. Ann Braden. .

Ms. BRADEN. My name'is Ann Braden, I am a part of sew
that have worked in support of school desegregation, but I want to'
.speak today to you all, as an individual. As a citizen of this communit;
for the past 30 years, as a parent who has had three children in the
Louisville public schools, one of them still there, and'as a person' who
has watched the sabotage of the desegregation proceis here for three
decades,

And it is disturbing, when you see the same mistakes IXing made
over and over, and the community' and school leadership that does not
seem to have limited anything in 20 years. Twenty years age, in 1956,
Louisville got a lot of natienal publicity for implementing to-called
peaceful desegregation.. The trouble was there" was a lot of peace and
very little desegregation. At that time the great need was for Wilcol
leadeMhip that would hive challenged the 'community with. 'the oppor-
tunity desegregation offered, would have made it.clear that the process
was not some horrible _burden to be borne, but a. chance' to prepare
our children for the 20tii century world.

, Instead the very best statements that came from scheol officials were
that they. didn't like the process at all, but it was the law of-the latid
and we all had to put up with it. From that position that° time 20
years ago, there was a logical and inevitable progression to what ac-
tually happened.

School, and public officials actually sabotaged the desegregation
process in subtle and sometimes.not so subtle ways. Desegregation was
never more than token and over the years, as you all know, schools
became more segregated instead of less. Weil maybe, although I don't
think so, that was ll excusable 20 years ago.

But the fact is that, in essence, the sante thing'is. happening now là
the 1970s. When the current suit was filed in 1972, most public'and
school officials opposed it or,, at best, stayed quiet. When the higher
court acted, the very best position they came out With was that they
didn't like it at all, but people should obey the law: The rhetoric has
changed in 20 years, because now thin soinetiines make-a-point ofsay-
inj they are for desegregation but against busing. But that is hypocrisy
because busing is the only way to desegregate right now,-end if you
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are really for deseiregation you see it as suck a positive value that a.
minor inconvenience like busing, if it is that, hi a small price to pay
for it. /'

I should add that there have been some changes for the bette;\ in
,

20 years, and the main onc is that today there are many, many mire
white people in this community. who ire willing to anit who are speak-.
ing out egotist* racism and trying to mike desegregation work. But for
the most part these are people with Very little practical power.

I thiok in the, testimony-that you Commissioners have heard here
this week from some of the -students and teathers,.. you can see that

.. many-Oeople, although they mity not have sought desegregation, woe
ready to accept it as a creative thing. They needed a leadership that
would,.have captuird'people's.imaginatidris with the vision of what bus-
ing could really mean in converting oor educational system ioto a tool
for democracy. * .. .

Instead, just as happened 20 years ago, logical progreision from lack
of any real support was to actual sabotage 'of desegregation and the
busing process on the part. of some public and school officials- In the
opinion of many of us, this is what flas' been happening.. this year,
sabotage. There is siMply no'other- way to explain some of the things
that happened. For example, the continuing snarl-ups on getting buses'
into the black comnionity regularly and on time, even months after the
schools opened. The shortage of textbooks with, at one point, School
administrators saying that the missing books were somewhere in the
county but they couldn't find them. The refusal to deal w1thiat ;teachers and racist incidents in -the sctiools.

The conclusion is inevitable. At least some of the people in the
school administration and some of them high placed are actually try-
ing, and it doesn't matt,er whether it is clinscious or unconscious, to
make this- so difficult for the black students, that at some point they
will just throw up their handt and say to heck With it. they will go back
to leparate schools.

You .on this Commission have the power to determine this pattern
and lar the responsibility for it, and I really think that is what you
must do.

' CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 'Thank you very much.
MR. DORSEY: Ilene Carver.
Ms. Caavsa. If you on this Commission want to get an idea of what

has actually been happening in this community since the beginning, of
desegregation, just imagine for a moment that I pick up a gun and
shoot one of you. I am upset because you seem to be in favor of
desegregation, and you are uncovering some ugly things in. this 'com-
munity abbot peOple promoting segregation.

Then suppose the law enforcement agency even says, political
leaders, of the community come along and say that of course it was

really all your fault in the first place, that you were just tryirirto sii
rbad one of you gilt shot but that I am really not to blame, and' it was

0
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up trouble by colnine here. So they cendemn you and don*.tslo a thins
to me for shooting You. Ottite likely I will figure I am on sitfe 'territory
and I, will proceed to shoot the rest o .

Now that may be slightly ,over-d 'since. no one's been shot
here yet. But that is precisely what

. happened to you this year.
Everythifig,has been upside down. The people trying diligently to make
desegregation work, speaking out in the Community for justice, have
been labelid as the cause of the problem. Those who are appalling
dessigregatien., have known they, could. get by with murder. For exam-
pie, last-fail when Judge Hollenhaeh,held'forums on so-called alterna-
tives to busing. members of Progress in Education went to all of tIn$*
to expreu our belief that the only alternative' is segregation.

At the last of the forums; in Fsdrdale; a virtual mob scene
developed. Our member who tried to speak was physically attackdd
and we were forced to leave to avoid 'being killed. TholLnext day in
the newspaper. Judge Hollenbach said it will all our tkult for coming
to the hearing in the.first place. We had upset the people there by at-
tempting' to speak' fey desegregation. At the Bade meeting,a Nail had
got up and called for white powei and a white minister had called for
violence- in. the streets and guerrilla warfare. There was not even one
word of condemnation of these people.

Another example, a black handy by the name of Coleman living in
Okolona has this year been subjected to constant harassment. Mem-
bers of PIE have called publicly for their protection and sent people
to stay with them at night. When dynamite was thrown at their house
in March, I went out immediately along with other PIE members.
'When the police arrived the next morning to investigate, their' first lin-
plication Once they found out I was with PIE, a pm-desegregation
group, was that perhaps I was involved in the dynamiting.

They spent a* much time questioning me as to Who I was arid what
I was doing there as they did trying to find out Who was *responsible.
And this theme. Was picked up lioy groups in the coriimunity.' To date
law enforcement agencies have made no arrests of the people who
threw that dynamite.

Another example from school, authorities themselves, this spring PIE
, and the black protective parents held an all-daSt workshop to bring

black and white parents, teachers, and students together to discuss
common problems in the schools: We applied for and received funds
from the human relations department of the school systiuri to help with
the workshop. The next week' school board members publicly con-
demned this usc of funds. Not one word of criticism was heard about
a Workshop held the same weekend by a group in the so-called
waive part of town, which must mean antibusing. The picture was
presented was that there. was something reprehensible about the
system giving financial help to groups that advocate desegregation.

During these hearings yoti Commissioners have alluded several times
to the need in Louisville and. Jefferson Coupty for a citizen group that
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supports the desegregation process. We agree that more and stronger
such groups are needed, but what you must realize is that 'troops like

'this do exist here, and the problem has been that our officials and
school authorities have cre4ited an atmosphere in which Such kroups
are labeled as illegitimate, reprehensible, and the cause of the
problem.

Therefore many people who might otherwise listenw-these greups,.
:don't, and others who might speak out for 'justice themselves stay

quiet. That is what has to change before such citizen gmupii, new or
old, can effectioly da.the job that is needed in making desegregation
work.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very, very much.
MS. RAMSEY. My name is Jane Ramsay from Progress in Education.

I am an inner city adult who works with children through the
Presbyterian Church.

am concerned about quality education for our children. In the his-
tory of this Nation, the itlenw of Kentucky have ranked at the bottom
of the list in providing Otis 'ght to their children. No 011eeirer worried
about quality education un il integration became a facloic We have
never voted sufficient funds for this endeavor. Some panicu r educa-
tional districts with high have liusd excellent schools while the
qt have been neglected. As Mr. Cunningham pointed out in his inter-
vie\v, the suburban pupils brought their trees and their tracks with
them. This is why merger was necessary for equal educational opportu-
nity.

If it hid not been for the action of Judge Gordon, the school board
recentirwould have closed five city schools. Under the guidelines they
were using to determine which schools to close eventually, practically
all the city schools/would, go down. Then in a few years: no suburban
children would have had to be bused, and the entire burden could
again be borne by the inner city youths.

We created this problem. It was determined by the Federal Govern-
ment that segregation in the Louisville schools was attributed to
governmezaal practices, and that is why we were ordersi to
desegregate.

We shouldn't worry about the men we have in the past put in office.
They have done exactly what the white middle class majority wanted
them to do, to maintain the status qbo by perpetuating segregation. So
in our ignorance we have created a stalariate with our democratic
government. We say we believe in equal opportunity and justice, but
we don't. We have created situations that severely limit the opportunf-
ties of certain groups of people.

Busing is the teast expensive way to extricate ourselves front this
dilemma. Since Kentuckians have always been cheap when it comes to
this problem, we better accept this as. the solution.

Thank you.
M. DORSEY. Paul Stevenson, Wanda McGuire, Robert Deprez,

please come forward.
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!The wi nesses were sworn.)

noimaNy or- PAUL STEVLI4SON, WANDA MCGUIRE, AND Ronan DEFREz
fr MR., DORSEY. Paul Stevenson? ..

Ma.,STEVENSON. Yes, tic
Ma. boassy. You may, begin.-
-Mi. STEVENSON. I have iot a written statement here, and I would

like to give it to the reporter for the record.
MR. DORSEY, Okay.
Ma. STEVENSON. I will present it first.
MR. DORSEY. If you would just submit it for the reco
Ma. STEVENSON. I would like to also state it
MR. DORSEY. Okay.
MR. STEVENSON. To date, I have heard constant rhetoric to the

problems that the commuoity and Nation see in the arias cif Integra-
.

don, segregation, forced busing, violence in the streets, law enforce-
ment, and sO forth. I would like to address myself to a few of these.

Fiat, it may help you to know the social economic peer group with
whom I am cast. It is that of the silent, middle class, white collar
worker. It is the general consensus of this group,tkiat "forced busing"
for desegregation purposes is a reduction of our basic freedoms. We
fea4 that we no longer have the .freedom to' purchase a house in this

jApmmunity with the knowledge that our children will be able to atten`d
callie school located within it. One can hardly expect us to relinquish our

freedoms readily.
It has been our observation that once a school system kits been

found guilty of operating segregated schools, regardless of Ila local
housing patterns, the Federal judicial system places that community
and school system in a pseudomartial law environment. Wc have seen
our efeeted board members re laced, not physically, but replaced
functionally.

We question the right of thc4id1cial branch of government to per-
form executive functions and to go so far as to intimidate,the legisla-
tive branch. We ask: Where will it all end? What are the limits of
power of the Federal judicial system? We do not know.

Are we tO assume that under the guise of a desegregation order, thc
Federal judicial system would replace any or all forms of local and
State gove ment in order to perform its misguided mission? You ma7
titInk this ctrcme and it is. However, it is an extreme whenever a
large mass o normally law-abiding citizens becomes a mob and has an
open confroOtation with local law enforcement officials. It was extreme/
when a large Section of Los AngelesWattswas looted, then burned.

. We have seen extremes in Detroit, Selma, Montgomery, and Boston,
to name a few.

We as Americans aie uilty of non-involvement, and it is that
posture that has led uiIàre today. You have asked for alternatives.
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We question, dims the Federal judicial system want 'id listen? First,
let's assume it will listen. We suggest: 1

1. Equal facilities should be established throughout the system. DO
not confuse this 'With the old rhetoric of equal but separite.

2. FAual staff thrOughout thp system, allOwing anS, carrent staff
member a minimum of 2 yearalo meet staff,requirements.

3..11\mate the teaching staff throughout the system in a planned
fashion,' .

4. Allow any child to attend any school within the system, but
obligate the system 'only to transport him to the school nearest his
home.

.

S. Last, but most important, listen-to some of the civil and civic
leaders. Example, ReV. Jef.se Jacksonwhat he is preaching makes
good sense.

The other alternative is- that the Federal judicial system will not
listen and would rather continue its planned program of harassment of
the American people. I w^ld suggest, however, that it expedite its
plans and abandon the philosophy of integrating a 'Kew cities each. year
and attempt integration of the 600 or so-systems that it has already
been determined to have segregated schools.

Ir feel it' the total population were confronted with this issue within
the same time frame, an alternative would be found.

'Thank you.
MR. DORSEY. Thank you. Robert DePrez?
MR. DEPREZ. I am Robert 'DePrez, chairman of the National Or-
minion to Restore and Preserve oar Freedom. We represent

thousands of freedom-loving Americans in Jefferson County and aeross
this Nation. Par paper, NAPF, has a readership of over $0,000. We

4

are a non-stoc,k, non-profit corporation dedicated to the preservation
of freedom. \

In a short pariod of time, 'we will present our case and submit
complete factCand'arguments under separate cover to this COmmission
for later study. f,\

We have bee i volved in no less than 100 incidents in the schools.
Many of these ere tuinedtwer to your staff workers months ago.
Some of these re-also under separate cover. We have covered rape,. robbery, nareotie* through extortion. We have made the following

to
general ebieZand

litical and community leaders:
ootions from interviewing schl officials, parents, stu-

dents, religio
Forced, court-ordOad busing has led to more racial hatred than has

been known in this community since the Civil War. Forced busing has
forced/our children out of the school system In fear, and many were
involVed in incidents which have resulted in physical and emotional
damage, of which they will carry for life.

Educatio standards have been affected in our schools to the point
where many of the students have had no more than a review of last
years' studies. Many of the advanced courses have been curtailed

iid
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...Wong %kith extraCurrfaula.;*activities such as sports., Just yeaterdai 1 had
a mother brins me a report card. Her girl had attended school I I days.
She passed. gentlemen.

We Wye watched as school bus accidents have climbed to .98 in the
last week of October as compared to 55 for the same peridd last year.
Discipline in our schools has been adversely affected. -

Court7ordered forced busing -has hx1 to the. stopOng, of the growth
of an-entirtzt county and started a white flight into Iraditiimally.- the
white fliiht Which traditionally follows forced busing and leads to
resegregation of the affected areas.

The counties are now experiencing an accelerat4gtowth rate. Our
schools are faced with a $10.5 to $20 million deficit, faced with in-
creased property taxes, decreasing property value and demand. We're
truly turning into another Atlanta, Georgia.

I have to, at this time, condemn this COmmission and tryfor trying
to paint a rosy picture of forced busing. You ,have chosen your wit-
nesses and locations well and put on a few witnesses. I feel, yna really
didn't want to hear, but you put them an the offensive With, "What
have you done to help implement the desegregation order?"

I waid like to answer for many of the individuals, you caught off-
guard with this biased type of questioning. Misty of the antibusing
readers' children went to school with black children, and we had
peaceful and natural desegregation. We had freedom ot choice. Where
were we? We were out fighting a form of judicial tyranny that has
taken awe}, the rights of the parenis and made their children nrc?Peqy
of the State: We-were out fighting for freedom while you were fighting
to *force children, black arid white, en a bus and hiding behind a
smokescreen of desegregation and quality educafion. ,

What this Commission has not picked is such plaees as Atlantii for
pyour hearings. Where the New Orleans Court of Appeals stated
desegregation has failed, where busing initiated in 1958 when there
were 115,000 pUpils, 70 percent white, now has 85,000 pupils, 15 per-
cent white. From 1970 to 1973, they had 6 students murdered, 53
relied, 281. assults, 1,446 burglariesafl in the schools. One third of
the businesses' have moved or failed; 92 ,of the 148 schools are now
90 pereenk

Or how
:111:.

Englewood, California, who had 38 percent minerity
groups when this socialistic experiment was inflicted on them. They
now hstve 80 percent minority groups in their school and some of the
families who filed suit have put their 'children in private schools. Or
liberal Berkeley, California, who after 8 yeari has had to admit in timir

ication for Federal funds that the racial harmony and equal educe-
they had expected has not matured.

Wait ,a minute. Why have we heard WI this talk of violenee against
pth-busers when civil rigts attorneys kiww that several of our people
had death threats and g n the strap? A fine black miniiter
like Bishop Butler, who . forced busing, has had a bomb
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threat to his church, only this week. I. have had several death threats
mys4..,, and we keep armed guards at the paper at night. Guess we
were just on side of the fence to.expect civil rights would
count for us.

Also a separate ['lief thisinformation. 11-54e kiss itr-I will-get it
in, a second here. The only thing We want to end up telling the Coht-
mince is, please do us a favornext 'time just write your repOrt in
Washington and save iis some tax dollars for our children. Our
message for the true black and white AmeriCan to you isfreedom
forever, forced busing never.

I thank you. (Applausel
MR. DORSEY. Wanda McGuire. I .

-
Ms. McGtnaE. My 13-year-old daughter Pam had been coining

home from school telling of one_ child, forced bused in, constantly
pushing and slurring some of the children. I told her as Icing as .she
didn't bother her, it was upjlai the Other children's parents ,to 'go to
school to correct the.problem. On Oetober 2, 1975, this same child,
forced bused ins called Pam ugly; in return Pam called hei: ugly. At
this, thsiirl hit Pam in the face with her, fist. This ended up in a fight.

Both of the 'girls were given 3' days Of an hour each after school.
When Pam Stayed after for 2 days and the other child didn't. I went
to the school to inquire about it. I was al/loured by the girl's counselor
that she would check and make sure she-did.her time also. The coun-
selor told Pam the next time for her =flame arwl tell her instead of
hitting the girl back. While there, I toldthe counselor I was concenied
about Pam's'safety since there were_ so manic gang fights going on at
this time, in tile schools. She assured mc this was one of the most safe
schools in the system. .

Exactly 9 school days later, .1 received a call at work fiom the pritt-

home for the rest of die day to keep tension dowvi,eadsked him if it
eine'. He told me Pam had been in a fight and to send her

was a one-to-one fight or if several children were involved. He said it
was a one-to-one. I asked him if either of the girls were-hurt anti he-
said no. I told him we lived about one-half mile from school; if Pam
wasn't hurt and he would make sure no one follovied her, it would be
okay for her to walk home.

At ZOO p.m. when I arrived home from work, Pam was lying qn the
couch. One side of her face had already turned dark, one side', was
swollen twice the size of the other, she could not open.her eye. When
I held her eyelid up, I would not see the pupil of her eye, it was one
massive blur. She said while she was in the office she had asked the
counselor several times to talk to me and site refused to let her.

She ha,' been having trouble all year with her combination lock. She
was out in the hall 'trying to get her locker open. I had warned her
not ,to be caught by herself. While she was standing there, five girls
from the same school as the first girl jumped her. Two or three held
her while the rest beat her head against the concrete wall. .She said,
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"Mother, they beat My head until I thought it was going to bust open
at any minute. I didn't think anyone would ever come to help me."

I immediately calleil the school and asked the principal why he lied
to me. I asked him wffiy he made Pam walk home in the condition she
was in. I got .nia response. He said one of her parents wouldthave to
come to school before she would be.admitted baCk. I called the Jeffer-
son County police and Made a report. I also called our family doctor,
which he requested I bring her in to check her eye and head damages.

The next day I went to the school, -still wanting to know why tbe
principal lied to me. He tried to tell me it was a one-to.one fight until
I threatened to sue him, the school, and the board of education. On
this he showed me a statement from the Mather who broke .up the
fight. Her Words were, "When I went into the hall there were several
girls/restraining Pam. When I broke up ,the fight one of the girls
threatened to kill Pam three times if she came back to school." She
wi si! also knocked doWn trying to break up the fight.

.He showed me another statement by one of the black girls in which
she blamed one of her friends. She said the girls went-up to Pam as
she stood at her locker, kicking- and pulling Pam's hair. I asked him
.if4ie could guarantee Pam's safety if she came back to school,.and he
/said he 'codldn't guarantee the. President of the United States -safety,
kt alone Pam.

On October 21, 1975: onerof the black boys bused in came up to
her and said, "How would you like for my.to stick my hands up your
dress and-'F'-you," except .tw didn't say .r." thc reported this to the
counselor. She told Parn1Slie needed to grow up a little' and.overlook
thetie remarks. The next*day I called the counselor and told her if the
children didn't use filthy four-letter words, my daughter wouldn't have
toioverlook them.

(Th" October 24, 4975, exactly 3 days later, another .blaek boy,
forced bused from the same school, told her they were going to get
her again. This time, instead of going to the counselor, she walked for
1 hour over the school &king for a pay phone to call me to see if
it was okay for her to go hear*. When I got off work, I went to the
school to inquire about this, and they hadn't even missed her although
she had been gone for several hours ahd they knew she 'had been re-
peatedly threatened. Several days later she was threatened again by a
black boy, bused. This time bnc of the teachers overheard this. and
took the boy to the office.

I called several administrators at the board of education. Getting no
result from them, I instructed my son, who was a senior at the time,
to go from the senior high side of the school over to the junior high
side. Pam Was not to leave any of her classes until he got there. He
was to take her to her locker, then to her next class, then back to the

,aior high side to his locker, and then to his next class.
I informed the senior high principal about this. He said this would

probably create a problem. I told'him it probably would, but that was
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the way it was going to be. I. also instructed him not to ever have the
girl's counselor gall my daughter to the office again for anything, and
ript to even talk to her, because Pam did not trust her and that she
upset her. So now she has the boys' counselor. I wrote a note to all
of his teachers, explaining why my son might be late to his classes. I
also instructed him to hurry 'as mech al; possible. One of his teachers
repeatedly gave him a note to stay after school for I hour.

Meanwhile, one of the black girls had brought a-butcher knife in te
use on one of the students and was caught This black student's
Mother was wortifigi about her safety after that, so they provided her
with a sehool monitor,-to pick het up from the bus and walk her to
each class. She was also disMissed 5 minutes early in the afternoon and
escorted back to the bu.s

The principal called tn$, son in and asked him if he thought it was
necessary to walk his sister to class. He replied, "you har guards
walkini [name deleted] "to dais. Does she require more protection,
having brought a butcher knife into the schoiil to use on another girl,
than my sister doesr At this the principal like to have fell out of his
clrir. He told my son to go ahead and walk Pam if he thought she
needed it.

On April 22, l93. I received another call at work. This time a
black boy and bused in from the same school, had Pam down in
the hall beating her again. The-principal said he suspended the black
girl for starting this light. Outside of this, no one has ever been
suspended for the attacks on my daughter.

I again had to take off from work to go to school.
[The material that follows is part of a, written statement read by the

witness. ]
'- [This time they had a man' from the board, of education there. He

would first tell me the reason Pam was in so many incidents was
because she was timid, then he-told me she talked all the time in class
and her teacher coMplarnid. He refused to listen to me: I tried fa
point out to himihat the trouble lay at the beginning of schools when
she was repeatedly jumped and nothing was done about it, and the
children knew they could get by with it, that the children were all
bused from the same school and they made it up bveen thein to
harass her.

f asked the principal to tell the man from the board if most of the
fights in the junior high were fromethe children forced bused in. Ord
when the principal tried to answer, the man from the board butted in
and wouldn't let the principal answer. He got mad, upset, and frus-
trated, telling the piincipal to go ahead if.he had butied in. I repeated
the question, "Is it the children forced bused in that,caused or started
most of the fights?" And I qaote him, he said, "Welt, yes, it is most
of the ones that are.bused in that we are havinsi the problems with."

[The following week I had a conference with Pam's teachers, the
Ones she .was to have done all the: talking in their classes. One was a

'as
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black teacher and one was a white teacher, In ihe presence of the
principal I asked them if Pam talked in their daues, and theystid-'no,
in fact if she would ask more questions she would do bs_tter in Mass.I asked her black ,teacher if Pam *as disrespectful to hfld she saidno, in fact, Pam would corm up tO her all the time' and ask her
questions. Pam's teachers pad .always said if she would ask more
questions she would do better. When I got home I asked her aboufher
blak teacher and whi she` would ask her questions and not the other
edcher.and she replied, "She is different; she understands.")
t. MR. DORSEY. I riotiee that you.iire reading from a prepared state-
ment. I'm sorry, but your time is up. If ybu would like, that statementcouid be submitted for the.record in its entirely.

Ms. McGwitE. May I read the last paragraph?.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING..I'm sorry, but we have to adhere to the timelimit. But we'll be happy to carry the full text of it in theliearing.
MR..DORSEY: Please leave the statement with the reporter.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COMISel Will call ,the next withesses.
MR. DORSEY-Johanna Hobnschell, Henry Gentry, Andrew Robinsoh,

woulkt you please come forward?' .

l'The witneiLses were sworn.)
MR. DORSEY. Could you identify yourself, pleaserlOne person isiniSsins.
Mk. GENTRY. My name is Henry Gentry.,
Ma, DORSEY, Andr.ew Robinson?
cHAIRM101 0-LEMMING. Andrew Robinson?

I. [No resporise) Okay. Call the ilext witneSs.
MR. DORSEY. Henry Logsdon, please come forWard.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If you will please stand and raise your right

handSire would appreciate it.
1The witness was sworn.)
MR. DORSEY. Jiitarino Hrounschell?
Ms. HousisenFtr.. I am Johanna Hounschell.

4

TESTIMONY OF JOHANNA HOUNSCHELL, HENRY GENTRY, AND HENRY
LOGSDON

Ms! I-1( UNSCHFL.L. I am Johanna Hotinschell.' I am an elementary,
teacher at Edglehard School, an inner -city school located at 1st and
Kentucky. This school, is racially balanced, _which cans it was
eliininated from the desegregation order.

Prior to school opening: school adniinistrati4losed several 44
schools and new school district lines were drawn. Consequently..En-
'glehard received students from Booker T. Washinganh, Carmichael,
Cochran, add Tingley. This meant that our school enrollment went
from around 490 to 650. At the opening of school I had over 40 stu-
dedts in my classroom. There were not enough desks when all of the
students were preserif:and wben all the students were pfesent, the
children had to sit on the floor,
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This was a period of tite when the schools wdre being bOycOtted,
and the media kept informing us of 'classrooms that had only one or
two students. Now really. it 'doesn't take much smarts to figure out
that if one school is overcrowded and another one has no students,

9, you should send the teachers to where the students are. 'Well, this did
not happen. The faculty petitioned the school administration for mere

\-teachers, but it was pick-October before some classraoms received
assistance:

f

41

1

At this time Engkhard had fiveformer county teachers. were
all white, four of whord asked for and received transfers. This only
added to the turmoil that was going on at our school at this time. I
feel had the school administration presented some kind of orientation
prograni at the beginniiirof the school year, these transfers might have
been avoided for ourotutZ;.. .

Even thbugh En exempt from basing, we had the
,

problem of being overcrowded and not enough teachers. This priAlem
was created by poor planning on the part of the school administration.
When they dosed the city schools,,it only ,creatwl more problems for
our comniunity that met the guidelines that should kave exempted

, them from busies.
,

The reason that I asked to speak to you today is I fear that more
and more city schools will be closed. Two other speakers havespoken
to this prior -to my coming up l!tre. But as they said, four of the five
schools Superintendent Grayson asked to close this coming year were
city, and the only County sehool on the list was going to be converted
into a traditional school: As we all know, this was avoided only
because Judge Gordon overruled the decision. -

If more city schools are closed, it will Put sanire- of the burden of
busing on blacks, who 'already bear Ihe brunt. If this situation con-
tinues, eventually we will have fewer atd fewer schools nythe city, andtbusing w. become a one-way situationone of busing children out to
the count _..,..--

.. It's -going to take a real commitment on the school administration's'
part to see that this does not happen. To solve Ote problem of the
over-enrollment tiiat we had 'at Englehard, even 4hough .vk were ra,-

a cially balanced they transported 'seven classes to another' schoolone
MLtusdstart, two kindergarten, and two special education clastel:

r school administration. Ms contended that it's too traumatic tor
first grade, students to be' buiied. Thus, Jefferson County Schools now

, have racially identifiable classrooms. Earlier this afternoon I heard a
Mrs. Smith, a principal, I think, at Dunn, speak, and she said that she
thought that first graders should not be bused' because they were too
irhntatute. Net vjje have4'found that it's not been traumatic to transport
4- and 5-iear-olds from our school, one that was raciallya racially

,.....s.. balanced community.
I question ;whether these inconsistencies existed at Englehard simply

because the students come from a low socioeconomic background.
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And as a teacher I feel that there has been a real aisirimination
against the Englehard community, a community which was integrated
long before the desegregation order.

COMMISSIONER Fi.pastiNb. Thank you very much.
Ma. DORSEY. Henry Gentry.
MIR (IENTRY..My name is Henry Gentry. I am a substitute teacher

with the ieffersori County schools. This'year While parsuing graduate
studies, I served as a substitute teacher. ic had the opportunity to go
iato the schools and in all areas of the countrywest, downtown, the
east, and the sci)uth.

In these schbols- I talked' with the children and with many of the
teachers. I observed' the interaction of the black and white teachers.
I observect the.inferaction of the black, and white students. I observed
the interaction of teachers and noted the reefs! Atitudes 'of many of
them. There' are those teachers who ought to be commended for the

iter n wftich they approached the desegregation of the schools;
they approached it with openmindedness and with little or no

appa nt racial prejudice.
But ersand I speak of White teachersthey had difficulty relat-

ing posin ely with children of different cultural background's and rice.
Some were openly prejudiced. using derogatory racial remarks, in
private as well as openly, and other terms of disapprobation. Others,
however, were more subtle in their Ways of revealing racial prejudices.
it became apparent to me that the climate of the classroom as
as the school was setiby teaChers and administrators.

It was not enough that some of these black children were bused in
from the west end to attead ptedominantly white, middle class
Corning into sometimes hoitile territory, it was not enough that the
children came to schoolikthe white children came -to school with the
heavy programming of prejudiced parents. They faced the same preju-
dicial attitudes in the claSsmom and thus,experienced a furthering of
the parental programming, this tithe frorti the teacheis who, in my
opinion, served as parent surrogates. \

The emphasis has been on students getting along. But I am not
aware of any major emphasis on providing interpersonal relationship
programs for teachers Und school adthinistrators, where, ideally, they
will be able to openty deal with parental programming, garbage, or.
baggage that they bring to the school and tb the classroom themselves

I believe also that such'an approach to dealing with teacher attitudes
should inciude emphasis oh education being more than reading, writ-
ing, and arithinetic. People need to learn to get along, to learn com-
munication skills and whatever else is important to survival in an in-
tegrated society.

I believe our children wilf learn to get along, to e friendships
with members of other races: This will take time. The change will take
the form of a gradual process for some. The' teacher can be a facilita-
tor of this change process, provided :the teacher has his or her own
act together and moving in a positive direction.
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Many of the children have led the way in the bettering of 'racial con.;
tact. Some of the teachers appear blinded by the great social disease
of racial prejudice *and fail,to recognise that we're in a dine in which
there is so much opportunity and potential for the improvement of ra-
cial attitudes. Thank you.

COMMISSIONER FLEMMING. Thank you.
MR. DOME'''. Henry Logsdon?
MR. LOGSDON. I will be gel this August, and I have been beleaguered

during my life with Aerhaps an oversease of patriodam. My spine chills
when- I see the American flag and hear the Star-Spangled Banner..In
1944 going through FOrt Benning, Georgia, I bunked next to a fellOw
named Uoyd who became one of my best friends. We had a long
discussion. I nominated him as head of itr platoon as honorman. Mr.
Lloyd was a Negro. 4

I say that I have no bias, against Negroes nor. have I ever had as
SUrkt My feeling is thit this whole thing 6 Communist inspired, a divi-
sion of the people. And I will read you this account. Ms. Post, I think
her name was, talked about a meeting oil' October 11 at the Central
Presbiterian Church as bei g the first one. I live close to there and
out of chriosity on Satu Otober I I, 1975, I was at the Central
Presbyterian Church a 4 and Kentecky Streets where a probusing
meeting was being h tside the elnufh, I was emitted to see four
young women walking d doWn in front of the church with kadical
newspapers they were se g. I bought one of each from these people..

Number one was "Worker'sPower." This paper states its aim plainly
in its caption, "What we stand for." In nutshell, they stand for the
overthrow of democracy, as w4 knoW it. Address and post office box,
Louisville, 70449. Number two, "The Call." In plain letters in its head-
ingMarxist-Leninist. This magaiine's hheadings were as f011ows: Unite
to rot ca),italism, Political Paper. of the October Leggus,. Number
three. "The Guardian"masthead, independent radical newspaper
weekly. Now another special Louisville edition for that day, special for
that day, "Workers' Power" was printed for that special day an'd in-
cludes a vicious .attack on IUE local 761 for its antibusing activities;
with a special attack on Mr. Ken Cass*, the president. sent that to
Mr. Cassidy.

The iponsors of this meeting 'were a woman, a well-knoltra-
leftist, with the cooperation of the Rev. David J. Kull, pastor of that
Central .Presbyterifin Church. I Won't go int6 the details of what I saw
outside that church. However, in-the foyer of the church, I was in-
troduced to Dave Walker of TV station WLKY and 'asked him, "Are
you aware that they are selling Communist newspapers out front?" He
curtly nodded assent and angrily moved away from me.

That evening I called the Rev. David- Kull on the phone, gaCe my
name, and here is our recorda conversation, word-for-word:

Question. "Mr. Kull,"this was after.' his son answered and said,
"Daddy, phone." I assume it was his son. "

Mrio
Kull, did you know in
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advance that this ins a radicasred meeting 'you allowed in your
church?"

Answer. "In what way was it radicallY inipireatl?"
QUestkm. "Did you know in advasde that the organizer was a cram-

dinator of the meeting?"
Answer. "Yes. That is old hat about her ing a Communist. That

was years ago."
He remembered. He used the wore'Communist," I didn't.
Question. "Were you aware of the Communist newspapers being

sold outside the door of your church?"
Answer. "Yes, but that was oi the street. That doesn't connect the

organizer or me to them. What are you trying to do, incriminate me
vb by association?"

"Yes, sir. Good night and thank you."
Now, obviously, Mr...Kull knew that these papers were being sold

out there. He is the one who called this lady,a Communist: Anct I leave
you to draw your own conclusions about the en re meeting.

Here is the thing, that itked menothing 4ias mentioned in the
newspapers about this nor by ,any TV station; and. they had the same
access to finding out as 1 did. In fact, they knew the facts a few days
later' because I either called or wrote thiMit

Now, gentlemen, I am an AmeriCan first. last,tmd always. And the
Communists, safthey will divide-Us and conquer us. I say this is just
evidence of the whole damn thing, right here. [Applause]

Now, 1 hesitate to ask any of you gentlemen:because I knoW that
this isn't fair, but are any of you Communist? Would you answer mel
Are you. sir, Mr. Glick?

CoursiioNER Ruiz. No, sir. I am not a Communist. By the way is
it your opinion that Judge Gorddn is a Cominunist?

MR. LOGSDON. NA, no. I wish I could say yes. I think that he's just
overzealous, fulfilling his job as he seàft. Well, until we get 'back to
Americanismand let me say one more thingThis thing that gave
me the biggest thrill that I have seen in recent years was that lieftfielder
out in Los Angeles running out to pick up the American flag and
prevent sonic rat from burning it. Thank you. [Applause)

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Counsel will call the next witnesses..
MR. DORSEY. Lisa Laufer, Rodney Swain.
(Lisa Laufer and Rodney Swain were sworn.) 4
,

TESTIMONY OF USA LAUFER AND ROONtY SWAIN

MS. LAUFER. My name is Lisa 'Laufer. I was a senior in a Jefferson
County high school this piva year. After having attended the Jefferson
County high school as a. senWE this year and. having Obseried as-an
efeeted student representativOluch of what is going on, I am of the
opinion,ttfNbe human relations committees at the schools are operat-
ing o a level which promotes 4hort-term acivities, activities with the

4 el
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least commitment, involvement with the student, and activities whih
are not as important or critical to the type,f atmosphere conducive
to a learning situation as they could have been.

I can illustrate tkis. if I may, by rekding the type of areas the Human
Relations Committee at my school have and have not been involved

. in. The most common activity promoted is what I suppose you would
call "tap sessions." Each English class in the school viewed a Illmand
was led in a discussion the following de; by an HR Committee

id,..member. Largely, this was the extent to which the committee involved
itself with the whoa!, and, from what I. hear, this is not uncommon at
other schools also.

These activities involved, students for 2 days during the year and was
more something.that was done to the student rather than inviilving him
in it, much like the curriculum in many classrooms,taking us back to
this third pointthat these ate not necessarily the activities most criti-.
cal to the students.

+During last summer, I and a ;umber of other students ,fere involved
in the writing of a student handbook, primarily to serve as an Orienta-
tion to new 'students coming in as a resUlt of the desegregation order
and to make some of our old. students aware of some things which arc
necessary to know. For instance, a section on student rights, one on
school policies, a list of organizations and teams at our, school, and
another section on the school government.

Such prnjects were not atteMpted by the HRC. Unlike the. support
which the HRC and their projects -received, we faced nothing btit
problems:particUlarly in financing this one. We contacted the human

rtelations department by latter and personally. We applied for funds
and grants. We contacted people in the CommuMty Development Pro-
gram at the tioard of education and, as of today, we arc nowhere
closer irf getting this thing printed and distributed to the students of
th school than we Were last September.

Yet, it slims strange to me that the Human Relations Conimittee,
which is a department of the school board, which is having so many
bad financial problerns, is able to finance a banquet for hoi line volun-
teersI was one last Summerand sponsor parties for human relations
Committees in the schools and dinners for these people. ,

Also, I would like to voice my ccaperns about the student voice in.'
the sehools this year. 1. am of the opinion that the student voice has
been continually silenced by specific actions of the board ,of education
and bY the educational process' itselfk

Let me first talk- about student governments. The student govern-
ments in the schools are ineffective. Mint schools do nothave dry stu-
dent government at all. Others are mostly activities-oriented. They are
not encouraged io involve themselves with the concerns of the stu-,
dents, such as the ones' which we did have at our school before this
year, which leoked into the grading process and to many other con-
cerns:
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Also,. one problem we haciwas the Youth Forum, which isris city-
wide student government organizatiOn. The director of this was made
known by his advisors at the bdard of education that he was not.to
continue- in this. He has betn in his office publishing a book, which
he is writing himself with the help of his secretary.'and working in the

relations department--that nothing has been done with the
Yi th F rum. V-4

..we have asked for student. membership on all committees t
the **,rd of educatio'n has. Nothing has happened with this. Also,
much of the student representation has been largely token. One
pamphlet about student responsibilitieswhat happened was, they said
the students had input in thii. They actually were not. They were
present at the meeting: they had no input.

Students are taught not to question and taught to be paisive, which
adds to this whole envimnment, which adds to negative things happen-
ing this year. People were ill amazed to find out that students don't
want to have a part in this, don't attend .classes, stutkTinkdrop out or
cause disciplinary problems. By ignoring the problems I have men-
tioned, civically acting against the stuclents, the schools are
guilt of not only cooperating in seeing that this year was unsuccessful,
hut also in-not providing the students with the type quality education

,we are entitled to.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
MR. DORSEY. Rodney Swain.
MR. SWAIN. My name is Rodney Swain and I was bused to Frying

Creek, out of the distsict. I would 1ik to see anti-bus protesters
banned within a 2-milsp radius of the school, because they cause racial
tension within the schools and -also disturb the educational process. ,I
would like to talk about student governnient, also.

Lisa and I were working in the Youth Forum. Last year, it was
dropped ail of a sudden for no reason at all. We were in the midst
of getting adopted a student hill of rights, which had grievances,

,suspensions, dress codes, and also a discipline codewhich isthat is
why we have got to have regular suspensions now.

Also, the human relations departmentI differ from, Lisa, becau4e
at Frying Creek we had a very good one. I think, without Federal
funds, we are going to lose our human relations, and I think that,
sdmehow, we should get--you should try to get us more Federal funds,
SO we can pelp support it.. 1

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
MR. DORSEY. Mr. Chairman, that concludes the witnesses- who have

signed up for the open itssion.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I want to comment that the first panel of the

week were students, and the last panel this afternoon were students.
We appreciate them being with us very much.

This concludes the hearing. [Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m. the hearing
was adjourned. I
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UNITED STATES covtiontzwr

Memorandum

FROM

Dr. Ceil L. Yarbrough
Regional Commissioner

DEPAWTMENT HMI" EDVCA1IO14, AND WELFARE
REGION IV. ATLANTA

DATIL _Jame 9, 1976

William J. Phillips IICV

Assistant Regional Commissioner
Division of. School Ustems
RespOnie to the U. Commission on Civil Rights School Desegregation -
Louisville, entuckyTcin1cation dated June 4, 1976)

The following ripresen s the response to the requests es made by the U.S.
Commission on Civil,Rights Wearing on School Desegregation in Louisville,
Kentucky scheduled for June 14, 1976.

1. A. Funding livel, by Program, of all Federal fundtgranted through .

, the Office of Education for:

(1) the Louisville Iedependoet School District for school year
1SY) 1974-75

RESPONSE: School Aid Act (ESAA)
,493 (Basic Grantl

261,769 (Pflot Grant)

(2)'

PAL. 874 (IMpact Aid)

$201.375

Titlej ESEA
$3344,024 (Part A)

83,246 (Partit)

the Jefferson County School ,District for SY 1.974-75

RESPONSE: Title IV - Civil Rights Act DY 1964
$59,400

P.L. 874 (Impact Aid),
$692,746

Title 1 -.ESEA
$923,851 (Part A)
30,416 (Paikt)

(3) the Jefferson Count YISchool District (merged with Louisville
District in April 1975) for SY 1975-76

RESPONSE: Emergency Set: AidnAct
$893,846 8a ic) /).

$365,790 Pilot)

L CCM iiouCTION PiQoitAm

am ma 6.46*-ope
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School Detegrecation - Louisville. KY.

Title IV - CRA - 1964
$50,400

.P.L. 8 4 (Impact Aid)

e\r#
000 (Estimatel)

4
fitl ESEA

.131 (Part A)

(4) (PrOJect levels of funding) for the
DiStrict for St 76-77

RESANSE: .Emergency School Aid-Act
$512,000 (Basic)
$230,379 (Pilot)

Title IV.- CR46; 1964

$55,440

P.L. 874 (Impact Aid)
1500,000 (Estimated

June 9, 1976

Page 2

Jo ferscin CountY School

Title I - ESEA
$3,385,131 (Part A)

maB. In same nner as above, an analysis of: the past and present efforts
in applying for ESAA funds; the number of grants a lied,for versus 4
the number approved, and the degree of successful use of EPA funds'
once approved VIS A VIS the objectives *it'd in tha ESAA applications.

RESPONSE: (The past and present efforts in applyinifor ESAA funds)
/

AA examination of the records reveals that the Lo4isville Independent
School District has cOnsistently submitted appli time for assistence
under the Emergency School kid Act. The school tim was successful
in obtaining grant auards under the program du to the quality of the
programs and the need for assistance as Indicahed in the system's
enrollment patterns. In addition to the Eme y,School Aid Act, the
school district applied for and was awarded funds under the Eeergency.
School Aid Program which pneceeded the Eeerorncy School Aid Act.
During the funding cycles of two fiscal (FY 74 and FY 75), the
Louisville School System was awarded $1,37 .396 underline too programs.

The Jefferson County school System;7aselig independent system, did not
have a sufficient minority enrollment whbreby the system could bitcom-
petitive for funds under the Emergency School Aid Act. The Jefferbon
County School did apply and was awarded funds under Title IV - Civil
Rights Act of 1964. ,Thise funds, extremely limited, provided for the

, employment of a scho01 desegregation advisory specialist. (FY 71 7

$26,711; Fy 72 - )26,717; FY'76 - $59,400).
,
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The Jefferson County School Sista" (consolidated) has actively
sought funds under the Emergency School Aid Act for-FY 76 and
iFY 77. The program and supporting documentation presented evidence
of' need and grant awards were made accordingly.

FY 76_, Basic' Grant4893,846

Pilot Grant S355,290
Bilingual Grant (Insufficient funds)

FY 77 - Basic Great $512,000
Pilot Grant (fiscal Hold) /
Bilingual Grant (Insufficient funds)

RESPONSE: (the number of grants applied for and the amber approved)

The two principal factors which serve to determini the funding of ESAA
projects are (1) a fixed Regional (and state) alleCation of funds and
(2) that the program.is highly competitive with *lards based on need
and prograk quality.

,

The following reflects the number of ESAA proposals received and the
nUmber,and percent funded in Regi00 IV.

No. Projects No. Projects Percent Funded
Received

.
Funded

47.48
53.49 .

49.29 -

FY 74 577 '4 ,... 276
FY 75 519 , 280

'FY 76 398 ' 186,
FY 77 303 * 7

(* FY 77 Funding Information Not Completed

RESPONSE: (The degree of successfal use ESATVnds once approved
VIS A VIS the objective stated in the ESAA applications)

The regulations governing the Emergency School AliAct stipulate
that each funded grantee will 'have no less than an-site moni-
toring vjsits by a Regional Education Specialist to determine the
effictivIness of the program and if the fiscal and prOgrammatic
objectives are being achieved. In addition Vo the twojan-sitil
monitoring visits, each grantee is required to submit quarterly
tac4nical progress reports and financial reporti to the.Reiimil
Office. An examination of the on-sits monitoring reports,and the
technical progreFs and financial reports, riveals that the objectives
as outlined in the approved project art satisfactorily completed
within the established time frame.

.,

SITE VISITS TECH'. ASSIST. VISITS

SY-74-75j; 2 4

SY 75-76 2 4
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II. Other tt4ect areas-of:interest tO the Commission

A, ' K$n1s of servitis and funding eviileble boo the Office of Edu-
cation to desegregation school districti as Jefferson County:

. Of
, RESPORSE: The U.S. Office of Educetion..Region IV, is extremely

interested in offering every poSSibleTtlistance to school dis-
tricts as Jefferson County in their efforts to develop an edu-

*
educati
cationS4I. sound and adeinistrativay feasible system of unitary

.04

.-
.

, In offering this,assistance, the Regional Office is staffed with
educational specialists experienced in resolKing problems incident
ta snd occassioned by school desegregation. The services and ex-
pertise of the specialists ere available upon request by the school
officials..

(

In addition to.the direct strvicescof the educational tpecialisti,'
the Regional Office provides tundstfor the establishment and oper-

. ation of General Assistance Centers at various universities and
colleges a4 also technical assistance units located in Cluvrespec-
tive.State DeparUments of Education. The Jefferson County School
District.

s

S free access to the services of the General Assistance
lCenter, U enfversity of. Tnessee, Knoxville. TonneSsee and the Tich -

nicel Ass
l
stance Unit. Kentucky State Department Of Education,

Frankfort, Kentucky. Available services may range from Specialized
training for sohool staff members, curriculum studies And revisions
and Other pertinent areas of education inclUding school and community
relationships. .:. .. .

At the present time, the Regional.Dffice has assigned a full-time
educational spe2iil)st-to Assist tps local and state educational
officials of the State of Kentucky. This specialiit has made several
on-site visits to the Jefferton County Schools and is cognizant of
the school desegregation process experienced by the; Jefferson County
School Officials.

0
B. omparison of Jefferson County to other sthool districts undeivoing

desegregation VIS A VIS the kinds of programs end leriegspf funding:

RES1400.1SE: An examination of the records eveal's that school systemi
throughoUt Region IV which caerre In size to the Jefferson COunty
School District apply for sim4 ar types of assistance in seeking
workable solutions to problems occassioned by school desegregation.
This assistance is addisissed to the varioUs types of available grants
under the Emergency School Aid Act (Basic, Pilot-and Bilingual) end
Title IV %. Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Jefferson County. Schools

June 9, 1976
Page 4

, a
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June 9, 1978

PaCia S

bave applied for issistiors under all of the oboe* citedtprogrmes.
Constderation was nide ta each request with the exception of the
Bilingual application. Inodequete funds prevented the funding of
the Bilingual application submitted Dy the school district.

In iddition to the direttestistance
as outlined above, the Jefferson

County SchmlDistrict has access to assistance made available through e
-,,-the Technical Assistance Unit, Kentucky State Department of Education,

the General Assistance Center, University of Tennessee, Mayville,
Tennessee and the staff expertise located in the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, Region IV, Atlagta.

The level of funding for the ESAA program and Title IV programs varies
with the type and quelide of proposals submitted by the local educational
agencies and the need of assistance as reflected by tel dtstrict's en-
rallment pette011s.

C. G4neral theory behind ESAA funding and impression of the Regional Com-
missioner as ta how thattheory should be expanded and improved.

RESPONSE: The general theory of the Emergency School Aid Act is to
provide assistance to local educational agencies Witch are in the
process of elieinating or preventing minprity group isolation aad
iMprOving the quality of educatign for all children. This process
often taVolves the expenditdre qf funds which local educational agencies
do not hays.

Ono of tinforjor concerns of the U. S. Office oftducation, Region If,
is the substantial number of school districts thioughOut Region IV
whtch are in need of assistimprelative to resolving scpeoi desegre-
gatiOn problems and fail to We advantage of the assistancs'available
undei. the Emeroency School Aid Act. The Regional Office has made
special efforts to advise the local school districts officials of such .

"assistance through direct communication and by funding'technical assist-
ince unite in the respective State Departments of Education. -

ConjUnctive with the above is the concern of Nth limited amount of funds
made available under the prograie. 'During the recent funding cycle'
(FY-77), the Region IV office strOo9 the eight southeastern states
received 303 proposals with a rogues .kd need.of S8$44Ta294. Tha allo-
cation for the ight states was Itmitetto $42,250,9116. (Included in
the 303 preposals were 73 submitted by non-profit organizations.)

4 ,
This problem is cceepounclid by the fact that while approximately loop
school.districts in Region IV are in need of such assistance, Ian than
250 polied for assistance under the program. -

V:

a
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D. Relationship of the Office or .Edutition and Office for Cavil
Rights regarding:

(1) decision on ligibility for ESAA fundieo; and
(2) fonitortng the usa of ESAA funds.

AISAOASE: (1) TZNhfice for Civil Rights has themesponsibility
,

..bt dettnsine the status of local efttational agebties
Submitt*vapplications for assists nder the Emergenty School
Aid'Acti The criteriepforeligibility s-based on the Compliance
roquiroasn4 stablished by the Civil Rights Act of 19E+4:

,The.W. S fice of Education, upon receiving tht applications foto
.ss1staj its a complete copy of mach application to the Office
for Ci fl1lghtS. This action initiates's review of the applications
and ividual local educotiOnal agencies status relative to
school rogation achievements by the Pffice for Civil Rights to
(Worm n 411glbfllty stetus.

)

, Wherever jthboldfstiict is identified AS arrineligible applicant
tooperat ffor between the U.S. Office of Education and the
Office for Civil kghts are made to provide advisoryessistance to
the schq01 'district officials wherebrithe corrective measures may
be,takep to aibieveSatisfattorititillhl)ence statOs.,

(2) Tegulitlons governingtht Emergency kW Aid Act st1O4r

tIll

lete that tech funded program must have no ss than two (2) on-
site:Weitoring visits:conducted by the Reg Office staff to
ascaitaln that feAdi;are being expended ln accor.deme to the torsi
libt cenditions-bf the.graOteward. During 'each site,visit, an eta1-
nation i.de of theiscal acconoting. pr .dVe,loyed .by the
.grantre also OJIllt ttivitiee Thg ,Carried ogt through
the gran &wird. Tecumentat tech off- e" mit* iCcoPleted .

by the reviewing Regional 's 'rsonnel a such. documentation ,

.''
becomes a .part of l6e plates official fil

It addition to the recOrlfeta-sitevisits, grantee is required

I
te complete and subeitlht the Uegionkl.Offit erly Reportt .

reflecting the financill status and tt progress achieved
by the grantee. ;The quarterly fight 1 nd program progress.rePorta
ate supported witb.final moons et.topr ruination of the grant award.

c
,v

.

),
.
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Rthibit No. 2

tat

This exhibit is on file at.the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights.,

a

-4.4 4'52
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TESTIMONY BY

WILLIAM H, THOMAS*

TO. THE

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

.4

4

tLOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY

AND TO PROVADE THIS TESTIMONY. I UNDERSTAND THAT ONE OF THE

.

PRIMARY FOCUSES OF THTS HEARING THE.ROLE PLAYED BY'TNE

1Pr

VARIOUS FEDERAL AGENCIES IN RELATION TO THE DESEGREGATION OF

PUBLIC SCHOOLS. MORE SPECIFICALLY,THOEFFERS

*

IT IS*MY UNDERSTANDING, THAT Tjit COjiMISSION IS INTERESTED IN'

..ekTVING TESTIMONY WITH REGARD TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE

FOR CIVIL RIGHTS AS IT RELATES:TO COMPLIANCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS

REOUIREMENIS BY THf JEFFERSON C'OUNTY SCHOOL SYSfE.M.

THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS HAS THE RESPONSIBILITYGENERALLY,

TO INSURE THAT. RECIPIENTS OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AAE

IN COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAWS)AND REGULATIONS PROHIBITINGDIS-

CRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN,'SEX, OR RELI-

4
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AION. WITH RESPECT TO ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION', THE

'e,

OFFICE.FOR CIVIL RIGHTS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR INSURING THAT EDUCATIONAL.

AGENCIES.AND INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING FEDERAf. fINANCIAL AID ARE IN

COMPLIANCE,WITH TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT/CI-1964, T4TLE IX.

OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972, AND APPROPRIATE CIVIL RIGHTS

,

.RELATED. REGULATIONS OT ANY FEDERALLY FUNDED. PROGRAM FOR WHICH SUCH

RESPONSIBILITY RAS BEEN DELEGATED; E,G., THE EMOTOENCY SCHOOL AID

ACT. TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 PAOHIBITS.DISCRIMI-

NATION BY RECIPIENTS OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID ON THE BASIS OF

RACE, COLOR, OR NATIONAL ORIGIN; TITLE IX PROHIBITS DISCRIMINA-

T1ON BASED ON SEX IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES RECEIVING

FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID. .THE OFFItE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS IS ALSORE-

a

SPONSIBLE FOR SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973,

WHICH PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATION AGAINST OTHERWISE QUALIFIED PERSONS

a
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BASED,ON HANDICAPS. THE EMERGENCY_SCHOOL,A1D ACT REGULATICWS

DEFINE A BROAD RANGE OF RC1ALLYTtRIMINATORY PRACTICES PRO-

H1BITED BY RECIPIENTS'UNDER TNE ACT, 'MESE W1LL-BE DISCUSSED

IN MORE DETA I L LATER .

THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DEVEMING

AND IMPLEMENTING A PROGRAM TO iNVESTIGATE AND' MONITONSCHOOL'

DISTRICTS TO INSURE COKNkIANCE WITH THE'ABOVE-REFERENCED LAWS

AND REGULATIONS; TO NEGOTIATE COMPLIANCE VOLUNTARILY WITH

SCHOOL DISTRICTS NOT IN COMPLIANCE; AND TO TAKE APPROPRIATE

ENFORCEMENT ACTION TO'TERMINATE FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID WHERE

VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE CANNOT BE SECURED. THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL

RIpHTS ALSO.PROVIDES TECHNICALASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS
ft

TO ENABLE THEM TO ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE WITH APPROPRIATE. CIVR:

RIGHTS LAWi AND/OR REGULATIONS AND, AS SUCH, WORKS DIRECTLY
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, WITH SCHOOL DISTRICTS, STATE EDUCATIONJ6ERCIES, THE U:S. OFFICE

* 40

OF EDUCAtION WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND

WELFARE, AND GENERAL ASSISTANCE CENTERS AT VARIOUS UNIVERSITIES.

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS VARIES WITH RESPECT

TOPUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS IFEGREGATING PURSUANT TO &FEDERAL

COURT ORDER AS FAA ASIITLE VI IS CONCERNED. MOST SCHOOL,DIS-

TRICTS IN REGION Iv' OPERATED' RACIALLY SEPARATe SCIRLS PRIOR

TO THE BROWN DECISION IN 1954, THESE DISTRICTS.WERE DESEGREGATED,

OR ARE DESEGREGATING, UNDER PLANS EITHER ORDERED BY APPROPRIATE

FEDERAL COURTS OR NEGOTIATED VOLUNTARILY BY THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL

RIGHTS. SOME DISTRICTS WERE DETERMINED BY THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL

RIGHTS TO BE UNITARY, NONRACIAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, WHO HAD COM-

PLETED THE DESEGREGATION PROCESS PRIOR TO THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

OF 1964. IN EITHER CASE, THESE DISTRICTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID BY VIRTUE Of COURT ORDERS VOLUNTARY PLAtl,

OR THEIWUNITARY STATUS:

DURING THE,LATE 196014 WHEN RACIALLY SEGREGATED AND DUAL'

SCHOOLSYSTIKS IN,THE REGION WERE.BEING DESEGREGATED, A LARGE-
_

NUMBER OF COURT ACTIONS WERE IN PROCESS, AS WELL AS ACTIVITY

,..

TO iSEGREGATE SCHOOLS VOLUNTARILY BY THE, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS.

THE COURT CASES WERE GENERALLY LITIGATED ON CONSTITUTIONAL GROUNDS,

ALTHOUGH SOMETIMES ON THE BASIS OF TITLE VI, WHILE THE OEFICE

FOR CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITY WAS PURSUANT TO AUTHOTY UNDER TITLE VI.

A POLICY AGREEMENT WAS REACHED BETWEEN NEALTH, EDUCATION, AND

WELFARE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE THAT THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL

RIGHTS WOULD NOT INVOLVE ITSELF IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS DESEGREGATING

UNDER COURT ORDERS. SCHOOL DISTRICTS UNDER COURT ORDERS ESTABLISH

THEIR ELIGIBILITY TO RECEIVE FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID BY FILING
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ASSURANCES WITH THE'OFFICE FORSI,VIL RIGHTS THAT THEfWOULD COM-

PLY WITH THE DESEGREGATION ORDERS OF THE COURT. THEREFORE, UP

UNTIL THE ORDER OF Tat DISTRICT COURT IN THE Amos v nownsatio.

CASE THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS ROUTINELY REFERRED DISCRIKINP

TION MATTERS RELATED TO COORT ORDER DISTRICTS TO THE U.S. DEPART-

,MENT'Of JUSTICC ADAMS V RICHARDSON, ORDERED THE'OfFICE FOR

CIVIL RIGHTS TO INVESTIGATE COMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINATION IN

COURT ORDER DISTRICTS.= TO MONITOR THE COMPLIANCE OF COURT
e-

ORDER DISTRICTS WITH THE COURT ORDERS. THE POLICY OF OffICE FOR

C VIL RIGHTS WHICH HAS EVOLVED SUBSEQUENT TO THE ADAK

RICHARDSON ORDER IS TO INVESTIGATE ANY COMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINA-

J

WITHIN COURT ORDER DISTRICTS, UNLESS THE DEPARTMENT OF ASTI

I; ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE CASE, AND TO SECURE VOLUNTARY COM-

PLIANCE IF POSSIBLE. IF WE ARE UNABLE TO SECURE VOLUNTARY COM-
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PLIANCE, OUR FINDINGS ARE SUBMITTED TO THE APPROPRIATE COURT

AND PLAINTIFF. IF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE IS ACTIVELY IN-

VOLVED IN THE CASE, THE COMPLAINT WOULD BE REFERRED TO THE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

MONITORING OF COURT ORDER DISTRICTS, BECAUSE OF LIMITED

RESOURCES, HAS BEEN LIMITED TO THOSE WI:XING FOR EMERGENCY

SCHOOL AID ACT FUNDS. IN CASES WHERE COMPLIANCE PROBLEMS_ HAVE

BEEN DISCOVERED IN PROCESSING THOSE APPLIcATIONS, AAD NOT4RE-

SOLVED; REFERRALS HAVE OEEN EFFECTED Tti THE

. OR THE DEPARTMENT OF*JUGTICE, AS APPROPRIATE.

IN DISeHARGING OUR ESAA RESPONSIBILITIES 140 DIFFERENTIATION IS

. MADE BETWEEN COURT ORDER DISTRICTS AND VOLUNTARY PLAN DISTRICTS IN

RTS AND PLAINTIFFS

THE PROCESSING OF APPLICATIONS TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE CIVIL

RIGHTS RELATED ASPECTS OF THE ESAA REGULATION. THE SAME PROCEDURES,
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APPLYIt:NOR FUND
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SAliTIO,C, ARE APPLICABLE TO ALL DISTRICTS
t

IF VIOLATIONS Of THE ESAA REGULATIONS ARE

DETERMINED TO EXIST,,f4RRECTI4 ACTIONIS REQUIREi THROUGH A

WAIVOROCESS BEFORE THE DISTRICT IS FUNDED. THE WAIVER PROcESS.

IS DEFINED BY.tHE REGULATION.AND,PREWMBES. CORRECTIVE ACTION

).

NECESSARY TO RESULT IN A WAIVER OF INELIGIBILITY, THE SECRETARY

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEtFARE GRANTS OR

DENIES WAIVER REQUE$TS,

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS IN JEFFERSON COUNTY

lo

HAS BEEN FAIRLY LIMITED AS FAMS REGION IV IS CONCERNED. UP

UNTIL 1970 KENTUCKY WAS A PART OF REGION III. AFTER BEING TaANS-

FERRED TO REGION IV, THE LOU1SVILLE-SCHOOL SYSTEM-WAS REVIEWED

UNDER.THE DIRECTION OF THE WASHINGTON OFFICE. SOON AFTERWARDS_

THE LOUISVILLE SYSTEM BECAME INVOLVED IN LITIGATIpi IN THE FEDERAL,

461
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_THE PRIMARY RELATION OFFICE FOR.CIVIL RIGHTS HAS HAD WITH

:

. THE DISTRICT SINCE HAS BEEN BASED ON ITS APPLICAT ON AND

REcEIPT af. FEDERAL FUNDS THROUGH ESAA, fIRST ASTHkJOUISVJLLE

SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND SUBSEQUENTLY AS THE MERGED JEFFERSON COUNTY

SCHOOL DISTRICT. THE DISTRICT HAS' BEEN A RECIPIENT OF SUCH

FOR THREE YEARS.

SINCE THE DISTRICT IS MERGED AND DESEGREGATING PURSUANT TO,A'

FEDERAL COURT ORDER, THE PRIMARTRESPONSIBILITY'FOR DESEGREGATION

RESTS WITH THE FEDERAL COURT,- OFFICE FOR CIVIL:RIGHTS HAS EVAL-
-

DATED THE DISTRICT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THE ESAA REGULATION AND HAS

PROVIDED SOME TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO.THE DISTRICT REGARDING

TIJLE IX Of THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972.

.BECAUSE OF THE MERGER OF THE fORMER LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON
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COUNTY DISTRICTS INTO ONE JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND

THE NUMEROUS CHANGES REQUIRWOF THE AREA SCHOOLS OY THE CbURT,,

THE OFFICE FOR mu RIGHTS HAS NOT CONDUCTED A-FULL-SCALE RE-

VIEW OF THE DISTRICT'S PRACTICES UNDER ESAA. OUR REVIEW HAS BEEII

LIMITED TO,DESK AUDITSVIACH HAVE BEEN COMPLETED GENERALLY WITHOUT

AN ADEQUATE DATA BASE, SINCE THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS CIVIL

1

RIGHTS SURVEY: WAS NdT CONDUCTED DURING THE 1976-77 SCHOOL YEAR'.

A FULL-SCALE REVIEW OF THE DISTRICT IS SCHEDULED FOR PRY SCHOOL

YEAR, AND THE DISTRICT WAS SO 'ADVISED BY LETTER DATED AkIL 26,

1976 FROM W. LAMAR CLEMENTS, CHIEF OF,THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION BRANCH, REGION IV, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, TO MR.

ERNEST C. GRAYSON, SUPERINTENDENT OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS.

AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL, THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND THE OFFICE
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.FOR CIVIL.RIGHTS MAINTAINIAGENERALLIAISON RELATIONSHIP. THE

.

TWO OFFICES COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS ON:PRO4AMS WHERE THEY HAVE'

JOINT RESPONSIBILITIES. OFFICE.FORCIVIL RIGHTS.PROVIDES TITLE VI

CLEARANCES FOR OFFICE OF EDUCIITION ON SOME PROGRAMS FUNDEDBY OE

AND Tog TWO OFFICES COOPERATE OFPROVIDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

oi)

TO RECIPIENTS.,

IN /ME ESAA PROGRAM, O.E. DETERMINES WHICH PROGRAMS MERIT

FUNDING SINCE IT IS A COMPETITIVEPROGRAM, AND CWFICE FOR CIVIL

GHTS DETERMINES piE APPLICANT'S ELIGIBILITY FOR FUNDING BASED

ON THE APPLICANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THE CIVIL RIGHTS RELATED REGU-

.LATIONS. OCR DETERMINATIONS ARE FORWARDED TO THE ASSOCIATE COM-

MISSIONER OF EDUCATION WHO INFOR'MS THE APPLICANTS OF THEIR INELI

.GIBILITY AND THE CORRECTIVE MEASURES NECESSARY TO SECURE A WAIVER

Of INELIGIBILITY, THE TWO OFFICES CLOSELY COORDINATE AT THE
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,REGIONAL AND NATIONIAL LEVELA,,.

THEREGIONALLEVEL, OCR FREQUENTLY-PARTICIPATES-WITH O.E.

IN THE.PROVISIONS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS

'IN ORDER TO ASSIST THEM IN UNDERSTANDING AND COMPLYING,WITH FED

'

ERAL LAWS AND REGULATiONS-4 THIS TAKES PLACE IN A VARIETY OF

WAYS THROUGHSTATE ORAREA MEETINGS WITH,DISTR4CTS AND,OFFICIALS

\AND WITH GENERAL ASSISTANCE CENTERS FUNDED BY THE OFFICE OF EDUCA

TION FOR THE.PURPOSE OF RENDERING TECHNICAL AID TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
a

THERE IS ALSO FREQUENT COMMUNICATION EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE TWO

OFFICES ON MATTERS OF MUTUAL CONCERN AND PESPONSIBILITY.

THE PROCESS FOR EVALUATING A SCHOOL DISTRICT'S ESAA APPLICA

TION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS CLEARANCE IS OUTLINED AS FOLLOWS:

A. THE FIRST STEP IS TO DETERMINE THE DISTRICT'S *THRESHOLD"

Oft

ELIGIBILITY TO RECEIVE FUNDS UNDER ESAA. AF A DISTRICT

-



IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH iTS COURT ORDER, OR VOLUNTARY.

PLAN, IT MEETS THE TEST OF TpfsH9Lp ELIGIBILITY'. IN

REGION IV THIS IS A SIMPLE.PROCESS, SINCE ALL DISTRICTS

ARE DESEGREGATING PURSUANT TO SOME FORM OF DESEGREGATION

PLAN
10.

0, THE NEXT STEP IS TO EVALUATE THE APPLICANT S COMPLIANCE

WITH THE VARIOUS PARTS OF' SECTION 185,42 OF THE ESAA

REGULATION. THIS REQUIRES EVALUATION OF DATA IN THE

APPLICATION ITSELF, AS WELL AS THE FILES MAINTAINED BY

THE OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS ON THE APPLICANT DISTRICT.

4.

IF THERE ACE INDICATIONS OF POSSIBLE NONCI-PLIANCE WITH

THE REGULATION AND FURTHER DATA IS NECESSARY TO RE

ADEQUATELY EVALUATE THE DISTRICT'S STATUS, THAT DATA IS

REQUESTED. FOLLOWING EVALUATION OF THE DATA, A SCHOOL
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DISTHICt APPLICANt IS EITHER CLEARED citS ELIGIBLE.OR.

-c

: . FOUND TO BE INELIG OR ASSISTANCE, IF,C1EARED,

.THE U.S. OFFICE OF, EDUCA ION IS INFORMED THAT THE

APPliCANT MAY BE AINDED IF^IT HASITHERWISE COMPETED

.44 4

SUCifSSFULLY FOi THE FUND§. IF NOT-CLEARED, IRE

4

'MOE OF EDUCATiON IS INFORIIEW,&AND A LETTER OF INECI-

GiBILITY IS PREPARED AND FORWARDED TOiHE,ASSOCIAE
. t

COMISSIONER OF EDLiCAT

C.'.IN SOME CASE ON-SITE-INVESTIGATIONS ARE REQUIRED:AND

NECESSARY-IN'THE.PRT-GRANT.PHASE,'THESE ARE'ACCOMPLISHED,'

ARE CLEAR'DECISIONS OF INELIGIBILITY

CANNOT-CLEARLY BE MADE BASED ON-DESK REVIEWS.OF. DATA

'AVAILABLE, OCR MAY CLEAR A DISTRICT WITH A NOTIFICATION

/ '
4

DF POTENTIIAL COMPLIANCE.PiOBEEMS AND MONITORING PROVSIONS
4.

. .0

4/
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BUILT INTO THE CLEAAANCE. COMPLIANCE WITH TilE REGULATION

IS AN INITIAL AND CONTINUING CONDITION OF ELIMILITY FOR

.\

ESAA FUNDS.

itNERALLY SPEAKING, -AN APPLICANT SCHOOL DISTRICT MOST BE ABLE

TO SHOW THAT IT IS -IN COMPLIANCE WITH ITS ASSURANCES; I.E., THAT

-IT HAS NOT, SINCE 1972 D1SPOSED.CW PROPERTY TO NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS
.

.

WHICH DISCRIMINATE ON ACCOUNT OF RACE) THAT.IT DOES NOT HAVIANY,

FORM.OF STUDNT CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURE WHICH RESULTS IN'

. RACIA4Y.ISOLATED OR IDENTIFIABLE CLASSES FPR ffORE THAN 252 OF

-TE SCHOOL CLASS RiorDAY PERIODS, UNLESS THE PRACTICE CAN RE

.JUSTIFJED AS A BONA FIDE EDUCATIONALLY VALID ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURE;

. THAT IT HAS rj1YT, SINCE 1972, AND DOES NOT NOW PRACTICE-RACIAl.

OISCRIMINATIONIN EMPLOYMENT RA CTICES; NOR OTHERWISE DISCRIMINATE

,.'

AGAINST`RUDENTS ON THE BASI OF RACE IN A VARIETY OF PRACTICE
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-INCLUDIM DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS, EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES,

'14

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS, ETCi

IF STATISTICAL ANALYSES IN*1,.CATE POTENTIALNON-COMPLIANCE,

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICANT DISTRICT TO JUSTIFY

ITS PRACTICES. IF INELIGIBILITY oF FUNDS IS DETERMINED, A MS-

(TRICT MAY,STILL RECEIVE FUNDS, IF IT SECURES A WAIVER OF INECI-

.

GIBILITY FROM THE SECRETARY OF HEW. ANY PROBLEM OF,ifELIGIBILiTY

CAN BE CURED THROUGH THE WAIVER PROCESS, WHICH fiSiENTI.ALLY-RE-

N

QUIRES THAT CORRECTIVE ACTION BE TAKEN AND 0,

EFFECY TO AVOID hITURE DISCRI !NATION,

`-
ING FOR A WAIVER,AND ACTIONS REQUIRED ARE'DEFINEifill TION

1

185.44 OF .THE ESAA REGULATIONS.

!, 4

OCR HAS CLEARED THE JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRI'CLAS.ELIGI-

BLE FOR ESAA FUNDS FOR THE 1976-77 SCROOL YEAR; HOWEVER, IT HAS.

6 9
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NOTIFIED THE DISTRICT BY WAY OF THE APRIL 26 LETTER REFERRED TO

EARLIER, THAT IT WILL BE MONITORED UNDER THE CONTINUING ELIGIBIL-
..-

ITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE REGULATION,

TH4,4PRIL 26, 197eeETTER1 IDENTIFIED TO THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

POTENTIAL ELIGIBILITY PROBLEMS IN FOUR AREAS: (1) ASSIGNMENT

OF PUPILS TO REGULAR CLASSES, WHICH HAS RESULTED IN SOME DEGREE

C(F
RACIAL IDENTIFIABILITY IN ADVANCED CLASSES IN SOME

2) ASSIGNMENT OF PUPILS TO SPECIALfDUCATION.CLASSES WHICH
.

HAS RESULTED INfSOME RACIALLTIDENTIFIABLE CLASSES IN SOME SCHOOLS

IN THE EMH PROGRAM (3) INTER-DISTRICT STUDENT TRANSFERS, FROM

JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS TOODIANA SCHOOLS, WHICH MAY HAVE

RACIAL IMPACT AND (4) DrSCOT-INARY SANCTIONS WHICH DISPROPOR--

TIONATELY AFFECT BLACK STUDENTS.

BECAUSE ri IS DIFFICULT TO ADEQUATELY ASSESS STUDENT CLASS

I
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ROOM ASSIGNMENT PRACTICES WITHOUT AN ON-SITE INVESTIGATION, Anp

THE AVAILABILITY OF.NECESSARY STAFF TO REVIEW THE DISTRICT THIS

SPRING, OCR DETERMINED TO ACCEPT THE NON-DISCRIMINATION ASSURANCES

OF THE DISTRICT AND TO REVIEW ITS PRACTICES ON A R0101tRANT BASIS

DURING THE NEXT SCHOOL YEAR, OCR WAS UNABLE TO DETERMINE THAT

THE DISTRICT WAS CLEARLY INELIGIBLE FOR ESAA FUNDS BASED ON THE

\.....
DATA IT HAD ON HAND OR HAD SECURED FROM THE DISTRICT. ADDITIONALLY,

-

OCR, IN THE FACE'OF INADEQUATE DATA, tOULD ONLY POINT TO THE STU,

DENT TRANSFER AND DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS, AS'PTENTIAL COMPLIANCE

PROBLEMS FOR THE DISTRICT, WE DETERMINED TO REVIEW DISCIPLINE

4

PRACTICES AT A LATER DATE'BECAUSE OF THE COURT'S CURRENT INVOLVE-

MEW IN THAT AND' BECAUSE TH ESAA PROPOSAL ADDRESSES' THE ISSUE..

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF FACTORS,WHICH ARE CONSIDERED AS OCR

ESTABLISHES PRIORITIES FOR CONDUCTING ON-SITE COPOILIANE REVIEWS,
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THE AIWILLJUDIARDSDN COURT DECISION HAS BEEN A MAJOR FACTOR
.

IN THE PAST FEW.YEARS WITH ITS.REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATION OP

SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH DISPROPORTIONATE SCHOOLS AND ITS REQUIRE-

MENTS RELATIVE TO ACTIGION COMPLAINTS'OF DISCRIMINATION. TAKING

-THESE INTO CONSIDERATION, THE PFFICE FOR CIV)L RIGHTS HAS DEVELOPED

NATIONAL PRIORMIES AM ALLOCATED STAFF TO AN ANNUAL ENFORCEMENT

PLAN iAtD.ON THCaf PRIORITIES.

Aj THE REGIONAL LEVEL, AN ENFORCEMENT PLAN IS DEVELOPED BASED

ON THE NATIONAL PRIORITIES. WITHIN THE FLEXIBRITY THAf MAY BE

AVAILABLE, DECISIONS ABOUT ON-SITE COMPLIANCE REVIEWS,ARE tENT

ERALLIi BASED ON EFFORTSIO MONITOR ON A BROAD, SAMPLING BASIS,

TO ENSURE GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE AND JURI5ICTIONAL COVERAGE. WE,

UTILIZE STATISTICAL DATA AVAILABLE TO US THROUGH PERIODIC NATIONAL

4

SURVEY.FFORTS (OS/CR 101.102) OR DATA OTHERWISE IN OUR FILES

0
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ASA RESULT OF ESAA APPLICATIONS, PRIOR INVESTIGATIONS, ETC,

IN MAKING THESE DETERMINATIONS. OF COURSE, OTHER FAcTORS COME

INTO PLAY SUCH AS COMPLAINTS, THE NEED TO MONITOR AFFIRMATIVE

ACTICN PLANS, COURT ORDERS AFFECTING. WORKLOAD (SUCH AS THE LAU

DECrSION), NEW LEGISLATION OR REGULATIONS (SUCH ASHTITLc IX),. OR

ANY PILOT OR NEW EMPHASIS OCR MAY BE EXPLORING (SUCH AS DISCI:'

A

PLINE, ABILITY GROUPING)._ STII,LL OTHER CONSIDERATIONS MAY
alp

INFLUENCE ONISIIE REVIEW DECISIONS AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE EMERGENCY

SCHOOL AID ACT WHICH INVOLVEi OCR IN A NUMBER OF COURT ORDER

-SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN WHICH IT HAD NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN INVOLVED

AND WPERE GENERAL COMPLIANCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS MAY NOT HAVE

BEEN EVALUATED FOR YEARS KCAUSE LITIGATION WAS LACKING.

IN THE PRE-SRANT PHASE, AN INITIAL FINDING BY OCR THAT AN

-t

APPLICANT SCHOOL DISTRICT IS NOT COMPLYING WITH THE ESAA CIVIL

a

A

f



RIGHTS ASSURANCES WILL RESULT IN A LETTER OF INELIGIBILITY BEING

PREPARED FOA THE SIGNATURE OF.THE ASSOCIATE U.S. COMMISSIONER

OF EDUCATION. TI4T LETTER, DETAILS THE FACTORS OF INELIGIBILITY,

CITES THE REGULATIONS BEING VIOLATED, AND INFORMS THE DISTRICT

\ 4:

THAT IT MAY APPLY FOR A WAIVER OF INELIGIBILITY. THE TERMS OF,

THE WAIVER ARE SPELLED OUT. ALSO, 1N'THE SAMELETTER, THE BIS-

TlikICT IS INFORMED THAT IT CAN REQUESTAN INfORMAL HEARING ON THE

MATTER WITH THE ASSOCIATE U,S, COMMISSIONER Of EDUCATION WITHIN

C

TENDAYS, ADDITIONALLY, THE LETTER INFORMS THE DISTRICT THAT THE
a

CONDITIONS OF INELIGIBILITY MAY ALSO BE VIOLATIONS OF TITLE VI OF

THE CIVIL RIGHTS VT OF 1964 AND.THAT OCR MAY FOLLOW UP UMDER.

THAT STATUTE.

IF A FINDING OF NON-COMPLIANCE ISilklatAFTER A DISTRICT HAS

RECEIVED ESAA FUNDS, THE INITIAL EFFORT OF OCR IS TOJEGOTIATE

Vf
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COMPLIANCE, UNLESS THE VIOLATION IS A WILLFUL DR GROSS VIOLATION

OF A COMMITMENT NHICH RESULTED IN THE GRANTING OF A WAIVER OF

INELIGIBILITY. IN THE LATTER URCLIMSTANCES, OCR WOULD RECOMMEND

IMMEDIATE SUSPENSION OF ESAA FUNDS BY THE ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER

OF EDUCATION AND A NOTIFICATION TO THE DISTRICT OF ITS RIGHTS

am

TO AN.ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING TO DETERMINE IF ITS FUNDS SHOULD BE

TERMINATED.IF THE VIOLATION WERE ONE THAT HAD NOT BEEN DEALT

WITH IN THE WAIVER PROCESS, OCR WOU6 SEEK AN IMMEDIATE NEGOTIATED

SETTLEMENT, WHICH,AF NOT OBTAINED; NOULD RESULT IN A RECOMMENDA-

)..'HON FOR SUSPENSION DF,ESAA FUNDS AND POSSIBLE TERMINATIO OF
-

ISAA FUNDS UND1R Tlit PROCESS REFERRED TO ABOVE. OCR WOULD RECOM

MEND APPROPRIATE ACTION TO TERMINATE ALL FEDERAL FUNDS IF THE

VIOLATION WERE ALSO A VIOLATION WTITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS

ACT OF 1964.
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Ethitat No. 4

plISRGWY SCD001, AID ACT

Stitts,Appoitionnent: taste Grants to LEA's

riscal YilAr 1975

41.

(Division or Prmr . Dam ..w orm,411:
Ditto: October 10, 1975

rr ite
9.

Number of
Applies-
tions

Numkur
of

Awards
Amount
4cquostod

10,290,720

Amount
Swot-4W

1.A..e.w..-

4,453,522

Awesome
Award

iE.Ci°11 W
"".

IS 13 542,579
Alabspo

Florida 14 6 9..699,049 6,269,556 1,044,926

30 15 3,614,308 5,676,136 376,409

Unlucky . 11 3. 2,747.292 1,016,773 362,924

PIII 16 16 $4,456,356 $ 4,272,413 .$ 267;026
4

%arch Cott:411m 14 13 12,611,661 5,638,808 433,754

South Carvilina 2f 13 6060,266 4,032,066 311,697

Twosome 10 '6 4,051,020 2,964.595 494,099

4 '

f

/



Stataillaglom

a.

410

CHINOLOCT $06001. AID
IT 1975 MUM SOPIKAW

MEI 471ONTIONMONT rap

1610; ?IMAM

October 6, 1975

Total
Ortstual

AMoorttonment '

lbts1
*moot
funded

(bongo dme to

ReitooprOopelet

Alabama 62,237 2,183,592 +1,191,355 A
Yleride 1,396,847 1,876,757 +479,910 '
Coral& 1,266.634 2,783,044 +1,518,615
teatealy 242,577 365,790 +123,213
Wdeolseippi 9$1,8116 120,922 -130,966
Worth Carellea 1,254,317 486,985 -769,332
Sortk Cantles 902,794 1,916,754 1.083,942
Tourasaaa 660407 749.814 a 89,307

Subtotal 7,667.601 11,253.665

A

Number

App1le*V1Ona Naat
Fund*# N094 ...

.
i 931,303
6 0

13 459,777
,1 o
5 0
5 '40

13 1,110,107

--3 o

54 1.755-1,5581

whs.

011.0
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-

11SESCIINCT SCHOOL A113
FT 1573 MOM; SUttiallY

SIM APPOSTIONWIT MOS)

Total ,

Apeortioament

October 6, 1 75

Total jeaster Qi
Amount Change duo co .Applicatisma

Funded Sec000rtknamen Fandad

diatom 529,117 543,495 4.16,376
Florida 744,471 767,934 +23,506
Seetlia 674.374 695,244 +20.674
Senturby 129,356 133,160 4. 4,004
Wismissippi 507,601 523,313 .15,712
North Carolina 669,939 490,476 +70,717
South Corolla* 461,421 496,323 +14,902

f TIO0411118110 ' 332 120 260,415 - 71,505

c Subtotal 4,066,906 4,132,764

6 "4
5

7

3

7

4

45

lucal
ry-et

424,114
2C5,214
391,606
145,;134

107,

44,404 ,

44)4,395

0

??2fi,613?

a
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ExAibit No. 5

chesobef el feeinew
Se well teeth, Simi
Laugeti Me, keels* 4Sitti
sal Sa2.2421
July ZS, 075

Mr. Boy H. Rusbenstahl
VP Gen. NEI'.

Louisville Division
Great Atlantic end Pacific T a Co.
P. 0. Box 304)

Louisville. Kentucky 40201

dear Mr. Puebeastabl:

F N

May we ask your !moment of an effort to establish a total
community attic will help insure an orderly and peaceful record
tor our ceemUnity, for our children. and for their education during
thee* next few weeks and months as the Jefferson county 004001s move t4
implelent tne federal order Lor desegregation.

'Representatives of business and labor -- working jointly through an sd
hoc grout; composed of the Executive Committee of the Louisville Area
Chamber knd key labor leaders -- approved the enclosed "community
pledge." It is intentionally brief%sted. simply stated.

.

It is our plan to publish this tatement: litir the names of a brded baste
of key community lesders who have sioed this pledge. as full-page ad
in the Courier-Journal.and Louis...Kill; times as soon as pbssible after
Judge Gordon has emodunced his plan.) `

vs are sending tile stant ./to
comeksoliDegkes?, Thlr-If ;you
use or )t.. muse and your
the firetire'rea th-le edge

inpuhigais_ 21,_ ei

you . as'yell as to 4 nuesber of other'
will sign 11 aid agbor12.1s

or titlt, if peaKiiie, tither in
Ur_JOiL44;i1f relaumq imsaticJj
Cher moth with iaationaririoaturas,

Tim is importantl If you Will authorise the uss of your nameand
tit e, please ign this statesent Jule it to the Chamber officesp

..310.4.11. as ibld. 11 You eau gv i.:1:11Ystv4, ra_01q.1.44u aSt1_14.,
this wo be lierpia". IL for any.xsesonjon 4o no! -Ulob toUo. your_

title, WO 0:X0 ttat you still will authorize uieof your n_eris2
,

Also enclosed ie a duplicate of,lbm tatement. p4448 circulate t;
qmpowil_your assoc tes to ask their endorsement./ We Are inlious to
secure endorse:me ts from as, many individual cItizens as possible --
especially tho milbso names would be recognizad in the total cormutity,
such 44 he organization., neighborhAod gr1ps civic and religious
leaders, etc. -- so that these names night be p lisheCi with later
lists.

Abank you for your immediate attention and for your support.

Sinklirady.

/
e 'JP

VC h.... dM
Robineop S. Brown, Jr.
President

Lnclosures

plp/5/2 le



ALSMOVELIIIM

Tog 7131. c sdic sOL rum OF.OUR COMMSNITY IS 1AC1H0 GMT MANGE. istamoz, out TOIAL COMMUNITY -- EVERY
ITUE -- SS FACING GREAT MALLOWS. -

ml FEWAL COURT HAS ORDERED THAT A PLAN FOR FULL DESEGREGATION OF DUI SCHOOLS INI-FUT INT; EFFECT THIS FALL.
AR WIT How-YAGE.TRIO I$UAFAI4.Z rACT. Vie -

.
EMENSLR THAT IVE S AND HELM'S OF OUR CUM= ADZ AT STAN', 1

. AGILE THAT THE HIGHEST POSSUMS Opal' OF EDUCATION kOR OUR COMMUNITY MUST RZHAIN owl GOAL.

. UNDERSTAND THAT ADJUSTMESTS AND SACRIFICE'S WILL SE REQUIRED EY MANY.
DETERMINE THAT WE WILL WORE CUM THROUOI VSOPIR LEGAL AND MULL PROOLDURIR To Rii.OLVE ANY
DIFFERENCES OF OPINION TWAT NOW EXIST OR MAY ARIES.
EEPRESS,OUR STRONGEST CONVICTION TEAT DISRUPTIVE AND MAIM. ACTIVITIES ARE Hp SOLUTION TO THE PEORIA.

A

No NATTER MOW WE MAY NUL ABOUT THE REQUIREMENT OPUS COURT, WE McormOcum THAT THIS IS THE I.Aw.

HI MIDGE To Do ALL THAT IS WITHIN Dui POWER TO UPHOLD Tio LAW. AND WI CALI UPON EVERT CITIZEN, ENRAY
amANIZATION AND EVERY OFFICILL TO JOEW FUSLICLY IN ISIS FLEDGE.

4
446(VS. TNT UNDERSIGNED. AUTHORIZE THE PUBLIC USI or DUI NAMES IN THE ENDORSE:MET OP 111IS STATEXINTs)
Cos,

WI (nowt Print) TITIA TO SE PUILICIZED MESS STONE SIGNATURE

EMIR TO: A Community 'lad&
.

I Lasieville Area Chamber of EcOmeree
ISO West Liberty Street '.. .

.,

Louisville, Kentucky 40202

4
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Chamber of Commerce
300 W. Liberty St.
Louisville, Ky. .40202
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Exhibit No. 6

September 30, 1973

Attention: Charles Beard

46.

1.

I" e

Deer Mr..Reard:

I hive trlie4 to analysis to he best of my ability thethember's
toaetion tp the business b ott scheduled for October.lst".. I
have tried to get.the Chao to commit themselvesito some type
of popittve :wives to this boycottfor neirly three weeks.

Since the Chamber has decided that ihe.best way to react 'to the
hovcott li no action et all, this company can no longer feel thmp
thP Chamber ts of Any benefit to us. History will show that
tasteful action tsken'by various parties generally mus.t be met
with Counteraction. The Chamber, in. no "way shape or form,- can
walk the straight and-narrow when Members ofithe Chamber are
being hard premed to close their businesses.

. ,
Tho.emall biz:dna:se e df this copmunity have notbing whater,

4011,ever to do with for using and there i no reason why they -

should' take the bluntness of the punishment% The oil* people
who they ehould take issue with are either our congreesmen or"
the juetices who strve'on our Supreme Court.

rlease accept(Our resignation'in the Chamber of Commarce.teffectiya
immediately.

,

Tours truly,

tun colkEor

Robert W. Kline

RtilE:rer
a

if
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October 28, I975

. Exhibit No. 7

Mr.alobert W. Kling
Kling Company, Inc. 1

2828 W. Jefferson St:

Lovieville, Kentucky 40212

qvar Sob-

I AM taking the liberty to coement toward your letter with reference to
rhe Chember's position and the October 1 bflycott.

The position which you describe AS "no action at all" wee s deliberate
position taken only after careful analysts of the responses from person-
6s1 ,interviewe .with a large number of our members from the various areas
of, fefferson County such as Preston Highway, Valley Staeaon, Fairdale,
()atter Loop. etc. The majority of businesses were from the areas most
strongly effected during the trouble period prior to school opening in
earl}, SereMber.

nu...overwhelming response from these firms WAS to do nothing, and for
these reasons: (1) Defiance pf protesters would likely cause them to
he note militant a04 would agigate.them to expanded activityi (2)'

Organised defiance would present them with a new target, a new challenge
anl the anti-boycott supporters would be construed as pro-busing advo-
,:e1IPS' (3) The businesses could more ably ASSASS the climate and
cir,:umstances rf the day, and any closing should be left to the indi-
,idual Judgment of management; (4) Organised opposition to the boycott
%.stuld diffuse tbdefocyla being centered on repreeentatives from govern-
meor wno ore in the best position ro bring alternatives to coure-ordered
busing.

itt the tet,urn survey with the same bueiness firms after October 1, It

was learned that several had closed part of, the day as a Satter of
iudgment when lines of marchers began assembling in the vicinty of their
stores. All stated they would have olosed evest,if there had been a
sttong anti-twycott campaign. A surprising number of store operators
esti they were glad to cooperate in the boycott to exhibit' their per-
fon 11 busing protest. wag one who participated in the survey and in
the personal interviews on both occalions and I can assure that these
tepurts are authentic.

... .gree with ypu. But', that A buv,ott ut stores has no.relevancy to the
q nuestio of bus g. The WAt flagrant of the offenses, however, was tha
t it t ephoned three if a store owner didn't close: however. this is a

et,



647. .

Mr. RobIrt W. Kling
Page 2
Ocanber 28, lels

case fur law enforcement procedures. Any anti-boycett activity woulA be
mearalnglese without sufficient protection from our,polial units, mad it
is unlikely thlt there.would be enough to provide Adequate protective
fpr all busin e hat -could be involved.

Wa have eince learned thet the groups that tried to organize the boycott
were quite diseppolmted in the results and have admitted through the
press that the move failed to achieve its hoped-for impact: Active
opposition, it is felt. would have egged them on to renewed Activity.

The coemunity,Oresently, is experiencing a tapering off of uch Acciv-
(diem as boycotts. etc., thm,experience identical to other cities that
hive gone through this sape ordeal brought about by court-ordered busing.
Our objective is to achieve a return to normalcy where if there are to
bee protests they will be sensibly conducted anli we can eanely proceedon
'the most effective course to deal with this problem that has created
such A blight on the community. The greatest threat to th/s would be
over-reaction.

1

I know ut nothini that carries a higher priority thin this probllem or it
is being dealt yip in the Chaeher's program of work. Nothing in recent
years haa demanded and is demanding more staff time and expenditure".
We have provided suppurt data to every political office figating this
problem; we, tuu% will have strong evidence ior presentation Ao the
lodlrleff Committee's.hearings beginning_ this week. I bringithese to
Wur atention o illustrate-that we 4rrhardly lollowing a "nu action"
course. The massive number of hours being spent by our voluntary
committees -- many of which have become almost full-time -- concen-
trJring on every aspect of Chip problem and seeking alternate. workable
solutions to the many problems this has generated in the business commu-

niew_arould make you proud of these folk and proud to be a member of the
Louisville Ares Chamber of Commerce.

I hops you will accept this response and these comments, weigh Ahem and
loin with us in the course your felluw-businesssuip have charted to work
war favorably in behalf of the business community and dealing with this
unoluAl sliuAtiOn. T hould hope you would reverse your deOsion and
give us permiasion to continue carrying the Kling gompany as a wider of
the Louisville Ares Oham6er of Commerce.

Let we)hea? from gnu. Bob.

Thanks.

c adti

Claude V Sproul.
Bolin... Manager

WIZ/ l

f

V
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Exhibit.No. x
III $11K JOI R511 A INF'. I 51)%1, SI IA I

.

Louisvillions from all walks of life are going on record to show their concern for our
children's safety and education through

I'Ve:4'wei -44 4

A COMMUNITY
PLEDGE

Join the growing roster of support.

C. he public school system of our community is facing great change. Therefom,

our totacommunity every citizen iskcing great challenge.

The Federal Court has ordered that ci plan for full desegregation of our

schools S. put into effect this fall. We must now face this inescapable fact.

WE MUST:
Remember that the safety and welfare of our children ore at ftalse.

.Agree that the highest possible quality of educat on for ou;
community must remain our goal.

*Understand that adjustments and soCrifices will be required by many.

Determine that we will work' calmly through proper legal and ...-
federal procedures to resolve any differences of opinion that now exist or may arisc tk

*Express our strongest conviction that disruptive and unlpwful

activities are no solution to the problem.

No matter how we may feel about the requirement of the court,
we Must recognize that this is the tow,

We pledge to do all that is within our power to uphold the low, and-we
call upon every .tizen, every orgonizatidn and every official to ioin publicly

, Ain tnis pieuge.

o W V WW eloibeletleveteseeltewe V VV V V leVellelilleiVellifleill4104441/4410441i

187i

4444-al-Lc

t.
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Exhibit No. 9.*.
4

looked's ems

(hamster, al tomeleecs, lesc.

S West liberty Wee.
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S4J1 Ia2.1421

4

LOUISV14S Mlle= OF COME=
ST

4

t Decashar 16, 1975

Th4 results of the recent sorvoy of the monberaiip of the Louievills reft

C144U64T of Commerce show that Over 901 of the sembqrs respondimg is Oposad
to cotrt-ordered busing for the purpose of desegregation ai.the pobli:
schools of Jefferion County.

Whilst the,apecial Study Groups' aprkointed by the Board of Directors of the
Chambor haw not yet co-miscast their work, their preliminary reports Lodi-,
cats that cousq-ord,red busing is not likely to achieve hither educational
enhancement or otdo[ly desegregstiou of the public school system.

The Cbamber, thermforo, will work with local, state and national pliblic

officials, school officials, and qualified orgonisations in afforto to
secure ouolity public odueation end orderly public elol desagregotion for
oln- ccomunity vithoJt conmt-ordered busing.

This stiY locludn both interim and loos-range efforts such aa continuing
puroutt of loo.ally scoptable modifications Of altorationApf the.vourt-
ordo

4
et! plan, ieoil'ativa or judicial remedies, or educational cower..

indesi ed to br4lo c schoot systam into com thplisnce rough volunrery
actions.

At Insolent, hcwave:. If aunt be recooni7:c4 that cottut-oriored busirg 4111
lot 1.1 urtil Ingslly acceptable altornerive is found. Thorefnob,
ln tits bat, interrotg of all the children o: oar community, every uffort
shou1( .n.rf[od by ell citT.nens to obtain c cooperation In
acmi,m1r17, io hidh-:: possibla quality of pAbli ntion, and to opeoos
Any ILtio" Lhat th rn ttw Jafoty of our chi Id or that woad di;rupt
their -c'Ation.

nho Goomlw: urgaa r
roselloz!o. ogainu(
oersornol, or Any 4

collo

coriemolLy'ornntiola
oN'ortvrirt

bearly'iu
^AI to v.rct.--:

:1 uirizgon to cease threAA of econonie boycotts,
civic chrarities, intimidation of studonts or 'Diboll
;her ectiona dhich otivorsoly affect any citizens

u. lone of ilictmo or jobo but also the damagini. of the
root.totion and, fheruFbro, the stifling of new vonIth

Stith actions, it mnsc bn realimed, can have no
rolotious to ovr probloan, .3nt ars selfdefeatug in

bile oupport needed for finding eolutiOne,

Apl,r±if.4 'of Coo do.:d of Director* Dec. 16. 1.97i

101.1 0 -I c

Charles F -Herd
. Seacutivo Vice Froetdant

es
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ExIiibit No. 10

STATEMENT BY SANDARD OIL COMPANY

RELATIVE TO CLOSING ON OCTOBER 1, 1975

Standard Oil Company is welT aware that Jefferson County's
current busing controversy it a highly-emotional issue .... even among
our employees. =

ri

,

In Jefferson.County we have approximately 100 service stations
that se e our customers.' Practicaily 011 of these stations are operated
by;independent dealers, We do not 'establish their operating hours nor
determine their cUstomers. They are independent buslnetsmen with complete
authority over their business to stay open or close their stations on
October 1st.

Our Executive Offices, Accounting Center, Division Marketing
Office, Terminal and Warehouse serve many, manY customers outside
Jefferson County %dm depend on us for their livelihood. As a re
of this widespread dependence, these facilities will be open and
employees are expected to be at work on Wednesday, October 1st.

It is our Company's conviction that there are construCtive,
temperate, legal means to exp?ess community resentment toward busing
that can democratically translate the will of the majority into action.
We can only.hope that the pebple of Jefferson County will espect each
business establishment's right in such a coqroiersy.

W. J. PRICE
September 26, 175

ale
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Exhibit No. L.

4**

Se.

This exhibit is on file at the U.S.
commission on CivilapRights.

a*

j
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AZThibit No. 18

IINAIWIAL OWIOW, 0411110 MINIS IC PM

.`...4etelatey ()ft;Aye' 1A., JPr. Avf
,Io0 aJi

ARV IMPLIIIII1 WORMS OI 11,41111LAllaW

ilIONID *000*(0( rpre tUlt kithilY. iff...1 MAW*.
u. . ,

tg,..k.*$ A '41A5*. t***.$ WM...1M *p,ta, or* MASSA KOWA MAK MI?*P., Q4*A***18 .1N 14P1P**.

May 18, 197b

Mr. Prthur S. Flemming, Chazri
United States Commiion on CivirRighti
Washington, D. C. 204IS

Dear Mr. FlemnUng:

I am scheduled to ha out 9f the country durins the period of
your public hearing in 1..ouieville. Kentucky.

ar

am however, referring your letteAo tire attention of our
Rgional Director for that area. Mr. Dallas Sills office Ia
located at 1701 W. Eighteenth Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
46Z02, and his telephone number is 317-b34-7554.

1.Wo-nw
opena-4Z
cc U Se.Ms

Since rely,

'Leonard Woodcock \
President

a

4

f,
44
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ILAW L AM L 126.2222 21.a. re
OW I. I ay .64W one.aonamap

laill141101111 VIO011, 011111 bt1101101111, 14/114111 11101111113 Of ASIOSICA-1144

41r DA$-LAS 10441.11 no. wsmo
.1111.2142 W..

21212,42 If TIMM
221110.12.2 al11,1212 saw ea. lune IR, 1976 4

M r. Janie. Aristruin
Commision on Civil Rigtts

The Bank of Louisville
SOS West aroadvrar

Kentueky.

Dear Mr. Arianian:

R3070/6... Cr. PUS
a Ida MM.

.408

SUS A0222011211.

22222, M.21.2.11 11,11
-1 11.11112.22.11 ,11.242.16

I regret it is impossible for the Commimion to pa rtilit rife to appear slither
64(..ey morning. .1.4ue 14 or Wednesday, June 16, 1976 as I aim a delsigate
to the Indiana Democrat Convention which meets on the afternoon of the
14th and all day, Tuesday. Nan: 15. There agp some crocial issues to be

Eflai dec Wed during that period of time. However, I do appreciate the opportunity
of submitting to you a written resume of the International Union, UAW position.

DS:erry
opoiu#4Z
encl.

Sincerely yours,

Dallas 5e11,a, Director
Region 3, UAW

19b



ints r nal itirla tin AW WA Irlin,rria.d that 1'A W 1,04 al

(Intone in thr I iuia v ille.area had apcsit everal thousands of dilllara &gritting

buses to Washington, D.t . t.r support a t onstitidional Alnendment outlawing

busing tor the purpose of sntegration. the following telegram was sent to the

Presidents ot all l;AW I oc al l'nions in the letteraiin ( minty area.
$

"In view of the unturtonatituation developing in the I ouisville
area. I draw your attention to the following pertinent paragraphs
dopted overwhelimngly by l'AW delegates in t onvention assembled

ri r?solution entitled -1-ducation tor Democracy, Democracy to
Ai tion"

Quote - It we Sail or delay in meeting Our ohligatiiins -to the tlildren,
future generatums of Americans will continue to pay the prit e. America
cannot w..ait to make the proper i.orminititient to qua.lity and equality of
education. A we move toward quality education id necessity, we rnutit
stair move toward desegregation. The slow process of integration of
neighborhoods takes too long, but tiusitig or any other tot hnique of
integrating at hirolik might sensiblyliand rationally he used with the

hir quality eat., 441'.t, bot-tiot,,before it. In a democracy any
ideal system of quality education Oust be non-cliscroninatory.
Consequently. A total ,ortimonvent of qoahty education. by definition.
include a commitment to desegregation. One necessarify includes
the other. nut is whY we rannist support the effort to isolate one
sec hnique of arhIeVing Integration and outlaw it. even though those
id little principle would go su far a, to amend the United States

onstitaition.

t'ontinue Quote - It is noteworthy that many of those-whir give leader-
sh,p to the drive to amend the i'onstitution on this issue arr also the
,ery people whir oppor imiomem. who oppose liberal progressive

rhey play on the tears 1,1 sincere people by creating an
atmosphere ot hysteri a. designed for base pitlitit. al purpose. Foci Quote

tit involve the union as an cmrgai ill um in the politic al dispute
ln tot ravvrnt .1n cit demor rail, a lit, iipttl unventin pu1tcy and

?herr-fore improper. A s union iffirer you should be guideti accordingly
sour as inton ,itticers you have oblig lions apart front your rights as
individual r %Viten*,

k

ronard V/tide 1.. President
International I 'mon, (IA IN"



4

ii addtt,n, tnternatiorfai 4.1cion President I rim,. rit Wtuali ii and 1,

as Dire,. tor tit ife.tr,n 5 PAW 'Indiana and Kentueyi ratted a meeting with

aPall ,01 the tntner,, ,a1 all ,,t Ole PAW ,m 11n,ons ,rs that area it wht, h time
11 tr

A waa ar.awa,ned tii them the position of the Inteinational Union and that further

lion ,id tail I aattil; agat5505 then, as (11IiVI'dlIAIS as Well aj /flair

mphaltvally stated that the International Union would nut

provide atto eys to represent them as they we re* in stailatton if our International
%

Limon poi it. y. bath e are ble to deterrnin,g, no local Union has expended
.1

atiV it Lle a ii. h. purpusesi a tnt e leaderhip.

on many 04,4-4411TIS We hare diat itaird aith various leaders in the area,

alternate proposals such as re change in tax atructure. itt its to put the same

elIIher itt etliii a oina:1N}ollars ta.diind every pupil in the State of 'Kenteeky.

a

ai
I t i s our upinton that Louisville w4.11 be a divided community for some

!mot l,rtujt 'h the program implemented there which.requires busing of students

hy alphabet. In ellet i, this trians that a new set of parents will be directly

involved eavh school year. ibe second problem is that the busing now carried

out in a goes across the entire (ounty which seems to some of ouir

tverlite ra SS besng MaNinbon busing 111 Ierme of rmteage rather than itionimum.

it ,ild Ire .ei ant value.to the( ommission. I

lune If: tie, a'nswe't any questins they rriigt have.

a

Hrspet to y suhrititted.

Director
ttegion I 1.:AW

492

would be happy lo apAar

.4

k
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Exhibit No: 14\
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De.PIR, 1E71 OF JU:LATIX.rd.' 4 , '
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(202):i5Z7a5010

FOf ReInsfr
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'tor

AS1,-CIO Presillent Ceorge Weepy today brad that.demonatrationi*.
against ses-.callid-"force4 busing" bald recently is louievklle and
scheduled 'today ih Weekingtoo mere not ihnotioned by the Aft-CIO
au4 worts in violation of AIL-CIO-policy. Be 4ateed Kentucky
*AFL-CIO leaders aseinst leading "any aid or support whateAr to'
those who seek tolgoore or to pervert"' that policy..

, In identical lettere to JoSeph Warren, president', and
Leonard S. Smith, execUtivi secretary-treasurer *Celt* lantuelsy
AFL-CIO, and Norbert E. Wale, necretary-treasurei of tbe Creater
Louisville Genteel Labor Couacil, Mussy pointed opt Chat the
AFL-CIO has gone on record three times in support of school Moine
for the purpose of securing quality-education for all children,
when odered by the courts Ile declared:

"While individual unioo members certainly have every right
to exercise their constitutional privileges of free ',peach, they

. bevy no right whatever to claim or imply OW their ctions represent
the policy of the AIL-C10, the Kentucky St/II/AFL-CIO, the Louisville
Central Labor Council Or arty other AIL-CIO organisation.

"The AIL-CIO depltree tbe actions of those who pretend they
are representIng the labor movement or speaking in the nese of the
AIL-CIO in organising tbis Waibington caravan or in staging demonstrations
in Kentucky or anywhere else.

' Following 'is 'the full text of Weeny's lettere:
.

Ass you know, the AFL -ClO has long hgad a firm and well-defined
policy on the subject of school busing for tVO purpose of securing

/

quality edmeationlor alltchildreo, when ordered by the courts. This
polity, establishetlby the AFL-CIO Executive CoUncil in February 1972
end restated by tba AFL-CIO Convention of 1973, was specifically
reiterated au October 3 Iast by an overwhylming'majwity of the
delegates to the 1975 Conveotion:' That reassertion of policy came
about through the decisive rejection of tha resolution submitted by
the Kentucky !tate AFL-CIO calling for reconSideration of the previous
setions. Otly a handful of the nearly WOO delegate. supported the
proposal of the Kentucky State AFL-CIO.

I went to peke that point clear, because I uoderetand from
news reports that caravan of demonetrators purportedly representing
ors/misted labor of Louisville and Jefferson County is coming to
Weshington Saturday for the purpoSe of protesting so-called "f6rced
bufing.".

- While individual union membele certainly hasie every right to
exercise their constituilonal privileges of free speech, they have no
right whatever to claim or imply that the4r actions represent the
policy of thz AFL-C10, the Kenturky State AFL-CIO, the Louisville
Central Labor Council or any other AFL-CIO organisation.

I. 413
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'site AYI.:-CIO deplores the *e;ipos or them* who Preieild they are
lepreeenting the labor Nevem:it or peaking in the name of the AYi-CIO
in orgeolsing this Washagton caravan or in staging deMonstrations
in Keotucky as anyvhece else.'

I .
N

,

. . The position-of the All.-CIt).is and seehein? as follaws: ,

.

"The AIL-tIO has'cpnaistently eupported.both quallity educetion
enl integrated :gtgetioe., We bete just el Staunchly supported ease .

investment of f ere,l, fundesto imprdve substandardLecIlls. We 'tar'''.

fought for begieletion to achievffi opsahomaing es the st effective
e

,way coachieve integrated education. ,
. , : a

. rile AFL-aD,Executive Council C.tsi ric,ll yeeiterVtes this 4

petition ark adds': ' !-. !
.

. .

"1. W1 wholehlmrtedlxsupport busingo, childpen when it willei
t ,

.

improve Ns educational Spportunities of the'chi/dram. 4....-.... r
.

... lo
, w

or . "2. W0 dePlgre the actions of those individualle or ignoups who
are creating a divisive political issue mit of America'. mital need
for quality Integrated education. . .

d
.. .

"3.. W. will oppose the constitutional amendment approach because
it wi,11 do a disservice to tbe quality integrated elKwation Whiih we 1 a
support." .1

We'understand the empotionallse that has mwept over your arii

as result of the court's decision. Wilunparstand-that major
'inconveniences have bean created in acme cites atid even, perhaps,
injustices io tertain specific inatences. f

tut we recognise as well that that !motional response his been
fanned into hysteria by members of the KA Klux Klan, the &eerier
Nasi Party, discredited dissidents from the Roston area and other
extremists who perfer to exacerbate hatred rather than seek ensible
readjustr;*nt: and remolutioo of legitimate grievances.

It is the responsibility of the labor movement to seek workable
Itthedulas, 'to minim.ye friclion tnd to make!the busing system writ as

it wae intended to vork; fbr the bonen; of children Who need end
deserve the highest quality of education avaIlable, regardless of their
race or colori

It es the responsibility of the labor movement to make sure
union embers understand that in America today fully.40 percent of
all chilpan in public schoolS are bused every day, end that only
three percent are bused in order to implement the deCisioli of /he
U.S. Suprema Court on May 7, 1954.

In short, it ie the duty of the Kentucky'State AFL-CIO and AI1
local central bodies to implement the policy of tht AFL-CIO stated
above, to make sure tht Kentucky union eyebers are not misled by
demeOlues end that they understand and respect the lee.

It is emphatically againstit-C10 policy for the Kentucky State
AFL CIO or any local central hod .to lend any aid or'support whatever

..thoso who seek to ignore or to pervert the policy of the AFL-CIO
es ablishe4.in 1972 and reaffirrd as recently es October 3.

This office, the AFL-CIO Civil Rights Department nd all AFL-C10
headquarters deperrmenis stand 'ready, el always, to give yOu every
assistance in promoting the labor movement's proper and legitimate goals.
hot you and the other officers of tfie Kentucky AFL-CIO hove the clear
ceponaihility to implcmen't the policy of the AFL-CIO to the very best

of your ability.
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ED1TATION
. Rest4utiorNo, 159

(Book 2. Page

Mr. Chairman. the Comtnittee revieyied the contents of thisresolution and found itself in concurrence With paragraphs 1, 2,.3, 5, and 6 in the. section on resolves. The phragraphs include
1. EdOeation Financing
2. Eari'k Education
3. tifelong Learning
5. Alternative Education
G. Busing

4

1*-In connection with paragraph six, b1 using, the Committee notedthat the position st4 cd 'therein re-affirms the'AFL-CIO,position
taken by the Excel ive Council. In 1972 snd 1973. It supPorts,

.positio

In connection with paramph No. 4, Bilingual.Education, the
Committee noted ,new developments in this field and adcordingly
necominendo that poragraph No.' 4 be referred to the Executive
council for future attion.

Mr. Chairman, I Move the adoption of Resolution No. 159, as
amended.

... The recommeattion of the Committee was adopted.

FORCE-I) RUSING

Resolution No. 224

(Book 2, Page 116)

The pssonce of this resollaition calls upon the AFL-CIO to re-
ty:ihmte its pPsition taken in 1972 and reaffirmed in 1973 on the

,Aubject of bus inr. The Committee tiletig no confliet between AFL-
CIO policy and the Matters complained of in Resolution No. 224.

The Committee, thereforp, recommends non-concurrence with
Itesohition No. 224 and I so snove.

IIIIM;WENT MEANY: Yo
No. 224.

Is there au: discussion?
Mike p. 1.

card the motion on Resolution

DELEGATE LEONARD SMITh, Icentucky State AiL-CIO:
I rise to speak on Resglution 224.

4
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We are not contending that we are triking a position opPosite
to:ourconvention the last two ronventions. If you will notc: in
the resQlutivn--.-and yopVill take time to take a look at tlje
resolVes at this particular -time bôcause this is going to happen
in your state. ThiS is not a Vidal issue.

You know .tha t Lduisville; Kentucky 'has made national news
-in the last few weeks. If You Will bear,With'me for.just one min-
ute, let me take yOu on a tour of the problemS that our working

% 'People are having in Kentuckyloaay.
....A working. family having, we'll say, four chilcired, The first
child, in many cases, has to catch the school bus At 6:00 o'clock.
Thal requires the mother to gig up around 5:00 o'clock to start
Cooking breakfast to get him off to school. Then the othejsgo
on to. school. Maybe the latest one goes as late as 9:30 n the
morning, bussed 22 Miles across the city. This is a roblem
because a working moth.er has to hire a bibysitter to- stay with
the childreil after she leaves fox-work at 17:00 or 7 :30 and to

.come in early in the afternoon. .
,

We all want eqUal opportunity of eddcation,.and this.does not
prdvide for equal opportuhity or add any extra 'benefits by this
type of.bussing. This is tearing sour labor moveinent apart in
Louisville, _Kentucky, and theY Arc hoping this conventiOn,' made..
up pf working-people, will have some4kympathy for the working
families who have- 'worked their livelihood and tit& a home in
coomunities close to school, to find that their chfhlren. fOr .no
relhon at all are bussedfrom,one end of the city to the other.

I want to remind you this resolution passed our Executive
Board by tbn unanimous vote, including the° black boy and .
-most respected boy in LoUisyille, Kentucky, Jimmy Stewart. lie
is (Thairnuin of the Philip Randolph Committee, he is. Presi-
dent of the State Building Trades. So, I'll assure you it's not a
racial issue.

This is something_that we can't sweep under the rug, aiul I
beg of you to vote against the Committee's recommendation and
pass tins resolution. ,.

Thank you.

PRESIDENT MEANY: Mike No. 2.
DELEdATE TOM TURNER, Metropolitan Detroit AFL-CIO:

I rise to say that I sympathize with our brether from Kentucky
in the probjems that they have, and I understand that this whole
busing situation is' really blown out of -proportion, but I- would
urge the delegates to support the,Committee's recommen4n.

PRISIDENT MEANY: Thank you.
Any further discusion?

4
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. .
Vice President e'red O'Neal.
ytt'E PR.E$111ENT-O'N-EAE: Bro(her dekgates, the speaker

has said.t his is not a rileial is.sue, and elet.us agree with him that'it
is not a ravivil issuo.)nt I only Want to say this: That in your two-posal that you turi.e givmus I think that vig could agree wit ft oneor 'two of I Besdlyes that.yori have, on/ of which is that we
oppose acts of violence or violation Of.any law in the process of
svekiiw, a A01114611 to the biissing iSue. That 1 thisnk we can all'

.agree-to.

I just.'Watit to soy that any progress in this' field is going ,tomeet wit h some opposition. For many., many. years In the .statewhere I. !porn., and that is the State Of Mississippi, we werebusseij miles and miles to school. Not-only were we bussed, 1Ntwe were cut off by two months of education from tlk.edueation-
of whites. That is; our education was two months shorter because
we were put back in the fields. And we didn't get any protestonthat.

Any progress that .41. make in this field is going to cause Some
opposition. but I think you will find that in the Executive Cpun-
cil's resolution, that w ' statein that resolutiod that in the intoreA
of l!et I eV I,dur:I! ion I 'in not rending ft verbal im---in I he in torest
of better cdu.l.ition %N.' support bussing Where that is involved.
And I think yogi vill iind that. don't see any object ru to that.
and 1 urze you to pass this resohttion as reepinmend.d by the
Committee On 11esolul ions ,

PRSIDENT Mt.:ANN: Is there any furtheir discussion?
Mike 2. (
DEI.EG ATE EIll\':l111) L. MeMAITAN. Glass Bottle Blowers:

In support n Brother Frederick O'Neal's statement from the
State of :lisis-ippi, from Which be came and 1 am from, I support
this resolution even though I know that it has been a hardship
on some of the pehple in the State cif Mississippi. But still I know
that. my colored brot hers have been denied the right as far as
.educariv. So. therefore, I gp on record as supporting this res-
olution:

Thank you.
pplatise.)

WSIDENT MEANY: Thank you.
Is there any forther discusion?

-1 1% ould to make it clear that what the report of the Com-
mittee actually does is support the position of the AFL-CIO that
has been stated and restated several times in the past.

I'm goink to read the last statement on school bussingor at,
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least the statemelli .,.);oul bussing made originally in Sebru-
.ary of 1972. It

-The An-CIO '. , '4tently supported both quality edti-
. ,

cation and integrated edut_..Zioh. We have just as staunchly sbp-
ported mass investment of federal-funds to improye wbstandard
schools. We have fought for legislation' to achieve open housing
as the most effective way to achieve integrated education.

, .441110-AFL-CIO Executive-Cduncil categorically reiterates this
. position and adds:

"I. We wholeheartedly support bussing of children when it win f
improve the educational ppportunilies of thg, children.

"2. -We deplore the aetions of those individuals of groups who
are creating a divisive political issue out of America's vital need
for quality integrated education.

"3. We will oppose the constitutional aniendment approach
because it. will do a disservice to.the quality integrated education
which we support"

The report of the Committee reaffirms that position.
Is there any further discussion.?
.Those who favor the Motion to adopt the report of the Commit7

tee signify by saying "aye."
Contrary?
Carried and so ordera
Now, at this time I would like tO present for just a few short

remarks the representative in Congress .who represents this
particular distxict, a vef91,prominent member of Congresl don't
mind saying. Ile was supposed to be here yesterday morning as
part of the local welcoming ceremonies, but he was detailied in
Washington due to.a cruCial vote, So I woulnike to pre.sent him
to you at this time.for a few short remarks.

Congressman Philip Burton.
,

(Appi4use.)
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?q,1 AFL-CID

P.ESOLU&ION FOR THE_ AFL -C TO CONVENT ION_RE" .F.ORCED F3US ING

TO BE PRESENTfD TO ThE IIth CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF THE AFC-CIO

1

, .

. WHEREAS THE AFt-CTO HAS CONSISTENTLY SUPPORTED BOTH QUALITY-EDUCATION ANDt .v. ..
., .INTEGRATLD

a

: AS THE PAFL:CID ilAS STAUY SAPORY4

ED kASS.INVESTMENT OF fEDERhL FUNDS TO
..

A SUPPORT SU8-STANO SCHOOLS,;AND ..,014 :.
. .41.

..

.' AS, THE AFL-CIO HAS LF31G8T FOR .LEGILATIONI;Q,ACHIEVE OPEN HOUSING AS THE

MOST EfFECTIVE WAY TO ACHIEVE INTEGRAlliD EDUCATION. AND ..

AS THE AFL-CIO HAS WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORTED THE BUSING-OF CHILDREN 1EN IT

WILL IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL. OPPORTOITIES OF THE CHILDRiN AND QUAl.ITY.

EDUCATION, AND ' ,

EAS THE COURT ORDERED BUSING IN LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND OTHER CITIES.

ACCOMPLISHES NEITHER IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCAIIONAL OPPORTUNITIES NOR

QUALITY EDUCATION; AND

tEAS THIS TYPE OF BUSING REQUIRES LITRE CHILDREN TO' START WAITING FOR THE

BUS IN THE COLD MONTHS OF WINTER AS EARLY As 6 A.M BEFORE DA-YLIOHT,

AtICI IN MANY CASES WHERi SEVERAL ARE ATTENDING SCHOOL FROM ONE FAMILY

IT REQUIRES MANY HOURS FUR THE MOTHER TO PREPARE THEM AND GET THEM. OFF

TO SCHOOL,. AND

wFiEREA,S THIS IS A FINANCIAL. BURDEN ON THE WORKING MOTHER WHO HIRES A BAI3YSITTER

TO COME IN TO SEE HER CHILDREN ON THE BUS AFTER SHE HAS TO LEAVE FOR

WORK AND THE SAME APPL 1I5 IN THE AFTERNOON FOR THE EARLY'STUDENT WHO GETS

HOME. EARLY, AND

WHER1-AS THE RECENT COURT ORUERFO ;DRUID BUSING HAS BROUO IT ABOUT UNR ST AND
1,

EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE AN',ONC, TOE GOOD CITILENS OF LOUISVILLE, JEFFERSON

COUNTY. KENTWAY, BOTH E;LACK AND WHITE, ANT)
C.

WHE REAS 15 NO PROOF BY TH IS TYPE, BUSING THE QUA( ITV EDUCATION IS BEING

I1r4OVE I).

,

::99



RESC. FORCED BUSING

46.3

r

THEREWW , BE IT RESOLVED THE KENTUCKY STATE AEL.C10tEXECUTIVE BOARD IS REQUESTING

4ge 2

.THL NATIONAL,AFL-CIO TO,RE:EVALUATEITS POSITION ON BUSING WHERE IT' DOEk

AT IMPROVE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNIfIES OR QUALITY EDUCATION AND TO. OPI4OSZ

THIS TYPE OF'BUSING 4111;1 ACCOMPLISHES NOTHING EXCEPT UNREST, WORRY, TURMOIL,

0=
. ANLJ. uDITIONAL EXPENSE WHICH SHOULD BE 1.1SEbqh HIRING BETTER TEACHERS.

ANWIN IMPROVEMENT'OF OUR SCHDOL SYSTEM, AND

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THIS ORGANIZATION OPPOSE ACTS OF VIOLENCE OR THE

'VIOLATION OF ANY IAM IN'THE PROCESS OF SEEKING A SOLUTION TO THIS BUSING

ISSUE, AND

'BE IT FURTHER RESOLVE'D TRAT AS KE,NTUOKY RATES 490,IN EDUCATION WE RESPECTFULLY

REQUEST OUR AEL.CIO TO HELP ALLEVIATE THIS GRb%T PROBLEM AND DISSATISFACTLON

WHERE THERE IS NCE CONSTRUCTIVE RESULTS ARISING_THEREFROM.

Sbmitthd by: KENT1JCY STATE AFL-CIO

Executive Secretary-
Treasurer:

eonar S. m t
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r o sox alasa sTANotrario
LOUVIIIVILLt. KIINTteKV 40221

SUbjeat: FORCRD SUING-Li

t: Kentucky State A.F.L.C.1.0. 4 A
o' .%in: Local lodge 2423 I.A. of N. & A.W.

4

Dear Sirs andAtrotheri:
A

- This letter is.to Worm you that local loft. 2423 of th.I.A. of,and A.W. As taking its stand against 'forced busingt ,

Ws derived this hy a unaninclue vote of 38,oppoeed to and Ofor atir last regular union minting on KondaY, Dec. 1st. 1915.

Alleembers of our local feel that this law handed down to us byir U.S. Supreme Court is not only against out CIVIL but also
INSTITUTIONAL rights.

Thanking you for yoUr vnry kind attention.

tf

Prstsxlly and RespeOtfully

N. Nulling' Sr..",
RECORDING SACRSIARY
Local Lodge 2423

ALTialdSox 21214

iford Field
'Louisville, Ky. 40221

4
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AMERICAN FEDERATION Of LABOR AND CONGRE'SS Of INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
I.

P.m. v.

fixecmcyi 0.1114.*NO

4

kat Moons

EnhEt7
08% wait =MIL*,
Dats Isi ta man

October 23, 1975
\

Mr. LaZnard S. Smith, Executive Secretary-Treasurer
Kentucky State kri,-cm
706 E. Rroadwa#
Lonteytlle, KentuCky 40202

Doer Sir and Brother:

I.
M/ fAXTVLS114

W4N4IMP1C*1 OG WOOS

Rt.DEPOO

A

Am you know, the AFL-CIO hamlong held a firm and well-defined
policy on the subject of school busing for the purposcof securing
quality education for all children,Mhen ordered by the courts. This
policy, established by the AFL,C10 Executive Council in Fetruary 1972
ind restated,by the AFL-CIO Convention of 1973, wam,specifioally
raiterated,on October 3 ,last by an overwhelming malbrity of the dele-
gates to tha 1975 Convention. That reassertion Of policy case about
through the decisive rejection of the resolution submitted by the
Kentucky State aalling for reconsideration of the previous
action,. Only a handful of the nearly 1000 delegates supported the
proposal of the Kentucky State AYL-CIO.

I want to make that point ciA cnaa4ndsrstand filoe news,
reports that a caravan of demonatrators purportedly representing
organised labor of Louisville and Jefferson County is coming to
Washington Saturday for the purpoee of protesting so-belled "forced
busing."

While individual union members certainly hams every right to
exercise tIleir constitutional privileges of free speedh, they have nq
right whatever to claim or imply that they actions ;represent the
policy of the AYL-CIO; the Kentucky State AFL-CIO, thel.ouisville
Central Labor Council or any other AFL-CIO organisation.

"
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Mr. Leotard 8. Smith
October 23, 1975
Page 3

It in the responsibility of the labor movement to sake sure
unice asabers underetead that in /caprice today tally 40 percent of
alrabildrea la public sohaels ere bused very dey, sad that only
throe pergentembumed ia order to Xspleeent the &Witco of the
U.S. euprwo 013 VAT 7, 195k.

In ahort, it is the duty of the Unto*/ State AIL-C10 and all
looal °antral bodies tg leplmesat the policy of the A/L.CIO stated
above, to sake sure that Lentaohl union nostors Ass not misled bY
demagogues and that they understand and respeot the law.

It in emphatically against 411,410 polio,' for the IsotuokY State
AFLI-CIO or soy local central body to land agy aid or sappott whatever
to those who seek to ignore or to pervert the policy of the A11,010
esteblished is 1972 and reaffirmed as reoeatly as October 3.

This office. the AIL-OIO Civil Rights Department aod all AIL-020*
headquarters departments stand reedy, as elways, to give you every
assistance in promoting the labor movementis proper and legitimate
goals. But you *ad the other officers of the Bentooky AFL,C10 have
the'cleer responsibility to bwimeent the policy of tharATL-CID tab,
the very best of your ability.

,

ani tratorsalln

A
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1101ILRIP T CURTIS, aorc,...
ksIDEMPAND -"SCOTTIE 044114. asawnwa Sp
Hew. P Seibert. PrvAdm towertts.

October 27, 1976

11.4SaIS

oat

Mr. Gegrge HWY. President
APL-C10
815 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington D. C. MOW

Dear President kany: .

70111-6I IIIWOWIRVM LosmpixLs. 14v *seam

This will ckeoWledge receipt of your letter dated October 23, postmarked
October 24, and received here in this office on Monday, October 27th,

We at the Kentucky State AFL-C10 feel that we have gone through the proper
channels by, working through ihe system for change mother ,than by publicly

.taking issue with the AFI-ClOvon this issue. 1 am. Welt aware of the Convention
action on the resolutien submitted by the Kemitucky State AFL-CIO, and I accepted
the action of the Convention.

Neither 1, nor any of our officers, to my knowledge, have participated in any
of the demonstrations of the anti-busing group. However, the president and I
attended a meeting of the Labor Group held.Sunday. Octob;r 19, at the Kentucky
Fairgrounds at the request of Governor Carroll, who is Our endorsed candidate,
and of Mrs. Thema Stovall, our endorsed candidate for Lieutenant Givermor --
they were to speak at this meeting.

After arriving and inquiring of the Chairman when the Governor would arrive. I
was dvised that their Committee felt that neither of the candidates for GOvernor
should attend due to the high emotions that existed; and that the boo candidates
for governor had been advised not bo attend. At the meeting I was called upon
for some remarks, and I explained at that meeting the policy of the-AFL-CIO. It

seemed to De pretty well received. After that, Jim Lockett, F. S. of unaffiliated
1.U.E. Local 1761, made some bad remarks about our State AFI-CIO, telling that
they were prOhibited from affiliating because we refused to negotiate with them
and they could not pay us $15,000. Apparently, the negotiations hM was talking
about was their offer to affiliate in 1972,,previded we would forget the huge
debt they owed the State AFL-C.10 and allow them to affiliate Only 2000 of their
16,000 membership. That, of course, was refused because they %void only have been
paying about 2-1/2e per capita tax when ill the others were paying 204 at that
time. 'We did agree,however, to forget the debt.
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Page 1 October 27, 1975

Then. he took off on you, President Meetly and he said some bad things about you
as an individual and as the prlisident Of the AFL-LIU. Following this, he
attacked our endorsed candidates and wound up by saying they should vete all of
the officeholcters out and put new ones in. Of course, that want many legisla-tive friends in the Louisville area. Upon his conclusion, we noticed many flags
waving in the audience which were displayed disgracefully, upside down. Another
apakesman, a foreman purporting tO be a meraber from a ti..A,11. local union, gave
a political speech against our endorsed candidetes.

Mrs. Thelma Stovall, our endorsed candidate for Lieutenant Governor, was intro-
duced and when she tried to clear up some wrong imarressions re Governor Carroll,
she was booed by tne audience. This weting,.instead of each candidate for
oovernor having an opportunity to express his political views, turngd out to besolely an anti-busing rally with slanderous remarks as explained abbide. It wasdisgraceful, to say the least_

last Wednesday end Thursday, I was in Florida attending a funeral ',Oen your
telegram canie. My secretary replied, assuring you I was not planning to partici-
pate Kn the bus caravan ,to Wa,hington. Unfortunately the Western (Ilion office
omitted tne word 'not:, changing the'araning of the telegram. Upon my returniliday wrn tog, I talked with Alan Kistler. He assured fre that the Western Union a

office hed sent a corproted telegram, and that you were aware Of the correction .
in sorry for their wristake. I mailed Ma.. Kistler-a corl'y of your telegraer tb me,and it contained seventeen mistakes.

Most of the antl -busing demonstrators wererkfrom local unions who are unaffiliated
with the Kentucky State Aft -CIO, the largest and most vocal of which is I.U.L. 4761
ohich is always out ofr step with tne Kentucky labor movement and almost always

.

enclorses the opposite of our Mate COPE endorsed candidates. Their officers en-
dorsed Rob Gable, Republican candidate for Governor, against our endorsed candi-date Julian Carroll. They caused us to losp the congressional race wbich returned
Gene Snyder to Washington; and I could go on and. on and on.

Also participating were _members from some other large Lmaffiliated local APL-CIO
unions, one of which was Neatcutters I o'cal #277 among others, including Teamsters
and United Auto Workers..

However, there were sow webers from affiliated local unions and the members'
concern, herr in 100,04111e, ovrr their children's deteriorating educational
system pas lost Jefferson County to the hitt-mien Republican candidate. We arefighting to salvage s many votes as we can with the help of some of your staff
as well as some help frcwr representatives of International unions.

Since I was elected in 1971 as the Executive Seeretary of this organization, I
have worked continuously on' affiliations by going to meetings all over the
stare speaking to every meeting I could get into, and as a result I have picked
up 116 new affiliates. New, by doing nothing and saying nothing in favor of the
anti-busing situation, many mexters of locals in the louisville and Jefferson
County area are threatening to dIsaffIliate,

a



Mr. George Meany, President 3 October 27., 1975

Rest assured, President Meany, after spending aw adult life as an officer in
some capacity in tn.! lapor Noveeent, I respect and obey the policies cif ley

_parent organizationiird nave defended yogi- position many ties, recently on
our TV station, UAW?! re the Russian grain deal. (See enclibsure)

,.
My worLis ley bond. It's hard for re to bail ietye that after you were notified
I was t participating in the bus caravan last Friday, I received a call late
that night from someone purpoting to be carrying out orders fijim the national
AFL-CIO, checking to see if I was how or en route to Washingt& and also '

chocking on our President Warren and our State COPE Director Ray CriflOr.
do not need truant officers to check on us!

1 MIN You car real zr that in the Louisville area there- are deep splits witMn
local unions and these ditturbed members are voting against labor endorsed
friends in the Lgpisvillearea. I don't understand this, but this is the situa-
tion we are faced with; and it will-take tiii0for the spirit-of unityathat once

veiled here to be restored.

Sincerely and fraternally.

. .0/.7(100.a
Leonard S. Smith
Executive Secretary

LSS:dhs

ncloscire
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THt WAVE EDITORIAL WAS A PERSONAL. UNFAIR ATTACK ON AFL-CIA

PRESIDEN ;;LORGi. MEVY,.U0T A 2iFCHSSION or -JE I!',SIIES INVOLVED.

Id THE SAL{ fr. U. 7., ('.PA! 7n IP! P11715. I!7UES'-- MOT

IF GUTTER-LEVI" iIfl C)'\LJI' I 9"Q' NUITS rLIC DISCUSSION.

THE LONGSHORFIA UNION VOTED MOT TO Lop rilIPMENTS OF,GRAIN

TO THE RUSSINC UT;1, I"r_ 1, ;, WVF.Pili;FMT PRIIVFF:S ASSIWICES THAT

SUCH sHiPmuts ymin rm Prfl 1 A ri '^P CONSUMERS: WORKERS

OR SHIPPING CON7'rIS. .Tri; tfl-CIO !;PPrr,PT!' THAT PFCISIOM-.

WHOLFSW F219 rnir.f- Pirr G.G prrcuT IM LARGELY DUE

TO THE rTSSIAN WIN WI.. ITITHIM A mirm.. COMSUMERS WILL DE.

PAYING THAT INCrr:.'(r) PPI(PA,". TH. PUAIL !FM . IT IS PIDISLOUS

FOR ANO)IlldnRATM. 11, PT- rIPTIMG IMIATION, TO FORCE

UP FOOD PRICFS TfYIT f!O1WIVE1', MST PAY MIST SO THE RUSSIANS

CAN HAVE CHiAPEP F17!

PNITSS UAW. ri,n FriPr?nmr!. IT IS TP;. fluSSIPS THAT.HAVE PLEDGED

TD "BURY" US. THIS nr: in Pu-flIA PICFS 4(ITHER POLITICAL

MP ECM:011c Sr_-7, !AY rin GPlir PinnEF, 'IN 1972, SET

OFF A OAJOR 44AVL OF :H-1.0ON IN PIES rm:Tfl". "CDON'T 14AU THAT

TO HAMM!) AFIAM r)"'I flrlIrwr V:TITT,,YOUR UITORIAL

ILT wrfis (J rrrIr!V; ';',nrovFs.
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P.M. October 22. 1975weerhand Delivered at $3.00 extra charge so that. QS API SO
Mr. George Meeny has it in his office Thurs. A. M. early'.

OMM/4". President N.W. rissewome

tm,. AFL-C10. f3'15 Sixteenth In 5t.. Washington. 0.4.,g4P06

I.

Your wire received. 4r. Leonard 5litith left for f1oricla,4)fr Wednesday morning to

attend 4I family funeral. Your wire wiil be handed to him immediately upon his return

which is planned for Friday, October 24.

However, be eisc'wred he had nothing to do with fOrawlating or organizing the bus

caravan due to arrive' tn Washin
elW\

gton on Saturday. October 25. Me not Plan to

accompany the caravan. The State AFL-C1O has had nothing to do witti any of the

marches.

O. H. Seward". Secretary to Mr. leonard S. Smith.
,

SIMINQ I TIIL MSS MIMI I AA:ODOM

%.a.t
fr..?0,11SIS

(0% 4, "-ff. 14,-

mielirhZ°"'Mir



FROM,

Message received from Western,Union - 5 after T/4.M. Wdt. 22, 1975

Addressed to Joeseph Warren and Leonard Smith - Ky. State AFI-CIO
We gave operator the office numbef of Warren - explained he did notkeep

an office here and told her if unable to locate him - please have the
wire at his office early tomorrow a.m.

k accepted the following wire for Leonard S. Smith:

Telegram from George Meaoy,

We are aware that some AFL-CIO loes1 unions in the city of Louisville and

Jefferson County have organized a bus caravan to Washington, D. C. on October 25

to protest court ordtred busing of school children. You si:e well aware that this

is contrary to the policy of the AFL-CIO. That policy is firmly established And was.
this

reaffirmed as recently as October 3 by pee AFL-CIO convention In San Francisco

namely that the Constitution of the United States as interpreted t-is United

States Supreee Court and federal courts is the law of the united land and must be

obeyed. You are advised that any organized identification or partitipation by the
through

State AFL-CIO or AFL-C10 Central Bodies Illicagsk picket lines, leaflets, statements

speeches or otherwise would be in direct contravention of established AFL-CIO policy.

The AFL-CIO cannot condone and does gel deplore this protest and you and other
should

principal officers sksedii take'every effort to discourage.it.

4W. George Meany, Pres

If AFL-CIO
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LVA 12: 1542) (1-027:..2.7.1.:VdCO2)?D
TWA AFL-CIO WSH A

2 WASH DC

..iOSPEH A WARREN eRLS

T H EX ECY SEXY VONT STAT AiL CI

..O.JAsVILLE Y 0202

WE ARE AWARE THAT SakE A 4-CI 0 :LOCAL DNS N THE CITY OF
LOUISVILLE AND ...1EFFZEW0SN COOITY XENTOCXY HAVE (k.g.u: V: ZED A ELS
CARAVAN TO WASHI NQT ON D, C ON OCT Z5 TO PROTEST COO:T
ORDERED kiliSNF OF SCHOOL CHILD:iEN.

YOU ARE WELL ARARE T HAT 114$IS IS CO::TARY THE C..ACY os'
?AFL -CIO. THAT POLI CY IS Fia7:1 ESTAbLI SHED AND WAS REA FFIRY.ED
AE RECENTLY AS OCTOBER 3 BY THIS AFL CI 0 CONVENTI ON IN
FRANCISCO NAMELY THAT THE CO4S.;.-I TWIT 1 L.". ../F 7)-4: -JNI rED STAIES

i NT agrifir.I. ED i$Y i U OUR:

.iTS Is THE LAW OF T HE J I T Ti.D

Afic:. HEREY ADUVSa THAT AP.' OCANiZ. TiI CA TT ON'

Uh PAzT1C1?ATIO NY T HE STAlL AiL VI C Cr.: AFL VI C CENTRAL
I ?IR OU tih ?1C)(T LILS LA FL S SPEECHES Oh

HEAWISE WOULD BE IN DIRECT CONTRAVL;.11 ON OF STA SHES

AFL CI 0 ?OLT CY.

AiL CIO CANNOT CCNDONE AND DOC.S D :HI S PROTEST AND
1141 ?RING:1'AL OFFICLrS GHOULD TAxE EREVY EFFORT
G ODI SOLJRAGE IT.

3EORGE MEANY

PRESIDENT AFL CI 0
NNNN

I "1'
r"
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LLJJ LA:,6P AGAIHST BUSPIG -

To cive tme respons,ible leadership to our ;Ccmie

issue oi f-,rced busing.

2. To tring !,Yrivt.end court-ordered forced busing,

3. Accect 11,r r.,soonsibility lo provide our chil tne

best edu.:-!:ional facilities availaike.

4. Have 3 standard for our educational systen\n/thc.t every

child is of'ered the same opportunity.

5. To find better ways tnochieve quality educati.7.- :!no

alternitives to'forced,,buOng.

kit .,
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Exhibit No. 1 ti

Td.. U. S. Disti-ict Judge James F, Gor.don Aug. 20, 19 5

GENERAL SAIEMENT ABOUT COVEKAUE OF SCHOOL DESV.CREUATION

Coverage of( the chool desegregation story, because of

its'importance to the community, demands special care on the

part of the news.mediX.

4
We must be air, balanced and accurate.

Events must be covered/fully and, at the same time, kept

in perspective.

The community. through the news media, most KNOW what is

happening in its scho"ols. We'must guard'against rumor and

misinformation.

To adequately perform our job, it is essential that a

tree flow of information and a free Slow of movement be

avail ble Lo the news media.

Therefore, we strongly endorse and consider the posi-
46.

Lion taken by the Jefferson County school system. That policy'

states th.t representatives of the news media should have

full access to all schools, the only requirement being that

reporters an3 photogra}.1hers register first with 101, principal'

ofticrN,

Also, we applaud the,county's decision to allow principals,

%IP

%Ind other officials desi4nafed by Ow principals, to speak

ely

It*
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Milburn T. Maupin, a deputy e tendent, put it_

succinctly at a recent meeting with representativesof the

media and the police:

"Our policy is one of opennes . The morerinformation

that gets via

However,

the public, the better off we witl all be:,"

cause this is a special situation, we realize

that/special measures are called for on our part:

-- We must perform our functions in a restrained and

vealm manner.

-- We must not call attention to ourselves or, wittihgly

or unwittingly, become part of an event.

Because of the potential for trouble, we should avoid

talking to, or blocking the path of, any pupil walking from a

school bus to chool door, or vice-versa. In fact, durrng

this tirme we s ould keep a reasonable distance from all pupils.

AII types of cameras shouldtbe as unobtrusive as possible.

It is tr hope that the court will agree With the county'

school system that a policy of openness and complete reporting

is in the best interest of the communitye

Therefore, we hope the court will recognize the media's

need for access to school buses, to schools, to pupils and to

school o

The following news organizhtions have read and do subscribe

to the tol egoing statcmcut
NESPAPERS TV STATIONS

Tho Loui,:villd Times WAVE
Thk:. Courier-Journal WHAS
The Voice Newspapers WLKY
Thp Jefferson Reporter
The Southsider
The Newsweek'

RA D ) STATIONS.

WAVE
WLOU
WINN
WKLO
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ApDENDUM

e information of the court only, the following

inos hAve been adopted by the .istaffs of The Louisville

Times and The Courier-Journal.
4

GUIDELINES ON COVERAGE OF BIESING

Issued Aug. 7,.1975

Our coverige shtld be accurate, fair and complete.

This story, because of its nature and its importance to

the community, demands extra care. Extra care that we keep

things in perspective, that we get our facts straight, and

that what we print as fact is, indeed, fact.

Our coverage should not be timid. We must print the entire

story (but not at unreasonable length). To do this we must

pursue it aggressively, staying,on top of all developments.

Insofar as possible, we should check for ourselves the reports

put out by police and other officials.

We should avoid the temptation to deal primerily with the

"establishment" goveinmant school, police. It is'vical

that we have contaci with, an earn the respect of, people on

all sides of the issue.

Pictures selected for use should be those that most fairly

represent the situation. This may mean the rejection of more

dramatic ones.

Some people read nu further than the headlines. Thus, it is

imperative that headlines be true to the sense of the story. Avoid

basing the head on one dramatic or unusual event. If there is

doubt, write on the siide of caution.
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Small incidents, when verified, should be reported. But

if they are amall incidents they should be treated so.

We must not print rumors until they can be substantiated by

fact and 4hus cease to he rumors, or unlesven occasion wa

want to diasect a rumor to demonstrate its, faisitY.

We shOuld avoid the use of inflammatory words and phrases

'forced busing" and "massive busing," for wiample. This.does

not mean we should tamper with a direct quote that's a legitimate

part of a a ory,

Predict ons of violence may be self-fulfillin . We should

keep them in careful rspective.

1
,

As usual, we wi not identify people by race except where

race is pertinent. In busing stories, of course, it often will

be. Buc don't make that assumption automael6lly. Each case

, must be examined on its own.

Our writing should be lean and clear, so that the picture

is not overdrawn or subject to being misinterpreted. Beware

of jargon -- educational, judicial, or journalistic. Our

coverage should be digestible.

Beware of demonstrations staged for the benefit of, TV,

radio, or newspapers.

We should remember.that the latest is noene essarily the

'most important or the truest, or even the newsiest. ye should
...-

not base a lead on a development merely because it happened

closest to deadline.
alb
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1

When the situatiop1m.ay charige between the time of writing

4 story and the timet reaches )ur readers, we should specify

that as of o'clock, the facts were such and such. (This-
will help avoid confusionlahd accusations when radio or TV

reports one thing and we report another, both accurately.)

Take care with crowd estimates. Get them from the best

available sources, ahd cite the sources.

We must make sure that any stories containing interpretation

or analysis are clearly labeled ag such.

As always, we should keep our cool, both in print and in our

dealings with sources and others in the community.

This is a good time to remind ourselves that we must not

become participants. We must keep our views and our biases,

if any, to ourselves. We must not argue with sources. We

should stand back from any outbreaks.

Many people in the community will be under considerable

stress during this time. We should deal with them with courtesy

and undeistanding, in person and on the phone.

Everyone covering any iacet of the stlery should have police

department and C-.1 T identification cards with him or her at

all times. Any staff member may reject an assignment if he or

she fears physical harm.

(The egoing guidelines adopted by The Louisville Times

and The Courier-Journal are subscribed to by The Voice Newspapers,

The Louisville Detender, The Jefferson Reporter,,The Southsider

anJIThe Newsweek with the following understandings:
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(I. Limitations'Of space avd staff necessarily will

prevent the'full, thorough coverage ,V "all developments

by the non-daily papers. We will concentrate on balanced

attention to events of primary interest to our individual

readerships.

(2. What may apAar to be "small incidents" to a large

metropolitan newspaper may be significant td non-daily

publications serving specific readerships, and thus justify

more extbnsiyesoverage in'the non-daily papers.)

72, 0
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ADDENDM II

-cFor the information of the court onrLy, ere are statements

concerning'the eleCtronic media:

Television

Outside the School Building: We want 5o assure the court

that none of the three televi'sion stattena.plans to use any

trucks in or near the schools in any of its coverage, nor

will there be any cables strewn anywhere. The television

photographers will have all the equipment they need on their

person. No equipment tfiey uke will in any manner obstruct

anothqr person's passage.

Inside the School: Where lights are necessary inside

relatively windowless newer schoois, we will use them at a

, minimum. Our photographers will be specifically ihstructed

to turn off all lights if any situation becomes tenle.

The above is subscribed to by WHAS, WAVE, and WLKY.

Radio

Radio works in its own way. It'needs to inform the public,

not only accurately . but immediately. Because of this

fact, odr methods and sclUipment are different.

A great part of our newsgathexing is done frOm inside the

newsroom by telephone.

JZ



Thus it is important to the cooperation of teose

newsmakers on the scone who ca give %se accurate information.

SA was the object of our woriShops !ith Principals conducted

with the county school board this month.

When a reporter is sent to the scene:he carries a small

portable tap. recorder and in same instances a smell walkie-

talkie. In most'events, only a ingle reporter is sent to

the scene.

Reporters who are on the scene need to report back as

quickly.es possible, therefore they need access to telephones.

Reporters will in all'instagcht gain the permission of school

officials befOre using the office telephone.

The above is subsc

WKLO.

d to by WAS, WAVE, WLOU,'ANN'and
1.

.
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EzAibit No. 18

%

,

This exhib.it is on file at the U.S.
Comrission oh Civil Rights.

,

_

-,
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Busing opponents can`; ciy 'freedom' ancl use threes

Many opponents of bgg for de-
segreptIon talk of theirttlilk of free-
dom," but p.ir idosically runic at thew
samo opponelits are ruthlessly threat,
ening the freedunis of others. They
are trying to enlist support with
threats that insuIve r of lif

elihood,
Such threats tort

under the hemhng
ch4-du fall
pc3Leful protest.

times editorial

Violence and threats of udence ac-
tually pervert the right to disagree.

All citicens of this community who
are opposed to isusing have a con-
slitutional right to protest. Opponents
of busing helieve they have a gricv-
alive against the goiernment. and they
3re entittod to its protection so lone
as they peaceably seek a redress of
gries antes,

But it i one thing for citizens In
seek to enlist support for Owir cause,
and quite another for them to try to
coerce It In far too many instances,

this is what Is happening in Jefferson
County.

To Cite a few examples:

service station, owner is "or-
dered" by busing opponents tu shut
down his station. W'irn the tmner,
who opposes busing himself. refuses
the "order," his lifts Is threatened.

A franchise store owner b
threateoed because he will not put up
a crude "No fusing" sign in his store.
The merchant is powerless to allow
such a thing because Ipproval must
fitst caner from franchise beadquar.
ters. Nevertheless, he is threatened.

i" Many merchants whn, out of fear
or otherwise, yielded and put up "no
busing" sign,' found the signs to be
no guarantee against vandalism. Riot-
ers Indiscriminately broke store win-r
dows in last weeekrul's rampage.

Parrots who are illegally keep-
ing their children from school are, in
-Arnie cases, harassing and threatenepl
iluldien %%no are going ti, .choul and
I heir parents. Threatening telephone
calls are one of !he pressure tactics.

Violence and threats of violence are

54 6

inhuman ways to try . to convince
people. Such acts are also self-defeat-
ing. The threats against life and prop-
erty Lemming from anti-busing ex-
tremists are designed to coerce, not to
convinte.

' Civil diSobedienee, such as practked
by civil-rights advocates in the 19641s,
was effecihe because it was non-
violent and because those taking pert
recognized that they must accept tire
legal penal! s.

The late Dr,..Martin Luther Kings
famous. marchiiwere marked by the
peaceful singing of religious hymns.
such as "We Shall Overcome." Dr.
King preached against temptations to
respond to violence through the use of
violence.

When Jefferson County's tenstans
have eased, and when orderly prot sts
are again possible, the voices of oppo-
sition to busing have every right to be
heard. These, voices, however, have no
right to try to intimidate or threaten.
Such actions are surely the type of
threats to freedom that Thomas Jef-
ferson had in mind when he 5aid,
have sworn upon the alter of God eter-
nal hostility againd evei form of tyr-
anny over the mind of man."
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Exhibit No. 20

...0.10"ftiNver

--vone00.6411veanittovabeelAreee.motftew

MEWS CaffAll

Editorial #1574

Oates Aired: 8/14/75 - 11-.00 P.M.
8/15/75 - 6:00 P.M.

IwomPliftwo01,1Pii

We think Judge Todd Kollenbach is Ill advises in his attelepts to
muzzle th.,,xedia.

se hes informed local news directors that questions about the county's
role in the school busing issue must be submitted to him. In writing.
me says all relevant questions will be answered. All others in county
'averment are prohibited from making comment. The judge also asks
that newi people refrain from reporting stories attributed to "unnamod
sources' in connection with the desegregation controversy.

In effect, it appears that Judge Mollenbach is trying to exercise
control over the news media and direct what's to be reported. The
policy he's outlined is cumbersome, unworkable and egocentric. Any-
one with even a smattering of knowledge about history kmaws that
citizen ricbts are lost when government gets control of what's reported
by the news media.

Certainly the news media should exercise every degree of caution and
responsibility in covering the busing stori. There probably will be
some mistakes in reporting. But we think it would be a far greater
mistake for the news media to fall under the control of Judge Vollenbach.

WAVE makes time available to ritsponalble spokesmen wishing to eepress opinions
different from tkotie In WAVE editorials on ctmtroversial Wanes of public importance

I
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Ezhibit/121

MEMORANDUM

Tot Spalding College Faculty cmd Staff

From: Sister Eileen M. Egan ;$

Dates March 19, 1975

The !Annan Relations Commission of Louisville curd Jeffers On County has been
Inetnamental ip fanning a Tmk Fortil for Peaceful Dessymerifon of which Dr. Lois
Cronholm and Mew. Alf* gonigan are Co-Chairmen. ms rook force hce drafted
the statement which is attached as a Statement of Goals of the Task Farcs for
Peaceful Desegregation.

The purpose of the swam* Is to secure the widest passible support from
all segmenh of the civic community. The ores/ants of organizatiors intereited In
peaceful desegregation are asked to seek approval of the statement by their
organization and to sign a Letter of Intent ontehalf of the organisation indicating
its approval and its desire to become an active pat af the Task Farce for Peaceful
Desegregation. To do so.does not preclude any group's draftily a more far-Teaching
statement of lb own.

To apprOve is to place SpOiding College alongside other citizens and
organizations of people who share the goal Inherent in the title of the trek force.

If you are willing.to sign the approval on the attached sheet, please
return the form to the President's mailbox by Friday, March 28.
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TASK FORCE FOR PEACEFUL DESEGREGATION

t

STATEMENT qF GoAls:

Our ccanmunity Is faced with the issue of school desegregation as a result
of findings by a court of low that both the city and county school system at
.this time are unlawfully Operating segregated school system'. Further, a court
of law' has ordered that the two system desegregate cmd that the school district
baundarie shall not constitute a barrier to that process. A brawl based talk
force ci aganizations mpresenting a cross section of this community is convinced
that a chwitregatkn process for the benefit of pis community must tyke place
in a peaceful environment. The tisk forls, therefore, sets as its goal peaceful
desegregation of the school system in our community in conformity with orders
of the Courts. t-

tit

WO .1001 Mingo .114. Int 0111..!P. Mow 104.11.01114

I as willing that Spalding College approve the Trek Fate Statement of Goals and
that It thereby become an active part of the Trak Force for Peaceful Desegragation..

Name:

411
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lathibii No. 22
Louisville and Jefferon County

Community
Consensus

CoMmittee, Inc.

The Honorable Harvey I. Sloane
Mayor of Louisville
City Hall
Louisee, Kentucky 40202

Dear frayor Sloane:

February 10, 197S

se

At the most recent meeting of the Board of Directovs -

of the Community Consensus Committee, I was requested to urge
you' Et) include funding for the Committee An your budget for next
year. In idlew.of our projectsad fond-raising goal of $60,000 for
a two year poriod. it would appear that $10,000 each from the
County and the City would not be destructive of attempts to
maintain the hroadly representative chiiractvr of the Committee.
I would, therefore, like to respectfully suggest this amount
(i.e. $10,000) for inclusion in your budget.

. cc. Danici C. illoer, Jr.

Sincerely,

Fugene V. Petrik
President 0

ii/":1176
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Exhibit Nu. 28

MINVUS OF MEETING

e0A.A0 OF DIRECTORS

LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON COUNTY

--"CUMMUNITY CONSENSUS COMMITTEE

, August 25, 1975

A special called meeting of the Board of Director; of the Louisville and
Jefferson County Commuuity Consensus Committee was held Monday, August 25,
1975, 2;30 P.M., in thp/Action Now Con(erence IWO., 1015 West Cheetnut Street,
Louisville, Kentucky.

Nembets present: Marie Abrams, Cherles Clark, Nelson Goodwin, John John-
son, Cisey Museelaan. Dr. Eugene Petrik, Jeannette Priebe, apd Joan blew (repro-
anting Mayor Har4ey Sloane).

Absent: Jodge L. J. Hollonbach, III.

Dr. Petri*, Chairman, callei the meeting to order and asked Mir:Priebe to
bring the group up to date on tho Consensus! Committee's involvement in the de-
segregation issue.

Mr. Priebe reviewed the verious meetings held, beginning with 1) Breallst
meetime July I8,.with J. Mac Holliday of the Memphis tbamber of Commerce; 2
board of Directore' meeting July 23; 3) A special caLled meeting of the full Com-
mittee July 28; atld ending with 4) A meeting with Labor officials, School Uoard
members, and the Consensus Committee on August 4, 1975.

Joie Rieha reported on recent activities concerning the school issue, and
advised the Committee that Judge Gordon had barn apprised of the Cosmiunity Con^
eenaue Coamittee's willingness to assist. However, no word has been received
from the itItige conierniog this matter.

3

After further diacurision of the desegregation issue, Dr. Petrik announced
° the main purposes foY the meeting 7- the Comaivee's critical financial situa-

tion and whether it shOuld continue re operate under the present circumstances.

Jeinnette Priebe, Treasurer, repertrd that the request to the County for
$10,000 hid been dented and there is no assurance that the City will approve the
funding request. There was further discussion concerning solicitation of the
privet', sector, the feeling b)!! some in the private eector,that therid are enough
committees already.performing the role of the Consensus Coamittee, the lack of
full supOrt hy the privite seCtdx due to an apparent laA. of support by the
public sector, the ripectetions of those contributing to the Committee, the
consensus among those present that euppuft by the Mayor''snd Cwunty Judge ts essen-
tial]. Effective August 31, 197S, the Committee will have deficit of approximate-
ly S5D0.00.
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Aftwr furchwr discussion concerning the Committee's financial status, the'..-
staff was asked to leave the meeting, at which time the Directors wmet into -
closed dwheiun to disrnsa a resulation concerning the xpiration of the Aitioh-
Now rontract on September le 1975 and the Committee'N continued existence.
The maid resolution is attached and wade part of thesis inutps. Nfter dis
cussion of the resolution by the Directors present, it Was agreed unanimoumly
that the resolution, as presented by the chairman, be adopted and that a letter
be sent to all members of the Committee advising thew of the action taken.

There bring no further business, the seeting was adjourned.

gmLUTION pAs',.rD AT isOARD OF DIRECTORS MELTING

en AUGUST 25, 1975

OE"FAS: 'The contract with Action' Now Si to expire as
of -$eptueber 1, 1975;

WHEREAS: Tbe Jefferson County and Louisville Community
Consensus Committee has no funds;

WHEREAS: No financial support"has been forthcoming from
public sources;

WHEREAS: Several key memberi of.the Committee have indirated
strong reluctance yo further se-licit tbe business community'for funds
prior to on expre on of strong support from public officials;

WHEREA A number of Committee embers have in recent
months seriously qu'estioned the viability of the Committ6e,

BE IT RESOLVED: That, in a spirit of wishing to be helpful,
the,Committee not renew its contract with Action Now and that it not
sesk any s,lpilar cdntract wiIh any other individual or group, but that
it suspend its activities until such time as it might have a very
definite function to perform in the community.

ftr
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altibit No. 24
MINUTES OF MELTING

LOUISVILLE NiD JEFFER501; COURTY

COMSEK$US COMITTEK

July 28. 1975

.Q1

.1. :AEliFEEL,
11 special called meeting of the Louisville sod Jefferexeraletnelinranamir7

,Coneensue Committee wae hold Mooday, July 28, 1975. 3:30 A.M.; 01111tifiarliame,
Celt truss. Louisville, Kentucky.

The following members ware present: Sobinson S. Irown, Charles Clark, John
S. Clarks. bey Crider, Sersard Deblois, Nelson Goodwin, Judge L. J. Rollenbach,-IiI,

Dr. Joyce Howell, /abort Hughes, J. KwY, Arthur Kling, Jerry Slider, Clesy Muses/-
man, Jeannette Priebe, Adomas Kiley, Hugh &hug'. Mayor Harvey I. Sloane, and Jack
Smith.

Hogberg absent: Marie Abrams, Debbie Davis, Tether Jobn Rifler, Tom Haag,
Marguerite Harris, Kennedy balm. Dr. Eugene Pstrik, and Martin lockwell.

Also present were Action Mow staff members Victor Priebe and Chibles UMW;
Alan Stepan, Special Assistant to tho Mayor; Charlie Mattinglf, A/Am:latent to Congress-
man, Romano Mmossoll, and members of the news media.

Cissy Muiselman, Vicl Prebident. chaired the seating in the absence of the
President. Dr. Eugene Petrik. Ms. Musealman announced that the meeting had been
called (1) as direct result of the recent desegregation order, end (2) as a follow-
up to a board of'D.trattors meeting bald July 23, 1975, and asked June Kay to bring
thy group up-to-dati om the desegregatioiriesue.

Mrs. Key reported that Judse Cordon was till.working on the desegregation
plan, nd the People to Psople Committee is awaiting the bpectfics of the plan before
proceeding in any particular directiou. .In the meantime, tha group baa rearranged
its priorities. A Rumor Control or RhotLinew center has been set up at the brown
Education Center, and the center halo already received over,1400 calla. The amphasii
at this time is on volunteerism, and more volunteersespecially tholes who can maks
thesselves available on the'spur of the momentare urgently needed.

&fog, Musselson hriefeeihe Committee on the board of Directors' meeting
held July 23, and Its decisionin response to a request from June Key--to hold a
meeting with labor leaders and school board officials. She explained that the
board proceeded, with the aasistance of Charlie Clark, to invite top labor leaders
to.a meeting set for Thursday, July 1p. 9:00 A.M., in tha Mayor's Conference Room,
and that the Mayor and Judge plangedno attend the meeting. She further explained
how the board of Directors had discussed the Consomme Commietee's tole as a cata-
lyst for bringing diverse groups together, the need for coordination in view of the
many sroups in the community who AVO now attempting to do,the same thing, and the..
resulting,loard resolution taer "The Community Conseosus Committee serve as a cata-
lyst In the.community for bringing all groups together ar the purpose of coordina-
tiop and covnunication". It is the intent of the group to not only meet with labor,
hut also MORI with such groups as the press. religious leaders, Chamber officials,
etc. She explained that the Consensus Committee's rdle at these meetings would be.
in ths fors of chairing the meetings and providing the forum for frank and open
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discussion of the issues. The meetings would also serve to continuicommunication-
between the school hoard end special interest groups. Charlie Clark emphasised .

the open forum ides and expresped his feeling that the meetings ehould be open fo

the prat's.

Me. Musselman asked tor diecusaion concerning the Board's resolution.. dis-

cussion ensue, and the Judge and Mayor coemented regarding chair assessment of tha
Committee's role in the community, and askid,the group to assume a leadership-rolikL....
Sarnia Dallies questioned whether the Constraints Committee should include the word
"coordination" tn.kte resolution, add Cleo, Musselman explained that the Commis's/Ey
Conhenaus Canada% would not attempt to coordinate the groups per es, but wow.
strive to coordinate dialogue and activities btween all groups', without being
either for or against busing. tobinson Brown and June Key eXplained the importance

,of having someone coordinate activitiee for their respective groups. Mrs. Xay men-

tinned the poster campaisn Dein/ conducted by the Crewe= Mill Ministerial Associa-
tion as goo program that could be shared with other areas provided s vehicle for
such coordination xisted. She further stated that Superintendent Grayson would like
to meet with se many groups as possible but"needs someone to coordinate and sat up
theme meetings collectively. It was the coneenaus of the group that coordination
was essential, and the resolution 1044 left intact.

NaksooSoodwin questioned exactly whet would be discussed at the kleafingn,
and Mr. Priebe asked for staff direction and identificatiotrof specific goals. Vol-

lowing are puma pecific suggestions for the meetings:

1) Encourage people te work together 40 sensible citigins
2) Listen to their conterna
3) Provide intelligent and accurate answers to their questions
4) Set tha tone for achieving reasonable and'peafeful implemention of

the court order an& almoohav at hand information from other coemunities about what
has happened that hal been Iuccas.ful and whet has happened that has not been suc-

easeful. It should be expl ined that if peaceful and reasonable implementation of
the court order does not occur, it is going,to hurt the children that.are involved
in the educational process, it'a going to hurt the school system, and it's going to
hurt the communiti in generil. This approach should be emphasised am the committee
meets with divers, community groups.

In eddition. the Mayor recommended that tha Consensus Committal/ meet with
either the school board, or Superintendent Grayeon to become familiar 1,10 the plan

after it has been completed by Judge Cordon, The Committee should get the opacities

on hoe the plan will operare so it can become thoroughly familiar with the situation.

Further. the Consensua Committee needs to emphasise how the community can work to-

gether to maks this thing come about in wAy that we ,will not sacrifice the educa-

tion of young people at a great Cost to the school 'Nieces.

Jeannette Priebe questionedtha need for official. sanction from çh. Mayor and
County Judge giving the CommunitVConsensus Committee authority to serve s toommity
catalyst/coordinator, and Mr. John Clarke stated that it was imperative tlat th Copt-

munity be mads that the Consensus Committee has been'cosimissioned b34he Mayor
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snd County Judge to carry out this task and /raked that they'issue a Joint procla-,nation to (his effect. The Maior nod Judge agreed to issue the proclamation.

Cissy Sus...loan then called for motion to accspt ths board of ctorteresolu(ion, and upon motion bytt. Joyce Rowell, seconded by Mayor Sloarlituttonretried unania.osly.

Virtot Priebe discussed media
reprealntation et tha meetings, end it Waii' tfie consensus of the group to hold span meetings. A meeting in planned with top

. media executives to explain the groura politico and
to request tVir assistance.

John ClarAe urged that pecific./ be atablished in order to avoid multi-eanisglisil meetings. Jeannette Priebe uggested that, ill. the essence of Lime,the Committee specify contact
groups during this meeting, and that she and Mr. Johnwbfilarks had compiled similar group listing. Following I. the list suggested asa starting point by Mr. Clatter

1) Labor
2) kress

4)-4Beligious
5) Professional
6) Educators

1).Opposition groups
/4) Isw enforcement authorities
.9) Black community

Berni* Dahlsm urged that young people be considered, and it warsagrsed to;1st student. as a contact group.

Cisity Muaselmen asked the taff to summarize the,list proposed by Mr. Clarkeend to assist in the coordination of group meetings. She will contact Committee
.mesa's. re serving as chairpersons of the groups. In addition, Victor Priebe willwork with Alan Brpan and spiesantativer from the Judge's Office regarding the proelmartian snd meeting scheduillng.

lime Key asked that Bernard Minnis he advised of all Consensus Committee-groumeetings. Furthrr, in response to a request from Adonna Riley, June Key adVised.the.
pssmittre uf the variceis oh-going

training/obSentation seirsions currently underws

Upon mvpiest of CiSmy Mussalman,
Jeannette Priebe, treasurer, reported a bankhalluce ot $1,000end reported that a meeting of the,Finsnce,Chsmittee would be held,this The Finance Committee will also meet with the Mayor and Judge and willsgsin follow up the financill

solicitation letters. Mr. Kling suggested asking
churcher. to tontrrbure, And 'the fUvor stressed thr importsnre of having the totalcOmmunity involved 01 the fir-caned/if solicitation.

few,

a

a



oted that there a several vacancies op tha Committee,,
to 1-;.aat with the W stating duoiaittee es soon es possible
he eddy& s

utthe/ busiln4.4. thy meeting, was adjourned.

Cisiq hussolnan n
and Aill.10 /L41 Cjides
SP 00[10 people could

' There being sth I

4

4.

4
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Exhibit No. 25

STATEMENT OF GALEN MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
KENTUCKY COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION
TO THE U.,S. COMIIISION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

.

9 AM, Tuesday, Juni' 15. 1.978 '
IN. ITS HEARINGS ON LOUISVILLE-JEFFERSON COUNTY

SCHOOL DESEGRE

I am Galen Martin, Executive DireCtor, and an attornei with

the Kentucky CommissiOn on Human Rights. / have beet) the

Commission director since_1961. Prior to that I worked for

desegra4on of pupils and teachers, in Knoxville, Tennessee, for

e four year In that period. I met every thrie months with,the

Southern,Inte agency Conference, composed of national end regional

groups working for school desegregation in the South. began

work in this field in 1956 as Exeytive Director of the Kentucky

Coencil on Human Relatiovs, an affiliate of the Southern Regional ,

Council, with a particular assignment to "see that black teachers

don't become the victims of pupil segregation."

Some of us in Kentucky have more faith in the good will and

intelligence of our citizens to adjust to school.desegregat,ion

than those local officials who have been on tlhe national media,

predicting gloom and doom for this commU'llity. For more than-

', twenty yeari, the people of Kentucky have demonstrated time and

again that they can ;Talks significant ppgress it desegregation

wherever they have good leadershfp.and-a-teasondble OppOrrunify

to make the transition. We tiave seen this demonstrated clearly

in places of ruhl1c accommodation, in housing, in employment and

in ac'hools.
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. Schools throughout Kentucky are desegregated. V. have

experienced a slight increase in the number of black teachers

in Kentucky, althoph we should have experienced a much greater

growth. Nearly all Kentucky sehool districts make extensive

ust'of school buses. Larger Kentucky school systems, including

Lexington, Paducah andlNorthern KentOCky ystems eXtensively

trensport students. Cour,t orders for dasagregation ars not new

in t is state because we have federal court orders for

4. grogat um in more than twelve districts.

If o e major mistake were made IA Kentucky, it was the

failure to take more dedisive action to require sche,o1

desegregation in Louisville earlier, especially when ribegrega-

tion set in about 1965. Civil rights group have waited for

olictoo long, relying on the good faith of publ officials and on

hopes for voluntary action. In August of 1971 and in Meich 1972,

our ComMission of(ered plans and recommendations for voluntary

desegregation of the then separate and segregated Louisville and
3

Jefferson County school systems. When, it became absolutely clear

wthat no constructive voluntary action would occur, a suit for

merger and desegregation was begun in June 1972, supported by

civil rlghts groups.

It was the Commission's report,Louisville School System

Retreats to_SeArsgation, whi,chAformed the,statistical foundation

for the desegregation and merger suit. Subsequently, the

Commission issued Southern Cities--Except Louisville-I-Desegregate '

Schools, which showed that Louisville ichOols were much more

segregated in both pupils and teachers than the schools in
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Jackson,.Mississippi Columbia, South.Carolina, Little Rock,

Arkansas; and seven other, major southern cities.

What is the biggest difference between all of the twenty

pl-evious years Kentucky and the fall of 19757 The most
%

obvious distinction i that last fall the matter of school

desegregation had been made a campaign issue. As a writer for

the Louisville_Timeit reported in October 1975: "school busing.
-*.hts been demagogued to the point that Kentucky has begun to

sZuntilike a bigoted, backwater state." This has happened for

twenty years in other Southern states, but it had not happened.

in-this way in Kentuciq before. If we can return to .the

Kentucky tradition of keeping race issues out of our campaigns,

there is every reason ro believe that Jefferson County schools

can be desegregated, as they have been In other parts Of the
Ih.stat

Therearecertain factual circumstances,which have a

significant bearing on the local school desegregation plan which

we believe will make if snccessful, even if some desegregation

plans for other cities might have problems. These incjude:

L. The // per cent white and 73 per cent black
racial ratio here is the opposite ratin of that
in Detroit, Memphis, etc.., and othercities
where some have claimed desegregation is not
succeeding.

2. The merged Louisville and Jefferson County schooi
district unifies the school system for city and
suburbs and already,encompasses those whites with
the economic motivation to MOVe to suburhsn-style
housing. There is littie likelihood that those
who really,want quality education for thgir
children wfll make a spcond move to rural county
school systrmq in adlacvnt 41va4'.

9



New efforts have been started to halt the increased
housing segregation and to increase hou'Ing
desegregation in order to lessen busing-. 'Obviously,
euch efforts are not going"to eliminate all need ,

for the school desegregation plan, bUt housing
segregation can still be changed hereoas compared
with other northern cities where it is so intensely
entrenched that change is much more difficult, such
as Chicago and Detroit.

4. The plan itself appears to be an outstanding plan
without the defects in some other plans.

5. Judge James Gordon has shown unusual support for law
and order without the vacillation ihown by judges in
some other cities.

6. It is udlikely that puivate "segregation academies"
will develop ballooned enrollments that wouid'weaken
public education. The State Department of.Edueation
has regulatory power over private schools, and they ,

and other authorities have given no indication that
they will allow such schools'to use school desegrege-
tion to undermine the public achools.

7. Several year-end dews media reports have,providad new
evidence that school, desegregation has proceeded
smoothly in the overwhelming majoritvof Jefferson
County's 148 schools. These reports have helped to
balance news stories carried during therschool year
concerning problems in a out six_ schools. ,It is
increasingly clear that he good news About school
desegregation hag custbi4arily not received as much
attention as the bad n

. .

8. While some candidates for biic offite are excep-
tions, the,vast majority of cal politic 1 leaders
have supported peaceful implementation of khe plan
and full police protection of studenteandf chool

.

personnel and of black citizeni.

In addition to these local factual circumstances, which

suggest that the JeIferson County desegregation plan will work

there is also significant new evidence from the academic

community which challenges reports by sociologist James Coleman;

which some had used to suggest that the local plan would fail.

A more recent report by Dr. Thomas Pettigrew and Dr. Robert

Green, untitled "Another View or Urban Desgregation:

Age



A ,Response to Professor Colemen,"- which appeared ln..the Harvard

Educational Review of February 1976, has pointed out that

Coleman's research actually tends to support- metropolitan

solutions to school egregation, and the local plan covers the

whole.county.

The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights has built a solid

record of recommendations of action by other federal agencies.

An analysis of what has happened in Louisville suggests one

particelar recomdandation ar federal action. Last fall,
I

President Ford asked the Depament of Healeh, Education and

Welfare and the Department of Justice to undertake an evensive

_new effort to develop, alternatives to busing to achieve
idesevegation'in public schools. It would seem especially

w

appropriate for the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights to

recommend that President Ford likewise ask the Department of

Housing and Urban Development to develep alternatives to

\\JIesegregetion. ,

The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights and oth civil

rights agencies have documented voluminous evidence that the

Department of Housing and Urban Development has administered

its programs so that they have resulted in providing federal
g.

aid to housing segregation. Any examination of the growth of

housing segreation and school segregation in this community is

bound to conclude.that HUD's actions have had a most damaging

impact. Last September the Kentucky Commission urged that HUD

do much more to promote housing desegregation in all of its
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programs within"jefferson County. Kentucky, in order to lesien

the need for student transportation next fall.and in succeeding

years. The Commission said,

It is.unfair to 'the piople of this community
to alllow HUD to support different forms of
housing which are segregated, while other
branches of tha federal government require
desegregation of school,.

The Commission made a similar request for leadership by HUD in

. ,its December 1773 report entitled "Mote Housing Segregatton

Than Ever...In Louisville and Jefferson County." That report

mentioned a U. S. Commission on Civil Rights' view that HUD

had much more leverage tM,i it had been using.

Such action by HUD id especially warranted because of the

various recent statements by Praeident Ford and otheAderal

officials about a wide variety of plans which would restrict'

the development of school desegregation plans by federal courts.

The appendix charts and tables in our report "Louisville School

System Retreats to Segregation" clearly point up how increalld

housing segregation in Louisville brought about increased school

segregation. A. pointed out in your own document (Section "D"

1. oi population shifts, pages 12-18), many of the schools in

Louisville's west end were well desegregated fifteen years ago,
1

but OW-HUD urban renewal programs in the west duwntown

'redevelopment area, in 'articular, greatly increased housing

segregation In western Loulsville. Similar policies have

resulted in increasing housing segregation to the point where

Louisville has gone from the category of oneLthird "least

segregated" cities to where it is now ranked with the one-third

"most segregated" cities in this country, according to a report
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from the Council on MetrOpolitan Performance, As housing

egregation increased, the schools reflected this fact in their
,t.

increasingiy segregated enrollments. i

1.0 and reason, iiid the principles of justice, suggest

that feder f agencies, 4luding HEW, HUD and the Justice

'Department should beibtopped from saying in 1976 thaei, school

segreOtion, which was ngt caused by direct action of school

officials, should never resat in school desegregation orders.

It is clear that inaction and delay by these same federal

agencies have contributed signigcantly to the need for

transportation of children in Louis lle and other cl.ties.

17
should not now be allowed to plead their own failures to

protecrk,black citizens during the laet fifteen to twenty

years, atop basis for not desegregating oux schools.

'A. common solution to'the common problems of housing..

segregation and school segregation is d 9? cally presented in
f

the Jefferson County desegregation Plan ifecause every child
r

that.moves to a school di,stcrActi-e'h is IA theininority is

immediatckexeript from transportation. T s is carefully .

fA'

explained In our Commission leaflet, "6 Way's to rXvoid Busing.

We suggest the U. S. CommisO.on on Civil Rights give firgt

priority to changing those policies of HUD wnich have

contributed to housing segregation and to make certain that HUD
I

,.....-'

programs will itaveceforth increase housing 4esegregatioh and

thereby lessen the need Tor busing .
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The Kentucky,Cormmission on Human Rights requests permissilm to file

seven documents fur the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights+ record:

1. Lu1ss!'.01 e.14.ch'!"utreat....SciilL71/1441 _
-X 'report iocumentIng racrarlsolation of etuden si in Louisville
public schools, 1956-71. (36 pages).
-
THe facr.s In Ihis document were :".admitted"-by the Board in 1172 for
submiseion iireoldenge'before'efta Federal Courts.

2. Southern Cities - (*scar Louisville - Desegregre SChoopli
A comparison 67-Lou wTth 10 major so ool syetems iv&

,

southern states which showe that Atlanta, Georgia; Birmin ham,
Alabama; Charlotte, North Carolina; Columbia, South Carol
Jackson., Mississippi; Jackotonville, Florida; Little Rock,
Arkansas; Nashville, Tennessee; Pontiac, Michigan; and
Richmond, Virginia, aIl had more pupil and teacher dellegregatien
than Louisville prior to the entry of the local suit.
May 1973. (12 pages)

3. Segimgation Peclists in Jeffersor4ounty Schools
An analysis, based on the se system/s oWn data,
of the implementatium of the school desegregation plan
with the conclusion that "failure To carry out the
existing plan, rather than any defect in the plan
(tself, must be considered tha eausa of continued
racial idtntity in Jefferson County Sch s."
Aprtl 1976. (26 pages)

4. Mort Housing Sevegatiun than Eyer,...In Louisville and Jefferson
,

An analysis of. LoUiaville housing patterns based on U.S. Census
data, 1980-1970, which documents the history of eightplefferson
County retreats from plans for low-income 'hemming whith would
have lessened the need for busing. December 1973, (16 pages)

Louisville Still Among,Most Swegated CitieS
informTon frolii-WW-council on Municipal
PerforManc.m. Report, which indicates that Louisville's ranking
of 80th place in the recent housing study of 109 cities puts
it among the one-third "mocit segregated"citien-- a complete
turnabontlifrom 1940 when LoUl ville was amohg the one-third
"least segregated" citiei wit .8 ranking of 32. November 197s.

pages)

fair Ho A Better Answer Than_ Businz
A or t.-i--,o-ii:rm-,-.--i-yiiiTirr-arii;r7rounty. September 22, 1976.
(18 pages)

7. Six Wayti to Avuislliusing
Le fl-nt deialling methods hy which housing desegregation could
Is Nen need for .student transportation under school desegregatien

II. Noyember 19-PJ.

Kentucky CommiA4ion on Human Rights
701 We,;t Walnut
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HIGHLIGHTS

1. Racial notation of Maims t Louisville public schools reached a 10-yeer hi. in 1971-
72 sehool year and nw racist notation of elenwnterY school students is higher Una et any
time since toud segregation was aholished I. 1966.

3. School. with the greatest concentrations of white stallion now ant losing some of the kw
black tesehers that went added to their facultise between 1908 and 1970.

3. The total number of schools with claims racial ',gelation (51 in 1971-72) is higher than
Us any year since 1957 atid the 1972-73 total could' top the record 54 in 1936. Twenty-
seven of the schools have * white majority of at least 90 per cent this year, compared to

'just 22 in 1968. "Pareaty- four schools have a black majority of at least 90 per cent this
year, compared to juet 17 in 1968.

4. Eighty per cent of the elementery school studeets attend schools where there is extreme
raciat isolationeither a 90-100 per cent white majority or a 90-100 per cent black
majority.

5. Thirty- two of the 67 schools now in the city system sheave have had extreme racial iso-
Lotion. Thirteen black senoola and nineteen white adman remain as readies of the dual
syetrm which the 1946 desegregation plan was supported to ellmtnate.

6. The rapid gait so aniegregation in l.ouieville cotgaters the trend le the nation and die
south. As law sa 1961, only 55./ pm' cent of thi city's innards were in schools with
extreme racial isolation hut the level bad increased to 73,5 per cent in 1971. Waned*
1hr national Level dropPed from 64.3 per cent in 1968 es 43.A per cent ln 1970 sad the
level in 11 Southere states dropped from 77.8 per cent in 1968 to 33.4 per cent in 1970.

7. Teo elementery achools, Parkland and Poster, In thir southwest section of LOW/villa hew
made the 101) per cent trestaition (ran all-whits in 1955 to all Nina-frith@ earkf ,1970's:
Seven other formerly all-white schools are paw in the 90-100 per cent black category--
Man High School; Parkland and Ofwvonee jUrtior high schools: and Brandeis, Clay (Yotmg),
Jones and Strother rlementery echools.

8. The number of black wathers south of Eastern and Algooquie parkways dropped from
8.6 per tent in 1970 to 7.5 per cent In 1971 while the overall percentage of black teachers
int reseed to 31 per cent.

9. The concentration of white students and white teachers into h tte enclaves Ls illustrated
by dw fact that 910.7 per cent of all white high school students attend the four high schools
where atisset iig per cent of the teachers also are white.

10. There is a gap of 415 black' teachers between the actual number and the number there
would * It the percentage of black teachers, matched the percentage of black students .

11. 1,..oultiville's fat,ulry desegregation plan does nor coMply wlth federal court rulings (Sin.-
stereo v. Amide Cnunty; N.C., 'Board of Education) whic.h. requires that there he equal
diatributiOn of black teachers among all school* in the system.

(

);
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I . GETTIPI6 WORSE. FASTER

Racial isolation is extreme in SI of loubsilles 67
walk schools this year, the highost percosuss *we
total agnrgation was sholished 1954 Thee mune
Loutesille once again is naming a seiregesul mos
and ifs sating wens law.

Mehl isolehon a manilla'4 eatome shim et hod
90 pet csad of the Molests is a schoot ere of ow
rms. lust these yeesi ego, only 39 school were im
that indesney and the bond was downweed. Then the
tread SIAM and the wanks lauped to 4$ to 1949
and to SO is 1970.

Graph I, below, shows the chew in the weber of
90 pie cant block and 90 pee cut while schools for

GRAPH I

Number of Schools With At Loom a 90 hoz Cent
Racial Majority. 1956,throilitt 1971, Louisville,

Senoicky

0- 0

a number of ichools with at least a 90 per cent
white majority

number of schools with at lost a 90 per cent
blatk majority

sea your door 1956. Note, particularly. the decline
I the sembee of 90 per twat white schools for the
fine 10 yews dies total ossugatinn me abolished.
The yens 1968, iamb I *Iona* thin in the rathor
oohed dee I the ember al 90 per tont black
schools

The M. oecuted stion thou these ate only 29
rim black sterloole in city shook this year than In
1961. Moo woo a docile ia the number of white
staitlants Mot the penesitige of Mick students in the
city glom rpery from 46.7 sir coat I. 1968 to
41.7 per oust lo 1971.

It is move tion a cami of the black school setting
lickee. A few postkishassitly whits schools in Su
city rho e Otis Allem.

For umpire, 27 school bare a white majority of
af hod 90 per cent this yers. compered to 22 in
1968. (X them 27 schools. two hare all-white student
bodies The two allwhito who* ere Bloom and
Loagfellow elsinuotay schools. Both are in the
Highlesals Lonsfellow, 192$ Duker, newer km had a
Mack studest. goons 1627 Lucie. had Mach students
Ili oily two ce the pest 1 1 years

Another 24 schools here a Mack majority of at
host 90 Per coot this yeas compared to 17 just three
yews apo. Of deer 24 scho ols. file here only black
shadents The *thick wheel are Geohol HW
School; Russell Inoior High School; Cotter. Feuer
and Weetangtdil elenoraterY scifook

TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT

The under term below or mord.
thsroushood Mls4epo,t in keeping wuh the
brkf definite:ens provided.

Estrum regbl holt*. LOWS (f at torso 90
pee cpe1 4 Ow itudents In a school art of one
MCC

Radek holmium! exists If between 75 end 9,
per cent Rf the inekrus in a scA)ul are of ose
race.

W)ile modority alas Vet hum 50 per cent
ofr4eudeJilegxkoIa.aforqrsc,

Shwa aukcift exists If et Mau 50 per coil
of the stwdesur lie school ere Nark.

eAllis U. al in& 90 per
cent of dm schools is a system nere extreme
roc* tsoistion.

largagn exists (1. between 75 and PO per
rent of trse scnools Is system fare extrrnw
metal inPistion.

k)
r
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WHERE RACIAL ISOLATICN IS EXTREME

ack symbols, white numbers indicate schools
with 90-100% black autjority.

bite symbols, hi. k numbers indicate schools
with 90-100% white majority.

SCHOOL IDENTIFftATION SYMBOLS USED THROUGHOUT THIS REPORT

S . HIstl Schools

It Ahrens
Atherton

et Central
Iroquois
Manual

t Male
Shawnee

Gottschalk
Highland
IMMO is
Manly
Manual
Western
Woerner

Elementary Schook

Jr . High Stleols CO Atkinson

R$. Barret Belknap
Dirvalle ap BILX)411

co Meyzeek .17.2 Brandeis

1

Parkland aa Bret kinridge
Russell 1 al Ryck '
Shaw nee ii Colerlilgr- Taylor
Southern t :1 mot

9

liolthrger Lincoln
Emerson
Engelhard

Longfellow
lowell

Ca rtnichael Marshall
Carter Mc Perron
Clark Parkland
Clay Per ry
Cot bran POrtland
Field Roosevek
Foster 1 Rutherford
Franklin Semple
Frayser Shawnee
Hazelwood 4ihr lhy
Heywood
Jacob
Johnston

Southwkk
Strothe

Jones
Kenninty Washington. 13.T.

K thg Wheatley
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'\4(
PERCENTAGE CF STUDENTS IN ALL SCHOOLS WITH EXTREME RACIAL ISOLATION

Graph LI. Extreme *Liam of While Students, Graph Ilk lixtransa leatation of Black Students,
1466-71. 1.13 Louktavilli Keiontetry 1936-71. In Louisville, Kentucky

/FYI* II
1$4611

a
"aus- ifb

on

ac- II

o trad b. awn pe entage of white nualentrt attending
all /schools where at leant 90 per cent of the
atudenta are white.

4.

W44- ' WIG

WI

Ma-

es

indicates percentage of black students attend-
ing all schools where at least 90 per cent of
the students are Black.

Tlara year. 80 per cent of all elementary school
students attend schools whew there is extreme racial
rola t

The percentage of junior and sensor high students
attending the schools with extreme racial isolation is
lower but is increasing

Look at the city's sewn high schools. Three have a
black majority and four here a wlute mejonty All

but 850 of the 4,800 black students attend the black
schools. Ail but 400 of the 5,600 white students'
attend the white schools

Look at the city's 13 Junkw high schools. Six have
a black majority and seven have a white tnajoeity. All
hut 1,200 of the 6,300 black junior high school
students attend the black schools. All but 600 of the
6.500 white students attend the white rchoo/s.
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WITH EXTREME RACIAL ISOLATION
Graph IV, Extreme Laois-n(4i of White Elemen-
tary School Students, i9S6- 71 In Louisville,
Kenna. ky

Y

id411

WI

si

o Intik sties 3 perLentage nf white e 1 e me n ts ry
school students attending schools where at
1eaut 90 per cent of the students are white,

Griggs V. Extreme isolation of Bleck Piens:M.4-y
School Student., 1950- 7 I tn Louisville, Kentucky

fa.

'SAO

141

indicates percentage of black elementary
school students attending schools where at
least 90 per cent of the students are Mack,

Look at the city's 47 Wrimentary schools- T*enty-
one have a Neck nssUoritY sad twenty-4x hesw a
white majority. Ad but 850 of the 12,500 black
alementary mhool students attend the black schools.
Ad but 800 of the 13,000 white students attend the
white schools.

it 15 A mitigated system with Louisville's youth
leaning to accentuate racial difTesances.

These 4 a kit of the old-style ingeption mbted
with the new. School officials never have eliminated
the vestiges of the dual aystem. Thirty-two of the
schools now in the city system always have had
extreme wrimillifinn-

Thirteen schools always have had at lead a 90 par
cent black majority. The schools are Centrgl Hi
School, DuVelie, fileyssek and Russell junior high
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS WITH EXTREME RACIAL ISOLATION

Greph VI: Extreme Isolation id White Judos
High School Students, 1956- 71, in Loutaville,
Kentucky

A

0

en-

vii
a

-

0 lndkates percentage of white )unk,, mei school
students steendlng 'schools where et least 90
per cent o f ths.itiaient., are white.

Graph VII: listreme Isolation of Mack junior
High School Students, 1956- 71 in Louisville,
Ken tuc ky

31111/1
3 A 0 3

11 0
MS- '''' NM

4.

10/4

indicates percentage of black junior high school
students attending schools where at least 90
per cent of the students are Black.

schools, Byck. Carter. Cotter. Kenoedy, Ferry, South-
wack. Talbert. Booker T. Wsithington end Wbentley
siementary schools. Another, Whitney Young Elan-
=WY School. opened in 1971 In the ninety-plus
category but replaced the former Clay Elesnentsty
School that once wee di white.

Nineteen schools stwsys here had st nest a 90 per
cent white nsnority. The schdols era Atherton and
Iroquois high schools, Barret, Gottschalk Ind South-

ern junior high schools; Atkinson, Booths:oat, Sal.
knap, Skim, Engelhard, Field, Fraywe, Hazelwood,
Jacob. LongfeUow, Portland. Rutherfced, Semple and
Shelby elenserdery schools.

The rapid increase in the level of black isolation Is
Louievilie schools tuns counter to the national ttenci
Figures compiled by the U.S. Depertuseat of Health.
Education end Wallin show that nationwide els level
of black students in extreme segreastion terhoots

)
4d

\?
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS WITH EXTREME RACIAL ISOLATION

Chop li VIII Extreme Isolation of White Senior.
High School Students. 1950- 71 Louisville
K putts. ky

0 indicate') pe r.entagc of white venior high
se hirof ,rodents attending w hook where at
leant 90 pet cent ot the sttalenta are whirr .

Graph IX: Extreme leo/art:on of mock Senior
High School Students, 195()- 71 in Louisville,
Kentucky

e

Ma-

it.

intik area pe rientage of black nenior high
mchool mtudenty attending Nt`hools where at
leant 11I.1 per en! (it the atudents *le Rla k.

with at least s 90 per cent block minority) dropped
from 64.3 par cent in 1968 to 43.3 per oent in I 97a
The cleane in the South was even maw dramatic,
from 77.8 per cant in 1068 to 33.4 per cent in 1970.

In cuotrast, the level in Louievale hunped from
54.0 per cent in 1968 to 67.5 per cent in 1970. So
Louiwille went from well below the levet in the
nation abd South in 1968 to a point well above the
nation anc1 the South in 1970 National figures ere

not available foe 1971, but Louisville continued to
'haw an increaw and reached 72.5 per cent.

A nation-wid report on the status of school
desegreption hes been prepared by the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission and I. reprinted in this report as
Appendix A. It indicates bow far Louisville has fallen
behind. The report states:

The number of minority group children attending
desegrepted schools continued to tawnier In States
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where segretation once
ten:Waft Kentocky).
black school c
ornt 4.4 lore ;Mood
State& Sy) fall 197
cent.-

had heen required under law
ell 19611,78 per cent of ell

schools with SO per
the II Southern

dropped to 39 per

In Louisville. per cent of all bLack
school children arc In h 80 per cent tw
more nununty enrollment tho year.

Table A.bolow. compares the chanting Percentage
of blacks an the 90 to 100 per cent black 'schools Im
Loulevilk with the pcfavntmes in the nation and Its
sub-regions.

LoulavWe can also be measured against its own
earlier record. Today. 72.3 per cent of all city
students 14104 and white) attend schools where one

TABLE A

Blackn elenuentatty and *et ()Mary
hook In ab, h at lewd 90 per vent of 'du-

dents Ale Nat k for Fall. 1968, and Fall, 1970

N 1 S

90- 100 t
/44 hod., hla..k s,hoolic

Arca _num/Nei-

AluisvflIr
1968 I 1, 2-17 12. 556 54,0
19711 2.), s79 859 67.5

6 Sorrier State/4 and Dian t f L'ol umhla
968 636. 1'11 383. tro,) no, 2

1970 667..3.62 3110, 1115 57.0

I ',OS/the NI S14fV1
198a/ 2, 941, 460 1, :RS, 571) 77.8
i9711 1,150,192 1.1151, 210 .33,4

12 Nor the. n and W64161 n States
1908 2. 703,1156 1, 369,965 50.7
1971/ 2, 889, 858 1, 474.6/19 51.1

. . . _ ..... _.--
Cont1rwnt4l I ' S.

l98t4 e, 1111, 171 4,041,593 64.3
1970 6, 707, 411 2. 9117, 0244 43.3

- .

S.,UT cr ALVA horn annual lepoi TS
filed by the 1,1u1syllle Hoard of Education.
Additional dare from Civil Right, rilnqt. Vol.
4, No, 1, Detemiuri, 1971

race haa a 90 per rent stialcwity. That le the highest
pcsonstaga since the 77.5 per cant in 1956 and the
73.5 per cent in 1957. the first two years of !school
desegregation.

The truant and rapid shift to reargregetion is
illuatratral by the fact tbat u latc as 1988 only 55.7
par Lwat of tha students wale in schools with such
extreme racial isoiation. Table B, below, shows bow
that Used netted.

TABLE B

Percentage of student's attending schoolli with
at leant a 90% racial majority, by year and
type of achool

Elemcn Jr. . Sr.
Year ryle .1im,___

___W_ b_ ____Total

1956 74.0 72.0 100.0 77.5
1957 70.6 87.0j 114.6 73,5
1958 72.3 63.5 82.7 72.0
1959 71.0 56.5 84.2 70.0
1960 09.9 57.6 70.6 67.0

1961 71.6 58.0 70.5 68.0
1962 73.1 17.7 67.7 ',69.0
1963 69.9 47.7 68.2 64.0
1964 69.0 47.6 70.2 64,1
1965 66,8 47.7 33.5 55.3

1966 64.2 47.7 38.0 54.8
1967 66.4 48.5 43.4 57.4
1968 63.0 48.4 44.8 55.7
1969 75.0 50.7 47.7 83.1
1970 82.5 55.1 61.2 69.2

1971
.

80.0 64.7
.

62.1 72.3

Thc one-hundred per vent transition of Parkland
and Foster Elementary schools *role the arrival of
Ow' New Segregatiork

All-erhite in 1955, Parkland became altNack in
1970 and Foster became all-hiack in 1971.

Others are petting close. Two me high schools,
Mak at 94 per cent and Shawnee at 88 per mt. Two
arr junior highs. Shawnee at 93 par cent and Parklanfd
at 99 per cent. Five ESC elementary schools, Standen
at 911, Young at 93, Jones at 91, Strother at 90 and
Shawnee at 85.

Both P'arkland and Foster elementary achoola were
the nearest schools to many black students forced
into sepuete, all-black facilities under the dual school
system in operation before 1956.

fire Low:1141k Story, a book by Omer Carmichael



(thin clty school mparuitendent) and Weldon /ernes.
deectibed Ow origami& desegregation plan. Thal plan
to desegiegate all schools at one tune- was acclaimed
by many sa a pattern for other cabs.

It was under that 1956 plan that Ow artificial
boundaries helm:ran the cluldren of the city fell and
the proems al desegregation bspn The (*panties
before 1 956 ate -evident in the repid mons* in the
number of black students in both Parkland and
Foster between 1 955 and 1957, ow shown in Charts 1
and 2 below.

Poste r

Number of
Students

Year White Blot. k
1955 642
1957 486
1959 144
1 961 52
1 96.3 24
1 965 14
1 967 13
1969 2

1 971 0

kl a nd

187

5 19
697
81

8 1 1

803
762
646

Numbe r (of
Students
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rcentage l4s k 1

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 A 4. 0
O 0 1/ 0 4.1 0 0 11 0 0 0

. .

ci000ss0000ci000sisioti0000
eememstootion000n000000

milaimmmiewhipxoon000ti
o eseatampaeasseeenro~Oesdosexo
0414114110110414410110114108~4310

o84H1OO1

Percentage BI.k I

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Year White Blakk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

955 Jog 0 000000000v00000000000
_

I vs 7 .103 106 Demo xo.0000inx+osxxxoo
959 / i .3 1 41 emieeeeess00000000000

1 961 1 Is 46 eleeneseees0000000moo
1 963 55 , 4 98 letwaieesisaveimaiettieoxoo
1 965 3 1 546 sammieeeeeeeeeimmee zoo
1 967 Il 622 apommoeasesomumxo
1 969 II 57 3 sieeenesieeesteremiessewin

97 1 4 588 *****60416600.0*****S8

Similar charts illustrating the racial composition
and chews in all ichools m the city system are
collected into Appendix B in this publication.

The rne Brown School. scheduled to open at
Fourth Ad Broadway in September, will provide
educahon in an udegreted. center city letting_ But
only one per cent of the iity's students will be
allowed to attend.

While the city tystem has had ionic wi cers in
teacher desegregaillon and in the uw it MLA adminis

MAP IL WHITE TO BLACK SCHOOf
9 white schools in 5%15 no:90- 1 on Black.

, I for wL I,
1 WHITE TO WHITER SCHOOLS

17 white schools witich lost black students over
past 5 years.

trators, the Brown School is the first realistic step
toward an integrated education far student&

Too littk way late.
Louisville still Insists on tiny, tentative daps oven

after the evidence hi Greenburgh. N.Y..
where educators proved to doubting parents that
full-wale integration paid off in better grades fa/ both
black and white student& Both groups are well ahead
of national aversges and both groupAiave improved
at an increasing rate since tntegrItioef 10 years ego.

Educators them found
-Trying to upgrade schools without detegrepting

them first Ls, s t hest, piecemeal effort. The
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. tTable (... Segregation Index tor
Louttiville, Kentucky. 1956-

1F44. tut",r qiiel

All Schoots in
1971

hie -huol_c!cl.Tr9.1-ag
1956- 79,7 74,3 90.4
1957 77.2 71.1 147 6
1958 75.0 70, 6 81.4
1959 7 t4. 4 72,5
1960 81.6 71/ 4 70.8

1961 80,0 156 3 73.4
1,961 80.0 6.3,7 00.3
1963 78.5 61 9 61.5
1964 78,8 63,7 60,7
1965 77.0 61,5

1906 '75.5 67.1 63,1
1967 78.4 70, I 65.9
1968 80.3 73.1 68,6
1969 82.1 74,8 75.5
1970 84,0 '70.7 72.2

1971 86.2 70.7 '78. 6

Segregation Lndex 0 - 4

(2
stem *Mel .i,b.r ci Nock.

expea Ned member of Narks
N. NacM wed Milo

solal Wade

1956
1957

1998
1959
1960

1961

1962
1963
1964
1965

1966
1967
1968
1969
19/0

1971

t.

elementary supervisor said.. ?first integrate, and than
saturate (uppade) entry school with new iditaL new
matenala' He is cOltstnced that Nero and white
children must sit in the same clasansoms before it is
puesibla to teach either group how to be good citizens
in a multemcial society. The net result of integratiOM
he sud, is 'batter teaching end better schools.' "

The &huh ofikthe Greenburgh story are in is

70-page publwatIon Equally Tlyousit laugraoun
smitten by Naomi and ArnOld Buckheknat and
published by the Anti-Defamation Lanus of B'nel
Writh, New York City.

The number of Olick students ainkst doubled in
the 16 years since desegregation while the number of
whlte students declined. Table D, below, shows the
changes. While the percentage increase. is considera-
ble, sestreption has increased out of pace with the
increase in the numtor of Neck student* Table C.
next column, A a standard sepeption index that
takes into account both number and distribution of
the minority group,

Tabk C shows that distribution of Black students
has worsened along with the numbers Mcmaie to the
Point that all the earl)/ pins hers all but bean wiped
ou t.

Note, in Table (', that the segreption index
reached lows in the mi4-1960,-75.5 foe elementary
schools m 1965. 61.9 far junior highs In 1983, and

ruble a Black Student Population Growth
Showing change In number and percentage of black students 1,5 elementary,
junior high and senior high rwhools for each year from school desegrega-
tion in 1956 to 1 I. LuWaville, Kentucky.

-EtcmentAi jr. High
Total Bla BIack TO/a I Black

27, 684 7, 621 27.5 10, 839 1,746
28, 471 8, 493 29.8 10, 084 1, 520
18, 5/9 9, 252 32.4 111, 319. 2, 692
2)4. 096 9, 867 45 1 10, 801 1,950
251, 280 10, 437 36.9 11,881 1, 443

28, 11; 10, 461 38.8 12. 193 4. 827
28. 452 11, 410 40.1 12, 402 4, 257
28, 209 11, 899 41.1 12,406 4, 671
27,5503 11, 119 44.0 1,2, 446 4, 920
27, 562 12, 453 45.1 11, 451! 5, 194

17,244 12,73.1 46,7 12, 535 5, 466
28. 428 H. 145 46.7 11.413 ' 590
27. 796 15, 077 47.1 12, 599 5, 822
26, 85.1 11, 1150 47,8 12, 627 6, 045
26, I ', ' 1 !, t) 46 48, 1 12, 855 6. 201

.1, P. 7.,I 11, 14 / 49.2 111/, 625 6,302

Blac k

25 .3
25,1
26.1
17 .1
29. I

41.4
.44.3
37.4

_

Total

7 , 318
7, 467
7,787
7,647
7, 136

7, 555
8,528
9.634

Sr. High
Black %Black

1,642
1, 777
1, 888
1, 939
1, 837

2, 000
2, 313
2,800

22.2
23.8
23.9
V5.4
25.8

26.4
27.1
29.1

39.8 10, 072 3, 144 31.2
41 7 10, 140 3, 5155 35.2

43.6 10, 218 3, 930 38.4
44.9 10, 411 4, 169 40.1
46,3 10, 498 4, 378 41.7
47 7 10, 479 4, 450 42.5
48 1 10,411 4,741 45,4

49.9
- -,,-

10, 415 4, 857 46,6
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60.7 for high mhos* in 1964. itieaaiaqy schook.
sow it 86.2. are at the highest Ind the dual
RPM 011 was abolished sad sinks 711.6. ins
the kigheet Mice 1959.

in addition to the 51 schools with astnime racial
loolation these ere another nine mhos* ahem at
Met 75 per cent of the students we of ow mos.
&boon with imilatioa of whiles ate Weans Junior
High School and Illrack Milder. Emerson. Heywood
end Roosevelt Mementery school. Schools with
leolation of blacks are Shawnee High School and
Cirmichael, McFerrin sad Shewaes alementity
schoois.

That mane Oat eddy men of the city's 67 schools
do not boo racial *dation thie year They am Abseils
and Mammal schools. Manua. Meg* and Woonitt
*Wm bigh schools, and Liecols sad Marteall chasm
eery schooli.

Os* three of those school% Ka*. Weenier and
klembell. me in the middle band where neither race
has more Qua a oae-thint mak:airy

Graph X shows how the student population in
them middle band &Moots has shifted lime 1956.
Note the decline la number of students attending the
ray Identifiable black awl while schools dropped
steadily through the mid-1964h only to Vert boa i&P
In the doing yews of the decade mat &Mom entinsly
wt* out the *arty Ity 1965 the pincentine of k
black students In mejorhy schools had
dropped to 66 per cent bid slime then it has climbed
steedlly how that low to an all-time high of 85 per
cam

MAF IllETW ERN 111E S XTREMES

Graph X: `No- Thirds Majority Schools

Showing percentage of black and white students
to echoote where osse race had at toast a two-
thirds majority. Louisville. Ky.. 1956-71.

si*s

. . !,

per cvnt of white students attending schools
where theLare in at least a two- third. ma-
jority. .

Lair cent of black studatate attending schools
where they are in at least a two- ma-
jority.

Apar mist of white studentj attending schoola
where neither race hae * two- thirds =gor-
ily.

A per cunt of black students 'attimadiag schools
where neither race has a two- thirda major -
HT
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TOKEN FACULTY GAINS SACRIFICED

Louisvilk never wen sot dorm to federal couk.
gindislines for faculty deasgorption but even thç
modett advancee wen; wrapped this year and the
mean* oft resegregation begun.

One link moon that the administration failed
to hire black Poachers at a keel keeping with the mins
in black student population.

Es= where them wen pen In faculty denim
Wein between 1968 and 1970, them now is sonic
melon. In fact, the schools with the greatest concen-
tration. uf white stinking actually we Wang some of
then few black taactwrs.

Then, ani 16 whools whenrit least 95 per Lent ol
LI). students WV wink. Seven of thew schools have

MAP V: SCHNLS LOSE BLACK TEACHERS

Nine school* with extreme Isolation
of white studente that lost black reacher.
between 1970 and 1971 are shown on
this map. School ldentifkation num-
berk re shown on this map. School
identilkation. re given on page 3.

finve black talqwes tius year thin they had in the
1970.71 ochool gear. ex have the same number and
only three have additional black teachers.

There are another II schools where 90 to 95 per
cent of the uudents sre white. Two of thew schools
kist black teachers, six have the ISMO number and
three hive additional black teachers.

(aide F. in the next column shows the change in
numbea and percentage of black teachers m the 27

Table R: Black Teachers in White Schools
%awing change. in Dumber of black teachers in
achool. with 90-100 per cent white
1970, 1971, Logliville, Kentucky.

student..

change
1970

no,
1971

no
1970-71

no. k

Q5- 10096 White St nt

Longfellow 1.0 7.9 1.0 6. - 0.6
Bloom 2.0 14.8 2.0 12.9 - 1. 9
Semple 5.0 15.7 4.0 13.0 . 0 - 2 . 7

Southern 2.0 4.2 2.0 4.2

Iroquois 5.0 7.0 3.0 4.2 -2.0 - 2.6
Rutherford 3.0 8.9 3.0 8.6 - 0.3
Field 1.0 6.2 3.0 19.3 +2.0 +13.1
Belknap 2.0 12.1 3.0 19.2 +8.0 + 7.1

Beechrnont 1 . 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -11.3
Gottschalk 5.0 10.9 3.0 6.5 -2.0 - 4.4
F ranklin 4.0 23.4 3.0 21.4 -1.0 - 2.0
Jacob 2 .0 9.1 2.0 10.6 ' + 1.5

Barret 4 . 0 12.1 4.0 12.9 * 0.8
Atherton 6.0 9.3 4.0 5.5 -2.0 - 3.8
Hazelwood 2 .0 5.8 1.1 3.4 -0.9 - 2.4
Portland 24.8 5.0 32.2 +1.0 + 7.4_4.0
Subtotal 49.0 43.1 - 5.9 -12.0

90- 95% White Student Body

Atkbason 4.0 10.9 4.5 13.2 +0.5 + 2.3
Johnston 1.0 7.0 2.0 12.8 +1.0 4. 5.8
Frayser 1.0 3.7 1.0 4.0 + 0.3
Tingley 2.0 9.1 1.0 5.5 .0 - 3.6

Engelhard 6. 0 29.8 5.0 25. 0 - L0 - 4.8
Lowell 2 . 0 9.1 1.0 8.9 - 0.2
Dolfinger 4.5 25.4 4.5 27.3 + 1.9
Highlantl 5 11.6 5.0 12.2 + 0.6

Shelby 1. 0 12.9 2.0 15.5 + 2.6
Clark 1. 0 11.4 2.0 11.9 + 0.4
Cochran 1.7 7.0 2.6 11.0 +0.9 + 4.0

_

Subtotal 31 1 31.6 +0.4 + 0.1

-rota! id. 2

°No han
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city Mooh *Ism du Of Wilts Nu-
dists is iinstost. The schools ate cater of
Ow perthatage of white Mediate stleadisg year.

This pia tad thee deans in the ember of
teachers south a Roam sad itimanquis peck
sa indicator of the weakness in the faculty
adios dram

Then ars 15 Moots In that earthen actin
ale city system. Table F. Wow, showensit whit
happened hi that arm Then WPM only few
Nadi tagehort let the awe Ow. 1969. Thw
e a signiGema pla. alma doeiding nowher
1970. lha thie year Owe tree a anded declime.

Numb& of teachers in the 15 Lauterill. poik
schools moth of Rasters mad "Alpasaptla Nark- ,
ways, 1907-71.

1967 1965 1969 1970 1971

Black 19.1 20.0 24.0 49.0 37.1
While 451f4m475.1 480.9 439.5 458.6

% Wick 4..0 4.0 4.3, LI 7.5
"Me wheal by school table belew thew best abet

happened in fish of Os IS weetheenwet wheel/ owe
the pew fire yam Sole, failiadley. the pia mid
then &Woe in as nentbet el Medi Weehhe
Atherton sod bow" die eWil two whIO
whools. Titbit G.

At a thee when whoodon telt of Waft WOW*
istkas. it is Nelms that wow of ow whin pow& re

ea,

Meg Iambi in the whits sectime-whiar ultimates.
white Waders.

Table fl, Wow, shows Mt what thal seas Mt
year at the kik school lava The taNs nista schools
in order of the pircentagi of atick taw:hem girsethe
Mal number of white students la Nich school; dawn
the parceatege of MIN students sad these the
mensulathe permataip of white students. For outs-
* it shows that. 96,7 per cent of an whits high
Moot studests Mead schools where Ws this 15 per
that of the facolty black.

Table H: White Racism.
'Massing location of white students in relation to
percentage of black faculty at all senior high
schools, Lotavi1tc, Kentucky. 1971.

% black white
teachers students

% of all
white

students
nai4a-

Iroquois 4.2 1,621 29.3 29.329.3
Atherton 5.5 1,582 28.6 57.9
Ms's* 10.6 1.120 20.2 78.1
Manuel 14.6 1,030 18.6 96.7
Male 26.3 58 1.6 98.3
Ristwiss 57.2 107 1.9 100.2°
Canna 66.4 0

%tote dew 104 due to roundincof figures.
non nes aely tobiontfactilty desegtegetion ha the

Inwheille city schools until the lats 1960a Them an
effort-witit prodding how the federal mew-
ennes-ame began. Table 1 shwas the effects of
dengenintios efforts In the Waugh* percentage of

Table fk Rea Teacher. in little Schools

lihowing shift of black ISOCaillTs daring years 1967-71 La tes 27 Louisville
city itchoole where at lema 90 par mat al the students are whits.
No. al Rack Teachers N). of Slack Teachers

Inerneatary '67 '611 '69 '70 '71Sr. High School '67 '63 '69 "70 *71
batichinont 1 1 1 1 0

Atherton i 2 2 4 4 Delkam 1 l 1 2 3

Iroquois 4- 3- 3 5-3 Frayserr
Hasolwood

1 1

1 1

1

2

1

2

1

1.1Subtotal 5 5 5 11 7 Heywood 1 2 2 3 3

Jacob 1 0 0 2 2
jr. High School Longfellow 1 1 1 1 ' 1

er Lowell 1.1 2 a 2 2
Gottschalk 2 1 2 5 3 Rutherford 1 1 1 3 3
Highland 1 2 2 5 5 Sensp/e 1 1 1 5 4
South. nt 1 1 2 2 2 Subtotal in Ti 11 '-n 20.1

subtotal 4 4 8 11 10 TOTAL 19.1 20,0 24,0 45.0 27.5
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Table 1: Locealcs at flack Teach. ra

chew percasseser cd black faculty members for each school..
Loalowilbe. Kannecky. 1967-71

ef Rack resty Meelbere 1.of Black Faculty Member.

Schools 417 '68 '69 '70 "71 Schools '67 '68 '69 '70 '71'

Ahrens 1.2 3.3 3.2 1.1 12.0 Engnlhard 9.9 4.0 8.3 27.1 22.7
Atherton 1.7 3.3 3.1 10.3 6.4 --6-.i 5.3 11.7 24.2Meld 6.5
Central 113%0 $2.7 $575 72.3 6ri: Foeier 51.5 54.7 64.5 61.0 76.0
Iroquois 6.2 1:1 -570 T 171 Praeldia 3.4 5.4 5.4 22.1 20.0

Manual 4.4 6.2 8.6 2.7 15.1 Prayear 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.9
Male 5.8 8.1 12.5 19.0 29.3 Hanehrttxxl 2.7 2.7 T-8 5.6 3.3
Shawnee 10.5 13.7 15.8 23.0 40.0 Haywood 6.5 12.2 12.2 18.1 21.3

Hill 15.7 31.5 46.2Total High Schools 16.9 17.7 18.6 20.2 23.8
Jacob 3.7 0.0 0.0 8.7 10.1

Barnet 3:1 2.8 6.1 11.1 11.8 Johnston 6.5 1-.1 7.5 6.5 11.7
Duvall* 93.2 WY 70.2 53.8 69.0 jeans 13.4 20.0 22.0 IS:6 36.2
Gottschalk 3.9 -CS 10.0 6.1 Xannedy 72.8 94.0 79.0 87.1 81.0
Highland 2.6 1-3 4.4 13.1 iTS

Klag a. 50.0 61.7 51.3 5.3.6
Manly 26.4 77.8 32.0 39.2 30.4 Ltecota 3.5 5.3 6.5 11.3 8.3
Manual lachdad Itkual Sr. Riji lAnglallow 6.7 6.6 6.8

064eyseek 77.6 75.9 49.8 69.2 80.0 Loren 4.3 -778 7.7 8.9 8.5
Parkland 44.1 1571 51-4 E1 53.5

Mtundiall 7.6 5.7 5.7 21.1 13.6
Russell 90.2 $3.0 $4.9 61.3 66.1 Mailman 15.0 14.1 18.5 26.5 44.5
Shawnee 27.2 -H..1 26.2 115. 47.0 Parkland 87.7 77.0 69.6 70.5 61.5
SOuthern 2.2 9b 4.4 3.8 Perry 96.7 85.4 -81T0 72.2 1 70
Wooten] 19.7 17.5 13.3 1E70 21.7

POrdand 5.8 11.4 5.4 23.2 30.4
Wperner 4.8 7.0 7.7 11.9 14.6 Roosevelt 9.8 5.5 8.i 17.9 15.4

Rutherford 2.6 2.6 2.7 8.6 8.3
Total:Junior/Ugh 34.5 12.0 3242 30.8 32.6 Senvle 3.1 3.1 6.0 15.3 X&

Atkinson 2.6 2.7 5.2 10.6 12.8 Shawnee 23.6 28.6 23.1 33.4 53.7Beettmont 9.9 9.0

-575
8.2 7.9 0.0 Steil* 6.4 0.0 12.1 12.1Belknap 6.5 1 .5 Soudnelck 84.5 81.5 70.9 75.6Bloom 6.9 6.1 5.5 13.7 12.1 Strother 23.4 35.7 36.4 42.4 42.7

Brandeis 35.7 85.3 77.3
-ill

66.2 75.7
Talbert 83.4 85.5 70.3 68.2 31.9Breckinridge 4.0 3.7 11.9 12.4
Tingley 6.2 4.9 11:6 -9.1 5.3Byck 74.4 72.4 58.1 69.2 56.7 Washington, B. T. 79.3 72.3 71,5 65.7 50.0Carndchael 54.1 57.2 44.0 36.4 37.0 Wheatly 86.7 80.0 WO '39.7 43.4

Carter
Clark

90.3
5.9

$9.7 84.2 58.4 72.4
11.3 Total Elementary 34.4 36.2 34.4 34.1 34.25.1 5.1 10.8

Clay (Young)
Cochran

32.0

2.3

40.5

2.5

37.1 51.1
6.7

58.8
10.8 TOTAL SCHODIS 30.2 36.8 30.4 19.9 31.32.1

*1-1111 Elementary cloaed for 1970-71 school
Cole ridge Taylor 96.3100.0 73.0 44.8 52.7 years.
Cone r 93.2 95.0 /in 115 98.4 "Xing opened in 1968.
fAlIfinger 15.0 17.1 145 24.0 25.7 Underlined figures Lotticate years in which there
Eme noon 10.3 10.3 4.9 21.0 14.6 was a decline ln percentage of black faculty.
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black and white teachers on each school (acuity.. The
underlined fipres indicate years NI which there wasa
dicker in the percentage of black teachers. Mame
mane unproved faculty dompeptiosi if the ficulty
hes a high black mmonty but declme means feculty
I914179Ption in the schools where the percentage of
black faculty essenbars already was low.

This runt ousiter to the federal court ruling in a

Noeth Caroltha cam which requires that the ratio,ol
minority group to majonty group teachers in each
school muat be substentially the sane as the rain
throughout the district. 1Singleton v Anson Counts-
Board of Education, 210 F Supp. 895 tl 9,681

WANC/1

The retreat from faculty desegreption did not
begin until ths current school year. Though partly
coacrialsd by overall statT cum, the retreat is obvious
wenn the direction of change in faculty is analyzed.

Tsbk .1 eimmareas auch an analyse. It shows the
perecontap of schools in each of 10 categories that

. TABLE? J

Nrientage of it. hauls (hy hIa k faculty de, iles
that gained tn percentage of bla. k seache r s tot
the years 1967 to 1971 In tuunivUle, Kennk ky

percent/kV %yt achosIsgtn3n hint k teac he r s
of black
tacul7

90- IOC

67-68

33.3

rtfi- 69

0, 0

69-70 70-71

SO- 89.9 33 I 11,5 0.0 0.0

70-79.9 25.0 0.0 1,4; 9 40,11

60- 69.9 U. 0 56.1

50-59,9 100.0 66.7 50,0 1002.0

40-49.9 0,0 S11,0 ( 100.0

30- 39.9 100.0 100.0 75,0 S0.0

20-29.9 80. 0 60. ) 100, s0.

10- 19.9

fs.

50,

11.4

50,0

59.4

K5.7

87.7

10 t)

49.9

ix, schools in t ategot y

lftuk.i Rued figut indkate yes t III whit h theft'
was a decline In pertentage of i,lg h fa ulty.

peed in pea:tulip of Neck teachers. As ni Tsbie 1,
a decline in percentage means faculty desegreptkei if
the school alreedy so above 10 per cent 'above dashes
in Table 1). a decline in perceaup mina faculty
tesepegation if the school already is below 30 per
cent 'below dashes in table).

F or earimpk, there should bc a high rate of pin
for ichools where leas than 10 per cent of the
teachers are bliick. Reading memas the bottom line of
Table 1 there a such en increase until the current
year-31.4. 59.4, 87.7 and then the drop beck to
39,9. That means that km than 40 per cent (6 of 15/
of 02 schools in that low category showed m
increase in percentage of Keck teachers tn 1971.

As previous data in this section show:, the eres
where there was a dedine in black faculty members is
the section south of Algonquin and Eastern parkways
where there is the greatest concentration of white
students.

Though starting later, tht retreat to segreptien of
faculties appears headed rapidly m the same direCtion
as the resegreption of students.

Another area of ameern is the failure of the city
system to keep the hinng of black faculty members at
a eve with the powth of the black student popula-
tion. Table K indicates the meior proportions of that
PP.

Opportunities for black teschers are not keeping
pace with the oves-all growth of the black population.
A mkt's reason appears to te the continued concen-
tration of white teachers in white schools with much
of the faculty desegregation coming in the (arm of
placing white teachers into the black majority schools
rather than placing mon blacks into the white
ma)ority schools.

Tat* K shows the pet was 333 black teachers tn
1967 Today that gsp is 415,

Table K. 'The Hiring Cep

Showing s,i tual number of Nat 1 teachers and
gap between that number and what would be ex-
pected tf black teacher percentage equaled black
student pe rcentage , Louisville, Ky., 1967- 71.

No, of hlac.k
teachers lf
equal to NM-
&lent per cent

at tual number
bla(k teat he rs

gap, T111111ill' t

gap, pet ,ent

1032 1105 1181 1263 1163

699 757 764 796 748

333 348 417 467 415
32.3 31.2 35.2 38.9 15.6

4
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I I L CONCLUSIONS,

The Loulaviliolefferses County community can-
not afford to nodose' another student generation
tatUdi is inadequately prepared to participate tn a
democratic, multi-racial loony. But that's whet will
hippen if the resegreption trend continues and the
ame's young people are educased in meal isolation

Radii isolstion has ban proved a detriment to the
education, of both white and black students. Since
segniptioe mans an inferior Macatkmal setting, It
annot be justified by the excuse most often heard,
that it venly reflects residentiel seMenatice.

The misuse hae denied most white children the
experience they need of meting to black tracheas and
adnilflhatratoriv peartions of authority Msr ai it has
fed the myth dist black teachen prefer to hutch in
black schools.

In a city where people should be learning to the
together, we have a school system tesclusig the young
that they must learn in separate inititutions.

The truth is that separate whication is inhesently
unequal. That is the law of the land and It is solidly
suPPeeles) bY documented fects both before end since
the school deaegreption decision of 1954. And on
the contrary. no evidence has been produced to show
that quality education cen be achieved in segrepted
'shoots And with the realities of economics and
power politics, liii the hack people and the poor
people who tuffec the Mat from such separatism.

The reward offered to blacks aniline to "stay in
their place" n stoker yoke im the operation of the
schools to then neighborhoods. Neither quality nor
equality can he purchased with such tokens.

Equality will come only through an integrated
school system and with equality will come improved
quality.

Already bad, the rate of nosemeption In Louisville
city schools hat accelerated over the past few years.
Soon al the pins made ln the early yesrs of
damnation will be wiped out.

Reagreption is a tragedy because it means a lost
opportunity to educate young pack for life in our
anahnicial society. Segregation brads distrust as
starting point to hatred.

At first, establishment of a dual system resulted
only from drift Now, the separation of students
into adman that can be identified ore racial and
rtonormc knee Will UN:lease !veil more rapidly with
renewed emphasis on neighborhood echoed'.

*b.

The pock word is neighborhood schools. The most
popular anpunent, though not proven, is that like
groupa any swim to Misch.

But strippeid of the code words and pop arguments,
we see a semepted system that fosters racial fears
and mosnotesahusic stereotypes. We ma a *PIM in
which white students Iniim In padonsisently black
neighborhoods find it easy to get transfer's. We see a
systens in which black students from posionrinantly
white mum me encouraged to attend black schools in
the inner city either through =suiting or through
disciplinary transfers.

State and federal km prohibit diamintiostion in
the hiring an* sedgrunent of black teschen MU.
black Mitcham have Me mom than held then 1967
share of jobs while these has been a dramatic Inman
in the porcentage of black student. within the system.
There is a need for nese effective mcsuitment of
black teachers.

lb

The Slnilleton riling bY the federal courts makes It
clew that school officials must Wine for equal
distribution of black teachers throughout the system.
An example of failure is the cootinued tokenism on
faculties in the southern-most schools in the city

' system. Even the modest efforts of 1969 and 1970
now seem to be sacrificed.

In place of the goals set by the Singleton nrling.
tit!, school officiab have announced that they seek
faculties with at least 30 per oent of the minority
groups. That means 70 per cent black faculty sehools
and 70 per cant white faculty schools siMislet be
permitted. Such a plan does not appals is meet
Singleton standards and makes rue a dear criteria for
amignment of teachers.

The major coodusion the Kentucky Common
on Human Rights must make a a result of this study'
is that the Louisville school system has falledeitber
by Owen a by leek of effortto deliver on the
promise of full student and faculty desemegation.
The myth of "neighborhood school" hes been put
forward to conceal this basic failure.

Since, leadership has faltered, there mud now be a
terns] of the Writ of an artier time when then was
broad support lee desegregshon swim toward
quality education through equality in opportunity.
The current Board of Education is in a position to
provide much of that new leaded* and to dime! its
staff to develop the programs sad plans to make it
work- now.
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The Louisville suhoot system should begin immediate preparation of a compiehensive pier') it)Ihero1 dertegtegation designed to t segregation pettern back around with the opening otsr hool is, the lill of 1.972.

2. The first year phase of that cumprehe oat include some elementary school pairing.

I. 'The first year phase of that comprehensive plan must include a systern-wide revision of the high
school sttendance patterns and a long- range move toward educational parks.

4. Louisville and lefferson County schded officials should begin planning together now fof the corn-
* plete merger anchdesegregation program which I. inevitable. Such a plan must protect the me..deaf gains *oder by black teachers and administrator; witbin the iiity system.

S. If city and cotAlyofficials fail to initiate desegregation and Merger plamiing, then whitt7Irenes.
"students 'wig *ocher. should join with black parents, students and teachers in a fedbral courtsuit that Will require full derregitgation of faculty and student bodies in merged systetn. Such
a plan must.sacct.rights of minority group students. srachers and adminiotraitors.

A, City officials Must ctose the gap that still exists in the hiring of black teachers.

7. City officioin should comply with the federal court decision (Siigleton V.. Anson Coui4i. N. C.,
Board of Education) vthicb states that thcpescentage of black teachers in each school uld re-

% Her t the percentage of biotic teacher throughout the sysSem... Teachers should be red' and
placed on a desegmgated basis by the cent Nice of the school syStem. While neigt,orhood
groups can purperly participate in evaluart achers after they have taught En a t'cho4 for a
rtasopable period. no such group shothd ethin a position where It can prevent employ-
risent or placement of a teacher as a Bev* V Maintaining segnigation:

)1. City officials must inform 'the community on rhe educational ativanntge of assuring thlit at least
3S per ctint of the teachers in every :Omni are-black.

s.

9. City offIcial4 should requiresthat the racial minority in e eiernentary school exceed 11.1 per
cent in 1972. Mat would mean that rip black Ma1ority school could have more thin 88.8 pei tent
triad( students and no white majority fiChtml could have more than 88.8 per cent white students.

ill. City offic lois should require Mai' t4 at is{ minotity In every junior high school exceed 21.2 per
cent In 1972-73.

7

,";itt.ssiftc liii should require that the racial minority in every senior high school exceed 33,3 per
cent in 1972-73.

12: City uffic Lids should consider the levels in recommendation:4 8, 9 and %only as the first phase
In total desegregation of the schools.

1.1, Mat k teachers who trite ve thevihave been dist riminated against by the school officials in matters
of hiring. assignment or proifoorion should flle complaints with the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights.

I4d Spec Lal attention should he given to locating new` st hoots on sites where they wIl int rease the
r level of ciesegiegatio4.
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1957 _610 10 AI otnytw000poorac0000000p
1959 016 22 l000000000000000000no
1961 722 31 l0000000000s0000000 0 0
1963 05,5 t .17 x0000u000000000u0000
1965 830 40 saoo 0 000 0 0 0 0 cloo 0 0000 0
1967 633 ''''31 x0000000pourr000000000
1969 688 39 fix00000000000rt0000000
1971 676 25 x00000000000000000000

13u11.11.

Number of 1

Rodents 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 g

0 0_0., 0 0 .0, 0 0 0 0 0Yalu White Blue

1957 0 577
1959 20 $16
1961 9 961
1963 7 1077
1965 2 1159
1967 7 1144
1969 15 1637
1971 4 859

kiryinesk (I)

47

xo

562

Parkland (i)

Y e a r

Number of Pe rceattafe Rack 1

Student. 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 9 0
White Bleck 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Iki5 1019 A 0000000000000044000.0
1957 937 SS x00000lood00000000000
1959 587 144 Z0000qQoQ0000000000
1961 805 262 00000 000000000rt000000
1963 633 536 000000000 il00000rici0000
1965 399 803 0000000000000 z0000000
1967 296 11.1511

1969 75 1249
1971 40 1036

Rumen ®

Yost

Number of
S t u d e n t s

WW1' Back

Fermata. Bleck 1

1 I 3 4 5 5,7 11 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11K5

1957

1569
1961

1963
1965

1967

0
1

0
0

. 0
0
0

934
729
829

1094
1097
906
596

4

1,969 0 621 11. 4
1971 0 696

Sheens. OD

Number of Po remas4* Slack 1

S t u d e n t s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 0
Year White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1955' 9C3 0 oocl00000000000ae00000
1957 507 35 x00000000000000000000
1959 827 94 n000000000000000000
1961 555 262 ...x000Ve00000000000
1963 783 453 0000000 s0000000000000
1965 632 785 000000000000 000000000
1967 397 980 00000000 noott000
1969 231 1221 efree 000000000 000
1971 ' 113 1493

Southern CD

Year

Number of
Student.

Whir Black

Arms:Mir Wack
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1-W 1159 0 000000000000000000000
1957 911 2 x000000000000p000006o
1959 1018 2 xooti000000ti0000000000

4
1961 1064 0 000000000000000000000
1963 1065 0 000000000000000000000
1965 1049 0. if0000000000000000000
1967 1011 0 er000ti0000000000000000
1969 1074 7 1 n000noouos00000000000
1971 1 077 4 000000000000000000000

Yalu White Blue

1957 0 577
1959 20 $16
1961 9 961
1963 7 1077
1965 2 1159
1967 7 1144
1969 15 1637
1971 4 859

000000000
1967 1011 0 er000ti0000000000000000
1969 1074 7 1 n000noouos00000000000
1971 1 07 7 4 000000000000000000000



4

563

App./WU 1:1 _ContIounl
tiottachalk (I)

Nuig.r til rceatage Block
Sbaienta I 444 5 6 7 8 9 it

Manua 1 4_4)

Number of
Students

Percentage Black
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Year White 8486.8 U 0 (2000 Year Whtve Mack U LI 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0
auououootwouo 0 uoo 72-56 "tic12 0 004,00oop0000000uouovo

1959 862 4 s0000uo0o0ou0uouov00o 1957 651 104 os0000000000000000no
1961 926 7 mououou000uo0000600oo 1959 651 VS osociououvouct00000poo
IWO wa 7 1000000000004l00000000 0161 716 142 ol0000uuu0000000000
190 322 I 24000o0uov0u0qtwuo00ou IWO MU 155
1967 1045 3-3 so0.00.00.000000000uo 1965 753 202 goesxoo0o p000p00000
1969 1001 15 loovo.ououou.00000000 1967 579 181 aoz0000000000000000
1971 896 21 ti00000000pouuou000000

.
1969 710 208 000000000000000000000
nni 764 449 o 000000 80000060000000

1ft40110a1(9)

Year
1945

1957

1959
0161

1963
1965
14167

1960
197I

Numberof PercentaleBlack 1 ,

Students I 23456 7890
Wbfte lilac14,0 0_0_0_0 0 0 0 o_o_0

743 60060000000-0000o00000
626 4 IDUOUopoo0o00000puovo
668 4 x00000000o0000uou0000
679 3 1100000000000000o00000
654 1 13 x00009000000000000000
706 19 s000p0000000000000000
8tI5 43 l00000000o0o00000000
00 1M Ser000u000000000r0oo
787 69 soopoup00000000000u

Weevers/ 0

Number of
Studenu

Year White Mack

a

Percentage 818ck 1

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1955
1957

100
1961

1963
1966
!WO
1969
1971

965 0
885 244

911 113

966 79
1000 149
926 2OJ

WO 423
WM 240

1000 316

00000000p000000000l000
peoes00000000p0000000
8000000000000000000
80000000000000000000
02000000000000000000
otaw00000000o0000000
utexououu00000000pood
z00000000001,000000
elex0000000tm0000000

truquoLs

Number of Percentage Black
R u f o u s 1 2 3.' 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Yoes WM* Mack 0 0 0_0 0 0 0 0 0
&39 x30,,e0?000000000001,0 WOeTtr

klamy Year

Number of
Students

White Bieck
off o

Percentap Black 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 0'

0 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 0
1955 000000000000000000000

Number(4 Perceat Black 1 1967 714 59 xoop0000000000000000. Stisigmu 1 2 3 5 64 $ 9 0 194 759 71 ex000dorm000000000000
Year WhOr Block 0 0 0 0 0 00110 0 0 1961 806 144 salexcl0000000cioop00000
-196'5 1042- '0 0000o/1006060600600000 1%4 668 177 esulsocl00000O00000000
067 642 265 oo o'is o suout)0000000ucou 1965 581 ISO 0000xop0000cua00000000
1969 691 316 00000 310(300000o 0000000 IWO 572 184 soos00000000000d0000
1051 768 348 00000000000000 1969 510 00000 8000000600000000
196,1 '7 631 491 00000000 s000000000pod 1971 531 o 0000000 s000000000000~ 563 StU

.,,
000000000 zo666ourfoonn

IWO 500 443 0000600000
1969 442 492 00000000110
1971 429 584 001.1000000

I
811,



A*a2b 1 Castinard

611.12812NTARY 50400L8

NAndaman La

Number rai
Stabote

Year While 111ack 0

564

Perceatage Rack 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

i155 901 00000cr000000r000000000
1257 749 33 ex o o 000 o 00000 o o 0000 o
193 9 730 SO l00000n0000000000000
1961 SOO 42 l0000000cr00000000000
1463 154 53 t0000000000000000000
1965 131 51 t000crocrocrocr0000n0000
1967 995 xcrocr0000000000000000
1969 1199 90 t0000000000000cr00000
1971 222 49 xcr000tr0000000000cr000

Boortmtant

Rude
Yea.r WW1i
193g- las
1957 294
1959 276
1961 246
196$ 203
1966 211
1967 226
1969 263
1971 325

Black 1

4 5 6 7 1 9 0
0 'b o o o 0

00000000000000000600
0 00000cc00000000cvoueo
O 00000000cr0000cr0000000
O 000000000000000000000

000000000000000d00000
O 000000000000000000000
O 000000000000000000000
O ocr00000000ir0000000000
6 tocrocr00000n0000000000

lblknap 53

Year

Numhei a
Sludgita

Walla Slack 0

Aprcestagre Mack,
1 3 3 4 $i 6 i-V1 9
0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0

1

0
0

1935 84
1937 WOS

0
1

000000000ettov00000000
toocrocrocroocr00000cr0000

1959
1961

319
322

1

1

l00000000000000000000
x00000000000000000000

1963 289 2 r000000000cr000rrocr0000
1965 216 6 r00000b000p0000000000
1967 374 r000000000nocr00000000
1969 446 s0000n000noononoon000
1971 410 r000000000000000000fro

Bloom al '

Maribor of . Percentage Black 1

Rockets 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Year White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.1135 336 0 ou0000000000000000noo
1987 322 3 l00000000000000000000
1959 304 5 zoo 0 0001.01.000 01.0 0 0 00a
1961 234 j t000n000n00000000n000
1963 257
1963 323
1967 3411

1969 373
1971 367

000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000

O 00000000n000000cr00000
O 00000000cr000000000croo
O 0000000 0000000000000

Brandela

Year

*Kober of
Stucienta

White Mock

Percentage Black 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-W. 399 0 000000000000000000000
1957 337 113 eitrocsoorr000000000000
1969 292 152 eex00000000000000
1961 134 335 e ******* SiL000000000
1963 159 717 ******** 00000 z0 0 0
1965 71, 299
1967 47 1012
1969 22 1011
1971 13 238

Breckistridge 13

Students 1234
Number of Percentage Black 1

5 6 0
Year White Block 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-71;6i- 94 artxtr00000R0000000000
1969 455 77 ex000000000cr00000000
1971 401 84 xcr0000000000000000

Byck Ei)

Ntlmar of Percentage Black
Students I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 0

Year White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
194- 40 914
1965 24 577
1967 37 11,61

1969 29 832
1971 17 704



565

A ppantid 11:_cuntinured
Coleridge -11

raylor
Number 04 Porosnap BUM 1

Students 1 4 3 4 3. 0 7 0 9 0
Yoar Whirr Black 0 0 0 0 R 0 0 0 0 0 0
1153 0 66$ eNes
1957 11 653 040 o
1939 12 312
1961 $ 615
1963 30 334 tilie0 too
1963 34 417
1967 19 371 00000000 e: 00000
1969 7 316
1971 413_61s/rep..

Cotter

Number olCs. Percentage al'ack
Students I 2 3 4 S a 7 9 0

Year White Black cr 0 0 0 0 0 0,0
MSS IT 72$
1937 0 938
1939 16 905
1961
133N1

1963
1967
1969

7 744
1 370

371.4up
ff.9

0 314

0

ileeet

1971 265
_

1111131110i Eti

Year

Nurntiii r of
Studenta

WhEr Black

Flitrcentaga Black
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 ()

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1953 ; i66
1057 449 40 z0000000000000000000
1%9 407 16 s00000000O000tt000uon
1961 431 20 s00000000000000000000
1963 'g 421 20 s00000000e00000000000
1963 339 SO fte0000u00000000p0000
1967 401 39 teettod0000000000000000
1%9 370 47 soes0000uct000000000000
1971 156

, .
29

.
a l00000000 0000 0000000

lima rigor' ED

Number of
Students

Year White Rack

Nrcentage Black
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 3 9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1953 174 0 0000tt00000000n0000000
1967 26$ II l00000000000n000000n
1959 216 114 000000 tr00000000000000
1961 249 135 0000000 z0000000000000
1963 221 144 ,ex000000000000n
1966 121 142 0000 Afaxopoe000000000
1967 125 111 ***** s000000n000n0000
1969 150 tO z000 o 0 out) 0 0
1971 333 64 wooti000000 o o 0 0 00 0 o o

4-1

Engelhard 1751

Number of Percentage Black 1

Students 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Year White Iltu:k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1933 65 0 000000000000000000000
1957 33$ 14 s0000000000000000 oo
1959 434 27 X000oQ0oo0Q0000OcQoQ
1961 438 20 tt000u0000000000004000
1963 460 19 s000nn00000000000 000
1965 SDO 48 *X0000000o04109000 oo
1967 453 44 s0000tr00000000000000
1969 413 35 ex000000000000 o o oo o o o
1971 460 33 ex0000000000000000000

Ca rrakhas I EA

Number of Percentage Black
Students i 2 3 4 3. 6 7 8 9 0

Year White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
44,**0 ***** seic0000000000

14:163 382 286 000000000000
1963 289 307 ********** x0000000000
1967 290 420 00000000000 too 000 o o o
1969 207 373 000000000000 r00000000
1971 134 403 tex000uo

Carter
(Virginiaqvienist)

Number of Percentage Black
Students 1 2 3 4 S 6

Year White Black 0_0 _0_0 0 0 0
1955 0 944
1957 1 821
1959 8 765
1961 11 886
1963 3 928
1965 1 900
1967 3 807
,1969 2 717
1971 2 140

Clark a

7 3 9 0
0 0 0 0

fro
V. IP X e

Number of Percentage Black 1

Students 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 0
Year White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-105- 411 6 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0 0 00 0 0
1937 396 50 as0000rt0000000000000
1959 413
1961 .360
1%3 345
1965 358
1%7 393
1969 397

3531971

39 x000000000000tiv00000
44 ttz0000ckp0000b0000000
42 eett00000000ttootr000000
44 00000000tt000000ttoo
41 extr000000000eocurooboo
33 s0000000000tw0000poo
31 s00000000000ti0000000

tip



Aipssansit% Continued
CU,

(Ymiatir
Murtha r or Pitri.vutAge 111s.k 1

Student* 1 2 3 4 6 b 7 9 0

YrOr. Whlte 81iKk 0., 0 0. O. 0
I1148 33-8- U001)0871000o06000UOVOVU
1%87 360 47
059 390 71 soleopoo.00.0.0000.0
1961 390 107 SO *I 1 u*, 0 0 0 4/00000 0 0
16163 340 214 0000000000000
1965 2614 455 011004,40iiiouuct000
1967 149 737 66.0
1%4 78 740 .4
1971 56 Mr/ .0(1

Coabr roi

Year

1967

1959
1901

1903
1965

Nvo7
1969

19'7,1

566

Number of Itrrentaicr inaa k 1

Studetd. 1114507 8 9 0
White ills,k 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0..... . ....
'-c4ti C.)

_...
0000Q0000.000000007000

0135 17

r8.15 44
011 18

6111 19

633
401 41
356
.166 16

yield [A

Year
i9C6
1987
1969

1961
190.1`

1 96

1%7
1969
1971

1.7Ph ht.

Year
11:055

1957

IsKY

196I
1963

pi`,
1007
1WW

vr

41/X4,00000000OU".000000
100410O00000000000000
O XU0oon.0 0011uv114100000

0A."0000000uoctoo000.0
01.0o000000oiw0000000
0/40000001100..(100.0000

I. 0,F ,00000 044000 0 00 0
011.(7000000000000000000

Numbe 3' 6.0 enrage 81*.k '
Student'', 121 4507 8 4 0

110,4%14 00000000 0 0 0
O "1,16(.10000(10.00000060o
O ..00.0.0",,,0,00000
,,,,0.0,.00"0000.00w

l; I3 00(10 4(0000000000
O 00,,,,0000000000V00"0"
O 0000.00000..0040 004)1',°
2 x01,11110 00000000410 4704400
O .10000000000000000000f,

10000000 00 0(7 0 0047(14100f)

White
MW

315
4M.

111.1

;AO

NA
401

LS

N18.Wwrof
MuirMb

WNM M.11
64
4 86

444
1.2

24

34

1;

Ples,entage (1146.k
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 0

II ) 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0

000000000000000.
o 0 0 44 11 (1 II 44 0 11 (1 11

(700000

0

vi

:7

r an.141 ur U3,1

Number ot
%Aleut,.

Year White Btack
VAS 278 0
1987 198 SI
1989 165
1961 2111)

1,903 244 20
1905 253

Nin7 3414

1969 390 16
1411 316

Fraynts [iL]

r caritas* Black
1 3 4 5 6 7 14 9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000.00000000 00o4)e00 o
orwootwootm000trou6600
0A0000000000000000000
gA0000000000000000000
S i0000000000000000000

19 80o060(160000n0000000
4.00000000000o,00000
1000000000.000.000000
avou0000o00000000600o

Numbe r of
Students

Year White 81*4 k

iX`.;
3437 773 211

1959 6% 41
34er3 7(3 43
15103 664 314

1965 641 .11

1%7 681 32
1969 614 17

1971 8.18 12

Year
1.96

3957

3959
1,4o1

190.1

1905

1967

19459

1971

Numbeird
Mudents

White
11:14.9 0
858 14

74(1 12

724 11.1

687 12
/1/7
utss 18

841

841 .34

ifirck

fie)reir(od

Year
1956

1957

1959
1901

19155

1967

1969
/971

k-4

PerointsgeBhmit
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 0

LI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 0.0
0o011 tSo0000eo0oo04(000o

0 tr 00 00000 0 0 000 0 000 o
e x°000000000000000000
exuvou000000uonnoclouu
01.0o1' 000u0000000090o
1000.000000009000006
*00000000000000000000
4~00000000000un.000o
ilik00.00.41060u.1)0o000000

r Lentagr Bleck
1 2 .1 4 S A 7 8 9 (1

0' 0 (1 4) 0 () 0
. _

"o0o0vo0v00000001)0000
11100001100000200000000
10o000000v00000000000
*0000V000000000.100000
X0000000001100000V0000
10(1000000000000000000
1p0000000000000000000
I0000000011000p00000011
1o0.Oo11_i100 ot.1.3)000000

Numbet Petyvntage Mack 1

Stmlvms 1 / 3450789(1
While 846.4. U ,0 ,0 .0 0 .0 U 0_0 ,0

1,514 11 00..00,10000000
153 89 ikaokokoir00000tr00000troo
409 70 04,86,1606v0oorloon0000
119 82 of#014/coo600660066000.0
128 3415 setto%.,000poopooupouvn
193 80 ezoomboorwomm000.
291 65 oto400oonoc,0000(160060
322 50 oxoo00ttotw0000poo0o.
163 4.3 xo_000(70,tloo,ouv,00000.0



+ipie.;10% fl opium/ea
1..01) al

Numbe ot iierentage 6 Lea
Students 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 N 9

-licAr WNW k 0 0 0 0 0

Number of Percentage Black 1

Shama* 1 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 U
Nar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0* 0 0 0 0

PAS 677 El ilibutmnouwood-oi 0 0;1-.0611 --is 789 OOOOO OOOOO eotteno
107 71,9 0 00000000I10t,kw0000.ob0 31 1144 oecese OOOOOgreen
195V ttS0 0 onoon,OU0*(30o0Olioot)cw LteccAa' R3
1%1 619 0 clauocoopotouvo 00 0 000 0 Ou
1964 632 00v000000000000voo00 o Number of Percentage Black
1965 le 593 2 auououbo00ottuoo4rououo Studenu3 2 3 4 5 6 7 il 9 0
1%7 MA 15 souoar000noeuuutwoottoo Year White Sack 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q
3969 608 11 100000000GOCIUVP000000 1907 473 165 11141 ti0000 uoe 0 ()two o oo
1971 -477 IS s000n000000tmoonoo 000 1969 457 153 eIlellao0 0 0 cootmuouocruo

1971- 329 140 IIeltoecoocioobb000000u

jobriNton

Number or Percentage Block 1

Students 1 1 :4 4 5 6 7 8 90'
Year WhlW lbat k 0 .0 .0 to_tj tL3L0
Ivtis 153 -0 00Q0000000 0.00v000000

396 46 10 0 youuovoouv0000po
1959 ssIt000troturrionotrop000
l4051 350 82 Kop000000n0000000u
1963 311 SI eeee00000o0n...0000Qeo
196.5. 315 411 tt0000n000n000p00000
1967 300 2.3 ex.000600000000000poo
1909 261 12 ic000noaorw00000cwooa
1971 105 15 s00000voott000nouuouo

jonea

Number ot
. StUdents

Year Wh1t 8&ak
1955' 17f
1987 349
1949 347
1961 378
1963 302
1965 177 110

1909 `51 258
1967 113 /5/

1971 30 294

3k1, Hist 3 .

1 1 3 4 3 6 ,7 8 9 00000000000 0
o00 o0;0 0000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

47 010000001,00000000000
39 Of XP00410000000000000
!,1.1 etouoonouonn0000eueo
107 xon00000nood*00

on000poo
000.000

OOOOOO 00 OOOOOO 00)100V100

Kennedy p

Ve.r
1963
1965
1967

1969
1971

Numbes ot Percentage *WI(
Stutienta 1 1 3 4 5 6 7

White Black 0 0' 0 1.1 0 0 0 0

1

$ 9 o
o u u

4 757 o
10 716

7 64:03

4 615 -28-

LatuitelLow

Number ot
Studesta .

Veer White black
1955 --363
1957 296
1959' 295
1*1 285
1963 311
1965 306
1967 347
1969 343
1971 2%

Lowell 01.,

Percentage Black 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 13 9 0
0 0 0'0 0 0 0 00 0 0

O ouacitm000b000000tt0000
O ogoott00000000coutt00000
O 0000000ecw00000000000
O 000limott00000000utt000
0.4t000cwoorm0000000000u
O outw00000000000utt0000
O oemoo-necitmeeecm000ueo
o
O

ott000tt000000rm0000cmo
oonootmoottoomp000decro

Number rti ftroantage lash 1

Students 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 23
Year White black 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1955 597 0 0000000000eocmoucm000
1957 01:15 .70 ett000000000000000000
1959 592 61 ttoducm000b00000000tto
1961 533, 79 zon000d000tt00000000
1963 559 66 ixocm0000cooc000coocwo
1965 622 62 ti0000uttoocw0000lu0000
1967 554 67 xoc0000000acm00000cle
1969 501 51 adoecm000000tt000ttpuo
1971 444 34 -ertootm000nen000ttocmoo
blershall

Number ci Percentage 81
Students 1 2 3 4 5

Year . White Black 9 0 0 0
i915 471I 0 000000000
1957

1959
1961

1963
1965

1967

1969
1971

7 8 9' 0
0 0 0 0 0

0000000000
379 110 tstt000 0 000 0 0 0 0 OOP
363 101 014exoop0000e0000notio
322 .306 eleott0000tw00000cto
341 .106 el000000000000n000
367 139 tsettoottooc0000rtocwo
196 1718 **gut, OOO exoorm000ecmo
193 183 e4343434;ileees ob000tto
175 187 100000090

4



568

lar= limed

Numbs r of Paircoata. Black 1

Studer& 12343671*0
Year White illask 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rocs- sag iy 00000n000udoo-o-Wo7M
1957 679 1 000d00000p00000ttooiso
1959 675 1 k0000000000000000decto
1961 633 9 s00000000000000eom000
1963 377 113 oxoom000000d0000d000
1965 SOO 210 00000 s0000n0000000000
1967 313 371 ir000d000000mo
1969 298 536 *********** x0000000
1971 152 648

Parkland
111.

Nugnhisur".4--/ Parvms4a. Rack
Srudonts

Year White illark 0
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 I 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

34291 0 oom000tt0000n000000000
1957 303 11l6 ***** x000000rtau000000
19.39 21.1 191 000000000 z00000000000
1961 113 .1443 op000000
1963 SS 498
1963 31 346
1967 11 622
1969 11 373
1971 4 568_

tarry IN

Ntantmr 4
Studests

year Whew Black
1

0 0
rultatame Black
2 3 4 5 6
0 0 0 0 0

7
0 0

1

9 0
0 0

rt0000 000000000000000
1957 3 662
1939 2 694 ee
1961 4

1961 a
1963 6
1967 1

1969 1

1971

846
90.1

843
781'
659

447 0000000000 tfrexo
Po: f land 04

Number of Pommes. Pack
Students 1 2 3 4 6 7* 8 9 0

Year WhIte Black 0 0 0 0 0 00 o o o
-FPX 0 000000000.00000000000
1937 43) i X0000000000000000 000
14,39 438 13 00000O0000000O0O so
1961 .139 8 zoo 0 ono oc,os Apo
1963 37) 2 X00000000006000000000
1965 359 5 kop0000000p0000000000
1967 3811 0 00.000.o1.00u0o00000o
1969 190 ,,00nn000vn0000p0000po
1971

Number of Pe mama. litati 1

SWUM' 1 3 3 5 6 7 $ 9 0
Yost Vilete Sack 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'
1955 1169 0 orrotr0000m000moucloorroo
1957 OS 20 aocr000moss000uoors00000
1959 965 75 xcl00000p000stootr00000e
1961 WI 25 k000p000e00000m000000
1963 934 66 xcl00000000000ts0000000
1965 856 132 *x0000tr0000000000000
1967 715 163 3100Q00000000000000
1969 653 126 eex00000000000u0e0000
1971 363 105 xoom00000000000froo
Rtelearford

Number of Pe massage Rack 1

S t u d e s e s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 0
Year Whew Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1955 936 000000000000000000000
1957 759 0 000000000000000000000
1959 672 0 000ctu0000000000000cioo
1961 641 0 0000000000g0000000000
isies 373 0 00000m00000moorm00000
1963 113 0 0000000000oect0ott06000
1967 1012 0 0000n00000m0000000000
1969 694 2 x0000000000p000000000
1971 810 5 it000000000000m0000moo.
Semple a

Number of Atrcsues1419 Black 1

S n i d e s t * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
Yoar White Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1453 c 000000000000000000000
1967. 864 3 x00000000000000000000
1939 861 1 500000000000000000000
1901 522 0 ort0000000c0000000000p
1963 1.817 0 0000000000/30000000000

,1965 777 0 00000000000cr0000m0000
1967 823 0 000000000000000000000
1969 803 3 xoocr00000000000000000
1971 667 2 l00000000000000000000

Shawn**

Number of Percales. Black 1 ,
Atudeats 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Year Whirr Black 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0
0000-15600000oolocl0003Z

1957 748 0 0006000o0oo000o000000
1959 691 0 000000000000000000000
1961 742 xo 0000000000000000
1963 737 1/4 9 0000000000000000
19433 621 430 ox000000000000
1967 533 831 ...ó......,.X00000000
196W 244 322 0000000000000 z0000000

* 00000 0000381 19 100000000000000000000 197I 128 696



Aivoadix L Coot Wool
UmAy WA

Nos:01W al Porta law Riot I
5tOtata 1 ; 3 4367 0,110

14m; 9001, Mock 0 0 0 0 0.f0 0 0 U 0 0
1WM eh 0 oZocl000p000000poop000
1457

1959
314

AM
1961 313
1963 ,306
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and tublea by Darla S. Payton.

For info mation and ab;wistance. call, write or visit one of these officet:

MAIN OFFICES: 26 Capitol Annex Building 609 West Walnut Street
'frankfort, Kentucky 40601 Mnmoth Life Building
Phone: (502) 564-1550 LouisvIlle, Kentucky 40203

Phone: (502) 583- 2775

Printed with Stitt' Funds (March, 1
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ThE LOUNVILIX LAG

A compaison of major city school system' in ldSouthern states shows

clea-rlythat Louisville has ths worst record in both student and faculty segregs-

don. And the very high ratio a plea students to blacrfeachers shows that

Louisville trails CI the other4 systems in this entity in dr vital area of hiring

black teachers.

That means that Louisville I. worse than Atlanta, Georgia; Eirminglailn,

Alabama; Clarions, North Carolina; Columbia, South Carolina; Jackson. Miss-
-

.

tasippyacksonville. PIhrida; Little Rock Arkansas; Nashville, Tennessee;

Pontiac. Michigan, and Richmcod Virginia..

Fedesal Court orders in many ettlecities are as obvious factor but

Louisvillians ehoidd be told that the degree of segregation I. much greater in

their city today diao it was in either Charlotte, North Carolina, or in Pontiac,

Michigan, BEFORE the decisive court action in those two citleit.

Oily Atlanta has improved its record over the pest four years while the

Louisville record already bad-- Nis taken a sharp turn for the worse .1

Four comptrisons show just how far Louisville has fallen behood the rest:

1. In 1964, only three of the 11 city school systems included is INS

report hadliess segregatioi of elementary school students than

Today.intil have less aegregatich dun Louisville.

(Chart I. page 8)

iCommisilon on Hinman Rights, 2ommonwealth of Kentucp. Louisville School
Spasm Retreatsato Searekation: A report cat Public Schools in Louisville,
tentucky, 19S6 1971. March, 1972. :

s
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, .1. In Ma, six systems had less segregation of Junior high choul

students than Louisville. Tr!, all have lots segregation than

(Ctiart 11, page 9)

3, In 1964, three systems lis<leas segregation of senior high achool

tudents than Louisville. Today, only Attars has more segregation,

111. PAP It))

4. In 19tql, only two systems had less segregation of elementary st.chool

teaches*. Today, all have less segregation than Louisville.

(alert IV, page II)

Roily after stuity from over Uy naton has shown that equal educational

opportunities are not extended to black students within segregated systems. So,
"

the degree of segreiration is directly related to disparities in quality education.
.*

MI the evidence is on the side of those who argue, as we do, that there has not

and cannot he equality in education within a segregated system.

Blacks have suifeied in the pant from segregated eduerdional facilitioa.

There is no evidence that the disparity in kurriculum and programs that does

existin Louisville today does not limdeducational opportunities for black

' stUdents. As jnt'Xampie, school officials readily admit that stkients attending

the predominantly black high schools (Central. Male and Shawnee) do not have

aUCCSN i0 the full range of programs offered at Atherton High' School (98.1 per

cent white student body. 93,6 per Leif white faculty).

aa
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LAG IN TRACIHUR HIRING

Look at the ratitigor black studenth tonhck Wkehers and'it Is easy to'

!fee how far Louisviile ion behind other Southern'cities., In Loutiville,_ the ratio

to 36 to I, hist among 18 school systems included in this phase of the study.

TABLE A
/y."110012 BACK STUDVNIS TO BLACK TEACK.RS

FOR 18 erre SCHOOL sysTENts,'129-n- 1972

System Ratio System Ratio

I. Nortolk. Va
l. Oreensboro. NA.%
.3. Atlanta, 4a.

4. Tampa, Fla".

16 . 2 to 1
18,1 to I

29.0 to 1

-10. Columbia, S.C.
Raleigh. N.C.

12. Nashville, Tenn.

13. Memphis, Tenn.

31.7 to
31.2 to 1
32.6 to 1

32.7 to 1
S. RiiNniond, V. 29:2 UV 34. Jackson, Miss. 33.1 to I

Iiiraninglyrm, Ala. 29:4 toll' 15; Grtenville, S.C. 33.1 tO I
t

7. Montgomery, Ale. Al. 4 te 16. Pontiac, Mich. '34.0 to I
30.4 to t 17. Little Rock, A.rk. 34.7 to 1

9. Charlotte, N.C. 10.6 to 1 18. LOUISVILLE. KY. 36.6 to 1

Louisville also is next to the last in the vital area uf clueing the gap in the
1/

..numbcr of black tee4khet,s, (Tables B and C onege 5 and Graph I on page

1...ouisville started behlani tikut &roil has not wade any signifkiint gain. In 1968,

.10.13 pet enr of !hellcat:hers in Louisville wore Black: In 1971, the figure is

only 31.'.3, a gain of only ot ..mv per Lnt. Dtlring that same period, th Mack
0,

student population rose, from 45 7-por cent' in 1%8 to 48.6 per cent in 1971. 'Ike

result, in lAwisyille. is an even wider g p between the number4of black teachers

and the'nunther of black students. I
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Tlw comparative sallry'figures included in Table' Cindiveelthae Eauteeille

is In ; poiltion with the other System s' included In 'this
. .

Louisville school official.i point touslintat thee retItdted at 54 cellegps and
.

ustiversities last year,',.25 of them predornin'antly Black: 4Compar4tive.figeres
f

are opt a;a1N4,141 !root all other systems. but-'in a repori at:black teachers in the .. .
*.

South (ruin R4C4 Relatitu2s Infermetion'centea, it Is repoi-ted tlUt't Nashville

z ^ .recruited in 43 Predolninautly blaik schoOls 1971 and that.20 of the 45 colleges

, visited-4 Chatanooga, Tennessee. ofacials are pretlominantly Black.

Louisville needs some 450 additioml black teachers to bring the percentege

of black 'wachers up to rcentagr of blackstudentli. Aitd the "system needs
lea ...I

more than 250 additional bla k teshers.- this year-- to reach the limited goals

nt by the sysreth three years ago.. City officials now say they hope to hire at
Ileast 100 black teachers before itchbol staru this fall.

Charts Lihfl Show Just hay dramatically Louisville is moving against

the flow ofsdesegregation in the South. Chart PP shows Nat how failure to follow

court rulings elsewhere omd failure ta adopt guidelines set out by the U. S:

Department of Heal% Educaticland Welfare has resulted in an obvious disp:arity

in teacher assipments.

Looking at Chart L page 5.the "0" lines indicate that Louisville was ahead

of all but Otarlotte. Columbie an4,1:Nontiac in the 'degree of elementary sdhool

desegregation in 1968. The "x" lines thew that all 10 of the systems are ahead of

2Robert W. Packer. Displacement,o1 Black Teachers le- the ElevenSouthern
States. Rice Relations InfOrniation Center Naehville, Tennessee.' 'December, 1970.

- 4
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Louisville in Lk:segregation during the currFin school year 0911-1972).

Note. pa rsit Wetly the dramatic. changes in hotli Charlotte and Pontiac,

where federal...owl de. boons resulth in sweeping changes. Note, also, that

system moved toward de..segregation except.for

Louisville did show a slight decline in desegsegation at the junior high level

((hart 11, page 9) but again all other systems far oOtstripped"effort here. Vie

Commission's earner repbrt on Louisville's retreat to aegrugation made It

klear thAt inost of the demegregati n occUrted in the predominnntly white Schools

on the, fringe?: of the inner city and that there am:Wally wa a decline In black-.

atterdarke In the junior high Schools attended by most middle class,whites.

. At the senwr high rwhool 1 've) Chart iii, page 10) only 1-tea:wine shows nn
..

,-inc tease in stutitnt A.gregation, up a nil! ten points. The_gain In segregation

to LoutsvIily .-JUlt: at a time when diumatie improvements werrde through

mmod of.the South and even some improvement in Atlanta. Compare the degree

ot segregation in Louisville high wm.hools today (711.13) with that in Birmingham
.

(12.4) and in little Bock (5.1) and you get some idea of ttk different view ,lor

NIMICMIN ait getimg of their WWI sok iety,

Way t IV, pap... II, deals only with ;cachet segregation at the elementary

...hool levei hut it also retie. ts the conditions at the junior and sen or high

s.hool levels. It shows how Louisville, following a plan tha te r to

federal court rulings and HEW guidelines, has Moved far slower than other

systems' tr., achieve equal distribution ef black teachers. Note, particularly the

comparison between Louisville (45.4) and Charlotte (0.6) and you will get

Non-ie i.ka ot tht, corn.nt imhalances,

it
s - 7 -
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SEGREGATION INDEX. JUNIOR' H1C14 SCHOOL STUDENTS
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CoNCLUSIONS'
A

From these cornpar$aens with.other systeme. the Kentucky Comndisicus

ou Humag Eight* can only conclude.thet the Lou Wyllie Board ol &Smart has

failed to take effective action to desegregate shalesitypil that the LottiavilW

Board of Education is &flowing a plan for teacher Assignment* that is not achieving

the goals clesiiyasid down hy the federal courts end by HEW.

e

filiCOMMENDATIONS

This two evidence provide* further arguments for the school board to mowg

ahead, now. totimplement the recommendations set forth .1n the Commission'

earner report. Louisville Schools Retreat to Segregation.

5 97
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PREFACE

This is a, report on the failure cd` theJefferson County school sysionit to
sufficiently 141ement the Courtis July 1975 dmegreptice-plan. The anelysis, bY Staffmembers of the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, is based on statistical data
supplied by the Board a Ecktcatten for the years 1918 thrOttgh livige end ou data included
Lu the Previous Commission rstim.rt, Louisville School Slretem Retreats to Segregstien
published in March 1972.

Student enrollment and teeeher assiounent data was submitted on April 22, 1976,
and is Ourresit as of March 1970. nal data concerning other faculty and staff assl-
mints as of March 1976 was not available at press time, making It necessary to use
figures current as of November 1978. However, a preliminary comparisou between this
November date and the limited data available forMaroh indicates no siguifIcant change
in the, racial composition of the verions ;oh categories.
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illaffLIGHTS

.1. Fifteen of the t formerly bleat elementary schools fstudent eurollment over 50
- percent black) hive retained their racial identity by baying black- stockist Oran-

meats which exceed the desegregation plan guidelInes.- Black faculty and stiff
assignments in these 15 schools also reflect their former recialwidentity.

2. Thirteen. formerly white elementazy schools slab have retstned thitir Nucial
identity by having black student arroilMents which are below the tiliagregation
plan videlicet' and below-events* percentages of black faculty analitaff. r* .4

3. Ail thrive high Schools which were pretkinalneaffy btabk prior to the desegrugation
Plan have retained their racial identity as wen.

4. Thirty-two :lithe 148 schools in the county spite* have black student wroth:nests
which are outside the bouedaries established bir the desepegitian plan.

5. Every formerly black school except one (Meyeeek Junior MO) Deeds addit1oss1
white bombers Jo order to approximate the systemwide black/white teacher
ratio.

6. AU 11 id _the elementery schools which in 1973 hid black teacher peralOtsiles
in a-wall-IC.50 percent atilt aruabove'the system-wide Week teecher peteentage
of 19 percent.

. Twelve of the 15 elementary schools which in 1973 bid no black teachers are-
-

still below the systens-wide bleak teacher peroentage of 19 percent.

8. .The gap betwew the schools with the lewestand highest btack teacher percentages
is at least 29 points at all three ediCational levels. In &Very owe the school
with the highwt figure was pretbminantly black before desegregadocr and the
school with the lowest figure had beeo predominantly. white..

9. . School Board election districts I and 2, which include all schools that were

job category at every level with only
formerly black, have the highest of black faculty and staff in every

-

.

10. Assignment ofperaprofessionals, clerttla wafters, lunahrotan warftere and
custodial persotmel his maintained tie racial identity of most school.. In many
schools, ouch Job claselficaUons have been kent 'either 100 percent white or
100 percent black. "4. z.4

4 ,
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SEGREGATION ZERSISTS IN JEFFERSON COUNTY SCROGUS

- Vestiges a past Student and faculty segregation ere-apparent in Jefferson County

in 1976 despite a federal court order desistsed to eliminate racial identities from the

schools.

For example, of 16 ferinerly black eleteentan schools tatident enrollment over

60- percent black) 15 r taln racial identity. The same ls true of 13 formerly white

',..setleolc

The-3 eigt high schools that Weri'prodominantly blacit before desegregation

retain their black. racial Identity, outside the limits wet by the couit.
..

In eddition, significantly higher eaueentiaileas of blank lacultyend staff remain,.

in those schools Wilda were previously black. Fekver black ttettlly end stiff members

are io the subnrban, foriglikly white sehoela. i'he Vestiges of seiregation of pupils

and staff rematust all leeals--elemeotary, Junior/middle high sold5t11. i

At the elementary level, for example, blickleacheri Make up 49 ent of the

faZulty in the 16 schools that had pn;dominantly black student.bodies before

desegregation. The contrast with remaining eleinentaries le obvioeif the other BS

elementariss average 17 percent black teachers.

While most schools are closer to die system-wicie ratio than before desegrega-
_

ti a large gap persists as a result of the school board's teacher assignment

patterns. Contrast the $ percent black faculty at Watson Lane Elementary near the

I.

southwestern bortRir of Jefferson County witethe 58 percent black faculty at Perry
a

ElemeLary, a former black school in Louisville's west end. Both range far from

the 19 rrcent bleck teacher average system-wide.

The teacher assignment pattern extends into the juntorAddle and high school

levels. Kammerer Middle in the eastern sectloo of the County has 5 percent black faculty,

while over Aix times that', 34 portent black faculty, halikbeen aisigned to Parkland Junior

-3-
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; None ape remaining five districts (snoring the white population
soctione of teuisville and suburban Jefferson rou0, exceods
Rerivot black teacher assigujnente.

Segresatin of paraprofessi s, clerical workers, lunehroom
wotirs and custodial pe . is inuintained by policies that
hirther serve to establish racial 4dentity of me* schoals. In_
many schools, such job classifications heve Veen kept ather 100
percent white or 100 percent black.

The rcrt and aPpendioes that follow document how poorly Jefferson County

school officials have done in fulfilling the opportunity to provide eckication in the Multi-

racial settbig that reflects the-Atnerica of today and iis hope foI a future in growth s

together. Alsu denied students for another year was the opportunity to benefit fullyI.
from te,aching staffs that are billy desegregated and to learn in a school where support

'staff reflects the eetirt cummunty rather thsin the divisions florted on segments of

that community by discriminatory liaes and policies of the past.
Ni

The report. shows how the community has been trapped into another year in which

the lesson taught in its schools was 6ne tro wisely rejected earlier by those who.

roeogni.ce the value of each and all in a free aociety; by those who know the contribution .

each can make to others in shaping a county, region and nation ritihor in spirit and

integrity under laws and policies that serve each equal*.

RACIAL IDENTITY PERSISTS

Deupite reassignment of students in Jefferson County, 32 out of the county's 148

schools still have black student percentages thatiall cattail, boundaries established by
,;

the court ais aiceptable. That means Jefferson County school officials have illegally

exempted 22 pertknt of the schools from tUll implemeldation of the order.

Twenty-eight of the schools are elenientiries; thq other four are high schools.

All junior and middle schools arelwithin court-established limits.
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Tat* A oat may shows the over-lialt itudent liepolation of those $2 eohools but

also indlostes bow nohool' adatiaistratioa sotto' permits heavy racial ideally to contieua

in the tamales skiff, administration, penprokissloael, clerical, kaid tiorvice aed

giiatotkal staitenleo la violation ci the alw inked of the wart order', ,

ti the 28 ovardimit sissmintary soboobe, 15 have a black shadeat jurstiategivilist

ex444008 lklo 40 Monist mazimuse allowed by the courti,..the other IS lava a bleak student

Pabentage below &a 12 permed minimum, Three of the lour bah 401184411 Os above

the desevenaticw cd 25 owned black: Shawnee, geStral sad Malecthe other,

Athertos. is Wow the 111.5 poroost,mbahatiao.

All IA oloosamtary schools with letailoolvo bug* snidest percentages are in

districts 1 sod 2. Cook of thole swhoole bad Mack lauded witallateato over $O per-

mit hilare the kaploutostatica of datiogregatica, Oozy braiarly bleak elementary

school is diatriot remains overly black; two of the three Is dlidrtet g have retained

black racial identlig.

Fur amply, of the 15 formerly Moak city eleatindety schools, IS 'till have

caotwolvoly black student populations.

The 13 elementarise that have black student percentages too low to.reftect-the

aystate-wid* ratio are all schools that were pretbminantly white before demegregation.

In effect, the school administrator, have.permlited these schools, along with the 15 .

elementary schools with excessive black student populations, to retails the same

identlty that contributed to the condition that resulted In the Court order--

racial isolation. That isolation persists in 28 percent of the elementary wheats in

the system.

The three high schools that report an excessive concentration of black students

follow the same petters*. All were previously la the city system and each tile a black
4

'

dOie



wivel Population that significantly enceeded the system-Nide percentage. All ere

lo)utted in districts 1 and 2.

As With the elementary schoolo,the rental tdentityof these ;schools goat beyond

unequal student dist ribution.. )1ania1 identity can be establishado bir noting staff

asalginsectiii

Of IS elementary school. in 'district! 1 and 2 over the student ourtl-.
Meld ittildelines; nine have .100 percent blatk paraprofeesional step .
twelve hava 100cercent WA clerical staffs, seven haVe 100 percent
black iuuehranen staffs; all l$ hive 100 percent black (melodist Istaffs;..

Of the 13 eletnentary schools that are below the black student enroll-
ment guidelines, nine have 100 perceatwhite pitraptofeestoaai staffs,
six have 130 percent White custodialAepartmente, twelve have looper-
cent white tunchroorostafts; all 13 have totally whife Clerical 'staffs.

Ccetraiiiing two schools oitelde cow-, antherised limits Illustrates the

;significant differenoe in thselvay school ackggnistratice notions have perpetuated racial

Identity of black snd white schools. Carter Elementary in distriot flow a 08 percent

black student body, no black lukniniatrators, a 38 percent black fanulty tteice the

system-wide percentage), and a 100 Percent black staff of parairofeuional, clerical,

custodial and food service workers; Then there is Wellington Elementary in

district 4 that lins a student body only S percent black, no black administrators:a

15 percent hlaCit teaching staff, and a.100 percent white staff of paraprofessionall,

clerical, cuatoUal and lunchroom worker!. The court clearly teld school,

administrators o eliminate such inequities and create a unitary ecboel system. The

flilures lbdielde the degree of failure hy those administrators.

4
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BLAcic TEACHER GAP BTILL SEV ERE AT MANY:SCHOOLS -

The black tauter gap--number of bleat teachers aboveor below the systent-
..

wide averageis worit h the inner-city black sohooleand suburban white schools..

(Sep Table B..)
1110

Two schools, as examples, show how much administrstors failed to close

that gap. Pax:Wand Junior High School In Louisville's weitvend-should have eight

additional white teachers:, 'wkile eight of its bleak teaehera should be assigned to

sehools short of black faculty &embers. One such school woUld be.Kammerer

Middlolichool thst hasP lean than one-third the number of black teachers it should

have.

contraits between the black identity of Parkland andthe white identity of

Kammerer are further accented by the fact that all three paraprofessionals at

Parkland, as well as. all custodial and feed service workers, are black, while..

100 percent of the clerical and food service ataffs at,Kammerer are white.

DuValle Junio.V High, second-ranked of the,junior/middle schools in

Table B. misses the system-wide average by seven teachers became an exces-

sive number of blacks I. concentrated in that school In Louisville's west end. In

addition, all paraprofessional, clerical, custodial and food service workers are

black. This concentration continues even though school officials have failed to

meet court intent in assigning blacks to staffs In several formerly white junior

and middle schools.

sbawnee Junior High, while nearer system-wide averages than Parkland

DuValle, not only has an excess of five black certified teachers but also has

a totally black paraprofessional staff.

-9-
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TABLE 11

Racki et Ten tiolionle with Worst Black Teacher Gape
st junior/Midas, and ileoondlizy Level., ,Maroh 1976

Jtinior/Uklitla (County-widat 19% Black feacite)w)

tieback
Black Teechers

No. 3

1. Parkbind** 19 34
9. thiValle 19 93
3. Shawnee 15
4. Bruce
5. Kammerer 2 5
G. Noe 14 27
7. Western 16 2e
8. Laminar 6 13
9. Frost 3 10

10. knight 13

Black Teacher
avs

,
/

-7

+5
+5

+3
+3
+3

Seocadary (County-Tildei 12% Black Teachers)

Black Teachers Slack Teacher
School I Gar

I. Shawnee , 17 95.4 41
2. Ahreae 20 25.3 -11
S. Central , 18 20.9 -10
4. Jotter's:atom, 3 2.7 +10
5. _ Male 15 28.8 .8

9. Mutual 18 19.4 7
7 Moore 8 6.8 + 6
8. Fern Creak 7 6.9 + 5 ,1

9. Mamie Ritign + 5
10. Valley 1.87 .9 +

7 2

*Change needed In number of blank teachers te achieve a school-whis black
teacher percentage equal to the county-wide pordentage. For example, a
school with a black teacher &w of (4) nee* six additional weds teachers
on itb staff to have a black teacher percentage which matches -that of the
satire system, while a schocil with it gap of (-10) need' to tranafer 10 of its
black teachers in order to match this figure.

*Underlining indicates a formerly black school.

BOUM: Jefferson County Board al Ettscation data, sainnitted for period
ending March 1976.

-10-
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Dime; iiiddlikiehoci needs to add five black teathers to its faculty, and also .

Swede Addittoosi black.. in its clerical. custodial and food service iteffe teeneet

pmvisions of the county's desegregation plan. Nee Middle Scheel, in the inner-

city, has a earplug' of blacks in every department except sdmielstration'auti

custodial.

Lassiter, Frost and Knight schools all need three additional black teaohera,

white western juelot High (in Louisville's west end) has four more than the

syetem-wide average.

The black teacher gap is even more pronounced at the secondary level.

School officials have permitted the greetest gap at Shawnee where the comeistrieg

lion of 17 black teectere ii eleveu more than the siate;13--Wkleaverege. In order

tor the Shaweee black-white teecher ratio to inset coert intent, 66percent of the

black teechers would have fo he shifted to suburban echools well Woe/ 'the ayetem-
. -

wide average. 'The pattern, again, is obviate At ShI4Witot: in stedest and all ol ILi..1

betegeriese except administr "tiative, he west-end school exceeds the intent and tbeN

. actual ipidelines of the desegregation rder.

Ahrens, which to else 11 black teachers abo e the system-wide averege, and

central, which is 10 above the average, a4th in Louisville's downtown area

.susi follow close behind Shawnee in eoncnti4.tion of black teichers sod staff. fn

additien, all the paraprofessional, clerical ind custodial woken it Central are

black, as is 91 percent of the food service staff. In contrast, 10 percent of the

system-wide food service staff I. black. Staff assignments clearly refloat the

veetiges of Central's status as a former black school In the center city portion of

the former Louisville district.
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Jeffersoutown High School, on the othet\Shand, Is 10 Meek tesoherthelew the

. number it should have. It also has totally white clerical and food service 'toile

end a student population that la 18 percent Mat*.

Mete High, another formerly black school near downtows Louisville, retains

Its racial identity with s black teacher surplus af'sight a 4It percent black student

population and an ell-black custodial staff.

Manual Highflichool, which bad a student body with racial composition

auffielent to exempt it from student transportation upsets of the desegregation

plan, has the sixth worst black teacher pp among secondary eonnols. Ha IS black

teachers is seven More than the eystem-wide average.

Moore High School, in addition to needing six additional black teachers, also

!seeds black, on its ail-white clerical, persprofessional, food service and custodiel

staffs.

Valley, Pleasure Ridge Park, and Fern Creek HIP Scheele all need five

sdditional bleak oartified teachers, and each Is short of black personnel In almost

evpry Job category.

The achools included in Table B, while only-the wore examples of untalual

Meek teacher assignments, reflect the pattern that permeates the entire 'leftist=

County school system. Despite the desegrePtion order,,achools continue to retain

their reelsl identity because of racially aepegated staffs,wmaintainsd-ln direct*

violation of the Singltoc ruling. This psttern cannot be reversed until school

achninistretore accept the reeponsibility and shift more blecks into formerly whits

minty schools and more whites Into formerly black schoole In consplianoe with this

county's desegregation plan.

-12-
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ROWING SWAY'S SACIAL IDENTITY AT ALL STAFF LiVELS

Districts .1 lari 2 in Litavflle'i west end rink our and two In the concentra,

tioe of black staff aselannienis in il gout three.categaries.," .(See Table CO In only

oee'eategory ituttninlitrative-xtaff at the junior/middle &yea a 'district other'
.

than l'or 2 show the greatest concentrolon of Weeks.

In staffiig, the certified teacher catetory id Perhaps the mostimportant,

though certai0) not the (ally important one. At sll three levels, thS percentage Of_

. .

black tesehers in districts 1 and 2 dceeds the syttetil-wide
-

remaining flve districts tuiVe percentages that fall below the- syetem-wlde figure.0
This difference is greatest 'at the aecendary level where black teaeher peteeptagee-

for district, I.and 2 arik35 percent and 24 percent respeettVely, while none of the
-,e

other fere dilotrictaphoWs figures greater than l percent. The systera-Vide

ix 12 perceut..

Racial concentratione of psraptafeaSionals show the same pattern, with the

greatest gap in the high sehools. 'At this level, 75 percent of the paraprofessionals

In district 2, xiid 67 percent of those in distrio 1, 'are black, while four of, the

remaining five districts have no'black paraprofeesbouata. The exceptloo le

district 6, which matches the systeni-wide average of 7 percent.

Five of the six black paraprofessionals In the system's high school level era

assigned to schools In districts I and 2. In contrast, only two of the 75 white

paraprofessionals are assigtfed to he Inner -city school.

perics1 staffs also are more segregated than the teaching staffs in each

district. For example, 30 of the 34 black clerical workers in the elementary

schools work in districts 1 and 24 That is 88 percent of the total. Three of the

Other districts have no black clerical workers In their elementary sehools.

13--
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TABLE C

Ranking of School Districts by Per cant Black Employed in Classified Staff Levels

, Apputpiafinvy 'Frey
. Elementary v Jecitor and Militia Seciimidart

15% Black*
lib: 27% Black.; 12% Mick

District % Black. District % Black District % Bleck
2. 23 5
1. 20 6

3
11 2

7 13 1

8 .12 4
7 7

, 36 1
.4

33 2
-3$ 5
26 7
28 -6

17

All
14

. 11
1.' 9

0 a

..- CERTIFIED TEACURS
-, 19% Blank. . 19% Black-

% Black
30

*-
21
16
15

:14

Dietrich 1 Blaelr,
.

District
.1 . 1 29 1

2' 25 2
5 17 5
.6 18 . 4
7 . 18. 7
3 15 3

14 6

40% Black

12% Black

District Blank
I

44
xx
ii--5

3 9
4 9

12 7 7

PARAPROFESSIONALS

70% Black , 7% Black

Districit ft Black District 1 Black District % Bleck
75
07

7

i 0
0
0 .
0

1 80 2 90 . 2
2 58 1 87 1

5 32 6 67 6
6 24 5 60 3
4 7 3 4
7 6

.,.,40
5

3 0 '7 7 7

18% Black

CLERICAL STAFF

28% Black 7% Black

District, % Black District % Black Dietriat % Black
80
40

3

3

0
0

0

1 73 1 56 1

2 32 2 50 2
5 6 6 19 4

8 5 5 15 5

3 0 4 11 3
4 0 3 0 6
7 0 7 0 7

°System-wide Black Per cent

-14-



Blornentstry
20% Black

Djme % Bleck
1 75
2 36
64 13
4 19.
5 5
7 5
3 1

47% Sleek

District % Black
1 96
3 73

6.5
7 / 44
6 27
4 16

9

607

Tp4aw C - Ccatinued

FOQI1SE11VICE,

itptar aid s icsis SICcOdS!
33% Black 104* Black

56 Blaelt District % Black....4,4
2

,

48 2 53
. 1 43 1 40
6 18 7
6 . 3
3 5 4 2
4 5 2
7 6

'System-wide 81ack portant

CUSTOM/kit STAFF \

44% Black.57% Black

Dietrict % Black. strict Black
1 93 1 91
3 2 91
2 61 '9 se
6 GO 7 39
7 44 6 31'-
5 24 4 17
4 5 17

Source, .Tafferson Ceunty Board of Bciacetke data, ad:Knitted for period ceding
Newereber 1975. Co-:Flitted teacher data current as it March 1976.

The saprepted pattern cantina** at the junior/middie and secosciary levels.

Thirteen of the 15 blank clerical workers in secondary school, (87 percent) are le-"districts I and 2, while the clerical staffs in every high school in districts 3,

and 7 remain tctally white. The situation at the junior/middle level is little

better, with 17 al 23 black clerical employes (74 percent) caneantraterd in

districts I md 2.

in contrast, districts 3 and 7, in the eastern section of the county, have no

black clerical employes In any acbool at sny level.

The eallreffstleo pattern persists throughout the kod service and custodial

staffs at every boveL lb the elementary schools, where blacks comprise

-15-
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41.

e food service emoyus, both districts 1 and 2 exceed this systenjtv

wide figure with 75 percent and 36 percent respectively; the other five districts

range from only lyercent to ltI percent black.

At the.junior/mickile level, lgacks in districts 1 and 2 are again over-
ID'

reprusentediunong food service employes--48 percent and 48 percent respectively--

while blackti.in districts 3 through 7 are in the extreme minoritY. Intwo districts,

jl and 7, there are no black food workers.

While only 10 percent of all food service pmployen in secondary school

Muck,' districts .1 and '2 show high"black percrtagea,of 40 and 53 which contrasts

with the low dumber of blacks in similar jobs in the other districts. None of the'

other Live district* exceed* 5 percent food service employes.'

In every school level, districts I and 2, which together contain only about .

one-cluarter of the schools in the county, have at least tWo-thirds of the black food

service workers.

'Cuttodisl staffs throughout 4efferson County schools are slightly less

segregated than ather employe classifications, but there is t amount of

inequltable\distribution. While district 1 still has the highest Concentration of

blacks at every level, district 2 falls to third place in the elementary and junior/

middle schools, with,distriet 3 moving into second spot.

The gaps between the districts with the highest and lowest concentration

of black custodial workerd r'it; still extremely wide:

At the elementary level, 96 percent of the custodial staff in
district 1 is black, compared to a low of 9 percent in district 5.
'Chat is a range. of 87 percentage points.

%

At the junior/middle level, 93 percent of the custodial staff in
district 1 is black, compared to 7 percent in district 4. That
Is a range of 86 percentage points.

-16-
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At the high school level; 91 percent of the custodial staffs la beth
districts 1 and 2 are black, coMpared to 17 percent in the low
districts, 4 and 5. ..

Of all employe classiticatlens discussed in this report (administrators,

certified teachers, paraprofessionals, clerteal workers., food sorties workers
111.

and 'euntodial workers), the ()Mogen with the highest syststn4ide_;pepoeot.age

of black employes is custodial,- with 48percent. Paraprofessionals font* With
, .". re .

37 Percent...feed service 17 percent, teSching 16-percent, administrative

16 percent, and clerical 14.percent.

FORMER CITY, COCNTY SCHOOLS REMAIN DISTINCT

A significant amount of teacher redietribution Mts occurred throughout .

Jefferson Couaty in the last year (See Table 1)), but that redistribution ham

moltened rather than eliminated the vestiges of the dual systems that existed in

the city and county.

The result of student and teacbe>Utdcaments helen to keep

disproportionate number of black students and teachers within the old city system

as if trotting the two systems differently.

The 11 elementary schools with the greatest number af black
students are. former city schools.

Of the 25 elementary schools wall the
students, 19 were city schools.

Of the 25 elementar&schools.with the
students, only five Vera city schools.

greatest number of Mack

fewest number of black

Of 60 elementary schools with black ieacher staffbelow the
system-wIde average of 19, only 4 are former city schools.
The rem4tining 55 were county schools.

Of the 27 elementary schools with black teaching staffs above 21-
percent, 22 were city schools and only four ware county school..

-17-
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It remains ,appereaf that. those eche* with the highest osminatreaca of black

*Weals and staff In the peat maths. to be the eihools with tho highest concentrations

. of black teacher*,

Fur 41311asphil, in.1973,. 11 clanantery schools had black teethes paromitages

that. exceeded 50 peloeut, Although all °Ouse Ochoola have eaperienoed a ch.*

Sack ocatinnee to report bleak teacher Tptroatitagenmerk than lite protect lit percent

systess-wida figure...All show perceatagei oi 20 or abovci fslis Mari

30 kreent; and co, lAsny ilemeatary, has a teething staff that is 50 wood

Wm&

'Comparison of teacher aseigantent data from November 1975 with the most

V. recent fisting, from Ilarch 197'. shows that segrtgation in heavily black school* is

contitming to get Tee rather than better. In No4ember, the 10 elementary aohcoll

with the highest black teacher percentaps had a total of 205 white teachers mid

93 blacks.. In spite of the need fer more white teacheri in theme schools, the

*arch Ms data shows that they now have 3 fewer white teachers, while haviOg

added 3 black teachers.

nu black teacher caCcentratiou in black eohlukie contrasts with the

15 elementary schools that bi 1973 had= black certified teachers. According to

the 1978 data, none of the schools that wire in this category have achieved

the 19 percent systatn;wids figural al 1 f if teen %eve teaching staffs that range

frcm only 12 percent tto 17 perealt black: .0by1ously, school officials hive

permitted a greSt deal of difference between those schools that were previously

Ideatifiably black and thoite that were pntdminantly, if not totally, white.

A real difference also remains between the black teacher Percentages in

the former city pallor and middle school, and these In the former county Osten.

-18-
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cf.
Of the 11 former ofiy schools at this 160,0enly, Souther', Barret, Highland lad

. Ifersesdi Junior Hight. report black tesche, percentagesholow the la permit

eystem-wkle figure. Oa*, Iroquoin,. equals thelytem:wide average, while ther,

other slat report tescher aaslgnmta =Wog
4.4

percent to 34 perosat

black. On the other heed, only one o4 the 11 to r couaty Annoy and middle

school., Williams,., reports a black t-eadher porcelain. thet Breeds the system-

wide average (23 percent). The rest range tram slow of 5 perceitt to a high at

only 15 percent, four pert:footage points bel4"Ibe system-wide hurt,.

Teacher aseIgnments in tile county's high schools complete the pattern.

Every fonner city high ichool preeently has block feaeher staffs that weed the

12 percent system-wide nowt, While among the former county high schools,

only Monies Jefferson (15 percent) has a cdocentration of black teachers that is

not below the recommended 12 percent'mak. At ceffersoetown High Seirol,. a

formerly white school, only 3 out Of 112, nr 3 percent ci the instructors ars black. ,

Whit this DM is that, although the gm has been narrowed somewhat,

black teachers conthue to be in the relative ininaritylin those schools where this

has always been the case, while heing overrewerlted in those ao where
7

pey were wigged in excs numbersIn ths pas There

recognizable division la the newly-raged school gram that perpetuates the

concept of black and white school's despite the provisions of the court order that

sought to eliminate such basic differences.

%.
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TABLE D

-Location of Black Teachers: tilhowteg Change ,B2 Perces:Rage of Bleak Faculty
Members for Each School, Jefferson Cougt,y 197146

% of Black Fruity Members % of Black Faculty Members

School* '710 '73 '75 Schools '71 '73
Mar.

'76
X.9733/9Lati-affallaU10 Former City Junior k Middle

Atkinson 13 33 26 Barret 12 19' 18
Belknap ,1t1 23 12 DuValle ,69 58 33
Bloom 12... 23 24 Medea' 13 21 14
Brandeii '76 54 26 11Noole (formerly 6 .38 19
Brecklari dge 12 *37 26 Cottiebalk)

Meyseek 60 61 17
yck 57 50 31

Cartier j2. 56 38 Noe (formerly
Coehran J11 33 25 Manly) 30 NA 27
Coleridge-Taylor 53 48 24 Parklantl 53 48' 34
E oglehard 93 35 24 Shawnee 4.7 49 27

Southern 4 23 17.
Field 24' 38 14 Western 22 40 26
Foster 78 81 29
Franklin 20 36 1 20 Woerner 15 46 26
FrAyser 4 30 24'
Uuelwo4op 3 36 19 -

3acob 10 *21 24 Former CM Snoandary ..
imbos 36 57 23 Abram 12 NA 20
Kennedy 81 64 26 Atherton 5 28 16
King 54 40 23 Central 68 58 '27
Lincoln 8 93 28 jracmois 4 23 18

Midmal 15 33 19
Lowell 8 24 20
MoFerran 44 59 31 Male 29 41, 27
Parkland 61 56 31 Shawnee 40 58 35
Perry 68 55 56
Portland 30 41 33 Star.

twf
Hoonevelt . 15 NJ 35 19 Former County Elementary
Rutherford 8 22 14 Auburiuials 0 13
Semple 13 * 21 21 Andubon 4 35
Shawnee 54 47 27 Bashford Manor 9 11
Shelby 12 37 18 Bates 7 12

Blake f7 19
Strothor 43 44 20
Wheatley 43 50 29 Blue Lick 3 11'
Young 59 56 28 Bowen 3 16

j 9

-20-
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DALE 1 - Continued

loLliloOklioultiZoolkom

Schools 473

Former CounV Momentary
4

11
0
4

Camp Taylor
CAIN RUD
Chsnowieth
Cochrane
Coral Ridge

Crime Lane
Dixie j 4

oi Slack scull Mete berg

Max'. Miir.
'78 Schools '73 '76

Eormer Coijity Momentary
16 4." Nortw_ o 11
17 <Jr Melons 3 17
16 Prestoola 4 17 r

20" Price 21 18
16 Rangeland 4

14 , St. Matthews 16
21 %adore . NA 17

Schaffner $ Is

:

r

Eisenhower
Vairdale

Fern Creak
Filson
Gilmore Lane
Goldsmith
Grmatiouse

Greenwood
tkitermuth
Ilaitatern
Hawthorne
Hite

0
4

NA
7

7

14
11
16
le
13

13 tette 3 16

shrioele 3 9

3s 16 Slaughter
0 12 Smyrna
0 17 South Park
0 19 Stivere
5, Stoneetreet

Indian Trall NA 17 Watterson
Jefferscotown -4 23 Wellington
Johnsontown Road 4 14 Wheeler
Alex Kennedy 3 20 Wilder
Kenwood 0 12 Wilkerson

Zachary Tpylor
Trunnell
Valley ,

Waller
Watsoo Lane .

7 13
3 e.

4 21
0 12'

4 11

26
4 15
3 14

, 16
4 9

6 26KCrrick 0 12
Klondike Lane 0 17 -f
Laukhuf 18 7
Layne 00 15 Former County Jualor t Mis/dlLowe 5 14 Bruce

Carrithers 5Juhr 18 Conway 3Medorn 4 13- CrrosbyMiddletown 6 13 FrostMill Creek 4 1.5
Minors Lane 4 19

14
114

3 , 10

14
18
13

S.

a

-21.
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TABLIt D - Cuuticued

idabetzeathsfeta
Misr.

Schools on is .

sa Black reellts itatiabere

Mar.
Schrle '73 . t75

ItCrmer Cactutr flusicr 4 7616211 &magma Anoka
Keraiserer 3 5 Falrdale 1 10Kai& $ . 1$ Fero Creek 2 7
Lassiter 6 IS name affirm 7 IL .
Myers . It- /5 Jeffereseloca 2 3
Newburg 15 Mors 2 '7

slows', 4 sa Pleasure Ititkis Rask 1 7
Seasca 3 7
Scathe= 4

Forma Ccesty Seccagazy illuakt 2 10
Ballard 5 Valley 2 7

' Butler 4 11
rose
Durrett 44

3
1 10

W0111Pair
Wasters

2
3

20
11

Easters $ 8 Weityort , 4 10

"roes leguals Astgalmenarta Keatuay Caocalsetat
co Mosso Ri 1ghts, Merck 2. ,7 data may for former city
schools.

**Iseiktates school aat eristeaso la 1073.
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coNculapis

The facts of cootieee'd racial idalg in Jeffersoo Comfy schools show that MO

1:affersoss Calmly .lioard at lIdneation hes failed to %MU its obligations ender the'

liesegregaticet order of July 111115 that says, in parts

'Ms certiflasted staff who Soak dime* with students at "Opole will
be assigned so that the racial `composition of a 'vino school staff
dose sot indicate that the nefivickiat echool le intmilad exclusively for
white sludsede or black aludente. Principala, assiateat
couneslore, islanuotional pootainators sad teachers MU be asslotod
ito the& the ratio of whiles to bleckawithin these categories in an
individtal ealsool is roughly equivalent to the blaqatcwhite staff corsio
sines of the school system."

Desplis; the clarity of that section of the order, too many schools can still be

smelly classified as white or bladk simply by noting the cacial makeup al the staff in each

category. Add the fact that one-fifth of all schools in the syetem are still outside the

student enrollment leaden's", and it is obvious that desegregation in Jefferson Comply

is myth retherthan reality.

If haly adhered to, the July 1975 order is adequate. Itt detail/ wsys Jaime

dausky school offloials could have eliminated the racial inequities that persist mon
schoolsand are io chylous in the findings of this report. Thus, failure to carry out

,

tha extenag pki, rather 'them thy defect in the plan itself, met be 9onaddered the cause

coetintsed racial Identity is Jefferson County's schools.

Unisex immedia te lava are taken to correct these inequities before another

sc hool year begins, many tit the problems associated with the first year of desegiegation

iU cause even greater problems in the hate(as

Students will maims* to label the school to which they are assigned as
whip or bla& and thus negate a key PerieMe 01 tag Pisitu

A Large number of both black and white students who are transported
to schools will conanue to find a disproportionately small number of
faculty and staff members of their own race, a factor Out reinforces
any IpPreheaeloes students have about the plan.

-23-
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. ()tweet+ discipline problems (evident in the itstortnallY high taisfotteales
rate. ammo black ituderge 8'4'cm:waved with whitiveiltdenti recently
reperted by some schools) wilt continue to exist, primarily became of
a lack of sliffiCiat Numbers of laleolipersonnel at these schools with
whont-the black student can identify and who can la turn provide guidance
end counseling with an awareness of the special problems facing the
black student in a predominantly white school system.

As pan one example of stint racial identity, a school such as Carter Elementary

in Laulaville's west end Mill him

., 1Owrcdb1ackcL.r1l. taistudialt paraprothesicsal and food service staffs.

311 percont Slack betake' staff.

Stich disparitgand it exists in too many schoolsdoes not and cannot he

ceasidesed a part of a unitary school syetem anti does nos create the image that is

essential to 'Amulet* attemlance and cooperation of many white students and Parente

of suburban Jeffersoo County.

Students,. shifted to other schools, who find that those working with them remain

egregeted, will justifiably feel that they are forced to, bear the greatest burden of

desegregation, 'and that no oni will gain full benefit from desegregation .objectivea.

Segregated student bodies Were only A Part of a segregated Psst, and so dettagregatteg

students only is hut a part of the necessary solution.

Since the plan to transport more than 0,000 shidents each day has proven

reasonably successful, school officials Amid be able to deal with th, logistic problems

of moving the smaller sod more flexible numbers of faculty and staff.

In its May 1972 report cattiliod "Southern CitieeExcept Louieville-*-Desegregate

Schools," which was an analysie of the racial segregation which then 'existed in the city

achool system, Oda Commis:noon vtated, "(we) can only conclude that the Louisville

Board of Education haa failed to war effective action to desegregate students and that tiro

24
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Louisville Board of getwatien is following a plan for teacher ainiJitonletstal that is not

achievind the goals clearly laid down by the federal courts and HEW." Now, almost four

years later, dessaito merger ?f the former city and .county systems and implementation

of a county-wide desegregation plea, vestiges of this past segregated situatini are still

very much in evidence.

it le clear that the Jefferson County Board of Etkication has failed to achieve the

high seals of the desegregation plan with the method* presently being utilized. Until more

comprehensive steps are taken to retadre expitahle diitribution of faculty and staff, as well

as etuddigs, w.raffisiSeire Jefferson County wiU perpetuate racial identify of its schools.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Jefferaon County school system should fullyjmplement allitrovisions of

the July 1975, federal court order eo that complete school desegregation will be achieved

and maintatnekl.

. In Implementing the s
r!tir1444.600

1 plan, the school administrateliauld be guided

by a goal of acbleving maximum student, faculty and staff desegregation, rather than
r

accepting the court minimums as goals.

3. Assignment of black teachers, administrators, parkprofesslonals, clerical

workers, lunchroom workers and cuetodial personnel should reflect system-wide

averages in evety school. If, during a short transition period, slight statistical

devlAtion 1.11 stag aaalgnrnrnt is permitted, the higher black percentages should be in

formerly white schools, the higher white perpentages in formerly black schools, rather

than the current pattern in which ten formerly black schools still have black teacher

perrenuages exceeding 30 percent.

-25-
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SOVRCKS

Commission ou Huroau Rights. Commonwealth of Kentimity, Louisville School
§xstem Rettes t.o Serentloc, s report dmumeollng racial leOlation of students
in Louisville public schools, 1956-1971; shows failure of school system in studein
and facUlty desegregation. (Tbe facts in this document were "admitted" by tbe
Board in 1972 for submission as evidenoe before the Federal Courts.) 36 pages.
March 1972.

Conunission ontihunao Rights, Ccimmoawealth of Kentucky, Southern Cities--
except LouisvilleDesegregate Schools, comparison of LOntsville with ten major
school systems in southern Ate., which shows that Atlaatit. asorKlai
Alabama; Charlotte; North Caivilaa; Columbia, South Carolina; Jackson,
htiasIssippl; Jackecaville, Florida; Little Rock, Arkansas; Nashville, Tsonesinie;
Pontiac,. mipaig$14.14dIt1ohmaid, Virginia, all had more pupil and teacher
dnagilleget4on than 14mievine prior to the entry of local snit. 12 pages. May 1972.

ft Jefferson Cpunty Schools, Racial Report bY liomeroor sad Saban!. Nareb 24. 1976.
; tu

tieffersoo. Canny Schools, Staff Desegregation Report's:
".A4o lot laxative Staffs (November 12, 1975), 6 p.
Certified Teaching Staffs (November 5, 1975), 9 p.
ParsgtofesaionarStails (November 17, 1975), 6 p.
Clerica.l Staffs (November 18, 1975), 7 p.
Custodial Staffs (November 18, 1975), 7 p.
Food Service Stage (November 17, 1975), 7 p.

Jeftersen Ceunty Schools, Staff Desegregation Report, Certified Teaching Staff,
(April 5, 197w P.
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More Housing Segregation

Than Ever...

In Louisville And Jefferson County
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1971k though bla*k rrusleuts nusk
Or' rt. ? tin tif th I oraluvr114' Pc tierum Conn**,
metriii,volii ova, 4iver 441 per Lent ,i1 the- Mack
population of the ynetroptalltan Area herd 1clahlit the

salvors of the
.11e

al fan botrams.
presaknt. than
Louisville 4nd

If in the aanse

,ItS" wit& 14 per leOt 44 the white r
arra lived 'in the subsoils outside [nal,

III %Fur of tetteeal. statefala
jatb.,a, rtS1Alenf LAI ktittkt.1114,111,14
s..er If rhea( trends tont
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Cocktincita to Increase

ln 1970, Isla, I, artewhite residentt f I tinwalle'
and lefferson C,,,ay were Mott selityPted than
.er more segreptitl thanbcfore fair housing laws,
more .4)/711-gated than befswe Mr iitghts ALI of

L.rnorr septivted than before the rrghta
to, Iscroent rt the 1 'ft and 1960' Jet ides

he wkuctotion of bla.k and what: rrodrnrs can
he measured by rioting thr ta,tal 4om,4tlinI cash
residential blistix in' 1 ouulerlk and leffersokhcountf
anal tmputang the variation f eAch from the racial
compoution of the Itutropolitan area as A whole The
4 oniputAtiln yields a number refits mitt tlat e %tent 01
ic)ihntIll. +swap Skin between stem. se no
wicrtgatitin, and 1110 whit h mean% total sigregation.

Thisandrx altows that segregation. prreaknt in the
metnlitaltall Ora throughout the irntiir. had
in. Teased I, /V/ in 1 WWI table 7

4
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StArykeriaA, ingsvi ,no it* I.ofAinellk
,lytIci sok C'il.ariv tokrtioeoriaa ni(e

I WI,

II irtsaftr
totAI

Ail IW P. at 420-9, the tpna lag.k god'
white rcudents real lied an 'all tome and the
ILI u lewdly Jetftrson County . metropolitan arcl
continued to approash.tutal wegatson.

An examination of rhe tracts used by the Oureau
of chi-Census shows increased tegreganon at $2 pier
cent of thc Hack population lived in just In .uf the
149 c'ensu:tratt. in Louisville and Jettenon Grum),
hot 2J1 per cent f the blafk pupil:loon the
mttrupolitan arra were concentrated in 1114Ne 30
travta in 1960.

t.h.er4ti pee cciii od the black populat if thy
yity of (Annul/le resided 117 24 of the 12 Lynam
tracts !hut lk.totally Ilse Lionville
city limits in 1,9711 .13 of thew Ira, ts4ilad between
90 per cent and #00 per silk bias k re-0,cients.

increased seirjriti;atiikon n shown n tf9e fact this only
Mt crnsaa *recta in this area liad a p,-centage of black
nisidenta greger than 90 per cent 1 960.

The gstk populattot of these/24 census tracts In
loutivills ghetto jumped frorri' 35.906 in 1960 to
69,374 in 1970 (see Map 1). 1f4fick residents made up
.57:9 per cent of the total popillatiun' of these iensus
traCtO in central and westernioutsville tn l'90. and
847 N. cent of the total reipulanon of these tracts
Wk. 1970,

,Comparing Map , I and Map 2_ which allow the
percentage ilf black' resueents in each census tract in
Louisville ahd leffemon County for 1 9611 And 1970,

cleat that Loestalle's ghetto has earerieneeti a

dramato ganwth *Ink thr sootily suburbs sim* tlY
%IMP trend toward the scgrrgarion 1 hlatk and white
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!hough more h4tn.1.1 ll1l4I in Irityv pro 4.'16.un1 y

imtLiAk I outaiyilly in 1970 than cver before....ensus
it1 I figurc show that the hlAdt testrients WrIT mutt

witicsAted in 19711034A In 14641.

In 1940 69 Kr ,eni of the hkuk ilopolation ofr ,teiterson Iiunc 1141c.i m w ni thr 55 1111144a tt4,11
that Ire totally or twrsaAlly outside she Lounwlk tit y
limits In 1970. 95 par .rnr thr Mask reinklits ,4

iounty lived in [btu. w. ,cnoo Irjy1S,
remaining 4114)4111 traits in the i44lnI, IS haAl fewer
than nr ,rnt bLith truslentlyin tit ill
w I mparing the population distribution o 19'70

with PAM shows ths hiakk urbAnitatibn And white
suburbwnitatton Hands that !melody 'ilential
41cipvitio4i11414p4 1 41441 i.

These traissis Mean peAter isolation l the 61461

tina white resuirnts of LoutsWint` a d Jefferson
CouMy. While the num kivt of Louisville black popol4
non Irving in thc wcitterwand crntrid ity ghetto grcw
him) 5'006 in 1960 to 69,374 70, the nutlet
of hla,k modems declined in mos arras a the county
untikfta 1970, 49ctusua tracks h black testi:lento -
only 13 census treat had no,41ak restiknts in 1960,

Schools Reflect Growing
tIt'e InC 11441ifl1( tewegAtton f 111,1,k And white

nrighbor Also wen in thy 4;1)&111 enrollment.
of the ....UM V And 41041
i4 Met tellIltiF plat i in rhy I inivitlIIr lettcrs.ni (%iinat v
Illett1114.11t411 4a,44 b44.4114e inn

,fltIOlk4 lie4 Irene

t he ref 1,1 411 bin k students Attending
IvniI in Jefferson Onintv tii lined" from 1 9 per

ent thr total itoint ii444.1 enrollment in i9tif. to
$ 7 4Cfit iI the enrollment in the

71 *co ri-tlr. ring thy dr., in thy
tivrt viitAigy 01 Mat k rrsitent, in le Item in (fount*.
sam'e 9nit

71 NA, k YlementarN student's that Attrudi.,1

=OP

4.

Segreg a t ion

laByrum (ount y 41tllo4li ii I') St, rnaik .0 .2.1 per
Yin ill t he total elementary ultool'enrollsoient
11 h I 11.14, St liAx1 Ix pin to takt I the

of .ini.d1 numbers id k latoihoit into the
, minty nuinhci .1 bin k 4le111411! ,a4 *Int/4'11141

in tin: 1 num v had Illt fC41111 in 1,8 49 4 7 per ,eot
lathy total 4 IA 11001

SintX 19(th. 4111I /VW 111111c111.11. 41 44 be 41 ek te, pin

omit y hAd Iflt Wain' Pt kit k iiitlenta Pri,e
Elm memory . whuh WfUmee thi; P.14'Whiittj 414%4. anat.-me
gun Elementary in thy wyst end showed significant
ink 14,15414 But in rhy %twit liotonig pivot, ar C.1 Ill the

And throlighi IIII till' Mint 4 in Istr,ti. the
Mail. dnliiren m idementary hixdi

tick Inard.

,
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Tatsle 4

TOTAL SCHOOL libutou.morr P4 LOUSVILLE 1966-1971

r - Black Other , Par cnal b heft

1930 , 630 29. 123

1960. I L271 29, 136. 29.0

1%6 23, 7ZS 13.502 48. I

1967 23, a v 30, 537 45.2
et

1969 /5. 470 23.351 49.9

1970 23, b15 ./S, 818 47.7

1971 /3, 346 24. 561 48,6

197 2 21, 933 22,037 50.3

In the 197 2 7 1 sc)iuoi year. aloe% . with the
decreases in black families moving nun the county.
the numb., of Mask skreensfy school students fell
Ink,* the 1966 kvol né 13439 to 1.717 do 3.7 pry
ornt i Ike total founty rientantary schoof
cionllrownt,

In the county hish thOUh. the number and
prnrinar ttlaa studentv pew rluI iih the
bias& population in Jeffcrson Cannny (table 31. From
149 or 1.5 per cent of the county MO school
enrollment in 1956. the mustier of black students
increased tor2 co 3.2 per cent of she tota) county
Imi3h whOol caroliment 41 1966. In she 1972,7 3
school year ths numbes of black hsis scluml modems

aciied it., 111337 to 1,11 per cint.
, The Mack urbanisation whte suburbanuation

shown m the pcipssistion figures is see% in the school
entiillinel of the Louisville and Jefferson Coonty

school systems. While thi percentase of Mack
students mending Jefferson County schools deflined
to 3.7. the percentap of Hoek students'attending
Louiavilk schools increased to over SO per cent of the
city school enrollment m the 197273 school year

Became mum a the black and *Ante residents of
loutsvilk and Jefferson County live tit wparaw
conommities. room black and white school children
attend separate schools. In thc 1972.73 school yc'ar.
87 per cam of all black students attended city schools
Mk; Si per cent of all while students attended cusroty
schook.

Fair fiouuni LAWS. haling failed to affect .

re9dentiol negrogati4n patients how. in turn. failed to
lessen the sepsoutidet of black arid whirr school
students.

wak 41-

s

'3 4 I
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A 11 iogiory 'of Fs i hire

County Retreats From Low Income Housing'
klui.1411.ng low tnettnie housing in Jefferson Citunty

could be a loan toward achieving residential
digegvesation in the" rostropolitan area. but sante
1967. IcHeisaan (*Aunty has faded wi at 1401401
rif011s to provide low income boosts% outside the

'Pe city of toutsvillsr.,
Br* Auer or tts traurr folk* through on

proposals he- A tent subsidised kaaed housing
rtogratn. Jefferson ealunty ..11rearesi a 115-6
grant from the Department of Housing and Urban
Desekipment to revert to the federal government
*ghoul inothuing one apartnwnt unit Thu tragic
loss of federal looney has in ten delayed
"tarot,. non of a 14$ rrulltun plan to Ittutlel 100 low
!mount ungle Wink. units

Oriamsod in 1967

In Marti., tire feffersurt County Housing
Authority, which %vat organised in 1%7 to provide

iluoirs. housing in Jefferson t'ounty. embarked
ffion a 13$ niillum Om to develop 100 sink family
low and moderatehiwomeehousing units. The plan
epetiried that 4 house. would he scattered
thruughout the' county suburbs and be
indviongunhahle from 'other privately owned %intik
family dwellings

Th.' 11111 co untl. were lobe built in the Newburg
Urban Renewal AMA anJ ,Amstrustxm was to begin in
the summer of 1%9

Before corporation of the fie*, Witt" in
Newburg toukl begin. It would he necessary to rate
wihurnslard Ninon; on the propisseld 'ult. 'and find
sortable hwoong tor families displaced from homer
itisignatril for removal

,Simularlia. imitable housing must be found heftier
the City Ci t4ealth Depaornent can rare. or
"MCI' Any substandard dwellings in the

.Count,
nty Housing Aothorny sought

to meet the honsi needs of displaced families by
beginning A ioutity leased housing program and
obtained grant from the Department of Housing
aisd Urban Development HUD) A grant for
12i4 1,000 a year for five years with an option to

deny* lin an"ther 15 yearn, A total of over 15.6
Yuillion. was arpmwed sufunfirr rents for those

Reueea hy the Urban Renewal Project Newburg.
By obtalmag the 1S.G minims for the kared

housing program, the Jefferson County Howarig
Authority Was ready to proCeed on the 14.8 million
plan to build lot single family dwellings.

The county Horning Authoruy now had the fund&
and ctioperastuta of federal officials to begin providing
low income housing in Jefferson Caninty and speed
economic anci metal deservgatton.

All *at needed to be done wan locate
apartments -and obtain the cooperation of Jefferson
Connty Court-and Jeffenon County mold
power a much needed effort to provide low imams-
*milk Lurid, housing uride of the typscal impacted
inner coy -projects."

Unfortunately. neither the cooperation from
Fiscal Court. nor the apartments were forithcoming.

Seven Failures Coat 0.8 Millega

The Connty Housing Authority first toed to
;CAW A .195 unit apartment complesk at the
intersettiori of Poplar .Level Road and Indian Trail.
Btu the Housing Authority could not meet the price
requested by the developer of the apartnwnt
comities. I

2. The Jefferson County Housing Authority' then
tried to lease apartments in mining pirate apartment
complesei inound the county. This plan was not
suscesaful because the 'Jefferson County Huusing
Authority fatted to find a sufficient number of

.
Apo! mem. units.

I. A plan to ?owl& relocation for the Newburg
Urban Renewal Prineir proceeded in September
1%9 The County Housing Authority Jeered the 2Ih
unit French Quarter apartmenricomples. As uMts
beianse vacant. tiscv would he rented to low and
moderate income families un the rent subsidy leased
housing prowarn

Immedialely after this plan was announced. 1r'
reyelenn of the French Quarter Apartniesys. residents
Attie Ares um-minding t he complex and store invorrs
of the ;Ma unleasliedla loud end bitter pnwro over
the plan. ErnmeOus myths 'and -stereotypes of low
intorne and minority group familia*, were used to
mcne further oprootion to the plan.

g the lousionlk rm.,. May 11. 1%4: Secti,,,V. page If.
14.is I 5. 1969. sessic.n A.. pone 17

1hr Cotirter lAnarnal. september 4. 14h9; Section A page t

7

g
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Twit, &le,* Alter the plaR way Ilublidt announced.,
the t.%ittlit, judged yielded It, OW hitter emotronal
rear lion and wiauesird that the t'ounty flouting
Authority withdraw the plan they had unantmotaly'
appt;rved. 4

4 arwl lir April 1470. tvoi lies* plans were
pnipoted to bony.. low in. iin. tdwi doplAted by
the Newburg Urb.it, Renewal Prote..t A tivrefiver
otfered 1 Nadel ant\li evs aparthwleti ft, the Ong Illy
PItagying Authtity t two wont} bites yr.
Ira. in. katigeliad Koala nazal New+. ir ana a icten
acir tract III thy Flies4411111111ifil.11 Mal k Betts town Arra
est fIf An. horagi

In may the fellers:NI ( ount: fiousnig'Authoitty
KM public heating% near CAL II ot the iwoprwed toes
Rut 'wither the itouong Aurhor It: nor other public
of fir wit' tplained the ;wed tor. low int onte housenkt
or provided infornsation Isiive the Issiuting would,
tit .tlito the statOunshrey sonimuorty's ti hkds. whoti4s
isul ref...fed vit is

!Hi Aitas IS, both sites weer dropped when the
( n.iit ittrusiny Aotholits t:iond the same piano

Itti lad of in! Innagetnent tnitu Fist.al
perieht cti IlihIwIlig III iihrmikettiCilt kit

the Item h l)tlal tit 11111r4,, 4.

IT rik A ',P4lit( S Finns:rig Ant him it y W.15 Ihit
dic :5 ( nitlhon grant loon HUI) (11.1I trig to tri:k
e he leaseJ b.,ii.itig program wruld 1114 last
indefinitely 4911 III,. Idc#.1 to again tra I. Itiase
St mutt id a p.surnettis rtivate apart mem
tonephi Ies around the tousle!.

the t korinan tt the Rinsing Ant htifits qatcd
That sclerat apartment owtwr, hid e:prewed in
ilittftAt III !twang Small 1301111,4r% I it unti%
110115411$ Aut horn I

Hifi (hi% plan, anmitene *awn the-Very:town and
it4144el,,nd sOC. Il 1 terek,rcil was itcyrf
III ayain

In No vellAWr 1.Ith thre4r
,lt l0:111$ 111,1111,1, pant, fT04.9 1-41'1I. the
It:Itertint 01111)1r tiK,MNIFig 04%46111v alteigtple44

4p Ito Is asiti homing program bt. oncentrallng
hotpUng fig aft 1 !der hi

wee, propowd hoishe 411 to,1110 unit:
.If houong :ow Run Ro/of riejr ( aintworned
Hoed, fol Poplar 1.evel Road noeth of Indian Trail.
and ,ii Sherbet dssiflr Road near kitties torte The
14491911y Authorie -rproval

f
Elute atpUl the t:ountv J9dge vetord the toNsai

bc,guic III r.mofe duo I su plume 4,109 a protest and
Ilk leased Maiming program ended without producing
WIC Unit

The 15,6 million grant from 1-144) for the leased
housing ptogrant %bat Withdtawil. 3

Not Dd.- do this tragedy stall the Newburg Urban
Relltwal PiLitCt.t, but there fiVai. stip no relo,..ation
lu that would aid the, Health Department in
steppi up the demolitosts iii tabstandard housing.
The number of substandard dr deteriorating housing
Until Ill Jeficerkin County hid soared to 5,400 tR
1969; five per tent ot all white househohit and 16 per
vent of all black households in Jefferson County were
substandard in 1970.

Meanwhile. the S4.14 million plan to build 300
scattered sue ongk family dwellings rernamed on the
drawing board.

At first het ainle Ill thc failure to provide reilwallou
heitesiny through the leased !limiting protitain. ind
then hecausa- of kgal tangles over who would develop
the homes In the Newburg area. constriletoon
a, tutIfy begin on these homes until May 1972.

. pursuing the sr:Arlen-dote single family
dwelling plan (any& Newburg. the Jefferson County
hIrrusteig Authority continued ra encounter probkma.

14 In Auguit 1971, .rwo we: tor 64 single
family low income thaellinp were proposed, A 25 Aire ,

trait u,n tirton Lane or A Ith atre Mit t tot /Naftali; k
Road.

ciiyi atter this plan w as announced, when.

thew otes nwt protest h) Ow arca ren4nts, the sites
writ' dropped betauw the Housing Authority satd thc
sub nasty limiest nu shelVes nuJe budding cost,
prohiMliw.*

Falling ranger d. Faster

Ay iii Nygriber 5. 197 i, the only tutees. the
County Hooting Authonit has had ill IRCelang the
need, oishnw an4 inwder:01.. ,Incomw persons is in
ionstructing 42 sfitgle oiIntly pus in Newburg. a
tradnionally black residential arc sarrgated from
Olt suhlifhi VA shiltrut thin ire 29

unit, II, Newbury," Jettertun County
14inisIng Authority is spimsoring thm conitructiOn of
low income houong proii.vt for Ifk.eld,rl5 DOM
Highway ati.l anothet pT4i.t. ioI the elderly On

4 Hie (omer I. Septeftiht-T.:a. 19f19, Si.411011 A. par- 1

The Courier 1oort1,21. May I./ 19711, ceition A, page 1

Mi. 1* 1970 Se, non..A. pige 1

Tlie 1 o0155111 Tone.. No:ember 11 1,ri). Cei lion fi. page I.
" few I oorier, mu Nosc,oher l)) pro Se, tusn payr I

" The I Tones A o5!ill0 IC, 117 Svo, non It. rige

,



IStithip. Lane in in the planning stagc.
But the LOtIfitrutti.-43 in Pieevbang wiil itol hinder

the growing wigregansio nye will Ow prows ts for the
elderly) !Inc plans lur construsting Low indraiw

a
heady houung resemble 1440 dosely the esminde set

thy liousinu Authoritv .4 1 04119,Mie in thr
slevYlopowni bulge. regtegati.d. insists red huaying
-prole,

Tby neva tin scattered wte. single Family dwellings
ilc.ritrryotcd basis wi idscervit by_ dye sepegation

its found in Ow low Inionw honeing prvyysts built by the
filwoung AuthorIty OS the 11 prow, o.
built by the t:Ity Minims Nitkoftiv. five have over
9/.1 pir tent bla k ft:AS.14-MA; one hay ow/ 141 pet telil
61,11 it resinknt, flues. fury MCI 9Y rwr Lent white
resnlenh. and only fool fuse substantial inanbcry ut
blasts and whin resisisaus living side by iwir./

Whew the wig!, Cipttuer; liii 1.14d 1t i0111111.11u

residential vegregaimit is appticti go the prorig.
owned by the fietuung Authortts of 1 outsiol4 thry
reseise r very high segregatt.n ritiii. iii SO
Lou eyitals tiof lawrpt win

Art! the need ho low lin onw housing cm
il,negrcgAtcti Niso remains A housing study owl...ascii

the 1Oukayilly and feller-son ('isitsty Planning And
Luting t:oninnuoon in 1970 pries tyd the total rwed
for new housings* let teflon Count ir At 144,000 UnIII
biner,i ) 10,AM! 141411

The tukis reoninwmicsl chit 5. lun of thew
4itnit I,, mistrus fed ionfer Foist!, fshiong and federal
rent supplenwnt progratirs fur those neysfing lent rent'
boating 0111(4

Vet wilds releawal earls in 1971 by thepaiti III i1 '11.iiisiog And Urban,n
Vvelopilw and the history of ;he lefferson
milts fis ;sing Authority show that Jr fferlon
1.1111) is I 1111g IA, hort -.if on...cuing the housing
maild Al "ugh priYate developers mf fedrraels

4,1 14.11/411 1.111,1 ham been the arils fTetis
I./ AR' 1111,.mc I.sniimlpes. tonstrostion publi,

I,f 14,* 111, "Me finIII/V11 .11Ifii,Si it .1

StAnau ill

1 hr poor have tiadirfaullr .4:itainyil housing via
thy 'unfits down sysIef11 111.1(4. %/the,' the lei1S1

1147,11(.1141t. 114,4111014 iiIi/t111/114 be. olnes ,/yaiLablr us

nollin. Ilsors 0110 liewer iid byttia
hotisnig I hy housing whit ii Iseornes`..nallable to the
poor Is* this prosvo. 11C1.111} 111 ill. 0111e, Lily, is
uttijuli 4d toil rim dow Aini i aswily ,!,,cr pin oi

reacr41 programs, prim ipalls throngh I It haft
Renewal Anil th t. krAr own t ml 14401.114g 41Iii 111+40
Devylopownt , 1 havv Inadr It possible for.

h is l r fir I T, I .,unty ii hygin ii
provide de. yin homing 101 1).14. Fl04,I H111 Ieiii.r.11
nwsbne is 1,1 ertolIgh to hylp those it stuyst .0, yd, to

mspetne tilt: appearanse .14 slue ii010111,11101et. anal to
skived raiial Mitt eL41114110.1a tissegrygatiou in our
114.10b44botods

4:orrininititieu need affirmative leailerlim a thi.ye
goals Ere to by lea, bed for the Lit I, of JItIrmitisc
ic.ttiership himp oolitul vesuiP, AA she Itisto4t'44 the
Jr th'flatil Cir1.1111 14011011g Aut !hit) t v Illustrates.

Them is httlY ihanie of prosfitimg 10514e publis
hourlong Innis until thy IN 4114,11111 110 011% IhM11411-1/101

Vital. But. tVell .tuten. the Jefferson tutu* tiouwng
Authority Lannon rid's, e low mite 4441.1s01g
W1111,Mil Ike aifirinat4+Y ir,operatumi 4114 support
front Pin al Cotnt.

Fun Wails. Muney 1/044,nt Buy Fair Howung

Vrovisfing low titiOlItt. 11.0.1401g 01 letiers440 (.414410y
is not the mil* .4,101101110 l'il.f1LI11111.41 WgeWit1011 01
1.1,01syllte and jcifer4011(.4111111s, 1101141 II Is needed
,141 A beginning step, Main blast, fanlike. Lan afford
bole, housing and neither 111,VJ 11411 WAllI 10*
!Moine binning.

lit 1n7B. theft, weft. oser 4 .)0(I black fanulies in
rbv I otnivillic 04144 til t."111111, ,,Irva witit nu milt.s ill
racti. ot 5 111.004) a *ear 'These fasuidies. by yirtui of
th'eir initinteN, Aft. 4 4,atile rit living m alll, area of
Louisville Of Jefferson County we Appendis Rt.

The fait that thy pereetiragy of Wadi familiuy that.
Own their ,wri Minxes in .! onisville Anti Jefferson
tM1My 1114 ri..Ased from Mt. 2 pyr sent in I 940 to 4h.fi
Or Leitt 111 197ii shows that mory mild more blat Is
Liman,. are ably to cup! tfw benefits of fuirm
ownvishtp. a

But nalysis shows that the einitypr of fair
housing has had little meaning for thyse families.
While the number id Wails litsuselisilds in Jefferson
Conroy'. outside Louisville. increased Jium 1.ffht, in
1960 to 2,..'166 III I.970, thy perry4cu1e of hi,, k
hivy,..6,1,4%. 1.1, 1 r irctsou ( 'omit*, fell funuu 1 I pCt L yin
in 1964)14, 2 4 pyr tent in 1970

rhesy figures point, l/M1 4110. 111 (11e In, IT ulitt
seppgation in 1 tinny-illy and Jefferson Count*

Fin oust black families interest4d III buir mg in
re111111g .I 1101114 10 1 CMIsinlle Ur jelfer4401 (.4,unry,10111
h. ,iisiumg laws have Illeatil Nit C01.1111dera1101111/ Ireitl)
111444 iilighborfunwly old,

Wire l'hactiminatoun Found in theCounty

ittt y thy passage of the Kent ui ky Fair Housing
Act In lone 1)(m8. the State Connitission on Human
Kighr4 has resrised land investigated giver 150
tiimpjaints of distrimafation in limning trims all over
the Saale KM' than one third of these complaints. 55
in all, "'gni-sited houses or apaitilwrits in 1 ounsillY
.1144$ 1,tfrotoo olttiey



. 11leo1 chess complaints. the Kentucky
Consolations on Human Rights found reason to
bellow -.that clAconnatanon did, occur Of these IN

toraidaints. 20 Aro Wed home% dracemutiatram m the
county outlide tomonlie --warty '41 ravished
incidents where islacki soothe housing in *mai where
there has) eraditionally been feu, Of no black,.

A complaint tiled with the Conotlitialon on Hufnan
Sight* IN PIM otvulsed a developet of section 235
bowies, a rimuinwro subudised Isome ownership

bevestvtion, showed that the developer was
"steeling-. black buyers away from A subdivision Oa
southern Jefferson County Of the 1 8 I houses the
developer %Akio the subdivision in 19711. only one
Waa sold- to A Week buyer while over one third ot the

a

houses in anothet sulacionsiOn were *old to blacks.
.

Ancitikar cismplarat tiled id 1972 luvolvcd a blaek
couple who encountered discrimination when they
tried tu.rent a house in an all white residential area.
T11000 blacks 11Ved aCtOica the street from the vacant
house fur rent. tke street was wrwed by white
residents as -boundary line:* between black and
white neighborhoods.

Blacks have traditionally encountered housing-
dicnenuration in Louisville and Jefferson County.
Incidents of dasconstnation such is these perpetuate
reluctance aniong blacks to move into ArCIA where
there we few IN no black residents and thus
perpetuate the growing residenti.al sevegaticim in the
LOunville .J.efferson Count y iiwtrupolhtan arra.

CONCLU
Tlibugh fur !south* laws were designed to make

the entire . hooting rnatiart open to all farsolles' and
inclonduals. there 4 bole rockfice that thiee laws
ha.ye cuilpekevj the doors :if ?cadential segregation,
The latest ceniva daks,.school enrollment figures and
the euniptalists of horaang diacwounation received by
the lntucky Conimaiwon isit Hurn3n Rights all pAnt
to thc 14,nrglit UM Of black and *cline residepu in
linitionlk and, Jefferson County.

Segreg.stion has uitresed continuously in the
Louisville Jefferson County metropolitan Ale A with
he' growing populatitin and thr black

whanizetion white suburbanigation trench.
The growing black population Of Louisville and

01r small numerical increases of black residents III
Jefferson County ositsule Louisville haw not
contributed to residenttal desegregation because of
the Lille numbers of whites moving into the county
suburb. in the devear betweem 1960 aiod 1970 a

141 the Fut (41,14lif , the black population of
I ouroille expis-ienced ,the largest increase of this
entiuy and in 1970 these ins:reales and the
lubutbantsatuin. of white rrudents mtensified the
growth of Louisvillels ghetto In 1970, the ghetto
bounded ori' the west by the met. OT the north 1;
Market Street. un the south by Algongum Parkway and
Ormsby Ave.. and roughly bounded on the east by 7th
Street, had 57.9 per cent black 'residents but in 1970,
black residents made up.414.7 per cent of the total
population U, central and western Louisville,.

Any explanStion of the rapid grodah. of_
Louisville's ghetto must include discrimircation by
hoildery. developeri lending institutions and real
estate agents- who -steer" btu ks iefking hornet. inem
certain-tress and away from °theta And many white

Olhonte ZWiners who later rcalired that they lost their
m the process. engaged in panic wiling because

cif belief; and myth* that have repeatedly been
?Riven untrue.

.
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EX-spite. efforts In: destroy these myihs. and
provide laws to enforce equal housing opportunity.
the Lontsirille-Jefferson County metropolitan area
continues to approach total resickntia/ segregioun.

The argument is often heaPd that residential
segregation is A ITSUlt Of economics and not
domain-it:41nm by, whites. But Appendis'ill clearly
shows that if blacks and whites found homes in
Louisville and Jefferson County solely on th.eir ibility
to pay, blacks and whites would live 'side by side
throughout the metropolitan area.

And the extreme residenwl segregatum- is

teaching the young that they must katn in separate
institution, in a city,where people should,be learning
to live together.

Any mention- of the widespread segregation of.
black and white schoul students in Louiwilk and
Jefferson tuunty sbr.ings forth the argument that
residential desesregat ion will bong school
desegregation. But neither is happening in OM
metropolitan arra and the antiquated.concept of the
"neighborhood school.' continues to, mean
segrepnon. discrimination And unequal school

facilities foe blacks and the poor.
The extreme residential segregation of Lobisville

and Jefferson County benefits no one anti harms
rnany.The growing segregation cif our 71eighboehoode
means cuntinuedsinequality--and pou'r qualityin
our schools.

Front 1959 to 1961, 83 Pte.cent of ,all the new
jobs created in the nation wcte jocated onto& city
areas:Ma location cif the new Ford plant in the cattt
end Of Jefferson County iypfies this national trend
toward locating new plants and businesses in
ouburban arras rather than in the ventral city. In the
Louisvilkjeflerson county metropolitan area, this
trend means built in icib discrimination for the many
blacks that live in w9itern and central Louisrdle.

Arid Jefferson [futility --scrl Comes relut taller to-
accept low cost housing propouls in the county only



adds to increasing segreixatton whik stalling filbert
flew:wet and efforts to fait substandard %/wellies* in.
Jefferson County. . .

beginning voth. the Fr'ench (2sitter debask in
mSepteber of the elferum ounly 'homing

Authority min/mined Mid ifilffrftw111 Count L.N4ali
ytnitt retreated (rout is Whisk seem ot peopled ksw
ineome fatuous plan* Instead of butkling.or leasing
low intorne housing, Jefferson County allowed 15.6
million to revert to the federal government.

There o tittle shanse of providing low eost
housing in Jefferson Cininty Without affirmative
kadership and u t.Irrti11(41 tfl,t11 t'174.11C431471

The absence of affirmative feadership by f-Steal'
Cullft has tontributed to the utcreaatng restsiennal.
segregation of Loutavdk and 4efferson County by
reusttog kr; insome housing plans that would bents
bla:k families into cosusiy -Neighborhoods On A
noniscgregated haus

,

The lack of farsighted kadetship contribult-s to
the figuration of black and white studeis in
Jefferson County and Louisville school..

And 'the past actions of Pis:al Court thwart
oth MS 114i VIlltotnar Mari families, who don't need
li 101 ant low mionac housing, to move to the county

suburbs by treating an LIN Wekomeinlage- an mug
Mat o reyeited by fate hobo laws,

Within the last few months rnst famthes have
occupied housing peoviNde4iosil t Jefferson County
thitiong Authonty rg. a traditionally Mick
oimmunits lesregated from the surrounding suburbs.
Ii is good thit %VIM flowing has been ponoded by
Ieffetion County, but that Arta la uStrstrarared with
segregated housing,

he protests lin the elderly and the construction
of single family units th Newburg only continue the
trend 4tirtcd by thr flousing Authooty ist Louisville
m constructing segregated. impacted "morels", The

I I

need ii fret for desegregated housing on a
scat treed -sue basis

II is nine foe Jefferson County' tZ, folksy the
esainpies set by Minim. Ohio and Waskingwa.
end San bernadinse. Califocnia which call oil the
suburbs to meet the needs of low income Cit1211111
[MIXT than the usually impacted coy' areas.

L..outsville anti Jeffenon County entered the
cletade of the lin mime regrewcci than ger. The
predkament known 'as the "white noose". where
Mack residents living in the inner city an: totally
segregated from the wlitte midents in the

-surrounding- suburbs. O fast bectinmig a reality in
Louisville anti Jefferson County. lt is clear that fate
housing opportunity ousts only on paper Lin
Louisville mod Jefferson County andlair hse_sing.laws
aluriticannot hit increasing retidential-Nwrlation-

Thoigth the fegligat100 of &kick .and white
residents III the Louisifilli:Jefferson County
metropolitan 7144 la extreme and
trend can, in rime. he len -d i wit,, uts. part
in the FilKevt IA building. Id ins and renting housing
do their parr to insure fair lionsuis opportunity for all
coteries.

Local government. real estate agents. apertown%
managers, builders. developers. lending institutions.
ncishboehood associations and all why have even a
small role m the housing market. cammake
Ind Jefferson CriOnfy A better place to live by taking
thc initiattim .16 peovidtng equal opportunity in
housing.

Path and every, individual. pnvate enterprise and
local government must strive to maintain the
freedoms that benefit all individuals and families. We
must renew the spirit of opeq housing in Louisville
and Jefferson County and work to Insure fair housing
opportunity for all. ,

.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I. hr Jeffenon County Housing Asothwessy should seek tu renew the lewd- housing program by tenni%

1064 numbers of apirtnsousta.uatezr ssithe zc apartmem aplca.s in Jefferson County as soon as
rent subsidy grants 'are aratlablelsom HUD,'

1. The Jefterum ()stingy Houung Atathoalty thould agorssiveby wek .new sites in iaciirporatcd and
unincorporated areas in Jefferson County. to continue and step-ukthe construction pi scattered site
single faintly units.

. The jefferssin County fissal Coun shOuld uke affirmative leadership in wsunns feskral fundh
imams slurs usti cooperAting with the Jefferson (ounty Housing Authority so prim& low Income
housing on a nun segregated haus In )effcrsyn County .

4. Apartment owners, reel estate thews, builders and develgen throughout Jefferson Coupsy should
trintikt ths Jefferson County Housing Authority now and volunteer to enter into contracts to kine

. apottnent units for the leawd housing peopam. There is some Indication thin federal Agencies will
provide Cash intinttves to builders and owners of eisiuing-housing units who prow& units for low
knume housing and the Jeffnlon County Housing Authority should be ready to begin this peogram aS
soon as cash ineenoveteue-aYeilahle.

Ifiben the hannoriginueitorruin is lifted, builders and devefotiers,of federally assisted finning Units rust
pursue affirmative marketing, plans to astute equal oppOrtunitv to all potential buyers and renters.

e

6. An official with the tinned Stases Commission on Moll Rights has said that "HUD has . leverage ns
persuade Jefferson County that they should cease blocking Itne Income huusing tn the fortn of
iondittiming the itrovition of funds under the water, sewer. open space, and other desirable program
on the provisilli.n of luseer ineonw housIng.- if Jefi:erson County continues terofail to com(truct low
intone housing, HUI) should hold up rite; setwer and open apace funds until plans for construc.tuig
hue lissome hocods's Arc developed,

7. If HIID fails iii prevcnt the flow if tederal funds which Allow the wunty In avoid providing low
in, onw housing whole must; mullions of federal and to provide sewers.. roads. planning. etc,. to enable
other inturne groups in live on segregated housing, then black and whoe residents of Louisville and
Jefferson (.!ounty should sun with local civil rights groups in a Ilia to halt federal funds which
contribute to residential segregation and force ) erson County to build low income housing.

New apartirrent iiiinplcies seeking reorients }lus d undertake affonnove marketing steps including
the 1104( it 10..al 1114.k riKels.. and the Advertisement 01 apart nwnts as Pletplal I IppOrt unii y 1),)1.1sang".

9 All 1$.4 am( owners, a pars i,wiia tnrsiagrr, And real estate firms shituld vim the -Equal HoutIng
oppor(unttv" tvlohts1 when advertenng property lig 114k or rent

If) Ail Apr et ;nem rIlattagerl and 1 ea lsiitc firms must display the "Equal Ha 'using t li a unit y'' Pt rites
;insp. tout 044 e pLfte 01 butimrtm. rhsac who do not have that poste should contact

kentilt ky ConitnAtton on Human Rights to abt.nn one.

1 Nrighbuthems1 45555 tattont .ind other krtricn group( shoidd tee that equal hoisting opportnntty It a s-

in then netghttisrhoods and writ tone tsotenttal Hack hovel's anti renters.

1 2 rhe Kitittusliy 1.1.,1011$ 44 If pwArmn should AVFIst III lelltrsou Us tinny Itnly durse Pratles it that will
ta, hoittmg sletegregatonis When making low interest development mid ionstrut ii. in ksans

and purchasing loss sits on.- FHA insured itT0r(gAgys.

1114, I tanirlie, and undismiu.11. who helnse they have %per noised Its 111,41iig dtttriinmation sh (1d file .1

isniplaini wtth ultv Knit tit ky Currnrsisi,,0 sn 1:11111140 Rights. t4211 PIA IA rNIICT, Franklo Kentucky
41)401

12
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AffEt40131
Cake theisleg Melia

Ily showing, Mc, woUltiiic'diantbutron of Mack
and white, mudents of Lontavdle and Jefferson -
County if 'a "coke bland-looming Merkel antacid in
the arturopoluen erea. heap 3 shwas yet .ssoodses
measure of resadcsatial an/ay:ion.

, .

In true "a. tdot blind" hoisting market -one in
whack 'elf rudialduals haw im -equal chance to acquire
vacant housung toe rem ii sac- -hotasing patteina
Would be desernwned 'by, ;each indivodn4h ability to
pay fur kuustiag.. If a cuo, blind housing InArket
fAtAta an Loupoile and Jaffenon 1,ounty. where
black, mask up 11,7 twr cent of the tied-population
in 1970, blacks aod whites would live ak noshboaa tie
every SIVA iii the,city and county

Map 1 ahows the onevisary situation where blacks
and whites runic on 'Mr thrie Iniolnell In a
color blind housing market If findmg A how tn
Loutivilla and Jefferson Count y was a' Matey a
finding a rcsidnuc that onc timid' afford and sling
tutor playrd no part m the wig-waitron of a harm:. the
dastrahutuna rat Rack and where resuknts in the
nsessopobtan ova woUlal look wry nauch,like thts.

Ma p iontrasts sharply with Map 1 which shows
flit- mutual dtstrahumn of Rash And whim resident. an
1470. It ts slew' by eseYottit thew two maps that
income difference, arc not responsabk fax the
growing resIdenrial seregatton in the
Lou itt rik Jalersolt County rnetropoletan area

14

Instead. in 1979.. the metropolitan ares was Wage
vegreipted ilian ever and neighborhoods were
hionadied by skin csAat latinn then income.

If hooking paten% aure detachined by income_.
rather than by skin claim. ao einem caret would have
a pereentage of blacks rester than 20.9 per ccat, and
no tennis tract would haw a percentage of Ueda
lower than 6.4 per cent.

In 1470, 35 .census racts hed a percentage of
Wads grcata than 26,9 and 93 census Bracts kad a
percentage rof blacks lower dun 6.4 per cent,
resulong in she estrum residential sewcptioe rn
rnetrupollan arca.

map ow inn color blind housing market,.
90 of the 119 cestaos'traeta -its Louisville and'

Jefferson County would have a percentage of black
resident. betwcen,6.4 aid 13.7 per cent.

'39 census 'tracts would have percentage of
black mordents between 13.0 ind 26.9. .

No centut tract in toursvilk oc Jefferson County
would he without black ruidents or without white
residents in a co/or lindisoiesing market.

If income and chi ability to pay were the rmly
basis by which blacks and whites found housing,
blacks anti Whites would lirt Ode by side thro4Inaut
the metropolitan Arca.
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ACAMAKE MEWS

Fht. Ntatc t omietttatott teport det,isticti to document, the extern and Immense uf resnitnual
4410,4,4110W tit nd lattrurn Count. Pic puipoce i to help repot the way fin renewtd open
k,toitlg ea. 414 ei our ttirlitilitirrlf V ii ih k th in,. ui dexeregated low tucunw huttaing tn
tubtattau at r.ato

111.. thrVt: wt. iltitit"4 taltrodt4,11 With it.11,11.Vtitin, xtui T..,linirn4n4.%Ofl- is tamed thc fulltnwmg
Utittati ( twos. tcport. t4aitty ?!.p,;),11,,,n Quail Pypytwout Citoractenttio.15,cntucky. 197t);..
(;44""4 u tit'!n'tjrt, kkl11411135' iftshittlf. 1/.thapitad eami. 1970: 1960; *Wag
sjuktiv_iLuty., lig Nt,gc, cals. ..tEld Letim:t. IS cal v00.. .1.1.q..9; C41.11iliP W blPlgallid, CA WILMS^ Liana

Kettruikt, itt,,hana hjidL.5.4. I97U. lym). lgso: U.S. tkpartrixent,of Commerce.,

JAL, .140 .S .11,41,atA supplied- hy dri burdx uf,edur-stion of:f.lotxxerqe and
( thc 1,A/to I94i th141nVh 14-71. itit unirrentwil whoo4 %anipra report .. fn/ the 1'02.

ittt tc,porc4 under l'nk VI thc Right. At t iii 19401; and Kaa usirtguasi tbc E4it1
,shy,,kj tt,L ijcii Itcntiitk. 'get it.t.rif f.tiutatiuta.-I

l sc.pcgatrtm indt,c mall to itica.urc lñ iemdamttal ricycgatioit m katurctrillc Itzti Jefferlon County vi.e4
rugsa..1 h.. Karl F. Ia.-ohs? :tml Alma I Taeubcr, Mditte firrbfilhutit Cr,Inpitny.C,hrlgo.

1965, .

tlwal r1. ( cieltr %lathe,. thw Unnferarty uf Clutavu rxi the-
,1 tig.p iii prliulArly Kathcrim B. Smith fir im.utali(e Iii tronputing the

ir "lot and ii, ng Nt4rkr.1 who b appear. in Appcilifor ,

,111, ,,11)111N.f.rit ak*.: wp.btV to thank th ,.. and- lefferwm County Piortanit nd Among
/ iii i,t fl N r upp1,,n4 Liu I in yta it With pitpilltitititi data ft./ 1914) nti 11)40, an4t
"c ...Ili, 4 11.1.1,1\.-4 f I It4m14.-4 1, bia.c mon of rile Loonvilk Metropolitan olICti.

fr-
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seigregstion in Louisville is moral severe ths4 in 79

other major U. S. cities, according to s4tudy of bowing patterns

released last *oath by the Council on Metropolitan Performance.

By ranking cities according to the amount of papilla's* shift

rewired to desegregate residential areas, the study also found tbat

88 9 per cat of LChiseville':ncei-v.thite popilation and a like umber

of white residents would need to change neighborhoode to fUlly dueg-

regsteaUareasaftbsclty. fi
Louisville's ranking of path Place in the, reamt housing Itudy

of 109 cities puts it among the one-Mini "most segregated" cities a

complete turnabout from 1940 Whim Louisville wasi among the one-third

"least segregated" cities with a ranIcing of 32.

Table A below ohms the percentage of nan-wbite residents

who would have to move for each decade sinoe 1940 and the ranking

of Louisville and Covington in 1940 and 1970.

TABLE A

Inbessing Segregation Since 1940

"How Many Nazi-Whites
Would Have to Move ?"

City 1640 Rank 1960 1960

Louisville 81.7 32 86,0 89.2

Covington 80.6 22 86.0 87.8

1970 Rank

88.9. 80

86.9 710.
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Eightol,the thiiteen largest U. B. allies had more extensive

segregation than Loa legit/lee D the reoutiaing,cities included in the

study, the severity of residential segregatieM, tended' to reilict geo-

graphic theatiim. Western and Northern cities generally hid leSs -

segregatkai then Kentucky's cities while southern cities tended te

be more segregated.

Cther cities ranked in the-Cite-third "Most segregated" by the

Municipal Performance COUnCLI'a study of Censtis data from the past

three decades include Mrtninc,tam, Savannah. r_lallas, Atlanta, Chlenjo,

liLo Angeles one Richmond, Virginia. More than three out of every four

non-white residents would need to dange neighborhoods in order to

brim about houaing desegregati

Table B coMpares the extent of housing segregation in Louisville

and Covington with that of eight cities of regional proximity to Kentucky.

The ten cities are ranked from the least segregated to the most segregated.

4

Table B

City Louisville.Compared to Sister Cities
"1-low Many NonalWhites

Would -,s;ave To Move?" - % - 1970 1970

Rank of 109
Cities

1940

Charlestown, W. V.
Cincinnati
Columbus

74. 3
83.1
84.1

23
54
59/

21
91
67

Co vin,Aton 86. 3 ,
88. 3

70
75

22
89inaianapolis

Louisville 88. 0 80 32
Nes hviIle 83. 0 81 60
a. Louis 89. 3 83 98
hnoxville - 89. 8 85 79
Memphis 91. 3 100 16
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Leu Wyllie .comparee.unfaVershly with-Ai/ter cities and even deep

.southetit cities when *erste Of chimp tiitwa.0 hnusing desegregation is

.atemined for the past three decades.. Since .1960, Louisville bas aims

little movement toward. desegregation And when 109-11. S. olties,are ranked

according to the extent of change, Eentuckes largest city received.a very

noor nnk

Table C comperes Louisville and Covington with tbeir sister. cities.'

Laeleville and Meinphis showed the least trend toward desegregation and

Cincinnati showed the greatest trend toward desegregation.-

Table C

Louisville Ranked Ninth in Deaegregation Trends

City "liow Many Non-Whites
Would Have To

_--,- i 1960
Mqve?"

% 1970

Chalice
1960-1970

Rink of 109
Cities by Chant

1960-1970
,

Cincinnati 89.0 83.1 -5.9 38
Charlestown, W. V. 79.0 74.3 -.4.7 46
Indianapolis 91.6 _ 88.3 -3.3 65
Nashville 91.7 89. Q -2.7 69
Columbus 85.3 111.4.1 -1.2 89

St. Louis 90.5 89.3 -1.2 89
Knoxville . 90.7 89.3 -1: 1- 92
Covin4ton 87.8 86.9 -0.9 95
Louisville 89.2 88.9 -0.3 98
Memphis 92.0 .1k 91.8 -0.2 99

Louisville's apparent resistance to residential desegregation places

it among the 11 major American cities showing the least housing desegre-

gation since 1960 including Little Rock, Shreveport, Macon, Charleston,
,

5. C. , as well as two New Jersey cities - Newark and Elizabeth, and
ao

Canton, Ohio and Bridgeport, Coonectioutt,
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In general, the survey of major U. S. cities =firmed the dismal

housing picture painted by the Kentucky Commission on Hainan Rights

last December when it released a report showing that Louisville and

Jefferion Counky were 90 per cent segregated..

That report entitled "More Housing Segregation than Ever . .

In Loubville and Jefferson Coimty" dominated increasing nagreicatiod:

of black and white residents since 1940 and described Kentucki'a

largest Metropolitan area as * "white woes" sihatiee where blade

inner-city residents are totally inschided from the increasing zmmbers

of better Sobs and quality housingln subuttae areas.

Citing the failure of dials to utilize federal money to

implement a scatte site low income housing program, the State Hainan

Eights Agency also attributed the causes of increasim; segregation to

real estate dealers who "steer" prospective customers to segregated

housing and cited 39 instances of housing discrimination in Louisville

and Jeffersce County since 1971.

Using data from the 1970 Census the report strengthened these

arguments by showing that black families have the income to pay for

housing throughout the metropolitan area.

Citing a decline in the percentage of black suburban residents,

the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights concluded that because most

residents in th-e metropolitan arm live in segregated comnInnities, 0208t

school mile att4nd racially segregated schoo18.
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For re4eas on presentation September 22, 1975

,
rug HOUSING: A RETTER ANSWER THAN MING

A PLAN FOR'LODISVILLE AND JEPTERSON COUNTY'

The Louisville and Jefferson -County coamunity has an unusiisk

Opportunity 16 decree** housing segregation and thereby lessen.

,the need'for future transportation pf students to Achieve *ChOol:

disegregation.

A broad-besed community effort to desegregate housing can

be,particularly effective at this tine because of.the new

, incentives-for "desegregated moves" provided,to families with

Children by tpe provisions of Judge Gordon's school dimegrega-

tion plan.

Unless community leaders take f011 advantage of their

present opportunities to desegregate housing.patterne through

voluntary actions, it is likely that the community will continue

itg long-term trend toward increased housing segregation.

Ignoring thii opportunity for volUntery delegregation of housing'

/Aso makes it more likely that remedies for housing segreiation

may be ought through court action, just as school desegregation

was sought through court suit when pleas for voluntary desegre-

gation:effort. were ignored.

National news media reporters who.gethered information

abgut Louisville'. school desegregation this fall 'have pointedly

asked, "How could a community make such an impressive beginnimg

.of echool desegregation in 1956, yet later develop the xtensive

. school segregation which reeulted in the 1975 desegregation plan7"
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.Purely, the clearest tetistical Answer is* the greatly increased

housing
1;gregation which.volved between 1956 and,1975.. In

. 1940,Loui

..

lle Will aiong the one hird "least segregated" cities

in the United States, but by 1970

,third."most segregated" cities, Icco

Council on Metropolitan Performance.

ranked with the one-

to a report from the

As tousing segregation increased, the ichoels reflected

this fact in thetie imcreasingly: segregated'*firollments.

However, tha4patteg,h in the schools has now been' reversed OY
,

. .

Louisville'sAlUdcessful-implementation of.the new dedegivegation

,

In.recent years, LoUilevitle.bIapke have also made modest .

d"

mtaturable gains in obtaining equal: employment vpportunities.

lio4;-ever, housing segregation in iduis has.become

proares3ively01Worse. Although lawkp ifing houving discrimi-
.

nation have been adopted durtng the Paubt.decade by local; state

end fedesal goyernmants, it has Deem, oirrious.that these fair

housing laws have been and will,he inadequate tó.overceme all of

the institutional-practices which support housing segregation.

It is time for this community to redirect its attention
. '

,

and its enassies to changing the many institutional policies

wh:-h have served to increase and reinforce ha-Using segr(gation.

.1

Such policies are to blame for the current.eituation, rather

than Judge Gordon. But there/is nothing to be,gained,by

dwelling on past action, of thugs!, instittti:ons and agencies ;

.

which colotributed to housing segregation ind thereby increased'
.

1

(pat

th



ths need for student transportation. There are many. changes

which they can'nou make in housing practices which cap lessen

student travel in other scnool years. Only.a broad community

effort can)achieve the results nieded.

'The Kentucky Commission on Human Rights calls on all

housing-related iwItitutions and sgenc16.in the Louisville-,

Jefferson County (,,ommuli.kty to reevaluate-their poliCies and

practices and to adopt new procedures that will reverse, ra'thor

than'perpetuate the current trend toward inereased housing

segregation.

Certain governmental bodies and community groups have a

special responsibility,

1. OPPORTUOTY I% SECTIN 8 POUSIVG ASSISTANCE

The tiection 8 Housitv Assistance Programs of Louisville and

Jefierson County proyide the most immediate opportunity to

jccomplish housinr delegregation. The city has approval for 500

units, ,And the, county has approval for an additional BOO units.

This ntw h'n,.-;ing program, designed for people who might other-

wise he re;i0cnt,:rpf 7,ublic housing, provides for Section 8 unit',

to be located on a ,icattered site ba6is throughout the city and

A looL At thq pattern of segregat ion which already exists

in tifc put,lic. housing projects of 1)0,01 he city and odunty'

r7loarly il1ur.;trat47s\Ktly strong affirtia ve action must be taken

see t'-lat Section 8 funds are npt allowed to be used to

reinforce this pattern.. In five of:the city projects, blacks

-3-
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make up more than 98%of the tenants. Three other projects

report 36.7, 66.7 and 87.2% black occupancy. In only 'throe is A
the black occupancy rate less than.14%. All 81 family units

in Jefferson County public housing are located in Newburg, and

they are 93.8% black.

Even though many of the legal barrier* to open housing

have been removed by recent legislation, such instances of

institutionalized segregation which continue to exist can only

serve to reinforce the belief of many that it would be a wasted

effort to attempt to secure housing outside their present

segregated situation. Mere proclamations of equal housing

opportunity under Section 8 will not be enough,to overcome such

psychological barriers which have been constantly reinforced

by past gØrernmental actions. 1,0

kather, based on the segregation record and careful exam-
,

,'ination of fair housing laws and court cases, we Conclude that

a clear written policy should be adopted by both the city and

co ty to ensure that the desired result of desegregation is

eyed. Beginning weeks ago when the Commission staff first

learned that there were serious fair housing, problems in both

of,the programs, numerous eaggestions were made and some were

adopted by the agenCieks% Most of the suggestions were not

adopted, and.the basic policies most likely td4perpetuate

Segregation were not changed. For these reasons, we renew the

following five specific recommendations as part of an Affirmative

Action Flan for the Section 8 program:

-4-
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a. The Louisville and the Jefferson County Housing

Authorities should each adopt a written public policy,saying

essentially th following:
*

IN inEw or THE SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PLAN, THE

AUTHORITY BELIEVER IT WOULD BE A DISSERVICE FOR

ANY OF THE SECTION 8 UNITS'IN OUR ALLOCATION TO

BE LotATirAmp occuPIio SO THAT THEY INCREASE

THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN TO SE BUSED UNDER THE

SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PLAN. WE. WILII* EXERCISE THE

FULL tarn OF.EVERY LAWFUL MEANS WE HAVE

CONSISTENT WITH THE STATUTES AND REGULATIONS OF

THE DEPARTMENT or HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

AND FEDERAL AND STATE FAIR HOUSING LAWS TO.

ENC0yRAGE HOUSING'DESEGREGATION RATHEg THAN

SEGREGATION. TO OBTAIN THESE OBJECTIVES WE

REQUEST THE HOD AS9ISTANT SECRETARY FOR EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY TO ADVISE US OF EVERY FEASIBLE STEP

wr CAN TAKE TO ACHIEVE DESEGREGATION IN THE

SECTION 8 PROGRAM.

Adoi,tion of such a'policy statement py the two authorities

would ten the tenant applicants, thelandlords and the

community of the authorities' intentions. The agencies could

proceed with those affirmotive desogregdtion steps which are

obviously authorized under the statutes and calm law, and they

could obtain legal interpretations from HUD about those other

actions which are questiomed.

4:

-8-



b. Both governmental unit; should adopt a policy of givting

preference to applicants for Section 6 housing who will make

"d48egregatod" moves. To anyone who might object to such a,

policy on the basis that it interferes with the applicant's

"freedom of choice," we pint out that tho overwhelming majority

of blacks in this area haVo never, in any sense of the Word,40

/titan "free to thoose where they will live.

for the city and county to say they are now "color

blind" in administering the. Section 8 pro2ram, after having

prey usly engaged in such xtensive segregation, would be to

ignot their responsibility to rectify the effetts of past

injustices which, if left uncorrected, will only further perpe-

tuate segregation in this community. Such measures are legally

supported by cases which held that, where segregation exists, as

in.both Louisville al0 Jefferson County public housing, the

remedy can include a preference for those whe would overcome the

segregation.- Since Section 8 units, are avail'abfe in many

ections of the community, such a policy would provide an

incentive tor tenants to select units which-would result in hous-

ing desegregation and would, in turn, foster school desegregation

without increased transportation.

.c. Neither the county nor the city should approve any

Section.8 units existing apartment buildings located in areas

with a high concentration of minority group residents. Th*
extensive segregation of family public housing,units in the city

and the Newburg area of the cOunty easily justifies the

declaration of.a moratorium on further housine segregation by

-6-41
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both viverniont:Intnits. The nVw Section 8 program was not

conceived to promote housing segregation and must not be usd as

a vehicle to this end.

It is extremely relevant to note thoM4 Federal District

Judge S. Hugh Dillin of Indianapolii has enjoined the

Indianapolis Housing Authority from renovating or building any

more.publit: housing in the city of Indianapolis. In so doing,

the judge pointed out that past actions of the Indianapolis

Housing Authority had been'a-major influence in keeping black

do, students in the city schools, while at the same time keeping the

suburban.school systems viOcually all white. His action; like
4'1

that in many other.fedeial courts, was designed to halt the

practice of &Ming Ire public housing in racially-impacted

areas, because the restilt would be to require more transporta-

tion of student:34Ra overcome extensive.school,segregation.

Such legal action should not be necessary with regard.to

Jefferson County if local authorities and area HUD officials

take care to ensure that this area's 1300 new units will be

located in such a way as to reduce, rather than increait, the

number of students who are to he

desegregation.

ported for school

d. The two local housing authorities should proceed

toward combining their Section 8 programs. Separate officei and

proyedures are bound to convey the message to applicant families

that city families dhould stay in the city, and county

applicants should stay in the county. This will reinforce' and

perpetuate current housing segregation. An unjustifiable

barrier is presented so long as a family needing houaing must

-7- -
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obtain separate certififations, one for the city at 8th and

Walnut, and a tecond for the county in the old,Louisville Trumt
41

. at 5th end Market, in order tO have access to *11 their
A

SectiOn 8 housing opportunities. If it is impossible to legally

combine these program* at thiatime, they should at least be
A

located side-by-side for the convenience of the applicants and

the housing owners until they ean be loined by the 'time of the

next"round oflia approvals and funding. As the entire county

is presently served by a sinsle school system and single park,

sewer, water, social services, and planning and zoning agencies,

it is inconsistent to believe that the maintenance of tWo

separate Section 8 programs which create artificial barriers to

e qual housing, rattler than ,bridging them, is necessary or

Ciesirable.

e. The county plan aepresented provides that 40 of its

housing units be available for city residents, and the city plan

provides that 40 of its city units be available for county

residents. This is a patently inadequate remedy for the current

ituetion in which,the county is overwhelmingly white and the

city is increasingly black. This situation has been described

asuthe Wilite noose," and such numerical quotas only serve to

tighten that "noose. Restrictions onthe movement of black

'people from the city to,the,county should be removed, and.those

restrictIlions in the plans should be dropped forthwitht Ito last

replaced with a statement that all policies or procedurel bar-,

niers which reatrict the free movement of people between the

city an4 county will be elimimated, and that a preference VI

be ?iven to applicants wto will make moves which will promote

desegregation.

-

118
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2. FAIR SHARE PLAN NEEDED

This community needs* "yardstick, or measuring etendard,

to use in the location of new housing. . Much!of the publicly-
,

assisted houming built in recenX years has been located in

section of town where it furthir increased housing segregation

and thereby increased school segregation. A few years ago,

local planners, including the Louievillei-Jiffirson County

Planning Commission and the Falls of the Ohio Metropolitan

Council of Governments, Inc., began work'on a FAIR SHARE PLAN

for housing planning. Such a plan has proved useful in ihs area .

around Dayton, Ohio Although such plans may have their limita.

tions, they are isti better than no plan at all, which,

unfortunately, represents the current standird in this community.

The Commission requests the Louisville-Jefferson County

Planning Commission and the Xentm7kiana Regional Planning and

Development Agency to rededicate themselves to the development

of such a set of principles.for Louisville and Jefferson County.

There is an urgent need for such guidelines, and there is no

reason why their development for this county should await the

development of a plan for location of housi4 in each county of

the region. Both of the Ideal plancning agenslies ought to make

a specific allocation of their rturces and personnel to the

promotion of housing desegregation in this area.

It must be noted that both of these agencies are required,

under federal regVations, to include a component for promoting

fair housing in their work program. However, neither agency

has ever adequately incorporated such a component; yet, both have

al.

-9-
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obtained approval by the Housing and Urban Development office

located in Louisville despite Mit omission.

3. HUD LEADERSHIP NEEDED

N.:'"The Commission urges the Department of Housing and Urban

Development,and the Kentucky Area office in Louisville to exercise

its full authority and influence to promote housing desegregation

in all of the programs it approves within Jefferson County. It

is unfair to the people of this community to allow HUD to support

0A
different forma of housing which are segregeted, while other

"Inanches of the federal government require desegregation of

schools.

The HUD area office should carefully review every applica-
.

. ,
4.tion for federal assistance for new housing to ensure that it

will not Ile located in areas wh6re it will promote segregation.

. HUD cannot justify its sanction of segregetion ay site selection:

11)

Inste d, the HUD office should useits influence to persuade

bui 4rs and developers to locate housing where it will most

effectively promote housing desegregation.

The HUD area office shlrla`rercisre its full influence to
.

4

combinellFseparate.Section.8 programs for Louisville and .

"JeffersOn County at the earliest poisible time. No further HUD

funda.should bc approved tor separate programs tecause they lend

theasulves to perpetuating separate and segregated housing

markets for the city and areas of the county outside the city.

UV.

-10-
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HUD should not approve any further funding for the 10041

planning agencies unless, and unela, they accept their proper

leadership role In the effort to desevegate housing. HUD's

allocation to the Louisville-Jefferson.County Planning

Commission for the July 1975-June1076 fiscal year is 0125,000,,

and'tha Kentuckiana Regional Planning and.Development Agency is

slated to receive hUD funbs in excess of $370,000 for this sane

period. For that half million 4ollare HUD should require more

positive fair housing leadership.

4. RESPONSIBILITY OF HOUSING LENDERS

The Oommission,e46..1urn RightOcalls on all lending

institutions which are involved in the housing industry to

examine all their lending practices to ensure that they are not

contributing to housing segregation. A recent naiional survey

by the Federal Home Loan Bank'Board showed that out of 14,000

1

'loan applications in five cities, loan applications by whites

were accepted 85% of the time, while lenders approved loana to

blacks in 771 of the casei and reiected 16%. We are concerned

that,the findings of this report sl;!$gest that such a pattern

of discriminatory landing practices may-exist in Jefferson

County as weli.

.Reports to this Commission oveel a long period of time have

indicated that it is easier for blacks to obtain.houe loans in .

the western section of Louisville and in Newburg than it is in

prodominantk* white areas. Local lenders need not wait for a

local survey to prove that thi, national s tuation applies, here.
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rather thoy should begin immediately to exaMine every aspect

of their procedUres to ensure that blacks can ol,tein bousing

loans without discrimination for housing in all ections of this
P.

coufrty.

Da

5. KENTUICAY HOUSING CORPORATION POLICY

With its bonding authority of $200 Million dollars, the

kentucky Housing Corporation is a potentially strong source of

Affirmative 4%ction toward housing desegregation in this

community. However, we were disappointed to'learn that the KHC

had purchased mortgages for two housing pro)ects at separate

ites in Jefferson County, both of which are in heavily

segregated neighborhoods.--Such an action is not in keeping with

the high purposes for which the KHC was created. After decades

of HUD-administered federal aid to segregation in housing, we

Were distressed at the thought of state aid also contributing to

segregation.

We are pleased to note, hoyever, that in February 1975,

the KHC adopted a policy whieh strongly commits them to a gotta

of entouraging desegregate4 housing opportunities. It is our

hope that this policy will be implemented in such a way,as to

ensure that they will not finance any loans whatsoever in
. ,

)

Jefferson County that would have the effect of increasing the

nuMber of children to be bused under the school desegregation
4

plan.

4. 6

-12-
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6. SUPPORT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ESSENTIAL

The Louisville Chamber of Commerce and othei business

leadership should apply the same outstanding talent and resources

to promoting housing desegregation as .they have recently io pro-

moting law and opder as the schOels were desegregate&g,

s business coMkunity has a vital interest inihousing

tion, which it may not, as yet., have recognized. Any

one wh examines the problem of downtown abandonment in majer

cities hroughout this. country can only conclude that the crisis

.in a inner city is a direct result of segregation. Too many

citie have, in one way or another, confined blacks to their

core, allowed the inner-city to deteriorate from neglect,'and
C.

then pumped public and priyate funds into last:minute efforts

to save doWntown businesses.'

.Thert is still time to save downtown Louisville if

business and community leaders will recognize that their interest

Is intimately tied in with county-wide desegregation. Business

and government have contributed to the problem by using the

urban renewal program to rebuild segregated housing just west of

downtown. Clearly, no more such housing should be so located.

But this is not enough. Alternative housing must be provided

throughout the county at the same time increased efforts are

made to attract more people hack to the downtown'area to new

and renovated housing on a segregated basis.

Industry, as well as business, should also be aware of its

responsibilitieS in this area. Since lack of access to'iiiitubl

housing inhibits recruitment efforts and employment of qualified

-13-
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minorities by Arms which have located in predominantly white

sUburban areas, we call upon all such industries to exert their

considerable community influence in support of fair housing
1

practices in their res.ctive areas. Those companies which

provide a service of scuring housing foe employees recently

transferred to thiii area could extend this same seivict to

present and future minority employees who reside in heavily

segrvated areas in Jefferson County. Such actien would serve

' to provide a great number of black employees with the opportun-

ity to live near their place of employment, a right which has

always been enjoyed by their white counterparts. It would also

pro.vide a mmoh-needed boost to the Affirmative.A6tion programs

of many firms whose major stumbling block in minority hirimg

has been the.low percentage of blacks living within easy acceys

to the compnay.

7. UNIFORM *En ESTATE PROCEDURES NEEDED'

The Commission uriis all real,e state professionals in

Jefferson Couety to provide strong leaders4p in developing an

open hou4ing market. Progress has been made in the offering of

more.expensive homes in easte7,Isfferson County to black home-
-

-seekers, but much remains to be done in other portions of the

market and other sections of the community.

We ask the Louisville Board of ealtors to adopt a written

uniform set of procedures which' ill be followed by al tir

members and all responsible -veal estate practitioners in t is

area to ensure that a uniform standard procedure is followed in

'./1 1
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pooling with every client and that no difference 'whateoeverAa
Er

made in handlin4r-applications because of race,. color, religion
4

or national origin.
r

ilar uniform "tender-de have been a bpted by the real
,

/ . .

estate rofeasion In other areas, notabll-Ponnsylvania, San
. .

,A
=,:Diego and Dallas. The adoption of such uniform ppocedures will

reAssure black housing seekers that they are being treated

teirSy and will serve to protect real estate practitioners from

charges oi discrimination.

W. ask the Louisville Board of Realtors, the Kentucky Real

Estate Commission and the Real Estate profession generally to
,

provide vigorous new leadership to ensure that no real setste

licensee does anything to encourage white faewilies to move from

their neighborhood as black families move in. FrOm sevepal

sections of this community we have received undocumented reports

that real estate licensees work door-to-door after black familiest

move in, asking whites if they might like to list their house

4-1N.for sale, and making subtle or not-so-subtle references to

having sold a houee in that neighbolDood to 4 black family. Such

practides art a vplation of the Kentucky Fair 'Housing Law. They

are, likewise, a violation of the standards of the Board of

Realtor's and the statutes and regulations of the State Real

Estate Commission.

-15-
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B. CITIZEN SUPPOtT

The Commission calls on a 8ide-rafigeof citizen eroups to

rededicate themselves to support fair housing and to welcome
,

new residents to their neiehborhood. The po;silities for

effective actio;1 are wide 'open to Many diverse groups, including'

churches, neighborhood associations, PTAs andt others 1.4
Cert4inly,_

the peopLe of good will who have repeatedly sail! tliat they are

opposed to,busing F.s a method of achievipg school desegregation
,

*

0could turn the enormous energy to day-to-day wtn-K in behalf

,of housing dejegregation, which would have thi effect_of reduc-

,1 Ing tile number of students to be bused. The provisions of the"
00 1

Jefferson County desegregatiOn plan make such citizen efforts
. NI!

effective in reducing transportation of students. EVery time a

black family with chitdren moves into a-predominantly white

echool att dance district, it increases qe likelihood that

the school will cyntain the number oT blackL..students which

shouldt e t it from t)Y4Ksportat'ion in future years% Black

families attending schools in white neighborhoods shouldlbe

invitedito consider moving closer tp that schobl, since

deiegregated housing patteils insall relighboiNpods will result

inetchool desegregation without busing.

Somii comhuni.ty groups are already organizing to welcome

Ablacks to their neighborhoods. For example, the.Pistern Area

Council has prepared a leaflet welcoming new residents to,

Eastern Jefferson CoUnty. This leaflet is being distributed

widely through churches and neighbortiood groups and poi,nts out

that this areapoffers a variety of opportunities in hailing,

employment, excellent schoo,ls and recreational, facilities.
4
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Every step that is taken to lessen housing discrimihation

can reduce theineoessity for busing under the school desegrega-

tion order. 2* Some of t110 schools in the easxern area Ileire black

enrollments which are closZ to 'the percentage which could.exempt

themItom.fmture busing. for eXample, Middletown ElamenVory

.SchoolN which already has.an enrollment of 9S black, Could be

later exempted from busing under the school desegregation plan
%

'if its black, enrollment were increased to 12114. This goal

could be attdined by the addition of only twenty-five (25) new

blpck students in the attendan ce area. Another borderline

school, Fern Creek High, could be exempted with forty (40)

additional black students in the attendance zone.

9. VOLUNTARY 000PERATION PREFERABLETO.COURT ACTION

Although many of-the necessary steps in this lair housing

plan can.be compelleq through court action, the Commivion

hopes this trill not be necessary-and urges all Jefferson County

governmental units and hdu"Sing institutions to participate

voluntarily in this plan. Suits torcompel housing desegregation

have bepn all too common agains't local hOusing authorities, HUD

area offices, planning and zoning agencies, lending Institutions,

realty boards, builders ana developers and the owners of

housing. Those who abhor the legal action by "lock civil rights

groups so achieve school 4segregation.should be reminded that

this community had ample opportunity between 1956'and 1972 to

move forwrd with school desegregation on a voluntary belsis and

did not do so.. Many groups urged voluntarY action, and this

-17-



commission itself requested development.of voluntany school

desegregation-plans in 1971 and in March 1972, well before the

merger and desegregation suite were filed in June of 1972.
r.

Likewise, housing
%

segregation is'not a new problem which

ie-just suMlci.ng. It-Should be recalled that this chmmi5s,ion

fri December 1973 issuecl a report entitled 'Mo:,te Housing

Segregation TSan Ever... In Louisville and Jefferson County,"

which made twelve recommendatimns to voluntariTy lessen houtiing
_

. discrimination: This was-followed in
/
November 1974 by another

. /

repok entitled, "Louisville Still:Among Most Segrbgated

Cities," wi+h provided information warding Louisville from

a report by the Coincil on Municipal Performance.

rights groups/ finally found it necessary

to ITring the school desegregation issue into the cburts, it is

thd Commission's continuing hope that housing desegregation can

be accomplished in this community ,shrough the voluntary

cooperation of all concerned, thereby ayoiding a courA0Suit.

Kentiscky Commission on Utiman Right's
701 W. Walnut Street
Loui4avi1le4. Kentucky 40203

585-3363

September. 2, 1975

-1'9-
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' Exhibit No.:17

This exhibit is on file at the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights

/Mg
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INTF.RFAITH TASK FOR&

ON

SCHOOL TrEGUTION

. in the

Jefferson County,PublAc Schoolg
Kentucky'

850 South Four.th Strdet
Louisville, Kentucky 40203

(502) 585-407.6

-

'.4

A Re4ted Ministry of the /
Louisville Area Interchurch Organizstion for'Service

4l

Thomas H, yigley, Coordinator
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INT'ERFAITH TASK FORCE ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION

A. The Task Force Jos,convened by,LAIOS on Mitch 4,
,1974 in response to a federal "Court order to deseg-
regate.the Louisville and Jefferson Count)) Schools.
It Was to be the primary vehicle throuih which the
local religious community could work cooperatively
on the problems add Opportunities brought about by .

the court order.

B. September 17, 1974, an Interfai:th Network on
School Integration was formed as a means of
sharing resources andlpuilding support for local .

xongregations,and clefty to ace.7 Members paid
$5.00 to joie-and agreed to write 4 the4x own

_experiences2to share by mail through the.Network.
There were 50 members.-

;
C. A Speakers Bureau is available to church groups,

providing resource persons to discuss the ethical
implications of desegregation;,to share informa-
Lion, and to help groups voice their cencerns sod
frustratiofis.

Assistance was given in the formation of the
Task Force for Peaceful besegregation to p.nk
the rZiIglous community efforts with those of
other agencies and organizatIons. Most(nter-
fai4h Task Force sponsoring, groips have agreed
to join the wider Task Forr'as well. Mtgr.
Alfred Horrigan, executive of the Archdiocesan
Commissipn on Peace and Justice, was the Interfaith
Task Force representat.ive and serves as Co-Chairman
of the Task Force for Peaceful Desegregation.
(Mrs. Alma Lee Haragan, his successor is now the
representative).

E; A Workshop on School Integration was co-sponsored
by the Task Force and the Pieesbyterian Seminary

'in April, 1975. It blpught xogether teams of 3 to
6 persons froM each of twenty-six congregations.

F. jam ItTterfaith Consultation for Religious Leaders
was'hel0 May 15-16, 1975. Sponaored and funded by
the School System, the planning was done by a
committee of school personnel and Interfaith Tbsk
Force members. 107 religious leaders attended the
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24 hour event The program consisted of sharing infor
mat'ion, identifying probleml, vnd beginning strategies
for addrcising the, probgems, 'Resource persons included
Rev. Spencer Wren (Denver Division, Colorado Council of
Churches), Rev. Henry Sparks (AME minister in Memphis),
And Rov. Richard Smith .(Southern Baptist minister in
Nashville). Two follow-up meetings were held; one to
present a summary report to the participantsand one.
to brief denominational executives.

C. Icim Quigley and Jeff Lewis did the initial groundwork
' for pup.tng together the Interagency Staff Team. Each
apent nearly 507 of their time in team activities in
August and September 1975. The Team continues to meet
into 1976.

1

i. A.county-wide clergy "updat,e" was planned for September 8
to brief clergy after.the first two days of school and
to consider specific actions which.coUldjoe taken.

4.1

I. A. major conference was held September 26 and 27, entit-
led "School Desegregation:Chaos, Order or Justice?",,,
Planned,for 150 participants (specifically invited
administ.rators,, teachers, parents, youth,board members,
etc.) the Conference centered on,four issues..
(1) Plans for the maintenance of order.
(2) Dealing with the effects of racism.
(3) Compensation for past inequities.
(4) Roles of.semi-public agencies.

The Conference.was funded with a $5,100 grant from the
Kentucky HumanitiO

J. Members of-the Interfaith Task Force.are participating
regularly in the Task Force for Peaceful Desegregation.

K. Interviews were held October 6, 1975 for the position of
Community Organization Specialist to' work with the Inter-
faith Task Force on School Integration. The position is
funded by the city of Louisville under CETA Title VI.
Mrs. M. Jenelyn (Jen) Wessler was hired and began work on
October 13, 1975. Jeff Lewis wili be working 15 hours
a week and Jen Wessler will work a 40 hour week:

L. At it October 23 meeting, the Interfaith Task Force
agreed to form two new committees to carry. on it's
unique work with the religious community. Jen Wessler'

will staff a committee dealing with developing small
support groups of clergy and laity who want1.6 dapport
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each Other in theiNshenda regarding integrated edueation:.
Jeff Lkwis will'org9ni2e a committee to plan future
"workshop" events for groups-within the religious %
coMmunityt

M. Statement of Purpose
OrtOctober 23 'the Interfaith Task Fo e adopted the

following statementsof purpose to guide its activitieg
from now through December 31, 1976:

THE OTERFAITH'TASK FORCE pri StHOOL INTEGRATIONN
-CONTINUES TO BELIEVE fAAT THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
MUST ASSUME SOME OF THE RESPONSIBILITY IN BRINGING
ABOUT QUALITY 'INTEGRATED PUBLIC EDUCATION. nig

4TASK FORCE7BELiEVES THATEUA,TIUCArIONAL
QPPORTUNITY'AN1)QUALITY EDUCATtON BELONG.70GETHER
AND THEREFORE IS DEDICATED TO THE TASICOF MAKINQ

' QUALITY INTEGRATENPUBLIC" EDUCATION AVAILABLE TO
ALL STUDENTS OF,JEFF ON COUNTY.

N. On Novedtber 10, 1975, the Rev. William Schiphorst,'a
membef of the steering committee for the'Interfaith
Tisk Forcap, gave a statement before the S6hool Board
of Jefferson County. The statement made on behalf of
the Int.erfaith Task Forte affirmed its willingness to dO
work with the School Board and the Affiinisttation as
we contigUe to moVe through-441e process of school
integration by representation at all future board
meetings and being available to the school staff to
identify ways that trie community could wotk together
to provide quality integrated education for all the
students of-our community. ,

01 In order to keep the channels of commwicition open
to public officials, the steering comittee directed
the,chairman and staff to meet with the MaYbr's Law ,

Department representative at his offer to discuss the
Mayo's proposal for a Qualrt); Education Commission
and the'Mayor.'d position regardingOsehool desegrega-
sion.

R. The staff maintained a contact with Judge Hollenbach'
office"through mr. sill Belanger before thd tfer-
ence on "Alternatives" as well as attending t e con-
ference and evaluating the results with Mt. Belanger.

;0
tfy
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4: Nine target areas 3Vf. been contacted for the

Small Group Suppor stem and either have begun

work or hmee plans fo he Ala months. .%

R. One Workshop has already
bringtng together a group
in the S. E. area af the
of Louisville. 'They hea

een held in January 1976
of members from a church
ounty ind the West area

4 a presentation of the
way in which we have maed-toWards more segregated'

living paIterns sinee 1960 and a further explana-
Ft:on 6f our tarticular desegregation'plan., They
then diVided inero small groups-35 from each church
and didcussed Me problems and/possible ways to
reach more community reEonckliation.

RegulaT workshops to btrId bridges pf reconcili-
ation and to stimulate 1and inform participant*
in taking constructive seeps*in assisting the
schoola in desegregation(as described in 11:
above) will bt held each month.

T. A sub-committee has been formed by the Interfaith
Tastf' Force to inves.tigate legislation involving
public school educatiA in Kentucky and dissemi-
nate tilc ! informatiOn to the Task Force members.

U. A small selection of audio,-N,tsualswith discuvion '

g4des is being chosen to recommend to ch rchelw
fo'r use with groups of Youth and/pr AduI .

These will be chosen for their effectiveness in
reconciliation and constructive input for our
community-now in fhe process.of integration and
change--.

V. Staff and members of the* Interfaith Tadlc Force .

worked together with membersfof the Intaragency
Staff Team in forming.an Advisory Committee and
puttingtogether a Grant Proposal for ESAA funding.
The Grant was submitted February 11, 1926 by
LAMS with the name Coalition for Quality Integrated
Education. 1

W. Mailings of ALERT published by the Task Force for
Peaceful Desegregation hhve keen sent w'over
200 persOns (incLu4ing,the former Network list)
by the InterfaithaTask Force. :This publication

A
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Lontains ariicles of information submitted by .

and other member organiiations about
activiti4s.and concernti involving the schools.

X. Plans will be made.duridg the spring of 1976 tO
4101d h seuilnar providing resources for Pastors
and Youth Group readers on.the subjeut "How Do I.
Minister i Such Times of Crtsis Change?"

A

X. In February 1976, Ms. Anne Buttrick, a

Presbyterian Seminary student, joined thdstsaff.
She will vial 15 hours' a week to' facilitate
tutoring in the public schools by church and
civto organization volunteers and to procure
th wAde distribution of 4-school aurriculum
explvation brochure for the Quality.Eddcation

,Commilktee of the Task Force al. Peaceful
Desegregation.

Z. March 11, 1976 .. there will be a mee6.98 by
'invitation arranged by the Interfaith Task
Force, with 9e Director, Donald R. Shire,
of Ithe National.Center for Quality Integrated
Education. This will be an informAtion sharing
session, a part of the process of the Center .

for preparation of resoArce materials.

P

A
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MEMBER ORGANIZATIdWS
OF THE,

INTERFAITH TA8K.FORCE ON SCHOOLINTEGRATION

Eighteen'organizations have -came together-to
";sponsor the Task Forte and have named their

represenUatives:

Archdioc'eso of Louisville
Christian Church CoulnissioLof,Jeffcrsoñ County
-Church Women United.
Eastern Area 'Council

Episcopal Diocese of KeituckY
Ffiends Meeting House
Highlands Community.Ministries
Jewish Community 'Federation
Kentuskiaila Association of United Church of;

Christ

-Louidville Congregations of CME Church -

. Louisville'LCA District
Louisville North District of UMC
LouisOille Presbyterian Seminary Councll,
NAACP Mfnisterial Coalition
Presbytery of Louiiille
Shawnee Community Ministry
Temple Adath Israel
United CresceAt Hill Ministries

4

6$j
4
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We axe pea1.ire as a gro,tp of 17 olAn ers helm South and Southwest Jefferson
Comnty. In 1ht of the cost.it N't--ntl.:11 in lAtuisvelll and Je;'fereon Counry,
we want to meko tha following vtatemont:

_Recogniaing the tension, frustration and hoKeat .difierunies of opinion of .

citizen* regarding court-oidered busing for Alsogregation'of Jefferson County
.

Schoole,'which bce resutte4 in injury to parsons, destruction of propertvemd
-disruption of the orderly beginnlng,of the scheol year, this group of min/sters,
speaking as individual Chriviana, appuals to.all citizens:

1) to keep children and youth off the &tree& and away from prqtesting groaps
where their sufety is in didtger and their lack of maturity lubjects them te
the influence 02 those who would Commit violent acts,

7) to support the principals and teachers of our local schools as hey'endeqvar
to implement :our education program,

.

3) to couperate with law enforcement officers au they carrr out their sworn
duty to uphold the law,

4) should it be desired, to express opposition in A IAW abiding.manaer er,hich does
not Inflict injury on others or their property, or interfere with tha 'rights
of or intimidate those who desire to participate in the school program,

A
a

53 to remember that our Christian heritage requires us to act in love toward
all people, especially those with whoa we disagree.'

1

Pr. Chris Ryan St; Rita Rqpan Catolic
- Fr. Joseph Fowler --- St. Rita Roman Catholic
Thomas A. Meadows --- St. JohrOs Epiecoyal
Ro'sert G. Devero--- R1dgeuood Baptist

.Walter Stitt --- Meleiah Lutheran .

Howord Hemphress--- Walker Memoriel United Methodist
William E. Morris - - - CoTer Memorial United Methodist

V
ta.

Cloy Carter --. Beechlanal Baptist
Avery Wheat .--- Mt. Holly United kgethodist
earl E. Mills Heulah Presbyterielp
W..Arvil Allen --- rem Creak United ricthodist
Olion.H. Bell, III --Minors Lane-Bnptist '

C. Thomas 7rench--- Bethany'lleated Chuach of Christ
John Weber --- Summit Heights -United Methodist
Bill First Baptist, Fairdale
Rennet. Thomns--- Shively United Mettodist
Charles L. Stanford; jr. Okolona Praabytevian

The ebove Statement was issued at 3:30 P.M.., Sunday,Soptember 7, 975,
'st6(kilona Presbyterian Church,

lr.
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!rspelati4n5

Feb.'.25%, 1974

21, 1974.-

Mar. 19. 1974'
-

Apell 4. 1974

Aprif 10.1974

April 17.1974

2,...June 25. 19t4

Jan..17. 1975

V.
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Bishopjiivid Maedte Inzolvegen.t.Lni

For Laulaville's fourt Ordered Deiegrstion
,

Wrote,4 religious leaders- asking if interes ed
mikinke statemeOt.

%Sea letter te & persons'to "dilOuss school .

desegriltion" .

i!reekfose meeting put together points fo
Statement 4 4

TORNADO

. mot to discuss propoaed statement
Too strofig..later Judged to be too weak

Issued my own pastoral letter to diocese which
appeared ift the press April 21-74 points

- Proposed Executi.Ve Council adopt a slightly
edited version.of Task Force Statement

Moderated pre*sh conference for group. with papers
On desegrationr-LFP Libfary at request of
Blarths Cooper, TIrry..0avielpid (T) (NAACP)

in

- Jan. 30. 1975 Attendod organizitig-CoOltttee Tao& Force on
Peaceful DesegregatilLity Hall = ed8 en4ors
a central of-kid-JAI to give leadership

1975" - Proposed a kind of public forue to air oppoeing
views--responding to Lowall Hughes.

May 16.^1975 Participeted in Religious Leaders Werkshop at
King Center sponsored by Jefferion County
Sdhool Boarli

A7

1975 - Wrote Judge Gordon tupport & encouragement in his
task.

1975 - Signed 'A Call to Peace and Justice" with El other
religio6s leaders and had it published in diocesan
'publication 'The Bishop's Latter"

Jone.23, 30, July 12 and August 18 - caaired committee preparing for
"Clergy updated on Moral Issues Peeing Our Communitys
and invited episcopal cletgy perticipattOn

1975 - Wrote leaderahip of 19 local ministerial.:groups with
specific truggestions on how to prepare for lst weeks
of school "Self appointed committee of one"

Sept. 2, 1975 - Helped receive children at ram Sphool st request of
principal Bsril?ara Smith

v.
Sept. 7, 1915 . Met with Blanchs,Cooper. Bill Cleamopi and Caroline Kre

upon returning from out of town to discuss wider
"Coomunity participation in clergy up date. Uoilaterelly
apProved change in Format

/ .

Jon. 31.

July 23,
0

Aug. 1,

Au$
1,8,

1"
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Sopt. 8. 197 Tried tO'line up some significant community figures
.

simply attend last bour of program

Julies Price-Mammpth Life Did att.c;nd.,
'Jim Miller--U oft ,

.,
ApDank executive
An Industrial.leadbr -deelined because o rate

'counsel
r - .

kaury Johnsol
Out of townBarry Bingham , . ..

... r

Teiud ta line Op 6 Leaders to speak, to g p "with
.. confidence-and hbpe in the coWimunity"; reseimatIves

.

.

0
of Labor, Chamber of Ceieórce, Indubtri. luemployeri

P. . & Save giry coWasuoity Schools (Joyce Spond) all
declinede:One specifically after-consulting corporate.
cbunsel.' ,,, -4 /

. k
. . i . ,

. .5ept.,8. 1975 - PM Moderated me/ing fel- aknitte 300-clergy with last
hour open to piess,and community lesdership. Highly.e
polorUzed group but there was a prepentation of warted.

.tpoints-of view
.

Dot-Ridings - League.of Women Voters
Rev.1Jonathan Robinson - Black Commenity
David Odegard - CALM u
Rev. Ben Binkley i,confemativ'e clergyman.

Sept. 15,1975 - Declined to sign statement "A call to the R:Yligique
CoOmunity and All Citizens" because Lien it .

contributbdAto a rapidWaceelerattnA Polarization

Sept% 11,1975 -' October 241kas out.of /own 27 daya ii,thia period,.

01( Cibtober 24 - Wrote Todd Hollenbach my dtsopproval of his letter ..

tp Senfte Judiciary PCOnittee ,
0 ,

4

U

4.

4

44.

0

404
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DIOCESIOF KENTUCKY
421 South Set4m1141Shet1 iouibvilif., Ktntu(ky 40202 W/584-7148

4

APril 17..1974

The enclosed letter iMPlenttfor you to ume.se pee fit.
Some *f you, particularly in Jefferson County, o1o4. to
reed it or print it in its entitsty. !Others malilderpt it 4*
quo it inyour own !tempo. Some pay use it.me a-babie for
di' tagno tu disagree with it (At least I hope you will let ay
Joe ktia be clear Shen it ie a)l ovOr). -And a coarse oozes may
prefer not to umm It At all. The Cathedral in the only Church
where I do ask .that, it be read in its entirety to the congregation
on 1 Easter. C

/ Rs 5 w . Owba Owe. W
%ft

Copies of thisvwfll be-given to tho preoe, so eien though thoie
outside Jefferson .County may feel this message is not applicable'to.
their situation. I want to maks pure that all of.you have lt in hand
befOre mi read it in the paper.

.. While trying to touCh'three !'elmep of significance--Enster. 4tureSdo and school desegritien--i is baeicAlly a etetement of oy
views on the last- I hope it day be helpful and ueefnl as we res-
ponsibly deal with the social problem& that persist after so many
decadee of racial, discrimination. While it ifs directly before M'io

, 'Louisville area community tie underlYing,factore persiet throughout.'
c*'\the diocese and affect all of us.

.

6

s

GS 7

(Rt. Rev.) David ICAsed

sw

tr
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Mew life born'out of Deopeir

The etas* wii rewllY eet.for Christiana in inalevillieto appreciate the
true amain/ of Easter Wu rear. Ihe joy of the firet,Easter cams with an
awesemess of new life and hope when.the followero of Jesus were*filled with
glom ocasternation,'pepsimiam and despair after the traeedy of Good Fridey.
The pattern of'new life And hope born through the Croton is an eternal one,
but seldom have,the oonditions precydire the celebration of Easter Dip
bean as dramatic for us.** they axe thin yam/

Wie 010t 0 all the wear back to the ihfamous Watergate ta docessent
growing peesisime and dielliusionnea in our entire national iiSs. Wad to
this ham been the spiralling costs in what feelo like run-awey inflation
which we neither uhderstand nor mem to have any control over. And than
there sr* two very loeca phePomene that ham created a deepening frame of
deepeir ind froetration--the incredibly deetruotive tornado and the ennounos-
sent at lent of whet achool tiemgration io going to involve. 411 of them
item have oontributed to a general community sense of belplesonese,
Oouragefaant and oven despeir. ,At ouoh a time we gather in church to sing!
"The Strife is o'er, the bottle done, the Viotogyof life to Won. Tbe Soeg
of triumph hae begun, Alleluia." Are these empty %fordo or do they really
reflect a faith in new life/

I ase ihie paetoral ;omega to exprem py.denpent geapathy to those
ache :etre direttly affected by the devastation of April 3rd. It ie din-
treseLhg that for certain legal puspopes ouch a tragedy is emotions oalled,
"onset of God". Certainly the GO4 ,Love that I knani mead mover have
wilfully destroyed your howl', scattered your heirloom omee'the.ocruatrylida'
and ceased death to your miehbore and,sine. While the-loss in 'being borne
by a relative few, allbf um are deeply ceneninedi krcoare. The iouron, not
as an leptitution but as a community of coneerned people, is anlidalt to help
aherever err can.

Although artninly not in the same clam an the terrible tornado, it
,has been the announcesent of a plan for sdhcol demgration thet bee upset .

aany people at this tine. While the adtaal foot of thie plan is still muntbs
away and may not even operate as'wen announced last week, the potential
*pact on ths uhole community is ouch that it becomes e pettlar for me4or
concern in the community. Fer solo people it is terriiiiir disturbing and
contributes to their general unhappinees coping pito thin Eester session.
Became of the timelineon and the inspOrt of the adhool boards! ammetimMed
0,1en and becaueait in distressing so haay people laronad like to make
four,obatervetidne aboat thin particular nubject,'no,that you will at lemt
know where yourtbinhop etando.;

First, thtlin an obeioun advantaee in a thoroulhly integrated adhool
gynien. we consider thet entacetkon la for life, and not nimply for
tKe pursuit of academic pUbjects, we recageiae that in h pluralistic and'
completely opea.nodiety ouch as care uogragated education Le:inadequate,
uneven and unfair. Advantaged an well an voonomically dioadvantaged
childet6 are novOdsnirg out oh important dimenoions of ft fUll educational
expOrimme. Also eualft) eduoation In the, Amerioan eddiety met be aveilable
equally to all end thie zaanot be achieved when recce, economic clanseo aed
oulturan-are eeperetud from each other, a

^
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'Secandly, however, I ast not happy with maeoUe busing . a wens to accomplish
this goal. 'While trying to eolveope prebium it seems to oreilita more--

-lertleularly when a chii4 from the West.Lnd apends.nine year; of his 1$fe
a44ustikg be Oautinually changing, artifically contrivedeobool cOmmunitIem
vfitah are oat-off:from hie family and ktiown particular sub-sulture of
American life. The oocial and. hwsan 4est fn terse of iociaI dieloCation

ll be gritateethom the progress towards quality education for all
- persome,. If immediate desegregation must.be aticomplihhed so quickly, this'

plop inky well be tile best way te4io it, but.bute event' to achieve a dealrehle
end, it doee so at groat chid, particularly to black children who already
beam mg marl of the burden for oar social and =anemic inequities.

Thirdly,,despite what I've , haet said, I will aupport the echool boards in
their program. I am,comadtted to a SoOletygovernedhy,laws and will work
wiu6 tbo system Of Courts and legiulation as we evei olviVuy taferd
the inequities and failarev in cur pootyty.

And f I would obsorve.ithdt the attitudi of parents, teachers and
ity ere can radically affect the wily LOuieville meetn the challenge

Zcemlf= it. cn bring dieaeter.on our community by approaching ale nuxt

hand, a ores
(ear, repentnent and e'lack the ether .
helpful and 43130171.4c attitude, with a for a

sehool year

pettier I4ouivi1 e cam make air echoole strongcr andbetter than-ever rfriart
year, 41staa under:the strove of some lever: moolal diaIocatiOnc In the
last analysis we the peoplv will make the difference in our seciety and
ite educational oppertundtise.

"The Strife is'o'er. the pattle done.The Victory of life is'won." The .

Feeter message width ww celebrate at this eutwon is a timeless and eternal
truth for those who have found roal life thrdsgh the Cross. *ether yoUr
clews is thetornado, Watergate, inflation, or the conSequence. of de-
eegration you can knew that in dying to aome things in our lives, We., who
live by Ged through,Christ, are ponstantly being retwarn to new
opportumities, now strength And'new life. The Fester message is especially
good news to us uho live tin Louisville this; year.

The Strife ig O'er the battle done
The,song of triumph:hap begNal

Alleluia,

.

L)
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Statement by the Interfaith Truk ..Orc chool nte ati 'to be
considered at June -Sth. rIxecut veXounci !lee ng.

The Louisville-Jefferson County community and other C ties in this
state face court ordered desegregation in thsii ftti) sehools this
fall., Ibis prospect has already created tehgon'within(thaSe
(communiMiest its 'implementation could heigh n the tension. In such'
times the-Wligious commUnity'is called to A ministry of reconciliatitn.
We hear such a call.(in Louisville) .now. As we rspond to,it, wi
are sensitive to the many real concerns held by-people, beXwe also
4reedgnime that our religious principles bear oh pis issue

-

Our Judeo-Christian heritage leads'us to undirstaha that regardisse
raCe,.color,,or economic statui he are all'aildren of one heavenly
father, equal in his might, brothersrand sisters, those we loom&
those we do not.kams, everfthese we regard As our.Rnemies. We are
called to de justice and love Wrcy,'anointed to preach,good news to'
the poor, to proclaim release to captives, and &set at liberty thaw'
who are oppressed.

Cod's reconciling love breaks,down all dividing walls of hostility
that separate brothers and sisters. tie calls and enables the human
family to live together in love and harmony, and to promote the goed
of all. God our :rather is oqually concerned for all bis children.. '10
cannot reeain unconcerned wile Rome are dsRrived of benefits which
others enjoy.

As believers in'brotperhood aih d equality, wo ar called to practice
thee in our present society. This society greatly needa a ministry of
reconciliation. ..lejemain to a great extent two societies, one black
and one white, separate and unequal-. Segregation as a pattern of life
fosters a separatist attitude, Which views differences aw inferiorities
and ordinary .contacts as, undesirable. Segregatiowleade to unconcern
and hencelcAlguse4Ss foe the needs di deprivations of same of our
brothene and skstOrse Ilaic separation prevails, inequality prevails.
quaii and.*Otherhood are fostered in an integrate& octaty. Roc-On-
ciiiition and-justice can only be achieved in an integrated society.

1144h*
In our history segre)Ation has prevailed in our schools and has
createU inequality and allowed insensitivity to the cultural contri-
butions of various Amierican groups. affirm that, at this point,
integration is a moral as well as legal imperative, the only path to
equality of educational opportunity. In a multi-racial society, with..
out integratioA, no child rRceives a quality education.

As membeis of the reiigious cummunity, wecrecognize (lielcame) the court
ordMrr as an incentive and a help toward the practical aPplication of
our belief in brotherhood.

4e recognize that because of oxi5ting,r iduntial segregation (in
Louisville), abhool integration will nqc ssitnta sone pupil transpor-
tation. ac;:vowledgc the va1',1 of nneghborhood sehool but affirm
the need to wieGn OUX concept of who is our,neighbOr. ffre Also
reCO9Diza that pupil transpnrtat'on cart Cilirae fears, coofasibn, incon-
venience, or resistance and so wc affiro the new' of a ministryof
reconciliation throun comtruutive, coopasqtonate, affirmative action.

f

,As believers in brotherhood, we are called to instill in ourselves,
our children Rind associates positive attitudeq tornard people of other
.races and toward integration, SO thuit it Malt be a t'urther step toward
our grawiter goals of justice, love and recuoriliation.

9.
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4.21. s. niph VI'l find %oreet too...kale, kentilt ky 402(12 5(12/584-714,8

'
Pear (trot hert

The twit ew w'f'ek .gol tin -tu t.4) t inetfir us alsil to kxtrit
and pray together 1444r thP sYfenglt: rnd health-of uur cochunity.
After discu$stlig th idea with sevvral other peo le 1 am a self
lapp.oiaited (vim re of one to t tricro weciel per ad of 'prayer
Ootletten St.gaig the 31st anti the dotN iNhile -tulle() s Open. 1.fj.nnly t.el eve that uniihborhood mini sterial associations arethe proper hio,e tor slit L pet L.t praer events and. 4r1. te-
you ,with, several !tpeci surdt,t.st inr:, which 1 hope will stimulate
further idejs loual 1 y

August 18; 1975

etr. V
Nrcftod

A4( One- Deli gh!..,or hood mini stet- I o host & 'organize (MOO
.1 c hiui t et real i ,i1 I I C omfotably
P.I11 ti..,t la Imo 111re i sm 1 group migjiteel in cant

Set- a (la; e. I Plot at; ec..nt- which mi,ght
t wi I 1 pro,,, poounhp,...etinit- already
sohertoin:!.

i ; r i tel, .,r1,1,od (tii1 oil he;Uol' If "lit 11,7,1.. !1 It t rroup)
.11,1 1-4 I ! I he sor. 1 e Sonday

. i rt .!,f ,,IrJ 3:r Augutit

P141 tin 1 iu:st , 11-dp i i ,it:Vi y u1 I tt- in ur
t:cw I ' 1 ,i"1.-g 1 01. he radio( i .e.

n' \ it. ).

Iie t , RIOT (1"' , St ,.u1 C ii it Tf'71 and
f.rrf Tli f (if 13'11111(

Irr I i 1 int' lit 1400rl shool iyecu
-101 t I .A kip sr-hcif LC.il ly

, r "desep,rettet. on r court Orders".

tti.
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014ke sure thatthera -Is mit 1 *t onicreiliesontari
of both black & White !ties involved*in it

program. preferably paten a of children in the
school syStem. .

.

- 4'
'VA

In regard to the last Of these I. will be sled to serve
gas a cleating house for a predoMinantly black church or a
white church that woulli like'to invite solimone from the
othr community but doeinft.know whoç invite. Let me
know the night.time and place an4 JpTle number where I
can advise you of someone who wokild e to commend pray
with you.that night.,

. , .

This is indeed a time of testing for our community. .We
, stand to be purified in the fire of teAting if we kep Faith

with each other and mtake it to ehe Lord in Prmyee. Let
me know if 1 van help you.

DBB/rs

Yours in Chriet,,

'(The Rt. ReV.).David B. Reed
Bishop of Kentucky

VI

,



Ike limesable L. J. Ibilsobach, ill
Mame et the Ado
&Were= demmty Demi Mises
leudreille, Unto*, 40202

eye.-

Oateber 214 1975

Meer Vedas

I find It bard to alga the petiticli that'you sant around for.enpport
la the ommemitmouparatrozy to 'cue testimoor bakes the United stelae
emote. At this point I doebt if,you really went to know what *therm
thimk mhe do not wee vt ths petition, but I will juatylve you some
bite Ow *taut smogy.

WkAls mot at.all bappy with the burden thWtosagrgammes on
obildrue sod the *annually, I oanool be as Omphetio against -

it es your first statement would require. le hems not given
IVmmoh of a chime Is Jeffermao Meaty. I besrldigrendemse
*merahleg far altementives".

I mull* agree that oppomition to busing is not entire4 a
racial Image tont I do no4 think that we omn oategarloally
late that it is met one at all. Modal overtone, In Taa7Ing
demos permeate ear atembere then we deal with this isms.
It ir Nat astuarmalatio On say ths$ there le authji rectal
aboat the 'my that people feel about .trnaing as it la fà those
Mho Mama all am maim.

sertoma4 awed= *Mar a Constitutional Amendment la the
meg the Amerlame psopi. ahead deal mith scab a nomplex
medal lame. fe a ler, It is like twur to legislate morels,
Uhl& moue people attempted airing Prohibition.

\ I sento$44 hes that we aso find way to work throogh the problems
fOr both blacks and whitee that base plagued us amd mem other =immunities
around Ibis issue. I would Ilke to.verk with you and other responsible i
olvio officials in the process. Heverato 2 eannef impart ;roar politic&

:EMU

Sloane 171,

(154 Rt. Rev.) David 11. Reed
Bishop of Kentedky

e V
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R4ibit.No. 27b

TASK POMCk POR PEACEFUL DESSGRSCATION

Steering Committee 1

Sept.! 9, 1%75

t. The meeting was called to order at 3:35 p.m. in the Hagan Rela-
tions Commission offices,by co-chairman Msgr. Alfred F. Harrigan.
Present were Rave Terrepee DaVis Mr. Gordon Dabney, Mrs. Nancy
Jones, co-chairman Dr. toisefronholm,.Mr. Arthur Walters, Ws. Nancy
DeMartra, secretary Dr. Martin Parley and project coordinator' .

Terry Murphy. ,

Meg*. Horrigan introduced to thliPcommittee a reporter froa
Charlotte, N.C. who listened to a portion Of the meeting. Msgr.
Horrigen told trle steering committee that in addition to considering
the agenda for the Sept. 16 meeting of the Task Force for Peaceful
Desegregation, the committee needed to focus on the economic boycott

occurring in 'Louisville. He said bueinesses are.pulling away from
th Community Pledge tOat.previously appeared in local newspapers.
He specifically referred to A&P's withdrawal.

Msgr. Horrigan.said mince the Task Force represents a variety
of groups, incruding business-oriented ones, there may be ways to
offer mpral support qnd express sympathy or concern to the businenses
threatened with boycott. Me called upon steering committee Member
Mr. Dabney to speak from the position of the Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. Dabney said he did not have a specific answer, but that
the issue was discussed at a recent meeting of the chaLber's
executive committee and will be considered at a chamber board meeting
later thin week. He vpreessed belief that the problem, of-the
threatened businesses are understandable ones and that It will be
difficult to get anything but a continued yeakening in the Coemunity
Pledge stance. He said thi. problems involie not only the biz:lineages
that deal directly with busee, but is a concerted effort in economicN.
boycotting. ?Ix. Dabney told the committee that the bueiness commun-
ity has to move slowly and that there is no clear-cut iosition the
business community can take at this tine.

Dr. Cronholm asked if it in passible to apprehend the people
carrying out the threats. Mr. Dabney said the bueinesemen are
threatened with both property damage and actual physical harm. mrs.
Jones sugfieeted calling for police protectionrof the people
threatened. Msgr. Horrigan, vho metrecently with federal judge
James Gordon said he feels that everything possible is being done

111411::1771-41"-tr:MttnheYlle'lltr:reithicei :1414:u:: tttblitnitsi-
I available for protection.

Drs. Cronholm said she fears the next step will be directthreats
and harassment of children. Magr. Harrigan suggested that more/
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support is a role that canhot be filled by police( -Mr: Dabney

11.

said hv feels if the chamber or another element encouraged the boy- '
cotted businesses to stand strong that there would be additional

'. threats and pressures which would result in resignations from the ,

Chamber and an impact on besinesses not in the geographic areas
where' pressureroriginated. 0

.

.

exZe.._Seeeteelea said she feels the Initial school Avcott iG not
working, since attendance figures are rising each daye She said
she feels the economic boycott will not workiethat peopieeeill not '

out of theire Lay to keep a boycott. S..____teeieeeestetem gos-rt
inesss.

she suggested the.possibili y of relaying a qui* afessageeep the'
businessmen rather than publicizing it and that a giloup of busiffesses

A might make a Statement te Gov. Julian Carroll pointin out the consist-
kk quances sa_bia_taRacti a_sit.t.t.c._ ._ct)..a.k%_

Mr. Dabney said he eould contact Dr, Perle)a,ftir the Sept. 111,

board meeting of the Chamber if there are speci ic ilays thm steering
cammittee br the Task Force can help.

Msgr. Horrigan, Rev. DaVis and Art Walters ag eed that silence-
is not the eagwer, and Dr. Cronholm suggested that'any statemOlit-be
M366-in 4 carefully prepared way so as not to inf4ame the situatien,
thereby avoiding a confrontation.

Rev. Davis said aowele-werded statement by the Task Force is
needed, eNlling for peace, encouraging the use of legal means to
fight busing, if desired, and urging parents to send their children
to school. The statement, he said, should encourage peop19,to
look for positive elements during the schbol year..

Pr. Cronholm and Megr. Morrigan agreed to meet with Dr. Perley
and Ms. Murphy.before Sept. 12 to plan an abenda and to draft a
statement for the Task-F6iZe's consideration. They said they felt that';
the fuleTask Force meeting should include a reaffirmation of the
origi 1 goal and ax1ear report of the activities of the project
eoordi ator. They said the programs that have been implemented because
of the opp's catalytic function should be explained, and specific
sugge ens should be made regarding things member organizations can
do. Mf. Walters saad he feels the Task Force has served an important
functiont opening lines of communication.

The eting was adjourned 'at 5:30 p.m. by Msgr. Horrigan.

=
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TASK MRCS ran num& DXSXGRSGATION Meeting Rattail IVIFT4

Aft meeting of the full Task [6rce for Peacefu Deseeregation
Vas called to order at 3.30 p.ma by presiding n by.
Leis Cronhola. Present werachairman Msgr. AIfredV. 'Horrigmn.
Secretary Martin N. Parley, project, coordinator Totry Murphy,
advisery committee member* Loretta Celeien, barbers Saith, Dr,
Samuel Sobinaon, Rev. Terrence H. Davis. Nancy Jones. Arthee
Waiters, Darrell Moore, AmeMeadows; steering committee member
Carolyn Neustadt end reprementative. of member organisations'
Rev. C. William Schipherst. Jeff Uswis) Jane Sawyer.. Lyman T.
Johnson., Suzy Post, Kate Curukingham, Sister Patrias Ruitt, Anita
Melee, Jackie Garrett, ReV. Thome H. Quigley4'14 Edward Henry,
Rev.'Charles X* Xirby, Rev. Devid Allea, Susan Farris, W.f. Broa

for-Sister li-lr.,Ellen.Dorle, gobert Irickeen &net-Rae. Loohartis
.n. Oueeta wre Sharbh Sir.ö, TOD. Grits Jim Segrest,'

Wilbur Reed, Blanche Cooper, iirneat Jones and mmatiWni of the
press.

During har opeqin remarks Dr,.Cionhole said'tbe maiettng mem
different from previou ones because the plan I. known and the
community's reaction i known. She.said in acme we s the job of
the Tak FMCS' is Sala& T. that no guesswork iS invo wed, and that
the Situation will rimmian flexible. She said a }project appro-
priate for one day may have to bechanged within.48 hours.

Dr. Parley presented a brief history of the Task Forme
Hs said on Jan. )0 representatives from 2.5 organizations were in-
vited to diacuse.the pog=ity of creating rallying point.
He said a statement of was drawn up and premanted to the
Task Force at a February meeting, when a statement of concerns.
Was coepletd. The steering committee. wis charged Vitb isple-
s'nting these conCerna. Inthe weeks thereafter, he explained,

.4rthe Louisvill and Jefferson County Raman Relation* commies-ion
applied for a grant under tha Emergency School Aid Act, Four
priorities were listed in the applications coordination of pro-
grams, a program of visitation tp tlgtecho?ls.. a centr.a_reelor
cvrifg1. yat3n and a media dropitign.

r. ey said the'grant wasisazed for $10,7117. An execti-
tivelsecretary was hired in early Auguet by the Task Force per-
sonnel committee..Sine that time the job title has been changed
to on:deo!: Csotdinator:, . r

Ma. Murphy gave the pro3ect C6ordinator's r.por, Sbe amid
ehe has-been meeting each weekday morning with the Xdtseagency
Resource Team, a group of staff people representing eight organ-
isations from the religious and private smitors, The towlint
activated several project., pee explained,-ingliading Elie "Alert"
,neweletter and field response teams. She 0110-reeatión to both
projects hae been Positive.

Mr. Johnaon told the group ihat it is time the supportive
white people shoUld step out nnd be minted. Pr. Cronhola said
that regardless of how many people do net believe in busting that
it has been the belief of the Task force all along that the
majority of citizen. would abide by the lin,.

n
Task Force representatives adopted, etstmeenE af roadby Msgr. Morriga (see ettechedl.

Rev. Davie.said the image of the majority Of the community,
those for peso*, needs to,be chair.. H. 'said it is time to be
h-Ard, to exert -e positive voice n the community.

lies withlte Task Force. She said the medis-covers thope who
'Susy Post said part,of the responsibility for the silents

make the meet noise and made the following euggestions for affect-
ing the climate of the community.

,- monthly meetings of the Task Force
coordinatedlettere-to-the-editor campaign
informal he visits with merchants

117-11M-111,.. lend

41..1141

ae

ITISIEMEt
program for increieed Talk Force m aebeEship
invantioation of school complaint proeles and
ether in-ochool problems
engogr.oug_ggmts to join their local PTA's

Hew. Kirby *aid swat of the problems stem from political
representatives. Hasuggeeted that the Task Force issue a 'tate-
Rent criticizing the actions of the public offiCialsftentinued-.

17

I.
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Minute,. Page 2

Mr. Mittens moved thet the Talk Forceshsie monthly meeting.,
that prior to thong meetings the steering
hction plans based oo the suggestionbeade la_the .40 meet-

slug, that the steering committee be.aanctionedato without
cons4ting the fUll grotty and thetwettingi Of the Task Force can
be celled when the steering committee dooms it appeocriste...,
The action vas eocooded and carried without diseent.

Discussion followed concerning eupalext of businesses threat-,

1

seed by the ocanemic beycott. Usv. Davis moved that the.s goring
commi sc a suet wit L17117(311Z:=7.1.2rIi c to

::ono--
nt..-1 0 0 a ran n nng

merchints aware of the To Force stenos on the threatened boy»
cott. Mr..Mplaitupon aovsf that every maibler organisation of the
T;r4 Form be urged to dewlap current strategies to deal with

Problems of detegregation and merger. Tbe motion wee .

sacunded and carried without dissent.
Mr. Waltrs Boned to urge Task-Force members; to assist the'

ntcaring committee in the development of areas in which addition-
al Task force involvemeot S. possible. The motion vas seconded
mod carried without dissebt:

.

lusy'Post moved that-thm-Tesk FarCa arWthe community to
iupport ttiois; businesses which haus not been coerced into
publicly dimplaying anti-busing materials. The motion was .
encooded and carried viRhoutdisosht.

The mooting was edjnurned at 5145 0.0.
,411
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tion Asti !.1 vut1tiO4P4 1.L.c, tç r1,..Actiors thnt joilluils 'Mould pro-

1 41,
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.1Exkibit' No. St

9

4.4 ` -t,

r %A.,. 4 es
: ).

r^- h.ere thIa orgarilliO .

vide ons rutdsose od 1111rjetlos it* Crudi,1 socAol Dews.

Purlog moot Weeki ao4 Jrffersoo Couati residents

'.hsve bees ckalleageg te understand end react to 'the problem, l our

publis eheols. Unfortuaately, much of the reaction has reflee%ed

mere pootseeoun, emotional qualitiss thee onsidered, informed, val-
!

nation of feet.

with the ituation as fluid s it Is et present and with bail.

legal !souse yet to be 'definitively settled, it I. preisture, in ear

Judgeent, to attempt to antiolpate the peelfies of Illy changes' la the

school trunture.

We are convismeA, howeeer, that eertaIn prineiple* tuadameetel to

Judaiem hew relevamee is this situatiop,m'
1. Us 'teem tbehNthe safety, eaeurity,

iv depeadem% upon reettot tor the

The question of °lasing" Ile leder

and well-being f all eltisec-

law asid cosplisace with it.

court review and se.ene et Ws

time eas autioipate whether-Oho Supreme Court will review $im
1

Court of Appeals desislon, amd If It does, *het somolusion it

rill reach. therefore extrenely safertuate that ehildies

* ad pareets hove Vet* xpopee to influensem which an oily en

seeder fear, resents/sat and toatility.

2. Judaism %as never sought the redress of golial imPamtlea 17

penalising the sore tortunste is order to provide nore,equiteble

o pportueity for the disaAvaetafeil. Aeirever, from the feria,

. through the prophets, mad manstiag from the'tetailtr ef OV,

tradition has beim the re...aisles that so oeve eleneht of seeletV

eali he eonfortehle sad eamp1dbent while's:others are deprived as4

ss.

1
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diepossoes014 it do our kopo *bat whatever 1ooi0i0e it rendered

and wtatever *truster. for goalie edueatiss sltinately erive0

lo oor sets tblivO vtfl tt tho hieing* dieUsatiet eat tbe sail-

Rue aebieveses$ of quality adulation tor all the Shiite,* et ear
4

sonnunity. sis4 tba Ceert Dietician f 190s it 04 hoes oithiP"

liehod that "separate but quail' is oat SS icaeleptebIS eppreaeh

ts, publisrdusatiel is the tutted Statees V. ogres that tho

ashievemout of gg/lite IA ducatios, poyebelogio011y aS volt ise

aeadenleallg, requiroe Isitgrated sehoole. We aro speeially
eP

eiedful of the role tile publle eehools if *series bare played ls

creating tbe epee eselety and ontributiag to thlwastual sump*-

taco sad respite* f Femme of difforent trsditions and idesti.-

ties !Sr each ether where these b3eetive0 hallo too* Ottethoi.

t are awar of tie **agars ishoreat is mtho two soldelleaw

referred t le tbolleiort of the National gousiesios en Ohni.

Therefore, ant of our epiritual boritago, and ur oonaltseat to

the highest" comeepts of.tbe Americas lionl, re assellotO etr-

selvos with time* s. kre Aedicetid to the aoblevoueat or as

expaadd opportunity forsrthe pwrecit of happlaossm try all

Americans.

3. It is apparant from th exporieace in oonmnaltiee throughout the

United etatos that the attitude of tie eitleass has toe* the

soot Mutely. factor ia detirsiilue the swages or failure, tbe
a.

.sonetriotivo solebuent forward, Or th dloruptive mid SWAM ef-

fort to resist inpouptebeage4w pablis ebool grates". Va

hope that tit. somboro of tbo Losisville.Jwlsh einnessity, taxer.

cleimg their individual joismont sad oboice, oil/ Map oontrib-

nte to an atamliphere that is'oonetruetivo and Will redousi to tbe.

tsuofit of all. AssurnmsimAxtildnimsnqUnunAMMeiteSighOefollie

AM.

a.
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Ethibit No. 88 .

tatussant ian School desegrat ion publinhed in idishop's1/4, Letter, a Dincedanpnblication, May, 1974 by the Rt. Rev. David B. Rood.
A MIMI, IATTIFD

.

on

a- New Life born out of Despair

The tage wasilValil set for'Christians in touleville to appreciate the
true meaning of Rester thia year. .The joy of the first Easter came with an
&vamoose, of new life and hope when the followers or Joeub wore filled stith
glocea oonsternation, pessimism and despair &flask the tragedyof Good Friday.
Toe pattern of new life and hope barn throligh the Cream is an eternal oast
but seldom have the cionditions preceding the celebration of Easter Deg
been as dramatic for us as they ore this year. 7

ke sight go all the way back to the Snfaax4 s Watergetwto document a

Irogina.Peseimiem and dieillusionmmat in.our an irspatkonal Ws. Added to
thie have been4he spiralling costs in what feele likeNkaaway inflation
which wi neitherunderatand norjessase:.to bemoans/ control over. And thee
there are two vary looal pheumisna that have oreated a deepening sena+ of
dfipair and passitration-..the incrediblyr;destruotiVic tornado end tbe aneounce-
sant elitist of whet achool disegration lo going to fnvolve,, All of thee()
items Nave contributed to a general oompunity senals of helilassness,
°osmoses:nit ang even despair. At such a time we gather in dmirati, to sings
"The Strife itfo'er, the battle done, the Victory of life Is Won. The Song
of triumph haa begun, Alleluie." . Are these empty\aVrds or do they really
reflect a faith in new life?

.;-

I use this:pastoral meesage to *aprons my deepest sympathy to thee*
who were directly effected by the devastation of April 3rd. It is dis-
tremsing that for certain legal purposes' such a tragedy iss eometimes celled,
"an act of God". Certainly the God offlove that I know would never have
wilfUllyldestroyed your homes, scettered your heirlooms over ths count:11,1de
and oaused &Isiah to your neighbors end mini. While the loss is being borne
by a relstive few, all of us are deeply cencerneds we cure. The Church, not
as an institution tut as a community of vonearnod people, is anxious to help
wherever we can.

Llthough wartainly'not in the same class as the terrible tornado, it
has been the annoweamment of a plan for school desegration that haa upset
many people at this time. Willa the acteal fadt of this plan is still months
away and may-not even operate am was annOunced last weak, the pOtential.
Impaot en the whole ommnanity Is ruch that it becomes' 4 matter for major
concern in the community. For some people it im terrilay dilaturbing and'
contributes to their general unhappiness coming into th111*Easter season.
Bsoause of the timeliness ard the iupo4 of the school boards' announced
plan and because it iv distresoing so many people I would like to make
four observations about this particular pubjeot, so that you will at least
know where you* biebop standia

First, therm is an obvious advantage in A thoroughly intsgratei school
system. Wen we consider that education in for life, and notwimply for
the purruit of academic subjects, we remognius that in a pluralistic end
oomplately open society ouch as cure eageegated education is inadequate,
.unevsn and Unfair. Advantaged as well, ao economically disadvantuged

!Www,.a0ohildryn are now edesirg out on important dtmensiohs of a full educational
experience. Also oualit4 education in the Amerloan society met be available
eqoally to all and this cannot be aohieved when races, economic classes and
oulturee are separated from each other.

. e
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gemonaly, however, I ma not happy withaassive bL*ing ae a mane to accomplish
this goel. Wile trying to solve one problem Weenies tOtreato more--

, particularly when a child from the Wee, lA4000Wids air years of his life
adjusting to omntinually changing, artificially" ved 804501 camera:Atlasaraidi ars out ,off from hie family and his own' tiaular sub-culture of
American life. llie social and human oost in of imolai dislocation
mayjeell be greater than the progresatowards q ity edueation for all
perfona. If inamdiate desegregation dhat be accomplished so quickly, this
plan may well be the best way to do it, but as a MOWIN to anhieve a desirable
rnd, it does mo at great coot, partioulariy to black children who alresalg
bear so Such of the burden for oux social and economic inequities.

Thirdly, despite what IA just sold, I will support the schobl boards in
their progrom. rematonmitted to a society governed "by laws and will work
with the fasten of oohrts and legislation as vet seek collectivoly to end

thr
quities and failures in our society.

' And ourthly, / would obeervw that the attitude of parents, teachers and
aoammnity leaders can radically affect the way Louisville meets the Challenge_
before It. Wacan bringdisaster on our communitY Ay approaching the next
sichool _roar with fear; reventmeot and a leek of Cooperation. On the other
hand; e meatiest, helpful end optiadatic attitude, with a viejon for a
better Louisville can *eke our schools stronger ahd better than ever next
year,, liken under the strops of some severe sadial dislodation. In the
laetenelysis wv the people will 'make the difference inohr society Ana
it; educational opport4mities:

"MI6 Strife is o'er, the Battle done, The Victory of life is won."
Lester Message which we oflebraile at thls season is a fireless and sternal
'truth for those Wm:, have found real life threugh the Cross. Whether your
crows is the tornado, Watergate, inflation, or the conaequances of de-
ftegration you can know that in dying to soma things in our 14ves, we, who
live bv Faith in God through Chriet, are constant4 being =horn to now
opportunities, new strength and new life. The &Otos message is eapecially
good news to us who live in imuieville thin year.

The Strife ie O'er the battle done
The song of triumph hes begun

74i
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Exhibit No. SSW

A Stetem2nt On School Inturatlon
-1777,1mas J. McDonough

fe'eruary 27, 1974
A

On Dacember 28, 1973, the Sixth U.S. Ciftuit Court of
Appeals ordered a desegregation plan prepared fcs,the Louisville,
.Jefferson County, and Anchorage School Districts to go into effect
1st the beginning of the 1974-1075 school year.

This order presents a set of opportunities and problems
to which all elements of our community are obliged to'respond.
offer,this statement'on behalf of the Archdiocese of Louisville and
the Catholic echools within the Archdiocese. I do sbefter consulta-
tion with the Archdiocesan School poard, the religioes teaching
ordens who.staff many of our Cetholic schools, ane representatives
of vartous AroViocesan agencies and commissions concerned with
community issuers.

. AS a background fcp my.statament I cite0e basic p:in-
-CipleldefIned by the U. S. Supreme Court.20 years ago in.one of the
most momentous decision in our national hIstory:' "Separate educetional .

,facilities are inherently unequal." (Brown v. Topeka, Mey 17, 1954.)

!t;is in the light'of this principlenthat one must consider the fol1oW4,..,
ing points which are containad in thl text of the December 28 optoWh'

of the Sixth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals:

1. The Jefferson Cciunty Sfhool District hes 96,000 students',
. approximately four per cent of whom are black. Sixty-

, five.per cent of all students are bused to schoo),

7.

2. Between 1956-1957 and 1972-1973, the percentage of black
students in the Louisville School District increased from
26.4 tO 50.3. Over 80 par cent of the schools in the
Louisville School District are racially.identifiable.

. The Supreme Court has ruled that a school district must
"eliminate frem.the public schools alI vestiges of state-
imposed segregation. A large number of racially identi-
fiable schools in a school district that formerly practiced
segregation by law gives rise to a presumption 4at this
purpose has not been fulfilled.

#

4. A school board is required to taloa affifmativa action
to bar future discrimination and to sea that no additional

schooli become "racially identifiable." It cannot be

"neutral" in.respect,te Student assignments.

t.

)'\



. The Court does net require use of any particular eethod
nor approve in advahce any pereicular device to alieleate '
all vestiges of state-imposed segregation in Jefferson County.

AS one studies the Court order and notes with misgivings
the controversy which it has sparked, it is impossible not to recall
that in 196 our community basked in tha national limelight for its
leadership in efficient and orderly peblic scheol desegregation.
Eighteen yeers later, we Must humbly and caedidly,esk the piinful
Auestion: What has gone wrong?

The first thing that must ba sald in reply ts that the
issue which confronts usis not simply ae'sehOol problem." It is
a community problem. It is a probl 'for *hose creation and soletion
.e4eryone in the community must.accEpt a share of responsibiliey.

Attempts to fix blame "after the fact" are usually neither
pleasant nor profitable exercises. Bat in the present situition we
must.reflect on 'the missed opportunities during the past 18 yeers to
deal constructively.as a community with the problem which now coz-
front% us. One thinks of the redection of promisirig plans of

.

eschool merger, of invariable resistance to efforts to Orovideebetter
distribution for low-cost housing throughout the metropolitan area,
of a decaying public teansportation eystem, of care lip service
given to fair employment and openehousing laws.

We-have excellent reason to be \p"rad of the progress our
community has mede ieemaey areas in retent years. We have done
well in..teres of brick and porter, but have our priorities bean it
fault? To borrow a wor,d from the Circuit Court's decision have we
been "neutral" about facing up to our Most pressing human and social
problems?

The present Court oreer Yor the desegregation of the
-public schoolsOresents serioue questions for eur local Cathelic
eschools, comprising ds they do the largest private sehool system
ia the area.' To.deal with some of theee quettions in a concrete
fashionrethe Archdiocesan School Board has recomeended, and I have
approved, the following statement of principles and applications in
respect to admission practices for our Catholic schoolse'

I. Principles

A. The basic purpose of Catholic sghools is to assere
that Catholic teuths and values Sre fully integrated
with the student's eife and academic program. Students
should not apply unless they desire and intend, to
participate fully in the religious program of tee school.

-O6



Catholic schOols.must not become havens for those
try'ins to ertccpa integrated public schools. '

. .

C. Catholic schools should emphasile the broodening
and enriching educational opportunitiesafforded
culturally and racially-mixed school situotions.

.17 ( D. Cotholic.schools should continue and Intens*.''
efforts actiVely to recruit teochors and enroll to-
dents to achlavp racial integratiOn.

E. No staff or program expansion, nor .the addition of
classrooms, will be permitted wittoUt.explicit par-
mission of the School Office.

F. Criteria for avollable stUdent cid, work programs;
..grants, an4 scholarships shall continue to feau:ra
first coAsideration to students from low-InC000
fimilies.. (Applicable to high schoola only.)

II. Application of Principles

Priorities for Elematery Schooli

In the admission of Students to olementary schools, thi
order. of Priority shall be as follows. Within each
classification, first consideration shall.be given to
'the objective of furthering racial integration.

1. Children of active parishioners:
a. children from familiks with children already enrollao
b. children now reaching'tchool age
c. children from families newly moved into the parish

whose children have been in Catho4ic schools where
such wart available.

2. Children from nonparish fitlies with studalfts already

enrolled in the school.

3. Transfer students from other Catholic schools:
a. from parish schools that are closing i7

b, from parishes not offering full prosram, 1-8.

4. Children of other parishione:s, may be admitted
Ely if on the basis of personal interview the
4esfFaled perish authority judges the intent and
motivation to be in accord with the highest ideals

. of Catholic oducation, and with the oplicit per-

mission of the s$9.Q...filt___
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Otheristudents (Catholics fra.;;.oLher areas, non-
Catholic transfers) may be admitZed.only if on the

" basis'of Personal interview-the designatarrparish .

autherity judges #a intent and mot:Nati/On tdr4p-in
acterdw4th the'highest ideals_ of Cathelic- edUC4tion.
-and with the etxpliCit.paraisiton-of the SchoolLffice.

In accepting transfer students. '1111sas ;Ay e fillad
by.ustnot exceed:State Oegulations.

friorities for High Schools

In the admisston of students to high schools, the order
of priority shall be as,follows. Within each classifi-
cation, first consideration shall ba given to the oojective
of furthering racial integration.

1. Brothers and sisters of students already-ahr

2. Transfer students from Flaget High School.

3. Ninth grade-Vudents Who are registered and active
members of arta parishes (perennial "feeder" schools).

4. Students from Catholic families relocating from other '

localities, -who have been in Catholic schools where such
were available.

5. Other Catholic students from area parishes may-be
admitted only if, on,the basis of personal interview,
the princi 1 judges the intent and motivatiowto be
in accord-with the highest ideals of Catholic education.

Other s4dents (Catholics from other areas, non-
Catholic transfers) may.be admitted only if, on the
basis of-personal interview, the principal judges the
intent and motivation to be in accord With the40ighest
idealt of catholic education.

In announcing these guidelines, I emphasize the
philosophy within which they have been formulated. I reaffirm tha
basic moral judgment concerning racial discrimination which was
proclaimed by the Catholic Bishops of the United States in 1943,
1958, and 1963:

We insist that the heart of the race question is moral
and religious. It concerns the rights of man and our attitude
toward our fellow man. . . . Discrimination based on the
accidental fact of race or color, and as such injuribus to
Wain rights, regardless of personal qualities or achieve-
ments, cannot be reconciled with the truth that God has
created all men with equal rights and equal 4ignity.
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We reaffinm that segregation thplies that people of
one race are notfit to'associate with another by:sole fact
of race and regardlesS'of individual qtaHt1es. . . .

cannot recOncile such-a judgment withthe Christian vieW.of'
man's nature and rights.

In view Of the graVity of .he moral- Orinci'ple at issue,
it will hot be enough for our Catholic parishes and schools to decline
lo serve aillavens for those trying to escape integrated schools
or simply to refrain from staff or program expansion..

I wholeheartedly approve as official Archdioces'an policy
,the School Board's directive that Catholic schools actively
should recruit teachers and enroll students to achieve racial
4nbegration, and that they should emphasize the enriching educa-
tional opportunities affordedin caturally and racially mixed
school situations.

Furthgrmore, I remindtthe pastors and people of the
Archdiocese that if-Catholic school integration Is to be more than
mere paternalism or tokenism, racial integration must occur
within the larger parish structure. Our parishes.and.thei; variour
organizations should make positive attempts to bring-about neighbor-
hood racial integration through effective open-housin policies:
We should develop more effective "outreach* programs to serve
disadvantaged minority groups.

I direct the Office of Catholic Schools and the Arch- 1

dibeesan School goard to offer their service to all the school's o? the

Archdiocese to assist tham.in ca&yi out the policies stated above.
I request-that by September 1, 1974, these atencies submit te ma a
comprehensive report-on the progre which has been made by the schools.-

Similarice

ffer its services to our parishea in working
l

i
, I direct.the Ardhdiocesan Commisaion on

tdt
Peace and Just
towards the broader bjectives of parish integration. I request

a progress report by September 1, 1974.

The Archdiocese of Louiiville, its schoels, and its ,

agencies stand ready to work with all other groups in the community
in finding the bast solutions to the challenge presented to us by
the recent Sixth U. S. Circuit Court decision. By resolutely putting

aside any temptations to an evasive "neutrality" in the face of

the great social and moral issues of our time, we will prove worthy

of the heritage of our faith and best serve tha interest of our

.total community.

i
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RACIAL JUSTICE, SCHOOL IrnMiEGATION, AND
REINZIDAILOW

.4tatement by Arthbishop Thomas J. McDonough-

On February 21, 1974, on behalf of the Archdiocese of Louisville and its
schools, I issued a statemearon school deiegregation in Louisville anti
Jefferson County. A'complex'series of level developments since that date
leaves uncertein the exact nature and timing of further actions to remove
fromethe public schools "all vestiges of stote-dmpoSed Segregation."
This temporary uncertainty; howevet, must aotdistract us from our continu-
ing grave moral responsibility in respect to racial justice and school doses-
regation.

I again reeffina my full support of repeated statements of'the Cathelic
Bishops of the United States that segregation implies that members of ono
race are not lit for free association elth others by the sole'fact.of race
and regardless of individUal qualities. Such a judpent cannot be reconciled
with the Christiarrview of man'e"nature and rights. (Cf. statements of Cath-
olic Bishops'of the.UAlted States of 1943, 1958, and 1963.)

As4aur schools are now involved in preregistration and program-ItiTanning for
the next sthbel year, I reemPhasize the basic principles OflistYeat's
statementand,reaffirm as Ardhdiocesan policy,ttv guidelines for 'admission
to"Catholicschools. A sunztry of these guidelines is being.sent to all
pastors and school administrators i4 the Arthdiocese.

Because of their'importance I wishit6 recall here three principles con-,
tained iniast 'year's statement: ,

1, Catholic schools must-not become havens for those trying to eova
integrated public schools.

2. Catholic schools actively should recruit teachers and students to
achieve racial integratioe.

3. Rat4al integration should be promoted not onlyinScitools, but within
patiahes-as a 'Whole through neighborhood racial 'integration, the
developmenta.of "outreach" service programs, and all.other available
means.

From reports ivhich L'halre received, I judge th4 most of our Catholic schools
have applied conscieetiously and effectively the admisSionsouidelines esta4--
lished last year. I commend them for their efforts and ask their continuing
commitment. In a few cases there may have beenseme confusion and inconsist-
ency in interpreting the guidelines. I expect that every effort will be
made to eliminate these problems so that in the coming year our Catholic

. schools will offer an uncompromising witness to tha standards established
by the Archdiocese.

710
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I also wish to commend,various Positive efforlip wilich have been wade by
the schools to promoteracial integr4lon apd Snarstending; for example,
the student exchange programs and the pgot=proeram in,black studies now
being deveToped by the Office of Cathofic Schools and a group of parochial,
schools. Also wortWaf citeition is the'Joint recrui,tment program under-

'taken-by the Catholic high schools to increase enrollment of black stidents.
. A

I renew my appeal for,the pursuit of racial justice not just in terms of
scheol desegregation,-but in every aspect of social andeconomic life.,.This
Holy Year calls us as Catlics to the ministry of retoncilietion.--in the
history of our countrY, no roup has suffered under such general and such
cruel discriminatiopLas our:black Citizens. The call to reconciliation,
therefore, compels us to unite in eliminating the many ferMs of blatant dis-
crimination against- black people which still exist in housing, employment,
aild many areas Of ecenoMie life.

In my Holy Year pistoral letter last December I calle:upon the pari-Shes in
the Archdiocese to Inaugurate programs of prayer, study, and action in respect
to the social teaching of the Church. To assist the parishes in carrying out .

this mandate, the Archdfocesan Commission on Peace and Justice will present
during Lent a series of wo kstops for parish-leaders in various parts of the
-Archdiocese. Major emphas s will be placed upon the ChUrch's teaching on
racial justice. I ask par icipation in tha workshops and application of
their results at tha parish level.

,

The courts which must make the decision as to the precise means to be usdi
to "eliminate frOm the Public schoon all vestiges of state-imposed segrega-
tion" have a very difficult task. they aro dealing with the accumulated
evils of generations of' discrimination and segregation in every area of com-
munity life

Nistory and common sediettell us e can be no easy and comfortable, solu-
tions to such deep-rooted probl ur resolve at this point must be that
Oen the final court decisions are nded down,-we shall see to it that theY
are carried out in an orderly and peaceful fashion without disruption of
community life or hem to the schools and their pupils.

,

I appeal to all members of the Archdiocese of Louisville and- to our fellow
. citizens of every religious persuasion to make the cause of racial Justice

ene of the highest priorities in the community life we share. In this effort
let us join both in.work and in preydr.

I.
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§uidcIincs for Adwissions to Ctholic SchOols

AitcHD-ce.iSN OF LOCIWILL4 (revised, 1975)

To assist Catholit Schaal adminibrraiure in weiecling'studunts
eccordiog tekthe objectives Of this tatement., the follOwing principles
and,prioritias regardimg school Adulasions are outlined.

1. Principle's

; Thalia-sic purpoaa.of Catholie'schoole le"to nsure that
Catholic truths andivaluas are fully integrated with the
atuassit's lifeend academic pxogram. Students,ahould not
apply unless 'they desire sod intend to participate fully
im the religious program of the school.

S. Catholict schools must not'beEome havens for those trying to
toecaps Lategrated public schools.

C. Catholic sitiools should emphasize the broadening aad enriching.
educational opportuoities afforded 0 culturally and racially
mixed school situations.

11D. Catholic schools should continuh'end intensify their efforts
to.recruit &tethers and.enroll students to achieve racial
integration.

E. NO'scaff or program expansion, nor the additinn of tlassroome,
will he permitted without explicit permisslon of the School .

Office;

V. Criteria for available stUdant aid, work programs, grants, and
scholarships shall:continue to feature first considerlition to
students from lovpincomm families. (kpplicible to high schools
only.)

11. Application of,Principlos

A. yrloiities for Elementary Schools

icfr

In the admission of stu4Cnts to elenurniary schools, the order
of prioritx shall be as follows. Note: Parish school administrators
are authorited to make discretior.ary exception to these priorities in
favor of furthering racial desegregation.

1. Children of active pa:ishionurs;
s. children from fami:ies with children allready enrolled
b. children now reaching achool age
0. children from issii:ie* newly moved into :he parish whoa@

childrm have-been in Catholic schools where such were
oval:able.

rZ

2. Children-frdm.nonparish familia* with etudenrs Alreedy enrolled
in the school.



.3. Trampler acndeoca from o.:w!r Ceio1c school.:
froo parish schools taac are closing

h. iron parlbhei not Ofiering fuU ptograma, 1-0.

'Children of ocher,parlahionect, may be adQitted orAy if. on the7
basis of perepaal ioterview the designated parish authority
lodges the ,intrint mad gAtilvoiion to he la aecord with the'
highaot ideals of Catholic oducation, and with the eiplicit
permistion of Cup School Nfico.

S. 'Othem tulients (Catholics from other areas, pan-Catholic
-transfers) may be admitted or.iy i1 oa tha bests of personal
.interviaw the desigaateri parish authority ;udges-the intent
and aotivecion to be kia accord with the hiaphest iddiala Of
Catholic educatiom. and with the exp1ick0 peredsairie of'the
School Ofiice.

A '-

In aceepiihg ttanifer students, .c/aeaes may be filled but must
mot emceed State regulations.

S. FriRtities for Utah Wtpolw

In the admissioa of etudeLts to high schools, the order of.priorit,
shall in: as follows. Notvi liigh School 7rincipals ere authorised ,

toAake discretionary WC:iption to these priorities in favor of
furthering retie. deliegregation.

Incoming ninth graders #6 follows:
a. aOplicanle y4ose brothers and sisters are already enrolled

in or graduated from gotholic fligh Schools;
b. other.gradOates di ,Partsh elementary schoolc,
C. appIicanta-from parishes ikehout an Sth.grade, whose.fasilies

have traditionally chosen Cacholic choole.

2. Studaote fres Catholic families relocating from other communities,
who have been atteoding CatHalicimboole.

3. Other Catholic atedents froM area paiishe6 may be admitted
only if, on the basis of persOnel interview. the principal judges
th intent and motivation te be in accord with the highest ideals
of Cathollc ellucerion.

-

a. Other students (Catholics from other area., non-Cathalic transfers)
may he mdmitted.ohl,/ if, oa the hails of personal iaterview, the
priacipal judges the intera bad motiva:ion .to be in accord with

Jha highast idlifs of CacheIia education.

414.
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2 wish to Ilia ;lame mb3o Immo undo public plane os the orderly 004

dowagragatioa v. ktxxedsaatigy
of eabool-ace is . County Aro enrolled in public othools The nafety, a4:0r.

mad pasta of mie4 of all children are out^ovowri4104 oblicationo.

Difformacas of -.pintos do exist aoccerniaz bociad se m moan okaal.inviii:t1.0

of tan Citholic chi 3 er..0

racial balsams is the acho6le reoloirod by tha Cett:ts. 2n split) of thia U6a aatio 0

tterleas duty te aphotr.the coact ordor164 Wta othowa to de lamina.

I millaturepeik again of ear Catholic school:: inrolatioa to publia*

Araholimamao of Immievillo Ginza ito ontatalabaoot)fa 4=; 114.2

operated . Ix opits of thin *wow* finauciai cholla-ago the othoefigtf
Parcx41.4

of emrthildrea ors in Catholic eahoot,A tho drok4iocono maintains macAllki SLJ

saimitasat to pressime sad Laprawe thoao Gaboala to the limit of Ito aspao.'.Xy. L.

the soma time it shallbe(amt concern te soo thst Cacao oclodelo place no lapaJiLaat

in the may of ihe coast actor. 6.

116 ribrtarrii74. oaf 41101s la February of this liar Z losuod mtetaaamte

'ASTglatind Chai'seathollo othools mast not hccono havoL Mar thoao tryina to anzapo

01202;rata4 Maio ochooLo." mid that racial intazration abomid he gota: Naitb.0

variant/1.pm a ibeaa." I ape wish to reaffirn those otatettoato.
.

furthermore, I otroasly comma tho offorta nods last yoar to novelop 404

Osman programs te yies children in Catholic schoola tho opObttonity for *Wit;

contaists mit; childfea of °thou. *conceit sad racial backmaa4s. Pro:roan of it11.1.a

typO have boom planned far the coning Gehool year. I lays that participation le auGh

cpgraas be ittLosoed so amok as possible..

Mother matter that c000po am is eilif aerloma probluaof tho orderly am,o;

transportation of thememads of private +Ad paroch40,1 aahool etWouto mbo Lava railer

*a.
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I

see County school hose*. If the elcal plan for datocrocatloa.4.14co.al ley t'..o Court

totally eihmets the curtest tramtporzatioaofacliit;oa of the JaZfor.oa Cowl), SeL.J1

Mord, other imams of tit/importation v.ii o toc4o4 for noa-pohlle ne400l

NO oos cm hop indiffOrout to tho saaty of.thiewaulda of *Chool In

,the esonueity. Tor ems V years couatr govaruccat haa provldt4 traaapartatLon f

thitdres etteodiss privetirend parochial ochoop,it the mon where thia 'norvicZ:

oecesiory for their safety. Greatly lainril.lad traffic and tba abacuct ol

walks is some mellow of ttioomaty. malto !,?lo cotall'aore nocataary thaa,ovor

-loafers.

for thisresoos Jeffersoe Counmeovorrcant.tas hudgotad Olinda onbr44l;.,

tronsportation for ocerlublit school children iurinc the coning Year- :2, a t47

be the case, this service cannot ho provided throweh the uce of tho county ach4ol

trotoportetios fealitiso we chill; that other local mama of trikoportazion

be explohd to bow these &Llama off the hichways. ,211.0

Heady hes bele44e4she4 fa.r this Ilurooso ankisefthe nano of thozo

sad thoir parents I oak the county gal/aromas* ;a rsclut all proo'suros to uaa'th.:.A

41\money for other purposes. It hat hoot our fscire to ik. ropreamtatloce_to

the tounti`goverretect amaeorains this castor but vjtutrs nos yet had tha opportu...4

te do se.

On Aoguot 31, the doadoy procodinotho opcalit Of the nod school ycAz X

sequoia*: that opOeisl trews be offered in oll ths Cotholic'eaurchaA cod Di '

tio Archdiocese 4sh1ss God's bleaoinzu upoa all our r.hool.g, ouLlic u.1L

Hey-Cod bloom sod'otAt all of us la coating tho reoponnibilltico cLIch

ore poo plated upon us ott4or GO4's Providanto.

`4".40.3.1a J. IlcDonou-.

Archblohoo of LOliGkriLao.
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Erisibit No. 84
S. Allen Best
Junee,m14.,19/6

In .the summer of 1975 the community was motionally tense Over

the,probapi ity of.the school merger.and of the possibilitp of a

tiurt order from the Federal Court ordering massive busing for

purposti of sChoal desegregation. 1;

The State Legitlatuie had apprOVed the merger. The LogOvtile

Board of Education had askd for 'merger and in the few wieks Of the

summer the merger aceme a fact. Then the Court order jas handed
,

doin for the desegregation of the schoOls which called bra ltrge

and comprehensive busing operation.

Either one of the two opications Wavenough to create Problems

requiring the wisdom'uf Solomok-and the patience of Job, but when

they were undertaken at the same time and under the order-Of the

Cour .the.problems kept Mounting one upcin another.

The community became polarized, threats were made, accuse

by ssociatioo,were the order of the dy.end soma violence and,

ons

vandalism took place. Various groups met over a period of months

seeking ways and means to alleviate end to conciliate thip tense

situation.

There has been% question concernin0 the matter of busing

children in order to transport them from their home to a school.

This has been done over a period of 50 years and is a universal

and accekted means of transportation for the chi)dren. Buts,when

busing was ordered for the desegregation of the schools in order

to achieve a specif
.

t percentage of black children to white

children the probl s were magnified.

7
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Several besic temeti should be stated:

1. .The very best education possible fer all the child en.

2. Improved school facilities for the childr

3.. Provide the.fineit equipment for 011.

4. Provide the best teachers avallable'for the'children.

It is still too early to a Complete picture of the

problems which have erisen o r what has been caled 'forced bus-
.

-ing"; this will probably taif.n another five to ten years or longer.
,

It is apparent, however, fro* various reports of educatorst par-

ents, and children that the owerall quality of4education has de-

tarlorated during the past year.

Noreover, this school problem is.direct y rlated to housing

smd"to'quality education. In order to alleviate the situation and

bring about batter understanding and improved educational standards'

for all the children, i believe that we should,insist upoe_the de-

velopment of greatly improved housing and ducational facilities

in the.inner.cify and throughout the entire school system. Too

little has been done in these two areas duringg-the past00.years.

411 of this is tied in with the economic factor Which has keen re-
.

slated to the very heart of the problem from the beginning. .

The entire gamut of emotional strain has been brought into
4

the pictu re, racial and cultural prejudict, fear and dfstrust,

,half-truth and grolandless rumor, -Hall hart added fuefto the fires_.
that have stirred this communitysOdeeply.

fie
4

0
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The Coartas hove had an xtremely difficult task and ought,

not beblamed for all of the problems that have grown out of themi

tituation.

The solution to the problem s not to be found in attacking

the symptoms, but rither in deffning and understanding the prob-

lem and moving Steadily to remove the causes.

It will require a working together by' the leaders of the

.community. It can be solved by good,people when they make up.

their minds to become Part of the solution rather than part of

the p'roblee itself.

. .AboVe all, it must be recognized that this is an extremely

complicated problem and will require ties, patience, trial and

.error to solve. There is no simplistic answer; but there are

solutions. We must believe that,and work to find them.

Siiice the Courts have based their decisions.for desegregation

of the schools on- the belief, evidently, that.the children of' the

Imner City hod been treated unjustly and inequftably, 'Mallet's that

by meeting the two major needs as referred to ebove (improved

housing and schools), would help remove the bleic causes for the

decision of the Courts.

I 1m strongly in favor of doing everything possible to improve

the housing, the educational facilities, and processes, and the

cultural' opportunities for all children throughout thd Louisville

Jefferson'County Area.

G. Aloien West

ne.
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Exhibit Ara SS

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OP KENTUCKY

AT LOUISVILLE

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA

VI.

A F F' IDA V T

JAMES LUCKETT, Recording Secretary,."'
. Local 761, International Union of
Eleetricals, Rad/p, endiewhine Workere,
5153 Poplar Levin Road

. LOuieville Keetucky

PLAINTIFF

DEMIDANT

Now comae Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman of.the United

States Commission on Civil Rights and declares am follows:

1. At 900 a.m., Monday, June 14, 1976, pursuant to its

Statute, the United States Commissi,T on Civil Rights (hereafter

-referred to as "the Commission") convehed.its hearing an sehool

desegregation in Louisville and Jeffervon County:1n Strickler

Kall, Belknap Campus, University of Louisville, Louisville,

Kentucky.

2. Among witnesses subpenaed to attend were.James Luokett,

Rewording Secretail, Local 761, International Chian of liectrleal,

Ra4io end Maine Workers.

3. Mr. Luckiitt appeared at the, Commission's hearing on

June 14, 1976, but refused to be slam and refused to submit

to questioning by th Commission.

4 At no time ha . Luokett or his counsel contested

the validity Of the mdopena or the service of said subpepe

requiring.his appearance and testimony.

72
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On the after of June IS. 1976, the Chairman of the Commissioe

found Mr. Luekett ty of mmntumecy or refusal to obey a subpoena

directed that the matter be turned over to the United States

ttorney acting- fog sod on behalf of the Attorney General of the

ited S tee under the provisions of 42 0.0.C.A. 19750)(g).

ce%unse further advises the Court that all pre)equisites of

the statute, 42 U.S.C.A. 1975, and the Comelesion rules and regulations,
,

have been complied with by the Commission A bolding its present ..140.

hearings. (Attached hereto are summaries of the Osseo of In re

Wallace, 100 F.Supp. 63 (N.D.Ala., 19591 and Hanneh v. Larche, 363

U.S. 420 (1960k4ethe only reported cases Lnvolving the United

States Commission on Civil Rights.)
..---

1....

WHKREFORS, the United States moves the Court under the provision,"
S

of ta u.s.c.A. 1975(d)(g) La issue to Mr. Luckett an Order requiring

him ta appear before the Commission or a subcommittee thereof, be

iworn and submit to questioning on subject matters and give testimony

touching the matter under investigation on Wednesday, June 16,

1976, at 1130 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

_
George 3. Long
United States Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF SSRVICZ

I certify that a copy of the foregoing Motion end Order wore
aerved on James Luckett, 5153 Poplar Level Rood, Louisville,
Kentucky, and William L. Hoge, III, Attorney et Law, Suite 1112,
Kentucky Home Life Building, Louisville, Kentucky 40202, by mailing -

same to him or delivering a copy to them personally this /6 day
of JUSIO, 1976.

is-

United States Attorney
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MIT= STAIRS DISTRICT COURT
MUTT= DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY

AT 1.430IEVILLI

-0?73 4(60
UNITED STATEN OF Amitica PLAxmTur

VII. MOTION

JAMES LOCKETT, Recording Secretary,
Local 761, International Union of
Electrical Waif/tete
5153 Poplar Level Road
Louie,t1L. , itentutit/

DEFENDANT

omes the Attorney General of the United States by and through

the UnitmikStates Attorney, George J. Long, and advises the Court

that pursuent to 42 Ofil.C.A. 1975(d)(f) the inited States Commission

on Civil Rights, an agency of the Federil'Governnent established

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 1975 et seg. caused to be issued a subpoena

on the above-named James Luckett oommending him to appear on Juno

14, 1976, at 9:00 A.M. in Stricker Hall, -Belknap Campus, University

of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky. (Copy of subpoena attached

attached hereto ime Enbibit A)

Counsel further advises the Court that on the 14th day of

June, 1976, Mt. Luckett did appear at the Commission hearing but

refused to be sworn and eubmit to any'questioning by the Commission.

James Luckett, by counsel, William L. Hoge, III, filed At Notice,

Motion and Order before the Commission to quash the subpoena based

upon various and,sundry reasons. The Commission in session heard

the reasons advanced by counsel and by Mr. Luckett. Mr. Lockett,

through counsel, has at no time oontested the validity of the

subpoena. Reasons advanced by counsel for Mr. Luctett have addressed

themselves excluiively to the substance and scope of the quostioning.

The Commission on the morning of June 15, 1976, after deliberation

denied the Motion to Quash and ordered Mr. Luckett to be sworn to

submit to questioning and give testimony before the Commission.

Counsel advises the Court that at this time Mr. Luckett still

refused to be sworn and submit to questioning by the Commission.
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UNITED STATES DISTIICT COURT'
WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY

AT LOUISVILLE

team STATES OF ANKSICA PLAINTIFF

Vs. ORER

JAMES LUCKETT, Recording Secretary,
Looal 761, International Union of
Electrical Workers DEPESDANT

This matter coming oh before the Court on motion of the United

States and the Court being sufficiently advised,

It is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED Chat the said Jameseuchertt,

Recording Secretary, Local 761 of the International Union of Lies-

tricel Workers, shall appear before the United States CC:mission on

Civil Rights or a ubcommIttee thereof, be sworn, submit to questioning

and give testimony touchimg the matter ander investigation, on

-Wednesday, June 16, 1976, et 100 P.M. at Strickler Hall, Belknap

Campus, University of Louirville, LouisVille, Kentucky.

Dotted this' /6 day of June, 1976.

Pn,"44

Copy too

United States Attorney

United Statiss Cunmission nn
Civil Rights

Counsel fox defendant
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UNITED STATICS, OF AMERICA

COMMI5SION ON CIVIL HIGHT'S,

RETURN ON SERVICE 4

(To be completed by person strong thc subpenta)

,1 (211w)L ( 97 5453 Pogaz 4ev4( Pct.
asset

at

Qvt(-4- f .LIL (place). _, 1 terve.....44.d the original of this,

swbpena on the within named L'Uthl-111
bY delivering a copy of Ike said subprna. together vii h a copy of the Notice of Hearing published

Am VII 117 at page elelf"41 and tendering to
in the Federal flegsster on

h the fee for mileage allowed by law.

Mileage Fees Fendeted

1 wet (at /or per mole)

Norbretthrd arid sworn befertr me, a

this day of

Privacy Act (5 USC 552a) Form attached:

CIVIL RIGHTS AC

(f) The C.11.11f5500. or on the authorisation of the
Comousaion any subcommittee of two pi ITWre members,
at least ene of whom shall be of each mato; political
party, may, for the purpolLe of tiaiiying out the provt
soma of this Act, hold such hearings rind act at such
hrries and plates as the COrnn7111100 or such uthorired
subcommittee may deem advisable. Suhpertat for the
ttendance and testimony of witnesses or the production
of winten or other matter may he mimed in accordance
with the rules of the Commission *a contained in section
102 (0 and (it) of this Act. over the signature of the
Chaitmen of the CO.Mliss1"n or of such subcommittee.
and may be wired by any person designated by such
Chairman The holding of hearings by the Cordbussion,
rw the appointment 0/ a tutwommittee to hold hearings
pursuant to this subparigraph, must tre approved hy
majwity of the Commission, or by a mammy of the
members present at a meeting at which at Sebat a
quorum of lbw members ia present

Ilia tit 12

19

OF 1957

(g) In raw of contumacy ot refusal to obey a sub.
penis any district court of the United Stens or the
United States court of any territory or. potemetateat. Or
the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of which the inquiry
is carried on or within the turtsdirnon of which mkt
person guilty of contumacy or refusal to obey is found
or resides or is domiciled or transacts business. or ha*
appotnted an agent for receipt of service of process.
upon application by thc Attorney General cif the United
States shalt hare ititsarty tiOn tO tasuie to such person an
tirder requiring such person to appear before the Com
mission or a subcommittee thereof, there, to peOduce
pertinent, relevant and nonpririfeged ritidence if go
ordered. or their to girt testimony touching the matter
under investigation. nd any failure to obey such order
of the court may he punished by said court as a goo-
tempt thereof
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UPOTIKD *TATES Or MAKPI1CA

COMM111211004 01.4 CIVIL IIIGKTIS
I. ti

RUSSIVIIIA

James Lugkett, Recording Secretary

UTE Local 761, 5153 Poplar Level Road, Louisville, Ky

GREETINGS:

PURSU ANT to the authority of Public Law 83J15, as ameneted, 42 U.S.C. 1925 es sat-

May 14,end Nonce of Hearin ksuing bans duly published in the Federal Register MN

1976 2°°°9--... CePy of which is attached heretopp
rot, ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to he and appear before the Unita Slates Commies-sit:2u on

Civil Rishiz, or o duly appointed Subcommittee thentai, at HearinsfSession for /Thole of sub-
June 14, 76 9:00"

partaad docuntaatt ou _ ................ -
*t:L 109, Strickler Hall, Belknap Campus, University of

Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky_

then and Mere to testify with respect to oho you way knoll, rriatiw to nitrites matters of inquiry

committed hy law to ass consideration of said Commission, and sot to &port without inure of

said CONM11101,1, 1111;1

YOU ARE' HEREBY COMMANDED FURTHER to briars with you and produce before said

Commaissrom, or a ifuiy authorised Subcommittee thertf, the following:

-

HEREOF PAIL NOT,oJ you rill slam* your default under the pain, end penalties in such

oases made and pnYcrided as Sertious 105(f) and 105(U) of the Civil Rights Act of 1952, at emended

(42 11,SC 197id(f) nal /975d(g)), reproduced herein.

PURSUANT le Me Rule, on Iteenngs *the Uniteer Stole, Comm:se:on ON Civ,l Righb,

510 W Broadwaycopy of IS, ADC 4 olGotAed leevelo. as office has been established at: _

Su I te (08 LOul8vtUe, .Kentucky. (502). 582-514

for the 4e444,1 of requests authorised under the Ruin and for the racrrpt of other coamisiratioas

lo Me Communion with respect to the Homing and thu tubprosa.

Issued b7 the United States CONIPPlisPol1 Oft Cited Rights, and

Galles mites, my hand tau ,... day of MAY. 00.1(1.

:2,
Citairasaw

m.
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I declare the foregoing to be a true and accurate

account.

yun

Specialist
U.S. Commission an Civil Rights

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of.

June 1976, by.James Arisman.

IV Commission EXpiresi

4,

f

KENTUCKY
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT-OF KENTUCKY

AT musvILLE

AFFIDAVIT
e

Comes James krisman, after being duly sworn and. steates

As follows:

1. That affiant did, on Jtire 9, 1976, at 5153 Poplar

Level Road, Louisville, Kedtucky, Personally Serve the

original of.a United States Commission din Civil-Rights subpena

in the name of James Luckett, Recording Secretary offIUE

(International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers)

Local r6x, on the aforesaid James Luckett at the aforesaid '

address by deliverinva copy of the saidIsubpena, otogethbr
2 4.

with a copy of the Notice of Hearing published in the, Federal

Register on-May 14, 1976, at page 20009 (as amended May.20,

1976 atr page 20734), copy'of the United States Ccdnission

on.Civil Rights Rules on Rearings (45 C.P.R. Part 702), and

,

4
a.eopy of a Wilted States Commission on Civil Rights form

e6CR Form 181; February 1976) rel:ting information Wrequt'red
,.0 ,

under the Prikacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a).

2. That copies of the,:documenta referred to under
f+

'pargraph 1 herein are attached herelo and incorporated by

referexpe:t (t'

3. That the acts by affiant referred to underly

herefn'etfecting service. were done pursuant tic. and in
.

. complircewith,42 U.S.C. dec. 1975d (f) and 45 C.F:R. Part, 702.

,

9

"I.
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4.

5. Mr! Luckett through counsel on June 14, 1976 moved

the Cammission to'quash thi subpena raisimg aguments concerned

exclusively with the substance and scow of'Questions he

antiCipated would be asked by the Commission._

.: 84. That motion' WAS denied by the CommNOSion 5...Tuesday,

JUne 15, 1976 after deliberation,.
t...., .

. 7. Mr. Lubkett continued to refuse to be sworn and
. .

submit to.questioning.:

8. On Tuesday, June 15, 1976, the Oommission through ,`'

.

,

fici

its Acting General unsel declared eft follows:

.4*

"...Mr. ,Luckett's Ccmcluct constitutes a refusal

to obey the Commission'S subpena'and,ii contuma-
,

olous and that purisuant tikstatute, this mattes

wAll be referred to the United ttates Attorney f

for this District who will be,rewsted to seek
"

an order from the Federal District Court requiring

Luckett to altear before the Commission and

to testify, without waiving ttis oonstitutional

right to refuse to :answer any, specifie question."'

4 I declare the foregoingito be.a true and accUraie aceouni.

r

U.S. Commission pn Civil Bights
- /

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before Me this / 'day of jung,,

1976, by Arthur S. Flemmi
0

My Commission Expires:

MAW ?tJBLIC,
KENTUCKY

8

a

44.

.1



UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIYIL RIGHTS

, C s

HEARI:SO Oh SCHOOL DESEGREGATION Excerpts of Evidence
1a LOUISVILLE-JEFFERSON COUNTY. June 15, 1976.

(Appears ces'es bereiorpre noted.)

FLEMMING: The hearing will be.in order.

Counsel. Will call the first witnesses,

R. GLICK: Mr. Chairman, as tgreed Upon yesterday

ftertloon, we are going to call,this Morning as talOtrst wit:

n 7

osa Kr. James Luckett.

Luckett.

JONES: Mr. Chairman, I am Foster Jonsgs, attorney,

asAciste4 with Mil. EMI]. Hoge, Whole rUnning, late tOday.

:,/ you ape aware we filed A motion to epaSh the subpeni.

I believe it's wit4in'Mr. Luckatt',0 'rights to refuse to teetify;'

,

he does rsruse to testiOt-we respectfully requiegt: that you with,w.

draw your aubpena. He will not be sWorn:in; he will net testify.

CHAL1I.NA,14. FIZIRdiNG: ,Your.nimi.ii?

MR. JONES: Foster:Jones, ettOrneyieassociated.with

110. 'Hoge, who appeared with him-yesterday.
-

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING: ,I assuMe Mk. Hoge inn:ill:led-you of
.

ttio fact that the Cohmission would bake the motiOn that was
'A

.made yosturday unlor advisement and wOuld render a decision

toiv.

JON5J: Yes, sir.

CHAI*Arr 1NG: We are now preiSawd to render that

..dacision.

.29
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M. JONES: Yes, 'sin.

CRAIRMAN FLEMMING: If yoixwoulejuct join you,.'

Jamos Lnckett has requested that the U. S. Commission on

Civ hq;;-its quash the subpana served On him on June third, 1976.

2.

dc,241 not claim that the subpina was improperly served. Thm
,m

waa serveCupon him in accordance with 42 U3C, Section

1975-(a), which gives te Commission the power to subpsna witnesses,

for attendance awl teetpony at hearings!

nr, ToUekett, in.taa lotion and affidavit, ta forth several

reasons for requesting the Commission to quash his subpsna. He
. A

A

urthar States t h is thm defendant tn a lawsuit with both

'C'iviimand criminal liability, and that to taitifY at the hearing;

.!pou11 prejudice ali (Wohdants.

This claim is igrelevant to the issue of respondingtothe-
-

:.1..b33aa. Th3 subpena is a command to appear. The proper proca-

ftf tR subpena is to.c'omply with its command

N
t;.) object to spacl..fic questions. Responding to a subpoena

dO.3c not conatituti avaiVer of any Constitutional rights, and

v-10a ,. rights can bo raibed at any time during the- questioning

Furthergoro, both counsel for the CoLmiasion and the'

members of the Commission have assured Mr. Luokett at yesterday's

pUblic hearing that no questions will be apked wbioh would relate'

in any way to the pending lawsuit. Tra qusetion were asked Mr.

Luckett or counsel felt related tore pending lawsuit; objection

euld e made to the asking of the question and that objection

would be considered by theemmisSion.'

Mr. Luekett further states that there are othervoho are

as mai:table or better able to testify,-thet.his tvtimony may be



cumulative, and that he ham already furnished dpcuments to the

Commission. These reasons for Quashing the subpena are not

valid. The statute under which we operate gives the.Commiesion

dieeretia'as to whomto call as witnesses for iti hearing'.

The fact that Mt. Luakett has coMplied with Commission requests

up to now is only testimony to his good #Paith. .

I
.

,

Mt. Luckett's last argument to the Commission is that the
(

,
,.eubpana does na.suffiCiently designate the possible areas off

examination, so he is unable to properly prepare for his testi-

.simony

and t therefore constitutes a denial of due process.

116.

0 "`- Firet,

MO'
and,bY compli

mentioned aboVe, eubpenies are a command'to appear
, .

e the witneas 'does not waive any COnetitutiOnel

rits whicn he ma;, claim at any timeduting*his questioning.

SeCondly, the fact the-Commission Staff has intervieied Mr.

Luckett,ahd be)ies answered. and haeeven provided documentsto

the

,

!
Cotrifesion.has acquainted him with the isauea of this hearing.

Fipally, the Commission's atatUte allows a broad,scope fot

ComMission Investigation. The only limitation expressed

statute is that hearings be held and subpenaes issue, quo e, fOr.

the pu:,pose of carrying out the Orovisieha of Ws Act,.aloS4

quote: 'The subpena warS aerved in accordance with iltatutory

authority and should be complied with by,Mr. ;.uckett.. He may,

ofeurse, bring toUnsel, who,aay adviso'him not to anawer'cer-

tain questions, or raise any other objection to queations that
V

hp deof-reo to raise.

417 3

a
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,oIn view of the foregoing, the Commiesion has determtned to

deny Mr: Leckett's motion and quash its eubpenWand has determined'.

to require 'him to teatify.

If a subpenaed person refuses to comply with the-Cammieeton'S

Bobpena, the U. S. Attorney 46,,authorized pureuant to Section

197560 to 111)01; to the District 0ourt for an enfOreement order.

If the Court issoet such antorder and the.Bubponaed person Oils.
I

to obey, ahp or he may be poniehed by said court for Contempt.

I would'like to stress partidularlx the fact thattbe Com-

mission has weighed very mirefully the
,

argument in tie, motion

relative to a poedble confliqt between.the estiMony!given at

thin hearing and the peneling lawsuit where Istr. Lockett le a def/1:11

dart. As indicated in the statement-that I havejuet Mad, Mr.
. ,

.

Lotc., either persnally orlthrough his attorney'i canobjeet to

..rmg .Thestion which in his judgment reltitee to thy liendilg,laWiuit#

I:Dtn .spunael forL,the Commisaion and meMbere,nf the.Commission,

yestenday and,again today, have giVen assurance that they have no .

intention of aSking'any lueetion which would bear in any way,
c
on the pending lawsuit.

Now, if Mr. Luckett Dr his attorneys would like tp-ask any
s

questions relative, to our ruling, they are certainly-7-We ear-

talnA7 aPpropriate for them to do oo, either,right now; or. to do.
-

so,in consultation with-our attorneys. And,I would be very glad

to spend this part of the hearing, to provide.Mr.vLuckett and hie

-attorneys with the opportunity,of consatingJurther with oUr

1
10



counsel before they react to the rtiling that the'-doemilision has

mad!.
.

MR. :TONES: Ne would like five minutes to talk

your counsel.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING: ParOonme?,,

MR. JONES: We would.like five minutes io talk with"
. mar couneel.. It,won:t be any longer than that.

CHAIRMAN right. We will proceed lath

the hearing, and when that consultation ie ilmished we oan resume

%thin part'of the hearing.

KR. HOOE1 I wo4d suggest that wgneed to talk to the

General Counsel, beeause we have got to determine what the next

step is going to be. If other counsel knowa, that's fine.

CHAIHMAN FLEMMING! Mr. Olick is questioning the next

"Mr. Eartog is prepared to repress:4 him. But if you

still want io Conan. with.hiM, Why, we can do that a lit le'later,

lkfter we' 'Aive finished with thiS panel.,

Co,Unsel will call the :laid witneenes.

:;"

* . *



CCHAIRMAN VIEWING:- Prior to calling the neXt

witnees,. I would,like to have counsel presant'a mS.tteri'.

MR. GLICK: Mr. ChairlaeA, Yesterday at the Commission

4earthr. Jaoa Luckett, Recording Secretary for IMIOcal 761,
,

. ,

a witness stho had been properly subpenacd by, the' tr. S. CoMmisSion ,

on CivilRightsi presented through counsel-a iotien *queshthi

subpar:a andfused Whe sworn and:to testify. Vhereupon;%the,

Cómmission tooki the motion under aevisement and with therstatts-

ment that the aubpena wet-still in fore's, required Mr. LUokett .

4,

to :turn to the heariAg this morning,,June 15;1976, to'be

aiTisli of the dessmiersioni de4a1On.
,

At nine Wile* thie,;mornin6 %he Commi!aion announced

taal it had relebted Mr, Luckettle motion and agstip., requested

;,u,Aett to be :wore and-to testify.. Mr. Iuckett agiA4 '
refu33d..

>
Subsequently; through his counsel, Mr. Luckett wai offered'

..

the opportunity to Ixppear,before the Commission in a closed

eIYcdfive session. lilis offer was also reiused.ir-,/
Therefore, the United States Commiasibn on Civil Rights

has determined and instructed me to announce that Mr; Luckettla

condbct conetitutes a refusal to obey the Commission'S subpena

and is contumaCiOus and that pursuant to statUtei this matter

will be r3ferred to the united States Attorney for this District
,

who will be requested to seek an order from the Federal District

Court requiring Mr. Luckett to appear before thz Commission and

.4

. b. 4

9



'to testi rY wtheut waiving his Constitutional right to refuse to

andwor tulfiiveicific question.

I, CHAlo'L. KN(7IES, Notary Puhlie 1..6 and for ihe Diatrict

of Columbia, tine thu Official Repcirter.inv this matter before

tho Cnitoci. States-Commission on Civil, Rights,:certify that -the

foregoing excerpts of evidence ere a full, true land complete

truns.:ript. ct 'tho tostilmny And Otatomonts so Made.

4. eJsa.inaion
.x4;-.t.;t- 14, ifl9.
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Exhibit No. 36

At the time ULAB was formed, Lecal 761 had taken a position on our
educational symtem over l yeare before (February 10, 1974).

That position wan presented in the form of a resolution that was
meant to contain 4 things:

10

1. Uparade the school systems in Jefferson County ao that
"all" schools would be modern.'

2. Hire teachers of the highest caliber for 011 schools

3. To be against busiag, the forced kind, because that
would not correct anything.

L. It wss drafted by'a black male and white female so
it wesn"t intendecito be a racial issue at any time.

That is still the position of LoCal 761.

At the tin* CLAD was formed that was the position of Lonal 761. It
still is our position and will continueto be as long as Iam Presi
dent.

#t the time UIAB was formed, there were many leaders and many organize
.

tions that we could halal met with and backed, if I felt a labor organiza
tion should,loin, be a part,of or flirth. Since we had had.a running
gun beItle with oneoutside organiiiiion, who wanted to represent one
race of our members, I felt that there was no way to support or join
withanother outside organization, and do things under their rules.

P
So the conclusion'I came up, with waa ttiat Local 761 weuld not join or
associate with any-group. For an example, whij.0 I was in Toronto, Canada
attending a GETUE Conference Board Meeting, Lbtal 761 wanted to demon
strate and.did by using the parade Permit lo4 a Reverend Hughes. I saw
the results of that on TV, where Mr. Hughes could have gotten us in ,

ttouble (with 9urAnternational and also aur Membership). But still,
I knew.that in numbers there was 8pea;011. It was decided that, if
we couldn't or didn't go it Slone,11,e,fis a Local, had two choicess

1. Try tto find enough Union Locals who could)oin hands and
, fight our battles for 0 better cOmmunity .

2. We could just drip, the whole issue and allow our members
to hurt other organizations to get rid of their anger
with.

We tried 01 and it was aucceadtUl. Now I feel that at.this time ULM is
about to become a stick of dynamite. To be very honest with you, I will
not play.with dynamite. An an other human beings, I have a tendency to
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protect myself. That is the reason for my requesting this meeting.'
I woNtld like to voice my opinion of what I feel is neceseary to
protect myseif and WI Locel'a Memberehip.

1. U1AB must act separately and independently and in no
way be affiliated with, work with, be a party to or
have any connection withvany group outside organized
Labor,

2. all recommendations and deeisiona must be made by members
of UIAB,(Members of Local Unions

3. An attorney must b4 contacted and coneulated as to ULAB
rights and especialli in the field of Immo.

4. All officers in ULAB must net be a pembsx of July OUteide
organizetAcn regardless of hougood or how bad that organi-
aation. Thia excludes Fraternal (such ae Knights of Colum-
bus or Masons) religions (net including Reverend Hughes or
Southern Christiana, etc) or political (not including com-
munist) organizations.

5. ULAB must not be a discriminatory orAaritzation sither iA It'prde
or actions. Thisrincludes racalasx, national origin, martial
status, religion of political belief. (Again excluding C00-
munist.)

T

46. ULAB mutt file all papers of any natu're, including finance,
that are required by our Federal, State or Local Government.

7. The dKes for ULAB must be left up to each local as to how
'they are collected. I strongly recommend, td-each Local,
that it be on a voluntary basis.

B. Until Purther change in lila, I recommend that dues only be
collected as needed.

9. until ULAB changes its name 41 will atick strictly to the
issue it was formed for, arid make recommendations to the
proper people1 a solution to the problem. In other words,

strongly recommend that ULAB insist that the children of
our Community have a quality education, through be t
and equalizing all Schools. Thib includes buildIs, acilities
Ind if necessary, teachers.

10. In the Putuee I can see trio changing its name and becoming
0.L.B.Q.C. (as a 1st suggestion). ()MCC would stand fof-
Organized Labor for the Betterment of our GoMmunities and
Colintrv.

11. UIAB must be a non.violent organiztion. It's fights must
be through demonstrations, marches, politics, etc, not
planned violence of anykind.

7



12. ULAB must be A two party organization at least. In other
words, it must put the blame on the correct politicians,-
regardless of party, or the cloeeness ofthat,party. Each'
politician must be judged by his or her actions, not what

jthey say they have done.

13. All Local Union Presidents should be on a recoammmdation
coMmittee. If the'officers of ULAB feel that aAy of these
rules or the canetitution must be chamged, since the Lodal
Presidents arethe ones who-have to face their memberehip
and answer to 'their reepective International, they can
protect U1AB.

.

Af
ULAB must worewithin the rules of the Houseof Labor as
the Local, PresdAsttSli*erorerthose rules.

15. Imo will consist of any or all Local unions that bargain
for employees and are recognized by the Nuts, regardless
of whether they are AFt-CIO or not. Bach new Local enter-
ing will be investigated as to their validity, by a screen-
ing committee.

16. All ULAB Meetings must be open to the prose so 1qpitJail the'
.

press reports the. facts. It cannot be a secret organization.

17. ULAB muet have a fact findinercommitteevAppointed by ULAB
officers, that are honee t. and cannotIe'swayed. (Trials
Committee).

These places where I have used the words 411_or must, Mean that
these particular parts hsve to be met to clear Local 761. In the-

. places I have used "shauld" or other words like it, mean that I
on1Y AUggest this.

I woad like to repeat What I said at the time ULAB was being formed. .

Neither Local 761 or myself desires to dictate to ULAB. We do not
desire any more public attention than we alrmady get as being a Local.
I, alquwith moet of our officers, have a very full time job.

But I shauld say to yoe in all fairness, the reason for these reles Are
to protect me and-itrfacal. That,is a poor choice of words, but I
should have aaid to protect me as President of Local 761 end the other
officers and Membership of Local 761.

Thanks for yaur tine and attention, bet in this case I felt this was
necessary and also it woUld give the officers of UIAB guidelines or
rules to live by and pretect them instead of having to go at business
hap-hazardly.

Kenneth C. Cassady J
P.S. Other rules and regulatic;na or things added to a Constitution
can be addedf but repeat repeat - repeat- I want protection.

tee

\



January lb, 1)76

Jack store, ahlinsa;N\
Union Labor %gainst !using
2'102 7th :Arcot ;toad

Louisville, Kentucky

Ilear
Jack:

I am writing this letter after receiving a familiarization of what
toOk place last night, january,15, 1976, in your Meeting-at the
,Union Hall of U.A.U., Local 1336.

I wish to explain ttl you tvo things.
-

First of all, it has been breiight to my,attention from our officers
as-to What has happened at all Mistings. It was and is my
flat, firm position that.U.L.A.B. was formed so that Unions could
get izivolved, united together, so we could, as Locals, fight this
unfair, unreasonable-and depldrable condition of Forced ilusing.
It was position that we were not-violating any Constitution of
either our Local, our International, nor the AYI,C10, as long as

cby Union Membersi Ithas, az
position, nor our Local's position,

L.A.2.4 "'feu know this because'

wo ran ouribsinees
you very well know, not
to say *we are big and will
when I suggested that we f worianization of Unions and of cerk,
were voted on, that you ma I werp nominatelammi I refused the nomi.7
nation stating thatLAJ had enough work already and; ,-?2 I f ire

(U.L.A.B.), would be better af';wiioh-g chairman from another
so that more Locals would join, knowihg that Local 70 wasn't
to be the 'big dog'." Hy positioh,iii still the same as it was at
the time U.L.A.B. was formed, and ehat position is "that U.I.A.n.
has to act or run the meetings and programs formed without any
outside organization telling the Union organisation what to do."
That includes good organizations as well as "No-No" organisations
such as the K.K.K., the John Birch Society, the Slack Coalition,
or the Mack Panthers.
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Jack Shore
January 16, 1976
Page 2

1'

If, in my opinione, we could affiliate with other good organitations
or support them ea a Local Union then I would have suggestod.that we
pick-one of the good ones and Join or support that group; It is not
Looal 761's position that we are wring to tear up or treak down any
of the organisations that are"riatmleds as bad organisations such
as the 'CAA. ar the Sleek Panthers. As far as I am conceenied, aoy
of our members cen join any orpoisation they choose. I, perrsonally
think evory American hes a right to join whatever organization they
chooseftas long as ii is legal. I think I have my rigkts Aims and
I do to such organizations, such as the Masonic Lodge, Moose
Lodge, ate t my interpretation of our Constitution and Resolu-
tionkadop lianas at conventions is that this busing issue is
legal as long as we don't make it a bl:ck-thite ilium, but an educe,-

.-tional issue.

The Resolution adopted by the Membership of Local 761 was an educe-
tianal resolutin, not a resolution involving integration. So my
argument with our International, the 1114, is that we are as legal as
hell and I can continue to fight for quality education through the
building of schooli, the re-codelingof out-dated schools, and by
hiring more qualified teachers if that is a troblem.

Ance that has been and still is my position, 1, as President of
Local 761, was forced to withdraw febm U.L.a.B. due to U.L.A.B.
officer or offieers meeting and negotiat.ng eith people who promote
violence (the elimination of the black ,;instead of peaceful
demonstrations to stop Forced Busing, 4 that does not upgrade, but
degrades education.

The second part I wish to Onlein it that my delegates tR U.L.A.B.
have assured um that the officers af U,I.A.B. have now, finally,
taken a Brand that 2i t d ad
from ame other orgonizatton and 0.. officers, of U.L..1.11.
have taken a stand.that they wi611 rup U.L.AL.B, and will not af-
filiate with or allow other organizations to dictate to or run
U.L.A.B. Wo are hereby re-Joining our good Union Locals of our
community in U.L.A.B. and will continue to support and be very
active in that organization.

However, I strongly recommend that a constitution be written or a
set of rules be put into writing se that it will e plain to every-
one that U.L.A.B. is a seperate organization and that U.L.A.B.
stands for equality and will not discriminate or participate in ,
any form of discrimination because of race, color, sex, creed,
maritil status, age, or national origin.



jack Shore
Januar, 160 1976.
1140, 3

If LI,L.A.0, needs any assistance or anything from Local'761,,please
jits not hesitate to call upon us. If you have any queStions concern-
ing say position I have taken in the past or my position now, please
ftel fres to call or come see se.

?ratans& Ay,

gemneth 0. Cassady
President
Local 761, IUt

KOC/es

otaue 741

cc: L. .ituctoin

vit

P.

4
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Jack Share, Chairman
Union Labor Against Busing
Sheet Metal Workers, Local 110
2902 ieventh Street Woad
Louisville, Kentucky 4046

Dear Jack:
)

This letktr is to officially notifiyou, the ofTicers and members of
01,,,m that I, Kenneth Cassady, President of Locel 761, 16E, Arip-C10-
Clk, am officially withdrawing our great Local frac an erganisation
that we, as officers of Lama 761, worked hard to create.

As you know, I withdrew Local 761 efficiall7 five ULAB about twoibks Ago. I understood that you were going to clean house and run
ULAB as it mmoixdanded.to be run. We, ar should I 047 It sent you

r- & letter, due to the positidn you took that ULAB would be as tho
name indicated, saying we were rejoining.

Ho&ever, due to your inability ar reluctance to run ULAB as a Labor
nr-ftnization only, I am again for the last time officially witheraw.
inr Local 761, TUM from ULAB since:,

1.. After I withe3ww yon.didn't live up to the,standards we
needed.

4gain on 1-1/-76 Ulad had a representative in a meetiA6
with twenty to twenty..five outside organi4ations, in a
closed door meeting, such as the KKK would hayé. Mr.
Louie Saxton saie your representative was there:

3. Mr. Saxton and Mr. Armstrong had a meeting with Me on
1-14-9A, before and after our (Local 761, IUE) Special
flowl-rehip meeting, and / made my thoughts clear to
them.
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Jack Shore

Page 2
anuary , 1776

4. Da Monday 1-19-76 I pont you a letter by Ronald Risingee.
113 to the needs of Local 761 and made certaiA things a
"oast" and some were strong suggeations. liegtsding this
letter you nor anyone from PLO S4W fit to meet with 'me
inr" ',lift.. +mg* *-12,"-itren7 ,Nrsitir'n

"Trrt-ln, !,1.101 "1 'f'qrrt"Trt7:1!""1b "Ale ?annre7

prelor Tine thp fi7ren7n'a r,rooro.mre t".41r1,- fmnortant than

Ircal 7A1. yco .,re correct, )-ut we ;rill see.

ft yew' meeting on Thnra0ay, January 22, 1976, you "invited"
all other antaide nroups oresent to join ULAB on 3aturday,
Jmmiary.24, 1976 to help in the demosetration you held in
Indian 41115.

After demonstrating from Cox Park through Indian Hillejind

speakers to run the thaw, but relied on outsiders talli ak,
back to Gmx Park, I saw where U148 didn't have the ty

such as Sue Conners, who said something to this effect, (14%
can be effective if you contimue.to follow your "leadetra".)
To me this meanethe secret meetings were for all groups
to join each other's group when demonstrating.

7. Ap par our conversation on Friday morning, January 23, 1976,
them I talked to you personally and again re-iterated my
position about outtide groups, whether they be good or bad,
that we couldn't even flirt with them and asked you to
retract-your statement that was made the night before. To
this you told ma that you would contact Louie Caxton ane
get back with me with an answer. I saw yau, along with
two othili officers of ULAB, at Local 761 on Friday night
and you gsve no indication that y*u had an answer for me.

P. Then on atirday, January 24. 1976, :Ire. ie Gonners had to
w,up th4 event for you by calling for unity in each group
ana-follow ach leader.

So since ULAB is Itbled the same as all other groups against "forced bus.-
ing" and is really not fighting for all union members, black and white
alike, but using fancy words to indicate black are welcome, I am again
repeating that Local 761 as a Local will not officially be a part of
ULAB now and there is nothing to indicate to me that we-will ever be
again. Ance you do not go for verbal rules, I see no reaeon that
ULAB would go by (as I have requested) written rulesor A constitution.

1/4

Arklways, our Members at Local 761 have a right to join anything so
long as they du not indicate or represent Local 761. -lime I am the
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Jack Shore
Page 3
January 26, 1976

one who interprets our LoCal InterAtiOnal Constitution and Resolutions
passed by our Local - Disthgt International, plus our International
Conventions, I have to tell you that BLAB is inviolstion of some of
those Constitution* and Reselutions. 400'

3o you will be delivered this letter along with a copy to each ULAB
Hoard Nembers.

'mar you have received this, it is sy intention to call a news con.
ference and release ths complete history oT ULM and explain the reason
for having to-take the aotion I am now taking.

I want to repeat coo you again, Local 761, TUE will
frçc1 businiV' the way the resolution, made on 2-3D-
!eetJx, was intended.

Thank you and I am,.

aincerely wore,

Kenneth 0. Cassidy
President
Local 761, IUE

KGC/Ich
ocliue 741

4

!..
;r17.5
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r4nuary 30, 1976

Loeal 761 voted on February 10, 1974 to be against forced busing.
The Resolution was and still is that for quality education :Nr all
throe things have to be done:

1. jai schools, must be made first-class schools by either
rebuilding the old or building new or whatever is neces-
sary to have the finest quality education for all.

2. If necessary, money should be provided so all schools
will have the best qualified teachere available.

3. That forced busing is not the way to get quality eapca-
tion and that we be against,forced busing and thelIoney,
be used to upgrade our schools and if needed, to obtain
qualified teachers.

Local 761 still stands by that Meniership action and we will continue
to work against forced busing and,do everything in our power that is
legal to see that all children get the best education possible, without
ridieg buses..

Even thoggh Local 761 was foreed out of ULAB, after many letters and
many hours of trying to communicate to them, Local 761 could not live
with the way ULAB was operating and still keep from violating Con-4i-
tutions and Resolutionp of our International.

WA'

However, as I hoye snid before, Local 761, IUE will continue as a
Local tryin-44 our best to get the best quality education for all, without
forced busing.

v.
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13. RESOLVI1CN: Local ;111., WE, goes on record-against busing school children

for the purpose or equalizing education. We feel the responsibility of the
.

Board of Education wai not executed co7ectly at the start of intergration.

They were suppose to equalize all ols with accredited teachers and

supply provimions for the children o our State.

We also feel we are losing our consti tional rights as we have already lost

a, lot of them. We do not want.to lose the right of free choice.

Aak Mr, Van Moose and his associates why has our tax dollars gone to the East

End tnstead of the Southwestern part of the County, where desperately needed.

Nancy McKinley Walt Teasley

14. M/S/C - That this Resolution be adopted by Local 761.

N. McKinley R. Duke

4/S/C - That Local 761 endorse Les Wilson for State Representative of the

5Nth District in Indiana.

W. Teisley A. Newton.

* 1t. M/S/C That we bring up Article IX of the Membership Meeting Minutes of

January 13, 1474.

17. M/S/C - To adjourn.

R.

J. Phelps

Respectfully submitted,

Jim Luckett, Recording Secretary

R. Duke

M. Puke

Approyed after membe ship vote,

.e.
.1.7

e .4 l r 1

Konueth G. Cassady, President

)
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4nIAL I mautsil?
5.15.i POPLAR LEVEL ROAD

AUGUST 2:3, lY75

1. Meeting called to order by Vice-President DeweisPhntun.

. Invocation ey Brother Dun Randolph.

J. Roll call of officers. All present except Kennoth Cassady, Joseph Stone,

Jerry Bodner, Jim Phelps and Charlie Bile, who were excused.

4. NOVC - That the Membership endorse the. Actions of ttle.,Er.ecutive Board on
-

- .....

their stand on the busing insue and alk eicpendituree.wh4Oughvget.,end vIU
!

tncur he approved. Money to he oppropr(ated'from the I5efense

N. MAtchell, 71... kkilter

That the Membership i2k,Irelcipate rn Uie demonstration or march
6

.../ 5. K/13/C

from 4th and Brea4way to t.he Fedeeril Building today at 1:00 F'.H.

J. lo4ett N. Mi tche 1

/S/C - That Ida,c.al 761 put out a leaflet to let the people wh6,..tork in

other counties know our prl.)blem with Ousing in Jefferson County.

B. Bi theft W. Duke

7. FINC - That we aend a letter to our Congressmen an4 Senators stating we are

.against hoeing and will not work or vote fur any of them who ay: for busigg.

G. Bristow L. Baker

8. M(S/C - To adjourn.

N. ?!1,(nell

Respect Ts ly Jule) I ttvtl

J. Lockett

Approved after Membership vote,

,

Rae() r I I ng :;ecretaty Dewey Hinton, First Vice-President

111/.
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International Union of Electri01, Radio and AA0Chine Workers,

ENEDUAL 761,.
s cs 0 , - ,

_

. I
71,. 7. :ts t, k I

r
"..

4 csimo near

7-''111 Ira! .Ftglifrri, JW. 1---83., ....II
.

5153 POPLAR MEL ROAD

September 2, 1975

Bavid Fitzmaurice.

SecretaryTreasurer
ternat ional Onion, IUE

1126 Sixteenth Street,, N.M.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

. ' * .

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40219

tt

OUT. Executive Board of Local 761 has voted toJipport the message
had left for you And that has been communic ed to Brother Bill

Bainter, President of District #7.

I finally did receive yeur-Night Letter on Friday. At the time I
called the District and Vas telling Yresident Bainter that I was
not hiding from him, you, or anyone else. In fact when I got word
that I was possibly hiding from you, I called you immediately to
let you know different and also called President Reinter to show
him that 1 was not avoiding any calls or talking to anyone.

felt and our complete Executive Board feels that there is no
use meeting with anyone concerning our position that we have
taken against "forced husing" as a means to equalize e,'!ication.

The facts Are t/at there were twv (2) school systems here. One
was the leuisyille School Board and District, the other was the
Jefferson County School Board and District.

The complaint in the lawsuit was that the City rystem did not have
the quality of schools nor the quality of teacit .s that the f,linty
system has. Within the City system or districA there were black areas
And white areas. It should be noted that the City Schoel Board re
ceived equal mony per capita as the County System. This lawsuit
ham reulted in the elosine ot the City School Board and District
and it has been tomhined with the JefferSon County School Board and
District.
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nAvia Fit urice
September 075.
Page 2

So what started this lawsuit wAsn't to integrate but to get the
ma*. quality ducation for afl children.

#

local' 761 fully siereed Chat ail chfldren should be offered the lest
Quality education oessible.

Local 761 believes that since hoCkeystems have had ro merge that
our tax dollars are wasted on *forced busing" and shoulehe more
wisely spent on correcting the problem in A manner that would pro-
duce better quality education forsll by correcting inadequate
schools or outdated sichools and bYROsing the money to Pay teachers
to encourage more qualified teacher to apply jobs.

Since the lawsuit was based on two problems, we feel thi'problems
Should be corrected.

Our Executive Board's position has never had anything to do con-
cernins integration or seeseetion, nor does.it have enything to do
concerning race 4uttsoever, escept in our die sions have brought
Up the fact that. plan "X" which the Judge order doe discriminate
altainst black children. Plan "X" forcee black en in be bused

leaet viAht oe thcktvelyt years in schood.while white children
will not be bused over tse of their twelve years in school.

1111P-4441.
Local 761 feels Chat our District #1, our International Union', and
all Unions art discriminating against Blacks by either backing plan

or by keeping quiet on the subject. We alio feel that our Dis-
trict and our International are violating our Constitution and action
taken at conventions by not coming out opelgy arid fighting Dor a
better quality educational& *all," Black and White, Male and Female,
Catholics, Protestants, Jires, and other minority groups.

We feel that anyone ith common sense at all and Who knows what the
issues arc, cannot disagree with Local 761 when we say "put the money
where it belongs to get quality educaiion because riding a bus will
not correct inadequate schools and riding a bus will not make a
teacher any more qualified."

Sure we agree with you that riding a bus will equalize education.
nut we strongly feel that equalization is not the issue,and that the
issue should be resolved by allowing all people (children) to have
a better quality education. Forcing some children to inade-
quate schools and to unqualified teachers does not helpll children
to have equal and quality education both.

If you can convince and prove to us that riding a'bus wil n-
struct buildings that are beyond repair and that children riding a
bus will make a teacher have more smarts or that riding a bus makes
our children have more meters then I can assure you that Local 761
not only will change our pniion but we will tide buses also because
our houses need repair and w eed to have more marts.

9
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David ritzmaurice
September 2, 175
Page 3

If 411 our outsiders knew what the facts aro here and if you knew
what our position "really is," we do not trel you would be talking
so freely about what we are violating. In fact, our local news-
paper that is owned And run by anti-unien people will possibly be
sued on Tuesday or Wednesday, Septomber 2nd or 3rd, for twisting
areund news releases, that have been Issued to them, to put Local
71r1 in A had spot. The news quotes part of what we released, then
adds After the quote, that our position is Against integration,
which WPA flat out lie.

We feel so strongly in our- position, that it is a correct position,
that we are ready to go to court (Against you), to prove that our
position nore clearly follows our Constitution of our great union
and all Action taken at conventions, than our International follows.

So Again leAge repeat, that even though I have tried to be a nice, '

cAlm person And work closely with our International Officers and
District Officers, that neither I, or our Executive Board is one
bit bashfal and that neither I or the Executive Board of Locml 761
IN Afraid of anyone. We do not hide and we will take pesitions,and
we will fight the politiciansi and our International Union at
leng as_we_ feel we are _correct, And not violating anythingL. As far
AS N,'ing AfaId, r an not 4fraid of anyone, any company, any group
or anyone including you. 1 have knots, scars, and can prove that
statement. My personal thinking is (as long as it is legal), the
same As JIM Carey's, whe said, "'Yon can do anything you think you
are bag enough to do." I feel with the backing of our members of
our great Local, Local 7111, that I am pretty damn big.

Of course there are various means our International can fake to
remwve Kenneth CassadY as an International Board Member, as a neaci.-
tiAtor for the IVE-CE Conference Board, as a Vice-President of
District #7, and "Possibly" as President of lecal 7bl. None of these
scare me one bit. When I said possibly As President of Local 761,
I Meant exactly that. You may dream up or drum up A charge but I
can and will Assure you that I am on home ground here in Louisville.
This is not a threat hut a promisrthat "I" have done everything in
fa_zower to see that they (our momhcrs) get everything I can get for
them, And I would not hesitate to ask for their support for me and/or
the Local 761 Executive Board and I have full confidence in them,
to believe they will stick with me to no end.

This letter is only intended to correct Any rumors that I hide because
l'a scared and also to let yon know that wr feel very strongly that
wr are right in the position we have taken. Also to let you know
that we feel our International does not have the intestinal for.lirude
to take a stand for all the people (Black And White), but allows
themselves to he a.ished Around by extremist grow.% who only want to

IR. 0..

LI 0
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. David ritiA1.141TIce

September 2. 1475
Page 4

:burn cities, mak personal names for thrmscrves, wear sheets to
keep their identity hidden, and others. It is about tine our
International represented all Ats members and quit taking orders
fr.om the Black Panthers, the Ku Klux klan, And the Black Coalition.

If you Are afraid to takr correct position, LoCal 701 will be glad
' to protect you.

so you have our Noition. If we need your help, I'll Ask for it.
If you want me ote the IxIsitions I hold then kick me, off. If you
don't like our position,on the "forced busing issue then either
take over our Local or just stop bothering us.

11-aternal ly,

kennettNO. C.as,,ady

President
Local 7filf lUE

KGC/es
oeiue 741

CC! Pmul Jennings
jotM Siidtobo
Wi 11 i i ter

FA Fires

4
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l'9Cha. 75
CIJOLXIMMONS OF um 761s

NB MU TO RIAD THIS MIARDLISS OF WHAT ICOR YIRSDNAL OPINICV IS. TT Tal
DON'T RIAD THIS fki. BPI T ILJMI

rir.L

mar 1;21-.;
2AS F1Y

The motion that was brought up on the Nembership Floor on 3-1,0044 wee very
simple. The motion had nothing to do with intargrati atioa. The
motion was - That the Membership of Local 761 go cord as beirregainst
arieslialetag as a mans of equalising educ or,upgrading education;

SLnce t4 is a hot issue in Jafferson County (and it will spread tO other
counties ) the Isecutive Board felt if we were to be leaders we should not
pass the buck or sid-ct.p a ponition. We took a position on august 1S, 1975.
That position w.s that we, as oificers did not feel that the problem of :gal-
ity education coeld be resolved by busing. Dridently our school buildings
and their facilities aro not equal throughout the City and County. tri
we have educators (teachers) &se of whom ars not valified to tcach. So
our schools in the poor areas are not up-to-date And we have tt,thers whO sre
teaching, who can't perform, them our feeling is that ba,intssaajaind
the building. T.Jr th3 teachers.

Does it solve m prOlem Nat by sc4ing a tmather fig.: cne school tc *nother?
Does it solve i probleo. ly bueing different children.to these outdstod schools?

V. foal that busing for either one of these reasons does not resolve the prob-
lem. i... ...,,..1 be solved o

;.-,
ou

po on t . , Pt ng

to . Av, foligion or ot)ier other then AdAtjtalda
tn t411 bc1k4n.

It should be'clearly understood that Local 761, MI not ..of "anfw, .

t grzp, such as the Black Coalition or the Eti. Yair Union Hall will
any of these grcups.

Three things prompted the officers Orlocal 761 to take a position:

1. We do not feel it is fair for the *politicians" to
cM1dren, who can't help themselves, by herding thie46i13.4fn
linos. These politicians can fool part of the people part of
the tie. but not all of the people all of the time. So we (eel
that it is time that all mombers Of local 761 joined h%nds
against the politicians end force them through politicel power
to pass laws that nill rtop busing. V. feel that most qiites
see that they aro being pacified by only seniing little white
children on buses for only two years. V. feel that met blacks
can see through the politicians beeause little black children
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hove to Vide e tus-at least 8 years. The Officer* of,tecal
761 will not discriainstakagainst aoyone, but we feel Our
politicians in the Federal Goverment do.

2. Chr Federal Gower:moat has lower*d our posed lisite on super
highs:veto 55 MFM to sore eoergy. They ask us not to heat
or cool our homes to iait oureelves, but to save on energy.
10-147 even run out at 3Ohe but whet dO they do? Fill up the
sobbed buspea and burn up what we save.

3. What pay* far the buses drivers, gas, etc.? Our taxes,
yours and oars. Do we ;wed more taxes? B2, over 2011 of
omr hard earned money goes for taxes already. What do they
want, another Bostan Tea Party/ Cur ancestor*, before 1776,
thought they werq taxed, they Would see us noojust two hun-
dred years later. Iklyea4 momtjks home out 'not

foe, let's get down to facts. judge Gordon was ordered to do what he did by
a higher court. In our opiniOn the 5.1prumf Court would haw* ruled the saes,
bemuse they carry out the lass passed by the politicians. The wey we see
it es a Board, is that'our Congrenamen, Senators and the President of oar
Oreat United States, are playing politics with Children and especially our
black children. In our opinion it is time we ! _ nit4 and let the

kneg that we vo all anktod and want squ et-class edu on in
itrichools and we are tired of baying a jeckess made out of us by using the r
busing issue as a cover-w.

POLITICIANS if you want omr vote then pass a law to stop hoeing to equalise
education. If there is an energy Shortage, then save gas. If you are inter-
ested in oar take hoesentx thr cut taxes, don't raise them.

Ops lfft reqoest -- Our 2xecutive Board recommends two_things.mil" you stey
hose from work to protest,busing:

1. If you stay home from

2. If you stay home we
don't get involved
thar, is a choice of a ri
sore use if you home
Senators and that
to stop forced blue

rk do not go on GI property.

nneth G. CassadY
President
Local 761, DY1

*aloe 741

recommend that yoo stay home and
hools - buses - or freas where
vs fool your day mold be of

writing' your Congressmen and
y intradays and push the USU.

legislation.

OIL
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L CAL 7 rill

OBAB NMI= gr LOCAL 761,

On donde, might, aagoat 25, 1975, I prepared & leaflet that you received yoatorder.
Its purpose was to Ohm what is happening and why the Locol 761 Uscutive Board took
the stand Whoa concermiog busing.

I wont you to knew that I happened to be horn white. I could have been bOrn black
and if I had, my position would have been the same. I was born and raised oat in
the country inestoalfe County. The only close neighbor wo had was a block famiir

, who lived so gloss to us as possible with ookr a gravel road esperetim us Thare
was a boy the amme'ags me gruelf and a WI a couple of years yomcgar, VW played
together, etoymd with esch other ardhate togethar, At that time of Mr lige isms
use we'Bodi'thlei-ibilatioit'aggere-oWabittina

I am mow 47 year, aid, as of august 2d, 19/34 I do not like to talk in terms of
Blacks or Whitos. I have been forced into Mit by some Blacks here awed 161.
I do not like it me bit devalue' I prefer to talk about a naraSts and dime's*, the
problem* as Local 711 me-itare, not a Black person or a Whits person.

This pest nsik has been one of the most trying weaka of sty life doe to the feats that
some Blacks coming to your Union Hail and wins "I have contacted a lather of glad*
and they have signed a petition that they are waiting out of ths Union because Local
761 is ogainet Blacks). I have been told by a Black that, "Too stopped seeltiog and
refused to continuo it with 35 Blacks and 2 'Mites." I asked that person if he beard
about 4 meeting with Obout nine whites and cmaa bleak and did the same tido, because it
SO out of control and when one white mouthed off, I throw my glasses off and told bin
that his kind of talk would not be tolerstod, especiallr in front of the secretarise.
His anawar to me was that be hadn't heard About that. / mm more be bad oft, hut it
happooed with a gromp of mobbsra from the foundry who were fighting elaimet semlority.
They didn't have *rough service to hold their lobe so they 'wed excused' to trr to keep
their labs thila member* with move ssrvice who were on layoff, for ladk of mat, wanted
tho lobs.

So I am telling you hare and nowtthat I have taken all the threats and &mg from any
member or group of members that I intend to takee I did not run for thliri7fice to be
a 'debts, post tar somata who dossn't know what they arm talklog about.

About the Board's posittoo on formed busing, I root it clearly uniarrtmmt that redo,
sem or relon hes nothing to do with our deoision. It ahead be ordersdiod that
Local 761 has never *eked any member to boycott work, and we won't ask. It is true
however, that moor members will take off that day regardisss of what we soy. If we
flmt told them to work, it wouldn't change one person from doiog 'bat thst parson
wants. Again, we did not tell &woe what to do, but if we had tOken & poeitiom, it
'Inlaid halm boon not to work. The officers of Local 761 do not see where it's to the
Ohildren's benefit to bus. It tikes our tams to por ger buses, drivers, pooling
(sod r g,.rnesot say* there is a shortage of in paps hire people to ride hoses to
monitor UW bust's. Our position is that the matey toed for "forted busing* would or
ooald be better used.by nppsiring or builotiOg schools and ming timbers higher sigma
so that quality timbers could be found, if that ia what the problem ia repotted to be.
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Plizthsraors, we feel the Bleck thildron who have to rida a bus for at least 8 year.
ere being diecriminoted egainst. Now it the Slack members liko for their children
to be diocrienated agenat and have to rido a bus for I yOarol
the you ..nRgEuegjezil to show that yop want to be treated diffiaRrileriTal
realism.when.you ire getting the abaft, in our opinion. law white who,feels that
tber childrsn should° hosed to en outdated school and you don't really oars about
thequality of t Oboe+ all report ttwork.

Those of you who haw * OKO mind and do not intend to work anchor any condi-
ti on on September 49,1 "i% support of what you believer, than I Ana& recommend
that you do not seems or go near GI prowls.. Tour JOb could be at stela and 08
doesn't have nne thing to do-about forced busing. A. I have said befall., or will aci7
now, this oformod.busine" was not caused by GI, Judge Gordon, nor wan ths SUpreme

-Cbust of the United Mateo. Those 'kepis oily follow orders or laws passed by-the -
.politibiene-

ono %publican. 'and the Deroarate.amis the peciels to put tho blame on. I %see the US
tonkressmen, Sanatore and Freedom* of the Vetoed States. If you have a comPlaint,
,write and voice your opinion. If you are for "forced busime-as vows for bettor
katioo, then'tell them so and to hold tight or thoy won't got ',oar veto. If psi,

',opine "forage busing" for that same reason, than write theound tall then to
intro:Los a bill and fight for it or they won't'get'your vote. Besure to

you.will Mot be passifiod by an onswar like IL* it comes tmfa vote Ixnr they
vote.. Politicians are omart and slick and laid you to bell*. they say thing,

y are not saying.
0

'Soo Maio, hick to throate. I. along with tho-Board1 can't and omit be blackmailed
by ArIr indivldbal or grodp. tm fact, that ell turn us Off wry qiiick1jr. The troy to
get your.point storms is potiby blackmail. If you intend to droout of the union,
telling us abaft it moon stop you. In fact,'tellimg us and dropsfrm but is the incor-
root way to get what you'w muse it,could lead us to believe sat, *There booms
person_that would bavey me, but I don't here'to worry y more, that per..
Attn can'tvote.* 11'046,

r
A CoupleLot lost opeitions or oar Black and Catholic Meiberst

-1. illey did Romovelt'lloberts, who is on alloged leader in the Black Com--
munity, take ono of himf childzyn, who was to:be BUsed, and aand har
to a Catholic schookto avoid busing?

.

2. Bny did the' Cothelic loeders of our Great Community" say whites could
not change to Catholic Schools to avoid busing and.then torn around
and le a Black Leader use their school as tool?

* , .

I am asking sal members of Local'761 to wise up and look at tho facts. The childrran
are the onos hurt by arced busing. In oust opinion, forood basil* is used by some
to create racial unrest whom there shoold be no problem betueen races, bot rocas
Mould atick together and get the prOblem obrrected. Too haveto remeOber the canoe
of thi problem.. Tho cause is, "there are politicians in the woodpile, hiding, danc-
ing and to be joist plain frank, they ire afraid to do tin job thalr were elected to do.
(Those are our Federal Government politicians.)

President
local 761. In

88C/Ids.'

oeipe 741

. 4

f
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Soptember 3, 1975
. '
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For !La e Helga:le

WE News

The fol I ow 1 ng statement wan .1s5ued this morning in Wasthingthn by President Paul
Jenning5 and Secretary-Treasurer David Fitimaurice of the International Union
of Klectrit..al, Radio and Maohine Workers, AYL-CIO:

The'IUE International Unin nspports compliance with cwurt-ordere-d busing in
Louisville and has ao nottfied its Louisville Local 761.. In a telegram sent
to President Kenneth G. Caasady and other local offices on Thui:oday, August

,214, 1975, International Preaident Jeiinings and Secretary-Treasurer Fitamaurice
said in part:

"The AYL-CIU and IUF, have lung stood and fought for the elimination of all forms
of rice, sex, national origin, ethnic, age and all other kinds of discrimination,
Local 761 haw supported these positions at DIE National and District Conventions,
where positions on various Civil Rights aimed at eliminating discrimination have
talon adopted urianicautialy by the 111E.Delegation%

"The AFL-C10 and ME de not actvocatdsthat, busing always be used to eliminate
achool Aegregat ion; however, the AFL-CIO and the ;WE conventions have unamiously
resolved to suppmrt the determination of the'llrdted States SuPreme Court and
other Federal Courts. Thew Courts have held in certain cases that in oimrler
to end segregation it may. be necessary for aome students to be bused.

"It 15 regretable that 'right to work' organizations ond reactionary politicians
have used children as pawns to deliberately create and enflame the busing issue.
These are the ,rame persona who generally oppose everyth 1 ng that Labor stands for
and has as their ot, jert lye the total destruction of trnde unions. We mat not
join hand* with our real enemy.

"T:a. actual figures indicate that this issue has been deliberately and maliciously
blown oat of ex-wort-dim by these enemies of the working people. The facts are
that of the /41( of 'the Nations Students being bused only 3%, a majority of whom
ore I) 1 ack , be 1 ng 'used for the purpose of de avgregat ion.

"We urge that, Local 761 make clear that it is nut. supporting any demonatration
ogainat busing. . .

"At this t ime the .,fficern of the Internotional Union again call upon Local 761,
t s of f I cera and ita I ndiv ihial rPfmt,,rrn to refuse to lead, encourage or suptport

any act ion ;a- ,!emore3t rat in in oppwlition to court-order/a busing. Instead,
regardless of anyone's personal views and however difficult the issue, we urge
them to set. on ex/unple of obedience to the law and US Constituti,on. There can
be no ,peation that, that is the pliition of this entire union and the proper'
t rade union poition. We urir1erl in(' that part for the individual members of
Local 761 becanae they,N1s( are members of the International 'Union and a part
of the AFL-C.10.

"As'allwaya, we offer our ssistaure to Looal 761 in pinying'a cormtruCtive role
in its Commnity."

ti

-156
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NEWS HFLEAST,

Given to Lymrin ArhCer5orl

OtTtombrr 197'. 4:14> P.M.

A

I have a strung feedback from our officera that I WS3 incorrect in my
estimmte of employees who would for General haectric, yesterday
and today. I predict" 70 to 75% Thursday and expected Some back to
work today. YeaterdnY' over %ere nbeent arkl todny Aruund 95A.

I feel Chnt therv i11 be many protests over this weekend, but I am
r'skirv; our members to report to ork 'Sunday night or whatever their
norpnl starting time is.

I feel troA Lau' members shculd be st work fur tKo reasons. (1) G$
has nnthing to lo with forced busing and ttm monoy we earn cou1 i. be
of better usa to feed our family and pay our bills. (0 If proteat
ing is still needed then it conic: be dont; in shifts. I feel that if
yod keep your children out of school for being afrai6 for their safety
then I don't ophOrle it. Weryone rAm their rights to do as tbey please,
but we have to huy food, maAe payments, etc, plus you can still protest
outside working hours.

I twir been informef: that there Kill be 3 meeting hyld here at the
Local 761 Pni n Hall Naulay night, September r at/£:00 P.M. to organize

politicell qlate tv oppoue the County official:3 that nre.for Forced
Puling.

X**

5

foe
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LOCAL 761

Dear Members:

thus io something important that I fool that you should know about. Ch Pridoy,
4Wfmat 29, 1975, I reciived a call from a member of our intirnational who told goo
that tho top officials of our International had tried to get in touch with 44 and
were unable to, and it wail takee for granted, by sew, that these people from our
Intenuitional folt tha' 1 was hiding fnms-them.

I immediately called our Intansatioleal in DOshington D. C. and oohed to talk to
du: one Who I understood had railed me, who was Ohge FiteLsorice our International
Secretary-.Trassurer. Mr. Fitemourice was not io. I left Mr. Pitsaurica a message
and it told him that welsagl taken 4 position at Local 761 and that we were not vio-
lating our constitution, tho Internationol Constitution or any ter* of action takes:
at any convention. I was told by Mr. ritiasurices sec4tary that Bill Minter .
from our District had placed a call and that evidently is Aggro someone got all
messod up. So I immediatoly called Rill Eminter, fnms our District, mad took a
strong, firm position with him and told him that nefibtol nor anemmehor of the
Local 761 Executive Ward was hiding from him or sayone olio. Since Bill and I aro
friends, Bill told me that he would mmooth it over with the International. I in-

forwood Bill that I did not want anything-mmoothed qvir. W. had taken a position and
sour position was going to stand and if Mr. ritsmaurice wanted to talk to me, I would

talk to hLe.

Ilsat same aftepopoo on August 29, 1975, we had an Executive Board Meeting and action.
were in.the Executive Board Mooting. The Essoutive hoard backed me up and the
messa:10:hat I had left for our International.

r
also received on PVidoy, Aogust 29, 1975, a night letter from our International

signod by our President Paul Jennings and Dave Fitsmaurice, who is tb. Secretary-
Treasurer, Ond it look the position that they didn't fool we were corroct in they
positions that Local 7t1 was taking. In that night letter they askod for a meeting
with mysolf and the Executive Board to dieruss the situation. Since this was a long
bolidoy weekend I was not obis to get in touch with anyone until Sunday night, August
llst atepproxims'aiy 7100'P.M., When I contacted Kr. Fitsmaurice at his home in
rIevelald. I Talked to Mr. ritsmaurice for approximately 20 to 30 minutos and am-
plainod our position and at the end of that cone:grunion I woo told by mr. Fitsmaorica
that there was no problem. I asked if a mooting was nooded botween myself and them
and'he said that a mooting was-not necessory. This converstatiod between Mr. Fits-
maurice and aystolf was heard by Jim Luckett and Norman Mitchell and they heard whot
Mr. Fitsmaurice said, that we had no problem At Local 761.

Cu Tuesday, September 2, 1975, we held another Executivo Board Meeting. Prior to the
phone,convereation with Pave ritsmaurice I had a letter drafted to mond to our inter-
national and it was road to the Executive Board, and even though there was suppose to
haws been no profits. with oui International, it was ouggested and voted on that the
letter be sent.

Oh Wodnesday, Saroembor j, 1975, we received a news release from our InternatLmial.
Mow remember there was no conversation other than the conversation that wee held by
myself and SecretaryiTreasurtr Eitsmaurice, yet they put out a news rolease to our
newspapers in our area. I feel that they do not like the Officiel: of Local 761. I

feel that wo have very poor loodership in Washinitan herding our International if dory
art the tepo of people whO have to do their fighting through the nowspoper. I fool

that if we hod good leadorship in rar Internstional sad they had something to soy to
us at Local 761, that the proper woy to perform their Job would have boon to have called
as or to send a talogram to Local 761 statino what thpe_Alt we wore doing wrong.

- over -

p.
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Since they did not hove the intestinal fortitude to stan0 up And talloto us in
person or to me in person, or by making A telephone call? I will have ta epolosise
to All members of Local 761 becauge I was a parry to and voted for them the last term
that they ran. I felt that they were good, strong leaders, but now 1 have changed
my mind completely. They are "[less and do out and shruld not be in the posi
tions that they hold to have to fight the gimit companies that we have to fight,
such as GenerAl Electric, White, Westinghouse, RCA, SperryRand And other*. I
did not feel thAt our problesis should be aired in oublic because in my letter to
them it cleerly stated that Local 761 WAS not going to change their position.
It 414 tate, however, Chat we had done nothing wrong. Itealso stated Chat they
could probebly drum up Immo typo of a cheep: agatnst me and could probably kick
me off of the International gxecutive Board where I AO -d Member, And off
of the Negotiatine Comaittee for the OEIUI Conference Orwher. I am one of
the negotiators, anii could Also kick me off as District VicePresident, and
ight even possibly remove St AS President of Local 761. I assured them Ahat if
they came to Louisville to remove me AO President of Local 761 that I felt I WAS
on home ground and that I felt I had done all I could possibly do for the members
of our Local. I also esplainee to them that I would not hesitete one minute to
ask the members of Local 761 ta go to hat for me because I do not feel that the
members of Local 761 have to be put in yiictatorship like soy were before.

A, of the time of .riting this letter, which is Thursday night, September 4, 1975,
I atill have not heard directly from our International. I do not know if they
intend to take actiov or'they do riilt Intend to take action, hut again, and 1 am
telling all members, or rather I am askine all members, that if help is needed
I hope that the members of Local 761 will stand behind the Executive Board and
myself hecause the action. that we have taken have been what we think are to the
best interest of everyone in Local 761.

This leaflet is not intended whAtsoever to be a hate leaflet, nor is it intended

r

to be used hy Anyone else escept members of local 761. If this letter or leaflet
Is used by any other person or group besides its purpose to he distributed as it

on the date of this leaflet, without permission from Local 761, the person who
1.1 es this leaflet without peraisedon will be-prosecuted to the fullest extent by
Local 761.

As I have said before or indicated NePore, this leaflet's intention is not to
create wirest between Local 761 and our International, but it is to let you know
ahead of time what I. happening so if your help is needed you will know exectly
what has gone on and what Is going on.

Thank you very much.

Praternally, s'4)

t'l

C
)

enneth G. [lassady
President
Local 761, 1VE

coque 711

9

September 8, 1975
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Any of out mowters who wto of1 trom work due-to iving told it WAS in
pr utvut ot hwItny or anything else, needs to kno, thin:

Loral 761 iv not backing any type of actionv today and ren do not know what

cauved thi,. action. What the Comyany will do, I don't know, hut I strongly

recrwarmond tfiert evwryone reFort to work on ail shiftc.

-1140"

Local 76. will continue to fight forcwd husimg in an organized manner@
of flow We aie veriouoiy considering calliAg other locals to discuss and

maylm) form a march to proterd at the cotrect plare which is Washington,

D.C.

tor

1
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LOCAL 761
Per All Nombere of Local 7611

Ihis le the third and final time that I have started this inforaatire bulletin. Ithink this bulletin should be read by all because we have a very serious problem
concerning all of me, either directly or indirectly.

First I would like to write about a decision the Executive Board haa wide. Next I
want to say something about our present 4414 Bist,polJticikne and "Mir Greet PreambleConstitutio of thy United States.' teat I want V3 tell you what our plans are

.... tat ws will suggest tor the future.

, 1,

For the first thing, Wi halm heard rumors and men erticles where outsiders are ask-
ing all workers to 'Boycott Work," on October 1, 1975, OLU EXECUTIVE BOARD SMOLT
RECOMMENDS TKO ALL OUR MEMNiUS WAX 'MAT BAY. It iems as though almost all of the
organisations nhat art formrd or being formed are interested in making greet leaders
of themselves and are expanding or trying to expand throughout the United S s.
Since Local Unions in this Area are uniting, and at this time seem very int. sted in

:i:banning together to fight our common problems the ems way, which is the co t way,
this is the reason why we are not bricking car taking part in this boycott. The reasons
viIl be explained at the end of this bulletin.

.... '

Like most of you I have a set of encyclopedias, so I looked in ens of the books to
see what itir Constitution of our Gountry really says and tried to interpret its real
meaning. 'This was my first tie* to rsallT read it to see what it really says and what
it means to pw, I do know that July ath is Independency Day. I understood that in
1776, on July 4tb, that we gained or won our independence from Great Britian (England).
I took it for granted that ous2' supposedly great forefathers, such as George WrIshingtom,
pumps Madison, George Mason, Governor Morris of Pennsylvania and Roger Sherman, Just
sat down right then rind drew up this great document that ws call our Constitution. I .
had heard it was one of the greatest documents that has ver been drawn up. Now that
I have read what actually happened according to the "Britannic.' Junior Encyclopedia,"
Ihave A different opinion from what 1 had been told.

(First of all, what 1 wrtteiso..i., and this could be incorrect, so
Arithkog I write here, *1017/"-shosi).44tIsitout.&ir first Oovernment of the United
tates'was the"articles of Confederation." They were edopted'in 1777 and by the end

of 1781 all 11 Atates hed ratified thifi form of government and law. Federal tames
were left mit of this government. Coirserce troubles led to meeting in Annapolis in
1786. This group asked states to send representatives to Philadelphia in May, 1787.
This Philadelphia meeting was bald and it was all "aecret." This new constitution
provided vay to amend it, i"but they did not maks it easy." An amendment may be pme-
posed by a two-thirds majority of both houses of Congresa. Under this new form of
government po one brand of the Central Government was annalead to be able con
bv_ltsolf thn affairs of tjtc natigg. One branch coneieted- o ngrese (the legislative
Branch), another was the President (Executive Branch), but one of the most important
that ye temi to overlook is the Federal Courts (Om Judicial Branch). The Judicial .

&ranch of our govenennit ls supposed to interpreVind epply the provisions of the
'Constitution." These Federal Judges have a 04111 tg_rulq 10vs unconstitutional if it
finds they do not agree with the oroviaions of car Constitution.

This new form of government went into effect in March of 1789. It consists of a Pre-
amble and seven (7) articles. Remember this,*the Preamble starts off as seying, "lie
the people of the United States." It also says *protect,. the General,Welfere " yet in
article 1,13ection 2, paragraph 3, it says "which shallrbe determina by adding to the
whole noliber of 'free persons', including those bound to serve for a term of years, and
excluding Indiaes not taxed, IMREE FIFIMS OF ALL CMMUCPERSONS." Tou hive to remember
that in those days there were slave, therefore in order to get this neor tone of govern-
ment, it was Agreed that the whites could buy Jona= slim! (blacks) from the blacks)"matil Isa.

4,

ovir -
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Now let's get to the Amendments to the Constitution of the United States. The first

ten (10) art called the Rill of Nights passed December 15, 1791. Nest, the Eleventh,

wee ratifilkd in 1795. The Twelth was ratified in 1804. the Thirteenth (Civil Rights
Amendment), Fburteentk end Fifteenth ve-c passed in 1865, 1868, and 1870. Even these
three amendments excluded Indians rso ta,vd and PEMALES. MUSS finally, got rights
in the 19th Amendment in the year of 1020. Amondelent 424, and the laSt, wag ratified
in 1964.

The point 1 am getIng at and .tbe sole purpose of all this part of this bulletin im to
try to point out wfiat kind of politicians wo in the past. ihr such a perfect
document that was written in 1788, there sure has beml-i let of on voters

atout "ttlIkgot what." With all the ' " that have been pas s co 1789 until
now, there is not too much that is vetlitril:-.4. There is, in my opinion a need for
Asmi4dleent 11025 to really clarify the Preamble, the Seven Articles, and tiie Twenty-likiur

Amendments. In my opinion, the linurteenth heendment should be clanifisd more speeif- IL
ically, because that article was ratified in 1868 and at that tiat7to the best of tay
knowledge, there were no school buses.

As for our present federal polattcians that are in office today, they have the M.
rights as others havr had in the pas s an amendment and correct our school
systems properly by seeing that schools an chars are am equal as possible and
spend money to wake both of tter qualcry then escntly have (Kentucky is 9)th,

think, In Kducat ton ) . they could stop working dshipm on the parents who
work for a living and stop discriminating against the b s by forcing little black
children to he bused for at least eight (8) of their twel yeers of school, and little

t\whits children nO more than two (2) years. In my opinion, ryone, regardless of race,
should want their children protected much an possible and ra not want them worn
out riding a bus for one, two, or Uhree hours extra each day.

so, our Executive Board is not going along with a "Boycott" of work on October 1, 195.
The most effective way for all or us to combat tbas unfair burden placed upon us by
the judicial vast of our federal government iS A MAral'On 4AShingiOn, n,c. at a date to
be announced later. This march is being f-need by local Unions in this community. ,We
have had one meting already (last Friday, September 19th), and ell locals present (12)
felt this was the best idea and were very much enthused. So as you can see, you can
help get MAL NIGHTS for everyone (both blacks and whites), by using that day's pay
to sponsor inn, or another member for tiat march on Washington, D.C. The cost per per-
s9n,on a union bus is &round $12.021. Therefore, as you cam see, your money for working
on actober lst can be put to A better use for the Union% (Locals in this area) march
to help chjldren, help working parents", help cotrect the real problems, and put the
tax dollars where they belong, mach AS to schools and to teachers, instead of tidking
sore of your money to pay tor buses - drivers - gasoline - maintenanre - insurance, and
have the politicians of today giving us (black ind white), tht seal old "snow job" that
we have'had sAnce 1789.

Prate Ily,..

nneth O. Caseady
4,4

President
Local 761, In

KUC/es
()clue 741

lfiliVED BY LOCAL 761, WE

ex,

S.
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January 16,\476

Jack Shore, Chairman .

Union Labor Against Duaing
2902 7th Street Road
Louisville, Kentucky

Dear Jack,

756

11.

I am writing this letter after receiving a familiarization of what
took place last night, January 15, 1976, in your meeting at the
'Urtion Hall of U.A.W., Local 1336.

I wish to explain to you two things.

First of all, it has been hrOught to my atterition from our officers
am to wbat has happened at all U.L.A.B. Meetings. It was and is my
flat, firm position that U.L.A.B. was formed so that Unions could--
get involved, united together, 90,110 coold as Locals, fight this
unfair, unreasonable and deplorable condition of Forced Busing.
It was my position that we Were not violating any Constitution of
either our Local, our International, nor the AFL-CIO, as long as
we ran our business an Union Iecalq by Union Members. It has, as
you vary well know, not been my position, nor our Local's position,
to say *we are hig,and will.run U.L.A.B." "You know s because
when I suggested that we fora an_organizatial of Unions/ . officers
were voted on, that you and I were nomlnatmi and I refit . the nomi
nation stating that; #1 I had enough work already and #2 1 felt we
(U.L.A.H.), would be better off with a chairman from another Local
so that mora cals woulA Join, knowing that Local 761 wasn't trying
to be the '114 g'." My position is sail the same as it was at
the time U.L.A.B. was forej eçd that poaition is "that U.L.A.B.
hacto act ar run the mee $ md promos formed without any
outaide organization telling the Union organisation what to do."
That includes good organizatiogs as well as "NoNo" organizations
4uch as the KA.K. the John Bireh Society, the Slack Co Um,
or the Black Fanth:rs.



Jack Shore
January 16, 1976
Page 2

lf, in my opinion,
0'
we could affiliate with other good organizations

or support them as a local Union then I mould have sugg sted that we
pick one of thlikgood ones and Join or support that groups It is not
Local 761's poirtion that we are trying to tear up or brkak down any
of the organizations that are *labeled" as bad organisations, sudh
as the, K.K.R. or the Black Panthers. Aa far as I am concorned, amy
of our memberaean Join any organisation they ehoose. I per
think every American has a right to join whatever organizati7Yt4ty
choose as 104g as it is legal. I think I have ay rights alio, and

AIX do belong such organizations, such as the Masonic Lodge, Moose
Lodge, etc. t my interpretatiOn of our Constitution and Resolu-
tions adopted Unions at conventions, is that this busing issue is
legal as 1 as ve don't make it a black-white issue, but an eluca-
tional issue.
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Abe Replution aaopted by the Membership of Local 761 was an educa-
tional resolution, not a resolution involving integration. So my
argument with our International, the IUE, is that we are as legal as
hell and I can continue to fight for quality educatidn through the
building of schools, the re-modeling of out-dated schools, and by
hiring more qualified teachers if that is a problem.

Since that has been and still is my Tosition, I, as President of
Local 761, wits forced to withdraw from4U.L.A.B. due'to U.L.A.B. .

'officer or officers meeting and negotiating with people who promote
violence (the elimination of the black man), instead "of peaceful
demonstrations to stop Forced Busing, as that does not upgrade, but
degrades education.

The second part I wish to explain is that my delegates AZ U.L.A.B.
have assured ine "that the officers of U.L.A.B. have now, fina11y,
taken a stand that U.L.A.B. 15 an organization seperate and aside
from any other orpnization and that the officers of U.L.A.B.--
have taken a stand that they wAll run U.L,A,Be and will not af=
filiate with or allow other organizations to dictate to or run
U.L.A.B. We are hereby re-Joining our good Union Locals of our
commuaity in U.L.A.B. and will continue to support and be
active in Oaat organization.

Howover, I strongly recommend that a constitution be written or a
set of rules be put into writing ma that it will be plain to every-
one that-U.L.A.B. is a seperate organization and that
stands for" equality and will not discriminate. or partic te
any.form of discrimination because of race, color, sex, creed
marital status,,age, or national origin.

c ) 1 ihr
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*Jack Shore
janitary 16, 1976
Page 3

If U.L.A.B. needs sHY assistance ar ammdhing from Local 761, please
40 not hesitate to call upon us. If you have any questions concern-
ing anygositian I have taken in the pnst or ny position nous please

free to call or cone see ne.

I)
Fraternally,

Kenneth O. Cassady
President
Local 761, ICE

KOC/es
oeiue 741

cc! L. Sexton
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At the time ULAB was formed, Local 761 had taken a position on our
educational system aver years before (February 10, 1974).

That position was preeented in the form of a resolution that was
meant te contain 4 things:

1. Upgrade the schoOl systems in Jefferson County so that
nail" sehools would be modern.

.3s

2. Hire teachers of the highaWcaliher for all achools
alike.

3. To be against busing, the forced kind, because that
would not correct anything.

4. It was drafted by a black male and white female so
it wasn't intended to be a racial issue at any time.

That is still the position of Local 761.

At the tine ULAB was formed that was the position of Local 761. It
still 13 our position and will continue to be as long as I am Presi-
dent. 4

At tg4e time ULAB was formed, there were many leaders and many organiza-
tions that we could have met with and backed, if I felt a labor orgeniza-
tion should dein.: be a part of or flirt_41th.. Since we had had a running
gun battle with orkr-outsille organizatiwt, who wanted to represent one
race of our members, I felt that there was no way to support or join
with another outside organization, and do things under their rules.

So the conclusion I cane up with was that Local 761 would join or
associate with any group. For an example, while I was in Toronto, Canada/
attending a CE-IUE Conference Board Meeting, Local 761
strate and did by using the parade, permit of a Revere
the results of that on TV, Where Mr. Hughes could h
trouble (with our International ard also our Membe
I knew that in numblers there was strength. It wa
we couldn't or didd't go it alone, we, as a Local

ea to demon
Hughes. I saw

e gotten us in
hip). But still,
decided that, if
had tsso choicess

1. Try to find enough Undon Locals who could doin hands and
fight, our battles for a better community or

2. WO could just drop the whole issue and a1irour members
to hunt other organizations to get rid of ieir anger
with.

We tried
about to
not play

01 and it was successful. Now I feel that at this time ULAB is
become a stick of dynamite. To be very hOnest with you, I will
with dynamite. As all other human beings, I have a tendency to
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protect myself. That ia the reason for my requesting this meeting.
Would like to voice my opinion of what I feel is necessary to

protect Myself and my Local's Membership.

1. ULAB must act separately and independently and in nG
way be affiliated with, work with, be a party to or
have any connection with any group outside organized
Labor. \
All recommendations and decisifons must be.made by members
of 111,AB (Members of Local Uniohs). . .

-3. An attorney must be contacted and consulated as to U1AB
rights and especially in the field Of finance.

4. All officers in U1AB must not be a member of any outside
organization regardless of how good or how bad that organi-
zation. Thia excludes Fraternal (such as Knights of Colum.
bus or Masons) religions (not including Reverend Hughes or
Southern Christians, etc) or political (not including com-
munist) organizations.

5. ULAB must not be a di% scriminatory organization either in words
or actions. This includes race,sex, national origin, martial
statua, relAgion or political belief. (Again excluding Com:-
munist,)

6. ULAB must file all papers of any nature, including finance,
that are required by our Federal, State or Local Government.

7. The dues for ULAB must be left'up to each local as to how
they are'collected. /I strongly recommend, to eachilLocal,
that it be on a voluntary basis.

8. Until nirther change in ULAB, I recommend that dues only be
collected as needed,

9. Until UlAB changes its name, it will stick strictly to the
was formed for, and make recommendations to the

proper people, a solution to the problem. In other w9rds,
I strongly recommend that ULAB in9ist that the children of
ourCommunity_have a quality educfition, through-bettering
and cmlizirA-all schools. This ihdludes buildings, faclV ies
and f necessary, teachers.

10. In the future I can see ULAB 1hangg its name and becominf
0.L.B.C.C. (as a 1st soggestion). LBCC would stand for
Organized Labor for the Betterment of our Communities and
CountrZ4

U. ULAB must be a non violent organiztion.. It's fights must
be through demonstrations, marches, politics, etc, not
planned violence of any kind.
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'76 1

ULAB must be a two party organization at least. In other
words, it must put the blame on the correct politicians,
regardless of party, or the cloaeness of that party. Each
politician must be judged by his or her actions, not What
they say they have do

All-total Union P dents should be on a recommendation
committee. If t e officers of ULAB feel that any of these
rules-or the constitution must be changed, since the ',deal
Presidents are the ones who have to face their membership
and answer to their respective InternatlOnal, they can
protect ULAB.-

14. ULAB must work within the rules of the House of Labor as
the tocal? P!esidente interpret those rules.

15. ULAB will consist of any or all Local unions that bargain
forseaployees and are recognized by the NLRB, regardless
of whether they are AFIr-CIO or not. Each new Local enter-
ing will be investigated as to their yalidity, by a screen.-
ing committee.

16. All ULAB Meetings must be open to the press so lor as the
press reports the facts. It cannot be a secret organization.

17. ULAB must have a fact findinK committee, appointed by ULAB
officers, that are honest and cannot be-swayed. (Trials
Committee).

These places where I have used the words 26.12_or must, mean that
these particular parts have to be met to clear Local 761. In the
places I have used "should" or other worda like it, mean that I
only suggest this.

I woUld like to repeaW6what I said at the time dLAB was being formed.-
Neither local 761 or myvelf desiree to dictate to.U1AB., We do not
desire any more public attention tnan we already get as being a Local,-
I, along with most of aur officers, have a very Pall time job.

BUt I should say to you in all fairneas, the reason for these rules are
to protect me and my Local. Thatiea poor choice of words, but I
should have said to protect me ste President. of Local 761 and the other
officers and Membership of Local 761.

Thanks.for Your time and attention, but in this case I felt this was
necessary and also it Would give,the officers of ULAB guidelines or
rules to live by and protect thavinatead of having to go at business
hap-hazardly.

Kenneth G.,Casaady

P.S. Other rules and regulationa or things added to a Constitution
can be added, but repeat - repeat - repeat- I want protection.

8
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Jack Shore, Chairman
Union Labor Againet Busing
Sheet Metal Workers, Local 110
2932 Seventh Street,Yoad
Louieville, Kentucky 4p216

Dear Jacii f 10110this letter s to officially notify yau, the officers and members of
ULAV,that I, Kenneth Cassady, President of local 761, In, AFL-CIO-
CLC, am officially withdrawing our great Local from an:6rganization

. .tht Ike, as officcrs of local 761, worked hard to create.

Aa you know, I withdrew rocel 761 ofpciallytrom BLAB about two
' weeks ago. .I understood that you were going to clean house and run
AlLAB'as it was intended to be run. We, oi &mild I MAy I, sent you
a letter, due to the position you took that ULAB would be an the
name'indicated, saying we were rejoinini.'

However, due to your inability Or i'e1uctan to run BLAB as.a I217e
orrard amliation only, I again for the last ime officially with
ing Io 761,, fUE from BIAS lance:

) t 4
/

/ kfter I withdrew yondidn't 1ive,u0 to the atandards we
needed.

1 2. Again *on 1-17-76 BLAB had. a representAtive in a meeting
. with twenty to twenty-five outside organigational in a

closed door meeting, spch as the KUrwould have. Mr.
Louie Sexton said your representative was there.

,

, 0

762
-C1

3m' Mr. Saxton and Mrt fiavstrong had a meeting with me op
l -18-76, befoi-e and atter our (Local 761, IUE) Special
liewb,rship meeting, and I made my thoughts clear to
them. .

76: )
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Jack Shore

- Paige' 2
January 26, 1976

fkal°

4. 'On Monday 1-19-76 2 sent you letter by Ronald Risingsr
as to the needs of L?cal 761 and made certatn things a
."must" and edne were strong suggestions. Regarding/this
letter yam nar anyone from ULAB saw fit to meet with me
and work something out, but took a head-strong position
that other groups, such AS Reverend Hughes, Sue Conner's
group and the foreman's groupiwere more important than
Local 761. Yayte you are correct, but we will see.

5. At your meetinglon Thureday, January 22, 1976, you "invited"
all other outside grqups present to Join ULAB on Saturday,
January 24, 1976 to help in the deonfietration you held in
todian Hills.

After demonstrating from Cox Park through Indian Hills and
heel to Cox Park, I saw where ULAB didn't.have the quality
speakers to run the WIWI but relied on outsiders to speak,
such as Sue Conners-, who said easething to tlis effect, 010
can'be effective if you continue to follow.your "leader:04
To me.this means the secret "tinge were for all groups
te.join each other's group when demonatnating.

7. As per our conversation on Friday morning, Jamary,23, 1976,
when I talked to you Iiiersonal4 and again re-iterated my

' position about outside groups, whether they be good,or bad,
that we camldn't even flirt wtth them and asked you to
retract your itaterent that was made the night before. To
this you told me that ybu would eontact Louie SaldtAmi and
get back with me with an answer. I saw you, along with
two other officers of TILAB, at Local 161 oh Friday nielt
and you gave no indication thatilyou had an &hewer fbr me.

Then on Saturday, January 24, 1976, nrs. aut Ccinncre had to
wrap up the eVert for you by calling for unity in each groupf
and follaw each leader.

So since ULAB is 114aled ths same as all other groups against "forced bus-
ing" and is really not fighting for all umion members, black and white
alike,, but using fancy words to indicate black are welcome, I am again
repeating that Local 761 as a Local will, not officially be a part of
ULAB now and there is nOthing to indicate to M9 that we will ever be
again. Since you do net go for verbal rule', I see no reaion that
ULAB would go by (as I have requested) writterurules or a constitution.

6

As &Way*, eur MeMbers at Local 761 have a right to join Wrwthing so
long as they do not indtcate 0r. represent Dacal 761. Since I am the

7
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Jack Shore
Page 3
Jandary 26, 1976

one who interprets our Local Internetional Constitution and Reeolutions
passed by our Local - District - Intergational, plus our Interngtional
Conventions I have to tell you-that MAD is in violation of poise of
those Constitutions and Reaolutione.

So you will be delivered this letter Lilo
Board Members.

with a copy.to each ULAB

"Afters yvu have received this, it in my intention to call a news conA
ference and release tthe complete history of ULAB and'axplain the reason
for having to take the action I am now takihg.

I want to repeat to you again, Local 761, IDE will "contirmeco Opt
fervqd blinine the waY this rasoluti n, made an 2-10r74 at our Regular
Eeeting, was intended. 4

Thank you and I am,

Sincersly rours,

Kenneth 0. Cassidy
President
Local 761, rft

KGCAch
ocitte 741

4

s. I
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rtii y :in,

4b. _Local 761 voted "on February 10, 1974 to be gainst forced busing.
The Resolution was and still is that for qudlity education for all
three things have.to be done:

. All schools must be made firztclaus schools by either
rebuilding the old or bidlding new or whatever is neces
sary to hove the finest quality education for all.

2. If neces.sary, money should be provided so all schools
will hBvs the best qualified teachers available.

3. That forced busing is not the way to get quality educa
tion and that we be against forced busing and the money
be used to upgrade our schools and if needed, to obtain
qualified teachers.

Local 761 still stands by that Membership action and we will continue
to work against forced busing and do everything in our power tilat is
legal to see that 011 children get the'best education possible, without
riddng buses.

Even though Local 761 was forced aut of. ULAB, after many letters and
many hours of trying to communicate to them, Local 761 could not live
with the way ULAII was operating and still keep from violating Consti
tutions and Re:;olutlons of our International.

However, as I t;iive said befcre, Local 761, IUE will continue as a
Local trying our best to get the best quality ,education for all, without
forced busing..
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Exhibit itselo. 88

a

Attorney Buddy Blakely
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
1112 Vermont Aveny
Room 410
Washington, D.C. 20425

Dear Mr. Blakely:

June 17, 1976

If you can recall on Wednesday, June 16 during the Commission
hearings, I presented to you a wrftten testimony that was to become
a part of the hearing proceedings. As you can ascertain from the
appearance of the written statement I presented you can tell that
it wasApne in a hurried fashion in the press room. 'The statement

has since been retyped and suitable, in terms of apPearance, to
become a part of the written report that is to be developed by
your office. Please substitute the statement attached for the
one initially presented.

ThWnk you.

Andrew Robinson
Associate Direetor

tdl

Enclosure
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June 16, 1976

A
The following testimony is presented to clarify procedures

t

surrounding the development of the Student Concerns Project as prepared

by the Jefferson County Educatiqp Consortium and the University of

Kentucky.

Early in January 1976, I, Andrew Robinson, Associate Director of

the.Jefferson County Education Consortium (Assistant Professor at the

University of Kentucky) and other ConsOrtium staff members, Met with

school off cials, Mr. J.C. Cafrell' among them, to interm and outline
.

procedures governing the Special Project funds available through the
441.

ESAA office of HEW.

At the initial stage of the meeting with school offi#5,ials, it

. -

was clearly indicated that the funds were primarily for research and

related activiiies. It was the intent of the federal legislation,that
4

such activities occur de-emphasizing direct services, thereby Oroviding

ineaningful and,realistic sototions to problems occurring in 4cently

desegregated school districts. Those school officials in attendance at

this meet,ing (as ment oned above) consistently disregarded the regulations

and focused on the specific needs of individual schools which was easily

translated into personnel to r:espond O or attend to specific discApline

problems.

On several occasions, I specifically stated that-the funds could not

tre used.primarily for personnelx but must focus on the development of

positive, long-range strategiesand solutions that could be applied to

the remedi,ation of serious problem(s) of distipline and suspensions.

Invariably, school officials cont1n4ed to focus on personnel needs f2,5

each of the 15 schools with X.ious discipline problem.

)4.

4
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It became apparene'that cidditional personnel was a key factor"

in the school system's acceptaloi OK this grant. Thic led to actually

writing IS Positions in the prograii) and budget to accommodate.the

school system's concern. The major thrust and focus of the program

- from the Consortium/University of Kentucky perspective was the research

,and parent, teacher, student training activities that would occur as

a result of research findings. On March 5, 1976 a proposal, endorsed

4
by the Superintendent, was submitted to the ESAA office in Washington

requesting some $520,000. It shol be noted that of the total amount r

requested, approximately $270,000 was earmarked to employ 15 school

counselors for eventual assignments to schools.with fhe highest incidence

of suspensions. The remaining $?50 000 was left to carry out research,

't
the development of training materia s, and for parent, teacher, student

oriented workshops.

Early in April, Ms. Dorethea Perkins, Program Officer from the ESAA

office met with Consortium staff to conduct a prelimicary review of the

budget. At that time Ms. Perkins again stated the intent of thei.soecial

ESAA Student Concerns funds, according to the regulations, was to suppo4

research directed toward the resolution of problems of school discipline

and suspensions. She furtr stated that the 15 people, is described in

the proposal, would be viewed by the Office of Education,as a form of

supplanting Ind was, therefore, not an allowable or fundable item in

this instance. In addition, it was revealed that, because of limited

Funds dnd the need to ass st mdny sihool distri(ts donfronted with similar
\

problems, It MIS necessary to limit the amount of money available to the

Jefferson County System to'S225,000.

This informatio'n waS shared with school officials along with the

exp 'essed need to modify and adjust the program to fit the. allowable,r
dol 1 ar Clo(dtion. The revised program Was then reviewed by J.C. Cantrell
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and,h s staff, who in turn infred thv Jefferson County Education

Consortium that the school system, bek.ause of the loss of the IS staff

. positions, wodild no longer support the Student Concerns Project.

Contrary to the testimony presented by Mr. J.C. Cantrell; Deputy

Superintendent for Instruction, there was never a c ge in the regulations.

The problem appears 0 be related more to the system's attempt to circumvent

the regulations and guidelines in an effort to implemellt a plan of action

regarding suspenions which is nt4 necessarily indicated by availatfle data.

416

Andrew Yobinson, P .6.
Associate Director, Jeffyrson

County Education Consoirtium
Assistant Professor, Unrirersity

of Kentucky

°'
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ABSTRACT

This provides a description atilt analysis of the

activities by the Louisvikle Divisioli of Police as it

dealt with community reaction to Court-ordered busing.

It is designed to be utilized as resource tool for

_future planning as well as tO provide a_historical

Statement of police actitrities resulting fr6 court-
;

ordered busing. Questionnaires and inteRiews were

usid to compile the information Containe in this
-

.description.

4

113
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I, INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE

The primary purpose of this report is to serve as a
resource document to.aid in the police planning process
for major community disturbances in the future. One-of'
the primary weaknesses of all police agencies in the past
has been that they have failed to assess the nature
and type of their response to majorsommunity events.
Consequently, police agencies have been plagued with
inadequate planning, and their responses to community
events has often been confused,fragmented and'disorgan-
ized. By utilizing proper planning, these problems can
be all but eliminated.

The secondary purpose is to provide a brtef historical
statement of events, as seen from the police perspective,
surrbunding the implementation of court-ordered busing
for school desegregation in Louisville. Such a statement
should prove to be of great value in the development of a ,

more professional police organization.

B. METHODOLOGY

This report is not a restatement of the tactics and
methods utilized by the Division of Police durin court-
ordered busing activities. Rather, it is an 141alysis of
the effectiveness of tactics and strategieS utilized in the
manual. An extensive planning manual was prepared prior
to the busing event, and'this report is designed to comae-
ment that manual.

A brief questionnaire was distributed to a sample of 25
officers from throughout the Divisionlas the primary means
for gathering the evaluation material: In. addition,- inter-
views were conducted with selected personnel from the leader-

-ship ranks as a means of complementing the questionnaire
data. This information was gathered bx personnel from the
Planning and Research Section of the DiV14.1.en.

Since the questionnaire was of the open-ended type, it
was necessary to transfer the general statements and
coaments into a format suitable for brief, yet accurate,
presentation. Thus, it was necessary to delete some of
the redundant comments contained on many of the question-
natrati
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I.C. 'VALUE :OF REPORT

tlost evaluations of policeTtiponses to massiVe
community events, have come'froM civilian investi-' .

gative agehcies outiide the Police Department, (Chidago,
Detrctit, ,Los'Angeles),. Such outside @Valuations were, .

necessary due.rargely7 to the inadequacies of .,the police
'response, as well is to the inability and unwillingness'
of-the police agencies to evalUate themserves. This
rePbrt is au attempt,vt''demonstrating that'poticd-
agencies are noi only capable of evaluating themselves,
but that they cah improve 'themselves as a result.of,

$their bWn criticism.

4

a

a

For the non-police'officer, this report should provide
a statement of how the Louisville Division of Police was
utilized as a community resource in helping to attain a
community objective -..namely, the orderly implementation
of the law. *
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11 wmpRoup INFORMATION

SCHOOL MERCER

On April 1, 1975, the City and County school districts
were combine& into one tenewal school district for all of
Jefferson County. This merger was an issue ofaome cOn-
troversy throughOut the City and the Countyend marked

- the beginning of community debate on coort ordered
desegregation4 gine* this merger was one of the

&first to occur in'the."South", it attracted some national
j

B. LEGAL ACTION e

On July 30, 1975, U. S. Distact.Judge James F. Gordon,
ordered the desegregation of all Jefferson County Schools
by means of busing students. "Judge Gordon's order pro-
vided that at least 22,600 students would.have to be bused
in order.to assure that allischOols contained a black
population of between 10 and 40 percent. With ehe issuance
ofthis order, it became abundantly clear co the Loulaville
Division of Polime hat they would have to make extensive
preparations in or4er to assure the peaceful and orderly

' implementation of the desegregation order.?

C. COMMUNITY RESPONSE

While there was disenchantment, frustration and hostility
expressed by some areas of the community to the desegre-
gation order, it was difficult to discern any uniform
attitude or feeling.throughout the community. In totes
of police planning this presented'a problem fprit was
difficult to prepare a proper iisponse. Since /t wa
so difficult to predict what would happen when school
opened. the Chief of"Police decided to adopt an approach
of "prepare for the worst and hope fbr the best." Con-
sequently, an extensive planning program was initiated.,

D. PRELIMINARY PLANNING

The planning process was initiated in January, 1975 when
the Chiief of Police began to hold discussions with his
staff olgarding busing implementation. Attempts were made
very early to hoid discussions with County Police person-
nel but the meetings, when held, were of little value.
Since it became evident earlY that input from the County
would be voy limited, the City decided to pursue its
planning aptivity as best it could alone.
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FromCJanuary.to July, 1975. a,number of,prelintinary
meetiiki were held at th$ City and Gounty level to
assess the Lmpact of court-ordered busing. The primary
purposes oi these aessions were to identify key person-
nel,and agencies in the area who would be'involved.
in implementing the couxt order, and to develop liaisons,
and.working relationships between the personnel and
'agencies. It wigs a result of these meetings-that key
operational and planning personnel firm the school
distriCt, city government, and the city police first
bigan working together toward a comnon purpose. Theseinitial meetings were alcritical part of the total

-

"Planning process.

InfOrmatioq iegarding plans utilized in other cities
were also Collected during this initial phase. This
information, although limited, was utilized during later
stages'in.the planning process.

0

or
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III. PREPARATION ACTIVITIES

A. PLANNING
The planning effort that went into this operation
was the most ekteniive ever utilized by the Division
of Police. The primary emphasis of this planning
was on tactics and organization.

Strategit. Most of /he strategic planning that ensued
was informal apd_ddne in the context of meetings. It

.mwas decided that a high priority would be placed on
maintaining as much normalcy as possible within the- ,

city. This meant that demonstrations were to:be kept
orderly, and that activities in the,schools were to
be closely monitored. The response of the Louisville
Division bf 111511ice to any violence or threatened
violence was to be immediate and of such strength as .

to immediately quell the disturbance.

Since the Division was unable to discern where the
majority of problems would occur, i.e., in the streets
or in the schools, it was decided that the Division
should prepare its tactical organization such that it
'was capable of responding to both.

The.strategy that was actually followed by the Division
of Police often was a result of an on-Vhe-scene decision
made by the Mayoi, Safety Director, Law Director and
ghief of Police. This is particularly true for the

cedajor demonstrations that occurred on Thursday;
September 4, and Friday, September 5.

Tactical. Virtually all the planning that went into the
busing operation could be characterized atvtactical or
organizational in nature. This tactical planning stage
was initiated in mid-July when a tieutenant fram the
Traffic section and an Officer from the Planning & Research
section were assigned'full time to develop a tactical
plan for the Division. Om August 1, a LieAtenant Colonel
waa placed in charge of the total planning operation and
given the responsibility for establ shing a command center.
At the same time, another LieutenarfCo1onel was assigned
the task of establishing a communication center as well
as setting up a mass booking process. A third Lieutenant
Colonel was assigned the task of directing normal police
operations while the Task Force was to be operational.

An extensive planning manual was developed during this
planning stage 4nd was distributed to all command officers
throughout the Division approximately a week prior to the
opening of school. This manual provided a detailed deacrip-
[ion of both policies and procedures to be followed by all
personnel during the operation of the Task Force.

m,
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On Friday, August 29, the set up of the field command
poet was initiated,.and by Wednesday, September 3, was
fully operational. Likewise, the communibition center

r .and the field booking stations Were comOetely opera-
tionel by Wednesday. September 3.

On-Goitia Planning, Since virtually all the tactical
problems were directed at a daytime operatioh, it
became necessary very soon co altar the original plans
and maintain an on-going planning capability. Thus,
as the activity tended to develop on the streets within
the city and around the schools in the county, it was
necessary to adjust the tactical plan to meet these
,developments.

Limitations.
1. The utTlization oi district personnel in the planning 4
phase would have'aided in the implementation,of the plans.

,6 2. The lack of a contingency plan to provide for a 24-hour
operation caused a deLay when it became necessary to go
to a 24-hour operation.

1

3. A thorough re-call pfbcedure would have assisted in
the re-activation of the Task Force as well as aided in
the raptd deployment of personnel to trouble spots.

4. Concern for the creature comforts of Task Force members
while stationed at the command post could have received
higher priatty. Particularly as the Task Force operation
was prolonged, these creature comforts became increasingly
Important to the operational personnel.

B. TRAININC

C d. On September 2, all command officers assigned
to t a Task Force were provided with a day of training.
This consisted of four hours of review of the Task Force
plan, and four hours of review of crawd controltactics.
In addition, durteg the week pribr to the opening of
school, meetings were held throughout the districts regarding'
Talk Force operations and the responsibility ofm.district
personnel while the Task Force was operational.

Operational, On Wednesday, September 3, all members of
the Titikrorce were assembled at Churchill Downs for a
day's training in crawd control. Riotagear was distrihateti
at this training session, and all personnel were given
their squad and team assignments.
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Limitations. The primary limitations of the training
,was thst it war too sittort in duEation.

C. COMUNICATIONe

A communications center was'established at Police
Headguarters through which all forms of commueication
were to be processed.. Directives from the communications
center were'to have priority and greater credibility than
communications received from any other source. Present
at thACommunications center were representatives from
the National Guard, County.Police'Department, and the
Louisville Fire Department. It was originally designed
that the Chief of Police would be located at the communi-
cations center.

Limitations. Some confuoton developed as to the role ot
the fierd command post in issuing field directives.
There were occasions when directives were not processed
through the'communications center and this resuited in
occasional confusion among Task Force personnel. Alsb;
since it was necessary for the Chief of Police co often
be at the scene of a. disturbance, the role of the
communications center6as the source for command decisions
was diminshed.

Additional training for dispatchers would have eliminated
some of ttte communication problems experienced on September 4,
and September 5.

D. INTELLIGENCE

Intelligence information was of very little use to the
Chief of Police or to the planning process prior to
the implementation of the Task Force. Due to the excessive
number of rUmors that occur during a disturbance such as
busing, and due to the inability of Intelligence personnel
to adequately screen this information, the credibility of
information received from the Intelligence unit quickly
became suspect. Virtually all personnel connected with
the command Or planning operations pf the Task Force
agreed that the Intelligence functien was the least
sucqessful of the entire operation. Infiltration tactics
werdkused extensively by Intelligence personnel, but there ,

were to many instances of unsubstantiated rumors beini
passed on aa reliable information to makeethis tactic
completely successful.
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IV. ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS

The following table of organization4 charts provide
information pertaining to the baoic allocation of
personnel for the Task Force operation. The first
chart provides an indication of the manner in which
top staff. officers were utilized, while the second

'chart provides personnel and organizational informa-
tion regakding the Task Force.

.'This organizational'information is designed ro supple-N.
ment,the material contained in the tactical manual.
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V. kARRATIVE OF iVENTs

r
The following pages contain a narrative description of
all the busing activities from September 4, 1975, through
December 31, T975, which required police action. Three
separate.means are utilized topresent this information.

The first chart is a'halendar of vents" which provides a
visual oVerview of the glanning, training, and operational
activities of the Police Departmalt, as well as the dam;
of all major demonstrations that occurred within the city.
This chart is.particularly useful in relating one series of
events to another aeries of events according to time frame.

The second document is a lieting of all busing demonstrations
that occurred within the City of Louisville that is Organized
according to date, day, organization, route, and number of
members.

Third, a narrative description of the actual events is
provided chronologically by date. In the cases of the major
demonstrations, this narrative takes the form of a radio
log o that the events can be followed on A time sequence
basis.

0



CALENDAR OF EVENTS
APRIL 1,,197.5 - DECEMBER 31, 1975

EVENT APRIL NAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER , OCTOBER 19p1/2---
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Command
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BUSING DEMNSTRATIONS

DATZ DAY ORGANIZATION ROUTE NUMBER OF
RODREIN-

8/23/75 Saturday Farints for FrdOkom 4th and Broadway, in 5th
Rev, Hughes to Courthouse

Application
stated 500

Various Unions s On sidewalk
Best police
estimate 1,500

8/30/75 Saturday $tople United Shawnee Prk., up Broadway
to 5th, in 5th to Court-
house

100-150'st best

On sidewalk

.Thursday
0

Concerned Parents
(This pared. was cancelled by CP, only Conners walked)

9./4/7 'Thursday Floyd & Broadway -all
over downtown area with

6,000 approx.

(DEMONSTRATED WITHOUT PERMIT) concentration at Federal
Bldg. and City Hall at
various times
On Street

9/6/75 Saturday Concerned Parents. Floyd to Federal Bldg.
(CANCELLED BY ORDER OF THE MAYOR)

9/ 1/ /5 Sunday People United Shawnee Park to Courthouse
(CANCELLED BY ORDER OF THE MAYOR)

9/1005 Wednesday Committee of 101 Federal Place
(TURNED DOWN FOR NON-COMPLLANCE WITH
JUDGF GORDON'S ORDER)

9/15/15 Monday Independent Taxpayers & Walked around Courthouse 100
Parents assembled in Fed. Plane

Or 'de "k



WI DAY ORGANIZATION ROUTE NUMB OF
MORRIS-

9/20/75 Saturday Ind. Tax payers Floyd & Br dway to 400-500
Fed, Bldg. & return to
Floyd
on aid lk
12:00- .00

9/20/75 Saturday Voters Against
Bussing (sic)

9/24/75 Wednesday Mothers for
Childrelis Freedom

9/27/75 Saturday Concerned Parents

Bro4k and Broadway
up 3roadway to Rasta-
tra ion office
10: 0 - 11:00 a.m.
On jidiwalk

q00 300

Around Federal Bldg. 20-30 at best
On Sidewalk

7th & Broadway to Brook
back down Broadway to
Federal Place
In Street

8,000-10,000

9/25/75 Thursday Citizens Against Busing Around Y.M.C.A. 20-30
604 S. 3rd St. 4
On iidewalk

10/11/75 % Saturday Portland-Weotend
Parents

10/11/75

26th and Griffith
around Portland
area and back to
26th and Griffith
On Sidewalk

saturday Progress In Bducation 4th & Kentucky to
Broadway-Broadway to
5th to Courthouse
On sidewalk

100 - at best

500-600



naTH DAY 0HGANI1ATI0 4 ROUTH

-111
NUKBER OF
marcspar-

1

1D/14/75 Tuesday Hast-enders against Clifton around 150

Forced Busing Crescent Hill
On sidawalk

1110

10/18/75 Saturday Wast-linders against 25th & Main to 100-

Forced Businf Broadway east on Broadway
t9 Fed. Plaza

A
Oh sidewalk

11/1/15 Saturday Kingston Against 30th & Portland around
Forcelhatusing Phrtland.area

Under 100 6
On'sidewalk

11/5/75 Wednesday Crescent Hill Clifton Area'

kesidents Against On sidewalk
150

11/17/75 Monday Let Our ChildrenAin South-end
(NOT ISSUED - cognIcT WITH JUDGE-DTKDON'S RULE)

11/20/75 Thursday South-end Parents Taylor & Bicknell around
for Freedom South-end area

50

Chl sidewalk

11/12/75 Saturday United Black Union Workers 15th & Chestnut east on 150

9:00 - 12:00 Chestnut to 5th to Gourt-
house (In street to 5th on
sidewalk to Courthhouse)

11/22/15 Slaturdsi-' Union Labor Against Busing 7th to 1st on Broadway -
turn south on lat,hack to

5,000 - 6,000

Broadway down Broadway to
Courthouse and Louisville
Carden.

1//6//5 Saturday Okalona Merchants 7th to 1st on Broadway 500 to 6
Ampocintion Ane tu

(.14



THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 105

'soll call was held at the Field Command Post at 0415 hours,
'one hour earlier than was scheduled-for the remainder of the
detail because it wee, the first day and rough spots needed to
be ironed out early. All personnel were present or accounted for.
Personnel were given their assignments And instructions that were not
given out at the training session the proceeding day.

The hsedquarters command centr was manned and operating by
0500 hours. Intelligence Units in the field were active and'
calling in information of rumors and confirmed information on'
the low band radio to the command center. The HOT LINE' phones were
tested at all locations end information and problems, were trans-
mitted by these lines.

By 0800-hours information was beginning to be received
concerning a slow build up of people (demonstrators) in the, down-
town area, although no mass gathering of these people had yet
bean seen. IntellIgence Units were at Floyd Street and Broadway,
awaiting the arKival of Mr. Conneri, who was scheduled to
make a Ione protest walk since the mass demonstration had been
prohibited by Jkidge Gordon:

At 0830 hours. Chief Nevin left the command center and
prooseded to Floyd and Broadway to see for himself just whit
was taking place. By this time, larger groups of people were
being accounted for. not only downtown, but also at the union
hall of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers on
Preston Street and at the Kentucky State Fairgrounds: There seemed to
be evidence that*there was an organized move underway,for all of these
groups to get togiather somewhere for a demonstration:

0900 hours - Mr. Conners started his lone protest march from
Floyd and Broadway.

0910 hours - Intelligence units and Captain Swartz reported
from Second street and Broadway that the protesters,.mostly
uniom workers from General Electric and Ford Motor Company con-
gregating in front of Stouffers Inn.

0915 hours - Chief Nevin moved to Second and Broadway and
ordered Delta Squad and SOS to move from the command post to
Second and Broadway and to Seventh and Broadway respeciively.
All regular shift traffic officers were ordered to move to
channAl four to assist wfl_hmkhe march Chat WAS about to take
place. At this time, the cr611.0 was at about two to three hundred
and building in size rapidly.

0919 hours - After being addressed by Captain Swartz. the
crowd at Second and Broadway started moving north across OryadWay
and west on the North sidewalk from Broadway. At this time, Chief
Nevin called for Alpha Squad and Bravo Squad to stage at-the rear
of headquarters and the old city tow lot on Magazine and stand by.

4

as.
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. -3
0922 hours: Chief Neiwin ordered the Traffic Units to keep

the march oa the sidewalk. There were about 500 person, in the
demonstrwtion by this time. A

0931 Apure - The marchers were arriving at the New Federal Building.

0936 hours 7 Car 60 (Lt. lipy Nail) advised Chief Nevin th&t
the crowd was pressing against the Windows in front of the Federal
Building Chief Nevin ordered Bravo ninety (35 man bus) formed up by
Bravo One and marched to the New Federal Buililing to protect the
front of tho Federal Buildieg. e,

0939 hours Protesters left the front of the Federal Building,
proceeded south on Seventh Street and east through.the parking
lot in the rear of.the Post Office Building. wAt this time T-I0 (S(s)
was dispatched to protect the doors of the Post Office Building.

0944 Hours - In order to ileistinate the possibility of injury,
Chief Nevin ordered traffic cut off of Seventh Street at Broadway, ahd,
Sixth Street at Chestnut Street.

0950 hours - After circling the Federal Building, the Crowd'moved
south on Seventh Street and went east on Broadway., Chief Nevin
ordered traffic restored on the streets that had been cut off.
Delta Squad was ordered to move up to Sixth Street and Broadway.,

0957 hours - Crowd stopped at Armory Place and Broadwaywmomenterily
and then the majority of them went north oreArmory Place. Nieman
group split off and contlnued'east on Broadway. The main body continued
north on Armory Place and then turned west on Chestnut Street, At
Sixth and Chestnut Streets, the crowd turned mouth momentarily and then
changed direction and went nirth.

1001 hours -Intelligence Officers reported that there wasyia crowd
of about two hundred people gathered at the Fairgrounds. This cro4d
reportedly moved from the Fairgrounds and headed for the downeown area.

1002 hours - Marchers moved into Sixth Street blocking the entire
street/ stili headed north. They went north on Sixth Street to
Congress Alley, east to.Fifth and South to Walnut. During this time
the crowd doubted in to about 1500 or 2,000 people.

1018 hours - CrowA naw westbound on Walnut from Sixth Street.

1020 hours - Crowd northbound on Seventh Street approaching
Liberty. Cheif Nevin ordered the Echo Motorcycles to secure the
Apors at,Poll.ce Headquerters.

1022 hours Crowd at seventh st. Northbound passing Liberty Street.

1
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1026 hours - Crowd passing Seventh and Market.

1028 hours Crowd turned east on Main Street from Seventh Street.

1031 houre C*wd approaching Fifth and nein.

1014 hours - Croed turned south on Fourth Street from Main,
reportedly heading for the River City Mall. The Charlie Team
that waX still at the Field Command Poet was ordered to Fourth
and Liberty.

1040 hours - Crowd'arrived at Fourth and Liberty. Echo
motorcycles arrived and set up a skirmish line across Fourth Street
but did not have enough personnel to dopOsitely block the entire
street. Alpha Squad was ordered to Fourth and Liberty, code
three, as well as Tam Team (S08). The crowd made an assault on the
police lino and because of the lack of porsonnella breach of
the lineeas apcompliehed by some one hundred and fifty to
two hundred demonstrators. Om people started south on the River
City Mall but when they saw that the main body of the crowd had
not accomplished a breach of the line, they returned and attached the rear
of the police lin* in an attempt to get the main body of demonstrators
through. Alpha Squad arrived from City Hall and fortified the poliam
line which eliminated any further breach. Chief Nevin ordered the entire
Task Force to Fourth and Liberty with the exception of Bravo &goad
who were ordered to Fourth and Walnut to come in behind the police line and
clear the proteeters out who had breadhed the line. Beeause of radio
confusion and the heat of the incident, the message never did roach Bravo
Ono as to exactly what he was to do. 'The heavy traffic created downtown
caused Bravo Sqpad a groat deal of delay in arriving at Fourth and
walnut, and by this time things were in hand at Foath and Liberty.

During the heat of the confrantation at Fourth and Liberty,
Chief Nevin asked that a U. S. Marshall be sent to the scene, and this

0was done,.

1045 hours - A booking van was called for at Fourth and Liberty.

1046 hours Charlie Squad arrived at Fourth and Liberty. The
teams that were in vehicles rushed in and further fortified the
policeline. Charlie bus (a,90) formed up juet north of Fourth and
Liberty and did not move. This resulted in & lot of confusion because
no one knew who the unit was and they failed to identify themselves
when asked several times to do so.

1055 hours - The crowd behind the policeline started dispersing south
along the Meld and the main body of the crowd started moving west on Liberty
Street.

1056 hours - Again Chief Nevin called for the number of the unit in
formation north cf Fourth and Liberty. Some confusion resulted
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when Bravo One identified thin as his unit (in fact it was C-90).
As result of this mix-up, Bravo One was told to move his people
Go Third and Chestnut in case the crowd tried to gsin entrance to
the Mall from that direction. Just prior to this Bravo One had
been ordered' to Fifth and Walnut for the same purpose. This
oonfusion resulted in a time delay in getting people in proper
position.

After being called for by the name of the Lieutenant in
charge of the team bus, C-90 finally identified thIsseolves to
car Three and were ordered to Third and Chestnut.

1100 hour, - Main body of crowdcompletely dispersed from
Fourth and Liberty and moved south on Fifth Street.

1104 hours - In answeit to a question from Car Pour, Ch f Nevin
ordered 75% of the patrol force to be assekbled behind poli head-
quarters and te steed by.

For the next thirty to forty minutes, report* were retei
from numerous locations that drowds of one to five hundred people
were gathering. After the aforementioned time lapse, the
main body of the crowd started gathering at Sixth Stret and Broadway
Where they sat in the street and moved around in the street blocking traffic.

During this period, Chief Nevin toOk about tWo hundred officers and
made A clean sweep ot the River City Mall. Me then met briefly with Chief
McDaniel* of the Jefferson County Folio, at Fifth and Chestnut. By this
time it became apparent that the entire demonstration would be reassalbled
at Sixth and Broadway. During. the split of the crowd into smaller groups
of two to three hundred, our units were deployed all over the downtown
area.

1133 hours - Chief Nevin ordered *quads to regroup and get back to
their mobile equipment. Delta Squad was intact and mobile, so they
were sent immeidately to Sixth and Broadway to control the situation
there while regrouping took place. As the teams and *quads reported
that,they were regrouped, they were went by car,Thre to Sixth and Broadway.

Car 720 ordered traffic cuteastiwnmid on Broadway at Seventh Street.

1138 hours - Delta 10 requested the presence of a U. S. Marshall
at Sixth and Broadway.

1141 hours - Major Tong (In copter) reported that all of the crowd
had regrouped at Sixth and Broadway. Chief Nevin advised Car Three
to send the entire Moak Force to Sixth and Broadway.

1
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1145 hours - All echo cycles were ordered to start trying to bail
out the traffic tie-ups in the downtown area.

1146 hours - Delta.ten reported that dispers*1 order
WAS read to the crowd, and that the crowd refused to mere from
the street. H. further advised that he was going to clear the
intersection and gat traffic moving. Car One told Delta ten to
make sure he had enough people before he tried.

1148 hours - Units at Sixth and Broedway called lor help

745, Officer Jeff Moody was injured in a traffi,c accident while
attempting to get in position to escort a booking wagon to the scene
at Sixth and BroadWay

1149 hours - Charlie Squad regrouped at Seventh and Broadway and
reported ready for deployment. Car Three sect them to Sixth and
Broadway to assist.

1153 hours - Bravo ninety reported regrouped and ready and were
sent to Sixth and Broadway.

1157 hourLL.All units responding to Sixth and Broadway werd
told by Chlief Nevin to make it as fast as they could.

1158 hours - Chief Nevin advised car Three to send the entire task
force to Sixth and Broadway. polding nothing in reserve but the
district patrol unite that werikgrouping in the rear of police head-
quarters.)

pelts 10 called for the booking vans to move from Armory and Broadway
to Sixth and Broadwaymto pick up prisoners. Because of the size of
the crowd at that location, Delta 10 reconsidered and advised them to stand
by between Armory Place and Fifth Streets instead.

1200 hours - After receiving some prisoners at Armory and Broad-
way, about four hundred of the demonstrators surrounded the booking
van and refused to lfge it move. Officers on the scene called for back Up,
and then a few seconds later reported thetthe demonstrators were getting
unruly and the mood of the crowd was nasty. S. ten seconds passed and
the booking van clled for all possibl help at Armory and Broadway. At
this time, considering the number of demonstrators involved and the changing
mood of the crowd, Chief Nevin ordered that the District patrol force
being held in reserve be dispatched immeldately to Armory Place and Broad-
way. The time was 1202.

From this point on, most of the instructions for movement of
personnel was clone on the scene verbally instead of through the radio.
Personnel from the entire Task Force were formed up in their respective
mita and five waves of officers, about one half block apart were sent
down Broadway to move the crowd east toward their cars. At Fifth Street,
several hundred broke off the main body and went north on Fifth Street.
A bua team was relolded onto their bus and sent to the New Federal
Building to protect it. One Squad consist4ng of half of Charlie Squad
was sent with the marchers to kaap an eye on them au they marched.
They did in fact return to the New Federal Building where thew
remained the rest of the day.
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The main body ocflhe crowd continued eaat on Broadway,
with a pause for s fifteen minutes at Fourth and
Broadway. The entire Alpha Squad was formed up between
Foucth and Fifth on Broadway, (On the sidewalk), and all police
vehicles were removed from the street.and Broadway was opened
to moving traffic. This was accomplished by 1300 hours.

, After standing by for same thirty minutes, it was evident
that the major part of the crowd had completely dispersed.
Bravo bus was left at the Federal Building, and Alpha Squad
was moved to the rear of Police Headquarters. The remainder
of the Task Force were sent back to the Field Cammand Post
to eat and then to relieve the units downtown. This went
smoothly and by 1430 hours, all personnel with the excep-
tion of Bravo Bus had been relieved for lunch. Bravo bus
was relieved about 1500 hours and was not called back on the
street for the remainder of the day. The bus team that
relieved Bravo bus, remained at the Federal Building until
about 1700 hours when they too were relieved and sent back
to the Field Command Post.
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FRIDAY SEPTEMBER '5 , 1.9 75

4
Anticipating possible crowd prableme on this day, after

the turmoil the day before, the entire Task Force, with the
exception of two teams from Charlie squad, WA deployed to
staging areas in the act* area of the City. After several
house, when it became Apparent that no trouble wee pending, all
units wuxe returned to the Field Command Rost on standby
status. The entire day, as fax as city disturbance, was
very quiet.

At about 2100 hours, the trouble in the County reached
such a magnitude that it was anticipated city persoonel might
be needed to assist the Jefferson County Police. A recall
was ordered by Lt. Col. Jack Kley, and all personnel were called
at home and told to return to the Command Post, and they would,
probably be out all night. During this time, Chief Nevin
had not been oontacted due to a malfunction of the pager that he
carries with him. After the Chief was contacted, he want directly to the-
Command Post where he met mayor Sloane. From the point, Chief Sevin
and Mayas Sloane went to the Kentucky State Police Command Post
at the Fairgrounds, where they met with County Judge Hollenbabh.
After thin meeting, Chief Nevin and the Mayor went to the VanRonee Canter
on Newburg Road to confer with officials of the School Board, County
Goverment and CitY Officialt. The Governor's Aide was present
throughout the night. After extensive discussion a decision was
made not to utilise city police personnel.

The recall went xmoothly and within one hour, over three
quarters of the Task rorce hed reported in and were equipped and
sitting on buses *waiting deployment. At approximately 0200 hours,
Chief Nevin sent word to the Task Force Commander, Lt. Col. Jack
Lisp, to get the people off the buseseand bed them down for the
night. It was reported beak to Chief Nevin Wit the personnel reMained on
the buses until about 0330, even though they had been told they could get
some sleep. This was the first time that thie very high spirit of
duty We' shown, and it remained with the Task force personnel
throughout the entire operation.

es
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SATURDAY, SEPTUMBER 6, 1975

Reveille was held at 0530 hours for all personnel. As a
result of some hurried, last minute preparations, a hot breakfast
was served to all personeel. Lmmodietely after breakfast, Chief
Nevin addreseed the Task Force personnel and told them of the events
that took place at the Vanaoase Center the night before. All personnel
were cOncerned that the County officers Would feel that City officers
had not supported them. Chief Nevin advised,all personnel,that the
County had not requested assistence, even though the City offered
help on several occasions. The events of the day werediscuesed
and the "game plan" for the day was laid out for all personnel.

At 0830 hours, the entire Task Force was moved to * staging
area at Brack and Broadway. Shortly thereafter, a crowd gathering
was rekbprted'at Seventh and Broadway, and the Tom (SCS) unit was
dispet6hod to'investigate. Chief Nevin also wont to the scene and found
a gathering orOhe White Castle parking lot at that location. Chief
Nevin called ft% one of the bus squads and one of the Area Commanders
to respond to seventh and Broadway. Upon arrival of the bus *quad
and Major Dick Tong, Chief Nevin read a dispersal order to the crowd.
The disper=aa given under the authority of an emergency order
limed by Sloane, forbidding gatherings in the downtown area.
This crowd disporeed slowlyand a couple of arrests were made.
At this time, a report was received of a large crowd gathering at
Floyd and Broadway. Chief Nevin advised Lt. Col. Kley to take appro-
priate action. Lt. Col. Jack Xley responde .0o the scene with eh.
Charlie Bus Squad and reed a dispersal order: This order was ignored,
and after allowing amply time for dispersal, all who remained were
arrested by the Officers of Charlie Bus. Two of the people arrested
in this group ware a demonstration leader and the self proclaimed
grand dragon of the Kentucky Knights of the Klu Klux Klan.

At the time of the confronOtion taking place at Floyd end
Broadway, Chief Nevin received several reports of small crowd gather-
ings in numerous areas. In order to avoid depleating himself of person-
nel, Chief Nevin called for assistance of the Kentucky State Police
and the Kentucky National Guard, who had been 'called in the night
before bocausiof the major troUbles in the oaunty. At the sight of
our Task Force, the Kentucky Stet!" Police, and the National Guard, the
remaining demonstrators in the downtown area went mobile and started
driving around the downtown area. Mr. BUrt Deutach, Director of Law,
advised Chief Nevin to have all persons displaying anti-busing signs,
and having in their possession citizens band radios, arrested for
oonspiracy to violate the mayor's emergency order. This order resulted
in numerous arrests for that charge.

By noon the, downtown area was quiet. At approximately 1300
hours, Chief Nevin released the National Guard and the Kentucky state
Police. Shortly thereafter, all but a mall force of City Police were
relieved ta return to the Comammd Post.
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The remainder of that afternoon WAX uneventful, and the
quiet was welcome.

Due to the troubles in the county the proceeding night,
and a renewed mutual aid agreement, all personnel were kept at the
Command Post for the entire night. Th9 County Police had probleste
during the night, but City police were not needed. There were a few
Arrests made on Preston Street by A team that was on patrc4 duty,
'but aside from this, the night was uneventful.

.7
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SUNDAY , SEPTEMBER 7, 1975

In the morning, the Task Force was mobilized apa toured the
downtown area. The force was staged at Floyd and Broadway for scam
time, after which they were brought back to the Command Post on Hess
Lane Via Poplar Level Road. This show of force WKS designed to let
any potential protestors know that the police still were mobilized and
readY to mOve at a moments notice.-

During this ahow of force in the downtown arse, Chief Nevin,
MAyor Sloane and Director of PUblic Safety, Col. Allen Bryan were
attending a meeting with the officials of the County, the School
Board, and.the U. S. Marshall, in the chambers of Judge Gordon.
During this meeting.the city police was ordered to snpply one hundred
*ad twenty police officer* to rids school buses the neat day serving
Ale guards.

After the meeting, Chief Nevin, Mayor Slowly and 'Col. Bryan
went to the Field Command Post and adAressed the personnel of the Task
Force. Mayor Sloane spoke first', thanking the personnel for a job well
done. Col. Bryan than spoke to the Task Force, for the firet time
as Director of Public Safest y ( H. had been on the job for four days).
Chief Nevin then addressed the force And advised the force that ha
had to break up some of the teams because of the order Aram Judge
Gordon to assign personnel to the chool busee for the next day.

After the discussion, the entire Task Force wentAt on
the lawn of the school and a group picturvaa glade.

The remainder of the day was spent drawing up personnel
assignments for the bus riding detail. At 1700 hours, all personnel
were released to go home until the next day with the stand-by status
still in effect for recall.

1900 hours - Reports were received by the Command Center
that a small crowd of protesters was gathering at the Lovell Elementary
School on Crittenden Drive at Phillips Lane. 'These demonstrators
were for the most part orderly at this time.

2000 hours - With reports of the crowd at Lowell School
building, Lt. Col. Hicks. Officer in charge of the Headquarters Command
Center, discussed the situation by phone with Chief Nevin and Col.
Bryan and Chief Nevin advised Lt. Col. Hicks to disperse this crowd
before it reached a greater size. Lt.Col. Hicks in turn instructed
the night Chief of Police, Major Silberisen, to qo tothe stone, gather
a small force of District personnel and disperse the crowd. From this
point on the facts are in dispute. The crowd was not dispersed and
continued to build in size. At &bout 2130 hours, Mx. Bort Deutsch,
Director of Law, requested on the police radio that a recall be initiated.
Chief Nevin was called and advised of the request And the recall MIA
implemented. upon arrival at the Field Command Poet, Chief Nevin
ordered that the Delta Squad and the Bravo Squad be recalled. Through

4/
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some *irnund.rtan4inq , the entire Task Force was recalled, including
thoe. personnel scheduled for the school bus 40teil the next morning.
Thum incident was the reason for the reoommaniation tnat els Chief of
Police be the one to initiate a recall (or in his absence A drignated
staff member.)

The incident at the Lowell School quieted down and the crowd
dispersed before the recall was completql, The personnel who answered
the recall stayed for, the remainder of the laght.

4



ISERN OF MMUS 8-13, 1975

-There were no crowd confrontations in the City daring this
entire week. The mood of the community wee still tense and the feeling
prevailed that the people were awaiting the departure of the State
Police and the National Ooard before any renewed activities were
undertaken. The bus riding detail went much smoother than wee anti-
cipated, and the City wee allowed to scale down the number of person-
eel aseigned each day, until hy Friday, September 12, 1975, all personnel
were removed from the homes.

Some off days were inserted into this week for many of the
Teak Force personnel, which wee a welcome relief for all ooncerned.

The week wee filled with meeting* fog-Chief Nevin and his
Staff. Almost daily, Judge Cordon called the officials of the City,
Jefferson Coanty, State Police, Natichal Guard and the School Board
together in his Chambers for a meeting. The Chief made tours
of the schools both in the City and in the County eaCh day with Mayor
Sloane, to try and ascertain the mood of the students and to see that
students who wexe city.reeidenta were being afforded proper treatment ift
the schools outside the City. On one occasion, Mayor Sloane boarded
school bus-at about 0700 boors in the west end of the City and rode

it with the students to Fern Creek High School in Southeastern pert
of Che county, to assure them they were being protected.

There were rumors that trodhle would start after the f'4otball
gases on Friday, hut these rumors did not become reality.

0 6



WE41( 91 sçEMER 14-2041975

There were no major crowd'confrontations in the City
during this week. While three marches were held, they
were orderly and in each came had obtained the proper ,
parade permit.

On Monday, Spetember 15, 1975, a group calling itself
ehe "Independent Taxpayers and Parents" staged a march of
about 100 people in the area of the Courthouse and Federal
Plaza.

At 10 4:m. on Saturday, September 20, 1975, two
organizationS staged marches. One group calling itself
"Voters Agatast Busing" staged a march of 200 to 300 people
along Broadway. At 12 o'clock noon, another group calling
itself the "Independent Taxpayers" staged a march of 400
to 500 people on Broadwaywith some focus around the Federal
Building.
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WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 21-27, 1975

During this week various anti-busing group
to obtain permits and stage marches along Bros
the area of the Federal Building.

continued
ay and in

Oft Wednesday, Spstedber 24, 1975, the group
"Nether* for Children's Freedom" held a demonstr
approximately 30 people in the area of the Feder

- Oh Thursday, Spetember 25, 1975, a group ca
"Citizens Against Busing" held a demonstration o
30 people in the area of the YMCA on, South Third

-; On Friday evening, September 26, 1975, the
exparienced.a confrontation at the Bittersweet S
Center. A request wig made for City Police per
officers were sent.to the scene. The crowd was d
prior to the arrival of the City officers, howeve
officers were used to help close businesses in the shopping
center area.

calling itself
tion of
1 Building.

ling itself
approximatelY.

Street.

unty Police
ping
el and 50

spersed
but the

On Saturday, September 27, 1975, the "Concerned Parents"
organization staged a major demonstration of 8,000 to 10,000
people along Broadway. This march was held in the area between
Seventh and Broadway and Brook Street and Broach4y, and the
only need for police personnel was to Assist in kraffic control.

d C8
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WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 28 - OCTOBER 4, 1975.

.During this week there were no organized demonstrations,
hut several spontaneous incidents oceurred4n the south part
of the city.

On Sunday, September 28, 1975, at-about 6:15 p.m., a
A crowd began. to gather in the Hazelwood Shopping Center at

Taylor Boulevard and Bicknell. The crowd consisted of
approximately 150 people, many of whom were teenagers and young
people, who seemed more interested in making noise than in
demonstratinglwinst busing. One car was overturned, several
small fires were lit, several windows were,broken, and it
was necessary to make eeveral arrests. Dub to the setting
of fires, Chief Nevin requested the assistance of the Louisville
Fire Department and they were dispatched to extinguish the
fires. A total of 47 City police officers were used during
this incident.

On Monday, September 28, 1975, at approximately 7 o'clock,
a 'erowd again begen to gather in the area of the Hazelwood
Shopping Center. Once again, this crowd was composed mostly
of young people who spent a great deal of their time making
noise, driving their vehicles and blowing horns, and in',

.

general, milling around. A small fire VAS started on
th

the st .

and it was quickly extinguished. Colonel Nunn and Lt: Spaul ing
side of Taylor Boulevard, but e Fire Department was calla

were present at the scene and at Approximately 9:30 p.m. decided
to utilize a show of force by police personnel to disperse
the crowd. Personnel from SOS, Traffic Enforcement, and the
5th Platoon were utilized to disperse the crowd and clear Taylcir
Boulevard. The'crowd moved to the area of Seventh And Berry, IP

but police personnel also cleared t rea. A total of
5 arrests were made in this area b ore the crowd vas dispersed.
By 11 o'clock p.m., a total of 11 rrests had been made
and everything was baØ to normal The 5th Platoon were sent
beck to their distritta

,

aryl police erations returned to
normal.

On Tuesday, September 30, a student wal1èout of approximately
100 students occurred at Iroquois High School. Many of the
studeneftmoved into the street on Taylor Boule ard and bagel,
'to block traffic, and 4th Platoon.personnel were(used to
clear Taylor Boulevard. In the afternoon, a nusear of small
cidents involvig,a high school students were reported in

R. area of Itwsbis High School, but no major confrontations..ve

occurred. By 2 o'clock p.m., the incidents were over and
police operations returned to normal. ,

9
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Since a major confrontation was anticipated for,
Wednesday, October 1, the Police Department decided to
partielly re-activate the Task Force.

The events a Wednesday. October 1, proceeded as
follows:

WOO Intelligen reports a crowd of about 100 people in
the 8000 bl ck of Premton - Car 84 reports thit Groves
(KKR) is in'the crowd.

1030 Car 84 reported that he Lonstrators are going to
the stores that are open and trying to coerce them
to close.

&

1030 Received a call from County School board reporting
information received that a large car caiivan would
ford somewhere in the Southern/Fairdale area and stage
protests etc-. east until they get to Westport area -
not sure,if it will come into the city or not.

1130 School Board now says Iroquois High School is assembly
point.,

1800 Night duty a Force copsist4ag of,5th Platoon,
Traffic BUr. 3rd Platoon.and SOS asseMbled.

IN geo.,

I830 All man sent to area of trouble fean previous
nights on Taylor Boulevard. Report of crowd building
up at Taylor and Bicknel. Crowd estimated it 200.

1900 Lt. Col. Hicks reports a crowd of about 150 at shopping
center at'2200 block of Brownsboro Road.

South-end crowd sat fires along Bic 1; Firs Dept.
called. Traffic on Taylor Boulevard cut off, crowd
dispersed. Task Force ordered to cite traffic violatisons.

1930 Crowd on Brownsboro Road still orderly but loud - some
of the beat cars (2) and two Tisk Force cars from
Charlie sqbad called in to cite traffic violations.
Raports of heavy alcohol consumption in this crowd.

2000 South-end quiet. Brownsboro Road crowd up to
250 to 300 peop e.

2030 One of the Traffic units from Charlie squad made a
traffic arrest in the parking lot of the Center, and were
ww ed by the crowd - all cars in the area, the remaining
Char ie Squad car, the First District-Lieutenant and Sergeant
and Lt. Col. Hicks responded to the officers call for
assistance. Lt. Col. Hicks ardered waiver of impounding
the defendant's car, and all police units left the scene.
This crowd showing heavy intoxication and hositlities.
Several objecti, and eggs were thrown at the police
while there.

2100 Lt. Col. Hicks requested the Baker Squad be sent from,'

E'l
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the South-end to stand by for possible crowd trouble-
Car #1, Chief Nevin, ordered.them.sent.

2145 Upon arrival of Baker Squad,the Squad was ordered into
formation on Mt. Holly off Brownsboro, out of sight of
the crowd. After they were in formation, Lt. Col. Hicks
had Baker One march Baker Squad to the service station
lot at Brawnsboro Road and Jane, in sight of the crowd.
Upon seeing Baker Squad (24) men about half the crowd
left, leaving about 150 to 175 people. Lt. Col.'Hicks
ordered the First District Lieutenant to use his car p.a.
system, and ordered dispersement of the crowd. Baker
Squad was being hit by several rocks and some eggs.
After the dispersal order-was given, a few more people
left but about 100 to 125 remained. Lt. Col. Hicks
ordered Baker Squad back to their cers, and told them
to assemble at Brownsboro Road and Lyndsie on the service
station lot.

2220 After some twenty minutes passed since leaving the croyd,
Lt. Col. Hicks sent Baker Squad (in Cars) to ride past
to let the crowd know the force was still there. AA
they passed the crowd, Baker Squad WW1 bombarded by rocks
and eggs. Baker Squad stopped and formed a skirmish line
in front of the crowd, and called for Lt. Col. Hicks, who
responded to the scene. Enroute to the scene, Lt. Col.
Hicks asked Col. Navin for more manpower. The South-
end being quiet, the entire Task Force was sent. .Upon
arrival of Col. Nevin, a dispersal order was again
given the crowd by Chief Nevin, and the crowd was given
five minutes to disperse. At the end of the five minutes,
the Task Force made a sweep of the perking lot clearing
the crowd. During the five minute Witting period, three
arrests were made for drunk and D.C.

2330 All quiet on Brownsboro, police Task Froce left the Kroger
shopping center and rode the immediate area.

2430 A critique meeting was held in the Chief's office for all
commanding officers.

0100 Task Force released to normal duty for remaining hour of
the shift.

40n Thursday, October 2. the Task Force was maintained
as a continuation when the previous days activities were expected.
During the day. schools were.quiet and police operations were
normal. At 6 o'clock p.m. roll callfor the-task Force was held
and by 6:30 p.m. small.crgwds had began co form at,both the
Hazelwood Shopping Center and in the shopping center at
2200 Brownsboro Road. The events for the evening of October 2
were i9 forlows:

1800 Roll call for IAEA Task Force as October 1: 1975.

1830 Small crowds at both Hazelwood and 2200 Brawnsboro Road:
both quiet.

I
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1900 Beat car reported being egged at Brownsboro Road location-
Lt. Col. Hicks respanded'and talked to the crowd. Lt. Col.
Hicks told them that as long as they were orderly and did
not throw rocks and egge they would not be bothered by
the police.

Alpha Squad stationed on Brownsboro and Baker, Charlie
and SOS in South-end.

2200 Reports of trowd (200) throWing eggs at passing police
cars.

2030 Lt. Col. Hicks met with Alpha One and requested the big.
wagon be sent from the South-end.

Lt. Col. Hicks drove past the crowd and was hit by several
eggs and a couple of rocks.

2040 Lt. Cpl. Hicks advised Chief Nevin the crowd was
,disorderly and was going to be dispersed.

Chief Nevin sent all Charlie Squad unitsand SOS aa back up.

2045 Lt. Col. Hicks ordered the crowd to disperse over
the public address an one of the cars. Gave them five
minutes to leave.

2050,Alpha Squad formed a single line east to west and swept
north acroes the KrOger parking lot, clearing the remaining
demonstrators from the lots Only about 35 to 40 remained-
as the,pweep started Charlie Squad and,half of the SOS
Units rbycle men) ariived and joined in' on the aleepp.
'The.demonstrators ran lnto the Jerry's Drive-in ana stood
an the porch. The Manager had locked the door temporarily
cutting off access - the door was then opened allowing
the demonstrators to enter. .

2130 All quiet. 4

21.45 A small crowd gathered at the Convenient Food Mart on
Frankfort Avenue and Stoll Avenue. Alpha Squad cars
responded and upon arrival in force, the crowd dispersed
without being-asked.

2330 All fifth platoon sent back to normal patrol for the
remainder of the watch. SOS remained east and Charlie
patrolled south.

On Friday,October 3, the day was again quiet but activity
picked up in the evening. The Chief gave orders to the T k
Force to issue traffic citat,ions regarding noise and traffic
violations, and this seemed to break up much of the crowd
gathering. The Task Force was utilized for patrol in the
area of Brownsboro Road, but no incidents occitired during
the evening. 2

1.4
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On Saturday, October 4, the city was quiet during the
day and in the evening. A mall group of approximAtely 50
people gathered along Brownsboro Road in the evening but they
were orderly and quiet compared to previous evening.

The County police had to deal with a crowd of over 300 1
people in* the area of Valley High School, and while city
police were notified, their assitance was not requested.



W2EK OF OCTOBER 5-11, 1975

The only events to occur duripg.this week were two
scheduled marches. One was by a group calling itself the
"Portland Westend Parents". This group staged a march 9f
approximately 100 people who marched on the sidewalk in the
area of 26th and Griffith in the Portland area.

Tbs other march wa ducted by a group calling
itmelf'"Progress and E ation" which staged a march of
500 to 600 people along Broadway from Fifth Street to Kentucky
Street. Th s march waif orderly and traffic personnel were
dtilised to Asia* 1/2eith traffic control.
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WEEK OF OCTOBER 12-18, 1975

On Tuesday, October 14, an authorized demonstration
by a group calling itself "Eastenders Against Forced Busing"
staged a march of approximately 150 people in the Crescent
Hill area.

On Saturday, October 18, a group calling itself
"Westenders Agairist Forced Busing" staged an authorized
demonstration of approximately 150 people on Broadway from
25th Street tO the Federal Building.

Both of these demonstrations were orderly and a minimum
of police personnel were needed at the scene.

OCTOAR 19, 1975, THROUGH,OOTOBER 31, 1975

From Sunday, October 19, through Friday, October 31, 1975, `'
there were no scheduled demonstrations nor were.there any
spontaneous incidents in, the city or in the.schools relating
to busing.

NOVEMBER 1, 1975, THROUGH NOVEMBER 211975

From Wednesday, November 1, through Friday, November 21,
1975, there were four authoriz.ed demonstrations within the city.
Each of these demonstrations consisted of less than 100 demon-
strators and did not require any appreciable police presence.

NOVEMBER 22, 1975, THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1975

On Saturday, November 22, while a national "Democratic
Issues Forum" was being held at the Louisville Gardens downtown,
two authorized demonstrations were held. One group calling
itself "United Black Union Workers" staged a march of approximately
150 people from 15th and Jefferson to the Courthouse.

The other group, calling itself "Union Labor Against Busing"
staged a demonstration of approZimately 5,000 to 6,000 persons
in the area of the Louisville Gardens, Due to the size of
this demonstration, 350 police personnel were utilized,for
traffic control and to stand by in the event of confrontations
or iriolence. The demonstration was orderly, however, and the
confrontation did not occur.

During the week of November 23 throUgh November 30, 1975,
no ,fctivity occurred within the City.
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MONT4 OF DECEMBER, 1975

During the month of December, only rwo major
demonstrations requiring the presence of police personnel'
occurred in the city or county.

On.Saturday, December 6, a group of approximately 500 to .

600 people calling itself "Okolona Merchants Association"
held a march on Broadway between Seventh and First Streets.
City police were utilited for traffic control and other
than one arrest being made, no incidents occurred.

On Saturday, December 20, a major crowd gathered in the
area of the Oxmoor Shopping Center and stopped traffic along
Shelbyville Road. The County police handled this situation,
and while traffic control was necessary no other incidents
occurred. City police were not involved at the demonstration.

8)4
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VI, EVALUATION OF POLICE ACTION

The information and data contained in the following pages
was collected by means of questionnaires and interviews
of personnel from throughout the Division of Police. Its
purpose is to indicate how various levels of the Police
Department felt about the adequacy of the police response
to busing activities.

First, a series of charts are presertt4d which depi4 the
responses of patrol officers, comman offioer*, staff
officers, and executive officers regarding the categories
of planning, training, team approach, command post location,
equipment, recall procedures, and morale. Thise charts
are particularly helpful in discerning differences and
distinctions between the various ranks and levels. Such
distinctions are very important in the development of
plans for similar operations in the future.

Secondly, a list of selected comments provided by personnel
from throughout the Division of Police is provided in a
non-edited format. Thfs information is very important as it
provides the direct reactions of people who were directly
inVolved in the Task Force operation.

The data and comments contained in this section should be
scrutinized very closely when developing strategic and
tactical plans for a similar operation in the future. Past
mistakes, as well as past successes, must be recognized
in order to adequately prepare for major community disturbances.
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SELSCSEDCOMMENTS

nrim OFFICERS

1. Fisna

No Comments

2. pmining

a. Marching and crowd contiol
training should h,iv1 been donewith smaller units before large group traini

1. TAisi Approach

a. Small teams 41441 inadequate for hindlinglarge crowds.

ikib. A mobile str force l'AtIliktoirsolo
motoroYolills should havebeen created t assist Special Operations.\s 4. Command Post Location AO Facilities

No comment.,

5. Equipment

a, One out of every five squads
should have bull horn.

b. Nome gas masks need replacing.
I

6. Recall Procedures

a. Tendency'to recall peoplitoo early.

7. Morale'

a. Men were impressed by leadership
qualities of top command.

,
S. g2MEMLWASiffel

a. Need for better commmpications between Readquarters and CommandPost.

N. Intelligence

No comments
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SELECTED COMMOTS

COMMAND OFTICEES

1. Planning

a. Planning should have included more district personnel rather
than just two officers from the Traffic Section.

b. Nve4 commanding officer should have copy of planning book.

c. Should have beenrsome planning for transportetion of violent
or injured prisoners.

d. More guidelines need regarding use of force in riot sitmmtion.

2. /r4ning

a. Need two to !Cu; days on squad formation and us? of special
equipment.

b. Training in, "keeping youricool" as important as sqdid
formation.

c. One day of refresher training not enough.

d. Man were unclear as to expectations of their appearanoe -
m were they to.ba' "spit and polish unit"? c

3. Team Approach

a. Need assistant commanders to act in abscence of Lieutenant.

b. Man performed better thah expected.

c. Team should consist of 12 man in 3 cars.

d. Chief should'have had more personal seonrity.

e. SOS unit should be mAintainsd on
smaller crowd control deployment.

f. Booking vans should be held at a
crpwd and not called into the cr

instant recall ,Atatus for

4

safe distAtiOe frpm the
owd.

g. Placement of personnel on school buses destroyed team and
squad concepts.

4. Command Post Location and Facilities

a. Poor parking facilities.

b. Location was excellent.

c. Resting facilities could have been better - showers, sleeping
arrangemencb, etc.

S Li;
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COMWID ()FYI CERS

5. Equipment

a. Distribution system very bad.

b. Helicopter ned for obsirvition.

C. Heed more portable radios.

d. Hew helMets excellent.

e. gveryone should have a jump suit.

6. Recall Procedures

a. Procedurea-iibunded good but "breakdown" in fradtire.

b. Procedures for "Bravo" squad best, Captain call Lieutenant,
Lieutenant call t am leader, team leadAr call men.4

C. Decisions for most of people to recall inconsistent.

d. Decision to recall should be firm and not a "maybe".

7.Morals

a. Needed better sleeping and recreational farilities.

b. Morale was like see-saw d.peding on incidenc.

c. Man appreciated attention shown by Chief andrDeputy Chief.

4. Addtless and appreence by Chief increasd morale.

a. Major factor in high morale was appearance of Chief.

f. Morale high because top level command kept infoimation
flowing to men.

8. ComiMunications

No comments

9. Intelligence

414 "Very poor - got mord off shithouse walls".
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SELECTED GWENT'S

STAFF curnmp

1. Planning

a. Public could see that,we were better organized than
other agencies.

b. Planning that went into this operation waa,the 0 at and
most thorough the department hea_ever sewn.

\
c. The whole operation went_ very-I/ell.

d. Type written logishauld have been maintained at the field
command post.

2. Training

a. The training prevented a reoccurrence of the mass
confusion experienced in 1968.

3. Team Approach

a.-We had the same people working for and reporting to the same
commanding officers atl the time. This made it eesier to
work out reliefs and Assignmpts, and also made it easier to
work out a recall procedure.

h. No glaring mistakes noted - only foul up was the school bus
.detail.

c. Escorts for booking vans ware not assigned.

4. Command Post Location and Facilitias

a. Given our limited choice, I don't thi nk. we could have made
a better location selection.

b. We were out of the main traffic flaw and did not, cause any
rkaffic congestion and were near enough to primary streets
that we could respond in any direction of the city or county in
a reasonable length of time.

5. Equipment '

a. It was a wise choice in getting the city to purchaee helmets
with the face shileds as it was a morale factor to thAen -

especially after the county officer lost his eye.

b. Numerous citizens told ma that it looked like we were
JAitter prepared as they noticed on television that we had the
face shields and the county police didonot.

c. Equipment and supplies were adequate.

6. Recall Procedures

a. Evidently worked well,



STAFF OFFICERS

b. I think we acted to quick on the second call-up (Sunday
night at Lowell Elementary School) in that more people
were called in than was necessary.

c. We should int tha squads in.a call-up order than call
only what is needed to handle the situation inaNjd of

tke_ehele detela

d. Recall procedures were established in tha Operation Bureau,
but were not used as there was no need.

7. Morale

a. I believe that the men assigned to the detail had their
morale raiseld.

b. Several appearance by the Mayor, City Officials, and Chief.of
Police at\the command post helped morale.

c. The morale remained high because therten were given information
&out the total operation and understood their role in
the operation.:..

S. Communications

a. The command center statue board could not be kept accurate
because. street commanders were issuing voice orders end not
notifying the command center Of where people were being sent.

A

b. If dispatching is to be a function of the command center,
the field command post should not change every order given
over the radio.

9. Intelligence

a. Concerning the intelligence received, I found it to be more
of a communtuations problem than anything else.

b. Tbs Operations Bureau received a minimal amount of information
that wee helpful to the Operations Bureau.

c. Didn't get very much - what was received was inconclusive.

d. Tg-S Girl Scouts could count the Plumber of people at a
gathering as well as was done by Intelligence.
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SELECTED COMMENTS

CHIEF OY POLICE AND DIRECTOR OY SAFETY

1. flaming

°a. Extremely successful - pleasantly surprised at the level of
discipline that was maintained.

4k b. Jeffereon County Police unit were extremely closed mouthed
prior to busing.

c. Cordination between the City and the County police was terrible
until the last week of September.

d. Particularly good - most points had been either written or
discussed in advance.

e. It became obvious that a 24 hour operation was needed early -
.ws shanid have shifted to a 24 hour operation a little ooner.

. 2. Training

a. This operation demonstrated that the crowd control training
in recruit school is nOt as passe as some have indicated in
the past, and therefore should be continued as a veluable tool.

b. The refresher training time was possibly not but
money 444 a big factor -...vhat about KLEC tra

c. Recommend the continuance of refresher training in crowd control
for line personnel and tactical exercises Ibr'staff personnel
and captains.

3. Team Approach

4. The set up of lhe Task lonrce was such that either mall units
or large deployment ware done with ease.

b. A major tactical error occurred at Lowell School by not
putting the incident down earlier.

c. The only major proble: seemed to be mobile equipment. We had
to draw vehicles from City Government and somewhat restrict
regular patrol..

d. The comkanding officers demonstrated leadership and the ability
to uaintain team discipline and to these commanders go a large
amount of credit for the high morale of the operation.

s. The National Guard should have been utilired in manning the.
buses. Because officers on the buses were restricted by
law regarding the amount of force they could use, and effect
from this was minimal.

4. Command Pg*t Loc4lion and Eacilitien

a. No comments

fhb
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CHIEF OF POLICE AND DIRECTOR OF SAFETY

5. Equipment

a. The only thing about equipment was the money expended for pro-
tective head gear was well woth it, and more should be bought
t equip everyone - especially gas masks.

6. RactTl Procedures

a. It was difficult to contact !OM of the top command at times.

b. A Captain or Major should be present 24 hours a day. A
standard should be established such that when it is recoginized
that a 24 hour operation is needed, the Chief and Deputy
'Chief can immediately shift to 12 hour days.

7. Mora1e

a. Excellent overall - during down periods more patrol co4Ild havebeen used.

b. The morale of the people throught the operation remained high.

,c. On a winning team morale is always high. The police won all
confrontations end increased their self-confidenqe and self-
esteem through these sucoessful deployments.

8 Communications

a. too much talk on the radio about unconfirmed rumors dealing withthe operation.

b. Unnecessary exposure of Federal Judge on Friday night :!1...ty
too much chatter on radio about it.

o. Communications were not tha weakest link in the operation
but thety did leave something to be desired.

d. The school board had a breakdown in communications, resulting
in our people having to use the police network to communicate
for them.

Intelligence
cr,

a. Intelligence was the weakest link in the entire operation.

bb. Intelligence personnel worked long hours, but the information
received was not'followed through to seek its accuracy -
this resulted in decisions being made on the basis of raw
intelligence and

c. Intelligence was very poor. Most of!what wtk received was next
to useless.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

^l. Better provedures needed for assignments.

2. Good to have Law Department at the scone of incidents.

3. The argument used by the Adjutant General regarding the
cost effectiveness and danger of putting Guardsmen on

lio=buses was a poor sr t. It was more expensive to utilize
police officers, given the task to perform, more
additional traini AAA required.

4. National Guard personnel should have been used to man the
buses, as this would have allowed for increased police patrol
on the bus routes.

5. This operation,proved clearly that female officers can function
capably in any situation. They did very well in the front lines
during crowd_confrontations and were especially successful
in booking proVedutis.

6. Although pressed into mass booking on.only 2 orl occasions,
. the system seemed to work well with the exception of the lack

of cooperation from the court.

7. Saturday morning, September 6 - from the police standpoint was
excellent; from the legal statoint there are some_questions.
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VII. FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The following charts provide a complete breakdown
of the financial cost incurred by the Louisville
Division of Police during its response to busing
related activities from September 4, 1975, through
December-6, 1975.

.

Information pertaining to manpower allocation, amount
of overtime, and daily cost are presented in the first
chart. The second chart depicts the amount of expenses
incurred for meals and equipment, and shows the total
financial cost incurred by the Police Department.
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OTHER COSTS

rrEm --- .N COST

MEALS $11 , 600
*

EQUIPMENT 17 , 329

,

TOTAL 28 , 929

TOTAL
COST
OVERTIME +
OTHER 5ICPENSES

$603,661
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VIII. ARREST CRARACTERISTICS

% The following charts present arrest information for
busing related offenses according to age and residency.
In addition, non-Task Force arrests are depicted is a
means of showing the impact of the Task Force operation
oh routine police operations. This information in very
limited because separate arrest data was not maintained
for busing activities.

A
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ARREST CHARACTER I ST ICS

ARRESTS BY AGE

ADULTS

JUVENILES

(001611111MMEMEMINO

1591
,

41

BUS I NG-RELATED4OFFENSES

ARRESTS BY RES I DENCY

:i&ilillit011111111111111111111111111111011111111=111133112111

LOU I SV I LLE 3 (52%) 33 (80%)

'JEFFERSON CO , 66 (42%) 8 (20%)

STATE 8 (5%) 0

UNKNOWN 2 (1%)

MEMINIIIIIIIIMIKIMMIMIIIIMIIIVAlk,
.BUS I NG-RELATED OFFENSES

AGE RANGE : 9 YEARS TO)0 YEARS

NON-TASK FORCE ARRESTS

NORMAL

ACTIVITY

A T§

Ttrfit 1975' ILI4ANGF

3213 3098 -3 . 6%

FoRogn SEPTEMBER 4 TH ROUGH

. 7
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IX:RECOMMENDATIONS

Theaollowing recosiaendations were suggested .by operational
personnel directly involved in the Task Force operation.
These recommendations should be closely considered when
preparing for major community events in thelture.

Planning

1. Diatrict and operational personnel should have input
into the planning process. Planning should not be the
sole responsibility of staff or planning personnel.

2. A cleat-distinction should:be made betwaen strategic
&lens and tactical plans. To dev lop tacticaf planson
Me basis of vague strategy ten to render tactical
plans ineffective.

3. Provide for a written "log of activities" to be main-
tained for the duration of the optration.

4. Provide a framework for maintaining data directly

4
related to the operation while the operation is in
effect. This elibinates the necessity to rely on,

, memory and incomplete data.

5. Develop clear and'well-defined recall procedures for all
operational personnel. The responsibilities for recall
should be clearly defined such that the recall process
can be prompt.

Training

1. Training and crowd control tactics should be done in
smaller units. The training should be directed at the
size of the group actually used in operational situations.

2. Some training should be included in the area of conflict
management. It is just as important that personnel
know how to deal with the emotions of an event as it is
for them to know how to deal with the mechanics of an
event.

3. Provide a thorof briefing of operational strategies
and tactics to a 1 operational personnel. It is important
that district personnel understand what is being done.

4. Tactical training should be inCluded for all personnel
above the rank of Captain.

5. An extra day of training would be beneficial.
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CamMand Post

1. Improve the capabilities to provide for hot meals.
sufficient rest. and adequate personal hygiene needs.
These concerns become very iportant to operational
personnel as their assignm nt ,to the Task Force im
prolonged.

2. Greater concern should be given to parking facilities
knd for security of personal vehicles.

Equipment

1. Gas masks and helmets should be provided to all personnel.

2. More portable radios s ul,d be prbvided to personnel
assigned to busing aqua

3. Bull-horns should be as igned to supervisory perlionnel
who must give orders in crowd situations.

Communications

1. Clear lines of authority should.be established between
personnel in the command post and personnel in the
communications center.

2. Rumor and speculative information should be kept off
the radio.

Intelligence

1. Intelligence information should be an intricate pait of
the planning protess.

2. A rumor control center should be established such that
operational command staff can check an the reliability
of information on an immediate basis.

3. Screening procedures should be established such that
Intelligence data can be utilized for strategic and
tactical decisions.

Team Approach

1. Team size should be expanded to 12 men assigned to 3
vehicles.

2 Acting squad and team leaders should be assigned to act
in the absence of regular command staff.

a
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X. APPENDICES

Appendix A

Appendix A is a'portion o the Jefferson County Grand
Jury report for the month of October, and is included
because of the commentary regarding city and county
police responses to busing activities.

Appendix B

Appendix B is a Iist of standards prepared by the
"National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice n
Standards and Goals" regarding police preparation for
major community disturbances. If is useful to compare
the response described in this report to the standards
developed by the Commission. Also, the standards
can be very useful in future planning for similar activi-
ties.

"



The following information is taken from a report issued
by the October, 1975, Jefferson County Grand Jury. Because
the Grand Jury spent considerable time and effort investi-
gating the events surrounding busing demonstrations
out Jefferson County, their conclusions ars an important
part of this description

REPORT OF THE OCTOBER GRAND JURY

RIOT OCCUAING ON SEPTEMBER 5, 1975, AT OR NEAR THE VALLEY
HIGH SCHOOL IN SOUTHWEST JEFFERSON COUNTY, BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 830 P.M. AND 1100 P.M.

I, J. B. Cooper. Foreman, after consultation and deliberation
with my fellow members of the October 1975 Grand Jury, have been
authorized to deliver the following as our report on the root
causes for what has earlier been classified bytprevious grand
juries Ise over-reaction on the part of the Jefferson County
Police Department on September 5, 1975. in the vicinity of
Valley High School in southwest Jefferson County.

At tha outset, I think it must be stressed, that congidering
the circumstances, under which the "rank and file" offiars
and members of the Jefferson County Police Department found
themselves on that dreadful evening, we can only conclude
that they addressed themselves to the riotous mob in the
only manner Available to them considering the conditions which
are hereafter enumerated.

If fault must be assigned to any group of persons for the
destruction and injury occasioned to citizens and police officers
of this community, it must rest with members of the high command
of the Jefferson County Police Department.

The following conclusions therefore, have been assembled only
after a vary long and tedious investigation gpanning a period in
excess of one week and including the testimony of, in excess of
eleven witnesses and, further, including visits to both city
and county police headquarters which involved the listening to
hours f official tapes of police radio transmdssions.

Certain comparisons must necessarily be drawn between the
city department and the county department, in (hat from our
invemtigation, there can be no other conclusion than that the
Louisville Police Department was extremely well prepared to
cope with the situation and the ultimate confrontation. We
sincerely hope that in any future reports relating to the
Jefferson County Police Department that we will be able to make
a similar statemene with regard to its state of preparedness
should it confront any future crisis of the magnitude of that
to which we have addressed ourselves in this report,,....
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It agent. to us that the most slams/try considerations
which any police department muat make i preparing fat any.

11
eventuality, such as was faced by our local police i the
wake of the busing order handed down by Federal Cout are
five-fold That is. that the level of preparedness of any
police department must maintain superiority in five general
areas as follows:

1. A Superiority of Planning:

2. A Superiority of Manpower;

3. A Superiority of Fire-Power;

4. A Superiority of Mobilization;

5. A Superiority of Communication.

Contrasting the level of preparedness exhibited by the
Louisville Police Department versus the Jefferson County
Police Department, we must report to this community that
while the city police maintained such a superiorit, tn each
of the shove areas, that the level of preparedness of the county
department did not approach minimum standards.

SUPERIORITY OF PLANNING

Testimony coming before this grand jury clearly brought
up the fact that the high command of the city tiolice department
began planning, for such unruly crowds as ultimately evidenced
themselves an or About the January 6, 1975 during the period
of time thet the chool desegregation issue was in the courts.
This city planning was conducted in an orderly and constant
manner through and including the opening of school on September 4,
1975. The city plan included the preparation of a contingency
program of nparly 100 pages whtch described in detail the plan
of operatioiI to be amp ors(' by-the city in the event of disturbance.
This plan ç, file with the Grand Jury, sets forth, in military
precision. all of the facets 'of planning necessary to safely
deal with the citizens of this community who might choos to go
beyond the level of peaceful assembly guaranteed them by our
constitution Each member of the city's command from its Chief
to every sergeant commanding a squad was in receipt of a copy of
this plan. Additionally, drills ware held by the city department
to thoroughly familiarize each,member of the city task force
with each aspect of the plan ad as to properly address themselves
to an unruly crowd and to avoid undo injury to anyone, citlzen or
police officer, if a confrontation arose. This plan was formu-
lated only after many. many hours of meetings, including meetings
with high ranking commands of police agencies in cities outside
of Kentucky which also have been affected by similar busing order
and experiencing confrontations. The city did not rely upon the
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assurance of any party to the than ongoing litigilion in federal
court, that our community would not have busing by the fall
of 1975.

In contrast, the high command of the Jefferson County
Police spoke in general terms about meetings w were held n the
few remaining week. and days before the businglitTler was puç,4nto
effect No meetitigs of visiting police departments were held, and
no plan of contingency was formulated. No special trait= was
held by the county staff so as to properly prepare each er of
the department to deal with the kind of situation they were to
confront on September 5, 1975, There was conflicting testimony
Re ro whether there was even a training session in riot control
held the day before September 5, 1975, in one of the counties'
districts, One witness indicated a previous training session was
held in-the Dixie Highway area on September 5, 1975, another
made reference to that training session being held on SepteMber 4,
1975, and still another witnees who had been assigned to the area
reported that to his knowledge there had been no such training
exercise. 4We must.-therefore, conclude that there is at best,
iiiInconsistancy in testimony among those county officers as to
what, if any, riot training had been received prior to the
blackened day of September 5, 1975. We muat therefore, conclude
that among the Jefferson County Police department there was no
superiority of planning as was the case in the city.

SUPERIORITY OF MAN-POWER

Our tranTigation reveals that the Louisville. Police Depart-
ment had, on an immediate mobilization basis, a sufficient number
of riot-equipped personnel to handle virtually any type of distur-
bance which might arise out of the emotions surrounding the impli-
mentation of the busing order. In fact, on the evening of September
5, 1975, there had been a general call-up of city personnel who, in
full riot gear. were caused to sit in city police buses awaiting
a request by the county for assistance. These stand-by ready
troops numbered in excess of 300 strong. No high level request
was forthcoming from the county for the services of these men
despite repeated testimony of successive withnesses that the
county had found itself badly out-numbered, and in some instances,
routed by the crowd in the Valley Station area. The chief of
the County Police admitted that he had called for assistance
while at the Valley Station area, but did not himself, nor by
his command. order one of his deputies to request that this
city detachment be moved into position in order to more quickly
and more peacefully resolve the confrontation in which his men
found themselves. Clearly, the members of the Jefferson County
Police, some of whom were crouching behind automobiles, and
some of whom had retreated to the wall of Valley High School,

1111.were on the defensive. A call-up of these city officers would
have been a relative easy matter
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County officers were called up on an ill-planned, willy-nilly
basis. Other testimony was to the effect that there was a 1007.
commitment of county officers backed by a relatively pall
contingency force supplied by the Kentucky State Police, we
muet conclude that the 125 odd peace officers were but a pebble
in the sea of some 10,000 plus demonstrators, rendering that
small force, without proper preparation or training, insufficient
to the task of controlling that large group.

SUPERIORITY OF FIRE-POWER

For weeks and months prior to the opening of echpol and,
indeed, even before the court order regarding busing had been
signed, the Louisville Police Department had props y equipped
its tactical force with helmets, equipped with fabó shields,
riot sticks, appropriate and sufficient amounts of tear gas and
portable communication devices enabling the squad command to be
in communication with virtually anyone within the department as
well as the command post,"and any other necessary equipment to
achieve a total level of preparedness.

On balance, the county police department had only a small aznotu4t.
of Lather inadequate riot gear, for the most part, left over the
the open housing demonstrations in the late 1960's. Such equip-
ment had little use and because over half of the Jefferson County
Police Department is comprised of officers coming on duty sub-
sequent to 1970 and unfamiliar with the tactics employed during
the demonstrations of the 1960's.

Witness after witness concluded that the uae of tear gas
in disbursing crowds is the most humane manner of crowd control.
Yet, duriAs the evening hourWOTgeiptember 5. I975, there was
insufficient gas available to the glen on the street and only
two canisters were deployed during the entire evening at
Valley High School and this, anlY after Officer Mike Doughty's
terrible injury had occurred. One might say that this amounted to
"too little too late". - We Can well appreciate the county
high command position with regard to going the extra second mile
with those who desired to exercise their constitutionally
guaranteed rights to free expression. Yet when such a crowd turns
unruly and endangers life and limb, such a status as had been
determined, according to some witnesses as early as 8:15 P.M., we
feel that the deployment of gas at that earlier time may have
given the county force, then on the scene, controll of the mob,
and no doubt would have prevented the severe injuries which
resulted from the disorder.

Superiority of fire-power is having the appropriate equipment
to accomplish a given lob and does not necessarily mean the employ-
ment of deadly weapons. In this instance, such fire-power would
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d proper riot aticks,gas, gas masks, helmate,witlf
s, and any other protective devices which would have
officers to move through the crowds with a milaimum

to themselves and the citizens.

This Grand Jury takes notice of the fact that unusual
restraint was exercised by the individual police ofncer to not
drawing that first service revolver in light of the overylielming
danger he was, along with his comrades, then facing. To this
extent we wish to praise the "rank and file" officer Sor he
has our undying gratitude for exercising this restraint. It wa
the individual officer who was the true peofessional at this
encounter.

SUPERIORITY OF MOBILIZATION

The Lonisville Police Department had made provisions for the
use of buses in transporting tactical equ ds of men to a given
area of disturbance, but these buses woul serVO to remove 410,
prisoners taken into custody at the scene. Snc11 use of buses
Minimizedthe deployment of individual vehicles driven by one or
more police officers and thus reducedthe police profile by
not having a multitude,of police cruisers in evidence at a
location of disturbance Our investigetion reveals that great
damage was visited upon county police cars which were in great
nuMber at the scene of the Valley High School incident, in fact,
it was during an attempt to rescue a police carmhich was about
to be burned, that Officer Doughty received his eye injury.
Perhaps Officer Doughty might today have his ye if there had been

oper mobilization of troops into the troubled area. The
11.Sleville Police Department mobilization plan called for specific
movement of men in squad formation while there was not similar
plans in the county leaving ead,,individual to, as it were, "fend
for himself"

SUPERIORITY OF CONNICATIONS

The Louisville Police Department had for weeks prepared for,
and had placed in existence. a communication center which was
equipped to communicate with all personnel within the city police
force, personnel within the county police force, personnel within
the county school board, all national guard personnel which next
may be deployed, and who, in fact, were called up. This command
center was also in touch with the County Judge's office, the Mayor's
office, the Van Hoome Education Center, representatives of the
Marshall's office, and so on. While the county police, on the
other hand, did not duplicate such a facility. There was a mere
token force of one or two man representing the county in such a
command facility, thee rendering the county police in an extremenly
inadequate position with regard to inter-agency and inter-department
COMMUnicattons. The city has maintained they had taken steps to
insure instant communication from commAnd dawn to the squad level
within its own ranks while the county was limited to those'
communication faciliO.es within each police car plus a few portable
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units, which for the most part, were deployed by intelligence
officer* dressed as demonstrator* and working in the crowd.

W. must therefore conclude that the county police as contrasted
with the city police did not have the five basic superiorities
referred to above. And that even though soma command personnel
insisted that there could have never been A way for them to have
anticipated the disorder of September 5th, neither was there the
type of intelligence collection which the city had in order to
properly assess the situation before the fact. Further, the relianc*
of the county upon assurances by school board members that busing
would not occur this fall should not have desuaded that force
froM beginning preparations for any eventualities based upon
their communication with the court itself which, ultimately, had
the relmonsibility of Making the decksion.

This Grand Jury wishes to commend the individual county police
officers'who showed, not only great restraint as maintained abov
but who showed bravery and.courage above and beyond the call of
duty, as many of our witnesses stated a strong showing of force
is much greferred aver the actual use of force: Had the County
Police DePortment the superiority ax above mentioned, we believe
that there would have been such a strong show of force that the
later use of force would have been unnecessary.
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RECOMNENDATIONS OF NATIONAL ADVISORY =MISSION

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS

STANDARD 7.1

COMMAND AND CONTROL PLANNING
(

The Chief executive of every municipality should have ultimate
responsibility for developing plans for coordination of *11
government and private agencies involved in unusual occurrence

' control activities. Every police chief xecutive should develop
plans immediately for the effective command and control of
police raaources during mass disorders and natural disasters.
These plaris should be developed and applied in cooperation with
allied local, state, and Federal agencies and should be directed
toward restoring normal conditions as rapidly as possible.

1. Every police agency should develop intra-agency command
and control plans to activate the resources of the agency
rapidly to control any unusual occurrence that may occur
within its jurisdiction. These.plans should provide for:

at. Liaison with other organizations to include the parti-
cipation of those organizations in quickly restoring
normal order;

b. Mutual assistance agreements with ottuir local
law enforcement agencies and with State and Federal
fauthorities, where effective control resources mey
be limited by agency size; and

c. The participation of themgovernment and private
agencies.

2, Every police agency should furnish current copies of
command and control plans to every organization likely
to participate directly in the control effort.

3. Every police agency should insure that every employee
is familiar with command and control plans that relate
to eny function the employee might be called upon to
perform, or any function that might relate to his
performance.

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION

OM CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND COALS

STANDARD 7.2

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

Every police chief executive should be given responsibility immediately
to command all police resources involved in controlling unueual occur-
rences within his jurisdiction. This authority should be preempted
only when a state of emergency is declared by the Governor, local authority
breaks down, or command authority is transferred by prior agreement:
In carrying out this responsibility, the police chid' executive should
direct all police activities withinthe affected area, and he should
insure that at least minimum services are provided to the remainder
of the jurisdiction.

I. Ever7 local government should provide by law that the pOlice
chief executive be responsiblSfor all law enforcement resources
used to cOntrol unusual occurrences within the jurisdiction.
The police chief executive immoidately should establish a
system designating executive command in his absence.

a. A system of succession of command should be established; and

b. A. senior officer should be designated the acting chief
executive in the absence of the chief executive.

2. The chief executive or his delegate should.be available to
assume command without delay at all times. This individual
should:

a. Assess the agency' needs in the involved area and in the
remainder of the j diction;

b. Make decisions bagL.gn availahle thfmation, and issue
appropriate thstriictions to the agency to insure coordinated
and effective deployment of personnel and equipment for
control of the occurrence and for effective minimum policing
of the remainder of the agepcy's jurisdiction;

c. Insure that all actions taken by law enforcement personnel
deployed in che affected area are supervised and directed; and

d. Apply contred measures according to established comman
and control plans and predetermined strategies.

8

I.



RECOMMENDATICNS OF NATIONAL ADVISONY COMMISSION

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS

STANDAND 7.3

ORGANIZINC PDR °CONTROL

Every police'sgency should develop en-interim unueuel occu4ence
control organization. This organization should be capable of rapid
and orderly activation. assembly, and deployment of all needed agency
resources and should be flexible enough to permit incremental activation.
It should provide the following services under the command of the police
chief executive:

1. A control center should be stablished to act as the agency
command poet responsible for:

Coordinating all agency'nnueuel occurrent* control activities:

b.. Obtaining all resources and assistance required for the
field forces from agency and outside sources;

c. Maintaining chronological logs and *paring periodic
reports concerning the unusual ocC nce situations;
and

d. Collecting and disseminating informati from field forces,
agency sources, and outside agencies.

2. An intelligence organization should be rasp sible for
collecting. evaluatimg, and disseminsting in rmation. The
intelligence function should be pefforued by

a. Field units;

b. A coordinating unit located at the agency control center: and

c. Outside agencies contributing intelligence through the
coordinating unit.

3. A personnel unit should be established to
:

a. Activate a predetermined personnel call-up system:

b. Maintain currant personnel availability information and a
continuous accounting of all agency personnel;

c. Anticipate the personnel needs of the field forces and
provide for them;

d. Advise the agency commanding officer of the availability of
personnel when the number of officers committed to the
unusual occurrence indicates the need for partial of total
mobilization, or a request for mutual aid or military as-
sistance; and

Make proper and timely notifications of deaths and injuries
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of agency personnel.

4. A logistics unit should be established to:

*. Procure the needed vehicles, maintenance, supplies, and
equipment,

b. Account for the disruption of all vehicles, Supplies, and
equipment deployed in the unusual occurrence;

c, Determine appropriate staging areas and maintain a current
list of them;

d. ReZeive and safeguard evidence and property for the
field forces; and

e. Provide for feeding of field forces, when necessary.

5. A field.command post should b4established and staffed with .
personnel to support tha field compftder. Tbe field commend
post should be staffed And organized'Wenable the field commander
to:

a. Direct the operations necessary to control the unusual
occurrence;

b. Assemble and assign agency resources;

C. Collect, evaluate, and disseminate intelligence concerning
the incident;

d. Communicate with concerned task force officers end units;

. Apply the strategy and tactics necessary to accomplish the
police mission;

f. Gather, record, and preserve evidence; and
It

g. Maintain appropriate records of field operations.

6. A casualty information center Should be established and staffed
with qualified personnel to:

a. Gather, record, and disseminate all information concerning
dead, injured, missing, and lost persons;

b. Establish liaison with relief agencies to obtain information
on evacuees and evacuation centers;

c. Establi liaison with the medical examiner or coroner;

d. Dep y personnel, as needed, to hospitals, first aid
stations, and morgues; and

e Prepare casUalty statistical reports periodically for the
agencY commanding officer:

,
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS

STANDARD 7.4

MASS PROCESSING STEES

Ivory police non uld immediately develop a syitee for the arrest.
mcessing, transportation, and detention of large numbers of persons
agency shmild seek alternatives to mass arrests, but if it is

determined that mass Arrests are necessary, a system should be available
.to provide adequate security for prisoners and officers and to-insure
that the arresting offiCevis returned.to his field assignment as
quickly am possible. The system should facilitate the restoration
OW order by means of lawful.arrest. end preservation of ell,awailable
evidence

it)

The mass arrest system shOuld insure that attlLteis are
processed as rapidly as possible. The system should provide:.

dor

a. A procedure for gathering and preservingslivailable evidence
to connect the erreptee to the crime he to be charged
with. The evidence may include photogr hs, rScording,
%tapes, statements of witnesses, or othe evidence;

b. A procedure for receiving each prisoner tram the arresting
officer.and facilitatingthe officer's rIfurn, to his field
assignment am soon as possible;

CC. Positive ification of the arrestee'aMi.the .arresting
officak; -

d, A procedure for receiving a nd maintaining continuity, pf
'evidence:,

A Rapid temoval'of arrestees from the affected area.
Security should be provided en route to prevent attempts,
to free prisoners:

f. A secu re detention area to prevent ascape or attempts to
fres prisoners. The facility should be adequate to maintain
cusandy of a number of prisoner* in safety;

f. Prearranged interagency agreements to facilitate the
assimilation of the arrest... into the jail system when
the arresting agency is not the custodial agency;

h. Defense counsel visitations odor processing. These visitations
should not be permitted under field conditions or at
temporary detention facilities unless adequate security is
provided. Prisoners should be Transported to a secure detention
facility without delay, and

i. Liaison with,local courts and proaecutoça to determine
procedures and temporary court sites for' speedy arraignment
of arrests*. ,

I. I
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2. Tbe mese arrest system should make the name and charge of
weans arrested available to public ipquiry as moon as
possible after the trrestse has been processed. A current
list of arremteas should be communicated to the agency command
center AS the information becomes available. Inquires
should be directed to one central location.



RECOMMENDATICNS OF NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND NIAIS

STANDARD 7.

LRGAL CONSIDERATIONS

Every State nod local government should Lamediately review existing
law and consider new legislation to permit necessary action by all
control agencies end afford each individual all his constitutional
guarantees during an unusual occurrence.

1. Full-time protection should be afforded every community by
permanent legislation to provide for:

a. Federal and State'reimbureement of local law enforcement
agenCies required to react to Federal and State events, such
ea conventions, campaigns, or VIP visits, and extraordinary
costs incurred inrospcmuting to mutual aid requests;

(t's Mutual aid agreements between local, county, and State police,
and the National Guard;

c. The prohibiition of unnecemmary force or violence in
making arrests;

d. The prohibition of any sanctuary by providing police access
to any area, public or private, within the jurisdiction or
close enough to constitute an imTepiatethreat to public
order within the jurisdiction;

e. The prohibition of interference with of attacks upon
firemen or other emergency personnel;

f. Tha prohibition against failure to dimperme any unlawful
assemblies;

g. Prohibition of impeding pedestrian or vehicular traffic;

h. 'Strict controls on the manufacture, possession, transportation,
or distribution of incendAary or explosive devices; and

i. Permits for parades, assemblies, and public events and
regulations of the size and material used In picket
signs and sign handles or any other device used in a
public demonstration.

2. Emergency.statutea specifically designed to cope with unusual
occurrences should blmenectod to provide for:

a. The arrest paMers of county and State police end National
Guard forces when engaged with or without the local polim$
agency's assistance in control operations within a local
jurisdiction;

h Emergency police authority enabling local police to maintain

A
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pub order by uspending dua process where a clear and
A

present danger exists that mob action will render ineffective
any local police aeency's ability to maintain order;

c. Restrictions upon sales of gasoline. liquor, and weapons;

'd. The restriction of public access to certain geographic
areas under specifically dafinad circumstances;

e. Curfew, loitering, and other crowd control measures;

f. The restriction of public use of schools. places of
amusement, water, and private aircraft; and

if g. Control of the storage Of firearm, firearma parts, and
ammunition.

e"^\

13 4

th.

r
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RZONINRODATIORS OF XATIONAL ADVISORY CONNMSSION

ON CRIMINAL JUSTICS STANDARDS AND 00ALV

STANDARD 7.6

MINIM Fan UNUSUAL OCCURNINCRS

Ivory police chief executive hould innedietelf eetablishaibrmaltraintog programs in unusual occurrence control administratfbn,'strategy tactics, resource., and standard ogerating procedures.This training should be given to selected pdksonnal at all levelsWithin the agency, pessounel from other agencies in the criminal justicesystem, end from other relatd public nudialeVate agenbles,. It shouldbe given frequently enough to maintain priticiency between trainingseseiona, and should he routinely sdheduled duringpayiods of peakpersonnel strength. Otherwise. it,should be schedule4 ih advance ofanticipated evente.

An umusual'oc control training program ehould include bothformal instruction and practical exercise.

1. Formal instruction should be implemented through:

a. Frequent inmervice training. ouch as roll-call training,to erve a. a refreeher
course, to practice techniques,Or tO introduce OW prOCO4UrOO;

b. Periodic agency-conducted school. to familiarise personnelwith agency unusual occurrence controleprocedures andorganisational structure;

c. Regional or Federal
courses, particularly when agency aimsdoes not permit development of local school.; and

d. A regional ttainine inititute to train instructors forlocal agencies.

2 Practical exorcise. should be conducted periodically todevelop proficiency and teamwork among personnel through:

a. Field exerciess for operational personnel to practicetactics and procedures;

b. Command post exercises for formulating strategy and evaluatingexisting and new procedures;

4

c. itegianel exercises for fmailiariiinn
ccmmand personnelwith mutual aid procedures,and developing coordinationbetween other local control agencies and nonlaw enforcementagencies; and

d. Criminal justice system exercises to develop coordinatedparticipation of UlI
interrelated'criminal justice andnoncriminal justice agencies.

41.
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3. The training curriculum and the subjeCts for practice should
be directed to:

a. Administretive'leWel personnel to familiarise them with
agency and crietll justice system emergency oreanisational
tructure sod p eahmes for requesting additional personnel
end eqUipment fres-the military or through mutual sid;
end

b. Operational personale/ to familiarise them with strategy,
tactics, and standard operating procedures. The emphasim
should be placed on a coordinated effort rather than indi-
vidual action; use of obemical agents, communications
equipment sad other specialised equipment; applicable
laws; human relations training; and procedures for pro-
curing logistical euplittrt.

0.

a
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INDgX

A

Affirmative sction programs, 101.
117-118

AFL-CIO, 110-118, 118-119, 418-
414, 416

Aherne School, 310-311
Alternative schOols, see schools,

alternative
American Freedom Fund, 27
American Nazi Party, 27
Appalachian Council Program, 117
Aspen High School, 360

Ballard, 316, 381, 383-384, 387-388
Baptist Ministers and Deacons.

Meeting, 398
Bellarmine College, 140, 143-144
Birch, John, Society, 114-115, 163
Black Officers Association ( Louis-

ville Division of Police), 189-
191

Boston Olube, 121-123
Boycott by,

black studePrits, 421
business, 74
citizens against business corn-

munity,'86, 89
gasoline suppliers, 338, 358 = 4P

white students, 387
Boycott, uniuni at G.E role o

415-417
Breakfast program, 49,
Business, .

forced closing, 44-45, 73 .
intimidation of, 74,.76-77, 80, 88
picketing of, 72-73
position on evert-ordered busing,

78-80 '
.protection Of, 74-75, 88

Busing,
Alternatives to, 364, 128, 158-159,

sP

168-169, 205, 211, 262, 359,
376-376, 427

decreasing the need for, 344
effects On,

exemption of first grade, 308,
317, 343-346

extra curricular activities,
231;234, 391-392

quality of education, 33-35
hawing patterns, effect on, 34
implementation ef, 18, 212, 255,

299, 334-338, 348
plugsengere, security bf, 358
police, preparation for, 174-176
position on,

church congregation, 45
citizens, 25-28, 419-420
community leaders, 263
Jefferson County PTA, 242
parents, 29-30, 50-51, 110
religious community, 397-399
Save Our Community Schools,

Inc., (SOCS), 244
students, 278-280
Task Force for Peaceful --

Desegregation, 246
unions, 1-6, 110-112, 416

CALM (Concerned About Louis-
ville's Mood), 84, 136-137, 149

Cane Run School, 356
Carroll, Governor, 112
Catholie Archdiocese of Kentucky,

396, 397
Central High School, 30, 143, 157,

268-2113, 309, 312, 311.352, 384
Central Higt School PTPaed

PTSA, 270-271, 276
Chamber f Commerce community

pledge,R0-72,- 79, 82-83, 85-89,
142



Chamber of Commerce, role of, 74-
75, 70, 82-86, 91, 151

Citisens Agitnat Busing, 26-28,
36-as

Civil disturbances. 74
causes of, 91-92, 435-136
role of Judge Holfenbach, 203--

.204, 213-217, 289
role of police, 176-138, 102-194

Clerical support of dasegration,
395-397, 399-401, 403-406

Commission on Civil Rights,
procedures for testimony, 6

Community Action Program
.(CAP), 107-109, 119

Community Consensus Committee,
87, 93, 100, 144

. formation' of, 146-152
(actMty of, 149, 162, 195-198,

208-210
role in desegregation, 249-252,

266-267, 347-351
Community Relations Service, 207,

251
Concerned Parents, Inc., 25, 33-35,

38
Consortium, .iiifferson County

Educational, 325-329, 354
Court order, see Desegregation

(Gordon Plan)
Crosby Middle School, 283-291
Curriculum,

city-county, comparison of, 356- '
357

**, modification of, 47

852,

plan

Denver plan, 303
Department of Justice, 62, 207-208
Devgregation plan (Gordon Plan),

leo school desegregation
and Gordon Plan

criteria for monitoring, 308
Department iof Justice, role in7

- 207-208
design task force (team), role of,

314.312t318, 322-323.
345, 360-361

implementation of. 191-199, 206--
208, 269-277, 335-938,J51,
378, 381, 389-390

implemeniatjon team, role of, 306,

322-323, 344-345, 360-361
integrity of, 312-317, 332-333
Jefferson CountY School Board,

monitoring of, 63, 307-323,
338-339

modification of, 209, 313, 317,
344-346, 349, 360-361

socioeconomic factors of, 320-321
Detroit plan, 302
Dirk school, 360
Discipline, ate also Saispensions

disparities in philosphy of,.369-
370

unequal application of, 15, 255,
sop

Discipline code, 256, 264, 267-268
Dun Elementary, 385-387, 433

quality of education at, 381
Dtirret High School, 10-11, 19-21

discipline at, 1-4-115
DuVal Junior High School, 312, 388

Eastern High School, 287
Editorial policy of,

Conrier-Jourisal, 121-422
Louisville Defendsr, 124-125
Louisville Times, 121-122

Emergency School Aid Act .

(ESAA),
Jefferson County School District,

funding of, 55-66, 336
after consolidation, 61 }

monitoring of, 56
iirocedures for Clearance of,

56-57
l721168, funding of, 246-247, 330

Englehard Elementary School, 432-
433

Episcopal Church, 395, 397, 404-405
Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission ( EEOC ) 193-11l4
Extracurricular/school activities,

effects of busing on, 231-234,
284, 399-393

Faculty,.acc also teachers,
attitudes on suspensions, 324-325,

385
effects4f mxrger on, 298-299, 301

(



human relations training of, 226-
227, 391

orientation, 398
response to desegregation. 223

Fairdale Senior High School, 179,
182 :183, 222-225, 220-232, 267.
381, 387, 419, 424

Federal Bureau of Inveatigation
( FBI), 77, 80, 88, 179

Federal funding, 300
for desegregation, imPlementation

of. (HEW), 197
for suspensions, study of, 325-327,
of the human relations depart-

ment, 353
of the Jefferson County Educa-

tional Consortium, student
concern grant, 326-329

of school construction (HUD), 89
Federal marshals,

request for, 198-199, 206
Ford (Motor Company) Plant, 119
Frost Middle School, 226

G ,

General Electrk, 81, 93
boycotts at, 90-91, 93-94, 415-417
racial composition of. 101-102

Grosi,,FederalPJudge James, U.S,
Disirict Court, see also
Desegregation plan,

civil disturbances, role in, 179, s-

184-185
('ommunity Consensui; Committee,

appointment of, 128, 196- 198
Federal marshals. request for,

199, 206
Gordon plan, Sec also Desegregation

plan. 195-197, 294-295, 306-
307,. 317-318, 320-322

Grayson, Ernest C., Superintendent)
Jefferson County School Board,
335-336

Great atlantic and Pacific Tea'
Company ( A&P) , 70-73

Hall, Jack B. (Administrative as-
sistant to ('.ov. Carroll) 194,
201 202, 216-217

HEW, 63, 197

Region IV, Office for Civil Rights,
55, 57, 62, 64

Region IV, Office of Education,
55, 57, 65, 329

Title I, 346
Hollenbach, Louis J. III, Chief

Judge. Fiscal Court, Jefferson
County, Kentucky,

role in the desegregation process,
127, 150, 176-177, 181, 185,
187-189, 194-201, 203-211,
213-218, 359, 374-375

(Jolge) Hollenbach Plan, 359,
374-37g

Housing patterns,
causes of segregation on,61-52

159, 167-168, 401-4
effect of busing on, 34

HUD, 69, 159, 167
Human Relations Commission,' 88
Human Relations Department,

Federal funding for, 353
Human relations programs, Teffer-

son County Schools, see also
peer oup counseling, and rap
t4esskt4, 223-231, 234-236, 276,
390 , 436-437

for parents, 336
-for school service personnel, 228
for 'teachers, 227, 391
in the curriculum, 228, 278
resistance to, 223
rumor control system, as on

element of, 226
Human relations training, Jefferson

County School Board, 330-331

Instructional Council, Jefferson
County School Board, 309

hitegration, 20, 405, 419
Interfilith Task Force for Peaceful

Integration, 46
Intergi-Oup relations, of,

students and administration, 393-
394

students, black and white, 20-22,
97, 224, 237, 240, 272-274,
287-288, 352, 429-432

students and teachers, 13, 224,
236, 260-261, 368-394, 434,



International libla'easter, 120
International Union of Electrieal,

Radio and Machin0Vorkers,
(1[1E) Local 701, 104-105,
114, 411-417. 435

Intimidation of *
black rommunity\leadeve, 173
black students. 2A-25, 258
gasolinf supplierS 358
ministers, 46
newspapers, 125-12t;
policemen, 100
pro-integrationists, 41
white students, 22

, whites. 418-410
IrtIquois High School. 10. 13. 19, 22

A

Jefferson County Board of
Education

administration,
compliance with desegregation

plan, 378-381
Instructionak Council. 309
nwmbers stand On busingb 362.-

364
board nwmbers, including pre-

merger boards. 362-363
city-county composition. 2144-295
community relation). 266, 271, 353
discipline code. developme.nt

264
effects of merger on. 380
human relations, training for.

330-331
philosophical differences within.

365. 370-371
political pressure on. 169..
post.merger composition. 257
pre-mer*r-overi enrollment

policy, 3r
statements on suspensions. 366

3138. 370
sun.shine law, effert on; 380
superintendent. 335

Jefferson County Fraternal Order
of Police, 189

Jefferson County Police. 214-217,
see slap Law enforcement,.

contingency and mutual Assistance
plan. 200-203

in civil disturbances, role -of,

ti
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174-175, 178-188, 192
Jefferson County school system,

devisiveness within, 339
study of, :293-305

Jefferson County Teach4m Associa-
tion (JCTA ). 293-2 8-299

Jefferson, Thomas, High School,
10-12, 14, 21, 281, 350

Kentucky AdvisorY Committee to
the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, 8

Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights, 155-156, 331

Kentucky [Arbor News, 113
Kentucky National Guard, 174, 338

contingency and mutual assistance
plan, 200-202, 204

role in civil disturbances, 175.
177. 186

Kentucky State Police. 174-175,
'400-204. 214-21,7

role in "civil disturbances, 177-
1.7.9, 181-188

King, Martin Luther, Jr., 280
Ktt,Klux Klan, 114-.115, 125, 163,
OF 165, 213

Knight Middle School. 24)

L

Lamar Society, 146-137, 195, 197'
I,aw enforcement,

contingency plan, 9647, 109-202.
217-218,

coordinating responsibilities for.
176 177

,

jurisdictions of, 180.-187
selective, 377, 399-.400

Leadership, absence 4.99\01, ' 89
school board, 380

Leadership, quality of,
academic community, 140-1.4L

148-149
business community, 81, 92-93,

101. 171
community leaders, 171-172
chUTch officials. 171-171
government officials, 171
news media, 135-136
public officials, 32



school board official., $94
League of Women Voters, 242, 246,

251
Leap Council ( progvam) , 117.7.118
Lineoln Foundation, 241
Litigation.

Adams Riehardsuu, 62
appellate court, 33
/from/ case, 27
Hasson!? v. Lard's.; 106
Jo Anti Green v. Kenneth ('-wady.

105, 205, 211
Newburg case, 158
poiding against Louisville Police

Departments 194
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals,

205;245, 357
Local government, chain ofccom-

mend, 94-95 '

Longfellow Elementary. 312
Long Run Baptist Association, 396,

400,402, 406
Louisville Area lnterchurch Organi.

zation for Service (LAMS),
241 .0,

involvement in desegregation,
244-24'7

Loofseille Courier-Journal. 120-121,
125, 139, 164, 418

isei/h. Defender:120, 126
editorial poli`cy of, 124-125

Louisville Division of Police, 174,
11(T gjaa,Law enforcement,

EEOC, cfmplaint by black officers,
193-104

in civil disturances, role of,
185-188 192-194

preparation for busing, 174-176
racial composition of. 193

Louisville Fraternal Order of
Poliv, 189-191

Louisvillk-Jefferson County Defense
Project, 253-254, 258;260

komisville-Jelferson County Human
Relations Commission, 2155-
156, 196, 258

role in desegregation. 161-163
1.(misville Tinto". 120-121. 123, 164
Louisville Urban League. 155-156,

166
role in desegregation, 160

Louisville Public School Board. 22,

855

293, 362, 364

Male Senior High School, 157-158,
211, 309, 312, 384

Manual Senior High Sihool, 158,
211, 237, 360

Media, desegregation coverage of,
121-123, 132, 367

balance of, 124-126, 133-134, 138-
139

depth of, 134, 139, 166
editorial policy of, 121-125
information, restrictions of, 123-

127
intimidation of, 125-126
public reaction to, 20-21, 32, 164-

165, 169-170, 248-249
sensationalism, charges of, 126-

127; 134-135, 165
Merger of school systems, effects on,

city-county school boards, 294-
297

curriculum, 345
faculty, 298-299. 301
finances, 98
school board, 30,1, 380 .

Meyzeek Junior High School, 312,
390

Minneapolis school plan, 37(3
Moore Senior High School, 222. 258

NAACP, 155-157, 163, 331, 410
role in desegregation, 158, 164
Ministerial Coalition, 398

National Association for the Preser-
vation of Freedom (NAPF),
114-115, 427

National Commission on Quality
Education, 206

National Forum on Alternatives.
264-205r .

Noel Middle School,.285

0

Okolona Business issociation, 43, 53
Okolona Ministerial Alliance, 45-46
OperationGrassroots, 253-254, 256-

257, 260-263, 265-268



PPR systein, 301) ,

Pairing plan, 1514 159, 1614 169
Parents,

_aattitudo. on desegregation, 375
attitudes or discipline, 355
uttittoles on suspensions, 324-325
involvement with SOCS, 262
orientation to desegrvgation plan,

336
rein forrenwnt ( f school program,

290 291,
PTA, 38, 140:249, 251, 378

Jefferson eouniy, 241:.243
. Smyrna Elementary, 43, 49 50

Parents for Quality EdUeation,
29-30

Parkland Junior High School, 312
Peer group counseling, 220 223, 225,

230, 235 237, 352
Pleasure Ridge High School, 182.

219, 223, 227, 229, 236-24o
Progross in Education

25 26, :11 .32
tatemnt on quality education,

424 425

(uality of education.
Murk students, cffect,4 on, 256

2511, :1119

effets of basing on, 33 35
effects of desegregation on, 129

1:31, 2214, 21414, 418 419

"Cultural Pluralism", its a
ponnt of, :189 390

nationid ranking of Kentucky, 256
l'rogil.ss in Educatiiin, statement

on, 425
PTA members uNI, 212 213
students on, 238 2:19
uniformity or. 276

Racial balance, 22
Racial compositMn ( ratios),

formula in MI1 and 1,1) programs,
:113

impart on first grade exeaPtions,
314

856

itue 1 composititm of (ratios),
tornative schools, 310, 312, 383

Hutier High School, 388, 393
faculty, 2419
Dunn Elementary school, 386
Oscliale High School, 38
hardship transfers, 309,311-315
Louisville Division of Pollee, 193
Shawnee High School, 219,221
suspensions, 310-341, 321.2122,

324,-325,367,383-385
student* at Central, 269-270, 273,

275
Youth DeveloPment Program, 312

Rucism,,4214-429
Randolph Committee, 117
Rap sessions, 23, 239-240,391, 437
Redistricting Of sehoobi, 359 360,

:048,-432
Religious rommunity involvement,

395-411
Rumor control centir, 127, 119, 226

us prauticed at Valley High, 235
Russel Junior jligh 25:1

Save fiur Community Schools, Inc:
(SO(:S), 241, 243 -244; 252

School construction, 69, 3119
School currirulum,

vtiects of desegregatit 914,

269 -270, 356
effects of mrger in, 315'
milOdifiNutium or 5:

School desegrog 100, Ncr also
Desegregation plun

benefits of, 130131, 275
elim pared with other cities, 28 37,

.1.29,136, 158, 197, 252
302 :103, 1"-

effects on,.
currieulum, 914, 209 270
school enrollment, 214
staff, 1W 355 -356
students, 12, 47, 228, 269 270,

278- 2140, 287-289, 336, 137
urban renewal, 167

media' (overage of,'121, 127,,139,
response to, by,

administration, 47
blitek cornwinity, 137, 164
Muck puma's, 29-30, 97 -98
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citizens, 420;422- 423, 427-428
faculty, 47
organized labor, 107--112
PTA, 241, 250-251

religiouS community, 395. 411
school board members, :363

School desegregation, role in,
Hellarminc College, 143--144
Mack community, 253-268
Community Consensus Committee,

249-252

religious community, 245,-252
Spalding College, 142-143

University of Louisville, 140-141
Schools,

magnet, 374-375

overcrowding Of, 432 433
private, 98, 257
security of, 389
traditional. 359

Schools, alternative, 382

criteria for assignMent, 312, 316,
:343, 382 .383

court monitoring system; 338

explanation of, 308
fte

racial composition of,/310, 312,
38* .

,

Shawnoe'Klemintary/, :142
Shawnee Senior Fliyh School, 158,

17:1, 211, 219-421, 226, 229;

232-234, :1121

Simkins, Edward, Wayne State,
'\....-4-1/21iversity (study of Jefferson

(ounty schools), 293-30-5
Skune,(1larvey 1.,,M1), Mayor of j

1 dmisvilly, role in desegregation
rovess, 146, 149 -150, 185; 194, '

96, llp 199, 201, 204, 206,

10, 213, 217' . .7
Smyrna Elementary, 47- 50
SPI,cioeconomics, ,

testing for entry; 346-347
Standard Oil Companf (of

Kentucky), 81, 87- 89, 103
Student,

attitudes on,
. busing, 21; 47, 278-280

counselors, 18-20

desegregation, 362
, parents, 281-282,

247

blac nd white, educational needs
of, 304, 357

boycotts, 8-5, 338, 387, 415-417,-421
committee; 349
government, 437

Student Concern Grant, 327-328,
333

Students, testing of,.47-49

for EMH and LD.pogrms,
346-347

Sunshine law, 294-295;374, 380

Suspensions, discipline, see also
Alternative 'Schools,

administration and 13(')ard action,
305;318-319, 323 - 326, 339,

367

alternativoolo, 227,315, 339, 367

decline in, 16, 367 .

effeethieness of, 3-15 . .
Federal funding for the stuody of,

325-327 , ,

inschool, "tank room," 258,.:439,

367, 369
offenses involvyd in, 14, 16, 18,

324 325, '.i31118

research design team studies on, .

:324 .32n

school biiiard position on, 366-368
socioeconomic factors of, 384-385
teachers' role in, 227, 325, 339,

367, :369-371, 385
us a factor ikti desegregation, 286,

320 -321

total numbers of, 14-15, 310 311
unequal application of, 15 17,

impact on desvgregation, 131 132
as a factor in suspensions, 385

277,
:425,

310- 311,

333- -:334,

315, 321-322,

366.36k:,583 384
Southern Christian 1.eaderMiip

Con ft'ren('e ( SC1.0 ) , 253- 256,

24;7-268. .
.

Southern Senior High School, 11, 54,
183-184

Spalding College, 1404142 ,
Spectial et*cation (KM 11 and 1,1)),

48 49; 305, 308, N13, :493, 359

4

'risk Force for Peaceful Dese&ega-
..., tion, 89, 142, 144, 162.163, 210,

211, 245-246

role in desegregation, 150
Teachers, Kee also Faculty,



human relations seMinars, for 391
special training requirements for;

3013

*tad' desegrtgation of, 158
transfe'r of, 356,433

Temple Math Israel, 395-396,405

Testimony, Commission on Civil
Rights, procedures for, 6

Transfers, 333-334
academic, guidelines for..342
hardship, 308

control of, 316,319-320
guidelines for, 340-341 .

racial composition,and rates of.
308-309,311-312

'medical. 333,341-342
guidelines for, 357-358,372-375

optional, 349-350
of teachers, 342.355--350,433

.

racial implications of. 371-372

U-

Unions affirmat ive.act ion program,
117.-118

role in desegregatiov, 107-110..
internutiOnal United Auto

Workers (UAW), 107-110,.
117, 119-120

United Auto Workers MAW1.
Local 1330, 107 ta

nited Black Protective Parents
UBPP1. 253-284, 257-258,

204. 260-20-7

United Labor Agaigst Busing
Ul.Aft ), 104-105, 108.113-110.

413-415, 417
United Methodist Church. 395. 100
University of Lvtiisvale. 140-141.

223-224. 354

'V

Valley Senii,r,Higl) School,' 178-182.
192. 202. 219. 23, 223-229, 032.
2.14-230

Votlaional trnining. 19-20, 33 .441/4

Voluntifry desegregation. 38-41,
108-109. 211-212

WAVE-TV. 120. 126-127
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Wayne State University, 292-203
Westport Senior High School, 220,

. .

311

Youth development (YD.),
criteria-for assignnient, 312, 310,

382
explanation of,.308

racial composition of,312-
responsibility for criteria, 343
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